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roreword
The 1978 edition of the Predeal International School in Physics was

devoted to the Physios of Heavy Ions being actually the second part

of the 1976 course on the same subject.

The present Proceedings include 20 of the 21 invited papers^ start-

ing with the special invited lecture of Professor Arima, which pro-

vides however only a pale image of the -because of him- unforget-

table first evening of the School. The second part of the Volume

contains almost all of the contributions by the participants, plue

the paper of Gregory Gowdy who unfortunately had to leave and a re-

port of an international group on Secondary Particle Production ,

which, due to lack of time, has not been presented during the

courses.

We hope that these Proceedings will give the reader an image of one

of the most interesting and success full Predeal Schools and we take

this occasion to warmly thank again the speakers for kindly accept-

ing our invitation and all the participants for their very active

presence during the courses and the other activities held at the

School.

Thanks are due to the efforts of the School Secretariat and espe-
cially to Mrs, A.Anitoaiei for all her work in the organization
and for typing a major part and technical preparation of the pre -
sent volume.

V.
J

Directors of the School

•MB"
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SPECIAL INVITED LECTURE

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED ABOUT NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

FROM HEAVY-ION REACTIONS ?

A k i t o ARIMA

Department of Physics

Faculty of Science

University of Tokyo

Hongo, Tokyo

JAPAN



§1. Introduction

I am greatly honored with the invitation to deliver a special

invited talk in this International School on Heavy Ion Physics.

I would like to thank Drs. Causescu and Dorobantzu for their

invitation and help which make my attendance possible,

I wish to point out several problems in nuclear physics which

are to my opinion interesting and urgent. For this purpose, and

for the sake of simplicity let me devide nuclear physics into four

groups.

(1) Traditional nuclear physics;

(2) Heavy-ion nuclear physics,

(3) Intermediate nuclear physics including electron scattering,

(4) Relativistic Heavy-ion nuclear physics

§2. A few problems in the traditional nuclear physics

I would like to begin with the traditional nuclear physics

where one may find still many fundamental problems such as :

(i) Eow large is the radius of neutron distribution ? This

problem has been frustrating us very much because all experiments

yielded indirect information of the radius so far. Observed electron-

scattering cross sections showed detailed agreement with those

given by density dependent Hartree Fock calculations. ' This provides

strong evidence that the proton wave functions must be correct.

This agreement infers that the neutron wave functions also may be

correct. The electron elastic scattering, however, does not give

direct information on the neutron distribution. A direct measurement
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of the spatial distribution of excess neutrons has been obtained by .

sub-Coulomb pick-up from Pb by Korner and Schiffer. By

performing (d,t) pick-up reactions at energies sufficiently below

the Coulomb barrier, the transfer is localized in the extreme tail

in the region of 15 fm. The cross sections inform us of the

distribution of the last neutron beyond the Coulomb barrier. We,

however, have not yet obtained the detailed knowledge about the

distribution near the nuclear surface. Two new experiments seem to

be very promising to solve this problem; electron elastic scattering

at 180° and high energy proton elastic scattering ,, which belong

to subjects of group (3). (See §4)

(ii) Where do we have evidence of.the short-range correlation ?

Since the nucleon-nucleon force involves evidently a short-

range repulsive interaction, we have expected for many years the

short-range correlation in the nuclear matter. This correlation,

however, seems to.escape from observations.

There was a belief that electron-scattering form factors by

high momentum transfer show the effect of the short-range correla-

tion. In order to analyse the form factor, one often uses very

simple shell model wave functions which usually fail to explain the

second (and the third if any) maximum of the form factor. One then

introduces, for example, the Jastrow correlation function, which

may yield good agreement with the observation. This agreement,

however, should not be interpreted as evidence of the short-range

correlation because better single particle wave functions give

similar agreement as Ripka has shown. Density dependent Hartree-

Pock calculations indeed produced very satisfactory agreement with
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observed elastic electron scattering cross sections.

A number of experiments have been proposed to solve this

problem. I, however, feel that any of them do not lead to conclusive

results. It has been hoped that pion absorption cross sections

provide evidence for the correlation, but at the moment re ±ts

do not give-reason for large optimism,

(iii) What are the constituents of nuclei ?

More fundamentally, we are not very sure if neutrons and

protons are the only constituents of nuclei. There has been an

increasing belief that excited states of nucleons in particular A

have some probability to be found in low-lying nuclear states.

Green for example has stated that the probability of A admixture

is about 1 %. This admixture would thus certainly be significant.

Then there must exist some methods to reveal directly the effect

of this component. We have, however, these days no clear means

for this purpose. Magnetic moments, for example, may provide some

information, which, however, is very indirect and ambiguous at the

moment.

I would like to go back to a much more traditional problem,

(iv) Transitions from spherical to deformed nuclei.

There have been an extremely large number of papers dealing
9)with this problem theoretically as well as experimentally. Many

theoretical works have tried to unify the shell model degrees of

freedom with the collective ones. As the results of these studies,

we have understood some essential features of the transitions.

I feel yet that we need a simple model to describe nuclear low-

energy spectra in a unified way. For this purpose, essentail data

are for example transition probabilities from low-spin states



belonging to side bands, especially transitions from excited 0

states. We experienced that Morinaga and Gugelot have opened

a new era in the study of high spin states by introducing (a, xn)

reactions as spectroscopic tool. An experimental innovation is

wanted. A recent development in the (n, y) reaction seems

very promissing.

I tried to point out that there are still many interesting

problems in the tranditional nuclear physics. I cannot treat all

of them. . what I mentioned are just a part of them. These problems

indicate the importance of the traditional nuclear physics. On the

other hand, we should not forget that solutions of some of those

problems would be found by using other methods, namely the heavy-

ion physics and the intermediate-energy nuclear physics.

§3. Heavy Ion Reactions

Since the subject of this international school is the heavy

ion reaction, I must speak about this matter. Two problems seem

to be very interesting; one is intermediate resonances found in

light heavy ion collisions121, for example 12C + 12C, 12C + 1 60

12 24
and C + Mg, and the other is the deep inelastic scattering of

heavy ions from heavy targets. However, I will not discuss the

deep inelastic reaction, though there seems little doubt that this

is one of the most interesting and important problems in the

nuclear physics. '

Alpha transfer reactions such as (6Li, d), (7Li, t) and

( 0, C) has been providing an abundant information of clustering
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correlations. Let me give an example of how useful these reactions

can be. More than ten years ago, I was involved in shell model

calculations in the Is od shell. We were most puzzled by two

low-lying positive parity levels around 2 MeV of excitation in

xs

F. These state were not reproduced by the shell model and they

thus seemed to contradict our expectation that the nuclear shell

model works well for this nucleus which has only a proton and a neutron

outside the doubly closed shell nucleus 0. We then proposed a

model which assumed that two protons and two neutrons in the Is od

shell tend to form a very stable system which couples weakly with

holes in the op shell. For example, the first excited l/2~ state
19

in F consists of a °Pi/2 proton hole and the stable system of

two protons and two neutrons in the Is od shell. The excitation

energy of this state is very small (vLlO KeV), because the binding

energy of the stable system is very large and compensates an energy

loss due to the promotion of a proton from the op. ._ shell to the

ls-od shell. Assuming the binding energy of the two protons and the

two neutrons is the same as that in Ne, we can easily estimate

the particle-hole interaction as follows;

Ex(l/2~) = ** **

XX XX X XX
+ _

BE(20Ne) - BE(19F) + BE(15N) - BE(16O) + 4V.

where E (l/2~) is the excitation energy, BE(A) is the binding energy
X



of a nucleus A and V . is the particle-hole interaction which is
ph

assumed to be a monopole-monopole interaction, using the observed

binding energies of those nuclei, we found that

V . t- 0.21 MeV,
ph

which is weak. Thus this moddl is called the weak coupling model.

The very similar model was proposed earlier by Bansal and French

and Zamick. Appling the same argument, one finds that a 1 state

should be found at 1.5 MeV in * F. This prediction could be

compared with its experimental counterpart at E =1.7 MeV.

Furthermore each member of the ground-state band of Ne can

be weakly coupled with op. ,_ holes. The coupling produces many

excited states. Since the two protons and two neutrons in this

band seem to form an object very similar to an alpha cluster, those

week coupling states are expected to be excited very strongly by

alpha transfer reactions. The ( Li, d) and (Li, t) reactions

have indeed favoured transitions to those states. They have thus

provided evidence for the validity of this weak coupling model.17'

Alpha transfer and pick-up reactions recently have been

systematically studied over a wide range of the nuclear periodic

table. They have provided extremely useful information on nuclear

structure. An example is °Pb( 0, C) Po, which I wish to

discuss in slightly more detail. '
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The alpha decays of Po

This problem is strongly related with the alpha decay of

212 212 '
Po. The absolute value of the alpha decay of Po has been

an unsolved problem since Many tried firstly to calculate the alpha

19)
decay rate using shell model wave functions. The calculated

shell-model a decay rate is too small by four order of magnitude.

Here the R-matrix theory is usually assumed. Harada made an

important step forwards in which he pointed out that configuration

mixing takes occur in such a way that the alpha decay width is

enhanced. if one uses a wave function for the ground state of

212 211
Po calculated by Glendenning and Harada , one finds that the

calculated width is ten times as large as that given by the simplest

2 2
shell model configuration (irOhg—) (0) (v l9g/2' *

0'" H e r e " a n d v

indicate protons and neutrons. We still need a factor of one

hundred.

A frustrating problem here is how to correct the tail of a

reduced width amplitude for an alpha particle calculated from shell

model wave functions. Here the alpha reduced width amplitude

YT (R) is defined as

YL(R)

where <J> is the internal wave function of a nucleus X and < |>

indicates.an integral over the intrinsic coordinates of the nuclei

212
B and o. We assumed that the nucleus A( Po) decays into the

" 208
daughter nucleus B( Pb) by the emission of an alpha particle..

In order to avoid the Pauli effect in the estimation of the alpha
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decay width, one must know the amplitude of the YL function beyond

the sum of the radius of the daughter nucleus and that of the alpha

particle.

> We often replace Y_ by a function generated by a Woods-Saxon

potential assuming that both functions have the same normalization

in the internal area of the parent nucleus. This method, however,
22)was critisized by Fliessbach. This critisism was discussed in

23)detail in a review article of mine.

Instead of following Fliessbach, however, I would like to

explain how much the alpha decay width is enhanced by higher config-

ration mixing. This enhancement effect was first pointed out by

.Harada and was later used to explain the alpha decay widths of

light nuclei, in particular24* 25* 20Ne and 44Ti. I wish to call

this effect the surface alpha clustering. In order to take into

account this effect, one must admix higher configurations in normal

shell model configurations. Such a mechanism has been known for

quite some time to produce effective charges and more generally

effective interactions. Tonozuka recently calculated the reduced

width amplitudes Y for the ground state and the 18 excited state

of Po taking into account this effect. Valence nucleons

are assumed to be excited up to the n = 13 liw harmonic oscillator

shell (corresponding roughly to 7 -Hw excitation).

Since neutron proton correlations are not important in alpha

decays in this region of nuclei, he takes into account excitations

caused by interactions among the same nucleons. Ignoring thus

the proton-neutron interactions, he adopted the same interaction as

that used by Glendenning and Harada. Because the proton-neutron
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interaction is switched off, one needs only to diagonalize

Hamiltonians for two protons and for two neutrons separately and

to multiply the resultant wave function i^ of the protons with

that i|» of the neutrons. These wave functions are expressed in

terms of two-body shell-model wave functions;

and

• i 0 ) = l \ i K v D ) 2 0 > .
V V § j

He diagonalized the Hamiltonians for the two protons and for the

two neutrons separately including all single particle orbits up to

N = 7 harmonic oscillator shells. The expansion coefficients a.

are shown in table 1 together with assumed single particle energy

differences.

Using the product ip i/> , Tonozuka calculated the Y_-function

and the reduced width which are shown in fig. 1 and table 2. The

theoretical alpha width is now one-hundredth of the observed value.

One clearly sees that the YQ-function beyond 8 fm is tremendously

enhanced (the sufrace clustering). In order to enhance the surface

clustering furthermore, he performed perturbational calculations on

the top of the wave function i|» * '* ' ' obtained above. He too}-

single-particle orbits up to the N = 13 -fun harmonic oscillator shell

(corresponding roughly to 7 Hu excitation). As shown in fig. 1, the

amplitude of the Y function increases further in the nuclear surface

region. The final value of the theoretical alpha decay width is

still a factor of 23 smaller than the observed width. (See table 2)
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•It is neverthless surprising to succeed in obtaining such a large

enhancement factor of 10 over the simplest shell model value.

212
There is an isomeric state at 2.93 MeV in Fo. Its life

time is 45.1 sec. Because of this long life time, the spin of this

state is believed to be 18 , though the possibility of 16 is not

eliminated. Tonozuka calculated the Y,..-function and alpha decay

width of this state, assuming (i) a simple shell model wave function

of (Tr0hg/2)
2(8) (vlgg,2 O i ^ K l O ) and (ii) Glendenning and Harada's

wave function. It is very interesting to learn from table 2 that the

calculated alpha-decay width approaches already of the observed value

within a factor of 7. (See Fig. 2.)

Here the reduced amplitude was used given by the nuclear shell

model and we tried to improve the tail of this amplitude. We,

however, still need further enhancement of about a factor of 30 in

the ground state. Contrary to this, the alpha decay width of the

18 state is almost explained by the Glendenning and Harada wave

function. This indicates that the absolute value of alpha decay widths

is more enhanced in low-lying low spin states than in high spin states,

though systematical studies are needed before a definite conclusion

can be obtained.

The Feshbach theory has been applied to the alpha decay problem.

In this method, one must know two sets of basic states. . The first

set consists of the bound state wave functions given by the shell

model (the Q space). The second set involves the wave functions of

the alpha in scattering states which consist of products of the

intrinsic wave functions of the daughter nucleus, and of the alpha

particle and the wave function of the relative motion. There are



two serious problems; one is the effect of the Pauli principle

and the other is the optical potential. Since the kinetic energy

of the alpha particle is much lower than the Coulomb barrier, it is

very difficult to obtain the optical potential.

A main reason for me to spend an appreciable time to discuss

the alpha decay is to remind you that this classical problem is

still unsolved.

Coming back to the heavy-ion physics, I would like to mention

very briefly that the Y Q function obtained above was used to calculate

the absolute cross section for the 2 0 8Pb (160, 12C)212Po reaction.

The calculated result was bound to be about a factor of 50 smaller

than the observed value. This theoretical value is, however, thousand

times as large as that given the simplest shell model configuration

(ir0hg/2)
2 (0) (vlg3/2)

2 (0).

Molecular resonances

Heavy-ion physics is one of the most rapidly growing subjects

in nuclear physics. Many anomalies have been observed in the

excitation functions of heavy-ion reactions. We have learned that

many anomalies correspond to resonances in the composite systems
12 12create! in these reactions. A classical example is the C- C

system. The formation of quasi-molecular states was first reported

Lmqv:
29)

28)by Bj-mley, Kuehner and Almqvist. Since then, a large amount of

data iias been accumulated.'

It is almost impossible for me to cover all details of these

developments. Instead I would like to confine myself to a narrow
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area in which I have been somewhat involved.

When we predicted an- elastic 1 2C- C molecular band (Fig. 3),

there were scarcely any available data to suport the idea of the

molecular band except those by the Chalk River and Yale groups.

We have now good evidence for it. Fig. 4 is take from Bromley's

29)
talk in Hvar, Yugoslavia.

24
The ground state band of Hg can be well explained by shell

model calculations. The Folded Potential model31) (160 + 8B) and

the Orthogonality condition model which assumes that Hg consists

of three clusters: 0 and two alpha clusters, seem to succeed in

24
explaining the low-lying state of Mg. It is thus very interesting

to carry out a channel coupling calculation in which the channel

1 2C + 12C is coupled with shell model states of 24Mg and/or 1 6O + 2a

16 8
and/or o + Be. In this respect, an interesting calculation based

on the Generator Coordinate method has been carried out by Tohsaki-

33\ 12 12 * +
Suzuki , who shows -that a channel C(gs) + c (0 , 7.56 MeV) plays

12 12 20
a very important.role in the reactions C( C, a) Ne and

12C(12C, 8Be)16O.

Some high spin states were observed in the C( C, p) Na

34) 23

reaction which leaves the residual nucleus Na at very high spin

states such as 15/2 and 17/2 . Resonances found in this reaction

have very narrow widths, compared with the optical model calculation

although their excitation energies are very well predicted by this

calculation. Cosman then doubted if these resonances could be

identified with those predicted by the optical-model calculation.

I would like, however, to show that these sharp resonances are the

consequence of fragmentation following Feshbach.35'
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A system consisting of two particles A and B seems to have

resonances when the incident energy competes with the energy E. of

the barrier top of an effective potential

/PABr AB

where L is the orbital angular momentum at a resonance, pA_ is the

reduced mass, and r,. is roughly the sum of the two radii of A and
AD

B. The quantities V , E and Q are the Coulomb energy, excitation
C X

energies of A and B and the Q-value of the channel, respectively.

If these particles have spins I. and In , one must couple them to

a channel spin I = 1 + !„ . The spin of the system at the resonance

i s then given as

Eliminating

Eb(J, Ic) -

L

•K2

2V

from Eb

(J-Ic)
2

2
AB AB

one gets

+ V + E H
C X

*• Q

12 12
Applying this naive prescription to the two channels C + C and

23
Na + p, one finds the situation shown in fig 5. Tiiis figure

23
illustrates that they compete with each other when the spin of Na

is high. If these two channels happen to have a similar E. with

the same J, for example

• Eb(
12C+12C; J=L) £ Eb(

23Na*(15/2+, 9.81 MeV)Ic=8fJ=L'+8),
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we can expect that these two channels couple with each other.

This coupling gives rise to a sharp resonance because the escape

width of an out-going proton is narrow. This kind of analysis

(Bend Crossing Model) was proposed some years ago and has been

successful in explaining the 16O(12C, 12C)16O(3~) reaction for

example as shown by Abe, Kondo and Matsuse.

Here I wish to remind you of Feshbach's hypothesis which seems

to explain very well what is happening here.

(1) Because of the gross structure resonances, windows exist

for specific angular momenta at the resonance energy.

(2) These windows permit,the carbon nuclei to be in close contact

and to interact and thereby to fragment the gross resonances into

a number of narrow doorway state resonances.

(3) The interaction responsible for the fragmentation is weak.

This is indicated by the grouping of the levels; a strong interaction

would have moved the resonances outside of the angular momentum

windows.

(4) The interaction can be described as sending the system into

intermediate states.

Finally one of the most interesting observations is the backward

anormaly observed 8) in 1 6O + 28Si with E = 35 MeV. (See fig. 6).

This indicates the existence of a partial wave orbiting resonance,

which seems the extension to a heavier system of the orbiting

resonances or molecular structures observed in the large-angle elastic

scattering of alpha particles. ' Schiffer and his collaborators40*

measured excitation functions at forward angles for the reaction

24Mg(16O, 12C)28Si to the ground and first excited states of 2 8Si.
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They found resonance-like structures at E = 28.31 and 34 MeV.

Their spins seem to be L = 21, 23 and 25. I have been very much

puzzled by those spins; why do,they have only odd angular momenta ?

The anomalous large angle scattering (ALAS), however, does not

seem very strange from the viewpoint of potential scattering.

The almost constant frequency of the back angle oscillation is

41)interpreted by Takigawa and his collaborators to be due to the

narrow Jl-window characteristic of surface transparent potentials.

They assuemd an &-dependent absorptive potential.

Concerning the ALAS, I believe that a central problem is not

why this arises but why this does not appear generally except in

collisions of alpha magic nuclei. This seems to correlate definitely

with the imaginary part of optical potential as suggested by

42) 43)

Schiffer and Vogt et al. The Argonne group showed (fig.7) that the

ALAS is seen in the elastic 40Ca(1 C, 1 C)40Ca scattering but not

in C( C, C) ca. According to the analysis of this group,-

this clear difference can be well explained if the radius of the

imaginary part in the latter scattering is larger than that of

the former.* (The increase of the radius is faster than that given

by the A ' dependence.) Fusion cross sections also seen to

indicate that the addition of valence nucleons changes the radius

of the imaginary part very much. ' ' One of argent problems

concerning heavy ion collisions is the systematical and theoretical

understanding of the imaginary part of optical potential.
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54. Intermediate energy physics including electron scattering

A rapidly grov?ing frontier in the nuclear physics is the

intermediate energy physics. I have neither a desire nor the

ability to review the recent development in this area. I would

like, however, to discuss very briefly two problems which have

attracted very much my interest. One is the high energy proton-

nucleus elastic scattering which seems to inform us rather

conclusively of the neutron distributions in nuclei. The other

concerns exchange currents.

Recently extensive high energy proton-nucleus elastic scattering

45)measurements have been carried out at Gatchina (1 GeV) and at

Saclay ' (1.04 GeV). These measurements seem to provide a reliable

means of studying the neutron distributions because the scattering

mechanisms at these energies are reasonably well understood.

47)Using the Glauber theory, Varma and Zamick determined the

radii of the neutron distributions. Their results are summarized

in table 4 together with typical Hartree-Fock calculations.

Their results are in good agreement with the Hartree-Fock calculations.

Thus a puzzled remains to be solved. One is the Nolen-Schiffer

anomaly. If the neutron radius of Ca were much smaller than

their value, the anomaly could be explained.
o

Electron-nucleus elastic scattering measurements of 180 provide

magnetic form factors of target nuclei. ' If the targets are

odd neutron nuclei, the form factor turns out to be sensitive

to the distribution of the odd neutron. We must, however, take

into account a few mechanisms.before concluding anything about

this distribution. Among them, there are the effects of core
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polarization and mesonic exchange currents. We recently have

studied the magnetic form factor of 0 and that of the magnetic

dipole excitation to the 15.1 MeV, 1 state in C. It is found (

that the core polarization reduces strongly the M3 part of the

single-particle value in 0 (See fig. 3). This is in good agreement

17with the magnetic form factor of 0 observed by Bertozzi and his

collaborators using the MIT electron linac. The core polarization

was found to explain very well the second maximum of the magnetic

form factor in C. The mesonic exchange current, on the other

hand, does not affect so much those form factors except the high

momentum part of the form factor in 0. The effect of the exchange

current is nevertheless very important in order to extract informa-

tion about the distribution of the last neutron. The effect of the

core-polarization seems to be weak at the high multipole or the high

momentum transfer. If this is correct, one can find the radius of

the distribution of the last neutron, after removing the effect of

the mesonic exchange current. * A number of analyses of magnetic

form factors'have been reported. 'The radius of the last neutron

distribution was often found to be smaller than that predicted by

density dependent Hartree-Fook calculations. ' These analyses,

however, ignored the affect of the mesonic exchange currents. If one

takes into account this effect, one must use a slightly larger radius

of the last neutron distribution roughly by five percents. More

theoretical as well as experimental systematic studies of the

magnetic form factors are thus highly desirable.

I have spent a long time to discuss the problems relating

the neutron distributions. This is because the imaginary part of
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the optical potential between two heavy-ions may depend sensitively

on the distribution of nucleons. A difference between the radius

of the imaginary part in O + Ca and that in 0 + Ca should

correlate with the difference of the respective neutron radia

and with their level densities.

There are of course many other interesting problems in the

intermediate energy physics; for example, pion-nucleus interactions,

photo-pion production by nuclei and so on. I am personaly very

much interested in hyper nuclei which in near future can be more

systematically studied by K absorptions.**

Let me conclude my introductory' talk to this international

school by stressing that there are many interesting unsolved problems

in nuclear physics, I would like to add one more sentence that

nature likes symmetry and nucleus does too.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1 YQ-functions of 212Po(0+)-»-208Pb(0+) + a

calculated by using (a) the simple she l l model configuration

( 0 h 9 / 2 ) 2 ( 0 ) ( l g g / 2 ) 2 ( 0 ) , (b) Glendenning and Harada's

wave function, (c) the i|> \b wave function (7Hm
IT V

excitation), (d) i|» ̂ wave function (13fiw excitation)

Fig. 2 Y18-functions of
 212Po(18+)-'-208Pb(0*) + a

See the caption of fig. 1.
24

Fig. 3 Ground-state and N=0 molecular bands in Mg, including

an estimate of the widths of states in the molecular

band (Ref. 30)

24
Fig. 4 Possible rotational'bands in Mg (from Ref. 29)

Fig. 5 Barrier heights of C + C and Na + p system

Fig. 6 Elastic-scattering angular distribution of 160 + 8Si at

E, b=55 MeV. The dashed line is an optical-model

calculation. The solid line is a Regge-pole calculation

described in ref. 38.

Fig. 7 Differential angular distributions of 40Ca(12C, 12C)40Ca,

42Ca(12C, 12C)42Ca and 48Ca(12C. 12C)48Ca.

Fig, 8 The square of the magnetic form factors for dc/--+- d_ ._

transition. The dashed curve is calculated with the

single-particle harmonic-oscillator wave function.

The dashed-dotted curve includes the core polarization

and the solid curve includes further the one-pion-exchange

current effects.
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Table Captions

Table 1 (a) Expansion coefficients of \|r and the single

particle energies

Expansior

energies

1 (b) Expansion coefficients of i/;̂  and the single particle

Table 2 Calculated channel radius r , reduced width 6 (r )
c - c

and its ratio to the observed value for the alpha decay

212Po(0l) *
 208Pb(0+) + a

Table 3 Calculated a - width for 212Po(18+) •* 208Pb(0*) + a

Table 4 Deferences between neutron and proton r m s radii

a Saclay Data,.

b Gachina Data

c LAMPP Data

A Range of values of mean field theories
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INVITEP LECTURES

TOWARDS THE UNIFICATION OF NUCLEAR SHELL MODEL

AND COLLECTIVE MODEL

Akito ARIMA

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science,

University of Tokyo

§ 1.INTRODUCTION

Two nuclear models have had great success in explaining

nuclear propertiesj the nuclear shell model and the nuclear col-

lective model. It has for .a long time been a dream to unify these

two models. Indeed, there have been published an extremely large

number of papers for this problem /1/. We are also trying to

understand these two aspects of nuclei in a unified way /2/, /3/,

I will first review the results of phenomenological

studies from our point of view, i.e. Interacting Boson Model.

It will be shown that this model, though simple, explains very

well threB limits of nuclear collective motion and transition

between these limits.

We presume the nuclear collective states of even-even

nuclei to consist of s and d bosons, /2/ where s bosons carry

spin zero while d bosons have spin two. We believe that the s

boson corresponds to the Cooper pair and the d boson to a pair

of two nucleons coupled to angular momentum two /5/, /6/. We

therefore assume that a Hamiltonian for s and d bosons conserves

the total number of bosons, because the total number of nucleons



is conserved. It will be seen that eigenstates of the Hamiltonian

will be classified by symmetric representations of SU(B).

The group SU(6) turns out to have three interesting chains of

subgroups

SUC6) D SU(5) 3 0(3) (1)

SU(6) D SUO) D 0(3) (2)

SU(6) D SO(B) 3 S0C5) D 0(3) . (3)

These three chains provide three limits of the nuclear collective

motion. They also correspond to some extent to the traditional

geometrical description i

(1) the SU(5) limit corresponds to vibrational nuclei /3/, /7/

(2) the SUO) limit corresponds to y stable deformed nuclei /4/

(3) the 50(6) limit seems to correspond to y unstable- nuclei /B/.

This will be discussed in § 3.

There are, however, always some symmetry breaking terms

in the Hamiltonian. These terms make nuclei transitional between

those limits /9/, which will be discussed in §4 .

We will then try to understand microscopically the

Interacting Model /5/, /B/, /10/ in §5.

So far we have not distinguished the motion of protons
r

from that of neutrons. In other words, we have assumed only one

kind of boson which has two states 9. • o (s) and 9. = 2 (d). We

call this model the Interacting Boson Model I.

Since nuclei consist of neutrons and protons, it is

very natural to introduce /5/, /6/

s» and djr for protons

and

sw and dy for neutron

Semi-microscopic'/6 / and phenomenological calculations /11/

have been carried out by using this picture which we call



Interacting Boson Model II. It will be shown that model II has

suceeded in predicting many properties of even-even nuclei.

This model will be discussed in § 6.

§ 2. INTERACTING BOSON MODEL I

According to the classical picture of vibrational nuclei

their surface oscillates about a spherical shape. Among many

possible modes of oscillations, a quadrupole mode seems most

important /12/. Quantizing the oscillation, we obtain the

zeroth order Hamiltonian

Ho = ed I dm dm

where ed is thB .energy of the quadrupole oscillator quantum,

d^tdm) is the creation (annihilation) operator of the oscillator

quantum and N. is the number operator. Since the quadrupole

oscillators are bosons and have spin 2, we would like to call

them d bosons.

The Hamiltoniar> HQ has large degeneracies shown in

figure 1. These degeneracies are removed in nature. For example,

the triplets of two d-bosons are observed.to be separated from

each other. The easiest way to remove the degeneracy is to add

an interaction term V to Ho, where V represents an interaction

among d-bosons , /3/, /7/, /13/, /14/

H - H a • V - ' - . • • •

V = ± Z /2J-T-T C-, |CdV3CJ) Id a i m ; t o ) (2)



where

= <d2 3\ V |d2J> , 3 = 0, 2, and 4 . C3)

The interaction V does not change the number of d-bosons.

The eigenvalue problem is expressed as '

H |n d o JM > = H |nd o JN >

where a denotes a set of quantum numbers so far undefined. As one

of this set of quantum numbers, wa can introduce the number of

d-boson pairs coupled to angular momentum zero » n_. As a second

number we have the number of d-boson triplets coupled to angular

momentum zero i n.. The total number of bosons is thus partitioned

n . = 2 n« • 3n. + X ' C4)

d p A

where X is the. number of bosons which are no longer coupled to

angular momentum zero. This number X determines the range of pos-

sible angular momenta

3 = 2X, 2X-2, 2X-3, .... X* 1.X

The angular momentum 3 = 2X-1 is absent because bosons must be

coupled to form symmetric states.

The eigenstates of H are uniquely labelled by the

quantum numbers n., n., n., 3 and M. In order to obtain the

eigenvalues of H, vie use the following trick. Since the inter-

action V.has three independent parameters C . C-, and C., V can

ba expressed in terms of three independent two-body operators

such as ' 1 . _ ^4^2 a n d ^d17 ' ^*ne m a ^ r ^ x elements of which are

< d2
1 # 2 ! d 2 L > = 1 (5-1)



< d2 l_l C&-, «2) |d
2 L> = -| {LCL+D - 12} (5-2)

and

< d 2 L | P ^ ^ | d 2 L > = § 6 L > 0 . ( 5 - 3 )

Hers P. is the pairing interaction among d bosons. Using thesa

operators, one can rewrite H as

H = e N . + E { o 1 . , * 0P . . . + 2 Y U , & 0 1 (6)
o ^ > . i j a ij i j

where

C2 = a - By

C4 = a + BY

The eigenvalues of H are now immediately obtained if the ex-

pectation values of P. arB known /15/ (see ref.3),

n .(n .-1) B
E(nd, ng, n^, L) = en^ + o - = — | + £(n ,-v)(n ,+v+3)

• J {LCL+D - 12 nd }. (7)

Four independent data can be used to fix the four parameters

e , a, 3 and y or e> CQ, C2 and C. . Figure 2 shows the level

102
structure of Ru which is a typical vibrator. We see that this

simple model works well. Throughout our works, Sakai's compilation

has been extensively used /26/.

Assuming the following quadrupole operator Q



one can easily calculate E2-transition rates. The BCE2) of the

triplets to the first 2 excited state must be twice as large as

that of the 2 state to the ground state. Observed values are, :

however,smaller than 2. In particular B(E2, 0* •* 2*) in Pd

is even smaller than B(E2, 2. •* 0.) . There have been many papers

to try to solve this discrepancy. We shall introduce here cut-off

factors in 0 , the rationale for this will be explained shortly)

where N is a parameter although later it shall be set to half

the total number of nucleons. in the valence shells. Because of

the cut-off factors, the BCE2) s of high spin states are reduced

in comparison with those of the pure vibrator.

The effect of the cut-off factors can be simulated by s

bosons as follows. Suppose the number N is the sum of the numbers

of d bosons and s bosons j

N • n . + n
d s

A factor /N-n". is equal to the non-»diagonal matrix element of

the annihilation operator s of s bosons ;

n -1 n
< s s | s | s

s > = / n ^ = / l F n d .

We thus rewrite the 0 operator as
m

' Vie hereafter assume that the low-lying states of an

even-even nuclei consist of bosons which are either in the s or

d state and which interact v/ith each other. This model was in-



troduced by Arima and Taruishi /16/ 1967 but was not ex-

ploited much. One can write our Hamiltonian in general as

H = es Ns + ed Nd + V (B)

where e, is the single particle energy of an 4 boson and V

stands for interactions among the bosons. Assuming that V con-

serves the total number of bosons in the s and d states and

consists of two-boson interactions, one can write V as

, (L) w> (LL (o)
V - ee N + e . N . + 4 z */2L~̂ 1 C. [[d d j [dd] | (9)

S S Q Q £ L *• —'
* . + (2) * C2) (o)

+ v2{[Cd d ] Lds ] 3 + h.c. }

+ — - — vo{[d+d*J ss + h.c.}

• u2[[d*s 3 . Tds] 1 + "2 u s*s* ss

Eliminating the creation and annihilation operators of the s

bosons, one obtains an alternative expression for this H i

i . r . t CL) •»«. (L) Co)

H = ho * e Nd * i r ^ 2 T T i CLJd d ] [dd] ]

• v* {Cd*d"b l2)d3 / N-nd «7 N-nd+1 g * [ddj 1

+ v^ {[d*d+] \ / tN - n
d

H N - n
a - 1J •^/CN-nd+1)(N-nd*2)[dd] ° }

where

o s o 2

e1 «= e +Cu_//? - u HN-1)/ o

C L E *L + t u o " u:
V2 - \



This Hamiltonian is exactly the same as that derived by Jansen,

Jolos and Donau,/17/ whose papers were extremely important and

stimulating to us. In many ways, their phenomenological analyses

are very similar to. ours which are going to be discussed. |

3, THREE LIMITS OF NUCLEAR COLLECTIVITY

The s state has one and the d state has 5 magnetic sub-

states. We have altogether six substates which span a six dimen-

sional space. Unitary transformations within this space form an

SLK6) group. The Hamiltonian (8) is invariant under this group.

Since bosons must be coupled only to totally symmetric states,

only totally symmetric representations of SUC6) are permissible.

Thus this group is not very useful. However, SU(6) has three in-

teresting chains of subgroups. They are as follows

1. SU(6) D SUC5) ® SUM) D S0C3)

2. SU(6) D SUC3) D S0(3)

3. SU(6) D S0(6) D S0(5)

(10)

Since the Hamiltonian (8) has nine parameters (or eight if we are

interested only in excitation energies), general solutions of

eigenvalue problems involving H are not very straightforward to

get. However, if the parameters of the Hamiltonian satisfy certain

conditions, we can exploit the chains of subgroups mentioned

above. We are then able to solve the eigen-equation analytically

in these three cases. More physically and explicity speaking,

those three different chains correspond to the following con-

ditions required of the Hamiltonian

, , i , „ + +1 (U -w- (Unto]
1. Ed - ES » |V | or V = .± Z /2i~H CL |d d ] [dd I |

( 1 1 )



2 . e d - e f i « |V|

V= -KQ.Q. - C1 LCL+1) ' J M2)

3. e , - e g « |V| |

V.= -it" P - H'UL+1) . J C131

— 'v, (21
Here Om = d m s i s + d m - - f - [ d + d ] m . 1 4 1

and P is a pairing interaction defined as

0 o r 2. M 5 ,

The reason o f t h i s correspondence i s eas i l y understood as

follows.

SU(5) - Vibrational limit /3/, /7/

(1) If ed - e s » |V| , CV= iEV(2L+1lCL[[d d J [dd] J ) .

one can initially ignore the interaction V. Wave functions are

then eigenstates of -eN . where e = e . .-. e _•% the wave functions;,

energies and allowed values of 0 are shown in Table 1.

Table. 1. Excitation zntfiglzi, wave &unction& and allovozd value.*
O& J in the. 5U(5) limit

Excitation
energy

0

e

2e

3e

Wave function

sN

sN"1d

sN"2d2.

sN"3d3

3

Q

2

4

6

. 2, 0

A3.2,0

We then take in\;o account the effect of V as perturbation.

We assumed that V is weak the matrix elements of V changing

the number of cJ bosons can be ignored in first order. The

Hamiltonian is than invariant under unitary transformations of
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a five dimensional space spanned by d bosons, SUC5). The ana-

ly t ica l expression of eigen-energies in this l imi t is identical

to that given in eq.(7). This l imit corresponds therefore to

vibrational nuclei. An example of this l imi t was already shown.

SUC3) - Axially Symmetric Rotor Limit / 2 / , / 4 /

As E l l i o t t has shown /18/, the angular momentum operators L

and 0 form a closed algebra j
m

V*"2

LLo'

These commutation relations demonstrates that these operators L

and 0 are the generators of SU(3). The Casimir operator of

this group can be easily constructed

C(SU3) = Q.Q + | L2 (17)

which commutes all eight operators

[ccsu3), L] - [c(su 3 i , Qml • o .

The Hamiltonian in this limit is

H(SU3) - - KQ.Q - K'L2

- - K C ( S U 3 ) - (*• - | ic)L2 (18)

Since this Hamiltonian commutes with Q , one can diagonize H

and KQQ simultaneously. Eigenstatss of KQ are most easily

obtained in the following way. The eigsnstates of cQ with

f! - 1 are
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* } |0

°
icO - • d* I o > • K d lo >

0 i i
0

. d + I o> • - 2 c d* | o >
I2 I2

They are just the Nilsson levels for s d bosons.

In the Nilsson model, the single particle levels can be labelled

by the number of quant&«along the three axes (n n n ). We have

then

{ -J2- d* - -i- s+ } |o > - |C002) >
11 ° vl °

d* |o > - -i-{|(011]> +i|(101) > }
i.1 fl

d* |o > = -i- { |(200)> + 2i|(110)> - | (020) > }

{ -i- d*+"^s + }|0>- -i- { |(200)> • |(020) > }
•5 ° /5 ° £

For N boson system, the lowest eigenstate of eQQ is almost

immediately obtained %

| (002) > . * { { £ _ d - - ± - s } | o >. (19)
/3 ° SZ °

where fb is a normalization constant.

Operating with Q . on this state, one gets

, N-1 N-1
-£- {|(002) (011)> • i |(002) (101) > }. (20)

Since Q+1 commutes with C(SU3)# these two wave functions have

the samB eigenvalue of C(SU3). Therefore the state (20) is es-
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sentially the same as that (19). If Q+, operates again on the state

(20), a resultant state can be written in terms of two independent

states i

, N-1 • N-1 N-1

-=•—{ (002) (200) > + 2i | (002) (110)> - | (002) (020)> }

^ (201)

and

. N-2 2 N-2 N-2 2
-i- {|(002) (011) > + 2i|(002) (011)(101) >-|C002) (101) >}

One of their linear combinations has the same eigenvalue of

C(SU~) as eq.(19). The other, however, has a different eigenvalue.

Repeating this procedure, one finds all independent wave functions

which have different eigenvalues of C(SU3) with some degeneracy.

Those eigenstates of Q can be called intrinsic states.

We now introduce quantum numbers to label these states.

Taking the first term in the wave functions, we count the number

of z quanta (n ) that of x quanta (n ) and that of y quanta (n ).z x y •

The following two numbers

X = nz • nx

V " "x - ny

are used to label the states obtained above. For example the

state (19) has (X,y) = (2N,0) and a linear combination of (20')

and(20") has (X,y) = (2N-4.2) i

The lowest intrinsic state (2N,0)
(21)

The first excited intrinsic state (2N-4.2).

Angular momentum eigenstates must be projected out from

those intrinsic states. A intrinsic state with (A.y) contains

the following angular momenta i



I 1002) > = | I F (40)G(40)GI00> • -I 2—| C40)DC40)D, 00 >
4 Jt3 7/5

13

K = X * U , X+w - 2 , . . . 0. or 1

3 = K, K + 1 . . . . . K + X i f VI I* 0

J = 0, 2. 4 , . . . . X i f pi = 0 and X = even

1 , 3 . 5 , . . . , i f p = O and X = odd

For example, the i n t r i n s i c state of the CBO) representation

j(002) > can be expanded in terms of good angular momentum

states i

4

= | IF

+ | - | ( 4 0 ) S ( 4 0 ) S | 0 0 > • . . . + ! [ 4 0 ) G ( 4 0 ) G » 6 0 >

Namely one can project out an eigenstate of angular momentum

fromthe intrinsic state.

We can label eigenstates of H by the quantum numbers

N, (Xy), K, 3; and PI. The eigenvalue C(Xy) of the Casimir opera-

tor of SLU is easily obtained to be

C(Xy) = X2 • Xu+ y2 + 3CX*y) .

The eigenvalues of H therefore are given by

E(NCX,p)KLM) = -it CUp) + (| le-lc' )L(L+1) . [23)

Nuclei belonging to this limit must have families of rotational

levels; the ground state band, the K=OCft) band, the K=2(y) band,

etc. It must be noticed that we have only two parameters in

this simple model. One parameters •% « - *' can be found from

the level spacing in the ground state band. The other parameter *

can be obtained from the excitation energy of a £ or Y band

member.
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The energies (23) do not depend on K. This means that the

2* state of the B-band and the 2_ state of the y-band should be

degenerate.

156
Fig.4 shows the level of j:°Gdg_ as a possible example

of the SU(3) limit together with a typical SU(3) spectrum. Here

we have 24 valence nucleons and thus 12 bosons (N=12). .

Following eq. (21), the ground state band belongs to the (24,0)

representation, while the 0 and y bands belong to the (20,2)

representation. The 6* member of the ground state band and the

band head 0* of the 0 band are used to fix the two parameters

! * - *• and* i | *-*' = 13.4 keV and * = 4.4 keV. The predicted

degeneracies seem to appear, for example, 2. at 1129 keV and

2* at 1154 keV and 4* at 1298 keV and 4* at 1355. It is also very
Y P Y

interesting that this two parameter model seem to predict very

well not only members of the 0 band but also those of the y-band.

E2 transitions are also easily calculated assuming the E2 opera-

tor T is proportional to the 0 operator (14)

(2)

Tm " a2 Qm ( 2 4 )

Since each z*component of the Q operator is a generator of SU_,

E2 transitions do not occur between states belonging to different

representations of (A,u). We thus expect in the pure SLU limit

members of the 8 and y bands do not decay to those of the ground

state band. According to the present model, however, the 0 and y

bands belong to the same representation (2N-4,2)of SLL. Therefore

E2 transitions are possible between them, though retarded.

The most systematic way to calculate E2 transition ma-

trix elements is to use-Wigner coefficients of SIJ_. Some of them

involving simple representations have been expressed analytically.
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Programs calculating numerical values are also available. Using

Wigner coefficients, one has

<[N] (Xy) KL II Q l l [N] (Xy) K'L1 >

/(X1y1)(20)
[N](Xy)>

\ K I L I

:[N-l] ( X ^ J ) ®[1] (20)| [N] (Xy)

L r L > ,
(-1) V(2L+1)(2L'*1) < ill

H20)

"I l'

> .

(Xy)\

KL

(Ay)

K'L1

is that of SU,

Here <[N-l] ( A ^ ) 8 [l](20)|[N](Xy) > is the Wigner coefficient

/(A,y,) (20) Uy
for SUe/SU- and ( L L

6 J \K1L1 i. KL

For the ground state band, one has /19/

<[N-lJ(2N-2,0)©[l] (20) I [N] (2N,0)>

C2N-2.0) (20) (2N, (2N-L)(2N*L*1)
( 1 H )

V (2N-1J(2L-1)(2L*1)

./(2W-L)(2N*L»1)L(L*1)
V312N-1)(2N)(2L-1)(2L

for fl-2 Lx=L-2

TH2U+3T

for l"2
2N-L-2r(2N-L)(L*2)(L*1)
2N-1J12N)IZL*1)12L*3J

for 4-2 Lj-L*2

The reduced transition probabilities between members of the

ground state band may be expressed as

BCE2, (25)
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and the quadrupole moment is

1R W I

Q(U = - a^-Tfij) 21^3 C4N+3) (26)

It is of interest to compare these values with those of the geo-

metrical model of Bohr and Mottelson

n I M 1 0 + 11 - 5 B2n2 3 CL+2UL+1)
BMlc ' ' TBTr wo 7 (2L+3H2L+5) • l^/J

and

(28)

Comparing C26) and (28), one can see that the role of the in-

trinsic quadrupole moment Q is played here by

1Rff 1/2
e Qo * °2t~5u^) C4N+3J . (29)

Using (29), we can rewrite (25) as

BCE2, L*2 * L) = B R n (E2, L*2 - L) CM-UC2N*L*3] (30,
B" (2N* ±r

As N-»- •» , B •*• B B M . However, for finite N, the correction factor

is somewhat different from 1 and it approaches zero as L •*• 2N, as*

shown io fig.5. An interesting question is to what extent the

correction can be detected experimentally. Data-for Ne, a Kr

isotope and some Dy isotopes show this behaviour but a Th iso-

topes does not show. More data are needed to test the- correction
(21factor of (30). From a microscopic point of view, however, T

may differ from the simple expression of (24), and eq.(30) must

then be modified.
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0(6)- Y unstable limit /8/

In the SU, limit, the 3 band heads must be always lower

than the Y band heads. Here are, however, many nuclei which have

lower Y band heads than 3 band heads. We can easily produce such

a situation in the present SU_ model by introducing a repulsive
2

pairing interaction , Trris interaction favours an s pair rather
2 ' •

than a d pair coupled to angular momentum 0 because it is more

repulsive for d bosons since <42|P|Jl'2> -\/C2l+1)(2Af-»1)/2.

The 3 band head which has a larger population of the d boson

pairs than does the Y band head is naturally pushed up.

Me introduce the following Hamiltonian »

Hn - V - - # " P -*'L(L + 1) (31)
6

Here we have assumed that e . - e « |V| and (e.-e )N . term is
d s d s d

ignored.

Let us find wave functions of two bosons interacting via

the pairing interaction only. There are two 0* states i

|s2 0 > and |d2 0 > .

The secular equation is

-i*--x -•"4-
•"4- -!••-*

The solutions of this equations is

X - 0 <»(01) = £2- \s* 0> - -li- |d̂  0 > (32)

I- ~ |s2 0> • £- |d2 0 > (33)
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Since we have assumed that the pairing interaction is repulsive,

namely < " < 0, 4»(0.) is lower than <J>CO_) • We have three more

states which do not have any contributions from the pairing in-

teraction i

X = 0 | ds 21 >

X - 0 | d2 2 2 > )> (34)

X - 0 | d2 41 > .

In order to remove degeneracies among them, the L interaction

was introduced. There i s , howevers, s t i l l a degeneracy between

the two 2* states. Then, we introduce an interaction

_. (k) (k)
C(SO,) • B 2. (2K+1)(u . u ) (35)

b k-1,3
where

Ck) r _ (k)
u - d d . (36)

m L J
tn

(k)
I t is very straightforward to prove that these u operators

are generators of S0g and commute with the operator C(S0,-)which

turns out to be the Casimir operator of SO,-. Commuting d and d+ ,

one rewrites (35) as

, A . • Wl w (o) , . . CO) vi. (2)
CCSO5) - B{|Nd - | [ d d I [dd] • ±[d d ] [dd]

•v (4)
Id dj

: N d - 1 ) - | p d } (37)

where PM is defined in (5-3).o

The matrix elements of this interaction for the states

(32), C33) and (34) are immediately calculated. For the states

(32)and (33), one finds

< O j C(SO.) 0.> - | .{ £.2 • i 2.1 - 1$} = 0
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< 02 |CCSO5) |Q2 > = 0

For the states (33), one gets

< d2 2| CCS05)|d
2 2 > = | B

< d2 4| C(SO5)|d
2 4 > = | B

< ds 2| C(S05)|ds 2 > - | B .

Combining these three interactions, P, L and C(SO_), one has a

Hamiltonian

H10-) = A P + B C(SOC) + C L2 . (38)
a J

The two-boson states have the following eigenvalues i

E((s,d)2 0,,) = 0
E(sd 2,,) = | B + 6C

E(d2

E(d2

Etsd)

2 1

41

2
°2

s

-

)

1 B
1 B
= 12

+ 6C

• 20C

A .

(39)

Fig,6 shows the level scheme of this system.

We can define two kinds of seniority numbers. One is

a » N - 2n where N is the total number of bosons and n is the
o o

number of pairs coupled to the state i|)(0_). The other is the

seniority number T carried by d-bosonsj T • n . - 2ng where ng

is the number of d-boson pairs coupled to angular momentum zero.

Using them, we can label states as

N
|(s,d) N a T vA LM > (40)

For example, the two-boson states are labelled as follows
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](sd)2 02> = |[2] 2 0 0 0 >

jsd 21 > = |[2j 2 1 0 2 >

|d2 2 2 > = |[2] 2 2 0 2 >

|d2 41 > = |[2] 2 2 0 4 >

|(sd)2 02> = |[2] 0 0 0 0 > .

The pairing interaction P is invariant under SO(6).
(1) (3)

The generator of this group are u and u defined by (36)
(2)

and u
C2)

u = i(d s - s d) (40")

Since u and u are the generators of SO- and included in

those of S0R, we here used a chain of subgroups i SUg SO-

SO 5 C_ . The eigenvalues of the Pairing interaction are given in

a very similar way as (7) by replacing 3 by 4 in the second

factor ;

< [ N] a T nA LM | AP | [ N] o x nA LM >

= j (N-aHN+o + 4) .

The eigenvalues of C(S05) can be almost straightforward cal-

culated by using eq. (37) j

. <(N] a T nA LM| C(SO5)| [ N ] O T n& LM >

1-jr T(T + 3) . (41)

One has altogether the eigenvalues of H n as
6

E ( [ N ] O T v. LM) = ^(N-o)(N+o-«4) + | T ( T * 3 ) + CL(L+1). (42)

A typical example is shown in fig.7. An excited 0 +, which was a

member of the triplets of the S d" configuration when A • 0,

is pushed up very much and is now higher than a 0 which belonged
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to the SN"3d3 configuration whan A = Q. Nota that, for the lowBst

lying group of levels with o = N, the first term of (42] is zero

and also that the B term contains the characteristic quantum

number dependence of the yunstable nuclei /20/.

If we insist that the E2 operator be a generator of Og,

than the most general form of it is

(E2) t +^
T =• ct2i(d*s - a d j • (43)
m

(E2)

(It must be noted here that T of (43) seems to be very dif-

ferent from that of(7*) because of a sign difference. This is,

however, gust a superficial difference. If one defines the

pairing interaction as

< s2 0| P |s20> = 2

< s2 0| P |d2 0> - -2/5

< d2 O\ P |d2 0> - 1D ,

all others are zero instead by eq.15. Then the generator must be

u t 2 ) = d+ s + s+ d instead of(40'). )
m m m

It is then mathematically very clear that T does not

connect states with different a, because) T commutes with the

2 ~>
Pairing interaction. Take d 2_ of (34) and J(sd) 0_> of (33)i

(E2)
the matrix element of T between them is clearly zero, because

(E2)
T changes only one boson from the s state to the d stabe or

vice versa.

It is less evident that the matrix element of T

between |ds 2, > and |(sd)2 0;, > vanishes, buL one finds
• 4-
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< ds 2 1HT t E Z ) | | (sd)2 02 >

- io2[<sd 2 II d* s II s20> -^5<sd 2I| s*d II d20>] /JE

= i o 2 [ J2 <d II d+s II s >- Jl <s II s*d II d >] /i/B

» 0 .

This is just a manifestation of the fact that T commutes with H.

f E21
We summarize that the T operator satisfies the selection rules

La • 0 and Ax - ^ 1 ,

the former being a consequence of the fact that T is a gene-

rator of 0(6) and thus cannot couple the different 0(6) representa-

(E2)tions, and the latter being a consequence of the fact that T

can only change one d-boson into s or vice versa.

We find for example

BCE2), [N], a- N, T + 1, L-2T*2 + [ N]. o- N,t, L = 2\)

"2

and

B(E2),[N],0 - N, T+1, L=2T -• [N], O" N,T, L = 2T)

* o 2 $Z2 ( N - T ) ( N V T * 4 ) .
2 (2T*S)(4T-1)

196
Recently, Cizewskl et al investigated Pt with numerous

(n,Y) techniques /21/. They found that the B(E2) branching ratios

of the low spin positive parity states below the pairing gap show

good agreement with the predictions of the 0(6) limit described

above. Though the excitation energies of the nucleus are not too

well predicted by the formula (42), the levels are very well '•

classified by the 0(6) limit. Their results are shown in fig.B and
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fig.9. A 2* level at 1677 keV is given labels N«6, <r=6, T=»5, V A=1

and decays into seven lower states. According to the 0(6) mo'al,

only one of them is allowed. Table 2 compares the theoretical pre-

diction with the observed values.

Table 2. The branching ratios of E2 decays from the

Branching ratios

Exp. Erase Pert. Jh.

100

3

3

0.5

0.7

0.7

0.2

Cizewski and Casten /22/ treated the Pt-Os nuclei from the view

point of the present model. They found that the levels and level

patterns predicted in the 0(6) limit occur in these nuclei and that

the trends in a large number of rapidly varying BCE2) values and

E2 branching ratios can be reproduced by adding some perturbations

onto the 0(6) limit towards the SU(3) limit.

It should be mentioned here that Moshinsky and his colla-

borators developed recently the group theoretical study of the

Interacting Boson Model /27/.

4. TRANSITIONAL NUCLEI /9/. /22/

We have explained the three limits of the present model.

Almost all nuclei, however, do not belong to those limits but are

transitional between those limits.

2+

o+

3+

4+

2+

2+

1677

Ef(keV)

1362

1135

1015

877
689

356

0

keV

La

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2*

AT

1

2

2
3

3

4

5

state.

Br

Th.

100

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Taking the Sm isotopes, we studied the transition from

the vibrational, SU(5), to the rotational, SUC31. limit of the

interacting boson model 1. Other rare earth Nd-Gd-Dy and the

aotinides Rn.-Ra-Th-U show a similar behavior. Cizewsky and Casten

studied B(E2) values of the Pt and Ds nuclei. They found that the

structure of those nuclei gradually changes from the 0(6) limit

which the Pt isotopes approximately have to the SU(3) limit.

I first wish to discuss briefly the structure Df the Sm

isotopes. Here both the single boson energy (E_I~£ ) and the two

boson interaction V "are important. We therefore take the following

Hamiltonian

H - eN . -icDD-JC'LL
•

and e is assumed to depend on the number of valence nucleons

2(N +N ) . Since N is constant CB) for the Sm isotopes, we take

into account only the dependence of e on N i

<\/
e = e - 9N

c v
<\.

We have here four parameters E , 6, ic and £' . In order to
c

diagonalize the Hamiltonian, we can use either the SU(5) basis

functions or the SU(3) basis functions. The results of the dia-

gonalization for the Sm isotopes are shown in fig.10. Taking the

proton closed shell at 50 and the neutron closed shell at B2 we

have N '• 6 and N = 1 to 6. Thus the sum N of N and N ranges
TT V IT V

from 7 to 12. The main features of the transition from SU(5) to

SU(3) appear to be the following : (i) the energy of the 2state at first drops linearly with increasing neutron number, but

then it saturates to the value 6 (4c- K' ) as the Q.Q and L-L

terms take over ; (ii) the energy of the 4* state drops steadily
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with increasing neutron number. In the region where e is large,

i t is approximately E + * 2 E + , while in the region where E is

small, E + approaches the value E 2L —3 E ~ + » C i i i l t n e most

interesting feature of the SLK5) to SU(3) transition is the be-

havior of the state 0* . This state at f i r s t drops linearly with

increasing neutron numbers, and then i t turns upwards becoming the

head of the p-band [the (2N-4,2) K=o band).

We assumed the E2 transition operator T to be

= «2 { ( d m s ) + (S+ dm ] " 4 f d + d ] } 'm m

The results are shown in f ig .11, where the constant o_ is ad-

justed to one datum. I t is then even surprising that both the ob-

served values and the present calculations show a very simple be-

havior accross the transitional region as shown in f i g .11 . Many

other properties are also calculated. The transitional properties

of those nuclei are well explained by the Interacting Boson

model I .

Cizewski and Casten /22/ assumed the following Hamiltonian

H = AP + BCCSOg) + CL L • le Q Q

in order to study the structure of the Pt and Os isotopes.

Here K Q Q is introduced as perturbation to the 0(6)

limit. The values of parameters in this perturbed 0(6) calculations

are shown in Table 3..
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Table 3. IBA parameters used in the perturbed 0(6) calculations

Pt

Os

/22/

Mass

196

194

192

190

186

194

192

190

188

186

•

N

6

7

a
9

10

7
8

9

10

11

A

1B6

186

186

186

186

150

150

150

150

150

B

43.0

42.0

42.0

42.0

42.0

24.0

23.25

21.50

19.75

18.0

C

19.0

17.5

16.0

14.5

13.0

19.0

17.5

16.0

14.5

13.0

*

0.025

0.0375

0.050

0.100

0.250

3.75

2.125

2.50

2.875

3.25

tf/B

0.0006

0.0009

0.0012

0.0024

0.0060

0.156

0.091

0.116

0.146

0.181

Some results are shown in Fig.V7 and fig.13. Their calculations

seem to predict correctly the observed systematics in numerous

branching ratios in these nuclei. In particular, the striking

difference in the decay patterns of excited 0 + states between

194,196pt a n d 188,190Ds g r e B x p l a i n e d naturally in a region

undergoing an 0(6) •*• rotor (SU(3)) transition. In addition, the

decay systematics of the quasi-y band and K=4 band in these

nuclei were reproduced with remarkable accuracy. Not only the

relative B(E2) values, but also the rate at which these B(E2)

values for different levels changed from the heavy Pt nuclides

to the lighter 0s nuclides was reproduced. Finally these cal-

culations predict the measured absolute B(E2) values.

The Kumar Baranger calculations /1/ have been most

successful in explaining the structure of nuclei in this region.
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Their calculations, however, seem to have difficulties to predict

the decay property of the 0_ and 2_ states. (Fig.14).

; 5. MICROSCOPIC FOUNDATION OF THE INTERACTING BOSON HOVEL

The nuclear shell model works very well particularly in

light nuclei and in the vicinity of closed shells. In large shell

model calculations, one trys to diagonalize a shell model Hamil-

tonian taking into account all states belonging to one major

shell. The total number of states increases explosively as the

numbers of orbits and valence nucleons increase. Here are three

astronomical numbers /6/

41, 654, 193, 516, 797 for 3 = 0 +

346, 132, 052, 934, BB9 3 = 2*

530, 897, 397, 260, 575 3 = 4 +

They are the total numbers of shell model states available for

154
62^m92 w n^ c n n a s twelve protons and ten neutrons outside a

closed shell nucleus <-nSna- . We assumed that ^Sn is inert.

No shell model theorists ever hope to diagnolize such a gigantic

Billions hy Billions matrix. One then needs a way to truncate

the shell model space.

In order to explain our basic idea, we take here a single

j-model. The extension of this model to include many j shells is

basically not a problem. Let me assume that only a pairing in-

teraction works i

H = Z V ± . (44)

where
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The creation operator S of the Cooper pair is defined as

where a. (a. ) is the creation (annihilation) operator ofjm jm

nucleons in a state j,m. Similarly one can define the annihilation

of the Cooper pair S as the operator hermitian conjugate to S+.

Furthermore, an operator which relates with the number operator N

of nucleons is introduced >

where fl = (2J + D/2.

As well Known, they behave exactly like the angular

momentum operators j

[ V S + ] - S* . [SQ , S] = - S (47)

and

[S+, S ] = 2S . (48)

Usually one trys to map those fermion operators onto boson

operators > for example

• + + •
S f a^s • a_s s s +...

S •• a-s + a_s s s +...
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The coefficients are determined 30 that they satisfy the commuta-

tion relations (47) and C4B). Only one coefficient is a c-number.

This is c. which must be -11/2 according to [46) .

Taking the lowest order terms a^* and a ^ for S and S,

one finds the following commutation relation 1

[ a ^ * . a,,s ] = 2(- ^) .

The coefficient a. is therefore given as

Now S* "V. »/5 s* and S = - •*' * c_s*s. The commutation relation
o e. . i.

C47) gives c- the following value :

o2

Repeating this procedure, one finds the following mapping 1

S* •* /a s* * — ^ — s*s*s + ... C49)

Here one needs an infinite series to map S onto a boson operator.

In this particular case, one can sum up the infinite series and

find a simple compact expression

s* ^ 8* /n - 3*3 .

It is, however, not only difficult but also often impossible to

sum up such an infinite series for a general operator.

Our method is very different frcm that described above

/10/. We first truncate the shall model states and then establish

one-to-one correspondence between states of this truncated fermion
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space and those of a boson space. For example, in the present

problem with the pairing Hamiltonian, we truncate the shell model

space to a subspace spanned by states

I j"(S2) v - 0 3 - 0> -W—. (S+) |0 > .

V § i n i
C51)

The seniority quantum number v is redundent here because v for

those states is zero. We , however, introduced v for latter

convenience. For a definite n, we have only one state. Namely,

we truncate a large shell model space spanned by all states of

j n configuration to the one dimensional space spanned by this

state of eq. 51.

We now introduce the s boson space in which basic vectors

are

•5 n

| s 2 3-0 > =• 1_ (s*)7 |0) . (52)

One vector of (51) corresponds to one vector of (52). This is

unique one-to-one correspondence. Thus the truncated shell model

space is mapped onto the boson space.

One must find a Hamiltonian for s bosons. The Hamiltonian

is supposed to be written as

• * •

Here one should notice that the Hamiltonian must conserve the

total number of s bosons because Hp does conserve the total

number of nucleons. The' coefficients x are most easily found

by knowing the eigenvalues of Hp >
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n 11

E(n) = < j"(S?) v»0 3=0| Hp | jn(S2) v=0 3=0 >

= | n(2fl -n+2) .

For the case of n=2 ,

< J2(S) 0 | Hp |j2(S)0 > = 20g

The bra and ket vectors here correspond to Cs| and | s ) .

B '

We then require the matrix element of Hp is the same as that

fo r the corresponding matrix element 2Rg in the shel l model

space i

(8 | H} | 8) • X, • 2Jlg .

Very similarly* since E(n=4) = 2g(2S2-2)

(s2| Hp| s2) - 2X! + x2 « 2g(2fi-2).

One finds

x2 = - 4g .
Since E(6) = 3g(2fl-4) and

(s3 | H^ | s3) = 3X1 * ̂  x2 * x3

one gets

x3 = 0 .

ri

Altogether Hp can be written as

Hp = 2flg Ns - 4P, i s^s^s . (53)

This is not an infinite series.
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The roles of the two terms in (53) can be visualized

by the figure

0+

•*> x tingle. b(/ion e.ne.igy

bo&on-bo&on

The present method has some similarity to the nuclear field

theory developed by Bes, Broglia and their collaborators /29/.

We call a boson operator A« which corresponds to a
p

fermion operator A the boson image of A. For example HQ is ths

boson image of Hp. The boson image of S is easily found as

follows. We assume that this image is written as s* f(s*s). Then

< jn*2CSn*2).O 0 | S* |. j"(Sn)O 0 > =

which must be equal to

(d s 0 |s* f(s* s) d B 0) - \/na*1Cd
 30 |f | d B 0) .

Remembering that n - S , one finds

f =•/ ft - N
3

The boson image of S is thus

e* / 3- M~ .s (54)

Similarly
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S + - . a / 0-N +1 . [55)

Since [s* • fi-N . 8" J H-N +1 I = 2
I s s I

The boson image of S is then

2N_-n

j • '

2N -
So * — T

as it should be.

We now introduce the following operator D

where

P = — (4S -6*S+S ) -™—^(2S -2+S+S ) .
0 4S -6 ° 2So"2 °o

We always assume that D* operates on a highest seniority state

S | j V v oai1> = 0

v+2 , , v+2
T+ie P then e l iminates | j v J M > and | j v-2 3 PI > from

[l̂ j =j]
v*2

PQ |J v 3't

v+2
Po U v"2 ;

Using this D =• times,, one can construct a seniority v state i -';

" * IL,) ,rL) (
> (58) /

L- - j j

and :

N[[ ... DVJ D+J ... D*



2 "| j n ( S 2 D2)

Here a = Lj.L^... L . (60)

Since

IV , D+,l = 0
L m m'J

provided that D operates always on highest seniority states,

there can be always found one boson state corresponding to a

fermion state of (56) as long as the fermion state exists.

The correspondence is one-to-one.

Instead of a defined by (60), we use the quantum numbers

labeling d boson states n., n , n» LM . Then for example,
d s u

| d 0 0 2 )•*+ N ^ I O > = |j2(D) v=2 3=2 >

7 r i (o) . _
| d 1 0 0 }•*• N_ [D D J |0> = |.T(0^) v=2 3=0 >

| d D npnA LV\)++ ^ " ( D ^ ) v=n "ng"n^ LM >

where

nd = I '

There is* however, non-orthogonality problems among states (58) •

If necessary, one should use the Schmidt method to orthogonalize

states. We denoted for example "n." because these quantum

numbers ""g"' ""A" a r B n o t eigenvalues of an operator. For the

Ginocchio model which I will discuss, however, they are exact

eigenvalues of a Casimir operator.
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Since states constructed by S*were mapped on boson states

made by s+, we have the following one-to-one correspondence

between the shell model basis and the boson basis %

n-v v
!jn(S~5~ D?)v "np" "nt

m LM> -**• |s sd d npn& LH > (B1)

Let us call the subspace spanned by the shell model states (61)

the SO subspace of the shell model space.

The boson image of the pairing Hamiltonian can be easily

obtained as

Hp = 2gJl Ns - 4g i 3*s*ss - 4g s*d*sd . (62)

n

The matrix element of Hp is

(s"s d"d |H^ Is"8 d"d)

n B t n
B "

1 }

ns - 4g g

g
 (n'v) (2Q-n-v*2) ,

where 2(ns+nd) = n and nrf « v/2. This is exact.

The boson image of Q in the lowest order is

(2) \ /n+1-n/2-n , ,, ,

] . (63)
m

Contrary to the pairing Hamiltonian, there are oertainly higher
121

order terms and the boson image of 0 is given by an infinite
series. If the higher orders are important, this game is neither
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interesting nor useful, because we have to calculate matrix

elements between states of j , j and so on. We then take j=23/2

(21
as example and calculate exact matrix elements of 0 in the

fermion space which are compared with those given by the lowest

boson image. The comparison is given in table, where ratios R

QC2}H v-2 L'

are shown. One sees that all ratios are close unity except a few

cases. The lowest boson image of Q can be obtained by knowing

only the matrix elements of Q in the two nucleon system, which

are very easily calculated. Matrix elements of Qz. ' are most
D

easily obtained because calculations in the boson space are much

easier than those in the shell model space.

Table 4. Comparison between exact matrix elements
~~~~~~ (2)

of 0 and those of its boson image

V

2

4

G

L1

0

2

4

L

2

4

2

G

6

4

3

2

R

1.0

1.01

1.C11

0.87

1.03

1.03

1.03

0.63

v L'

8 6

6

4

L

B

6

5

\
4 2
6

5

"1
4 2

R

1.0B

1.04

1.06

0.78

1.06

1.05

1.06

0.76

1.06
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This fact shews clearly that the mapping of the shell

model space onto the sd boson space is useful. '-

If one has a more realistic interaction than the pairing,

one has to examine first how good the truncation of the shell

model space to the SD subspace. Assuming that a Hamiltonian con-

sists of the pairing and (Q.Q) interactions, we confirmed that —-

thB truncation provides a very good approximation. Furthermore,

it was shown that the boscn image of tha Hamiltonian in the lowest

order works very well. In order to find this boson image, one

needs matrix elements of the Hamiltonian only in two- and four-

nucleon systems. >

Instead of describing more about the single j approximation,

I would like to discuss an exactly soluble model discovered by

Ginocchio /23/. This model is extremely valuable for us to examine

not only the present model but also any other models involving

boson approximation..

He first observed that an irreducible representation (2,1)

of Sp(4), which is equivalent to S0(5), has 1/2, 5/2 and 7/2 be-

sides its basic representation (10) being carried by 3/2. Namely

all single particle states belonging to the of-1p shell can be

generated from the fundamental object op3/2. This situation is

analogous to the fact that nucleons which correspond to the

(of-1p) shell are constructed by quarks (op3/2). The creation

operator of op3/2 is denoted as at.-- Then the of-1p states are

written as

| jm > - |[||](2)|,jm > for j / 3/2

and
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1 1 P3/2 m > " ̂ " 7

Unit operators IT and U J are generators of Sp (4). They do not

connect different .representations of Sp(4). Thus

3

< 1 P 3 / 2 H i u { x y J > - o j = i P i / 2 . Of5/2, O f 7 / 2 .
i=1

where X = 1,3 . Other matrix elements of U are

(3) r (3)
< j Z \i± j 1 > = <[3/2 3/2] (2 )3 /2 , j || Z U || [3/2 3/2] (2 )3 /2 , j •>

j-3/2

+ (-) n W(2j.2j1, | 3)

13)
< j 11 Z U± |1 J"> = 1 . j = j'= 3/2

Now we define operators 0 as

(3) (3) , . • » • _ (3)
U II j' >[at a ]

J j'
m " rn

They and 3' commute among themselves and form generators of

S05 = sp(4). The Casimir operator off S0g is given in terms of

them ; |

ri l 3 ) t 3 ) ?i
C c =4- 35(0 • Q ) • J ,
5 L-> J

We can generalize the previous argument for single j shell to

this many j shell case. First the S operator is now

*"* 2 . jm j-m

The generalization of D* is given as
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, , j+3/2 - , + +

0* - P- -i- H VC2j*D(2j'*n(-1) WC§jfj'»22)[a a ]

where the coefficients were determined so that

_ C3) . '
E C32 m m' |rq) [ Qm , Dm>] = 2 6 2 •2TM" W122 3/2 3/2j 3 3/2)Dq .

Applying the same technique developed for single j shell, one

can establish a one-to-one correspondence between the fermion

space and the sd boson space i

. n-v v n-v v

| (j) IS ̂  0^) npnA LM ><H-|S * dZ ngn& LM) .

Here the fermion states are eigenstates of a Hamiltonian

H = a P • a. J2 • a, Cc . (64)
O 1 £. 3

where P - S*S .

This can be proven by using the following commutation

relations t

[Q , s+] = o

which guarantees that seniority is a good quantum number, and

r (3) (3) k, k

[Q Q (D ) J| 0 > «C (D ) |0 > .

The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian can be easily obtained

as aQ ^(n-v)C2B-n v*2) • a^CJ+1) • a2x(T+3) inhere 2fi=E(2jt1),

T = _ - 2ng . We, however, try to use the present boson, mapping

method to see how it works. The boson image of H is written as

Follows
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B = aoH? + a1 j 2 * a2

V = I C2k*1)([d d] [d d] )
k=1.3
, r . . IDw, (L)1

«= I Nd +1 CL ^CTT[[d d J [dd ] J

Co a " I a' C2 " I a and C4 = I a

because the images of J and Q are
i" m

r • V 1 ) (3) r A
Jm ~ [d d] and Q i 3 J " [ d d]m .

m
Q

Here HZ is given by eq.(62) and eq.(37) is used.
P (3)

(It must be noted here that we can here use the boson image of 0

to get the boson image of Q Q because the image of Q is

exact. If not exact, the image of A B is not necessarily equal to

the product of images of A and B.) Thus the eigenvalue of H Q can

be obtained as

EBtns' V V V Lf1)

= aQ ns(2fl-2ng - 4nd • 2) + a,, L(L*1)

where Q = E(2j*H/2 T= n.-2n. and v = 2n.. Here we used eq.(62)

and eq.(41). We then interpret the eigenvalues Eg in terms of the

quantum numbers for nucleons to obtain the eigenvalues of H given

by eq.(64),

E(n, v. n^, n^ LPI)

^ -v * 2) + anLCL*1) » a- -Uv-An,,) (v-4np*2) .
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The Ginocchio model is fruitful for beyond the results

shown above. Let me, however, be satisfied by pointing out that

it is a case in which the present boson mapping provides exact

solutions to a non-trivial system of nucleons.

6. INTERACTING BOSON HOVEL II

We so far did not distinguish between the degrees of

freedom of protons and those of neutrons. In the previous section,

we suggested a correspondence between pair states of identical

nucleons with 3=0 and 3=2 and states with s- and d- bosons. It

seems therefore very natural to introduce /5/,/6/

and

Using eq. (59) in the previous section we construct the

truncated subspace which we called the SD subspace

with Y = ( "n " , "nA"3 and

% + \ = \ V N* ' % + ndu " 1 nv = Nv

sv

and

and

d,r

dv

bosons

bosons

for

for

protons

neutrons

where % ( % ) ^s ^ n e number of valence protons [neutrons) .

We then ca lcu la te the matr ix elements of the s h e l l model

hamiltonian

H " HTT * Hv * Hirv * t B B 1

i n the SD subspace. When considered separate ly , H and H

have nuclear eigenstates with approximately good s e n i o r i t y or
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generalized seniority as indicated experimentally by the behavior

of the separation energies and by the constant spacing between

3=0 and 3=2 states in semi-magic nuclei /28/. On the other hand,

the strong and attractive proton-neutron interaction H , in I

cases where it was possible to determine it from experiment, is

dominated by the seniority breaking quadrupole-quadrupole-term
(2) (2)

In the next step we map fermion operators defined in the SD

subspace of eq.(B5) onto boson operators defined in the sd boson

space j

V
3ft) (67)

The proton-neutron interaction can be mapped onto

(2) (2)

" C Q
Bir °Bv

by using (63) or the similar expression for many shells.

Once the boson hamiltonian has been constructed, it should

bs diagonalized in order to obtain spectra of even-even nuclei.

An example of results of such a diagonalization /B/ is shown in

fig.15. The number of protons here was fixed, n = 6 , and the
IT

neutron number was changed between n . = 0 and n • 32 in order

to simulate the cgBa isotopes. A single j orbit with j = 31/2

was assumed for both neutrons and protons. The boson Hamiltonians

H^ and H were calculated for an attractive 6-potential (which

is diagonal in the seniority scheme) and with strength ajusted as

to produce a 0-2 separation in semi-magic nuclei of 1.4 MeV.

The values of the coefficients of Qa in eq.(63) are calculated
D

for j = 31/2.
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In spite of simplifications the results follow qualita-

tively the observed spectra in a wide variety of nuclei. In fig.15

we can identify a region with n M for which the spectrum is

typical of an anharmonic vibrator (SU(5) picture). Another region

is obtained for n ifc 10-14 in which levels tend to the typical

pattern of an axial rotor (SUO) picture). Finally for ny % 28

the spectrum resembles that of a y unstable nucleus (SD(B)picture)

I t seems remarkable that a l l these situations arise from approxi-

mate solutions of the shell model within a shell.

Now we play a semi-phenomenological game.

The simple hamiltonian is introduced i

C2) C2)

with e - 1.4 MeV at nv • 0.32 , e - 0.9 MeV at ny = 2.30 ,

e = 0.7 MeV at ny = 4.28 i e. = 0.5 MeV at 6 £ n £ 26 and

K. = -0.2 MeV. The results are shown in fig.16 together with the

experimental data of the Ba isotopes. The renormalization of the

single boson energies seems due to the- effect, of states outside

the SO space.
(2)

We can take a more phenamenological 0 operator /11/ i

(2)

We then adjust parameters e , e and x and x to

observed data. A few examples are shown in f ig .17 .
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7. RSNOmALlZATlON EFFECTS ANP A TEST OF THE TRUNCATION TO THE

SO SPACE

I wish to discuss very briefly what are renormalization

effects from states outside the SO space /24/, '

The neutron-proton interaction in eq.BG may couple some

non-collective states outside the SD space with states inside

this space. For example, the neutron-proton interaction is appro-

ximated by a surface delta-interaction i

(k) (k)
V - g E (2k*1) Cff . Cv

where
(k) z (k)

Cff - E C 1 8 ^ ) •

Ck) n (k)
C « £ C (6.0.) .

For a state

n^/2 ny/2-1

5 , tS D M2J i 2 >

a second order energy shift is

"*/2 "v/2-1

6 E - -gZ Z TTI— |<S_ { S D..X2)
-fc ii v V

tk) (k)
2 ICC^ Cv

where , means that the collective 0 state must be eliminated

from the summation. The intermediate states of neutrons I mt

have seniority 0, 2 and 4. The energy shift is rewritten as
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ni/ 2 Ck) 2 _

Here the largest contribution is produced when I = S . This

contribution is rewritten as

2 ni/ 2 C2} 2 n

C2) 2
• I < D V I C II Sv>|

" I T 7 2 (2) 2 C2) 2

(O-Mvd)

This indicates that the single boson energy e. must be changed

in the middle of the neutron shell. We must of course take into

account the similar second order effect SE to e . Adding 6E .
s s d

and 6E , we unfortunately obtain almost zero or even a sign opposite

to that found phenomenology. There are, however, many other second

order contributions, which explains qualitatively the values of

parameters needed by the phenomenology.

We use the following interactions

(k) Ck) (2) (2)

(k) fk. (2) (2)
Vvv = 2 V V .SM2k*1KC. C h )) • e Z (C C. )

(k) (k)
V ) Ciri Cvj
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where gwff - - 0.16 MeV, g y v = -0.16 MeV, K = 0.2 MeV and

g • -0.1 MeV. Single particle energies are assumed as follows

0.0 MeV for og?/2, 1 d 5 / 2 p p o t o n

3.0 MeV for 1d3/2, 1s 1 / 2 and o h ^ s h B l l s

and

0.0 MeV for o ng/2'

2.0 MeV for ^P^/2 neutron shells

3.0 MeV for 1f5/2» 2P-|/2 and oi13/2

As AE- we assume

1.2 MeV for k = 2

2.0 MeV for k * 2

when we calculate the correction to e . j and

3.2 MeV for k - 2

4.0 MeV for k /* 2

when we calculate the correction to e . The differences between
s

AE for e and those for e are explained as follows. For e . ,
d . i s. d

AE ~ E^tkl - E^CS) • Ey(Iv) - Ev(0). On the other hand for eg.

A E * E^tk) - ̂ (S) - CEyC^)- EytSj) . where E^k) - <k |VWW |k >

nir/2

EV(D) - < S

and

EV(S)
n / 2 ny/2
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We assumed that

E fk) - EW(S) = 2.2 MeV

EVCD) - ECS) = 1.0 MeV

EvCIv) - EC0)'= 0.B MeV \ * n '

Fig.18 shows the numerical results for

n/2-1 n/2-1 n/2 n/2
e° = <S 0i2| Vvv |S D,2> - <S iO|Vvv |S ,0 >

e = e ° + 6e2nd '

where fie- _, are the results of the present second order pertur-
2nd .

bation calculation. The results are very satisfactory in comparison

with tne phenomenological analyses discussed in the previous

section.

Finally I wish to discuss one example of a shell model

calculations which shows that the truncation to the SD space works

well. McGregory /25/ assumed the following shell model orbits j

5/2* ^3/2 anc' 1

and

« 1d3/2» 2s1/2 f o r n e u t r o n s •

He diagonalized a shell model Hamiltonian consisting of a

surface delta interaction and single'particle energies. His wave

functions were found to have large overlaps with those in the SD

subspace as shown in Table 5. He then concluded that (1) the

coupling of key low-lying neutron and proton states of valence

particles can lead to collective rotational features which appears



Table 5. Principal components of ground state band wave

functions in six-proton and four-neutron system.

Those basis states are almost in the SD space .

(0

(2

(4

(4

(2

J-0*
basis

0)x(0

2)x(2

4)x(4

2)x(4

2)x(4

0)

2)

4}

2)

2)

Amplitude

0.600

0.544

0.229

0.216

0.210

3*2 +
basis

vwLir vvK
(2 2)x(0

CO 0)x(2

C4 4)x(2

C2 2)xC2

(2 21xC4

C4 2)xC4

CO 0)xC4

>

0)

2)

2)

2)

2)

2)

2)

Amplitude

0.458

0.424

0.275

0.2'66

0.260

0.255

0.216

to be more distinct and which extend to higher angular momenta as

the number of particles increases! and C2) those states which are

rotational are dominated by states formed by coupling 3=0 and J=2

two identical particle states.

I must thank F.Iachello for continuous cooperation. He is

indeed the person who started to develop the Interacting Boson Ma-

del. Without his enthusiasm I would net be so much involved in this

model• All materials which I discussed in this lectures were the

products of cooperation with I.Talmi, F.Iachello, T.Otsuka and 0.

Schalten, which I appreciate very much. I must also thank J.

Ginocchio and O.Strattman for their careful reading of the manu-

script. I1y thanks are also due to J.Ginocchio for stimulating dis-

cussion about his model and to J.Cizewaski for informing me of her
10fi

experimental results on Pt and its interpretation. My last but

not least thanks are due to Dro. V.Ccau^escu and I.A.Dorobantu For

their invitation to this International School and to Ors. A.A.Fadufca

and Q.Dumitrescu for interesting discussions.
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for the DNS to achieve the corresponding configuration and the

smaller cross section is expectad. However, fallowing fluorine the

cross sections increase as Z decreases. This increase is especial-

ly pronounced for nuclei with closed shells and subshells, such as

160, N, C, as well as for Be. The diffusion model cannot ex-

plain the increase of production cross sections as Z decreases fol-

lowing fluorine. The irregular character of the change of cross

sections from element to element, as well as an enhanced growth

of production cross sections for nuclei with closed subshells were

not described by the diffusion models either.

In fig.3 one can see the isotopic differential cross sec-

tions of the production of elements from He to F obtained in the

reaction Ag + B. In this reaction the yields of - He, He and He

were measured experimentally, and the isotopic yield shows regula-

rities similar to those of the system Ag+Ar. The cross section

reaches its maximum value for He. The production cross section

4for He is two orders of magnitude as large as the cross section

for the production of any of the isotopes detected. One can try

to interpret the observed peculiarities of the isotopic production

cross sections of OIT reactions in the following manner.

It may be expected that at the moment of nuclear collision

the nucleon of the upper shells get excited in the first place.The

binding energy of the nucleons of these shells is lower, and their

wave functions are concentrated closer to the nuclear surface. The

excited nucleons pass to the exchange zone, where they can easily

travel from one nucleus to the other.-The exchanged nucleons are

gradually concentrated in the acceptor nucleus (the target nucleus

in the stripping reactions), settling on the lower excited levels.

This denudes the next shell of the light nucleus. In order that the
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DNS might evolve further, it is necessary to break the shell and

transfer the nucleons to the exchange zone. Some time is required

for this. The evolution of the DNS will be delayed, and this in

turn will lead to an enhanced yield of light fragments with closed

shells and subshells.

The observed peculiarities of the cross sections for the

production of isotopes in DIT reactions will possibly lead to a

new insight into the evolution of the DNS, being not a smooth and

steady process like that presented within the framework of the

first diffusion models. The DNS evolution proceeds in stages by

developing from one nuclear shell to the other. The drift and dif-

fusion coefficients may essentially change.

2.3. VzioKmaXlon o£ the. double, nu.clia.ti &y&£e.m

The DIT reactions occur in collisions at angular momenta

in the range of I .n to (& + AA)ti. For the system Ag+Ar, the
cr cr * °

c r i t i c a l angular momentum i. was measured experimentally / 1 B / . I t
cr

was equal to (100 + 110}h at an energy of 285 MeV. The data for

DIT cross sei;5(>ns in the reactions with Ar ions /19/ indicate

that the HI v!s-rlt ;-J lies within the range (10-20)%. so that the

average angular nomenttim of the DNS in DIT reactions is about

110 h. The DNS with sudi a large angular momentum should ex-

perience a considerable dynamical deformation, which can be esti-

mated from the energy spectra (fig.1.).

Under the "sticking" conditions, which occur in our case,

the total kinetic energy of the fragments is determined by the sum

of the exit Ccjlomb, E , and centrifugal, E . barriers and by DNS
c roc

deformation. The moment of inertia of the system in the E . cal-
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culation can be assumed to be a rigid body one, since excitation

energy of the DNS is about BO MeV in our case. The initial an -

gular momentum is distributed between the spins of the fragments

and the orbital angular momentum proportionally to the correspond-

ing moments of inertia. The rotating DNS takes on a rather compli-

cated shape. For the sake of simplicity, in the calculations, the

shape of the light fragment was assumed to be spherical, while

that of the heavy one to be a prolate rotational ellipsoid. This

assumption is rather realistic since most of the initial angular

momentum is converted to the spin of heavy fragments. The spin of

the light fragment is low. In addition, the light fragments comprise

many "rigid" nuclei that are rather stable against deformation.

The results of the calculation for the deformation of the

heavy fragment at the moment of DNS disintegration are shown in

fig.6. The atomic numbers of the light fragment, Z_, and of the

heavy fragment, Z., are plotted along the abscissa* the spins of

the fragments I.,, I. are indicated below. The large-to-small semi-

axis ratio is plotted along the ordinate. For the purpose of com-

parison with other works, in which deformation is expressed in

terms of parameter r for the radius of the interaction of the fi-

nal nuclei, the data on this parameter are also presented. The re-

sults of our calculation for the dynamical deformation of the same

system Ag + °Ar based on the data of ref. /20/ are also given. In

ref. /20V the most probable TKE values for the yields of the ele-

ments have been measured, but no isotopic separation has been per-

formed.

As one can see from the data obtained, the dynamical de -

formation of heavy fragments in DIT reactions may reach rather large
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values. The large-to-small semiaxis ratio is close to three. The

deformation increases with the number of nucleons transferred to

the target nucleus, which seems to be associated with an increase

in the spin of the heavy fragment. Following oxygen a jump toward

greater deformation is observed, which is possibly due to the de-

lay in the DNS evdlutici.

The time development of the deformation of the rotating

DNS can be estimated from the TKE value of a definite fragment

for the various emission angles or DNS lifetimes. Fig.7 shows an

increasing dynamical deformation of the La Cthe upper line) and

Fm nuclei in the reactions Ag + 4oAr - La+O (285 MeV) and

Th + °Ar • Fm + 0 (379 MeV). The deformation was calculated from.

the TKE of the oxygen nuclei whose spectrum was measured at se -

veral angles /19/. In both reactions I is close to 100 h. It is

seen that the dynamical deformation of the heavier systems (Fm+0)

grows in time faster.

CONCLUSIONS

Deep inelastic transfers have been studied in the systems

1o7,1o9Ag + 4oAr (2fl5 M e V ) a n d 1o7.1o9Ag + 11g (BB M e V ) > ,_.ght n_

action products were recorded at an emission angle of 40°. The

grazing angles were about 27° for both reactions. The identifi-

cation of isotopes was performed using magnetic analysis combined

with the AE,E technique. The energy spectra and differential

cross sections of the isotopes from Li to Cl (Ag + °Ar) and from

He to F (Ag • B) were measured. The experimental data and their

analysis allowed to reveal several regularities in the evolution

and distegration of the double nuclear system formed in the deeply
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inelastic collisions of complex nuclei.

It has been established that the Q -systematics are satis-

4ofied.in the deep inelastic transfer reactions induced by Ar ions•

The deviation of the isotopic production cross sections from the

0 -systematics is connected with the effect of sequential nuclear

processes such as the evaporation of nucleons and a-particles from

excited fragments. It is shown that the Q -systematics are fulfil-

led in the proton pick-up reactions. The yield of the helium iso-

topes (the most intensive channel of DIT reactions) also obeys the

0 -systematics.
gg .

It has been found that the nuclear structure of the light

fragment strongly affects the magnitude of its production cross •

section. An important role of the a-cluster stage in the DNS evo-

lution has been established. The data obtained permit a new in -

sight into the process of the DNS evolution and reveal one of the

most important mechanisms of the formation of "direct" a-particles

in heavy ion reactions (see fig.8).

It is shown, that in DIT reactions the heavy fragment may

experience a considerable dynamical deformation. In the rotational

ellipsoid representation the ratio of the large axis to the small

axis can amount to three. A possibility of using DIT reactions

for investigating the deformation of fast rotating nuclei is dis-

cussed.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Energy spectra of the B S Z S 12 isotopes in

the c m . system measured at a lab.emission

angle of 40° in the reaction Ag + DAr

(E l a b = 285 MeV). TKE is the total Kinetic

energy of the conjugate fragments. The arrows

show the exit Coulomb barriers. The width of

the arrow reflects the change in the Coulomb

barrier with isotopic mass variations.

Fig.2. Differential cross sections for the production

of isotopes of 2 5 Z £ 17 as a function of the

neutron number N and proton number Z of the

isotopes, in the reaction 1 o 7' 1 o 9Ag + 4oAr

C285 MeV), 6 l a b = 40°. Stable isotopes are in-

dicated with closed triangles.

Fig.3. Differential cross sections for the production

of isotopes of 2 £ Z < 8 as a function of the

neutron N and the proton number Z of the iso-

topes, in the reaction 1 o 7' 1 o 9Ag * 11BC8B MeV) ,

8lab " 4 0 ° ' stable isotopes are indicated

with closed triangles.
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Fie.4. The 0 -systematic of the differential cross
gg

sections for the production of isotopes 3 S Z £ 10

in the reaction 1o7'1o3Ag + 4oAr. C265 MBV) ,

Fig.5. The 0 -systematic of the differential cross

sections for thB production of isotopes

2 £ Z £ 9 in the reaction 1o7'1-°9Ag + 11B

(86 MeV), 6, . = 40°.

Fig.6. Calculated data for the dynamical deformation of

heavy fragments during the DNS decay, in the

reaction 1o7'iD9Ag * 4oAr (285 MeV), 6lab=40°.

Z3 and Z. are the atomic numbers of the light and

heavy fragments, respectively, and I3 and I. are

their spins. The calculated values of the ef-

fective parameter r as a function of Z^ are

shown in the lower part.

Fig.7. The growth of dynamical deformation of the heavy

fragment (the upper and lower lines correspond

to La and Fm, respectively) with increasing DNS

lifetime. The DNS lifetime was calculated from

the average angular momentum of DNS, the moment

of inertia of the system and the emission angle

of the light fragment.

Fig.8. Illustration of the effect of the projectile

nuclear structure on the DNS evolution.
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1. IIJTRODUCTIOH

We consider collisions between rather heavy nuclei at energies veil above

the Coulomb barrier. The wave length in the relative motion is small as com-

pared to characteristic lengths of the interaction potential. At the Coulomb

barrier, for example, we have for the wave length

Al + A2 20 MeV

where A,, A_, E_, and V,,,, denote the mass numbers of the colliding nuclei,

the initial kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system and the potential

energy at the Coulomb harrier, respectively. For the collision Ar + Th at

only 50 MeV above the Coulomb barrier we find X' »0.1 fm. Therefore, these
CD

collisions can frequently be treated close to the classical limit.

According to the classical picture of Fig. 1, we distinguish three quali-

tatively different types of hee.vy-ion collisions [1,2]. They are determined

by the impact parameter b or the corresponding relative angular momentum 1 = bk

where k denotes the initial (asymptotic) relative wave number. We define the

grazing impact paramter b for the trajectory which leads just to a considerable

nuclear interaction between projectile and target. Correspondingly, ve define

an interaction radius R which is given by the closest distance of approach

•between the centers of the nuclei on the grazing trajectory. For grazing collisions

(toMb ) the duration time T. . of nuclear interaction (nuclear contact tine)
gr m t

between projectile and target is small by definition. Therefore, we expect re-

actions to dominate where only a few internal degrees of freedom of projectile

and target (preferably collective degrees of freedom) are involved. These are

called the direct reactions. For impact parameters which are considerably larger

than b the nuclear interaction is negligible. The trajectories of these distant

collisions are completely determined by the Coulomb interaction. Only excitations

induced by the mutual Coulomb interaction between the nuclei (Coulomb excitations)

can occur along these Coulomb trajectories. For impact parameters considerably

smaller than b we expect a strong disturbance of projectile and target by their

mutual nuclear interaction. Practically all nucleonic degrees of freedom are in-

volved in these close collisions. The corresponding interaction times are consi-

derably larger than those for direct reactions. Such a close collision can lead
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to a completely equilibrized intermediate stage, the compound nucleus. This com-

pound nucleus has by definition a lifetime which is large compared to the time-of-

flight of the projectile through the interaction region (sphere of radius R). The

highly excited compound nucleus can decay either by emission of light particles

(neutrons, protons and alpha-particles, essentially) or by fisBion. With the first,

alternative the reaction is frequently referred to as fusion and occurs mostly

for light compound nuclei. The evaporation of light particles from the compound

nucleus leads to evaporation residues. Very heavy compound nuclei decay prefe-

rentially by fission. The compound-nucleus formation is a possible but not a ne-

cessary intermediate stage in a close collision. Especially in collisions between

very heavy nuclei a new type of reactions has been observed-which is referred to

as dissipative (or deeply inelastic) collision. These dissipative collisions corres-

pond to a band of impact parameter larger than the critical impact parameter ̂ >CT^t
where compound-nucleus formation begins to take place, and smaller than the grazing

impact para.aeter b where direct reactions occur. Thus, dissipative collisions

refer to all reactions which exhibit multi-step processes excluding only compound-

nucleus formation.

According to the classical picture of Fig. 1 the total reaction cross-section

(apart from Coulomb excitation) is given by

(1.2)
CM *

which is obtained from conservation of energy and angular momentum along

the grazing trajectory. Here, V(R) denotes the potential energy at the

interaction radius H and is referred to as the interaction barrier. The

decomposition of the reaction cross-section with respect to the impact

parameter b as discussed above is usually displayed by considering the

differential cross-section with respect to b or equivalently with respect

to the angular momentum 1 = kb, i.e..

i

Plotting do/dl as function of 1 wi* obtain Liu; ulraifiht" Una shown.in Fig. 2.
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i

The area below the thick curve which follows the straight line essentially

to 1 gives the reaction cross-section. To the right the area of elastic

cross-section o_T plus the cross-section for Coulomb excitation o _ follows.

The reaction cross-section is divided by the characteristic fc-values i. .̂

and £ into three parts: The cross-sections for compound-nucleus formation
max

(<T- M), for dissipative collisions (0T,IS) and for direct reactions (<>D). As

indicated in Fig. 2 no sharp boundaries in SL or b are expected for the

different reactions.

Dissipative heavy-ion collisions are characterized by the following

•properties [2-6]

(i) The identity of projectile and target is essentially preserved,

although

(ii) - a considerable amount of mass can be transferred during the collision.

(iii) The angular distribution is strongly non-isotropic which means that

the time of nuclear interaction (t. . as10~22s ... 1O~20s) is signifi-

cantl. smaller than the time for a complete rotation of the composite

system ( T ^ > 1(r2Os).

(iv) A large amount of relative kinetic energy and angular momentum is

dissipated.

(v) Dissipative collisions cover the total range between direct reactions

and compound-nucleus formation.

The most exciting discoveries in these collisions is the gradual loss of

relative kinetic energy and angular momentum which is correlated with the

broadening of the fragment-mass distribution.

It is instructive to discuss the Ar + Th reaction measured already in 1973

by Volkov and coworkers [7] in the classical picture [7,8] shown in Fig. 3.

Similar to Fig. 1 the trajectories and hence, the deflection angles 0 are

uniquely determined by the impact parameter b. The collisions can lead to

positive and negative deflection angles 0(b). According to Fig. 3 the (nuclear)

interaction time T. increases with decreasing deflection angle. Thus, thexnt
deflection angle serves as a stopwatch for measuring the interaction times.

In many dissipative collisions (like in Ar (388 MeV) + Th) one observes at

a given scattering angle two components in the energy distributions. The
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component vith a "mall mean energy loss is frequently attributed to the

process along the trajectory 3 leading to the positive deflection angle

9 = 6 > 0, vhereas the other component with a larger energy loss is corre-

lated with the trajectory k leading to the corresponding negative de-

flection angle 0 = - 6 < 0. The Wilczynski -plot of Fig. k shows the corre-

lation of the scattering or deflection angle with the total kinetic energy

loss. The different trajectories are indicated on the ridge of the distri-

bution d2a/dEd9. As is obvious from Fig. h the total kinetic energy loss

or Q-value can also taken as a measure of interaction times. For focussing

reactions like Xe(i130 MeV) + Bi [9] the Q-value is the only quantity which

is directly related to the interaction time (in the classical, picture).

The normalized element distributions of the light fragments shown in

Fig. 5 exhibit a small width for 6 = 30°. With decreasing deflection angle,

i.e. increasing interaction time, the mean value remains essentially

constant, whereas the width increases monotonically. The observed prompt

shift of the mean value from the initial value Z. = 18 to Z. - 17 at

0 = 300 may be attributed to the fast equilibration of the charge den-

sities which are significantly different for the projectile Ar and
232

the target J Th. In Fig. 6 the squared widths (FKHM) of the element dis-
tributions are plotted as function of the deflection angle. According to
a simple diffusion model [10] we expect a variance

- 2DZZTint

which i s related to the squared width by

rz
2 = (8 In2)oz

2. (1.5)

Here, it is assumed that the diffusion coefficient D^is independent of
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and. constant within the time interval T. . of nuclear interaction and zero
m t

outside. The analysis of the Ar + Th reaction at the two energies 297 MeV
and 388 MeV leads to the same diffusion coefficient if T. . « (0 -0)/l

int gr gr

which is suggested from the classical picture of Fig. 3. This result was

the first essential evidence that a statistical treatment within a transport

theory [11] is adequate for describing dissipative heavy-ion collisions. Sin

that time many new experimental results have supported this view. A review

of the experimental situation has been presented during this conference by

Lefort [12].
2. TRANSPORT THEORY

The initial stage of dissipative heavy-ion collisions is characterized

by the mutual approach of the nuclei in their ground states. From our know-

ledge about grazing collisions we expect that this first stage of the pro-

cess is dominated by the coherent motion of nucleons in their mean single-

particle potential- The time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory (TDHF) or collective

models should well describe this approach phase [13,11*]. The initial coherence
—21is expected to decay within times of the order 10 s via residual lnter-

—21

actions to complicated states. The critical value of order 10 s is associ-

ated with the equilibration time which is obtained in precompound reactions [15J-

The decay of the correlations leads to a stage in the process where the com-.

plexity of the wave functions suggests to take advantage of statistical pro-

perties of the system. Within a semiclassical description the use of random-

ness for the coupling matrix elements between excited states of the nuclei

has led to a transport theory for dissipative collisions [10,11]. This treat-

ment within a non-perturbative theory has shown that the coupling between

excited states of the nuclei is too strong for a perturbative approach. In-

•stead, a strong-coupling limit has been formulated which gives a master equa-

tion in the Markov approximation. The transition probabilities have been

expressed completely by averages over coupling matrix elements. Within the

Fokker-Planck approximation of the master equation, transport coefficients

for mass transfer, energy loss and angular momentum dissipation have been

evaluated and applied to experimental data [i6-22]. The theory has been gene-

ralized to include explicitly the relative motion [23,2k], The statistical

approach of Weidenmuller and coworkers start out from a formulation of precompound

reactions [25]. After a study [26j within a perturbative approach (van Hove limit),
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the theory has been generalized to the strong-coupling limit and has been

applied to various reactions [27-29] • Besides these non-perturbative quantum-

statistical approaches the reader is referred to the perturbative approach

of Gross [30], the fluid-dynamical theory of Wong et al. [31], the level-

crossing model of Glas and Mosel [32], the linear response theory of Hofmann

and Siemens [33], the random-walk model of Sherman et al. [3U] and the

classical kinetic theory of the Berkeley school [35]- A critical review of

various theories has been given -recently by Weidenmuller [36].

The purpose of this section is to discuss the ingrediences and features

of a non-perturbative transport theory. The aim is to give, in the course

of the derivation of the transport equation, a clear understanding of the

characteristic times of the process (interaction or collision time, corre-

lation time, lifetime or decay time of propagators which corresponds to

the mean free path, memory time, relaxation time, recurrence time). Inequa-

lities between these characteristic times define the different limits and

approximations which have been discussed in the literature (ordinary

perturbation limit, van Hove limit, strong-coupling limit, Markov appro-

ximation).

2.1. Semiclassical scattering theory

For simplicity of presentation we choose a description within the semiclassi-

cal scattering theory [2,37] and neglect modifications due to non-orthogo-

nality and antisymmetrization. We assume that the trajectory r(t) for the

relative motion of the colliding nuclei is known such that we are left with

the Schrodinger equation

| j = H(t) | <J,(t) > (2.1)

for the wave function |i|»(t) >. The time-dependent Hamiltonian is given by

ll(t) = no (O + V U,? ( t ) ) (2.2)

WIII.TO Hf)(F.) douoLi's l.he sum of tho intr insic llamiltonians of the separated
i!ii.-U:i. Thu usUT.-iel.iori V'(f.,r(t.)) in tin; mini of Coulomb and nuclear in ter-
wl.ioti I'flWiK-n Llii.- uiii'Ii'i.
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Introducing tbe channel vave functions $.(€) as the eigenfunctions of

HQ(C) vith energies e^, we expand the solution |*'(t)> of the Schrodinger

equation (2.1) in terms of the $.'s as

(2-3)

with the occupation amplitudes a.(t). Inserting (2.3) in (2.1) yields

with the assumed orthogonality of the channel wave functions |#.>, the

set of coupled equations

with V.-(t) s <$j|V(t)!$..>• The time dependence of the coupling matrix

elements V.-(t) is illustrated in K g . 7. Outside the time interval T. .
J1 m t

of nuclear interaction the matrix elements are practically zero.

The following description generalizes the derivation of the semiclassical

transport equation given earlier [11] to the veak-coupling limits (van Hove

limit and first-order perturbation limit).

For the density matrix

P j i(t) z aj(t)a.*(t) (2-5)

ve obtain from (2.k) the von Neumann or Liouville equation

xfi l̂ r p.^t) = [vttj.pft)]^* Z Lji>:

where the Liouville operator is defined by

The introduction of the Liouville operator simplifies the formal solution

of (2.6) significantly.
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2.2. Coarse-grained generalized master equation

Since ve are note interested in the detailed knowledge of the system, we

idefine averages over intrinsic states (channels i) by dividing (coarse

graining) the total channel space%.into subsets <¥ , cf. Fig. 8. Each subset n

contains all channels with approximately the same values for some macroscopic

variables, like the total excitation energy E* and the mass-asymmetry given

by the mass A. of one of the fragments.

The aim is now to transform the Liouville equation (2.6) into an equation

for the macroscopic occupation probabilities

fv(t) = E Pfflm(t) (2.8)

of a subset y. The knowledge of these relevant quantities allows to cal-

culate the differential cross-section for populating states in the subset u by

mf( (29)

do "Man4 {2'9)

where (do/dd) . denotes the classical cross-section and r is the asymptotic

value f (t-w>) for the trajectory leading to the scattering angle ft . If more

trajectories than one lead to the same scattering angle, the r.h.s. of (2.9)

has to be replaced by a sum over the corresponding contributions.

In transforming the Liouville equation (2.6) into an equation for the macros-

copic occupation probabilities t (t) we make use of the elegant superspace

notation. Simply speaking this means to regard the double index ij as a vector

component in the superspace. The basis vectors in the superspace, denoted by

|ij), are orthogonal and normalized, (ij|lk) - 6.,$.,. Thus in the superspace

notation, the Liouville equation (2.6) is written as

ifcJ^Mt)) = L(t)|p(t)) (2.10)

which is similar in form to the Schrodinger equation in Hilbert space.

The density matrix is a vector and-the Liouville operator a square matrix

in superspace.
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According to the coarse-graining procedure described above, we introduce the

coarse-graining operators

C = d~1 E ImmXm'm'l (2.11)
v * m . m ' e ^

where d denotes the dimension of Jf , i.e., the number of channels contained

in the subset ~K . The application of C is a projection on and an averaging

over the diagonal elements in the subset u. We project the Liouville equation

(2.10) on C=ZCU and ̂ 1-C and obtain two coupled equations for C|p(t)) and

Q|p(t)). Eliminating the non-relevant part ("correlations") Q|p(t))

ve find the generalized master equation

t-to

with

o)Q|p(to)), (2.13)

K v(t,x) = ( jr)" T
1^- S E (mm|L (t)G(t,t-x)L1(t-T)|nn).
u v .̂  ne^

(2.1k)

Here we have used CLC=O and we have divided the l i o u v i l l e operator in to

two parts, Ir=Lo+L1 where (nc* 5mc3P )

(L ) n . = 6 n 6 ( e +U ( t ) - e -U ( t ) ) ( 2 . 1 5 )
o 111,1k n l mk n v m u

is diagonal. The mean potential energy U (t) is defined by

1

v
The propagator (time-evolution operator) for the intermediate states in

Q-space is given by the integral equation

t

G(t,to) = 1+ •££ J d^QL(t')QG(t',to). (2.17)

The generalized master equation (2.12) is an exact transformation of the

Liouville equation (2.6) to relevant macroscopic quantities. It conserves the

total probability
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A z *u(t) = o . (2.18)
u

The first term on the r.h.s, of (2.12) given by (2.13) describes the contri-

bution from the initial correlations Q|p(t )). These initial correlations

propagate in Q-space from t to t and then contribute via the coupling L.(t)

to the relevant part of the density matrix. The second term on the r.h.r.

of (2.12) describes the coupling between different subsets. In analogy to the

Boltzmann equation it is referred to as the collision term. According to (2.1H)

the coupling L.ft—r) leads from the C-space into the Q-space. This amplitude

propagates from t-x to t and then contributes via the coupling L1 (t) to the

relevant part of the density matrix. The collision term consists of gain terms

(v#u) which correspond to transitions from all subsets v$u to the subset u, and

another term v = u which describes the loss from the subset p. The kernel K (t,x)

is non-local in time. The change of the macroscopic occupation probabilities at

time t depends on all earlier times'" t—r>t . Because of this property, the kernel

and its characteristic decay time are referred to as the memory kernel and the

memory time x v w , respectively,mem

2.3. - Random coupling and transport equations for weak and strong coupling

The formal and exact transformation of the Schrodinger equation (2.U) into the

generalized master equation (2.12) would be worthless if the macroscopic vari-

ables u have not been chosen in a way which allows for subsequent approximations,

e.g., for the introduction of randomness of the coupling matrix elements. There-

fore, the definition of the macroscopic variables is the most crucial problem

in deriving useful transport equations. So far, no systematic method is known

for making this choice [38].' Only the application of the resulting transport

equations to specific physical problems and comparison with experimental results

can tell us whether the choice of macroscopic variables is reasonable or not.

We assume that we have found a set of macroscopic variables such that the

assumption of randomness for the coupling matrix elements is justified. Thic

allows to evaluate easily the mean values defined by (2.13) and (2.1 h).

We consider the memory kernel K v(t,t) as defined by (2.1U). For sufficiently

small times T, the main, contribution to K is due to the diagonal elements
Gnm nm^*'t~T^ °^ the irrfcermedia*e propagator. For finite times x, random pro-

perties of the coupling matrix elements favour the contributions from the diagonal

elements of the propagator. For large x diagonal and non-diagonal elements become
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small because the amplitudes are spread over all possible states. Since the den-

sity of states is large and the coupling matrix elements couple only to a re-

latively small class of all these states, the total contribution to K becomes

negligible for large x.For a further evaluation of K ve approximate the pro-
Gnm,nm by their mean value Gvu

 for ne*v
 and "^'u' ana hen=e>

where lie have introduced the traceless coupling matrix elements

V^V^-VV 1 0- (2-20)

The approximation (2.19) should be veil satisfied if collective states can

be neglected. Only for collective states ve expect a time dependence of the

propagator which is significantly different from the mean behaviour. Similarly,

•we obtain for the initial-correlation term (2.13)

vith ii * m. This term vanishes if the non-diagonal density matrix elements

are initially randomly distributed and uncorrelated vith the coupling matrix

elements. In the following we neglect the initial-correlation term.

For a further evaluation of the memory kernel" (2.19) ve have to study the time-

dependence of the mean autocorrelation function <v (t)v It-i)>v and the

mean propagator G (t,t~t). We distinguish the tvo limits of weak and strong

coupling by the.relation betveen the. (auto-)correlation time T of the

autocorrelation function and the lifetime T,*1 of the propagator. The weak-
• dec * r "

coupling limit ZB defined by

TVV « T ^ , (2.22)
cor dec '

the strong-coupling limit by

TV11 » T ^ . (2.23)
cor dec

Since the decay of the propagator is due to the coupling betveen different

channels, the veak coupling limit corresponds to the neglect of the coupling L.

in the intermediate propagator. Thus ve obtain vith (2.15) for the memory

kernel (2..19) in the weak-coupling limit
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Ki«>(t'T)=-H2<Vmn{t)vnm(t-T)>vueXp[" I ( ^ ' ( B ^ f )-Ey(f ))] +c.c. (2.21.)

where we have introduced the mean local energies E (t) = <E > + U (t) of the

channel states within the subset v. If the coupling between different channels

is very weak, the nuclei remain essentially in their ground states. This is the

limit of ordinary perturbation theory. Integration of (2.12) over t and T

yields the familiar result

V ^ H r l V i U ^ ) ^ (2-25)
where e = <e > and v (u) denotes the Fourier transfosnof v (t). Inu n v mn mn
deriving (2.25) the difference between the mean potentials UQ, U has been

neglected which is consistent in the first-order perturbation limit. This

limit is justified if the relaxation times xp ., of the probabilities f (t)

are large compared to the interaction time

\* < < T r e l " <2"26>

In all other cases of the weak-coupling limit (2.22) where the relaxation

times become comparable or even smaller than the interaction time, we speak of

the van Hove limit. Thus in contrast to first-order perturbation, multistep

processes are considered in this limit. We note that -tV* « T^ . , x **-

whenever the introduced macroscopic variable v is reasonable, i.e., if 'i/he

macroscopic variables are the slow modes of the process. This condition is

the consequence of the assumed local equilibrium (randomness) within the

subsets u. Combining all this with (2.22) we find the inequalities

for the van Hove limit. In this limit the correlation time is by far the

smallest characteristic time of the process. According to (2.27) we can

neglect the time dependence of the occupation probabilities during time

intervals of order TV11 . This justifies the Markov approximation forcor
(2.12) which yields the master equation

with the transition probabilities
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In contrast to (2.25) where the energy is conserved for the asymptotic region,

we have here energy conservation (approximately within ft/?. f° r the local

energies.

If the strength of the coupling between the channels increases, the decay time

of the propagator decreases. We speak of the strong-coupling limit if the decay

time of the propagator is the smallest characteristic time in the process and in

particular if (2.23) is satisfied. In order to evaluate the transition proba-

bilities in the master equation (2.28) for strong coupling, we have to know

the explicit form of the propagator (2.I7). For simplicity we assume that the

coupling matrix elements are different from zero only for energy differences

[E (t)-E w(t)]«H/T^ . Then we can approximate L by L. in (2.17). Because of

the inequalitiy (2.23) we can replace L.,(t') by L 1(t Q) in (2.17) and find

G(t,tQ) as exp [rg- L.,(to)(t-to)] (2.30)

in the strong-coupling limit. Assuming Gaussian distribution of L.. within the

subsets we obtain

GMV(t,t-T) = exp [ " | ( T / T ^ C ) 2 ] (2.31)

with the decay time

TJJV =*[<|v(t)|2> + <|v(t)|2> ] " 1 / 2 , (2.32)
uec u v

and hence, for the memory kernel

(s> p 1 ,T xz,
K pv ( t ' T ' = ft2 < l v m n ( t " 2 V j e x p t ~ 2 \i!7> J - (2.33)

This is the same result derived earlier [i i] with a somewhat dirforent

notation for the decay time. Since

UV UV UV 11 V / 1 \
= X . « X , T , , T . < X. . (',i.'',h)

d o c c o r r o l roL ''> Jri'.

we can perform the T-intai;rafeion in {'•'..\',i) :ui'l ntji..-iin l.hi; mn:;h<;r i.'<iu;il.ion

(2.28) with the transition proioibll.il.ir.-s

w (t) = /S^ri"'' <\<r (i.)!51- i''"J
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It is important to realize that (2.35) is not restricted to on-shell tran-

sitions like (2.29). ttiis is due to the small value for T^ in the strong-

coupling limit. Of course, the resulting off-shell probabilities are not

allowed to survive in the asymptotic region. When the nuclei start to se-

parate, the memory time begins to increase and tend to infinity asympto-

tically. Thus, the Markov' approximation is not applicable for the last stage

of the process. In order to retain the simplicity of the master equation,

the coupling matrix elements v (t) have been replaced in £ii] by effective

interactions which are restricted to on-shell transitions only.

We have described the derivation of a transport equation (2.28) for dissipative

heavy-ion collisions. Starting from the time-reversal Iiouville equation ve

have obtained time-irreversible transport equations by the neglect of the ini-

tial correlations and the dissipative nature of the collision terms. As the

main ingrediences of the derivation ve have introduces macroscopic quantities

(averages) and random properties of the coupling matrix elements. The vali-

dity of the transport equation is limited to the range of times

T V M « t-t « T . The lover limit is imposed by the neglect of the initial
mem o rec
correlations and by the Markov approximation. The upper limit is due to the

finite density d of intrinsic states. The system can come close to the initial

state after a time of the order of Foincare's recurrence time

T = 2i«/d . (2.36)
rec

Already for small excitation energies this recurrence time is large compared

to interaction times of heavy-ion collisions.

Z.h. Explicit treatment of relative motion

In the preceding parts of this section the relative motion is not treated

explicitly. Instead, it was assumed that the classical trajectory is known

and the derivation of a transport equation was limited to the intrinsic de-

grees of freedom. This formulation has the advantage to bring out the main

ingrediences and features of the transport theory. Of course, this is not

completely satisfying because the relative motion is inherently related to

the transport phenomena for the intrinsic degrees of freedom. Self-consistent

treatments of intrinsic and relative motion have been given in a stationary

formulation [27] and for the complete time-dependent problem [17,2)+].
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Instead of the macroscopic occupation probabilities f (t) defined by (2.8)
we consider in [17,24] the macroscopic Wigner fur-tions f (r,p;t) which in the
semi-classical limit are the joint probability distributions for finding the
system at time t in the subset u at the relative distance r with the relative
momentum p. The general transport equation derived in [sU] is given by

= d / ° d t / a V / 4 V s K (?,p;?,p';T)f (?,p-;t-T) (2.37)
o u M M

in the semi-classical limit. The left-hand side of (2.37) describes the change

of the probability distribution f (r»p;t) due to the velocity p/M and the

force -V^U (r) within the subset v. The quantities M and U (r) denote the

corresponding mean reduced mass and the mean potential, respectively. The

collision term on the right-hand side of (2.37) describes the coupling to

other subsets. Explicit expressions for the memory kernels K (r,p,r',p';T)

are given in [22*].

Ko et al. [28] have studied the off-shell behaviour of the collision term

within a stationary transport equation for a one-dimensional model. Their

results can be interpreted within our time-dependent formulation as follows.

The decay of the memory kernels is characterized by the memory time T V ^ .

Therefore, transitions are allowed which can go off the energy shell up to

an amount of fi/tVl1 . The resulting off-shell probabilities are not allowedmem
to survive in the asymptotic region t -*••», r -*•>». When the nuclei start to

separate, the memory time begins to increase and tend to •» asymptotically. As

a consequence, all off-shell probabilities feed back into on-shell probabi-

lities. Qualitatively, the time development of the macroscopic Wigner functions

is as follows. Suppose that we have initially a narrow distribution in E

and p. Due to the coupling this distribution broadens. In addition, due to

the density of state factor in the collision term, the mean value of the

intrinsic excitation energy E drifts towards higher densities of states.

Since the off-shell transitions are limited to H / T ^ , the p-distribution has
mem

to follow (with some delay) the drag which is enforced to it by the E -
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distribution. According to (2.27) the memory time in the weak-coupling

limit is given by the correlation time. The energy change for on-shell

transitions is also limited by the correlation time, cf. (2.29). As a re-

' suit of this equality the distributions in E and p remain close to on-

shell distributions and hence, do not change significantly by the feed-

back from off-shell to on-shell probabilities when the nuclei separate.

In contrast to this tVl1 = tV* « t^ in the strong-coupling limit andmem dec cor
hence, the system can go far off-shell such that the mean value of the

excitation-energy distribution, is far from the on-shell value. Therefore

in the strong-coupling limit the feed-back mechanism is in general an

essential stage in the reaction process.

A stationary transport equation is obtained from (2.37) toy considering the

solution f (r,p;t) for an impinging ••plane wave. For t •* <° the time dependence

induced by the wave front has died out. Thus we obtain the corresponding

stationary transport equation by considering f (r,p;t-*<=) = f (r,p) to be

independent of t. By this procedure the initial-value problem of (2.37) is

transformed to a boundary-value problem with a plane wave of sharp energy

impinging from infinity. The stationary limit (2.37) of the time-dependent

transport equation (2.37) is quite similar to the transport equation obtained

by Weidenmuller und coworkers [27,28]. The left-hand sides are identical. The

right-hand sides both contain gain and loss terms which carry the information

about a transition being on shell or off shell. In detail there are differences,

which are due to some different approximations concerning the coupling between

intrinsic and relative angular momentum and the evaluation of the intermediate

propagator in the memory kernels.

Although the general transport equation (2.37) is considerably simpler than the

Iiouville or Schrodinger equation, numerical solutions of this integro-

differential equation are hard to obtain. For the practical application of

(2.37) it is therefore important to look for further approximations. These

are obtained at the additional dispense of a detailed knowledge of the macro-

scopic Wigner functions f (r,p;t) by considering the macroscopic occupation

probabilities. cf. (2.8),

fv(t) = /d
3r d3p fv(r\p;t) (2.38)
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of the subsets v or the mean phase-space distribution

f(?,p;t) = I f (r,p;t). (2.39)

As described in [39] we obtain for these quantities the coupled equations,

cf. (2.38),

ft fv ( t ) " I % ( t ) K*V
M - Vv ( t ) > <2-U°>

^ + I'-̂ r " (V*>*V

i . . ^ 7
i,J i J

The master equation (2.1*0) and the Fokker-Planck equation (2.U1) are coupled

through the definitions of the transition' probabilities w (t) and the transport

coefficients v. (r,p;t) and D. .(r,p;t). Whereas the transition probabilities

are averages taken with f(r,p;t), the transport coefficients are determined

from averages over f (t). In the weak-coupling limit the transition proba-

bilities and the transport coefficient are naturally separated into dissipative

and conservative parts according to real and virtual transitions. In the

strong-coupling limit we recover the master equation (2.28) with the transition

probabilities (2.35) if only the on-shell transitions are considered.

3. FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION AND EVALUATION OF TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

The master equation (2.28) has been applied directly by Moretto and Sventek

[ko] to dissipative heavy-ion collisions by using a reasonable parametrization

of the transition probabilities. A particularly convenient method of des-

cribing the solutions of the master equation has been introduced by trans-

forming the integral equation (2.28) into a second-order differential

equation, the Fokker-Planck equation [io]. The transport coefficients

appearing in the Fokker-Planck equation can be calculated from the microscopic

expressions. For each degree of freedom, for example the mass asymmetry given

by the mass A. of fragment 1, we have two transport coefficients v. and D ^ .
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The drift coefficient v. describes the shift with time of the mean value
____________ £

<A}> of the mass distribution. The diffusion coe

time evolution of the width of the distribution.

of the mass distribution. The diffusion coefficient D describes the

In this section we discuss the derivation and the main properties of the

Fokker-ELanck equation, the shell model for the evaluation of the transport

coefficients and the resulting theoretical expressions for the drift and

diffusion coefficients.

3.1. Derivation and properties of the Fokker-Planck equation

By dividing the total channel space into cells <t (coarse graining, cf.

Fig. 8) we have introduced a discrete oascroscopic variable u with g

components, for example, the components E* and A*J . For convenience we go

over to continuous variables, v •* y. This implies that the number du of

channels in the subset p has to be replaced by the level density d(y).

Replacing in addition the sums over u by integrals over y we find for (2.28),

(2.32) and (2.35)

l1%) • JaVw(y,y';t) {d(y)f(y\t) - d(?)f(y,t) } (3.1)

2 f 1 / 2Tdec(y,y';t) - ii {<|v(t)|2>* + <|v(t)|2>y> f 1 / 2 (3.2)

"(y.y* ;t) = JS a"2- <|<y|v(t)|y'>!2>* *, (3.3)
y>y

in the strong-coupling limit. We do not discuss the weak-coupling limit

here, because numerical values for Tde(j and T show that the strong-

coupling limit is realistic, cf. (2.3U).

If w(y,y' ;t) is essentially different from zero only near y = y1 , we can

expand f(y',t) and d(y' ) in (3-1) around y' = y. Retaining only second-order
moments

Wij(Y,t) = J Jd«n V j w(y,n;t) (3.U)

with n = y-y« , ? = (y+y« )/2 and W(?,n;t) = w(y,y«;t) we obtain the Fokker-Planck
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-' equation

(3.5)

i.j"1 i J

with the diffusion coefficients

(y,t) - D..(y,t) (3.6)

and the drift coefficients

8

which are completely determined by the second moments of the transition

probabilities and the density of states.

. The Fokker-Plar.ck equation has particular simple properties if the drift

velocity v and the diffusion tensor D*are independent of y. We consider

for convenience the one-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation

vith constant transport coefficients v and D. The solution of this equation -

is a Gaussian, cf. Fig. 9,

f(y,t) = {UnDtr 1 / 2 exp {-(y-vt)2/(«.Dt)} (3.9)

if initially a 6-function for f(y,O) is assumed. As function of t the mean

value <y> of the distribution moves with constant drift velocity v,

<y> « v 1 (3.10)

The square of the width r (FWHM) or the variance <(y-<y>)2> increases

linearly with time and are proportional to the diffusion coefficient
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= 2Dt - (8ln2)"1 r2 »(r/2.35)2- (3.11)

The simple relations (3.10) and (3.11) of the distributions to the trans-

port coefficients have favoured the use of Fokker-Planck equations for the

analyses of experimental data (cf. section It).

Equation (3.7) relates the drift coefficients -which describe the dissi-

pation with respect to the mean values to the diffusion coefficients which

describe the fluctuations .Like in the theory of Brownian motion where such

relations are well known, equation (3-7) represents the dissipation-

fluctuation theorem. If the diffusion coefficient is a constant with respect

to y we have ia the one-dimensional case for (3.7)

v(y) = D ^ l n d ( y ) . (3.12)

This equation is rather similar to the Einstein relation which relates the

friction coefficient to the diffusion coefficient for a Brownian particle.

For this reason the equations (3-7) and (3-12) ar" also frequently referred

to as (generalized) Einstein relations. We have obtained these relations by

restricting all transitions to be on the energy shell, cf. the discussion of

the strong-coupling limit in section 2.3. If we allow for off'Shell transitions,

we still would obtain the same Einstein relations. The only change is due to

the shift of the distributions to higher intrinsic excitation energies such

that the relations between fluctuations and dissipation involve a different

density of states. This has been discussed explicitly by Brink et al.[Ui]. We

have restricted the transitions to be on-shell because all off-shell components

have to feed back into on-shell probabilities asymptotically (cf. the

discussion in section 2.l»). The intermediate off-shell distributions cannot

be observed directly. At present it is not clear if they have any remarkable

influence on the final distributions of observable quantities.

3.2- Microscopic model

Kor the explicit evaluation of the transport coefficients defined by (3.6)

and (3.7) we have introduced a ginclp-p.irticle model [io,2o] which is illustrated

in 1'ip. 10. The motion of .i nuclooti in one of the colliding nuclei is perturbed
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by the single-particle potential of the other nucleus. Therefore, in a single

step only the orbit of one nucleon can be changed. T!.i initial and final state

may correspond either to the same nucleus (excitation) or to different nuclei

(transfer and excitation). We want to study the transfer of nucleons and the

dissipation of relative angular momentum and kinetic energy. Thus we introduce

as independent macroscopic variables y^ the mass A1 of fragment 1, the z-component

M of the total intrinsic angular momentum and the total excitation energy E* .

The z-axis is determined by the direction of the initial relative angular

momentum 1. The total exitation energy E* measures the excitation energy

with respect to the ground state energy U(r,A =A/2) of the symmetric composite

system for 1=0. In the following we consider the transport coefficients at •.

a fixed time t and correspondingly at a fixed distance r.

We specify the coupling potential v(t) in (2.35) according to the single-

particle picture of Fig. 10 by

v s ^ *a6a«aB (3.13)
<x*B

where a and a denote the creation and annihilation operators for nucleonsa a
in the single-particle states a. For the matrix elements u « we introduce

the parametrization

~ 2 I A J J e x P l~ jT v"Tj J J

(3-ifc)

Here, k,k' label the fragments (1 or 2) to which the states o,B belong. Thus

k • k1 corresponds to a transfer and k = k1 to a pure excitation. The quanti-

ties e a, j^ and mft are the energy, angular momentum and its z-component of the

single-particle states a. The strengths are given by

«1/3 J/3
g1 82 )

! 2Y (3.15):/3 T v tf
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which defines a single strength parameter y by taking the size effects for

the overlap region (first factor) and the amplitudes of the wave functions

(second factor) explicitly into account. For convenience we use^in (3.15) the

mean single-particle level-density g^ = y 12 (in units of MeV~ ) instead of

A. . For nuclei in close contact, r - R^Hj,, we expecty - 3 MeV from numerical

values of the matrix elements [l»2]. The quantity Am is the recoil angular

momentum which is determined according to [!»3] by

Am = (l-M)/(2Area) (3.16)

with A . = A.jAp/tA.+Ag). Thus typical values for the recoil angular

momentum are Am < 2. The uncertainty Aj in the angular momentum is determined

by the size of the overlap region. From a simple geometrical picture we

estimate with a surface diffuseness .parameter a = 0.6 fm

1/6

(3.17)

which for A\ + A2 = 300 gives Aj = 2.3. The corresponding energy change

in the relative motion is given by

,2
A = 5 - (l-M)Aj (3.18)

'rel

where Jrel is the moment of inertia for the relative motion. With the

definition of the grazing angular momentum 1 we find (cf. (2.1) of |17|)

9-10 CM
1/6

1-M (3.19)

where R, E ^ and V(R) denote the interaction radius, the center-of-mass

energy and the interaction barrier. For A. = Ag = 150 at R, . /A. = 8 MeV

we obtain from (3.19) A = 2.1»2 MeV if 1=1 and M=0. Since dissipative
gr

heavy-ion collisions are essentially peripheral collisions (cf. Figs. 1 and 3)

with the mean initial angular momentum 1 - (2/3) 1 , we regard the expression

(3-19) to give the correct value for the allowed energy change. Only during

the initial approach of the two nuclei with 1 £ 1 = (2/3)1 the radial velocity

is significant. We regard this first stage of the process to be outside the

scope of existing transport theories, because a considerable degree of coherence

is expected there [13,1(6]. As is discussed below in section It the experimental

data show that the radial kinetic energy is lost within times short compared
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to typical interaction times of dissipative collisions. Therefore, we consider

it justified to disregard the initial stage and hence, the radial velocity

altogether.

3.3. Results for the transport coefficients

In the evaluation of the microscopic expressions for the transport coefficients

we use the method of spectral distributions [16] which has been successfully

applied for the calculation of mean spectroscopic nuclear quantities [UU,1*5].

This method employs the statistical properties of shell-model calculations

in a large single-particle basis. It gives an accurate prescription for the

evaluation of averages in such a shell-model space. The evaluation of the

level densities d(y), the memory or decay time T . (y,yO and the transition

probabilities w(y,y') are reduced to the calculation of such averages. According

to Fig. 10 we define the shell-model space by the energy regions Ae. and Ae_
TTl ?2)around the Fermi energies el and el of the two fragments.

The results for the components of the diffusion tensor with respect to the

macroscopic variables y = (A^, M, E*) are summarized by [20].

DAADAM° \
DMA DMM ° j (3"20)
0 ° DEE'

vith

(Aj)2

2
(Aj)2 + O.O33A

Dgg-0.033 A/S2) + D ^ / D ^ (3.22)

. O.«3?«5/fe(r»(?)/A)1/%(A1A2)
l/3 (3.23)

O.O33U, - A j
! DM« = D«* 5 ' A* (3.2U)

(Aj Ĵ  + 0.033 A
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where

r - A f _ (A/MeV)2A 1 "1/2

f (Aj)2 -11/2

i — 2 r • (3-26)

l (A j ) 2 + 0.033 A j

22 —1
The unit for the diffusion coefficients is 10 s except for D ^ where it

is 10 MeTr s~\ The drift coefficients v(y) = (vA,v ,v_.) are determined

ty the generalized Einstein relations (3.7) • Neglecting small contributions

from the derivatives of the diffusion coefficients we find

(3-29)

with the "temperature"

T(?) = (g#(y)/(g1 + gg))
1 7 2 (3.30)

and the local excitation energy

i*(y) = E* - {U(A,) - <J(A/2)} - fe2(l-M)2/(2 / r e l ) . (3.31)

The driving potential U ^ ^ ) denotes the ground-state energy of the composite

system with initial relative angular momentum 1, intrinsic angular-momentum

component M and fragment mass A... It is given by

(3.32)
rel *" rint
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where 1. . = *.+£ denotes the intrinsic moment of inertia of the twomt i c.
fragments. The ground-state energy U(A.) of the composite system is cal-

culated from the expression

( 3- 3 3 )

where 'Vn> U P a n d V_ denote the liquid-drop energy of a spherical nucleus

and the Coulomb and nuclear interaction energies between the fragments

at the close contact radius.

Figure 11 illustrates the dependence of the memory time and the transport

coefficients for mass and energy on the excitation energy E at

symmetric mass distribution. In calculating the curves we have assumed

1-2. However, according to (3.19) % «A/MeV <* {(ECM - V(R))/Ared}
1/2 and

hence, since E * « E__ - V(R) for completely damped collisions, we find the
CM

mass diffusion coefficients to become approximately proportional to the

square-root of the excitation energy,

D M - (E*) 1 / 2 (3.3U)

whereas Fig. 11 shows D.. = (E*) . According to Fig. 11a the memory time

slowly decreases with increasing excitation energy E*. In addition, the

memory time is the shorter the heavier the colliding nuclei. This behaviour

can be attributed to the increase of the number of possible transitions with

increasing excitation energy and increasing density of single-particle levels.

For completely damped collisions, cf. (3.3U),

T
UiSSJlL

(E*)" 1 / 2 (3.35)

instead of (E*)"1' as shown in Fig. 11. For E* = 100 MeV and A. = Ao = 150
— 1 —2^(g = 12 MeV ) we find x as 2.5* 10~ J s . The small values for the memory

mem
time justify the Markov approximation leading to the master equation and to

-22
the Fokker-Planck. equation. The correlation time is always larger than 10 s

and hence, we have T « T c o r which was the condition for the applicability

of the strong-coupling limit.
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In Fig. 12 we illustrate the mass transport coefficients for the total mass

A = 250, for fixed excitation energy E*/A = 0.6 MeV and for the sticking limit.

' ( 3- 3 6 )

For M = M . we obtain from (3-32) the driving potential in the sticking limit,
st

IUAJ -U(A ) +-TT— (3.37)
1 1 1 ^tot

with K + ~ f-, + ^2. + ^ i' <Rie Quantities Uj_, T, D 4 a end v A are plotted

in Fig. 12 as functions of the mass asymmetry a = A ^ A for different initial

1-values. Because of symmetry properties we have plotted U., T and the

transport coefficients only up to o ~ 0.5. The quantities U,, T and D.. are

symmetric about a = 0-5 whereas v. is antisymmetric about a = 0.5. We note

the following common features, (i) The driving potential strongly depends

on 1. (ii) The temperature varies smoothly between 2 and 3 MeV. (iii) D..

shows a stronger variation with a by about Uo percent from o = 0.1 to o = 0.5.

(iv) The behaviour of v A is determined by the driving force dV /dA., and

thus depends rather strongly on 1, in contrast to the diffusion coefficient.

Up to this point we have discussed the transport coefficients for mass and

energy in the sticking limit. A dependence of the diffusion coefficients on

M enters only through the local excitation energy $*(y). In the following part

of this section we discuss the dependence of the angular-momentum transport

coefficients D.,. and v on 1, M, A ^ A and ii. In addition we discuss the in-

fluence of -the mixed diffusion coefficient D.M on the mass fragmentation. For
A»*I

reasonably high excitation energies the energy dependence of the diffusion and

drift coefficients is weak. We have chosen E* = A MeV for the excitation energy.

This determines the local excitation energy 8* (y) according to (3-31). The

results for D,sl and v,, are displayed in Fig. 13. The dependences on the intrinsic

angular-momentum component M, the asymmetry A-/A and the total mass A are shown

for several values of the initial relative angular momentum 1 corresponding to
1^1gr

 = 1/l4> 1/2 and 3/h. The grazing angular momentum

2 (3.38)

is determined by the interaction radius R = 0.5 + I.36 • (A^ 3 + A ! ^ 3 ) , the
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corresponding Coulomb energy U(.(R) and the center-of-mass energy E™. We

determine the center-of-mass energy from E* = A MeV by assuming that the

radial kinetic energy is completely dissipated. Thus,

ECM = E* " t U ( V ~ U< A/ 2H + UC(A ) + Uj.(A ) (3.39)

and consequently 1 depends on A. and A. The 1-dependence of D._, leads to

a slight decrease with increasing 1, whereas the 1-dependence of v., is domi-

nated by the derivative of the driving potential (3.32) with respect to M.

This leads to an increase of v u with increasing 1. The drift coefficient

depends almost linearly on the intrinsic angular momentum M, whereas the

diffusion coefficient remains nearly constant. The recoil term in (3.28)

which is proportional to D... gives a negligible contribution to v... There-

fore the drift coefficient vanishes as the sticking limit (H = M . with
Sit

Mgt given by (3.36)) is reached. The dependences of v,, and V>m on mass asymmetry

are rather weak. Both v u and DL_, increase rapidly with total mass. Note that the

excitation energy per particle is kept fixed. The numerical study confirms that

the recoil term has only a snwTT effect on the angular momentum transport co-

efficients even for very asymmetric fragmentation (A^AsO.1). This behaviour

is understood in the following way. Due to the structure of the transfer matrix

elements (3.1b) the recoil angular momentum which is produced in the transfer

of a nucleon, is gained back in the inverse transfer. This cancellation in

two subsequent transfers of the same nucleon occurs in the mean for all the

transfer processes between equal fragments. For asymmetric' fragmentation this

does not hold because of the different mnTjimim angular momenta of the single-

particle states. Thus, D « A1 - Ag- which vanishes for A1 = A».

The mixed diffusion coefficient 0 _ couples mass and angular momentum distri-

butions even for constant transport coefficients. This coupling gives rise

to correlations. A measurable effect, however, is only expected for heavy

systems and very asymmetric fragmentations Aj/AvO. 1. A considerable effect

from the mixed diffusion coefficient D«. results according to (3.27) for the

mass drift coefficient. The first term of v. depends on M/H . through the M-
A Su

dependence of O U ^ / S A ^ The second term which is proportional to D-j. partially

compensates the first term as long as the sticking limit (M/Mst = 1) is not

reached. The physical reason for this is that the system can dissipate addi-

tional relative angular momentum by drifting towards asymmetric fragmentation,

thereby increasing the excitation energy. Consequently, the mass drift towards
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symmetry, as imposed here by the driving potentials, is reduced.

With the transport coefficients evaluated above, we can calculate the mean

2 •

value <M> and the variance a,, of the intrinsic angular-momentum distribution

of the composite system as functions of time. Since .the contribution from the

mixed diffusion coefficient J>_ on the M-distribution is small, we neglectthis coupling in the following consideration. The dependence of D ^ and v M

on the mass asymmetry A ^ A and the excitation energy 6*(y) is weak. Therefore

we treat the transport coefficients as constants with respect to A.) and £*(y")

for a given 1-value. This may be wrong at the very initial stage of the process

where a statistical approach should not be applicable anyway. In this approxi-

mation v M depends linearly on M, whereas D__, is a constant. Then, for the sta-

tistical part of the angular-momentum dissipation we obtain from the Fokker-

Planck equation [20]

jt)] , (3.40)

2 DMM ro M - ^ t1-exp -2Klt

which satisfy the initial conditions <M> = a,. = 0 for t = 0. The relaxation

constant is given by

1 'int "'rel [-¥•] •
L 1 J M = 0

It is only weakly 1-dependent. For large times the mean value of the intrinsic

angular momentum approaches the sticking limit, whereas the variance reaches

a saturation value Pyj,/^- Equation (3.U0) is consistent with a classical

friction force which is proportional to the relative velocity of the adjacent

nuclear surfaces.

k. ANALYSES OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The concept which has been developed so far, assumes that the trajectories

are known. In principle it is possible to calculate these trajectories from

classical equations of motion with friction. However, such calculations suffer
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seriously from uncertainties in the nuclear interaction potentials, mass

parameters and friction coefficients. Therefore, ve have chosen a different

way which is more closely related to the experimental data. Instead of a

complete self-consistent calculation we aim in the present stage of the theo-

retical development at the determination of a few parameters which-characterize

the observed relaxation processes and are as much as possible model independent.

The main point of this procedure is the determination of the essential fea-

tures of relative motion from the observed angular distributions. This is des-

cribed in this section, together with the applications to mass distributions,

angular momentum dissipation, loss of radial kinetic energy, evolution of de-

formations and formation of transuranium elements in (U+U)-collisions.

U.I. Phenomenological treatment of relative motion

The underlying picture of the collision is illustrated in Fig. 11*. The projectile

is incident on a Coulomb trajectory from infinity and begins to interact at

the interaction radius through nuclear forces with the target nucleus. Due to

the strong nuclear interaction the system loses radial kinetic energy and

relative angular momentum. During this process the composite system rotates

about its center of mass. At a later stage of the collision the centers of

the interaction nuclei start to separate. Because of the combined effects

of Coulomb repulsion and nuclear attraction the fragments are deformed in

the exit channel. At the point of rupture the fragments start to move again

on Coulomb trajectories towards infinity.

The time interval between formation and rupture of the composite system

is called the (nuclear) interaction time t. . . During this time interval the
— — — ^ — ^ int

various relaxation phenomena occur. Therefore, the analysis of experimental

data with respect to different interaction times opens the possibility to

define relaxation times and transport coefficients for the composite system.

In the model described below the relative motion is characterized by three

relaxation times. The radial relaxation time T r a d characterizes the loss of

radial kinetic energy. The relaxation time T is related to the dissipation
• • a n g "^

of relative angular momentum. The relaxation time T, . determines the develop-

ment of the fragment deformations.
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The deflection angle 6 is uniquely determined by the incident center-of-mass

energy E. and the relative angular momentum 1-. The essential ingredient of

the model is the determination of the deflection function 0(1^) from the

experimental angular distribution. This is achieved by introducing the para-

mstrization

0(1.) = 2 arctan1.) = 2 arctan ( ) B B ^ ( ) ^

for the deflection function and by determining the parameters 0 and 6 by a

fit of the differential cross-section

d9

with 6(1 ) =9 to the experimental angular distribution. The first term on the

right-hand side of (Jt.1) is the Coulomb deflection function. Here k denotes
2

the asymptotic wave number and C = Z-Z^e . The second term describes the de-

viation from the Coulomb deflection function due to the nuclear interaction

between projectile and target. The quantity 0 denotes the Coulomb-scattering

angle for the grazing angular momentum. The parameter 6 determines the difference
Q

between the grazing angle 0 (1 ) and 0 . Large values of 0 correspond to
gr gr gr

negative angle scattering. With decreasing values of 0 the nuclear rainbow

approaches the Coulomb rainbow until both rainbows coincide. For further

decreasing B the second term on the right-hand side of (U.I) becomes too

small for producing any rainbow. An example of a fit of the parameters 0

and S to a measured angular distribution is shown in Fig. 15. Since we are

interested here only in the determination of the mean deflection function

we do not consider fluctuations in the scattering angle which would smooth

out the singularities in the classical angular distributions and hence,

would give a better agreement with experimental data [1»8].

We define the mean interaction time t ^ of the collision by the time

interval between formation and rupture of the composite system. For a given

value lj of the incident angular momentum, T ^ U ^ is determined by the

rotation of the composite system through the angle

- 0(1.)
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where the Coulomb angles 8. and 0. are given by closed expressions for

the Coulomb trajectories [21] with the energies E^, E. and the angular momenta

1.,1_ in the incident and final channels, respectively. The relation between

A8 and T. . is defined by the integral

int Tint
ae = j dt(de/dt) = J dt * i(t)/ 4 X M (4.U)

o o

with the time dependent angular momentum l(t) and relative moment of inertia

$• , (t). In the evaluation of (k.h) we introduce the folloving assumptions
rei

and approximations. From the study of transport coefficients [20J we have

found that the mean value of the intrinsic angular momentum is well approxi-

mated by (3-Uo) which is written in the form

^ t . t//el . x^)] (U.5)

where the relative angular momentum

"""st = -""i^el^ot (It.6)

in the sticking limit can be calculated using the rigid-body values for the

total and relative moments of inertia calculated at nuclear contact. The

quantity T denotes the relaxation time for angular momentum dissipation.

The variation of the exponential function with deformation is small because

the deformation effect partly compensates in the ratio ^.ot/^ -,• The main

influence of the deformation is due to / ..(t) which explicitly appears in (lt

We assume that the deformations of the fragments evolve in an overdamped

motion, such that the relative distance between the centers of the fragments

(U.7)

is given by

r(t) =

S(t)

(Ho = R

= B (1 +o

- f f o ( i

1 + R 2 }

• ( t» .

- exp( -

with the relaxation time T _. The coupled equations (k.3) to (U.5) are

solved by iteration for the interaction time T. . as function of 1.. The
int I

final kinetic energy is given by
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(U.9)

where E 1 denotes the initial radial kinetic energy and t^^ the relaxation

time for the dissipation of radial kinetic energy.

h.2. Mass diffusion

The mean interaction times T. . (l) determined according to section U.1 can be

used to analyze the experimental mass distributions with the, help of the

diffusion equation (3.8). We can describe the mass asymmetry of the composite

system either by the mass A. of fragment 1 or by the corresponding charge

Z1 = (Z/A) A r (U.10)

The sharp correlation (U.10) between mass and charge is strongly supported

by experimental evidence [U9-5U]. According to (3.8) and (U.10) the drift

and diffusion coefficients for mass and charge are related by

v z = (Z/A) vA, C».11)

DZZ * (Z/A)2 DAA' (U"12)

The mass-asymmetry or element distribution at the instant of rupture of

the composite system is given by the solution

P ( V , i n t) - d u f e T ^ r 1 * exp {- ( z ; "K z T ; n t ) \ <>-i3>
Lii int

of the diffusion equation (3.8) with the initial 6-function peaked at the

projectile charge Z1 = Z . With the values T. .(l) for the interaction timei p m u

we obtain the total element distribution from

do 2ir max

1 crit

1 P

with the asymptotic wave number k. The lower limit 1 .,_ is due to fusion
crit

and the upper limit is determined by the experimental cut-off in the Q-value.
In a fit to the experimental element distribution we determine v and D .

% ZZ
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Our results for the determination of the diffusion coefficient in the Kr + Ho

reaction are summarized in Fig. 16. The solid line for the interaction time

as function of the deflection angle is calculated according to sect. U.1 with

T •* 0 and T . j, •*• "' For comparison, we have added a curve for the stickingrad der
approximation and another curve where no dissipation of energy and angular

momentum is taken into account. The deviations in the time due to the two

limiting assumptions concerning energy and angular momentum dissipation do

not exceed Uo %. The linear relation between the variance of the element

distribution and the deflection angle is obtained from the experimental data

[1*7]. The resulting relation between variance and time is linear for a wide

range of interaction times. The dash-dotted line shows that the Kr + Ho data
—21are consistent with a linear relation even for all times larger than 0.5*10 s

and consequently, with a constant diffusion coefficient. This is in agreement

with the microscopic theory which gives a rather weak dependence of the diffusion

coefficient on angular momentum and mass asymmetry in the region of interest.

The diffusion coefficient shown in Fig. 16 as function of 1 is obtained from

DZZ
2 dTint

The sharp increase in D ? z with decreasing 1 corresponds to a radial form factor

in the diffusion coefficient. For 1 ... < 1 < 2U0 the experimental data are
crit

consistent with a constant diffusion coefficient (dash-dotted line}. Such a

form factor can be deduced from the dependence of the transport coefficient

on the trajectory r.(t). Instead of the relation (3-11) we '-.'• "• -• •'--

variance at the point of rupture

p l n* int

<rz = 2 / dt Dzz(ri(t)) = 2 D° z / dt f(rx(t))
o

= 2

From this analysis we approximate the form factor by

f ( l / 1gr )

which is completely determined by l g p and is used for the transport
efficients in the following.
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The observation of a saturation value D° z for the diffusion constant at

smaller 1-values supports the view that dissipative collisions are prevented

from a too large overlap by a repulsive potential and hence, are essential

peripheral collisions. In consistency with this picture we identify the

saturation value for the transport coefficients with the theoretical transport

coefficients of section 3-3 at the close-contact distance and for the mean

value 1 of the initial angular momentum 1. A comparison of the experimental

and theoretical values for the mass diffusion coefficients for KrfT-i^ MeV) +

^Ho and Xe + 20^Bi determines the parameters y and A as 3 and 2 MeV,

respectively [2i]. We note for completeness that the same values are used

together with Aj = 2 for determining the angular momentum dissipation (U.5)

from the theoretical expression (3.H2).

Now all parameters for the theoretical expressions of the transport coefficients

are fixed. Thus, we proceed to compare within this approach experimental mass

distributions with those obtained with theoretical transport coefficients.

Examples are given in Fig. 17 for the reaction Kr + Er, Xe + Sn and U + U.

We show several normalized solutions P(Z.,t) of the Fokker-Planck equation

to illustrate mass drift and diffusion as functions of time. The asymmetric

Kr + Er system exhibits a sizable drift towards symmetry. The theoretical

calculation of the element distribution as shown by the dashed curve is in

rather good agreement with the data. The solid curve is obtained by adjusting

the drift coefficient to fit the data. The Xe + Sn system is nearly symmetric.

The attempt to improve the result of the calculation (dashed curve) by adjusting

the transport coefficients (solid curve) is not very successful. The reason

seems to be that the data exhibit a drift towards the closed proton shell

Z = 50. In the U + U reaction, most of the dissipative cross section under-

goes sequential fission. The experimental cross section is given by the black

squares in Fig. 17. The result of reconstructing the primary deeply inelastic

element distribution prior to fission is shown by the open squares. The

calculation (dashed curve) fails to reproduce the reconstructed element

distribution. The diffusion coefficient extracted from a fit to this

distribution is larger than the theoretical value by more than a factor of

2. The reason for this discrepancy is presently not clear. Apart from this

singular case the mass diffusion coefficients can be calculated from the

theoretical expression within an accuracy of less than 30 %. The theoretical

mass drift coefficients are in general too large by a factor of 2.
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U.3- Angular-momentum dissipation

The dissipation of relative angular momentum into intrinsic angular

momentum of the fragments is one of the moat interesting relaxation

phenomena in dissipative heavy-ion collisions. Experimental information

on angular-momentum dissipation has been obtained from y-rays [55-61]

and light particles [62] and, in addition, from sequential fission of the

heavy fragment [63,61*]. The description of angular-momentum dissipation is

a sensitive test for any theoretical approach to dissipative heavy-ion

collisions. We have applied in [22] our transport theoretical treatment to

the results of •ymultiplicity measurements in the reaction Kr (5.99 MeV/u) +

Er [55] • This example clarifies the importance of fluctuations which are

not accounted for in classical friction models.

From the Fokker-Planck equation with the theoretical expressions for the

transport coefficients we have derived (3.1*0) and (3-U1) for the mean value

<M> and the variance a,.2 of the z-component M of the intrinsic angular mo-rn
mentum. The z axis is defined by the direction of the initial angular momen-

tum 1 of the colliding nuclei. The local excitation energy is calculated from
E * = E_, -V(R)- Xz/Zf . assuming that the radial kinetic energy is dissi-
JL w R rex

pated at the interaction barrier. We calculate <M> and a,2 as functions

of .1 by using the mean interaction times t = T. . (l) which are obtained from
lub

the experimental angular distribution [21]. The results are shown in Fig. 18.
For sufficiently long interaction times t. . Z 2-1CT2Is, the angular-momentum

int
distribution reaches i t s equilibrium with <M> = \{f. + fn)lf. . and

equ 1 d tot

(°M
2) *•» 110- The essential difference to classical friction models is the

occurrence of a relatively large variance. The mean value <M> looks iden-

tical to the classical sticking limit but the intrinsic moments of inertia

are calculated microscopically [20]. We define a total angular momentum for a

given 1 value,

by the mean absolute values <|l. |> of the intrinsic angular momenta of the '

fragments. This quantity is related to the mean v-multiplicities <M > and is

evaluated in the following way. As suggested by the structure of (3-Uo) and

(3-U1) with ^ Q t = / + ̂  we assume that mean value and variance of H are ]

split between the two fragments according to the moments of inertia, j
s
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<Mi>/<Mo>=or,, 2/<T,, 2 - "f I'f • Since the initial angular momentum is taken
Mj M2 \ 2

in the z-direction, the mean values of the dissipated angular momentum in
x and y directions vanish. However, the variances are different from zero.
For simplicity we assume eiiual variances for a l l three component, although
there i s experimental evidence for.an anisotropy in the reaction plane [63].

Such an anisotropy has only a minor effect on I. . ( l ) [20]. The mean values

and variances of the intrinsic angular momenta I j , I2 of the fragments define

Gaussian distributions. These are used for calculating I. . ( l ) and i t s variance.
tot

Without adjusting any parameter for the angular-momentum dissipation the agree-

ment with the experimental result is surprisingly good. In particular, the point

where Itot(l) saturates with decreasing 1 value is predicted correctly. Towards

•smaller 1 values I ^ ^ d ) is increasingly due to fluctuations. Thus, even in a

central collision (1=0) a substantial amount of intrinsic angular momentum is •

generated. This phenomenon bears some similarity to the production of angular

momentum in low-energy fission.

The total intrinsic angular momentum ^-+(2.) as function of the fragment

charge number Z: is determined by

W V = w- @ J"1 / ;1HX 1 itot(v tlBt(ij)P(z1.Tlllt(i))di (U.19)
crit

with the asymptotic wave number k. The upper limit of the integral is deter-

mined by the total cross section. We choose 1 =215 according to the ex-

perimental cut in the Q-value (-Q=AE=20 MeV). The lower limit is 1 . = 0 in
crit

the reaction under consideration. In calculating I . (Z.) we have considered
tot 1

the dependence of the moments of inertia on the fragment mass number to obtain

^tot^i'1^' T*'*"s a c c o u n ts for the essential part of the coupling between mass

and angular-momentum transfer due to the Z1 dependence of the angular-momentum

drift coefficient [i»o]. The result for Itot(Z.,) is compared with the data [55]

in Fig. 19. The fragments close to the projectile are predominantly produced in

collisions with larp« 1-values where Itofc(.l) is small (cf. Fig. 18). This leads

to a. pronounced dip in Ifcot(Z1)- Sufficiently far away from the projectile-

charRe number, ̂ tofc(
z
1) becomes rather flat. These fragments are mainly populated

In collisions wH.h 1 values which lead to sticking. Nevertheless, I. .(Z.) does
. . tot 1

110I. risi! wil.li .|ocroaainB Zy as expected from the variation of the moments of
in-jrbi:i in (1.U0). Tliic is the result of two effects which counteract this. Z
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(£) The larger the distance from the projectile-charge number, the smaller

the mean 1-value of the collisions which contribute to the production of the

fragment. Thus the mean value <M(Z..)> decreases with decreasing Z. (dashed

curve in Fig. 19). This is due to the monotonic increase of the width

of the element distribution with decreasing 1 value (cf. Fig. 17). The effect

from the 1-dependence of the charge drift coefficient is negligible.

(ii) The fluctuations in It t(l) which become more and more important for

decreasing 1 values have a much weaker dependence on Z. and 1 as compared

to <M>2. The solid curve in Fig. 19 includes the variances.

Beyond the results presented here, our model provides a simple explanation

of the puzzling differences in measured Y-multiplicities for light [57,58]

and heavy [59] systems: Whereas the Y-nmltiplicities at fixed angle are

rather constant as function of fragment charge number Z in the latter case,

they rise with decreasing Z. for light systems at angles far from grazing.

We interpret this phenomenon in the following way. For Kr + Er and for other

heavy systems [59] the angular distributions are sideward peaked and hence,

many 1 values contribute at the same scattering angle. Consequently, Itot(
zi)

is rather independent of Z. for the same reasons as discussed above for the

angle-integrated quantities. For the light systems studied in [57,58] the angular

distributions are forward peaked and hence, the deflection angle is a monotonic

function of the initial relative angular momentum over a certain range of 1

values. The deflection angle becomes negative for long interaction times [61].

For scattering angles where the mean interaction time is large we have

<M> *<(/j + ^ ) / ^ . o t - Here 1 denotes the mean 1-value which contributes at the

scattering angle. The mean dissipated angular momentum dominates I. . (z.) for
tot 1

not too small values of 1. Since the small 1-values lead to fusion it is the

dependence of <M> on Z1 at a given 1 which essentially determines the Z depen-

dence of I ^ f Z j ) for light systems at negative deflection angles.

We have shown that the angular-momentum dissipation observed in collisions

between heavy nuclei can be quantitatively understood in a transport-theoretical

approach based on a Fokker-Planck equation. The calculated intrinsic angular mo-

menta of the fragments are in good agreement with experimental data once the

fluctuations .are taken into account. In addition, the dependence of the mean

value and the fluctuations of the intrinsic angular momentum on 1 provides a

clue for understanding the polarization of the fragments and their misalignment
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measured by the circular polarization of f-rays. [61] and by the angular'dis-

tribution of sequential-fission fragments [63,6bj. However, there is a puzzling

discrepancy in the variance a 2 of the Y-multiplicities as compared to the

variance of I, . shown'in Fig. 18. The variance of I. . accounts only for one
tOv LOb

quarter of the experimental value of a 2 if we take a 2 = a 2 A in accordance
tot

with I. . = 2(M -5)« At present, the reason for this discrepancy is not clear.

l*.!t. Relaxation times

In the phenomenological description of the relative motion as outlined in

section U.I we have used in the sections k.Z and U.3 the theoretical value

for T and assumed T = 0 (very fast dissipation of radial kinetic energy)

and T. _ = » (no deformations). In this section w e describe the determination

• [U8] of t r a d and x d e f in a fit to recent experimental data [65] on the reaction
86Kr (8.18 MeV/u) + 166Er. Fig. 20 shows the results for the set of relaxation

times

*rad " °'3 * 10^s«
Tang = 1' 5 " 10 s. (̂ -20)

t d e f = 5 * 10~21s

together with the asymptotic value a =0.35 for the deformation. The

inclusion of deformation leads to an increase of the mean interaction time

by 20% to 30?. This is essentially due to the increase of the total moment

of inertia. The influence of a small but finite value for T . on the energy

distribution is illustrated in Fig. 20. The comparison with the experimental

data favours the value of (b.20). The parameters T, . and o are essentially

determined by the large values of AE. To be more realistic we have included

in do/dE energy fluctuations of Gaussian shape with a variance equal twice "

the mean value. This assumption corresponds to a random-walk model where

energy is lost in a number of subsequent elementary steps. This does not

affect the conclusions concerning the relaxation times. The double-differential

cross-section

T.nt(i))T.nt(i)) 1

with dEf/dl from (U.9) i s also in good agreement with the data.
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The consistency of the determined relaxation times is tested by the appli-

cation to the reactiona 86Kr (5-99 MeV/u and 8.18 MeV/u) + 1 Er and 13 Xe

(6.62 JfeV/u and 8.31 MeV/u) + 2 0 9Bi. The results for the deflection functions

are shown in Fig. 21 as functions of 1/1_- Whereas the deflection

function for Kr + Er exhibits negative-angle scattering at the higher energy,

only positive mean deflection angles occur at the lower incident energy. The

Xe (8.31 ifeV/u) + Bi reaction is sharply focussed and, due to the strong

Coulomb field, the deflection function even becomes Coulomb-like at the

lower energy of 6.62 MeV/u. With the relaxation times as determined in the

previous section we then compute the mean interaction times in Fig. 22. For

a given combination of projectile and target T. tends to be a function of

l/l for different incident energies. The set of relaxation times (4.20)

allows for a consiatent interpretation of the energy spectra da/dE. Drift

and diffusion coefficients for mass transfer are fitted to the experimental

distributions. Finally, we have displayed in Fig. 22 the correlation between

energy loss AE and variance <j_2.

4.5. U + U Vid production of transuranium elements [67].

Recent experiments [68] have shown that dissipative (or deeply inelastic)

reactions between very heavy nuclei might provide the possibility for the

production of superheavy elements. During the collision projectile and target
-21form a composite system which decays after times of the order of several 10 s.

Experimental data of such collisions show strong dissipation of kinetic energy

and angular momentum as well as large transfer of nucleons. The transfer of

nucleons may lead for sufficiently heavy collision partners to a considerable

probability for the primary formation of superheavy nuclei. Unfortunately,

due to the large interaction time needed for such a far reaching diffusion,

these primary heavy fragments are predominantly produced with large values

of excitation energy and intrinsic spin. Under these conditions the branching

ratio for neutron evaporation versus fission becomes very small and hence, the

survival for superheavy isotopes is suppressed.
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Studies of the decay nodes of superheavy fragments formed in dissipative

heavy-ion collisions require as a starting point the knowledge about the

Initial probability distribution of excitation energies and spins for nuclei

of a given charge. We have presented in [67] theoretical estimates for these

probabilities which are obtained from the semiphenomenological treatment of

dissipative heavy-ion collisions described above. Our confidence to such esti-

mates is based on the remarkable success in analyzing quantitatively dissi-

pative collisions for different projectile-target combinations and bombarding

energies.

In the experiment [68] a thick uranium target was used. As compared to the

calculation for U+U presented in [18] we have to generalize our phenomenological

classical model to take into account the superposition of different incident

energies in n thick target. Furthermore, we improve this model by treating in a

more rigorous way Q-value effects and variations in the value of the Coulomb

barrier arising from the fragment charge distribution in the final channel.

The analysis of various heavy-ion collisions has shown (cf. section k.h) that

for a given combination of projectile and target the interaction time T tends

to be a function of the ratio 1/1 for different incident energies. We therefore
gr

use the approximation

with the values given in [18] for the interaction times. Fitting an average
diffusion coefficient D for the relevent energy interval V- < E < E. . , we

tail C DOlDib

obtain the solid line in Fig. 23 for the element distribution in a thick.

target. The excellent reproduction of the experimental yields for Zp > 93

gives some confidence for the theoretical results in the region Z- > 105.

For a more detailed discussion of the superheavy-element production we consider
the probability for various excitation energies E* and nuclear charges Z. In

Fig. 2k the probability p(E*,Z) is plotted versus the excitation energy for

different elements above (index 2) and below (index 1) Z = 92. It can be seen

that the average excitation energy is shifted to larger values with increasing

distance of the fragment charge from Z = 92. Excitation energies of (100 ... 150)

MeV for superheavy elements produced here are much larger than any fission

barrier and, therefore, practically all these nuclei fission. As expected, the

probabilities for small excitation energies decrease fast with increasing charge Z9-
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In Fig. 25 the probability p(E2*, Zg) is plotted versus the "nuclear charge Zg

for different excitation energies of the fragment. This'diagram shovs again

the nnu»n probability to produce superheavy elements in • states vith low

excitation energy. For example, we estimate the cross section for the production
< -35 2

of the element Z = 11U with an excitation energy -v- 30 MeV roughly as 10 cm .

Cross sections of this order of magnitude must be multiplied by survival proba-

bilities and compared with today's sensitivity limits for chemical methods which

are for life times T ^ > Id of the same order of magnitude [68]. The pro-

duction rate can be increased by a factor 100 if Cm is used instead of

O as target. The spin of the fragments is strongly correlated with the

excitation energy. For an excitation energy of 30 MeV we find a spin of

about 15. - Similarly, also the deformations are small for small excitation

energies. Thus the production of superheavy elements in dissipative heavy-ion

collision is not completely hopeless.

5. CONCLUDIHG REMARKS

Dissipative collisions play a dominant role in heavy-ion reactions and reveal

new nuclear properties which are connected with mass transfer, kinetic-energy

loss and angular-momentum dissipation. These processes represent an interesting

many-body problem at rather high excitation energies. In contrast to nuclear

spectroscopy dissipative heavy-ion collisions supply information about relaxation

•phenomena in nuclei. Such phenomena have also been observed in precompound re-

actions and in fission, but only in heavy-ion collisions a rich variety of such

cooperative phenomena have been discovered. In this respect the study of dissi-

pative collisions has opened a new field of nuclear research.

The transport theories as formulated up to now for dissipative heavy-ion

collisions are subject to three major restrictions:

(i) Restriction due to the choice of collective and macroscopic variables:

For the sake of simplicity one takes into account only a few collective de-

grees of freedom (for example, the relative distance between the centers of

the fragments) and some macroscopic variables which characterize the observable

intrinsic properties of the fragments (for example, excitation energy, mass

asymmetry and intrinsic angular momentum). It is clear that further collective
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coordinates like the deformations of the fragments, and maybe also additional

macroscopic variables are necessary for a more complete understanding of the

process,

(ii) Restriction to local statistical equilibrium; For fixed values of colleetivt

and macroscopic variables it is assumed that all intrinsic degrees are popu-

lated according to their statistical weight. This is apparent in our formulation

[11,16] from the application of the method of spectral distributions, in the

approach of Weidenmuller and coworkers [27] from the assumed form of the second

moments, and in the theory of Hofmann and Siemens [33] from the use of a canonical

ensemble with temperature T.

(iii) Restriction due to the choice of basis: The derivations of transport

equations assume complete randomness of the coupling [11,27] between different

basis states. This is only partly a consequence of the assumption (ii) and goes

beyond it because the randomness assumption within a particular basis (for

example the eigenstates of the separated nuclei [11,27]) artificially eliminates

correlations which might be important.

In the application to experimental data additional assumptions are made.

Since the treatment of off-shell contributions is difficult, Agassi et al.

[27] use an effective weak-coupling limit thereby restricting all transitions

to be on the energy shell. This is similar to our approach [11] where the

transitions are also limited to be on shell. This restriction to on-shell

transitions introduces for both approaches effective coupling strengths which

are fitted in comparisons to experiments. In the light of these restrictions,

the success of transport equations in describing the relaxation phenomena of

dissipative collisions is somewhat astonishing. We are able to describe the

complex experimental data by a few transport coefficients which can be calcu-

lated microscopically with sufficient accuracy. The reason for this success *

is not obvious.

The initial stage of the process is characterized by the mutual approach of

the nuclei in their ground states and hence, by a coherent motion of nucleons

in their mean single-particle potential (TDHF). The highly correlated motion

is expected to decay within times of the order of 10~ s via residual inter-

actions to complicated states. The critical value of order 10 s is associ-

ated with the equilibration time which is obtained in precompoumreactions.

This decay forms the second important stage in a heavy-ion collision and leads

*° the third stage where the complexity of the wave function suggests a

statistical treatment of the process within a transport theory. The restriction
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(ii) to local statistical equilibrium limits the applicability of present for-

mulations of transport theory to this third stage of the total process. The

apparent success of transport theories in the interpretation of experimental

data can be attributed to the short duration of the two initial stages of the

process as compared to the third stage.

It is a challenging problem to extend the present formulations of transport

theory towards the initial stage of the process. The initial approach of the

nuclei is expected to form a doorway like coherent configuration. This doorway

configuration does not allow the system to exploit its total phase space which

is in principle available at the incident energy. Only after the decay of the

initial'correlations within the local equilibration time T., the complete phase-

space becomes relevant. According to the theoretical expression for the mass-

drift coefficient for example, we would therefore expect v. to depend on time
—21

with a characteristic time constant î  «* 10 s. An indication of such a

behaviour is shown in Fig. 26. At present we are looking into further conse-

quences of such a doorway-like configuration [U6]. The aim of this development

is a unified description of heavy-ion collisions by treating fusion and

dissipative collisions within the same framework. The methods developed here

might prove to bring also more insight into the fission process.

We feel that the understanding of dissipative heavy-ion collisions is ons

of the most outstanding problems in heavy-ion physics. The reason is that

we can study in these reactions relaxation phenomena of rather small quantum

systems which initially are far from any equilibrium. Such systems are scarcely

known in other fields. Therefore, the study of dissipative collisions may render

general knowledge about unexplored dissipative features of small systems. An

important way of extending our knowledge in this field is connected with the

development of heavy-ion accelerators into the energy region 10 MeV ^ E . ^ 80 MeV.

Studies of cooperative phenomena on the time scale around 10 "'s will then

become possible.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Distant, grazing and close collisions in the

classical picture of heavy-ion collisions.

Fig,2, Decomposition of the total reaction cross-section

according to compound-nucleus formation (onw) ,
Oil

dissipative collisions (<JT,Te) and direct reactions

<oD).

Fig.3. Illustration of different trajectories in dissi-

pative collisions.

Fig.U. Wilczynski plot (contour plot of d^a/dE dB)

for the reaction Ar (388 MeV) + Th - K + rest / 8 / .

Fig,5. Normalized element distributions P(Z.,) at various

deflection angles for Ar (388 MeV) + Th.

Fig,6. Squared vidth (FWHM) of the element distribution

as function of the deflection angle.

Fig,7. Time dependence of the coupling matrix elements

between different channels (schematically).

Fig,8, Coarse graining of the total channel space.

Fig,9, Solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (3.8) with

constant dr i f t and diffusion coefficients.
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Pig,10. Illustrative picture of the single-particle model

used in the explicit evaluation of transport

coefficients,

Fig.11. Memory time T and transport coefficients of

mass diffusion D . . . energy diffusion D_,_ and energy

drift v_ for symmetric mass distribution A=A =A/2

as functions of the excitation energy E for diffe-

rent masses A-=A
2 of the colliding nuclei

(8 - 1 g
1

M e V ) . Here A * 2 and TQ = 2irn/MeV %

U.10"21s is used.

Fig.12. Driving potential U., temperature T and mass

transport coefficients in the sticking limit as

function of the mass asymmetry A./A for different

in i t ia l 1-values. The total mass number is A=250

and the excitation energy E /A = 0.6 MeV.

Fig.13. Drift coefficient •„ and diffusion coefficient Duu
H , MM

for angular momentum dissipation in units of
22 — 1

10 s , The dependence on intrinsic angular mo-

mentum M/Mgt, mass asymmetry A ^ A and total mass A

is shown for different values of the initial rela-

tive angular momentum 1/1 . The excitation energy

is E /A = 1 MeV and the parameters of the inter-

action matrix elements are A * 2 MeV, y = 3 MeV.

Fig.iU. Illustration of the classical model for the cal-

culation of.the mean interaction time including

the effect of fragment deformation.
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Pig.15, Deflection function (U.I) fitted to the angular

distribution for 8UKr (TiU MeV) + i65Ho. The con-

tributions to negative deflection angles have

been determined from the energy spectra

Fig.16. Determination of the diffusion coefficient in the
Kr + Ho reaction. Results of four different models
for the calculation of the interaction time are
displayed. The experimental relation betveen va-
riance of the element distribution and scattering
angle A77 is used to obtain the variance as a
function of time and thus the diffusion coeffi-
cient. The rapid decrease towards and grazing an-
gular momentum (form factor) is shown.

Fig. IT. Element distributions for dissipative heavy-ion
collisions.

Fig,18, Angular-momentum dissipation in the reaction
86Kr(5.99 MeV/nucleon) + i 6 6Er. As functions of
init ial relative angular momentum 1 are shown
(a) the mean interaction time, (b) the mean value
of the z-component M of intrinsic angular momentum,
(c) the variance of M, (d).the total angular mo-
mentum defined by (U.18) and corresponding experi-
mental points from Y-multiplieity measurements f55j.
According to [5&J the mean y-multiplicities <H >
are converted to angular momenta by I. 4.»2(<M > -5) .

bOb f

For completeness we have included in (c) the

variance of I. . (dashed curve).

Fig. 19. The total angular momentum I . _ ( Z , ) defined by
(U.19) as function of the fragment charge number
and corresponding Y-multiplicity data from /557
for the reaction 86Kr(5.99 MeV/nucleon) + i 6 6Er.
The dashed curve i s obtained by neglecting
fluctuations.
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86
Fig.20, Differential cross-sections for Kr(8.i8 MeV/u)

+ Er and correlation of energy loss AE and

variance a_ of element distribution.

86
Fig.21. Mean deflection functions for the reactions Kr

(5.99 MeV/u, 8.18 MeV/u) + 1fi6Er and i 3 6Xe

(6.62 MeV/u, 8.31 MeV/u) + 2o9Bi as determined

from the experimental angular distributions.

Fig.22. Mean interaction times, energy and element distri-

butions and correlation AE(c 2) for the reaction
it

Kr + Er and Xe • Bi in comparison vith the data of

Rudolf et al. {657 and Schroder et al. C66J,

Whereas the relaxation times are taken from (U.20),

the mass transport coefficients are fitted to the

data.

Fig.23. Element distribution for U+U at 7.5 HeV/u in a fit

of the diffusion coefficient to experimental data

Fig.2b. . Excitation energy distributions p(E ,Z) for heavy

(index 2) and light (index 1) fragments.

Pig.25. Probability distributions p(E2,Zg) for the formation

of heavy fragments vith different excitation

energies.

Fig.26. Correlation between the mean value of the element

distribution.and the energy loss or interaction time

for 86Kr(5.99 MeV/u and 8.18 MeV/u) + i 6 6Er. The

data reveal evidence for a relaxation in the mass

drift vith a time constant of the order of 10 s.
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I Introduction

In this talk various proposals are reviewed for a
1-4)

spectroscopy of electronic states in superheavy systems . Since

all attempts to produce superheavy elements remained

unsuccessful up to now heavy ion collisions are the only

possibility to produce systems with Z = Z. + Z_ > 107.

In nonrelativistic heavy ion collisions the innermost

electrons may follow adiabatically the nuclear motion which

allows to investigate experimentally the behaviour of electrons

in strong external fields . I n U-U collisions the electric
•* 19

field strength may exceed |E| — 10 Volt/cm. Furthermore the

heavy ion current is a source of strong magnetic fields which

in the high energy domain (E. . ~ 100 MeV/u) is of the order

of |fKiO1 7G l 2 ' l 3>.
Compared with-traditional atomic phvsics new phenomena appear

if we consider electronic states in superheavy auasimolecules

which are created in heavy ion collisons below the Coulomb

barrier:

1) For small internucxear separations the binding energy of

the strongest bound states increases drastically as function

of the total nuclear charge Z. In the combined nuclear system

Z = 150 the 1ss binding energy amounts to the electron rest

mass m . For the critical charge Z = 173 this binding energy

becomes twice the electron rest mass. For even higher

Z - values the 1s<r state dives into the negative energy

continuum. The corresponding critical two-centre distance

in a U-U collision is R
c r=35 fm if one assumes point-like nuclei.

For extended nuclear charge distributions this critical value

is reduced to R c r = 33 fm. Taking into account also the

electron-electron interaction in a complete adiabatic

calculation we found R = 26 fm where E1 •>- 1 MeV.

The electron seems to be the only particle in nature where one

can observe binding energies twice as large as its rest mass.

For instance, let us consider the critical nuclear charge

for heavier elementary particles like muons and pions

bound in the Coulombfield of a harogeneously charged sphere.
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Within this sphere the potential is given by

2R * 2R3 " ° *
The critical nuclear charge the follows from

E = -m = V Q + O.5u> + m

For A = 2.5 Z and R = 1.2 A 1 / 3 it results with R3 = Z 1.673- i. ro'*

1_ }3/2

If one inserts the corresponding rest masses one obtains

Z* = 2091 and Z T
r = 3133, which is far outside of any possibility

for experimental investigations.

2) The relativistic finestructure splitting becomes comparable

with the electron rest mass E, - E, ~ m
2p 3 / 2 2 p 1 / 2 e

3) The strongest bound electron states are localized within the

Compton wavelength of the electron 4 r > 1 s e ^ %e
4) Relativistic effects on radiation phenomena lead to a

dominance of HI-transitions for very high Z systems (Z J, 164) .

5) The magnetic field in heavy ion collisions causes a splitting

of both spin states in the 1s« level. In the high energy domain

(E. . ->- 2OO MeV/u) this spliting becomes comparable with the

electron rest mass E.. ~ E?s* ~ m e '

In the following we discuss extensively two possibilities to

deduce binding energies of electrons in superheavy guas imolecules.

First we describe our theoretical treatment of innershe11

ionization in collisions of very heavy ions. We show how the

impact parameter dependence of the ionization probability can

be related to the electronic binding energy at the distance

of closest approach between both nuclei during a heavy ion

collision. Our calculations are compared with recent experimental
4 15—19)

data from GSI ' . The production of delta-electrons is the
subject of a separate report ' and therefore will not be

discussed in this context. For more detailed discussions of the

behaviour of electrons in superheavv quasimolecules we refer to

refs. 1 and 6. The next chapterdeals with the frequency- and

angular distribution of quasimolecular radiation emitted

during a heavy ion collision. Before we draw finally our
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conclusion we estimate the maximum magnetic field strength

•' attainable in high energy heavy ion collisions,

II Theoretical description of innershell ionization

The adiabatic orbitals formed in heavy ion collisions below

the Coulomb barrier are described by the solutions of the

two-centre Dirac equation

Where R denotes the distance between both ions depending on

collision time. It is necessary to employ a relativistic

wave equation since binding energies are comparable with the

rest mass of the bound particle. As example for a solution

of the two-centre Dirac equation we present in fig. 1 the

correlation diagram for the Pb-Pb quasimolecule . The binding

energy of the strongest bound states is plotted versus internuclear

separation on a double logarithmic scale (fig. 1a) and on a

linear scale (fig. 1b) in order to demonstrate the strong

dependence of E on internuclear separation. In the united atom

limit with Z = 164 E. amounts to more than 800 keV, the

relativistic finestructure splitting was found to be

E_ «. — E o ^ _ ~ 300 kev. The solution of the two-centre

Dirac equation was obtained by a multipole expansion of the

two-centre potential which leads to a set of first order coupled

differential equations for the large and small components of

the radial wavefunctions g ̂  and f^ . X. denotes the

corresponding angular momentum in the multipole expansion

of the wavefunction. Fortunately, binding energies and

coupling matrix elements are almost completely determined

by the monopole term! This becomes obvious from Fig. 2 which

shows the relative error in energies and coupling strength in

dependence on the number of expansion terms for the Pb-Pb
22)

system at R = 500 fm . The accuracy of the monopole

approximation therefore is of the order of 5%.

For comparision we present in fig. 3a a correlation diagram of

the .-Nb-^^Nb system which exhibits no strong relativistic
221

effects . In contrast to the superheavy system binding energies

show almost no variation close to the united atom limit.
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As an example for a correlation diagram calculated within the

monopole approximation the binding energies of the strongest

bound electron states in the g2
pb •+ 99° quasimolecule

are given in Fig. 3b. This svstem is already-overcritical.

that means in the united atom limit the 1s6" bindina enerav exceeds

twice the electron rest mass. The finite nuclear size of

proiectile and taraet was taken into account in this

calculation. Fia. 4 presents as function of total nuclear

charae Z = Z. + Z_ two-centre bindina eneraies for the 1s<>

and 2p.. ._S state assumina point-like nuclei. Different curves

belona to different internuclear separations.'Most

impressive is the strona increase of E for Z > 150.

For ipnization as tvpicallv dvhamical problem we have to solve

the time-dependent- Dirac eauation

H
Since bindina eneraies and wavefunctions' chande stronalv as

function of internuclear separation R we expand the

wavef.unction H* in a molecular basis aiven bv the

solution of the two-centre Dirac equation '••••..""

V C?, V) = X (Xn(.V\ $WCRtt),» e.pl-1 |diV E.(I'll (5).

with time-dependent occupation amplitudes a . Inserting this
n

ansatz into the time-dependent Dirac equation we obtain an

infinite svstem of first order differential equations forthe

occupation amplitudes ' -

^ K ^ a i t ^ l f t l ^ . expl'. ̂ 'C^-E^J (6)
1 •* ' • - C O

The 3/3t-operator leading to transitions between initial and final
state can be split in the radial and rotational coupling part

h * ̂ kx*l (7)
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In the following calculations we restrict our considerations

to the dominant radial coupling only. For direct ionization

to the continuum time-dependent perturbation theory can be

applied, this yields

r ^ \ (8)

Finally the total ionization cross section is given by the

impact parameter integral over the the ionization

probability on a given classical Coulomb trajectory

CO

e » air ( t>at> PCf) *
0 (9)

0 ^

The factor (2j.+1) in front accounts for the occupation number

of the ionized state. As one example for the size of 3/3R-

matrixelements we plot in fig. 5 the dependence of the

coupling strength of several bound states on final state

continuum energy. The Pb-Pb system at R-14 fm is considered.

Point-like nuclei are assumed in this calculation within

the monopole approximation. Low energy continuum states will

be preferentially occupied in the ionization process both

from the point of view of coupling strength as well as from

attainable Fourier frequencies in heavy ion collisions. The

strongest coupling is found for the 2p. ,_(J state to at= 1

continuum states.
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III Ionization probabilities of innershell electron states -

Theory and experiment.

As result of a numerical calculation using the formalism of

chapter II we show in fig. 6 the number of created 1s€ vacancies

during a Am-Cf head-on collision. The distance of closest

approach which fixes the kinetic ion energy was chosen to be

R . = 15 fm. On the first half of the Coulomb trajectory .
m m 2

(a.. (t)l amounts only to about 1-2%. Just after the distance

of closest approach is reached the ionization probability

increases drastically, whereas we found asymtotically (t-»«o)

as measurable quantity P(b=O) = 2%.

Caused by the strong relativistic effects in the electron

wavefunctions we found that the 1s<r ionization probability in

head-on collisions is of the order of several percent compared

with P (b~ 0) •»» 1O resulting from nonrelativistic estimates.

Furthermore it was predicted that the ionization probability

exhibits a strong exponential fall off with increasing

impact parameter ' . These two theoretical results could

be confirmed by recent experimental data from GSI ^' '.

Although the dependences of the ionization probability on

combined nuclear charge Z, impact parameter b and ion energy E.

are qualitatively well reproduced in our calculations there

remains a discrepancy by about a factor of 3 between the

absolut values of theoretical and experimental probabilities.

In the following we will summarize some of those results.

Fig. 7a shows the 1ss-ionization probability in a 136Xe-2O8Pb

collision at Elafa =4.7 MeV/u as function of impact parameter

in comparison with the experimental data of Greenberg et al

from GSI . The dashed line represents theoretical calculations

taking into account the electron-electron interaction in a

simplified Thomas-Fermi model21' . In fig. 7b the same

theoretical data are plotted,but now versus distance of closest

approach on a given Coulomb trajectory. This demonstrates

that the deviation from a straight line in fig. 7a

for b fe 10 fm is of purelykinematical origin. The physical

quantity which determines the magnitude of ionization is the

distance of closest approach.
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The group of Liesen et al at GSI was able to measure the

Isff ionization probability in a Xe+Au collision up to
19)

impact parameters of b = 2OO fm ' . The experimental data

are presented in fig. 8. The theoretical curve reproduces

the shape of P(b) very well but an overall normalization

discrepancy remains. In addition an independent calculation
25)in the atomic basis of Amundsen is shown which aives

to larae probabilities. In fia. 9a and b the calculated

number of created 1s« and 2D. .-9 vacancies per collision

for a larae variety of colliding systems is displayed. This

demonstrates the change of the exponential fall off constant

with total nuclear charge, which reflects the strong increase

of binding energies with growing z. The maximum value of P (b),

which can be obtained in principle, is always 2 in these

calculations.

Fig. 10 shows the total cross section and the ionization

probability for head-on collisions of the 2p1/2«" state via radial

coupling as function of the incident ion energy. Colliding

systems with total charges of 136 and 164 are considered.

The dependences become steeper with increasing charge.

Typically is the saturation behaviour for ion energies

close to the Coulomb barrier. In fig. 11a and b the

impact parameter dependence for 2p. ,_<» ionization via radial

coupling to the continuum is displayed for the H2Pb+92° collision

with E l g b = 4.7 MeV/u and for a g2Pb + g2Au collision with

E 1 a b = 1.4 HeV/u. Most strikingly is the different slope of

both curves refectinq the attainable Fourier frequencies

at low and hiqh incident ion enerqies. Meanwhile a larqe amount

of experimental inforamation could be obtained about ionization

in superheavy quasimolecules from the experimental atomic

physics qroup at GSI (Anholt, Armbruster, Behncke, Haqmann,

Liesen et al). Various targets of the periodic table have been

bombarded with Xe, Pb, and U beams in order to measure total

and differential cross sections for 1s<a and 2p. ,_<» vacancy

formation. The measured total cross sections for 2p1/26'

excitation as function of combined nuclear charge are

summarized in Fig. 12a and b for different bombarding energies

and in fig. 1317'18). The data of fig. 12b and 13 are deduced

using u and Pb projectiles, respectively. The solid lines

in these figures represent theoretical results.
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Characteristic feature of these data is the onset of

relativistic contributions to ionization at about Z •*» 150.

For higher combined charges the binding becomes so strong

that the ionizatibn probability decreases again. In fig. 14

some experimental results are presented ' ' for 1sC" ionization

in superheavy quasimolecules for various bombarding energies.

The main feature of the Z-dependence of 1s«r vacancy production

is reproduced bv our calculation. For a detailed discussion

of the experimental ionization cross sections in superheaw

quasimolecules we refer to refs. 17 and 18.
238

Especially if 9 2
U nuclei are used as proiectile or tarqet

' one has to deal with serious background contributions

resulting from nuclear Coulomb excitation and following

internal conversion. Transition energies in this deformed

nucleus which are close to the K-shell binding energy lead

to large conversion rates. In fig. 15 the calculated nuclear

photon spectrum following Coulomb excitation of the ground

state-, beta- and qaroma-band in a U- U collision at

Elab=5.39 MeV/u is displayed
26*. Several intra- and interband

transitions are indicated. The hiqh enerqy transitions

(E^i 1 MeV) are almost nealiqible for the K-shell vacancy

formation because of rather small excitation probabilities

and small conversion coefficients. The obtained impact

parameter dependence of K- and also L-shell vacancy production

is shown in fi«r. 16 for the Xe-U system in comparision to direct

ionization into the continuum during the collision. We found

typically 20% K-shell ionization probability due to nuclear

Coulomb excitation in head-on collisions and a steep exponential

fall off for b > 15 fm. For a detailed discussion concerning

the comparision of both ionization mechanism we refer to

ref, 26 and references therein.
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IV Spectroscopic information from innershell ionization

Within an analytical model for innershell ionization

it is possible to deduce binding energies of Issr electrons

in superheavy quasimolecules. This method primarily employs

the measured impact parameter dependence of the ionization

probability. According to our model this probability is

given by

P0>") = 0 exp [- *<cl ***Ct**m E«i.<rCg^O') ̂  ̂ u ^ do)

with

0 s 4.i + 0.051 Cl-ASg) -0.0000-IS U

All parameters in this formula are completely determined by

the experimental conditions and by the classical heavy ion

trajectory prescribed by a Rutherford hyperbola except E. .

It remains a one to one correspondence between the measurable

quantity P(b) and the 1sv binding energy at the distance of

closest approach for fixed impact parameter.

First experimental applications' of this possibility to

determine electronic binding energies in transient superheavy

systems are presented in fig.17a and b. The obtained experimental

binding energies range up to 600 keV. in

addition theoretical calculations for the electron energies

are shown taken from the analytical formulas of ref. 21 .

Especially we remark the steep increase of E. as function of

combined charge Z. + Z_ (Fig.17a) and decreasing two-centre

separation R (Fig.17b).
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V Frequency- and angular distribution of quasimolecular radiation

In this chapter we discuss the characteristic features of

radiative transitions between bound electron states taking

place during heavy ion collisions. A schematic view of the

considered process is presented in the following figure.

+m

-m

As function of collision time t the energy eigenvalues of

strongly bound states in superheavy quasimolecules are plotted.

If 1scr vacancies are created by direct excitation to the

continuum as denoted by the left arrow or by excitation to

vacant bound states ' radiative transitions may occur

emitting photons of multipolarity E1, M1 or E2. In contrast to

collisions of lighter ions (Z1 + Z2 £ 100) the 2ss" - Ise

Ml-transition cannot be neglected compared with the usually

dominant 2p3y2s,ir- 1sG" transition of multipolarity E1. For

Z >164 and small internuclear separations the M1 transition

even becomes the dominant one29' *.

Because of the strong change of transition energies during the

collision and the Heisenberg broadening as consequence of the

short collision times (t - io~20 s) involved no discrete lines

can be expected for the quasimolecular photon spectrum.
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Experimentally one observes an exponential behaviour of the

photon spectrum as function of photon energy. Due to the

Heisenberg broadening the energy range of this, photon

spectrum even exceeds the K^-transition enerqv of the united

atom limit. A detailed.theoretical description of the

radiation mechanism consistinq of both the ionization

via excitation to the continuum or to vacant bound states

and the X-ray emission process can be found in ref. 31 and 32.

Experimental radiation spectra from very heavy and superheavy

systems are presented in refs. 33-47.

The calculated K-X--ray spectrum for a Pb-Pb collision at
•sol

E l a b = 900 MeV can be taken from fig. 18a '. In addition the

contribution of the nucleus-nucleus quadrupole bremsstrahlung

is shown, which dominates for photon energies above the

- KQI -line of the united atom limit. The ionization amplitude

was computed by taking into account transitions to the

continuum as well as to a vacant 4se bound state. The

corresponding impact parameter dependence of the emitted

radiation is displayed in fig. 18b for various selected

photon energies E . Host strikingly is the nearly
X

exponential behaviour of the quasimolecular radiation at larger

impact parameters and the dominance of the nucleus-

nucleus bremsstrahlung for large b and E .

Meanwhile a large amount of experimental information is

available, especially its dependence on E , Z, +• Z , b,

projectile charge state and photon emission angle 0 .

One of the most interesting features is an experimental finding, '

predicted in ref. 54), namely the anisotropy of X-rays with respect to

photon emission angle 0 defined by

•̂  = (N(90°) - N(O°))/N(O°). N denotes the number of measured

photons. This anisotropy strongly depends on E and exhibits a

maximum close to characteristic lines of the united atom limit.

A theoretical interpretation of this effect is given by the

alignment - the different population .of magnetic substates

of quasimolecular levels (see e.g. 48 - 50). As an experimental

example of the anisotropy we show in fig. 19 h as function
44)

of X-ray energy for the La-La, Pb-Pb and U-U system '. Each

peak denoted by numbers correspond to a transition between higher

levels in a system nearly equivalent to the united atom

with charge Z1 + Z^. This again clearly demonstrates the
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feasibility of performing a spectroscopy of electronic

states in superheavy systems. More information on measured

electron transition energies using this anisotropy technique
44)

is contained in fig. 20 '. Transitions in the energy range

5 keV i E, £ 35 keV into the quasimolecular M-shell have been

investigated for systems up to Z = 184. The solid lines

represent the binding energies of several states in the

superheavy atoms calculated within the relativistic

Hartree-Fock-Slater model51*.

Finally we show in Fig. 21 first measurements of the •

quasimolecular K-X-ray radiation in the Pb-Pb system at

E^ . = 4.5 MeV/u ' . The photon energy ranges up to

800 keV. Because of impurities due to 2O7Pb and 2O6Pb and related

background contributions due to strong nuclear Coulomb

excitation it was not possible to deduce uniquely the

anisotropy of this radiation and to extract the Kg. -transition

energy for Z = 164. But further experiments in this direction

are in preparation at GSI.
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VI Estimate for the maximum magnetic field strength

attainable in high energy heavy ion collisions.

We consider two heavy ions with, charge Z- and Z_ moving

on straight line trajectories along the zraxis in opposite

directions. The Lorentztransformation of the vector potential

is applied in order to evaluate the maximum magnetic field

strength in the rest frame shown in the middle of the

following figure.

Z, i A CM

The coordinate systems (x',y*,z') and (x1',yf

the rest frames of both ions and

z1') denote

(12)

the corresponding relative ion velocities, v is the lab-velocity

of the projectile and t-X. *~ v*/cx3 . The vector potential A^

effective in the center of mass system can then be
written as

with

( 1 3 )

(14)



With B = 'J X A we obtain from eq. (13) the following
components of the magnetic f ie ld s t reng th .

7

V Y ^ C X A V ) •%

\ - 0
Especially for t = 0 we find

( 1 5 )

Htt.

and for r = 0 (16)

(17)

In fig.22 we show the magnetic field lines for a Pb-Pb

collision (z-direction) with E l a b = 5O MeV/u and impact

parameters b = T5 fm and b =100 fm. The magnitude of the

magnetic field strength follows from B = (B2 + B2)A*2 at
z. = t = 0. The maximum magnetic field strength in the straight

line approximation is of the order of 1016 G.

In fig.23 the magnetic field strength B(0,t=0) is

displayed for Pb-Pb collisions as function of the

impact parameter b. Different curves belong to different

impact energies. From b = 100 fm to b = 14 fit B increases
IUcLX

strongly by two orders magnitude.
In fig. 24 we fixed the impact parameter to b = 15 fm which
means that we are just below- the reaction barrier.

The maximum magnetic field strength B(O,R) is plotted

versus two-centre distance R of both ions which is equivalent

to a time variation of the process. Again different

bombarding energies are considered. In fig. 25 we show for
Elab = 5 0 M e V/ u the dependence of the magnetic field strength

on collision time t.



VII Conclusions ana Outlook

Three possibilities have been investigated for a
spectroscopy of electronic states in transient superheavy
guasimolecules:
1) The measured impact parameter dependence of the ionization
probability is a unique tool to determine binding energies of
electrons in superheavy quasimolecules (see chapter IV).
2) The delta-electron distribution (impact parameter-, Z- and
energy dependences) may be used for an experimental determination
of binding energies. A spin-polarization of delta-electrons of
about 15% is predicted induced by the strong magnetic fields
in heavy ion collisions. For a detailed discussion see
refs. 12 and 20.
3) The anisotropy of quasimolecular radiation fixes transition
energies of electrons in superheavy systems (see chapter V) .

As general remark we can state that recent experimental data
agree at least qualitatively with our theoretical results.
The main subjects for our future investigations are
a) The clarification of the uncertain normalization factor
in the comparison between theoretical and experimental
ionization probabilities and cross sections. Especially the
influence of the electron-electron interaction, the vector
potential A, the translation factors and vacant high lying
bound states on the ionization probability will be investigated
in more detail.
b) The accurate determination of critical two-centre distances,
where the Is? state dives into the negative energy continuum.
c) Calculation of the anisotropy of the 1se radiation in the
2O8pb _ 2O8pb systenu

d) Ionization in relativistic heavy ion collisions with special
respect to the influence of the magnetic field and
retardation effects.

We acknowledge fruitful discussions with H. Bokemeyer,
W. Wdlfli, P. Armbruster and D. Liesen.
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CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Relativistic correlation diagram for the Pb-Pb

system. Binding energies for the lowest a(solid

lines)- and ir(dashed lines)-states as function

of two-center distance R. The binding energies

of the strongest bound states are given on a linear

scale in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 2: Relative error in energies and coupling strength

in dependence on the number of angular momentum

expansion terms for .the Pb-Pb system at R = 500 fm.

Fig. 3: a) Relativistic two-centre correlation for the

4-Nb-41Nb system, b) Correlation diagram calculated

within the monopole approximation for the R2Pb+92D

quasimolecule. The finite nuclear size of projectile

and target was taken into account.

Fig. 4: Two-centre binding energies for the 1so (Fig. 4a)

and 2p1 <2a state (Fig. 4b) as function of combined

nuclear charge. Point-like nuclei are assumed in

the calculation within the monopole approximation.

Fig. 5: The dependence of 3/3R-matrix elements on final

state continuum energy. The Pb-Pb system at R=14 fm

is considered.

Fig. 6: Number of created 1sa vacancies as function of

internuclear separation during a Am-CF head-on

collision.

Fig. 7: a) Number of xnreated lso vacancies in a 136Xe-2O8Pb

collision with E l a b =4.7 MeV/u as function of

impact parameter. The experimental data of Greenberg

et al. from GSI15* are indicated. The dashed line

represents theoretical calculations taking into
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account the electron-electron interaction in a simplified

Thomas-Fermi model, b) The same theoretical data as

in a), but now versus distance of closest approach.

Fig. 8: Au-K shell excitation probability measured in 4.7 MeV/u
19) '

Xe + Au collisions ' as a function of impact parameter.

The open circles are scaled from ref. 15, the solid line

gives the results of our calculation and the dashed line

the results for 4.7 MeV/u Xe + Pb from ref. 25 scaled

by a factor 1.26.

Fig. 9: Number of created 1sa and 2p1 <2a vacancies per collision

for several colliding systems.

Fig. 10: Total cross section and number of created 2p. <2a~

for head-on collisions as function of incident ion energy.

Colliding systems with total charges of 13.6 and 164 are

considered.

Fig. 11: Impact parameter dependence for 2p1 ,_a ionization via

radial coupling to the continuum.

Fig. 12: Measured total cross sections for 2p..-a excitation as

function of combined nuclear charge (r'efs. 17 and 18).

b) U-projectiles are used.

Fig. 13: Measured total cross sections for 2p1.,0 excitation as

function of combined nuclear charge (refs. 17 and 18)

using Pb projectiles.

Fig. 14: 1sa - ionization cross section in superheavy guasimolecules

for various bombarding energies (refs. 17 and 18).

Fig. 15: Total cross sections for photon emission following nuclear

Coulomb excitation in a " ° u - °U collision (Elafa =5.39

MeV/u). Several nuclear transitions between the gs-, B-

and v-band are indicated. Both projectile and target

excitation has been considered.
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Fig. 16: Number of created vacancies per collision P(b) as

function of impact parameter for (a) K-shell and (b)

• L-shell electrons of 238U in 136Xe-238U collisions

with Rjn̂ ĵj =19 and 25 fm. The contributions from internal

conversion following nuclear Coulomb excitation (dashed

line) and from direct Iso-ionization of the superheavy

guasimolecule (dash-dotted line) are indicated separately.

Solid line: incoherent sum of both K-vacancy formation

processes for R_in - 19 fm.

Fig. 17: a) 1so binding energy for R**60 fm vs. Z. + z, (ref. 4) .

The solid line gives the result of theoretical calculations

R = 60 fm from Reference 21.

b) 1so binding energies for the collision systems Pb + Ag,

Pb + Sn, Pb + Sm, Pb + W, and Pb + U as a function of

internuclear distance (ref. 4). The dashed-dotted, the

dashed and the solid lines are taken from Reference 21.

Fig. 18: a) The HO spectrum and the distributions for 1so excitation

and ionization (full curves) at 900 MeV projectile energy.

The NNB background is presented by the dotted line and

the sum over all contributions by the dashed-dotted line.

b) The differential cross-sections as functions of the

impact parameter at different photon energies.

Fig. 19: MO anisotropy spectra deduced from the normalized 90°

and 0° X-ray continua of several systems. The sharp peaks

denoted by 1,2,3 indicate transitions into minima of

M MO orbitals formed during the collision. The adjacent

structure is produced most probably by transitions into

the lowest lying M, and/or highest lying L orbitals

(ref. 44).
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Fig. 20: Plot of the MO M anisotropy peak energies denoted

by 1,2 and 3 in fig. 19 against Z for the systems

Ag-Ag (Zu=94), I-Ag (100), I-Sb (104), I-I (106),

I-Cs (108), I-La (110), I-Pr (112), La-La (114),

Pr-Pr (118), Sm-Sm (124},Ho-Sm (129), Ho-Tb (132),

Ho-Ho (134), Ho-Yb (137), Ta-Ta (146), Ta-Au (152),

Au-Au (158), Au-Pb (161), Pb-Pb (164), U-Pb (174)

and U-U (184) (réf. 44). For comparison some of the

predicted neutral-atom L, M, N and 0 binding energies

are given (solid lines)..The dashed line represents

a typical M transition energy

Fig. 21: Open symbols: Absorber and detector efficiency corrected

pulse-hight spectrum observed in 4.5-MeV/amu Pb-Pb

collisions. Closed symbols: Absolute thick target yield

of the continuum X-rays, obtained by unfolding the

response function of the detector. The curves show

theoretical predictions of Kirsch et ál. for Iso MO

radiation and nucleus-nucleus bremsstrahlung (NNB) .

This measurement was made at the SUPERHILAC in Berkeley,

and the results are preliminary, with an uncertainty of

+ 50% (refs. 44 and 47).

Fig. 22: Magnetic field lines for a Pb-Pb collision (z-direction)

with E l a b = 50 MeV/u and b = 15 f m (a) and b = 100 fm (b).

'Fig. 23: Maximum magnetic field strength for Pb-Pb collisions as

function of impact parameter. Different curves belong to

different impact energies.

Fig. 24: Maximum magnetic field strength versus two-centre distance

R for different bombarding energies and b = 15 fm.

Fig. 25: The same as in fig. 24 but now versus collision time t.
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DELTA-ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY OF SUPERHEAVY

QUASIATOMS*1

G.Soff

GBsellschaft fur Schwerionsnforschung CGSI), Darmstadt

W.GERMANY

and

B.Ntiller and W.Grsiner

Inst i tut fur Theoretische Physik.Univsrsitat,

Frankfurt/Main, W.GERMANY

I. Introduction

In collisions of very heavy ions superheavy quasimolecules

are formed whose electronic states belong to both the projectile

and target nucleus. The superheavy quasimolecule becomes a

superheavy quasiatom if the internuclear separation R between

the projectile Z and target 2. is small compared to the corres-

ponding K-shell radius of the atomic system. For a Pb-Pb collision

this situation realizes for R < 5OO fm. Induced by the time vary-

ing Coulomb field during the collision, innershell ionization

occurs by excitation to vacant higher bound states or by direct

excitation to the continuum. The high energy parts of this con-

tinuum electron distribution are called delta-rays.

The designation "delta-rays" has its origin in the early days

of physics in the discovery of a new high energy component of

radiation following the bombardment of different targets by

protons ' . This high energy component could not be explained

by the classical collision laws where the maximum energy trans-

fer from a heavy particle with mass M and velocity v to a free

electron with mass m and velocity u is given by

This work has been supported by the Bundesministerium

fur Forschung und Technologie CBMFT1•
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Emax ^ f S " 2 ' (Mv-mu)-(v+u) (1)

It was therefore suggested that besides the well-known alpha-,

beta- and gamma-radiation a new sort of radiation had been de-

tected, which was called delta-rays. Nowadays we know very well .

that the high energy component of the momentum distribution of

the bound state wave function allows for much higher continuum

energies compared with the threshhold given by formula (1). Let

us consider for example a Pb-Pb collision with v = 0.1c and

u = 0.6 c for a K-shell electron in Pb. Then it results

Emax ~ 7 0 K e V

whereas one observes experimentally energies of E > 1 MeV. This

demonstrates the possibility to use the delta-electrons as a tool

for a spectroscopy of the high energy component of bound state

wavefunctions. The delta-electron distribution has been dis-

cussed many times for light ion collision ~ , mostly treated

within the Born approximation or using the atomic states of the .

target atom as basis. Here the high energy part of the spectrum

is always dominated by K-shell ionization. In ordinary atoms

(Z < 100) the K-shell is much sharper localized than all the

higher states, which is equivalent to a high energy component,

in bound state wavefunction.

The aim of our investigations is to investigate the possibility

of using the measurement of high energetic delta-electrons for

a spectroscopy of superheavy
7—9)quasiatoms . We find indeed that by this way the binding

energies of electrons in superheavy systems can be experimentally

determinated to some extend. This supplements the spectroscopy

of superheavy guasimolecules through measurement of the frequency—

and angular distribution of quasimolecular radiation and through
7-9)

the measurement of the impact parameter dependence of ionization

The latter can be determined by the measurement of the asymptotic

K -radiation in coincidence with the impact parameter b (Fig. 1).
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II. Description of the calculation and discussion of the results

We treat ionisation to the continuum in time-dependent pertur-

bation theory using a molecular basis for the electronic states.

This is necessary since binding energies and-wavefunctions change

strongly as function of the internuclear separation R during a

collision. The ionization amplitude then becomes in semiclassical

approximation and first order perturbation theory

a^t) = - / at1 <El-j|. | n > exp I i / dt" (En(f) - E) \ (2)

with "^ = R fjj - i w ] (3)

R is the ion velocity, w the angular velocity and j the angular

momentum operator. We restricted our considerations to the mono-

pole term of the radial coupling ' . The differential pro-

bability for excitation of one bound. state electron to a conti-

nuum state with energy E results finally as

For a spectroscopy of superheavy quasiatoms it is necessary that

ionization takes place near the distance of closest approach R_(b)

during a collision. To demonstrate this we plot in fig. 2 the dif-

ferential'probability for 1sa- and 2p^ ,2a-ionization to a conti-

nuum state E *> 1 MeV in a Pb-Pb collision as function of R during

a collision. R_in was choosen to 19.3 fm and b = 0.

Obviously most ionization takes place at R * 30 fm on the out-

going half of the trajectory. One has to keep in mind that the

K-shell radius in this system xs about Rĵ  * 150 fm which is much

larger than this ionization radius. Therefore we are still dealing

with the guasiatom.

Next we discuss the Impact parameter dependence of delta-electron

creation. For a spectroscopy of superheavy quasiatoms it is desirable

that this excitation to high energy continuum states occurs for very
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central collisions only ( b < 20 fro). The impact parameter de-

pendence of the delta-electron creation and its spectroscopic

use can be best demonstrated in an analytical model for Iso-
8)

ionization in superheavy quasimolecules . According to this

the differential probability for Iscr excitation into a conti-

nuum state E is given by

= 4ndo
2(Z)[-|-) expf 2__L______ y{5)

with
[-1/2

In formula (5) Rr(b) = a + [a
2 + b2 } 1^ 2 denotes the distance

of closest approach on a given trajectory and v the ion velocity

at infinity. An overall parametrization of dn(Z), Y(Z) and the
12)

energy eigenvalue E, (Z,R) has been published elsewhere . For

the Xe-Pb (Z=136) system the corresponding values for point-like

nuclei are

0.003 KeV~1/2

1s<j = -381 KeV ( „ 1 + 511 KeV (6)

In fig. 3 we have plotted the impact parameter dependence (5)

for 1so-ionization in a Xe-Pb collision with R i n = 16 fin. Several

final state energies E are shown. Obviously the high energy elec-

trons (E K 2 HeV) result from very close collisions (b t 10 fin)

only. However, the main feature of formula (5 ) is the one-to-one

correspondence between the energy eigenvalue E1s(j at RQ and the

measurable probability for excitation to a fixed continuum state.

Therefore experimental data on the delta-electron spectrum directly

yield the 1so binding energy at small separations. In order to

gain more insight concerning the delta-electron spectrum we plot

in fig. 4 the radial density distribution iS'rj2 = F2 + G2 for the

1so, 2p..2
a' 2 s a a n d 3 s o state in the Pb-Pb quasimolecule at a

1 .-separation R = 20 fm. |HTJ is very similar for the 1SCT and 2p1 .-a



state which leads tn equally large transition matrixelements. On

the other hand, the Fourier frequencies necessary for ionization

are much lower for the 2p. ,2o state than for the 1so state. There-

fore without actually computing the delta-electron spectrum a

dominance of 2p1/2o excitation can be expected even at large con-

tinuum energies E.

The equivalent radial density distributions for the final con-

tinuum s and p1y2-states are shown in fig. 5. In fig. 6 we present

the delta-electron spectrum observable in a Pb-Pb collision with

R . = 19.3 fm. As initial bound states the 1so, 2sc, 3so and
2p1/2° s t a t e a r e take11 into account. The quasimolecular K-shell

by far gives the smalles contribution. Experimentally we even ex-

pect larger values for do/dE than shown in fig. 6 since we have

neglected all the higher bound states. For instance, 3p1 ,_a-

ionization leads to nearly the same spectrum as that of the 3sa

state. Furthermore, corrections like electron screening lower

the binding energies and therefore may increase the delta-electron

distribution by about 20 - 30% . Therefore we conclude that a

delta-electron measurement in the symmetric Pb-Pb system may lead

to a spectroscopy of the quasimolecular L-shell but not of the

K-shell . In order to investigate delta-electrons resulting from

the 1s-shell alone one has to measure in asymmetric systems the

delta-electrons in coincidence with the asymptotic. K -radiation of

the heavier collision partner . A corresponding delta-electron

distribution for the Pb+Sn system with R . = 16.3 fm is displayed

in fig. 7. Because of the relatively low total nuclear charge of

Z = 132 this spectrum is still dominated by 1so-excitation. By

coincidence technices the contribution of the 2p1/2<j-state can

be suppressdcompletely. The dependence on kinetic ion energy of

direct 1so-ionization can also be taken from this figure.

Numerical calculations for the continuum electron distribution

do/dE in the superheavy systems Z = 140, 170 and 190 resulting

from Isa and 2p1^2o-ionization are presented in fig. 8. The dis-

tance of closest approach in head-on collisions R . , which de-

termines the bombarding energy, was kept to be constant R . = 2O fm.
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do/dE increases as function of total charge Z by almost one

order of magnitude from Z = 140 to Z = 170 and decreases again

by a factor of two until Z = 190. The electron spectrum is an

exponential function falling off typically by one order of mag-

nitude over AE = 400 KeV. As already suspected it results mainly

from 2p1 ,2° ionization for systems with Z > 140, whereas for

Z = 140 the 1 so-state generates the same contribution as the

2p. .-° state. For lower bombarding energies this qualitative

behaviour remains the same, aside from a slightly steeper shape

of the electron distribution. Also an artificial shift of binding

energies in a numerical simulation does not change drastically

the different contributions from p ( *=+1)- and s (K=-1)-wave

continuum electrons.

The decrease of do/dE from Z = 170 to 190 can be best understood

if one considers a correlation diagram of the system Z = 190

(fig. 9), which can be created in a 0 + Cf collision. At a critical

distance of R = 44 fm the 1sa state dives into the negative
Ct

energy continuum, that means for the binding energy E- > 1 MeV.

The corresponding value for the 2p-,2°~
state i s R

c r
 = 18 fm- T n e

finite nuclear size was taken into account. For the two-center

distance of R = 15 fm we found for the binding energies E. =

1600 KeV and E, = 112O KeV. This strong binding is approxi-
*j/2 11)

mately twice as large compared with the system z = 164 . There-

fore one needs much higher Fourier frequencies for ionization which

are not available in heavy ion collisions below the Coulomb barrier.

As consequence the ionization rate decreases again for Z % 190.
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III. Future perspectives

Using eq. 5 of our analytical model for the differential

probability of 1s<j-ionization to a continuum state E we also

can estimate the delta-electron distribution for high energy

heavy ion collisions (far above the Coulomb barrier). In fig. 10

we show dP1 /dE for Pb-Pb collisions for a large variety of

bombarding energies. As main feature we recognize that the dis-

tribution becomes broader with increasing ion energy.

As fundamentally new aspect atomic physics in the presence of

super strong magnetic fields can be investigated. In heavy ion

collisions with ElaJj = 50-3OO MeV/u magnetic fields can be created

which are 2O-3O times stronger than for 9 MeV/u, that means

B * 10 G. This factor results from the higher current due to

increased ion velocity and from a smaller reachable two-center

distance R for fixed impact parameter b. These are the strongest

external magnetic fields, which can possibly be created in the la-

boratory, the effects of which should be experimentally observable.

On the surface of neutron stars one expects at most magnetic fields

of the order of 10 G, whereas the strongest standard macroscopic

fields amount to B = 5 • 1O G. It thus seems, at least presently,

that these are also the strongest magnetic fields in nature.

For ion energies E, . = 50 - 300 Mev/u, at least the two 1s<j-

electrons should be able to follow approximately adiabatically

the nuclear motion, which is certainly not the case for still

higher impact energies. Therefore this medium energy region seems

to represent an optimal case for the possibility, to employ elec-

trons as test particles for super strong magnetic fields.

For a U-U collision with E l a b = 9 MeV/u the hyperfine splitting

of both 1s-electrons amounts to about 100 KeV . Therefore one can

expect for E l a b = 50 - 300 MeV/u a corresponding splitting of the

order of the electron rest mass AE = E(1s+) - E(1s+) o, m c2. Re-

lativistic correlation diagrams including the magnetic fields show

a different arrangement of electronic levels than the usual two-
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cehter-Dirac diagrams. In particular one of the 1sa-levels in

U-U collisions dives very early qnd very deep into the negative

energy continuum. Moreover, new level crossings as function of

R may appear, e.g. a crossing between the 1so+ and 2p1 /2
0+ state.

There are three possibilities to measure effects caused by the

superstrong magnetic fields:

1) A measurement of the polarization of the asymptotic K -

radiation9'141.

2) A measurement of the delta-electron distributions. Because

of the strong energy differences of both 1sa-levels ionization

mainly takes place out of the state with smaller binding. The

corresponding delta-electrons therefore favour a certain spin

direction which can be separated and analyzed. The different

counting rates areadirect measure for the splitting between

both Isa-levels. Using the matrix-elements of ref. 13 and the

. analytical model of ionization this polarization effect amounts

to about 20% nearly indepent of the ion velocity. Here again, we

propose to measure the asymptotic K -radiation of the heavier

collision partner in asymmetric systems, e.g. Pb + Cf, in
coincidence with the impact parameter and the delta-electrons.

3) Angular distribution of delta-electrons and positrons. The

electrons spiral themselves along the magnetic field lines. In

consequence the charge distribution of electrons in superstrong

magnetic fields is not spherically symmetric. This should result

in the observable effect of strongly marked angular distribution

for delta-electrons and positrons.

We are grateful to K.-H. Wietschorke for his help in numerical

calculations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Formation of a superheavy quasimolecule in collisions of

a heavy particle Z on a heavy target Z. . R denotes the

internuclear separation and b the impact parameter. The

time varying Coulomb field during the collision leads to

innershell ionization by transitions to vacant high lying

bound states or by direct excitation to the continuum.

The created vacancies may decay during the collision emitting

quasimolecular radiation or - asymptotically in the se-

pareted atoms - by emitting the characteristic atomic

x-rays, which can be observed.

Fig. 2: The differential probability to create delta-electrons

with E, . = 2m c °» 1022 KeV as function of the inter-
kin e

nuclear separation R during a Pb-Pb collision with R_.in =

19.3 fm. As initial states 1sa and 2p1 .-o-electrons are

considered.

Fig. 3: The differential probability to create one delta-electron

with kinetic energy E as function of the impact parameter b

in a 136Xe + 2O8Pb collision with Rmin = 16 fm.

Fig. 4: The radial density distribution for several innershell

electrons as function of R. The Pb-Pb quasimolecule at a

two-center distance R = 20 fm is considered.

Fig. 5: The radial density distribution of several continuum states

with kinetic energy E in the Pb-Pb quasimolecule.

Fig. 6: The differential cross section of emitting delta-electrons

in the Pb-Pb system as function of kinetic electron energy E.

The distance of closest approach in head-on collisions was

choosen to R_in = 19.3 fm. As initial bound state we con-

sidered the 1so, 2sa, 3so and 2p1 ,2a-state.
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Fig. 7: The differential cross section of emitting delta-electrons

in the Pb-Sn system as function of kinetic electron energy

E. As initial bound state the 1sa and 2p- .,a states have

been considered.

Fig. 8: Z-dependence of delta-electron emission in superheavy

quasimolecules. The distance of closest approach in head-

on collisions was choosen to R . = 20 fm. Notation as

in fig. 7.

Fig. 9: Correlation diagram for the U-Cf system. Binding energies

of several strongly bound states as function of two-center

distance R.

Fig.10: Differential probability of emitting one delta-electron,

in high energy Pb + Pb collisions as function of kinetic

electron energy E. The impact parameter was kept fixed to

b = 14 fm.
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NUCLEAR SHAPE EFFECTS IN SCATTERING

OF ALPHA PARTICLES AND POLARIZED DEUTERONS

W.Stach, W.Kretschmer and H.Rebel
Physikalisches Institut der Universitat Erlangan-Niirnberg,

W.Germany

and

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,

Inst i tu t fu r Angewandte Kernphysik, W.Germany

Abstracts

There are various kinds of nuclear "reorientation effects" in scattering

of nuclear particles providing important information on the sign of the

nuclear quadrupole deformation. The effects are studied on the basis of

recent measurements of elastic and inelastic scattering of alpha particles

and polarized deuterons.

Introductions

The sign of the intrinsic guadrupole moment of the nuclear charge and

matter distribution is an interesting quantity providing important in-

formation on the shape of the atomic nucleus.

In a realistic picture the starting point in the description of a deformed

nucleus is a deformed Fermi (or Gaussian) distribution of the density,

where the half value radius is parametrized Jbu

c = co (i+B2 r2Q * ...;

The quantity « 2 is the so called deformation parameter, with

B2>0 prolate deformation

B2<.0 oblate deformation

In the following several effects due to the sign of B , which are evident

in scattering of nuclear particles are breefly discussed and summarized.
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I. Elastic scattering

The optical potential of elastic scattering includes higher contributions

of 8, which describe the coupling of the ground state to excited states.

This can be schematically seen in a two-step approximations

«Ed-K-U(oo

with

and

'oo

J22
The term V,_ contains the quadrupole moment Q.

If we consider the elastic scattering only (as an 1 channel problem) the

coupling renormalize the diagonal term in the elastic channel.

with

AU
The part A U contains just the virtual excitation of the 2 state by

terms with B at least.

If the propagator »

with BT
2Q

2+

22
UQ2 contains at least significant terms

an effect of the sign of the quadrupole moment 0 might to be observable in
the elastic scattering. The observed structure of elastic angular distri-
bution is affected in the phase of the diffraction pattern. Clement
et al. have shown that the multi-step contribution A V is acting to
the real potential. Therefore, this is not an effect of the spin
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orientation of the deuteron, but by the use of a vector polarized

beam tuese phase shifts can be measured clearly by observing analyzing

power A.

The measurements shown in fig. 1 have been performed in collaboration
by H. Clement and G. Graw from Munich university and W. Kretschmer and
H. Stach with the vector polarized deuteron beam of the Erlangen Lamb-
Shift-ion-source on the 12 MeV EH tandem accelerator.

The figure displays A(9) data for

28 ~* "*•

Si(d,d ) and (d,d,) at E, = 9.4 MeV and
24 -*• ° -» 1 d

Mg(d,d ) and (d,d.) at E. = 10.0 MeV.
O 1 U V

The curves indicated are calculated using the optical potential derived
V00>

by Lohr und Haeberli as a global potential set (representing U..) where

only the depth of the absorption part W is adjusted.

lite dotted lines represent the optical model and BHBA calculation for the

elastic and the inelastic case, respectively. The solid and dashed lines

are coupled channel calculations using the code ECIS of Raynal and

assuming an axially symmetric rigid deformation. The 4 state is included

in the calculation (B = 0) and the magnitudes of /?2 are adjusted to re-

produce a (9) in (d,d.) at most forward angles. The solid curves correspond

to the correct sign of deformation:

oblate for 28Si: B = -0.45
24

prolate for Mg: B = + 0.5

The dashed curves are calculated for best fit valued with the opposite

sign of deformation

28Si: &2 = + 0.39

24Mg: B2 = - 0.60

28Only the solid curve fits the data, in the case of Si the reproduction
is quite good, but residual influences of en-resonances'may contribute,

24especially in the case of Mg.
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2. Prolate-oblate effects in the inelastic scattering of Ot -particles

Especially in the scattering of strong interacting particles by nuclei

(i.e. p,CO the interference between single and multiple excitation

affects on the diffraction structure of the measured angular distributions.

The main effect may be discussed qualitatively in a simple diffraction

model including multiple excitations and higher orders of 8.

In a simple first order diffraction model the angular distribution is

described by a term proportional to cos (X+ U/4) for elastic angular

distributions and by a term proportional to sin (X+ TC/4J for the 2

angular distributions, with .

X = k ' R • 9

Phase shifts between both of this distributions are described by Blair's

phase rule.

If we now consider the terms of the 2nd order, the elastic angular

distribution remains unchanged in this order. The 2 -distribution,

is modified in the amplitude and in its oscillation pattern too.

The advantage of these method is that we have not to rely on any

standard optical potentials. He directly compare the inelastic angular

distribution with the elastic one simultaneously measured.

The effect of deformation is corresponding to the sign of the quadru-

pole moment (deformation parameter B ) a phase shift t (linear dependent

of 8 ) of the maxima of the 2 -angular distribution.

'> 0 for oblate deformation (8,< 0)

With C = - y ' '•$
K I 2

0 for prolate deformation (B-> 0)

Fig. 2 shows this prolate-oblate' effect in a coupled channel calculation

for the scattering of 100 MeV a -particles by 124Xe 4
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The effects predicted are seen in the differential cross section of the

scattering

in fig. 3.

scattering of 104 MeV 0. -particles by Ate and Si , which is shown

Corresponding to the result of the Coulomb excitation we know prolate

deformation of Ne and oblate deformation of Si.

In fact, this is just the nuclear counterpart to the reorientation

effect in Coulomb excitation. A refered method to investigate prolate

oblate effects observes the tX,Q-y) angular correlation. '

3. Elastic and inelastic scattering of tensor polarized deuterons

At last we want to consider the interaction of the projectile with the

nuclear quadrupole moment. .

We consider the coupling of the guadrupole field

P2«l')

of a deformed distribution p (£') with the field v fr - rf) which has
its origin in a distance frf of the center of distribution.

U(r) = JdV p(j|) v(£-r')-

• I U L l r ) V ? )

The quadrupole part is given by

UQ - I jr | 2dr'p2C-')v2(r-r') ] Y20(f)

In the optical model V is directly deduced by a phenomendlogical
deformed potential.

In the special case of coulomb potential the quadrupole part is

'20'

guadrupole moment x field gradient.
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Such a term is well known in the hyper fine interaction. In the coulomb
excitation a projectile with the charge Ze produces a time dependent
field gradient. By means of this time-dependent perturbation transitions
from the ground state to excited states are induced. Tlie coupling of
the quadrupole moment of the first 2 state wit!
the particle makes the effect of reorientation.
the quadrupole moment of the first 2 state with the coulomb field of

For "polarized people" the quadrupole term is known as an analogon to
the tensor interaction.
We consider an aligned quadrupole moment or a tensor polarized deuteron
which is passing a spherical nucleus.

Fig. 5 shows that the inelastic scattering of tensor polarized particles
may be interpreted as a special hyperfine structure effect, where the
prolate-oblate effects are induced by a quadrupole-quadrupole interaction.

First measurements with tensor-polarized deuterons have been performed
by W. Kretschmer, H. Rebel, and W. Stach with the tensor polarized deuteron
beam of the Erlangen Lamb-Shift source on the target nuclei Ti
(spherical) and Ti (deformed prolate) at an energy of incident deuterons
of 10 HeV. The quite preliminary results are shown in figures 6 and 7.

It should be mentioned that this experiment is still in progress and that

further measurements are planned to increase the statistical accuracy

of the data.

However, the measurements might give an impact to theorists. It does
not exist any theoretical concept to explain this interesting case of
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. Therefore, a coupled channel code,
which calculates correct the inelastic scattering of tensorpolarized
particles is necessary.
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Conclusions:

it is possible to observe prolate-oblate effects in the elastic scattering
of deuterons, i f higher orders of the deformation parameter B, i .e .
at least B , have significant contributions to therenormalized ground
state matrix element tr . 3b avoid difficulties with standard optical
potentials the use of inelastic a -particle-scattering is a quite
better method to determine the sign of the nuclear guadrupole moment.
A very interesting case of a quadrupole-quadrupole interaction occurs
in the inelastic scattering of tensorpolarized deuterons by a deformed
nucleus. It should he mentioned that the statistics of the first experi-
ments are not yet good enough to make some final statement about the
interaction and that there is not yet any theoretical concept to explain
the effects.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. AC9) data for elastic and inelastic scattering.

of 9.4 MeV deutBrons by 28Si and of 10 MeV

deuterons by Mg. It is shown the average of

several measurements in an energy range of 2

and 1 MeV respectively.

Fig,2. Calculation for scattering of 100 MeV

o-particles by 124Xe 4.

Fig.3. Scattering of 104 MeV o-particles by 2oNe

and 2BSi.

Fig.4. Schematically picture of interaction of a

projectile with the nuclear quadrupole-moment.

Fig.5. Schematically picture of elastic Ca) and

inelastic (b) scattering of tensorpolarized.

deuterons.

Fig.B. Analyzing power component !„ for the elastic

scattering of 10 MeV tensorpolarized deuterons

by 46Ti and 50Ti.

•Fig.7. Analyzing power component l~n for the inelastic

scattering of 10 MeV tensorpolarized deuterons

by 4BTi and 5oTi.
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POLARIZATION EFFECTS IN ODD-MASS I NUCLEI

U.Hagemann

Central Institute for Nuclear Research, Rossendorf

G.D.R.

To explain different types of band structures in transi-

tional nuclei core-particle coupling models have been applied

with considerable success. In this conception the particle-hole

structure of the states is handled in a spherical BCS treatment

However, in severe cases of transitional nuclei large

shape fluctuations with an appreciable change of particle-hole

composition can be expected.

Donau and Frauendorf presented a general core-quasi-

particle coupling formalism that properly accounts for the

particle-hole structure in such nuclei by superimposing col-

lective eigenstates of the adjacent even core nuclei with A-1

and A+1 nucleons /2/.

The mentioned models assume, that the core characteris-

tics are not changed if an additional particle or hole is added.

However, this assumption cannot be fulfilled in the case of.

soft nuclei with very different Â .1 neighbours. Such situation

exists in the I region.

The position of the first 2* states in the .even neigh-

bours nf the odd-mass I nuclei (Te nuclei around 600 keV, Xe

nuclei around 350 keVJ points to a remarkable difference in

thei cores, A direct demonstration for the softness of these
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nuclei is also the strong variation of the equilibrium shape of

the odd-mass system if the odd particle blocks different or-

bitals /3/.

This leads to the assumption of a dynamical polarization

effect of the odd quasiparticle on the core in such severs kind

of transitional nuclei.

The simplest way to take into account the dynamical po-

larization is to modify the quadrupol field by an empirical po-

larization factor 1/2(p. + p.,) :

rjR.j'R1
jj'2 '[A£1)

R'RI

n< R II Q

This modification is applied to the odd-mass I isotopes

for explaining positive- and negative-parity band structures of

different types observed /3/,

The calculation of the level structure of I in the

core-quasiparticle coupling model /2/ including polarization

effects shows an excellent agreement with the experimental data,

(The parameters p. are chosen in accordance with blocked

Strutinsky calculations for this nucleus].

Thus the coexistence of the A-1 and A+1 neighbours in

the I nuclei and the important role of polarization effects is

shown to be evident.

/1/ F.Donau and U.Hagemann, Nucl.Phys. A256, 27 (1976)

/2/ F.Donau and S.Frauendorf, J.Phys.Soc.Japan, 44 [1978)
Suppl, 526

/3/ U.Hagemann, H.-3.Keller and H.-F.Brinckmann,

Nuci.Phys. A289, 292 C1977).
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CONDITION OF ROTATION AROUND A SYMMETRY AXIS

IN THE CRANKED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR MODEL

T.Troudet , R.Arvieu

I n s t i t u t des Sciences Nuclea i res , Grencble-Cedex

FRANCE

Dynamical properties of a rotating nucleus have been investigated
in the cranked harmonic oscillator (C.H.O) by several authors ' '.The chan-
ges in the deformation brought by the Coriolis and the centrifugal forces are
studied throughout the variations of the harmonic frequencies. Our variational
approach consists therefore in three steps :

I - Generation of single particle wavefunctions

This has been done in-an elegant way by Ripka et al.t ' who have
2 1 9 9 9 9 9 9

y y p
n2> 1 9 9 9 9 9 9

diagonalized h = hH Q - u i x where hH 0 = ^jjj- + -̂  m («j Xj + ai2 * 2 +u 3* x 3 ) .

They have shown' thatiJ" = (cj Cj + -|) -flu 1 + (c^a 2 + \) -H O g + ^ a 3+ \) "H %

with the usual boson commutation between Cp a 2 . a 3 (and h.c ).'$ -

eigenfunctions are defined by substets | n^, n£, n | > of the numbers of

quantasin each "direction" as usual for a three dimensional H.O.. We define

thereafter a t r i a l Slater determinant by means of a configuration set
wl'th E i V ( n i + 7 >

II - Minimization of the total energy with respect to <•» •
frequencies

For a given configuration < E. > , provided the total angular
A "

momentum < Lj>= 2 < ̂  . > fixed to any arbitrary value and the volume
<X^> <X2><Xg> fixed to V* the energy E = E = 1 <h.> has to be stationary
with respect to m-,, ai?, u, .

III - In § II, we neglect eventual crossing levels and keep
adiabatically the nucieons in a given configuration {2^.}. The best candidate
to approach the so-called yrast line, at <Lj> = I, has to minimize
[I ( E,, £,, 1.) for a11 Possible values of i v s2, zr

* C <3
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Level crossings and five optimal configurations are shown in f ig. 1
on

for some relevant configurations of Ne .
Though the step III i s the aimed step, i t i s interesting to adopt the

adiabatic point of view of making rotate a fixed configuration izA and see
how the angular momentum operator acts in the shell model framework.

It can easily be checked that i f :

"H.O = * c l c i + | ) " * + ( < 4 C 4 I*11 +(C c + 7
one can write l j as :

with

* U 2 W 3

and !2)- 4 4 -<%«,
_ i

Making AN * 0 quantas shift vV does not allow extra shell excitations ;
£i°' keeps the wavefunctions in a functional space of finite dimension and the

amount of angular momentum due to r ° ' is thus limited up to the critical
value I c = | Zg — £3 [. So, rotation in the limit case where % ̂ =1'?' involves
low shells and rather small deformations are expected..

With A N = 2 quantas shift , l\ 'allows the wavefunctions to run over
a definite parity subspace of infinite degrees of freedom. In that limit case
angular momentum can be gained without any limitation and because of high shells
involved large deformations and energies are expected.

In the intermediate real ist ic case the behaviour depends on the initial
deformation ( i . e . for u = 0) . There is a critical deformation line for which
0 sin ( j - Y ) = Ac and :

a) If A > Xc : the init ial deformation i s large enough to make|4> , [
competitive so that : the amount of spin is increasingly obtained from the
higher shells while decreasingly. from the low she l l s , which leads, at high
spins, to prolate deformations.
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In that case, the nucleus never reaches the oblate axis (see fig. 2).
I*. I

b) If X < X,. : 4-—ris sufficiently Urge to ensure that the main
part of spin amount comes from the original shell; throughout rotation, «, Jfc/

Contribution is more and more yanishjngwhich leads to symmetry versus the
(see figf3)

rotation axis at I c = \zc - x j • Collective rotation around a symmetry axis
is strictly forbidden from quantum mechanics and the deformation has to become
triaxial to provide more angular momentum.
Extra shell excitations due to aj2)make then the behaviour similar to a ) .

From fig.2, each configuration presents a classical behaviour (like
liquid drop (5)) at sufficiently large spins; it can easily be checked '*'
that the existence of much high spin states is due to Mottelson's self
consistent relation : u ̂  < Xj> =w £ < x ? > = u 3 < X 3 > w h l c h results from the
E-minimization.

Finally, it is clear that for light nuclei, such as N|° , high
deformations do not involve too high energy so that, even at low spins, light
nuclei are expected to be strongly deformed.

' *'More extensive results are to be published soon.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1-Kinetic energy of five optimal configurations of Ne as a function

of <Lj> . For each value of < If there is a solution of the stationary

equations. The behaviour of the configurations (14,14,22), (10,14,34)

and (10,10,50) is shown on Fig. 2 in the & -y plane.

Fig. 2-Four typical behaviour of configurations are represented in the B - Y

plane. Each deformation is obtained by solving the stationarity

equations. Configurations for which X = B sin ( ~ -y )

< X (X = o.5ll) attain the oblate regiine(like (14,14,22) 20Ne))

In the case X > Xc the oblate regime is unstable and a triaxial

shape is preferred.

Fig. 3-For the configuration (14,14,22) of Ne the parameters u^u . , ! ! ) ,

and o) are plotted versus < L, >. For every <L,> a solution of

the stationarity equations is obtained. I t is seen that u has

an upper bound and decreases for high < Lj> . The "critical" spin

I = Zy- Zy *s chosen as a unit in order to express < L, >
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POLARrZED MEASUREMENT IN A HEAVY-ION INDUCED

TRANSFER REACTION .

P.Raussal

Inatitut de Physique Nucle*aire, Orsay, FRANCE

This study has been performed at the 1*1.P. tandem in Qrsay

and the following physicists hava participated to all or part of

it : M.BERNAS, F.DIAF, B.FABBRO, F.NAULIN. A.D.PANAGIOTOU*,

E.PLAGNOL, F.POUGHEON, G.ROTBARD, P.ROUSSEL, M.ROY-STEPHAN.

At first, a few informations will be given about the. M.P.

ta.nd.zm -in Ofuay and its experimental equipments.

It has been noted by W.E.WEGNER in the conclusions of the

second "International Conference on Electrostatic Accelerator

Technology", held in Strasbourg in May 1977 l\'t, that "MP 9 in

Orsay with its operating record of aJLmoit 40% o£ it& tw.nn.ing time,

between 12.5 and-13-MVis indeed impressive" 1 A large variety of

ions are produced from -tfi/tee typti o$ -ioaftzzi : Duaplasmatron,

Penning, Sputtering. Among the heavy ions one may note C, Fe

and a 12 nA .°Ca beam at 1BB MeV obtained from CaH~. A mechanical

IZadde.nXKan.) charge transport is now being installed in place of '

the belt, and in the same time, a zzaond Atiu.ppe.Ji is being set at

an intermediate, section of the high energy part of the tube.Another

feature of the Orsay tandem is that, among the different experimen-

tal lines /Z//3/, thn.e.e. are equipped with a itfite.m u&ing a ma.qne.tic.

anaZt/iii •. 1) a triplet of quadrupols lenses set at 0° of the beam.

Permanent address : University of AtheneB, Nuclear Physics
Laboratory, 104 Solonoe Street,- Athenea 144 (Greece).
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for par t ic le -par t ic le or particle-gamma correlations, i i ) a s p l i t -

pole spectrograph, mainly used for high resolution l ight part icle

experiments, i i i ) an index (n»1/2) spectrograph, mainly used for

heavy-ion experiments. Details concerning the machine, the experi-

mental set up and the physics performed at the tandem from 1974 to

1978 can be found in ref . / 3 / .

For the present experiment ( i ts last developments rather)

a device has been used for the Jie.conitA.tution o& H . I . tnoLjzc.tonJ.ni,

in the focal space of a magnetic spectrometer. Since this is now

published elsewhere / 4 / , i t w i l l just be said here that i t is ba-

sed on the use of two gas counters and that i t allows both the use

of a tango. AoZid angle. (^5 msr) and a good anguZan. accuiacy

(58 t< 0,3° for 0 ions at 68 MeV), hence a good energy resolution.

The. zxpztU.me.nt and lt& alms / 5 / , / 6 / , / 7 /

What has been studied is the pola>Uza.t4.on o£ thz nzildtiat

nu.cJLe.ul 2oNe in the a transfer reaction 1 6 0 ( 1 6 0 , 12C)2oNe*at 68 and

90 HeV. This polarization has been deduced from coiuizlatlon mza-

4UA.emen.tA between C and one of the products (o or 0) of the

subsequent decay of Ne :

16O(16O,12C)20Hc*

>a * 16O

J* - 0+ 0* 0+ j " 0* 0*

The spin9 of the involved particles have been indicated

because, since they are all but one zero, the correlation function

W(©,t»), i.e. the aolnd.de.nze. natz between ZC and thz 0 (or a)

detected in a direction Q,w, takes a simple form :

(1)
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where pm are the components of the polarization tensor which des-

cribea the state of °Ne (these components are relatBd to the same

frame of reference as the one used to determine 6 and f) and d_

are the reduced elements of the rotation matrix.

Let us note that the pT's are a function of 8 , the detBC-
J c

tion angle of C, since the state of polarization of °Ne, which

they describe, usually depends on 8 ,

The p? are normalized to the unity E j pTl • 1 and are re-

lated to the transition amplitude and to the cross section by the

relations

It appears then that the measurement of U(6,S°) after that

of 4TT leads to a deeper knowledge of the reaction mechanism since

the cross section depends on the sum of squared modulus, whereas

the correlation depends on the pm's amplitudes and phases•
J

Expe.nj.me.ntal attfLangzme.n£

A magnet is used on the C side while a Position Sensitive

Detector (P.S.D,) measure the position and energy of the coincident

1 B0 (or o) tfig.1]. The P.S.D. can be set either in or perpendicu-

lar to thB reaction plane.

conc&Anlng the. p/iima/cy Ke.a.ctlon s 160[160,12C)20Ne.
12

On the C spectrum, shown on figure 2, it is seen that the
most populated levels in °Ne are those known to have a large oyer-

16
lap with o+ D. For the high excitation energy part of the spectrum,

the high spin states are enhanced. This is even more true at 90HeV
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(not shown). The angular distributions shown on figure 3 are well

reproduced fay DWBA calculations using standard potentials /5/.

The full and dotted lines correspond to two different (Q.4 and

1.5 MeV) a binding energies. Good a relative spectroscopic factors

are found for the prominent peaks (.from G to 6 ]. It is concluded

that the reaction proceeds mainly through a direct a transfer.

Rzmlti ioi thi cox/illation me.a.Ati>ie.me.nt&

The correlations have been studied for the levels at 7,17

MeV (3"). 8.45 MeV (5~) and 8.78 MBV (6 + ) . At a given angle, i.e.

for a given window set on the angle spectrum (see ref. / 4 / ) , the

raw data consist in the bidimensional spectrum P 8 E (position,

energy) of the coincident 0 (or o) detected in the P.S.D. Fig.4

examplifies the display of such a spectrum, From this spectrum

can be determined the correlation W(8,V), with 6 = ir/Z, P variable

if the P.S.D. is set in the reaction planej with 9 variable, y>«y»

recoil if the P.S.D. is set in the perpendicular plane. This is

shown on fig.5 where the dotted lines correspond to the fit with

formula (1) obtained from a X procedure which provides the

population amplitudes p m ,

Taking account of the symmetry properties of pi1 , 2j real

parameters are deduced from a correlation for a level of,,spin j.

However, for a quantization ax2i (0 ] pzn.pzncUcala.fi to the. fie.actlon

plane.,it appears that the populations are concentrated only on the

two extreme values m=j and m= - j , and in fact mainly on one of

them.

This is shown on figures 6 and 7 where the polarization,

p = IPj ! , and the alignment, A = \p3.\ + |p. | , are plotted
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versus the 12C anglB for the threB studied levels. hZZ Ze.ve.l&

&ound AtKongly aJLign&d and polemized along thii CLXIA pe.ipo.ndicu.lati

12to the. tie.ac.tZon pZane., It is only at very small C angles that P

and A decrease towards the limit value L,F. (Litherland and

Ferguson], independent of the mechanism, at 0D,

both
The present experimental results have been- compared to the •

predictions of different models and to the experimental results ob-

tained when the same °Ne levels were populated by the C Li,t) re-

action /B/.

In the itmi-cZaiiical modzZ, one considers that all the

fragments [incident, transferred and exit) move in the common plane

of their centers of mass. This leads to a transferred angular mo-

mentum perpendicular to the reaction plane and along one direction

or the opposite one, depending on whether the trajectories have a

positive or negative deflection angle. Therefore, the resulting

alignment is 1.00, and the polarization is found between 0.50 and

1.00 depending on the admixture of trajectories with positive and

negative deflection angles. Although crude, this model appears to

be able to reproduce both the observed alignment and polarization.

In the tingle. paxtLal wave mode.Z CS.P.M.) it is assumed

that only one partial wave contributes in the incident channel (£.),

and in the exit channel (A,.). This model introduces in a simplified

and drastic way the I-localization found in the interaction of

strongly absorptive particles, Jl is taken equal to the incident

grazing partial wavB. I* is taken equal to the exit grazing partial

wave, if this value lies in the allowed range from CJl.-j) to U.+j),
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or to the closest allowed one if not. With & = I. _• j (the actual

value of fc. is close to &-~j) the S.P.-M. model reproduces well the

cross section and the alignment (fig.6) but it can not reproduce

the polarization since it always predicts |pmj = |pTm|.

In the Vlitonttd wave Botin Appn.oxlma.tA.on (D.W.l, a finite

range code has been used with two sets of optical model parameters:

a standard one /5/ and a highly absorptive one /9/ which was shown

/9/ to be able'to increase both the predicted alignment' and pola-

rization. Only the second one accounts well for the alignment but

its predicted polarization is still too low (fig.9). It is not

likely that another potential, compatible with the elastic scatter-

ing, can fit the polarization but it has to be further explored.

In both the Ape.cta.toA zjzctlle model and in the plant wave

CP.Wi) model, the same result is predicted ; a population of the

m-0 state only, but with a quantization axis along the recoil di-

rection (this do not depend on the reaction). The rotation of the

reference frame is necessary before comparison to the other models

and the result is given in Table I.

What was found /6/ in. the. I Ll,t) Kzaction was a dominant

population of the m=0 state on an axis of quantization cloie. to the

recoil direction. A standard DWBA calculation could reproduce this

result which corresponds, on an axis of quantization perpendicular

to the reaction plane, to the same polarization and alignment as the

P.W. predictions,

The test of the different models and the comparison of the

two experiments are presented in Table I where the alignments and

polarizations are given for the 6* level at 8,78 FleV and for an

angle close to the grazing one, ApaJit tfJlom the. dude. &e.mi cla.ajic.aJi
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mode.t, no model JLA a.bte. to tie.pKodu.ce. both the. pola.Ju.za.tion and

the. alignment &xpe.JUme.ntally obiz/ive.d.

Conclusion

This study has shown that polarization measurements do

bring information on the reaction mechanism. It seems that some

part of the mechanism is different for an a transfer occuring from

a light and a heavy projectile. Different hypothesis can be seen

. as being at the origin of this difference : i) orbit polarization

phenomenon as studied by G.Delic and N.K.Glendenning /10/i '

ii) Coulomb excitation or reorientation in the exit channel as sug-

gested by W.E.Frahn /11/i iii) necessity to treat the full three

body aspect 1 0 • C • o) of the problem /12/. Further experi-

mental studies are needed (different incoming and exit systems,dif-

ferent incident energies) to decide which of those hypothesis (they

are not in fact completely independent one from each other) is the

correct one.
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Table I

Sunmary of the results shown on the example of the 6 state

at 8.78 MeV, at the grazing angle.

16O(16O,12C)20Ne ,

160(7Li,t)2°Ne <

f Experiment

Semi-classical model

Single partial wave

model if - 1. - j

Distorted
waves

normal

highly
absorptive

Spectator ejectile or

V. Plane Waves

Distorted waves

Exp er imeut

V

Polarization
, 6,2
|P6I
0.85

0.50 to 1.00

0.45

0.53

0.70

• -v.0.22

Alignment
1 6|2J.i -6,2|P6I

 +|P 6 1
' 0.90

1,00

0.90

0.56

0.90

•\-0.45
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Scheme of the experimental set-up and

scheme of the kinematics. The v's are in

the DNe center of massi the v's are in

the lab.

C energy spectrum.

Angular distributions and DWBA fits.

An example of the position-energy bidimen-

sional display of the coincident 0 detected

in the PSD.
t

Correlation functions in the reaction

plane .Cleft) and in a perpendicular plane

(rl,ght).

Angular distribution of the polarization.

Figure 7

Figure 8

Angular distribution of the alignment.

Comparison of the experimental alignment

with the predictions of the single partial

wave model.

Figure 9 DWBA predictions for the alignment and the

polarization, using a strongly absorptive

potential / 9 / , as compared to the experi-

mental values.
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KNOCK-ON EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTION TO THE

("Li, He) REACTION

I1 , R.L.McGrath and

Department of Physics, State University of New York, USA

G.Cianearu1, R.L.McGrath and F.E.Cecil

Ab&tA.act t A microscopic DWBA analysis of the reactions
2S*26Mg(6Li, 6Be)26'26Al is performed using ]x = l.o fm'1

2 2
Yukawa central and r . Yukawa (r .Y) tensor potentials

S 6

averaged over the Li( Be), cluster model wave functions.
Knock—on exchange corrections corresponding to the central
interaction are included using the local-energy approximation
(LEA) method. The result is mainly to renormalize the cal-
culated direct cross sections. The angular distribution

25shapes corresponding to the Mg target nucleus reflect the
mixing of several angular momentum components which is re-
sonably well reproduced by the calculations. The conclusion
is that the quasi-elastic process is of major importance in

fi *y_ ' _ _ _ —
the ( Li, Be) transitions studied here.

I, INTRODUCTION

The ( Li, He) reaction has attracted a considerable at-

tention because of several unique features compared with other

3 G
charge-exchanging reactions, such as Cp.n) and C He,t). The Li

Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation..

Present address: Department of Physics,University of Bucharest,
P.O.Box 5211, Magurele-Bucharest, Romania

Present address: Department of Physics, University of Colorado,
Boulder Colorado B0302, USA.
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and 6He(sjt) ground states (110. and 001, respectively) belong to

the same supermultiplet with £=0 and are described by almost the

same space wave functions. These properties give the distinctive

-features of the (Li, He) reaction :

(i) Only the spin-isospin exchanging components of the

effactive nucleon-nucleon (N-N) interaction effect the transitions.

The transferred angular momenta ars J =£+T and- £=^+x,where X is the

orbital angular momentum transferred to the target and x equals 0

or 2 for a central or tensor force, respectively.

(ii) Only unnatural-parity states of j n configurations are

excited in reactions on even-even target nuclei.

(iii) The 0+ •*• 0+ transitions are forbidden by the angular

momentum selection rule of local processes which take place with a

"normal" parity change of the nuclear states namely, tt.itf = (-1).

The previous experimental studies /1-4/ have shown that the

0+ states are indeed relatively weakly populated compared to the

unnatural-parity states. In addition, the angular distributions cor-

responding to the excitation of thB unnatural-parity states are do-

minated by the smallest orbital angular momentum L allowed by the

selection rule (i). These facts lead one to believe that the (Li,

He) reaction has a predominant quasi-elastic character as it was

earlier proposed /5/. However, in fitting data on unnatural - parity

final states by using a standard DWBA treatment /\/, the strength

of the ax part of ths central N-N interaction turned out. larger

than found in the Cp,p') and (p,n) analyses. Considering more com-

plicated processes (i.e., two-step] has not convincingly correct

for the discrepancy.

In this contribution we intend to show that knock-on ex-'
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unange corrections to the conventional one-step DWBA analysis of

the (Li, He) reaction remove at least some apparent problems, More

details also including a description of the experimental method

which was employed to obtain the elastic and reaction data have been

presented elsewhere /3,7/r Although insufficiently tested against re-

liable experimental data, an other work /B/ seems to confirm our re-

sults.

II,' MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION OF THE [6Li,6He) REACTION

1. The. a.ntiiymne.tKlze.d DWBA tuanhltlon amplitude.

The DWBA description of the inelastic scattering A(a,b)B is

based upon the transition amplitude

T«B • O V ^ q * { V V Tj J **& < tt. c., T. } ,

where i t is assumed that the N-N interaction
V " ^ £ t r . . , o , , o . , T . , T.) , C2)

i€A j e a iJ i J i J

where r. . = |r .-r ' . | , has a short enough range so that the particle

b is emitted at the same point at which the particle a is absorbed.

The spatial coordinates of a AC Li, Ke)B reaction are shown in Fig.1

where a o-dCnn] cluster structure is assumed for the Lit He) nuclei.

The xC£,^) are the distorted waves describing the projectile-target

elastic motion in the initial and final channels with the relative

momenta "R̂  and "kg , respectively. The notation for the quantum num-
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bers is obvious. The bra-ket notation indicates an integration over

all the coordinates of the particle system.

The separate antisymmetrization of the projectile and target

wave functions is implied, whereas the remaining antisymmetrization

between the {i} and {j} sets of r,?,T coordinates is performed with

the operator

where P.. = P (ij)P (ij)P (ij) is the permutation (exchange) ope-

rator corresponding to a tij) pair of nucleons.lt is assumed that

the interaction V is symmetrical under the elementary permutations

P. . so that \j/t ,VJ = 0 .

Thus we have the exchange interaction

y jj
i'.j' i'.i-.j'.J- (4]

The first term

VD = Z-xMr^, 9±, a.. xi, Tj) [5)

does not involve any nucleon exchange and it is called the direct

term. From the next terms only the one involving an exchange between

interacting nucleons (knock-on exchange) will be considered here.

This is

VE = - Z i^lr. .,CT.,0.,T.,T.) . (6)

IJ 1 j 1 J
i,j

The other terms contain exchange between non-interacting nucleons

and their contribution depends on the amount of correlation between
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the projectile and target wave functions. There is no sufficient
information concerning the importance of these terms to be ablB to

know the precise error introduced by neglecting them. ..

The exact treatment of the exchange interaction has only

been done so far for the reactions with nucleon projectiles. The

computations involve difficulties due to the nonlocal character of

the exchange interaction• There are no exact calculations for the

reactions with composite projectiles where the situation is more

complicated. An approximate treatment of the Knock-on exchange in-

teraction has been proposed by Petrovich et al /9/ for reactions

with nucleons and extended by Schaeffer /10/to reactions with AS 4
fi R

projectiles and by Ciangaru /3/ to the (Li, He) reactions.The ap-

proximation follows a method used by Perey and Saxon /11/ in redu-

cing nonlocal interactions to equivalent local forms for use in

evaluating reaction transition amplitudes. So far, only central

forces have been considered in this treatment.

A central N-N potential invariant under rotations in the

spin-isospin space can be written as
^ ^fS) (S) (T) _CT)

V = X VST X fCr.jKa. . o\ H T J • T* ) , (71
S.T i j J
CO) CO) CD CD

where o and T are unity operators and o and T are the

Pauli spin and isospin operators, respectively > the same radial

form is assumed for all (ST] terms. The local part of the knock-on

exchange potential is given by the Petrovich LEA method as

VE = A(k2) Z V S T X SlrtjHo^ • Sj HT'J -T\ ) (8)
S.T i,j
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where a Serber strength mixture was assumed and

A(kZ) = f dr". . e ^ f (r. .) . . (9)

The parameter k is a local momentum which is chosen by Schaeffer as

k = (m/M V2ME /P ' (10)

Lab

where E. . is the bombarding energy of the projectile in the labo-

ratory system, m is the nucleon mass and M is the projectile mass.

Therefore, k is the momentum carried by a nucleon at rest in the

projectile frame of reference.

Although the LEA method requires further improvements, it

presents the very important advantage that it can be easily applied

to reactions with composite projectiles. The existing DWBA codes

which are not set up to handle antisymmetrized reaction amplitudes

require only minor modifications to incorporate this method. The

local form (B) of the knock-on exchange N-N central potential is

suitable to the cases where the non-normal parity transitions are

unimportant. It is also possible to obtain a LEA expression for the

non-local part of thB knock-on exchange potential /9,12/ but we are

not concerned with this problem here.

Z. Tho. p no jzctllo.-folded elective lnte.iac.tlon

In the case of composite projectiles the integral over their

internal coordinates {j} has to be carried out in eq.(1). This

leads to an average effective potential

cm
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which may have a different character than the N-N potential

t^tr. .»<r. »x. »cr,»T,) i f the projectile has a complicated nuclear

structure / 3 / . The situation is considerably simpler when the in-

ternal orbital angular momentum of the projectile is zero (S-state).

In this case, the internal wave function of the projecti le can be

factored into a spatial function and a spin-isospin function as

jt + st
V, t rj'aj'Tj } = U t rj } *m < V Tj } '• [ 1 2 )

and the integration over the spatial coordinates can be done sepa-

"ratsly in eq.t11).

We will now show how this can be done for a central (x = 0)

or a tensor CM = 2) N-N potential "& [r..,a.,a,,T.,T .) which has

the multipole expansion /3/

(K) CO) k.-k^+ZS
**• ( r i j ' a i ' f f j ' T i ' T j ) = 4i r2TVST V 36

M 2*
 2 S + 1 21 i

S,T

C n 2 g
0 0

. C g C X . , r . )
2% * 1 0 0 0 x J

^ t k ) ^ A t k ) ^ ( K ) ^ C S ) ^ C S ) ( K ) CT) ( T )
• (CY 1 ( X , ) x Y 2 C r j ) ] - C 0 J x ffj D )[rt • ^ ) ( 1 3 )

whBre we used the geometry from Fig.1.to express the interaction

distance r. : of a projectile-target nucleon pair as r. . n|)t.-r.|-

with X. = |$-r.| being the distance between the CM of the pro-
. (k k_) H

jectile and the i-target nucleon. The quantity g (X.,r.) i3

thu usual multipole expsnaion coefficient. Since we have assumed

that the internal motion of the projectile has a Jt=O orbital an-

gular momentum we must have k2=0 and the integral (11) over the

space coordinates leads to tha following space-averaged potentials
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An) ( H ) *+2S \ / 3 Ô V 9 + 2S+1
• lX1,fl,,ï,,t1,t,)-4iZ:v.T i " * < ¿

sp.av . x i J X J S.T 2» • 1

( K Q ) X ^ W Ä [S) A ( S ) CK) (T) Ä ( T )
g CX.HY ( X . ) - C 5 4 - i j : H T . • T . ) (14)

av. i i j i j

with

CNO)K °° 2 ( H C ) K
g (X.) = ƒ dr.r . o(r . )g (X. , r . ) • (15)
av. o J J J J

where we have defined a density function p(r . ) for the nucléons of

the projectile as

jj t r j ) = /dfljd {£._,} u* {rj} ua Ir j) (16)

with the normalization

ƒ drjrj p(rj) = 1 . (17)

One should note that the integral (17) is performed over all the in-

ternal space coordinates of the projectile except for the radial co-

ordinate of the j-nucleon. The cluster model density function cor-

R 6
responding to the ( Li, He) reaction /3/ is shown in Fig.2.

Thus, the integration over a 1=0 projectile internal space

coordinates results into a pseudo-potential acting between the pro-

jectile CM and the target nucléons. As it appears from the eq.(14),

which is in fact an alternative form of a biparticle potential mul-

tipole expansion, the pseudo-potential has the same character (i.e.,

central or tensor) as the N-N potential we started with, except for

a different radial dependence which is now given by the eq.(15).

This is shown in Fig.3 for the (Li,. He) reaction with different

types of effective potentials. Among these, the LEA exchange part of

a central Yukawa interaction has an especially simple form, namely
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Coolo PCX.)
g CX.l = r * 2 C18)
av.exch, 1 ( A * r )

where \i is the inverse rangB of the N-N interaction and k is ob-

tained from eq. (10) with E L a b = 34 MeV.

3. Re.&ult& £OA. the. Z ' Mg{ LI,6He.) >L \L .teaetc e m

at 34 MeV

The microscopic DWBA treatment developed above will he ve-

rified here by comparing it with the experimental data. V.hils as-

6 6
suming a a-d(nn) clustering of the Lit He) nuclei, the .\-cli.stBr

was considered a "spectator" during the reaction. This srr^ic r; a

rather reasonable assumption if the ( Li, He) has indeed a prscc-

minant quasi-elastic character.

The bound state nuclear wave functions describing t̂ .s tar-

get nuclei were generated in a Woods-^Saxon well of radius r\=!,23

fn, diffuseness a • 0,65 fm and a spin-orbit coupling constant :r

25 times the Thomas term. The Coulomb potential for a uniformly

1 /3charged sphere of radius r_ = 1.25 A fm was- included for the prc-
f 1

ton wave functions. The distorted wave functions x ~ were calcula-

ted using the Li optical model parameters from ref./3/.

The reaction DWBA angular distributions were calculated with

the code DWUCK /13/ modified by us to work with averaged potentials

obtained with the eq.(15). We chosed to work with y = 1.0 fm empi-

tical potentials namely, Yukawa for the central part and r~.Y for

the tensor part of the interaction since they present the advantage

of being easy to manipulate. It turns out from the analysis which

we made that this choice is rather reasonable.

The Z6Mg and the 5* g.s.» 3- 0.42 MeV, and 1+ 1.06 PieV

g»s • o

26
Al states were described by the (1d Q , ? ) s h e l l model conf igurat ion
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as in previous work /6,14/. The theoretical angular distributions

are compared with the experimental data in Fig.4. The shapes are

characterized by the lowest of the two orbital angular momentum

transfers allowed by the selection rule |J-1]S L < J + 1 mentioned

before. Compared to the point-particle results, averaging over pro-

jectile mass density together with correcting for knock-on exchange

gives somewhat improved angular distribution shapes, and yields a

substantial reduction in the V** strengths presented in Table 1.

In deciding whether the one-step model outlined here is rea-

listic it is important to compare the v i ' strengths with those de-

duced from nucleon reactions. The value v|j0 = 12.5^ 2.5 MeV given

by Austin /15/ for L=0 tp,p'l and (p,n) reactions is not too diffe-

rent from our/lumbers. -This contrasts with previous papers /6,14/

where values of 30 MeV and 180 MeV were reported for the V.°

strength resulting from the same reaction analysis. Part of this

discrepancy is probably explained by our exchange correction and the

cluster-model mas-e-6 wave functions which tend to increase the re-

action cross section.

The present results also" remove much of the apparent L-de-

pendence of the vi. interaction strength. That which remains might

ba caused by any or all of several possibilities : the LEA method

of calculating the knock-on exchange % tensor force contributions

which tend to favor high-L multipoles compared to central forces j

inadequate mass-26 wave functions j two-step or more complicated

processes. ' __

The 25Mg(6Li.6He)Z5Al reaction tests the model differently.

Since several L's contribute to a given transition on this odd - A

target, inadequate handling of the sizes of various L-components
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will causa poor fitting of the angular distribution shapes, as well

as inconsistent interaction strengths. The data and theoretical

curves for transitions to the 5/2+g.s., the 1/2+0.45 MeV and 7/2 +

1.61 MeV 25A1 states are illustrated in Fig.5. For the analysis,the

1/2* state was taken to be the band head of the K - 1/2 C 2 1 1H Nilsson

orbital, whereas the other states were taken to be members of the

band associated with thB K. • 5/2 Q202J orbital. In this context, the

L's allowed by selection rules are 0,2,4 for the 5/2+ and 7/2+ states

and 2,4 for the 1/2+ state. Again, a Yukawa central force including

knock-on exchange was used in the calculations. The shapes of the

1/2+ and 7/2+ transitions are reproduced quite satisfactorily.

From fig.5 it appears that for the 5/2+g.s. analog transition

the model yields too much LB0 cross section relative to larger L's

(which fill in the cross section minimal. Here the Nilsson model

gives a L°0 spectroscopic factor larger relative to those for L=2

and 4, compared to the 7/2+ transition where excessive L=0 cross

section is not obvious. We note that the reaction model overesti-

mates the importance of the L=0 components in this case by about the

amount indicated by the Fig analysis. Specifically, if we arbitra-

rily take the strengths found from Mg for each multipole,then the

5/2+g.s, angular distribution data are better reproduced. (The

27 27

Al •* Si angular distribution displays the same pattern/3/o

This result disagrees with another study /4/ where, due to a mis-

handling of L's, it was concluded that the angular distribution has

a L=0 character).

The role of the tensor force in the C Li, He) reaction is

not clear at the present time. We have investigated only superfi-

cially this problem, neglecting the exchange contribution corres-
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ponding to the tensor interaction. However, we considered that we

could still get an indication of whether or not the tensor contri-

bution necessary to fit our data is within reasonable limits by com-

parison with the tensor OPEP, for example. A tensor force of the

r .Y form /15/ with range y = 1.0 fm was employed. Tensor strengths

up to 2,2 MeV did not worsen the fits to the Mg data, but both the

magnitude and the L-depBndence of the ax component of the central

•Force were slightly reduced as indicated in Table 1, Inclusion of

this force with strengths up to 3,2 HeV improves both the computed

Al angular distribution shape and the V.. strengths as indi-
g, s • I I

cated in fig, 5 and Table 1. The tensor vi.. strengths which we found
2

give r -weighted volume integrals /15/ comparable to the OPEP value

which is 315 MeV,fm5.

Ill, CONCLUDING REMARK-S

The intention of this contribution has been to analyze the

importance of the one-step quasi-elastic process in the C Li, He)

reaction. From the above analysis, the following conclusions can be

drawn :

(i) An important element of our treatment was thB inclusion

of the local knock-on exchange effects. Cur calculation showed that

this correction cannot miss from e meaningful evaluation of the

R R

( Li, He) reaction. The main consequence of including the knock-on

exchange was the renormalizetion of the reaction cross sections and

the diminution of the L-dependence of the N-N central interaction

strength. If the values of the N-N interaction strength which we

found are taken as a test, the general impression is that thB LEA

method is accurate enough to give a fair estimate of the size of
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the knock-on exchange effects j however, in the case of the small

L-multipoles they might be overestimated. Much more complicated cal-

culations /8/ lead to comparable results. This can be seen from

Table 2 where comparative on+c/°n ratios are prBsentedt

(ii) In our microscopic DWBA analysis, the N-N interaction

was folded into the transition nucleon density of the ( Li, He)nuclei

assumed to have a o-d(nn)cluster structure.The a-cluster was consi-

dered a "spectator" during the reaction which turned out to be a re-

Co)

asonable assumption.The calculations yielded V.̂  strengths compar-

able with the ones accepted in the literature. The r .Y tensor force
(2)

is still insufficiently studied.Our V values are around the OPEP

value of 2.6 MBV but they are probably affected by the neglect of

the tensor exchange effectsianyway,they suggest that the tensor force

is compatible with our (Li, He) experimental data.

(iii) Although our analysis is subject to further improve-

ments, the ovBr-all success argues in favor of interpreting the

(Li, He) reaction as mainly a quasi-elastic process. However, this

process can be inhibited by certain factors (e.g., reaction Q-value,

angular momentum selection rules) in which case the opportunity for

multi-step or other processes to occur is enhanced. We believe that
6 fi

a further development of the study of thB ( Li, He) reaction will be

thB invsstigation of the "t.t interaction in parallel with thB non-

local exchange effects which occur naturally in the reaction forma-

lism. Together with the two-step processes, they might also be able

to explain thB hindered 0+ - 0+ on-shell transitions.
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(x)
Tablz 1. Values of the V.. strength (MeV) of the N-N Yukawa

2
central force U=0] and of the N-N r .Y tensor force (x = Qj2),
both with y=1.0 fm . The same notation as in figure 3 is used,

Residual

nucleus

2 6 A1

2 5 A1

1 +

3*

5+

5/2*

\/2*

7/2*

L

0

2

4

0,2,4

2,4

0,2,4

Point

D

BO.O

B5.4

71.5

D

2 1 . B

24,0

32,6

27.4

32.4

29.5

Cluster structura

D+E

15.B

17.8

18.0

17.0

18.4

16.5

'(D+E)*T

15.1

16.3

16.4

13.1

14.4

13.0

2.2

3.2
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Table 2. Comparison of the ratios 'n+E^D ^ o r dif ferent

reactions. The values from this work are based on the to ta l

intagrated reaction cross sections. HJ indicates a Hamada -

Johnston force, the rest of the forces are of Yukawa type.

Reaction

(P,n)a)

(6Li,6He)b l

[BLi,BHe)o )

CBLi,BHe)d)

(3He,t) B )

( ' ) f )

(6Li,BHe)c:)

t6Li,6He}d )

(3He,t) e )

tp,p ' ) f 5

tange

(fnf1)

HJ

0.7

0,694

0.707

0.707

0.73

0.8

O.B

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

2 .0

L - multipole

0

1.59

1.56

1.28

1.70 .

2.40

1.1

1.44

2.02

2.10

2.60

1.30

2.40

3.24

2

2.66

2.74

1.50

2.10

1.3

2.0

2.64

2.50

1.55

2.77

3.49

4

2.07

3.10

1.7

3.04

4.10

3.90

1.80

3.33

4.29

6

3.40

-

4.30

2.4

5.66

6.9

4.30

2.20

4.58

5.45

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

1, E
4BCaCBLi,6Hl)?6Sc, S = 1,
26Mg(6Li,BHe)26Al, S = 1, E
54FeC6Li,6He)54Co, S = 1,
48Ca(3He,t)48Sc
9oZr(p.P']

9oZr*

Lab
Lab
Lab

ELab
S = 0,

S = 0,

= 11.7 MeV /16/
= 34 MsV /B/
= 34 MeV (this work)
34 MeV /3/
30 MeV /10/
IB.BMeV /9/.
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Figure 1 The spatial coordinate vectors, describing the

projectile-target system in the ( L i , He)

reaction. A a-d(nn) cluster structure is as-
6 6

sumed for the Lit He) nuclei..The target

nucleus CM is considered at rest.

Figure 2 The d-nn nucleondensity function of the.
6 6

( L i , He) reaction assuming the a-dtnn)

cluster wave functions / 3 / .

Figure 3 The radial part of various types of effective-

potential. The curves are calculated assuming

either a point or finite size lav.) projectile

using the density function from figure 2.

X corresponds to the relative distance as is

shown in figure 1. D is the calculation ne-

glecting and D+E the one including knock-on

exchange for E. . = 34 MeV and Serber strength

mixture. T stands for tenser interaction.

Figure 4 Comparison of the 26Mg[6Li,6He)26Al reaction

experimental data with the theoretical cal-

culations using a Yukawa central force with

Ii = 1.0 fm . The three curves correspond to

the increasingly refined models as explained,

in figure 3.

Figure 5 Comparison of the 25MgC6Li,BHe)25Al reaction

experimental data with the calculations using
-1 2

U = 1.0 fm Yukawa central and r .Y tensor
forces. The tensor strength is V^2)= 3.2 MeV.
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TARGET (REZIDUAL) NUCLEUS

Rg.1 Fig.2
r(fm)

10'

101

104

10"

Rang»=a707|fnf')

1.D=YuUavw
I 2.Dav.
1 3LlD*E)dv.

«.DT=OPEP

I I I | I I I
Range=10 Urn"1)

1.D= Yukawa

\ 3ID*EW
\«.DT=x? Yukawa
VDT

\
I I

5 0 5
X- RELATIVE DISTANCE (fm)

Fig.3
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SPHERICAL-DEFORMED SHAPE TRANSITION IN THE .,

: Tb ISOTOPES

L.Funke

Zentralinstitut for Kernforschung Rossendorf,
Dresden, D.D.R.

It is well established that several properties of

doubly even nuclei are considerably altered when the neutron

number is changed from 88 to 90, Many of these phenomena are

interpreted in terms of a sharp increase of the quadrupole de-

formation. In an attempt to consider the influence of this

shape transition on the level schemes of odd-proton nuclei a

systematic study of the high-spin states in odd-mass Tb nuclei

has been performed. In previous papers of the Rossendorf group

/1,2/ the results for the well-deformed nuclei 1 5 5 » 1 5 7 » 1 5 9
T b

with neutron numbers 90, 92 and 94 have been presented.

The level structure of 1 5 3Tb and 151Tb with neutron

numbers 88 and 86, respectively, has been studied recently in

a cooperation work of the groups in the Zentralinstitut fur

Kernforschung Rossendorf and the Institute of Atomic Physics

Stockholm /3,4/. The cyclotrons of both institutes were used

to excite the states of the Tb isotopes in the reactions (a,2n),

(o,4n) and ( He,3n). The Y~ray transitions following these

reactions have been investigated by in-beam spectroscopical

methods.

The observed levels in Tb are interpreted as members

of perturbed rotational bands built upon Nilsson orbitals
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arising from the shell model states 2dg,2?
 1S7/2

 ancl 1n11/2*

The irregularities in both the negative and positive parity se-

quences are remarkably well described in a Coriolis coupling

calculation /3/, In this calculation the moment-of-inertia para-

meter varies with collective angular momentum in the same way

152 153
as in the ground-state band of Gd. In contrast to Tb no

151rotational bands have been found in Tb. The level structures

observed in our experiment can be explained as excited states

of a spherical nucleus /4/, A 25 sec isomeric 11/2" level

decays via levels with spin and parity 5/2 and 3/2 to the

1/2* ground-state. The isomer and a 15/2 state ara fed through

two similar level sequences, which have been established <!p to

levels with spin and parity equal to 35/2" and 39/2*, respect-

ively. Another level sequence ranges from 33/2 to 45/2 . The

151high-spin states in Tb are ascribed to excitations of the

146five valence nucleons outside the magic c«Gd__ core. In par-

ticular a reasonable interpretation of the high-spin level se-

quences is obtained if the three-particle clusters i^\\...~

nf?/2 nh 9 / 2) 2 ? / 2- and (ph11/2 nhg/2 nii3/2)g3/2* are assumed

to persist as stable components within the sequences. The sta-

bility of these clusters is explained as a result of the

Maximization of the Overlap of Nucleonic wave functions that is

obtained by Alignment of angular momentum (MONA), Another in-

teresting feature in Tb as well as in the Gd core is the

fact that in the ^7/2' hg/2 structure the (3-1) state occurs

below the state with J . This situation might be caused by

an enhancement of the strong attraction in the

seniority 3 state due to the hg/2 neutron.
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Comparing the level structure of the Tb (and Gd)

isotopes with neutron numbers between 86 and 94 one can see a

smooth transition from spherical (N=B6) to deformsd (N > 901

shapeV The- nuclei with 88 neutrons behave like a very soft

rotor having very small deformation in thB ground-state and

large deformation at spins above R *v 4, The comparison of the

structure of the Tb nuclei with those of the Gd cores shows

that the odd proton has only little influence on £his shape

transition,

/1/ G,Winter, L.Funke, K.H.Kaun, P.Kemnitz and H.Sodan,

Nucl.Phys. A176, 609 (1971)

/2/ G,Winter, L.Funke, P.Kemnitz,-H.Sodan and E.Will,

3.of Phys. A7, L125 (1974)

/3/ G.Winter, J.Doring, L.Funke, P.Kemnitz, E.Will,

S.Elfstrom, S.A.Hjorth, A.Johnson and Th.Lindblad,

Nucl.Phys. A229, 2B5 (1978)

/4/ P.Kemnitz, L.Funke, E.Will, G.Winter, S.Elfstrom,

S.A.Hjorth, A.Johnson and Th.Lindblad, Nucl.Phys,,

in print.





TRIAXIAL ROTOR MODEL AND p-DECAY IN TRANSITIONAL ODD

MASS NUCLEI

D.Bogdan and P.Vertes

Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Bucharest,

Romania

H.Toki* and A.FaesslBr

Institute fur Kernphysik der KFA Julich, 517 Julich,

W.Germany

After the successful introduction of the y deformation

(triaxial shape) in the analysis of the transitional odd mass

nuclei, the triaxial rotor model has been adopted to explain the

negative and positive parity bands io even-even mass nuclei and

11also the low-lying high spin bands in odd-odd mass nuclei.

It was found that all the available experimental data, excitation

energies, electromagnetic transitions and moments, were nicely

reproduced in the framework of the triaxial rotor plus one or two

quasi-particles.

An interesting feature to note, especially for the nuclei

in the mass, region of about 180-200, is that the y deformation

extracted from the experimental data increases gradually from P°

to 60 as mass number increases A = 180° to 200°. This result

seems convincing %o believe the existence of the static y de-

*?/iziznt add/izii j Inititutz .o& Tkzoie.tlc.al TIUJAA.CS. UnJ.ve.-nl.tu
o& Kzgznibuig, 84 ?zgznibun.g, Vi.Gztma.nij

'The. ioKmtilaa, the. compaiiion between e.xpz)iime.nt& and calautationi
and the, AejeAence* atiz faund In thz fallowing tzc.tan.zi :
k.fazitlzKi P*edea£ tummzi t>chool Izctuie. notz&{1976] Romania
H.Tokif lakopanz wlntzn. ichoot lzc.tu.Kz notzi (1977) Poland.
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formation, since the phase transition takes place gradually as

is the feature of ths finite system.

Of course, one needs to check all the models introduced

to explain a certain number of experimental data by other avail-

able data, if any.

As an example, in our case we hav.e studied in addition

the p-decay data for the transitional odd mass nuclei. We have

used the Behrens and Biihring's firm factors formalism. According

to this one:, thB radial electron wavB functions are expanded in

powers of the electron mass, electron energy and nuclear charge,

while the coefficients of this expansion are still functions of

the radial coordinate r, depending on the shape of the charge

distribution inside of the nucleus, A consequence of this treat-

ment is that besides the usual nuclear matrix elaments additional

ones occur which contain both the nuclear and the electromagnetic

structure of the nucleus via the shape of the charge distribution.

The relations between certain vector form factors coef-

ficients, which can be derived on the basis of conserved vector

theory (CVC) have been used. The calculated and the experimental

absolute log ft values are presented in Table 1, In general the

log ft values calculated in terms of the shell model are very

small as compared to the experiments.

In general the log ft values calculated in terms of shell

model are vary small as compared to the experiments. The triaxial

rotor model produces very strong cancellation effects. Due to

these strong effects, very large absolute log ft values results.
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We would like to point out the relative good ft values

are obtained using a model suitable for high spin states using

ialso some parameters, like y deformation, which are extracted

from high spin data. It follows the conclusion that high spin

states models have important consequences also for the nuclear

spectrosoopy of low lying states.
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A NUMERICAL STUDY OF THRESHOLD STATES

M.S.Ata , C.Grama, N.Grama, C.Hategan

Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Bucharest

ROMANIA

1. INTRODUCTION

The opening of a neutron channel results in threshold ef-

fects in open channel cross-sections only if a state - either a.

compound nucleus or a single particle one - is coincident with

neutron threshold /1/. This state, in addition to its energy loca-

lization at threshold, has a large reduced width for decay in

threshold channel. The study of.such state could be interesting

not only by its effects in open channels, as discussed above, but

even by its own nature. These states with specific properties are

called threshold states /2/. A R - Matrix study of neutron thres-

hold states- was done by Lane /3/.

2. NEUTRON THRESHOLD STATES

The properties of zero energy neutron states could be il-

lustrated on the one - level case

(1)
Eo " E " t S n + i Pn "

I.A.E.A. Fellow Permanent Address : Atomic Energy
Establishment, Cairo, Egypt,
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Because of the energy dependence of the shift - and penetration -

factors, S and P , a change will occur in position and width of

the level

Eo * §o = Eo P ' r - f = r B (2)

where the factor 0 is lower than 1

0 £ 0 £ 1 (3)

and because of this it is called "compression factor". It follows

that :

1) - the level Eo is shifted to thB threshold

2) - the level width r is compressed.

The 0 factor is defined by using R - Matrix shift - (and penetra-

tion) - factor

U(E) ^6(E) = - or |3CE) = ,, | (4)
1 • Y(

Because, at least for neutron case, dS /dE is positive, it- results

that 0(E) is lower than 1. This-factor corresponds to renormaliz-

ing the wave function out of channel radius. In fact it gives the

extension of the threshold level wave function outside of the chan-

nel radius. This is just another property of the threshold state :

3] - it has an anomalous large radius j it is very extended.

Because of its spatial extension, its overlap with the compound nu-

cleus inner states is reduced by a factor B. It follows that this

state is not disolved in the sea of surrounding complicated le-

vels, So a property of this state is :

4) it occurs as a single level superposed on a background

of statistic levels.
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Of course because of its weak coupling with the other channels

Y (a i n) 2i 0» it has a large reduced width for the decay in the

threshold channel :

The compression effect (1 - B) becomes smaller with the in-

creasing of 1-partial wave, and larger with the increase of the

neutron reduced width (figure 1).

«,

3. CHARGEO PARTICLE THRESHOLD STATES

It could be interesting to extended this rationing to the

charged particle threshold states which occur in heavy ions trans-

fer reactions. A numerical experiment results in the following

conclusions :

1) For a given nucleus, split in two clusters, the com -

pression is stronger (factor B is smaller) for lighter cluster

(particles) ;,p,d,t,... (figure 2). The localization of the thres-

hold states near the Coulomb barrier (characterized by the half

width of the g(E) curve) becomes more spread as the mass of the '

nucleus increases. In Figure 3 the half-width Te at the half of
p

the height of the 0(E) curve is given for various cluster thres-

hold states in different nuclei.

2) The compression (measured by minimum value of P) is at-

tenuated with the increase of the mass of nucleus and of the clus-

ters (figure 4),

3) The compression is attenuated with the increase of the

relative angular momentum (figure 5), The influence of the centri-

fugal barrier on the value for the alfa cluster states in 2oNe is
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presented in figure 5! The values of p and ro increase due to the
p

presence of the centrifugal barrier. This is due to thB increase

of the thickness of the barrier as 1 increases.

4) The compression measured by (3 . , is more effective

(P . is localized}, just 1 fled/ below the barrier's top » so they

occur at coulombian threshold (figure 6)•

5) The increase of the channel radius results in a lsvel

concentration at the barrier's top.

6] The diffuseness of the W B I I is squivalent*with the in-

creasing of the corresponding partial width /4/i this results in

a larger compression of the diffuse well tfigure 7).

Here are some comments on the results of the above nume-
2 2 2

rical experiment. Because the reduced width is Y = Ch /MR ), it

results that the larger R is, the larger g . is . Because
* nun

R < R. < R. ... and so on, the ordering is the same for $ . ,

W P > <Pmin(d} * W t J •••

A feature of the threshold states is their large spatial extension,

so the condition to form such a state is to have a large penetra-

tion through the barrier. The energy region where such a threshold

state can appear is determined by the thickness of the barrier.The

thiner the barrier is, the larger is the energy region where a

threshold state can appear and a larger F. is expected. There are

two factors for determining the thickness of the barrier. One of

them is the Z.Z- product that-determines the dependence of the

Coulomb barrier on the system splitting and the other one is the

radius of the .channel. The thickness of the barrier increases from

protons to tritons because the threshold states occur at about

1 MBV bellow the Coulomb barrier and because R < R.< R. , To a
p d t
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constant variation of the energy arround this value it corresponds

variations in the thickness of the Coulomb barrier which increase-

from protons to triton. It follows rg(p)> T-Cd) > TgCt}. For a con-

stant channel radius, the thickness of the Coulomb barrier at

about 1 FleV bellow the top decreasBs if the Z.Z_ product increases.

Due to this To increases in this case. The interplay between these
p

two factors determines the width of' the 0 curve,

In order to establish the influence of the diffuseness of

the well on the value of p, the method of Vogt /4/ was used. It con-
»

sists in the construction of an equivalent square well potential

to diffuse edge well potential. The diffuse edge has as effect the

increase of the penetrability through the barrier* that is equiva-

lent to the increase of the reduced width y to fY where f- is the

reflection factor. At the same time, the channel radius must be in-

creased by AR, Both f and AR increase as the diffuseness a in-

creases, It results that in the case of the diffuse edge potential,

0 . depends on two factors f and y2 = h2/ [MCR • AR)Z|. The depen-

dence of the minimum of 0 on the cluster mass number presents a mi-

nimum in the region of deuterons in all studied nuclei (figure 7).

That is duB to the fact that the diffuseness has the largest value

for deuterons. At the same time 0 . is pushed to lower values as

is expected due to the larger penetration through the barrier in

the case of diffuse edge. In figure B the curvBS for d and a thres-

hold states in °Ne for the case of the square well and diffuse

edge well, are presented, The position of P . is the same in both

cases, whereas 0mj_ decreases and r_ increases in the case of the

diffuse edge well. The value of 0 . for diffuse edge well poten-

tial depends on two factors i the thickness and the penetrability
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of the equivalent square barrier well potential. These two factors .

which have opposite influence, increase as the diffuseness in-

creases. The strongest effect is that of the penetrability and due

to this P . increases in the case of the diffuse edge W B I I poten-

tial.

4.CONCLUSIONS

There are some.experimental evidences of charged particle

threshold states. On the statistical background of levels, some

simple structures were observed in excitation spectrum. They occur

near the coulombian threshold and have a large reduced width for

the decay in the threshold channel. These states were identified

as charged cluster threshold states. Such threshold states were

observed in /5/ 15.16.17,18^ 18.19^ 1 9 . 2 0 ^ 2^g> 32 S > T h g

3 12

types of clusters involved were d, t. He, a and even C. They

were observed in heavy-ions transfer reactions in the residual nu-

cleus as strong excited levels. The charged particle threshold

states occur as simple structures at high excitation energy. They

could be interesting both from nuclear structure as well as nu-

clear reaction mechanism point of view. They could be excited as

simple structures both in compound and residual nucleus /B/, This

could be a prospective subject of research in some heavy - ions re-

actions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 The dependence of ths compression factor

g on p = k a (k • wave number/ a - channel

radius) for the neutron threshold states.

Figure 2 The dependence of compression factor (3 on

energy for p.d.t, 3>4He. 6>7Li threshold

states in 2oNe, 24Mg and 32S.

Figure 3 The dependence of the width at the half of

the height of the 3(E) curve on the mass

number of nuclei for various clusters.

Figure 4 The dependence of the minimum of f$ on the

cluster mass for various nuclei (square

well potential).

Figure 5 The variation of 0(E) with energy for

various angular momenta for the alfa

cluster threshold states in °Ne,

Figure 6 The difference between the energy for which

(} is minimum and the Coulomb barrier's top

for various clusters of different A nuclei.

Figure 7 The dependence of the minimum of 3 on the

cluster mass for various nuclei (diffuse

edge well potential).

Figure B The variation of the compression factor 0

with energy in the case of the d and He

threshold states in Ne for square well

and diffuse edge well potentials.
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A SIMPLE CLASSICAL S-MATRIX APPROACH

: TO HEAVY ION MULTIPLE COULOMB EXCITATION

P.Kaufmann, K.Mohring and Jf.Frobrich v

Hahn Meitner Institut fur Kernforschung Berlin,

Bereich Kern- und Strahlenphysik, Berlin-West, GERMANY

Multiple Coulomb Excitation was the first example where '

the Classical S-Matrix Theory /1/ was applied to a heavy-ion
3

coupled channel problem /2-4/, Refs,/2,3/ deal with the backward

scattering Coulomb excitation of a deformed heavy nucleus, re-

ducing the problem essentially to a collinear one. The full

three-dimensional problem is treated in ref,'/4/. But the latter

turns out to be very tedious, ruling out its practical use.

In this contribution we present again an approximation,

which reduces the problem to a planar one (one internal degree

of freedom) and works quite well for all scattering angles. Con-

sidering the Coulomb excitation of a rigid rotor the hamiltonian

in our approximation reads

p2 1 2 Z Z e2

H = ^ + V-U+j) * V * -4g * • M P,(cps q...
2m 2mRZ R ZB 2R3 2 J

R is the relative distance of projectile and target, P the con-

jugate momentum, m the reduced mass, Z. the charges, j, Q- and 6

are the spin, quadrupole moment and moment of inertia of the

target, q. the angle conjugate to jj 3 is the total angular mo-

mentum. For 3=0 we get back the model of refs. /2,3/.
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Calculating the excitation probabilities for different

final spins of the rotor, following the lines of ref,/1/, a

Bessel uniformization is used , classically forbidden transitions

are calculated by quadratic extrapolation. We also include a

weighting factor as introduced in ref,/3/, counting for the out

of plane phase space available in the entrance channel.

The figure shows some results

for the system 84Kr + 232Th at E lab"

o 371 MeV and different scattering

angles 6 . Comparing to the conven-cm

tional semiclassical approach to

Coulomb excitation (de Boer-Winther

/5/) we find that the agreement is

over all surprisingly good. However,

it is intuitively clear that it is

in the planar configuration that the

target should be excited most effect-

ively.

An essential advantage of

this model as compared to the conven-

tional approach is the fact that one can easily incorporate

nuclear forces and treat Coulomb nuclear interference.

/1/ W.H.Miller, Adv.Chem.Phys. .25,, 69 (1974)

/2/ S.Levit et al., Phys.Lett. 5313,. 39 11974)

/3/ H.Massmann, 3 .o'.RasmussBn, Nucl.Phys, A243, 155 [1975)

/4/ P.Frobrich et al., Nucl.Phys. A290, 21S (1977)

/5/ 3.de Boer, A.Winther, in Coulomb Excitation, ed, K.Alder,
A.Winther, Acad.Press., NY 1966



EXCITATION OF GIANT RESONANCES IN 2 ° 8 Pb BY INELASTIC

SCATTERING OF 1 6 O

A.Guterman, D.Ashery and'J.Alster,

Physics Department, TBl-Aviv University* ISRAEL

and

D.K.Scott, M.S.Zisman, C.K.Gelbke, H.H.Weiman and D.L.Hendrie

Lawrence Berkley Laboratory, University of California,USA

Inelastic scattering of 0 ions from ° Pb was studied at

the bombarding energy of 140 MeV. A broad peak in-the region of the

Giant Resonances (8-25 MeV) is observed at the excitation energy of

about 11 MeV. This peak exhausts most of the T=0, L=2 Energy Weight- "

ed Sum Rule. Two relatively sharp peaks are observed at 9.2 and 14,3

MeV. The experimental data together with D.W.B.A. calculations, do

not support a previous monopole assignment to the 14.3 MeV reso-

nance since the measured cross section is by far above the sum rule

limit for a T=0, 0+ state. Table I summarizes these results.

The present work was carried out at energy in which deep ine-

astic processes are expected to occur with a large cross-section.Ac-

cording to the doorway model regarding the mechanism of deep inelas-

tic scattering /1,2/, the giant resonances are not likely to be ob-

served since the reaction is expected to proceed into deep inelastic

reaction. Our results do not support this prediction.
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Table I , Values of B(E2] and |M(0)| and the percentage of the
T»0 sum rule l im i t .

Excitation
Energy

IMeV)

9.2

10-14

14.3

L*

0*

2*

2 +

0*

2*

BCE2)or |MCO)|

tfm4)

4.4 x 104

0.13x 104

1.54 x 104

10»5 x 104

0.45x 104

Percentage of

T=0 Sum rule

66 %

10 %

140 %

250 i

54 \

The sum rule limits are defined as follows i

BtEU

2

3 Af.2

Bum

6 Ati

LR

.CM

2L-2

R2

L a 2

(Ref./9/)
5m



A FOCAL-PLANE DETECTION SYSTEM FOR

HEAVY IONS IDENTIFICATION

A.Guterman and D.Ashery

Physios Department, Tel-Aviv University, ISRAEL

A.Breskin, I.Tserruya and N.Zwang

Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, ISRAEL

We present a heavy-ion detection system which has been de-

veloped for use at the magnetic spectrometer of the Weizmann Insti-

tute of Science.

The system measures the momentum and velocity of the heavy

ion and is composed of three independent detectors (figure 1): A

position-sensitive detector located at the focal plane which mea-

sures the magnetic rigidity CBp) of the particle and a time - of -

flight system (TOF) composed of a "start" detector at the entrance

of the spectrometer and a "stop" detector placed behind the focal-

plane detector.

The focal-plane detector consists of a bi-dimensional posi-

tion sensitive drift chamber with a length of 300 mm and a short

drift region of 30 mm. A detailed description of the type of the de-

tector is given in refs /1,2/. The position resolution is better

than 0.5 mm in both the x- and the y- directions. In addition this

detector gives a AE signal which has a relatively poor resolution

but can be used for Z-identification up to Z l 8.

The start detector consists of a thin plastic scint"ilator

foil /3/ (NE 111, 100-200 vg/cm2j. The light is measured by a RCA

8575 Photomultiplier tube.
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The stop detector is a parallel-plate avalanche counter

(PPAC) /1,4/ mads of two parallel, 2.5'pm, aluminized mylar elec-

trodes with a gap of 1.6 mm. The time resolution of the TOF system

is 0.5 nsec mainly determined by the start detector.

The drift chamber as well as the PPAC are mounted in the

same vessel and are operated at the same gas pressure (20-40 torr

of isobutane).

The detection system is now under test. From the characte-

ristics of the different counters we expect a mass resolution better

than 2% and an energy resolution of 0.1 %. For heavy ion reactions

leading to discrete levels of the residual nuclei this information

should provide an unambiguous and complete identification of the re-

action channel.

REFERENCES
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FIGURE CAPTION

Figure 1 The set up of the detection system as described

in the text.
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ENERGY SHIFT EFFECT AND FRAGMENTATION OF AN INTERMEDIATE

STRUCTURE INVESTIGATED IN THE EXAMPLE OF THE g9/2 ISOfeARIC

ANALOGUE RESONANCE IN 5 3Hn

P.Kleinwachtar and H.Schobbert

Central Institute for Nuclear Research, Rossendprf, DOR,

8051-Dresden

kbittOLdt

In thB region of thB g9/2 isobaric analogue resonance in

Mn substructures are found, which exhibit an energy shift ef-

fect in different exit channels. This may be compared with si-

milar phenomena in heavy ion reactions.

In investigations of intermediate structures like the

isobaric analogue resonances /1/ or the nuclear molecular pheno-

mena /2,3,4/ some experimental hints for energy shifts of the

cross section maxima in different exit channels are found.These

energy shifts are connected with a reduction of the correlation

between the widths of the fine structure components of one door-

way in different channels. Such a correlation predicted by Lane

/5/ SBems to characterize the properties of all doorway pheno-

mena. In fact there are many examples which show a good corre-

lation, especially in the case of the fine structure distri-

butions of the proton induced isobaric analogue resonances at

low bombarding energies /B/, Deviations from this rule remained

unexplained /7/ or were attributed to the presence of different
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doorways acting in the reaction channels /5/. In connection

with the considered phenomenon in heavy ion reactions, Cole et

al. /&/ showed in a schematic model calculation that-the shift

occurs in cases where one entrance doorway is coupled to some

reaction (or exit) doorways, which in turn couple to different

reaction continua. By means of a less complicated physical

picture Rotter /9/ performed calculations within the framework

of the continuum shell model for weakly overlapping resonances

(I1 t> D). These resonances arise from the coupling of the dis-

crete shell model states to the surrounding continuum. After a

diagonalizing procedure the resonances having the same spin and

parity but not necessarily the same isospin are external mixed

via the continuum. As a result so called substructures may ap-

pear in the cross section. The position of the substructures is

determined by the'fluctuations of the level density. The centres

of the substructures in different outgoing channels may be

shifted in energy from each other within the width of the struc-

ture. These shifts are caused by the not correlated behaviour

of the partial widths in the different channels. Such a kind of

substructures were firstly experimentally observed by Temmer et

al,/1/ under the gross structure of an isobaric analogue re-

sonance, but here the problem of the energy shift was not dis-

cussed. It is the aim of this paper to present the results of

our investigation of the g9/2 isobaric analogue resonance in

Mn and to discuss the properties of the substructures in more

detail. The experiments were performed with the Ftossendorf

10-MeV-tandem and the Budapest 5-MeV-Van de Graaff accelerator

(all results of the considered g9/2 resonance and other analogue
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53resonances in Mn will be published elsewhere). High enriched

52(99,5%) targets of Cr deposited on gold backings were used.

The chromium targets had a thickness of about 3 KeV at 4 PleV

proton energy. Silicon surface barrier solid state detectors

registered the scattered protons from the target at different

angles. The differential cross sections in the proton channels

ware calibrated by the Rutherford cross section of the protons

scattered from the gold backing of the target. The yields of

the Y-rays detected by a 70 cm Ge(Li)-crystal were obtained by

comparison with the well known strength of the analogue-to-

antianalogue y-transition.of the g9/2 isobaric analogue resonance

in 59Cu /11/.

53 +
In the low lying part of Cr only one 9/2 state (E =

3715 keVJwas verified via the 52Cr(d,p) reaction /12/. Therefore

52we can conclude that the resonances seen in the Cr(p,y ) - and

52

Cr(p,p'Y)-reaction (paaks no, I-IV, resp. no, V - VIII of

fig.1) are the fragments of the corresponding g9/2 isobaric ana-

logue resonance. Further it is hardly to understand the exis-

tence of other (exit) doorways proposed by Cole et al. /8/.

In fig.2 examples of the angular distribution measure-

ments in the marked peaks of fig.1 are shown. We can state that

all angular distributions in the peaks no.I-VIII are consistent

with the spin-parity assignment of 9/2*.

It can be concluded from the experimental facts that

the observed resonances represent substructures of the g9/2.

isobaric analogue resonance which arise from the overlapping

ultimate fine structure resonances with a mean level distance

D % 1.4 keV /13/. Without the analogue state the resonances
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corresponding to complicated compound levels with T< - isospin

should be still separated /14/, They are enhanced by external

mixing with the Testate and begin to overlap. The low mean

T /r. . ratio of 0,2 (cf, table 1) points to a spreading
p tot

width of the T>-strength into ultimate fine structure resonances.

The centres of gravity of the gross structures in different

channels are shifted from each other, too, but no more than 20%

of the total spreading width,

• The Bffect of the energy shift of the observed gross and

substructures, respectively, is most clearly seen in the com-

parison between the (p,'Yn)- and tp,p'Y)-excitation function. It

amounts a few keV or less. This result must be considered to-

gether with the fact that there is really a lot of examples for

the well isolated resonance case CF <•< D) in which the resonance

positions are at the same energy and the partial widths are more

or less well correlated in all channels, A reduction of the

correlation arises by overlapping of fine structure resonances.

This corresponds to the fact, that the sum of the partial

widths is not equal to the total width for overlapping reso-

nances /15/.

The experimental results support the conclusions from

the continuum shell model calculations of rsf. /9/. They suggest

an explanation for the nuclear molecular phenomena observed in

heavy ion reactions in a manner similar to the isobaric analogue

case. In the heavy ion problem a quasimolecular state may re-

present a doorway /9/, The energy shifts observed in different

reaction channels may be due to the external mixing of over-
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lapping fine structure resonances as in thB case of the con-

sidered g9/2 ispbaric analogue resonance.

Valuable discussions with Prof. I,Rotter are gratefully
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Table 1

Widths and positions of the substructures in different channels for the
9/2*isobaric analogue resonance in 53Mn

au
OB

52Cr(T.dp) [103

Ep/keV

4180

Tp/keV

0.32

Tp'/keV

0.23

rtot/kev

06

5 2Cr(p. j 0 )

Ep/keV

4157(1)

4165 (II)

4176(11)

4182 UZ)

r * / e V

0.25

0.48

044

Q29

52Cr(p,p')

Ep/keV

4159 (3Z)

4176(21)

4186 (51)

4191(300)

Tp'/keV

0.10

0.10

0.07

0.06

52Cr(p,p)

Ep/keV

4154

4157

4168

4179

4186

4191

rp/keV

0.4

0.03

0.4

0.9

015

0.2

1.5

Q6

2.5

5.0

0.6

0.6
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Excitation functions "bf the reaction Cr + p

for different exit channels. R stands for the

capture state of the Cr(p,Y)-reaction, The full

drawn curve for the (p,^)- and Cp,p'Yl"reactions

are for visuell help. In the (p,p)-reaction it

represents the cross section Resulting from the

fitted parameter after folding with a Gaussian

resolution function with a FWHM of 3 keV,

Figure 2 Typical results from the angular distribution

measurements in different exit channels, •>•

The full drawn curves correspond to theoretical

predictions.
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6AMMA-WAY DECAYS OF NEUTRON-DEFICIENT NUCLEI

! . IN THE TRANS-TIN REGION

G.M.Gowdy, R.Kirchner, O.Klepper, G.Nyman ,

W.Reisdorf, E.Roeckl, P.Tidemand-Petersson, 3.L.Wood

GSI Darmstadt, 6100 Darmstadt, Federal Republic of Germany

D.Schardt, K.Wien

Institut fur Kernphysik, Technische Hbchschule Darmstadt,

6100 Darmstadt, Federal Republic of Germany

R.Fass

2. Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Giessen, 6300 Giessen,

Federal Republic of Germany

N.Kaffrell and K.Schneeweiss

Institut fur Kernchemie, Universitat Mainz, 6500 Mainz,

Federal Republic of Germany

In reactions of 290 MeV 5BNi ions from the GSI UNILAC on

Ni and Cu targets very neutron-deficient isotopes close to

the proton drip line above Z - 50 were produced. The new isotopes

108-110TBf 110-114^ a n d 112,114XB w e p e i d e n t i f i e d n/ b y i n v B S.

tigating gamma-ray and particle decays of mass-separated sources.

The studies of the decay schemes of 112«114i extend the

systematics for the doubly-even Te levels. This allows a more

complete comparison with levels in doubly-even Cd nuclei and per-

mits further exploration of the parallelism between the two sets

Vne.ie.nt addn.e.ti t Vzpan.tme.nt oi Phy&icA, CkaJMesu
o£ Technology, 40220 GottboKg, Svazdzn.

VJL&itoH. inom School o£ Chzmiitiy, Ge.on.Qla. Institute,
Technology, Atlanta, Ge.on.aia 30332, U.S.A.
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o? levels (Te and Cd) due to particle-hole'symmetry around the

Z = 50 closed shell. The significance of these systematics for

the Interacting Boson Model of Arima and Iachello will be dis-

cussed.

/1/ R.Kirchner et al, Physics Letters 708, 150 (1977)



DISSIPATION PROCESSES IN THE 8 6 K r + 1 6 6 E r REACTION

A.Olmi
Nax-Planck-Institut fur Kernphysik, Heidelberg, and

• G S I, Darmstadt, W.GERMANY

Deep inelastic reactions with heavy ions offer the possibility to study
macroscopically the behaviour of nuclear matter in non equilibrium conditions.

Since 1976, when the Unilac accelerator in GSI began to operate, we first
performed a systematic experimental survey of deep inelastic reactions,
with various projectile target combinations [l].

Thereafter the investigations were concentrated on a particular system,
86 K r + 166Er at energies between 4.9 and 12.2 MeV/u (Tab. I); this choice
was based mainly on the expectation that the excited primary products in
the considered mass region decay predominantly by neutron and y-emission,
so that the proton number is not affected by the sequential particle decay.

The projectile-like fragments were detected by a large (AO = 50 msr at 1 m
distance from target) position sensitive ionization chamber 63 » centered
around the grazing angle. The fragment charge was identified by means of
a AE-E technique resolves single Z values up to Z = 36; the center of
mass transformation was performed event by event.

The whole information obtained from the ionization chamber can be summarized
in two contour plots; in the first (Fig. la), total kinetic energy TKE vs.
9CM (tne socalled Wilczinski plot) one recognizes the elastic, the partly
damped and the completely damped (with possibly some fusiun-fission)
components, together with big fluctuations around these ridges. The second
plot (Fig. lb), TKE vs. Z,shows the increase of the charge diffusion as
the system dissipates kinetic energy, approaching and even overcoming
(due to deformations) the coulomb barrier for two spheres.
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Y-Hultip!icity and angular momentum dissipation

Further infonnation was obtained detecting in coincidence with the particles
the -y-rays emitted by the highly excited reaction products.

.4

In fact,with the dissipation of tangential energy, part of the incoming
orbital angular momentum is transformed into internal spin of the fragments;
This is related to the measured -^-multiplicity M and allows therefore to
study the angular momentum dissipation.

Within the experimental errors. M was found to be independent of the
scattering angle e C H.

Fig. 2 shows the ^-multiplicity as a function of the proton number Z for
different bins of TKE. There is a weak Z-dependence only in the partly
damped region. But assuming that M is independent of Z, that is M(E,Z) = M(E),
then the averaging procedure over the finite width of the TKE bins can
explain this dependence (solid curves in fig. 2) [3].

On the contrary. M shows a very pronounced dependence on TKEL (Fig. 3a),
with a steep increase in the partly damped region and a saturation in the
completely damped component.

Therefore, it must be concluded that the key quantity determining M and
the angular momentum dissipation mechanism is neither the scattering angle,
not the net charge (mass) transfer, but the energy-loss of the system.

In order to estimate the incoming orbital angular momentum 1jn , a procedure
similar to that suggested by Huizenga f4| was used.

Integrating the Wilczinski plot first along the elastic line and then,
beyond the grazing angle, for consecutive bins of increasing TKEL, one
can fill the cross section do/dl from 1____ toward smaller 1 -values;

graz
in spite of possible fluctuations, the so established empirical relation
between TKEL and l^n should hold in the average.
Guessing from compound nucleus studies the relation 1+ t = 2(M-5) for
the internal angular momentum of the fragments, the plot M vs. TKEL can be
transformed into the plot 1 ^ vs. l^n (Fig. 3b).

Rather suprisingly, the experimental points corresponding to low 1-values
lay well above the classical sticking limit (solid line); but this fact
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seems to be well explained in the diffusion model by W. Norenberg et al. |5|
as due to fluctuations in the angular momentum transfer mechanism (broken line).

From l i n and I t o t, also l o u t can be estimated and the measured energies
are found to correspond to the. sum of the coulomb barrier for spheres
plus the outgoing centrifugal barrier, at least in the partially damped
region, where deformation effects should be negligible.

This fact points out that the dissipation of the radial part of the kinetic
energy is a fast process, so that the system comes out just on the top
of the barrier and therefore the energy fluctuations are expected to be
reduced as compared to those in angle and mass.

Energy dissipation and interaction time

Fig. 4a shows the Z-distributions for different TKEL bins; for increasing
TKEL we observe a more and more pronounced skewness and a shift of the
maximum toward asymmetry which is not expected from potential energy consi-
derations.

Yet it seems reasonable |6| to modify the definition of TKEL in order to
take into account the variation of the coulomb barrier in different exit-
channel s.

TKEL* = TKEL -[Bcoul(in)-Bcoul(out)]

The validity of this parameter becomes of course questionable for energies
at or below the coulomb barrier for spheres, where deformation effects are
important. Anyhow, above the coulomb barrier, there are some advantages
in using bins of TKEL*.

1. Because in this system the variation of the coulomb energy approximatly
follows the variation of the g.s.-g.s. Q-value, TKEL* bins roughly
select the same excitation energy or temperature.

2. They select the same available energy (radial + tangential) above the
coulomb barrier.

3. If really the radial energy is completely dissipated, they select the
same centrifugal energy and roughly the same l0(jt (the centrifugal
barrier depends very weakly on the mass asymmetry).
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.4. The 2-distributions for different cuts in TKEL* (Fig. 4b) show no
drift toward asymmetry any longer, and remain gaussian in shape.

In diffusion model |7| the width of the (gaussian) Z-distribution measures
the number of nucleon exchanges which took place, and is proportional to
the time the system has interacted. This first suggests that the TKEL* could
be used to estimate the interaction time T- . of the process. The other two
observed quantities do not seem to be appropriate: The charge (or mass)
do not measure x^nt because, if a statistical picture is right, the total
number of exchanges and not the net mass transfer should be used; The
scattering angle seems also not good because different scattering angles
produce the same width of the Z-distribution suggesting therefore the same
interaction time.

Moreover one expects that the more the system interacts , the more orbital
angular momentum will be transferred into spin of the fragments, and
the ^-multiplicity shows a remarkable dependence only on the energy, and
not on angle or on net charge transfer.

So one can conclude that TKEL* is the best quantity which can be used to
define qualitatively an interaction time scale of the system, at least as
long as deformations do not become important. This conclusion is also
supported by theoretical calculations in the frame of the diffusion model.

The mass diffusion and one-body diffusion processes

It was already pointed out by Huizenga |8| that an empirical correlation
exists between total kinetic energy and variance of the charge distribu-
tion Oj.

Attempts have been made to explain this and other features of deep inelastic
reactions by means of a one-body dissipation model which takes into account
the recoil-energy of the statistically transferred nucleons. Assuming
that the dissipated energy for transfer is dEav/dNex = -m/u E a v, with m
mass of the exchanged particle, ji reduced mass of the system, E g v = TKE - Bc0(j1.
then E a v = (TKE-B)0 • expfm/u N f i X). If single nucleons are exchanged
sequentially and the probability depends only on the present state of the
system and not on its history, then N e x = ajj and if only the charge distri-
bution and not the mass distribution is measured, then it is necessary to
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relate ol with o? |9|. In general, beeing N and Z the number of neutrons
and protons, and ojj and o2. the variances of their distributions is

o 2 = o 2
 + o| + Z [ < N Z > - < N x Z > ] .

if no correlation exists, that is if the exchange probability is independent
whether the nucleon to be transferred is a protdh or a neutron, then the

2 2 2 2correlation term vanishes and oA = afj + a^ = A/Z a^.

,2

2 ,»,;,2Z 2
If complete correlation exists, that is N = N(Z), then ajj = [l + (dN/dZ)^) o|
which in medium-light systems (as Kr-Er) can be approximated to ojj = (A/Z) o2.

For intermediate cases, a Montecarlo program was used; the result is that the
A O 2

ratio o»/«»2 *s usually v e ry near to tne value (1 + dN/dZ)j and only for very
weak correlation (shallow potential valley) or for very few exchanges
(quasi-elastic region) it remains near A/Z.

Therefore,using NfiX = (A/Z)
2 o| (and not N g x = A/Z a

2,!) one finds that this
simple one-body dissipation model underestimates the energy-loss only .for
10-30 % (Fig. 5) (and not for a factor 3-4 as in Ref. 10), the discrepancy
beeing probably due to other non-exchange energy dissipation mechanisms.

A comparison of the energy and angle integrated Z-distributions at 5.9 and
8.2 MeV/u of bombarding energy (Fig. 6) shows that they get broader with
increasing bombarding energy, that is the main effect seems to be an increase
of the diffusion process.

On the contrary preliminary data taken at 12 MeV/u show a different behaviour;
the left tail of the distribution has still increased, while the right tail
is now steeper. Either a large emission of light charged particles shifts
the completely relaxed component or some other new phenomena take place
at this higher energies, as for example a drift toward asymmetry, projectile
break-up or many-body processes. Further investigations are in progress in
order to clarify this point.

This work was done in collaboration with A. Gobbi, Y. Eyal, G. Rudolf,
H. Stelzer, R. Stokstad at GSI and U. Lynen, H. Sann of MPI flir Kernphysik.
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Llab
|MeV/n|

cm
|MeV|

Ecn/Bc max
|MeV|

4.99

5.99

7.2

8.18

9.8

12.2

280

340

407

463

555

690

26

86

153

209

301

436

1.1

1.3

1.6

1.8

2.2

2.7

123

214

286

334

400

480

54Z

313

234

200

167

140
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Wilczinski- and diffusion- contour plots. Cross section values
are indicated on the level lines.

Fig. 2 - Average Y-multiplicity for energy bins of 20 MeV as a function
of the proton number Z. The solid lines are explained in the text.

Fig. 3 - a) Average -^-multiplicity and standard deviation of the
multiplicity distribution as a function of TKEL.
b) Internal spin of the fragments as a function of 1• . The solid
line is the classical sticking limit of two spheres for the Kr-Er
fragmentation. The dashed line is the diffusion model calculation.

Fig. 4 - Element distributions for bins of energy-loss TKEL (a) and of
corrected energy-loss TKEL* (b). The absolute cross section is
obtained dividing the data by the respective FACT values. The
.-olid lines are to guide the eye, the dashed lines in part b are
Russian fits.

Fig. 5 - TKEL* vs. the variance of the element distribution a . The
solid lines are the calculations of the one-body dissipation
model. The only free parameter, the radius used to compute the
Coulomb energies, was taken from the quacter point value of the
elastic scattering.

Fig. 6 - Energy integrated (except the elastic line) element distributions
at 5.99 and 8.18 MeV/n, and preliminary data at 12.2 MeV/n.
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EXCITATION OF THE GIANT RESONANCES

BY 1 GeV PROTONS

A.Bulgac
Institute of Physics and NuclBar Engineering, Bucharest

Romania

L.A.Sliv
Leningrad Nuclear Physics Ins t i tu te , Gatchina,Leningrad

U.S.S.R. .

Abitxact s The. excitation cn.046 izctioni otf the. giant ie.ionan.cu by
ia&t pnotonb on Hi have, be.cn computed within the. ln.ame.mnk ol -the
Glau.be.n. appn.aa.dn.* The. 4-tA.ucttue oj the. giant ne.&onancz& we-te calcu-
late.d i.n thz RPA ba&ed on the. HF g.4. ai-ing Sk.yn.me. i.nte.n.action and
by taking exactly into account the. continuum itatei. The. CKOO> &e.c-
tioni ion zxtitation o& diiie.ivi.nt multipotaMtieA up to L = 1 come.
out to be. compan.ative.iLy oi the. hame.

1. One of the most discussed questions in the . la s t years i s

"Are there other giant resonances with angular momenta different

from 1 in- nuclei 2". If the shel l modBl with residual interaction

is true, the giant resonances (GR) must e x i s t . However, the exis-

tence of shells i s questionable since most of the particle states

should be embedded in the continuum.

On the other hand, at the present there i s no experimental

information about the effective interaction in the particle - hole

channel for large angular momenta. Thus the theoretical invest i -

gation of the GR is connected with great d i f f i cu l t i e s .

The study of the GR is interesting not only for the c lass i -

f ication of the high energy spectra of the nuclei, but also for the

heavy-ion physica. The GR must play a decisive role in the heavy -
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ion collisions, where they have to be excited in the first .stages

of the collision and thus a large dissipation of the kinetic energy

of the ions takes place. The GR can also play an important role in

the emission of particles from excited nuclei /1.2/. The present

work is a continuation of a previous one /If with some refinements

concerning the treatment of the continuum.

2. Now a few words about the concret object of our study.

We have choosen the Ni nucleus, because it serves as a target in

experiments now in progress in Leningrad. These experiments have

been put up in connection with the study of the emission of alpha -

particles by 1 GeV protons.

It is assumed that the high-energy particle entering the

nucleus perturbs the nuclear selfconsistent field. This perturbation

propagates through the nuclear matter as the characteristic zero -

sound waves. The propagation of the incident proton is described in

the framework of the Glauber formalism /3/.

It should be mentioned that the high-energy protons prove to

be a very convenient tool for testing the nuclear properties since

the elementary nucleon-nucleon amplitude is known with good tnough

accuracy. On the other hand, the possibility of transfaring a large

amount of momenta leads to the excitation of states otherwise not

attainable (e.g., states with high angular momsnta). Such protons

alao allow the testing of the very fine details of the wave func-

tions.

A important problem arises, namely how to correctly describe

the GR ? We are interested in resonances with angular momenta of the

order of A . Such GR were not yet observed and consequently there

is no available information on both the effective interaction and
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the p a r t i c l e states wi th large angular momenta. Therefore, we have

to deduce this quantities theoretically.

A selfconsistBnt calculation of the ground state properties

of the Ni nucleus was undertaken by using a Skyrme interaction
CO

(SKI). Since Ni has only two neutrons above the closed shells of

Ni it is hoped that the properties of the GR should not be essen-

tially different in these two nuclei. Up to now, the Skyrme inter -

action proves to describe qualitatively well enough both the g.s.

properties and the excited states of a large number of nuclei.

Using different sets of parameters for the Skyrme forces does not

essentially change the gross properties- of the GR /2/.

The effective interaction in the particle-hole channel is

defined in the sense of the Landau's fermi liquid theory as the

functional derivative of thB selfconsistent field /4/ :

- 62E

Thus, the g.s. and the excited states are described with

the same parameters and therefore a self-consistency is achieved.

To compute the cross sections for the excitation of the GR

the Green function in the particle-hole channel is needed /1 .2 / .

This is obtained in the RPA as the solution of the following equa-

tion /4 / :

G(tu) = G (to) + G (ui) F . G((u) , [21
o o ph v i J

where Go(u) is the free par t ic le-hole propagator
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|ph > 2e <ph|
G (u) = y & _ (3)

..Ph e;h - («- IY)

| ph > ia the particle-hole configuration and e . the correspond-

ing energy•

Unlike the usual approach in the configurational represen-

tation, the equation (2) is solved in the coordinate representation

following a method proposed in ref. /5/ which permits one to take

into account the whole particle spectrum. This is a very important

point, because the effective interaction (1) depends strongly on

the density and changes drastically across the nuclear surf ace.This

sharp change, namely from a repulsion inside the nucleus to an

atraction outside the nucleus assures the saturation and induces

high momenta in the ph-wave function. The correct description of

the continuum particle spectra is the main difference from the our

previous work /2/.This facts permits us to correctly take into account

the escape width.which comes out to be very important.

An imaginary part (0.5 MeV) has been added to the energy in

the Green function (3) and therefore all the levels get, beside the

particle escape width, an additional width. This trick allows us to

make computation with large steps in energy and prevents skipping

levels with small width. In computations we neglect some details of

the residual interaction which do not change considerable the gene-

ral features of the GR /2,4/.

3. As earlier mentioned, the Glauber approach /3/ was used

for the purpose of describing the excitation of the GR by high

energy protons. In the optical limit the scattering amplitude has

the following form
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F{q) - g J e " |1 - e ""' |db2 (4)

where the nuclear phase is

/ p (r)dz
" 2 -" T

T=n.p

and o , y are the usual parameters for the nucleon-nucleon ampli-

tude at 1 GeV /6/ . Taking into account the fact that entering the

nucleus the proton will force the self-consistent field to fluctuate,

the amplitude of inelastic scattering with the excitation of a state

of angular momentum i. has the form /1,2/

00 U )

x=n.p

whBTB

«px (D F a i n(r .q)r2dr

r2 -b2

1 -iXM(b) e
l m

1 ^ '
F^J r .q ) = ! / J (qb) e N —^ m bdb

2̂TT r o m ,. \j 2 _ J2.

and 6p (r] is the transition density.

The double differential cross section is computed by using

the following expression

1 / imG ( r , , ^ , 1 x

Cthe sum extends only over those m for which I * m • even).
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4. The cross sections were computed for excitation energies

in the range u = 10 i 90 MeV, transferred momenta q = 0.1 •; 2.fm

and multipolarities L = 0 7 7. The Coulomb effects were throughout

nsglected.

In the inelastic scattering of 1 GeV protons states with

T = 0 only are excited /2/. This is connected with the fact that

the incident proton does not really distinguish neutrons from pro-

tons in the target nucleus. The isoscalar part of the nucleori -

nucleon amplitude at 1 GeV is much greater than the isovector one.

The differential cross sections integrated over transfBred

momenta CO £ q £ 2 fm ) for excitations of different multipoles are

shown in figs. 1-8. As it can be seen from these plots the spectrum

comes out to be quite rich in resonances. Up to L-7 there are states

excited with large intensity and situated in the range from 10 to 40

MeV. At higher energies there is no definite resonance structure

but a flat- continuum only. For high energies, the cross sec--
2

tions fall down like 1/u> as it can be expected from RPA.

The cross section for the excitation of the monopole reso-

nance is quite small and this is connected with a too large compres-

sibility of the Skyrme force. Because of this reason the monopole

state is pushed high up in energy.

In the region of the quadrupole resonance there are also

other resonances with higher angular momenta and comparable inten-

sities (L=4,5,6) . Such resonances were not yet reported.

The maxima of the angular differential cross sections (see

fig. 9-15) are situated at transferred momenta determined by the

rule qR ^L L. This relation has an evident physical meaning and is

model independent.
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As it can- be seen from the Table 1 the cross sections in-

tegrated over energies (10 MeV £ w S 90 MeV) and angles

.10 £ q £ 2. fnf1) grow up to angular momenta L * A and after-

wards fall down. For higher angular momenta the differential cross

sections will be maximal for larger than 2 fm~ transferred momenta

and therefore this behaviour of the integrated cross sections may

not be the real one.

The ^ cross section summed over L is shown in fig.16.

The peaks around 14 MeV and 16 MeV are due to L • 2,4.6 and L» 3,5

respectively. Most of the structure earlier found /2/ at higher

% energies (above 40 MeV) is now''washed out due to the correct treat-

ment of the continuum.

We zxp*e.&6 out. thank to Vn. G.Gia.ngafi.u {oi tie.adLi.ng the.

ma.nuiCu.pt.
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Table 1. Total C.K06A ie.cti.otu> ion. the. excitation o& the. l&o&calai
giant ie.&onanczi with glvzn L1*..

atot
(mb)

2

+ ^

.7 5 .

--"

2

2 +

12. 7

3"

1 3 . 3 1 5 . 4

5"

17. 3

1 . - 6 *

1 5 . Q

7

11 .2
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figs. 1-8 The cross sections integrated over angles

(q £ 2 fnf1) for the ex

multipoles (L = 0 J. 7).

(q £ 2 fun ) for the excitation of different

Figs. 9-15 The angular cross sections for excitation

of different multipoles at some selected

energies.

Fig.16 The total cross section summed over L = 0 ~ 7

(q £ 2 fnf1).
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A NEW MECHANISM FOR FORMING HIGHLY DENSE NUCLEAR MATTER

IN RELATIVISTIC COLLISIONS OF HEAVY IONS

H.Iwe*

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

The increasing availability of high-energy h'eavy ion pro-

jectiles made the production of nuclear matter under extreme con-

ditions an experimental possibility, and the idea to observe new

phenomena associated with pionic instabilities rapidly gained at-

tention. One of the most important parameters for the possible onset

of these collective phenomena is the value of attainable particle

number density during the heavy ion reaction process. But the pro-

blem is how to produce dense regions. At present only two mechanisms

for getting an increase in density are known :

i) Incoherent interacting nucleons which make a basis for

microscopic scattering models as the hydrodynamical model, the intra-

nuclear cascade model on the Monte-Carlo basis or the model using

classical equations of motion and

ii) Shock waves assumed a priori.

First attempts have been done.to calculate the time- depen-

dent density evolution in the framework of both the first models.But

it seems that on the level of nucleon constituents a formation of

shock waves is impossible beceuse the density, necessary to form a

shock wave, cannot be reached over a sufficient large area.

On le.ave. from le.ntn.allnl>titut iuK KzKni0Kic.hu.n2 Roiio.ndoKi, GPR.
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For both mechanisms one can state the following, fact :

Dense regions will not be instantaneously formed on contact

of the two nuclei but need distances of some free paths (its order

of magnitude is about 2fm) to be established via dissipative pro -

cesses, i.e. through collisional relaxation. This distance then is

comparable with the heavy ion target radius, A phase transition

should be possible only at this point because the conditions for it

are then fulfiled.

The aim of my talk is to propose a new mechanism for getting

an increased density based on a microscopic consideration. The den-

sity necessary for a phase transition is being produced at that mo-

ment if the projectile enters the target without any interaction re-

sulting from a relativistic effect.

I want to outline the basic idea in a few sentences. Let us

consider a volume element in the overlapping region of target and

projectile. Let us assume that all projectile particles has kept .

their initial momenta up to this moment, i.e. projectile and target

have penetrated each other without interaction. Due to the Lorentz

contraction the distances between the nucleons will be reduced be-

cause there are two types of nucleons in the regarded volume element,

namely target nucleons at rest and fastly moving projectile particles.

So, the density is increased and we have a strongly interacting pion

field in the consequence of which collective phenomena can develop.

That's the idea.

To make the contraction mechanism clear, I want to refer to

a well known analogue in the electrodynamics.

Let us consider a long straight wire at rest (fig.1). If

electrons are moving in it, they give rise to an electric current.
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Because of the charge conservation (p+ + p_ • 0) the wire is elec-

trically neutral, for there are as many positive ions at rest as

moving negative electrons. However, an observer moving in the di-

rection of the wire now finds it positively charged, i.e. the total

charge density has been increased in the observer's system (the

primed system) in consequence of motion.

How can we understand this remarkable effect ? It can be

understood by an illustration in the world line diagram (fig.2).For

simplicity we consider a linear model of the wire and assume the po-

sitive ions and the negative electrons equidistant on it with a dis-

tance of a. At t»0 electrons and ions may be at the same points at

the wirei the world lines of the ions at rest are lines parallel to

the time-axis and the world lines of the electrons are also parallel

lines but inclined corresponding to their velocity u. When we con -

sider the wire from the observers' system, which moves with velocity

v relative to the lab system, we see that the distance T5T of the

ions on the observer's axis is different from the distance *QE of the

electrons. As figure 2 indicates 01 is smaller than TiE. Hence the

density of the ions is larger than that of the electrons, and the

wire is positively charged.

What does the application to nucleus nucleus collisions look

like ?

The positive ions ara represented by the target nucleons and

the electric current is represented by the nucleon current of thB

projectile. But there is a difference. The velocity of the observer's

system is a special one, namely that for which the regarded nucleons

in a volume element are in their rest system.
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Therefore, in my talk I want to tackle-the following problems:

1. To givB an estimation and its justification for the proba-

bility that a projectile can penetrate the target without interaction.

2. To state the basic definition of density in the relativis-

tic sense.

3. Then, on that basis, the density in a model system consist-

ing of two freely interpenetrating relativistic gases is treated.

4. Finally, a discussion of ths results in connection with ex-̂

perimsntal data is given.

1. PENETRATION PROBABILITY OF PROJECTILE INTO A TARGET NUCLEUS

ThB estimations will be carried out in the framework of three

approaches. First, the target is treated as an absorbing medium and

the penetration probability for a projectile as a function of the run

through distance is calculated. Second, the same is done on the basis

of a microscopic consideration in the framework of a one-dimensional

scattering model. Finally, the results are compared to those got by

intranuclear-cascade model calculations.

a) The target as an absorbing medium.

Let us consider a projectile interacting with a nucleus. If

we treat the target as an absorbing medium, the intensity of a pro-

jectile penetrating the nucleus is damped. The probability that it

can go along the z-direction to the position z in the target at im-

pact parameter s without suffering any collision elastically or ine-

lastically is given by

+ -oTCs,z )
PCs,z0) - B °
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Here a is the. t o t a l nucleon-nucleon cross section and T(s ,z 0 ) • is

the integrated nucleon density along the p r o j e c t i l e ' s trajectory ob-

tained by integrat ion over the folding product of the densit ies.

T(s.zo) = f dz / dr' pp{r'-r}pt(r')

The densities p and p. are single-particle densities normalized to

the corresponding nucleon numbers A. At high energies expressions

similar to these ones can be derived in the Glauber theory. In the

following we shall restrict ourselves only to head-on collisions,

i.e. s = 0. As an example, we regard the reaction a + Ag at 2.1

GeV/N. For the incident a-particle we take a short-range Gaussian

density and for the heavy target nucleus a rectangular density.

Without going into the details let us give the results : An a-par-

ticle can reach the target surface with the large probability of

50%. Behind the region of diffuseness it can be found with 10%. The

complete a-particle (if we take the r.m.s.) can still enter the tar-

get with the probability of 1%.

b) Qne-dimensional scattering model

The basis of this approach is the geometry appropriate to

high energies : Individual nucleons move on straight lines.Then tar-

get and projectile nucleons can be divided into two groups i the

participants in the overlap volume and the spectators. However, not

all nucleons interact with each other, but only those which lie otj

the same straight line. This consideration is similar in spirit to

the approach made by Hiifner and Knoll in the framework of the "rows

and rows" model. Accordingly, nucleons of a projectile scatter only

by those nucleons thB straight line paths of which arB vBry close

to each other. As is supposed in the nuclear cascade theory,a pro-

jectile particle can only interact with a target nucleon which it
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sees, on the path of i t s trajectory in a cylinder r. . * % . Here ft

i s the de-Broglic wave length of the regarded fast p a r t i c l e . The

quantity r . t is close to the strong interaction radius and in cas-

cade calculations i s usually chosen to be 1.3 fm.

Let the section area of each nucleon be a. Then the par t ia l

in teract ion probability q. expressed by a can be written as the ra-

t i o between two areas , namely

Then the independent probability for the extreme case when a l l nu-

cleons s i t t i ng in each case on the f i r s t places of corresponding N

ta rge t rows and N projec t i le rows do not in terac t , amounts to

N

W = /WN Z (1 - <H)

Using the values for an a-particle at 2.1 GeV/N we get W = 1%.Th'is

result coincides with that one got above.

The penetration probabilities have been underestimated for

two reasons. First, in getting an estimation we have chosen such

constellations which guarantee a lower limit. Second, we have not

included "elipse corrections". They come from the fact that two pro-

jectile nucleons which happen to have the same impact parameter have

a slightly larger chance to get both through because the nucleons

will not scatter independently but wil-l cast shadows on each other.

c) Intranuclear cascade model calculations'

The above estimations are in accord with these calculations

which have.been done by Gudima, Toneev and myself in Dubna /1/. Let

us regard only the first collision phase which we want to call the
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"diving phase". The projectile keeps its shapts during the diving

into the target very well, even in the case 0 + Ag, if we forget

about the statistical fluctuations and compare only the smooth parts.

The calculations show that during the early collision phase the num-

ber of cascade particles amounts in the aveAage only to a few par -

tides. Therefore, the resulting density in the lab system is only

the sum of the partial densities of projectile and target, i.e. each

collision partner keeps its individuality up to that moment. After

this, of course, the cascade is developing very quickly.

2. BASIC DEFINITION OF DENSITY IN THE RELATIVISTIC SENSE

Taking into account the motion of particles in discontinuous

matter, the proper density of the matter requires-rather careful de- -

finition. In nonrelativistic systems thermodynamical quantities are

usually related to a volume unit in the laboratory system in which '

the given fluid element is moving. But in relativistic systems we

are forced to introduce another consideration. All thermodynamical

quantities of each matter element have to be defined in each case in

its own rest system, quantities like density, internal energy, en-

thalphy and entropy are related to a rest volume unit. Thermodynamics

is then seen to be essential a science of the rest frame, though all

the variables which occur have known transformation laws. Let so be

the proper particle number density of matter moving with a definite

Minkowskian velocity v., so that p dV is the number of particles

contained in a 3-dimensional volume element of magnitude dV ortho-

gonal to its world line, i.e. to v.. The rest system of each fluid

element is then defined by the requirement that is momentum is equal

to zero and its energy is determined by all other thermodynamical

quantities. The velocity Vj then coincides with the COM-system ve-
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locity of the element. If the particles of the element are .at rest

then an observer in the laboratory will measure the density n which

is related to p by the well known formula n»P0YCMiHowev8r,moving par-

ticles represent a current which has to be taken into account for

the transformation. Density and current form the 4-current density

vector j. = p u. = (p..1) whose timelike component is the particle

number density p = y ,p and whose spacelike component is given by

the space vector of the particle current j = pu'. The inverse

Lorentz transformation of current and density from the lab frame to

the rest frame moving with the velocity V™ parallel to the z- axis

is given by

P = Ycn(n - j VCM) and j' = Ycn(J - nVcn) .

Under these aspects, we will tackle a relativistic heavy ion re-

action regarded as two perfect gases with the rest densities p°

and p° penetrating each other without interaction.

3. DENSITY IN A MODEL SYSTEM CONSISTING OF TWO FREELY

INTERPENETRATING RELATIVISTIC GASES

Let us consider in the lab system an infinitesimal volume

dV which contains target particles at rest of the density n = p.

and moving particles of the density n = y p • The projectile beam

represents a current of j = n v .In order to determine the 4 -
P P P

current-density vector of the element, we have to sum up all par-

tial densities and currents, i.e.

n = np • nt. - p° CYp • B)

and j • n v . Here we have used the abbreviation for the ratio of
P P

the target and projectile r̂ rt densities B = p?/p° . Going to the
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rest system of the regarded element according to the transformation

formula we find for the rest density

Here the sign 0 means thB relativistic rule for the composition of

velocities. An observer in the rest system therefore sees the sum

of the rest densities of the target and projectile increased by the

Y factors -corresponding to the well known formula'' n = YP •

Now we have to determine the Y~factor. It is defined by the ratio

* = Etot / m

where E. . is the total energy and m is the invariant mass of the

regarded group of particles which is given by

7 2 2 2
m - C F V = Etot " P '

Therefore, we get

E
tot

For the total energy we obtain only the simple sum of the partial

energies, namely

E. . = N mv + N.m .
tot P p t

The t o t a l momentum can be w r i t t e n as ? = N •*• o r | ? | = N m/v2-1
PP ' P P

All formulae together give then the

Y
 Yn * B

Y

CM

°2 • *
Therefore, for the rest density we get
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p(Yp. B) - p°

We see from this expression, the relativistic density of two gases

penetrating each other without interaction is not a simple sum of

the target and projectile rest densities p° • p? as i t is well known

in the nonrelativistic physics.

A power expansi

high degree of accuracy

A power expansion in the vicinity of y - 1 yields a very

o o Yp p
P - P * Pt *

 E

t
P
P
 + pt

where t is the beam energy in GeV/N. We see, only in the limit of

small energies we get the simple sum p° + p? . If y is increased

the rest density becomes always larger than the nonrsilativistic one,

i.e. it depends on the state of motion. For large energies we get :

I f Y tends to inf inity then p/pf tends to Y • From this expression

we can deduce the following equation which provides excellent appro-

ximate values for an estimation of the density at given beam energies.

p/p° - 2 • 0.65 t

It can be seen that the nonrelativistic density will be enlarged by a

growth rate of 0.65 per each GeV/N beam energy. In fig.3 the density

as a function of the beam energy is represented for some B coeffi-

cients.
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4. APPLICATION OF THE COMPRESSION MECHANISM TO HEAVY ION REACTIONS

"- At first let us regard possible phase transitions within a

relativistic dynamical model. Field theoretical model calculations

provide results which are often significantly different• Some models

predict the occurence at approximately three times of normal nuclear

density of a first-order phase transition (the density isomers), in

which the nuclear density changes discontinuously, whereas other mo-

dels predict a different critical density and/or a second - order

phase transition, with no discontinuous change in density. If we use

a phenomsnological description of nuclear matter, phase transitions

of first and second kind can be described as secondary minima or

bends, respectively, in the density-dependent ground-state energy per

nucleon e(p, T=0). Three possible phase transitions of nuclear matter

are summarized in figure 4. In the absence of these effects the

energy would simply increase monotonically with density.

Let us consider a centoal high energy collision of a smaller

projectile and a heavy target, for example, an a-particle on silver.

The kinematically contracted projectile enters the target without in-

teraction. As we saw in item 2, this process can take place with ra-

ther large probability. According to the result of item 3, all nu-

cleons in the overlap region between projectile and target fell in

their rest system an enlarged neighbourhood of other nucleons which

results during the diving phase in an increased d&nsity beyond the

sum of the rest densities of.projectile and target. The density be-

comes beam-energy-dependent. As figure 3 indicates, the attained

density also depends on the combination of the colliding partners.

Here the a-particle as the densest known complex particle provides

the highest densities.
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After the free diving N projectile nucleons interact with

N target nucleons. If the density approaches the second order phase

transition point p thBn for p > p > 1.64 p (taken from

Galitskii and Mishustin /2/1 the accurence of a pion condensate

should be possible whereby the pressure during the transition is po-

sitive (p > 0).

Let us consider its conditions of creation and existence du-

ring the heavy ion reaction. The diving phase is characterized by

an extreme non-equilibrium state of the nuclear system. One part of

the nucleons has momentum p ™ while the other has momentum - pcp..

An excitation energy of the system is then tied up in this ordered

motion. The question arises whether pionic instabilities, can also

occur during the concerned diving phase. Gyulassy /3/ has found that

in the case of a non-equilibrated state collective instabilities can

be expected and over it, may actually be enhanced as the excitation

energy increases.

The non-equilibrium state exists up to its thermalization

about [2-3) T [Gyulassy /3/) while the typical total interaction

time during the collision is T. . % [ 3 - 8 ] T . Therefore, a substan-

tial fraction of the collision process involves non-equilibrium dy-

namics .

Galitskii and Mishustin /4/ have examined the behaviour of

a classical pion field in nuclear matter if it is initially in a

non-equilibrium state. The basic dissipation mechanism has taken to

be a Landau type damping which guarantees an effective mechanism to

release an excess of excitation energy of the pion field into nu-

cleon degrees of freedom. On that basis they have calculated the re-

laxation time of the pion field which amounts to 1.2 T •
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In an independent estimation of the time for a formation

of a pion condensate Ruck et al /5/ have found T
conci ^

 T
0^P with

Ap = (p-p )/ p • For several hundreds MeV/N of beam energy the
c o

quantity Ap £ 1 and coincides with the former result. As the pro-

jectile crosses slowly the penetration distance, the scattering

process then can be considered as adiabatic with respect to the

pion degrees of freedom, and for the description of the collision

dynamics parameters can be used characterizing the equilibrium of

the pion condensate (Galitskii and Mishustin /4/).

For larger beam energies the dwelling time, that specifies

the duration of the diving phase of the collision, is shorter but

Ap becomes larger because the diving density p increases. So, for

example, at 2 GeV/N we get T . % 0.5 T which coincides with the

penetration time of an a-particle. If the beam energy becomes still

higher, the penetration time does .not change. The diving density p,

however, grows continuously so that the condensation becomes faster.

Altogether the available time should be sufficient for pionic insta-

bilities to develop.

Furthermore, the authors Hofmann et al. /6/ and Gyulassy /7/

have estimated that a dense system of dimensions % (2-31 fm could

support a condensate. This is consistent with a dimensions of the

overlapping region of an a-particle and a target,

As a result, the condensated stable density isomeric state

which remains compact (with a structure of a nuclear spin - isospin

lattice) moves nearly friction-free as frozen new phase Hofmann et

al. 76/. During the interpenetration of the condensate phenomena si-

milar to chock waves or shock waves as an ideelization should be

formed, Therefore, nucleons and fragments are ejected into prefe-

rential angles and give rise to beam energy dependent peaks.
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If we assume a density isomer at p/pQ % 3, the above picture

does not work. For large enough bombarding energies (between 1-2

GeV/N) the diving density approaches the phase transition region,

The nuclear matter becomes unstable and'collapses into the isomeric

state j due to the -first-order transition a density region of nega-

tive pressure (p < 0) exists. Then shock wave phenomena are impos-

sible and therefore no preferential ejections of fragments are ob-

servable.

How can these considerations experimentally be checked ?

In fig.5 the anslvsis of the Dubna results and Schopper's experi-

ments carried out by Stocker et al /S/ under the assumption that

shock waves eject' matter into preferential angles in dependence of

the beam energy is given. At the energies 1.4 GeV/N and 1.7 GeV/N

no peak could be seen. The interpretation of this behaviour in the

framework of the above given mechanism is the following. The - pro-

jectile particles enter the target without interaction. If the di-

ving density approaches a special region, the phase transition can

occur. Since the density depends on the state of motion, the tran-

sition, therefore, can take place only in a narrow beam energy range

which gives rise to a reaction window for the transition. For inci-

dent energies .i < 1.3 GeV/N and t > 1,9 GeV/N a first-order phase

transition cannot occur because the supposition concerning the den-

sity is not fulfilled % it is too small and too large, respectively.

Taking into account the fact that the pressure is negative

(p<01 during the transition tfig.B], we can deduce from the behaviour

of the curve in fig,5 the position of the second minimum. The onset

of the transition lies according to fig,3 at 3,3 p whereas the mi-

nimum is situated at 3,7 p so that we get a width of the bump of
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about p measured from the maximum.

If t > 1,9'GeV/N the shack phenomena and connected with

it a preferential ejection of particles should reappear, as is ex-

plained above.

The mechanism has been developed to deal with a-particles but it

can, of course, also be extended to other projectiles without

troubles.

The same mechanism should be applicable to a transition to

the speculatively existing quark matter which should occur at a

density that is 10 to 20 times normal nuclear density (Chapline

and Nauenberg /9/X According to the formula for the density this

would correspond to beam energies between 12 and 26 GeV/N.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The reaction mechanism for forming highly dense nuclear

matter presented in this talk i-6 attractive because of its simpli-

city. It was shown that the conditions for phase transitions with

respect to the densities are fulfiled juit at that moment if the

projectile enters the target. The determination of the density was

carried out in a relativistic heavy ion model system consisting of

two freely interpenetrating nuclei characterizing the very early

stage of the collision. It was pointed out that this interpenetra-

tion can take place with rather large probability.

The increase in density during the diving phase of the col-

lision beyond the sum of the rest densities of projectile and tar-

get is due to a relativistic effect because all nucleons in the

overlap region between projectile and target feel in their rest

system an enlarged neighbourhood of other nucleons. The nonrelati-
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vistic density 2p is enlarged by a growth rate of 0,65po per

each GeV/N beam energy. So, the onset of the phase transitions can

already occur in the diving phase. Tfee*e is no nzid to postulate.

Ahock wave* as an supposition ion. the. ptiodwvtion o{ dznse. legions

in thz consequence o& which thin phase transitions can take..place..

These suppositions are automatically realized in the outlined me-

chanism.

The available time during the diving phase should be suf-

ficient for pionic instabilities to develop. If with increasing

projectile energy the diving density approaches the critical den-

sity region of the first-order phase transition then the nuclear

matter will collapse into thB isomeric state. Since the density is

beam energy-dependent, the transition, therefore, can take place

only in a narrow beam energy range which gives rise to a reaction

window for the phase transition. Without other complicated suppo-

sitions the presently known a-particle experiments can be interpre-

ted. On.that basis, the second minimum in the nuclear matter equa-

tion of state was found to be located at p/P. • 3.7 with a bump

width of about pg.
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FISURE CAPTIONS

Fig,1, Charge density as seen in a moved system.

Fig.2, World line diagram for the process

represented in figure 1,

Fig,3. Rest density in a heavy ion reaction

during the diving phase as a function of

the beam energy t. The curves reflect the

cases : i) a-particle and silver (upper)

and two nuclei with the same densities

Fig.4. Schematic illustration of various possible

forms of the ground-state energy e(p,T=0]

per nucleon upon nucleon number density

(in units of p ).

Fig.5, Mach shock angles deduced from the mea-

surement of the energy dependent position

of the Mach shock peak (taken from ref,6).

Fig.6, Estimation of the position of the second

minimum in the equation of state.
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GAMMA-RAY SPECTRA AND MULTIPLICITIES

IN THE YRAST AND STATISTICAL CASCADES

R.O.Liotta

Research Institute jf Physics. Stockholm, SWEDEN

Abitiact t Thz con.tinu.oui gamma-Kay Apectna and mu.ltlptJLcA.tlLu

in thz yua&t and A tati&tical ca&cadei ii analyzed in teimi 0$

thz competition among collective [lotational] and non-collie -

tivz litatjL&tical) model o£ dz-excitation. Thz influence o(

both E2 and Ml collective, modei ii studied. It ii £ound that

thz competition may be important at a Kathzn. high znzftgy abovz

thz yn.at>t line and that latige g-valuzi anz nzzdzd to {it nz -

cent expeiimental data.

1. INTRODUCTION

The experimental gamma-ray spectrum following (HI,xn] re-

actions may provide valuable information about the behaviour of the

nucleus at high spin. For our purpose, the most important features

of this spectrum are (see figures 1 and 2).

1. Below about 1 MeV a continuous bump appears.

2. The high energy region of the spectrum decays approxima-

tely exponentially in intensity with increasing energy.

3. The upper edge of the bump suggests that the moment of

inertia of the nucleus tends towards the rigid body value as the

projectil energy is increased.

4. The lifetime of an individual state cannot be longer

than a fraction of a picosecond.
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For a general review of these properties SBB ref. /1/. In

addition, recent experimental data /2,3/ show that

5. The gamma-rays in the high energy region of the bump

have a predominant quadrupole E2 component but from about 400 keV

down M1 dipole components become important.

6. The exponentially decaying tail consists of E1 gamma -

rays.

In this contribution we give a description of the possible

mechanism that originates the features above mentioned.

2. STATISTICAL AND ROTATIONAL MODES OF DE-EXCITATION

After the emission of the last neutron, the nucleus decays

towards the yrast line though an-statistical transition. For di-

poles, the statistical transition rate per sec per unit energy in-

terval of final states near E_ is

2 3
T(i + f) = C|ME E | (Ej - Ef) p[Uf) CD

2
where C is a normalization constant, IIV c | is the average

fci'hf
squared dipole matrix element, I) = E - E . and the density of

states is /5/

-2 , 1/2
ptU) = (gU) exp {2(irgU/6J } (2)

A detailed analysis of the statistical transition (1) is found in

ref. /4/. Here it is only important to notice that the density of

final states increase as the square root of an exponential func-

tion (due to the Pauli principle in the Fermi gas formalism utili-

zed to derived (2)). If one neglects Pauli principle corrections
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one gets a simple exponential function instead of eq. (2). In any

case, high above the yrast line the transition (1) are very fast

for dipole transition. For higher multipolarities the constant C

becomes increasingly small /5/. For E1 transitions, however, most

of the strength is located in the giant dipole resonance outside

the energy region of interested. To take into account this feature,

one introduces the hindrance factor H. which reduces the Weisskopf

estimate by several orders of magnitude.

After the emission of the first statistical gamma-ray the

nucleus may decay towards the rotational ground band following a

trajectory parallel to thB yrast line. These transitions must ori-

ginate the bump mentioned in the introduction. They must therefore

have large E2 components (and Ml at low energy) which should be

fast enough to compete with the statistical transition. The fastest

non-statistical transitions are produced by rotational modes of de-

excitation. To describe the rotational modes of de-excitation one

can make use of the wobbling model of Bohr and Mottelson /4,6/. In

this model, the nucleus is considered to be a rigid rotor rapidly

rotating around the maximum moment of inertia axis, which is defined

as the 1-axis. The wobbling motion around this axis provides the

energy spectrum

Elb.nl) = EQCb) + A ^ t M ) • (n+1/2Vnu> [3)

where the number b specifies' the intrinsic state with energy E (b),

and the quantum number n approximately gives the angular momentum

units taken away from the 1-axis component, i.e.. I.. % I - n. The

rest of the quantities in eq.O) are
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1/2
frni = 21 {(A2 - A1HA3-A1)} and Aj = 1

where 3. is the i-axis moment of inertia.
r

The spectrum (3) gives rise to a series of parallel bands

as a function of the number b. In addition, each band consists of a

number of parallel tracks which are determined by the number n. The

energy distance between adjacent tracks is small, as seen in fig.3.

One thus finds that the nucleus has many different possible path

to decay, all of which are parallel to the yrast line. The decaying

of the nucleus along the parallel tracks originates the yrast cas-

cade, i.e. the.bump.

The set of numbers (b,n,I) determine the wobbling model

states. The rotational transition among these states are given by
, 2

B(E2, nl -n_M,IjM)<\, £ (Q2) (4.1)

, 2
B(E2, nl - n.I _*_ 2) >v (Q2) (4.2)

where

0 * % 0, C5)

and the intrinsic quadrupole moments Q and Q., are given by the

rigid rotor values, i . e .

0 » ZR 8 cos Y (6)
o o

•fi"- ~t°2 B sin Y C7)
o

1/3
where Z is the proton number and R = 1.2 A fm.

The wobbling transition do not connect states with di f fe-

rent b values. These crossing band transitions are only provided by

the stat ist ical modes of de-excitation. As seen in eq.C4] the nu-
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cleus practically decays along the An=0, parallel tracks. The tran-

sition across the tracks are given by (4.1). They are of the order

n/I smaller than the "yrast transitions" (4.2).

This model thus may give a good description of the bump as

described in the point 1 of the introduction,.with the characteris-

tic of the point 3 that the moment of inertia has the rigid body va-

lue at high spin. One still can limit the values of the parameters

8 and y such that no transition is slower than 1 psec~ (point 4 of

the introduction). For the nucleus °0s one obtain, from (4.2),that

5/2 , -1
T = 27.2 (AE) 6 sin ly* -1 IT) = 1 psec IB)

which defines an "allowed" region of the (B,y) plane as shown in

f ig .4 .

To analyse the influence of the M1 gamma rays we define the

intrinsic coordinate system such that 8,9 is the orientation of

the 1-axis / 6 / . The rotational motion contribution to the (11-operator

is then given by

- 1/2 - ~1

.M>W,v) £ (-—) — — g L i / (9)

™ 2Hc 1 v°

where I ̂  I. was assumed. With K % I, one can proceed to calculate

the Ml transition probabilities following the procedure given in

ref. /6/ for the E2-transition&. One thus obtains

B(M1m,I - n-1, 1*1) = -4=C-|w-J g InX^ (10.1)
4ir 2nc (;j

2
B(M1m,I - n*1, 1+1) - _|_(_SL-) g2 I(n+1)X

2 (10.2)
41T 2nc (;}

The quantity X + is as in ref. /4/i here It is only im-

portant to note that Xf+J % 1 and Xf_j !?; 0.2. Thus, the most Im-

portant transitions are those connecting the state (n.I) with the
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states (nj_1, 1*1). But according to the energy spectrum (3) the nu-

cleus cannot decay to the state (n+1» 1+1) and the most likely state

to be reached is the state (n-1, 1-1).

Since the M1-transitions (10) are linearly dependent upon I,

one can conceive that they would effectively compete with the col-

lective quadrupole transitions from the state Cn,I]. In such a case

the tracks with high n-value would be rapidly depopulated and the

system would decay towards the ground-state band along a relatively

small number of tracks. One thus expects that the "continuous" bump

may have some structure.

We will first'analyse the interplay between the'collective

E2 and the statistical E1'modes of de-excitation. At the end we will

study 'the influence of the low-energy M1 gamma-rays.

3. MULTIPLICITIES AND GAMMA-RAY INTENSITIES

Once the different transition probabilities are known one'

can evaluate the corresponding branching ratios and the population

of the levels. To perform this calculation one must first know the

population probability of the entry state, P (I). We assume that
i

I - I
m
 2

Pell) • No exp { - C m
 m ) } (11)

where I is the angular momentum average value in the entry state

and a is the width of the corresponding spin distribution. The nor-

malization, constant N is chosen such that P (I) is the probability
6 5

that the nucleus has spin I in the entry state, i.e.

Z Pe(I) = 1 (12)
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One can now proceed to calculate the population probability

of ths general state Cb«n,I). If P (b,n>I) is the contribution of

the statistical transitions to the level (b,n,I) one obtains

P(b,n,I) = P (b,n,I) + P(b.n-1,I+1) Ttn-1,1+1 * n,I)
° C13)

+ P(b,n,I+2) T(n,I+2 + n,I) + P(b,n+1, 1+1) T(n+1,I+1+ n,I)

where T are the branching ratios.

The intensity of the gamma-ray corresponding to the transi-

tion i •* f is given by

IYti * f) = Pti] T(i -• f) (14)

and onB can then write

P(b,n,I) = Po(b,n,I) + I (n-1, 1+1 •*• n.I)

+ I (n,I+2 + n.I) *'l (n+1- 1*1 + n,I) (15)
T i

which allows to calculate at the same time the population probabi-

lities and the gamma-ray intensities.

Since we are interested in obtaining a "continuous" bump

WB have to be sure that a large enough number of tracks contribute

to the "parallel tracks" transitions (4.2). In other words the

population probabilities have to be approximately constant as func-

tion of the track number n. This property would of course depends

upon P and y. One then has an additional criterium to choose their

values.

In fig.5 we present the population probability as function

of n for two values of y. One sees that for y • -30° P is strongly

dependent upon n and ths track n=4 would contribute very little to
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the Intensities (14). One thus finds that y must be rather smalli

Y - -10° ia a good choice, as seen also in fig.5.

When the population probabilities in all levels are deter-

mined it is easy to calculate the gamma-ray intensities and extract

any other desired information provided by the model. In particular,

since the original population probability is-normalized according

to (12) the sum of the population probabilities of all the levels

gives the average number of gamma-rays, i.e. the multiplicity

< M>- ^ P(b,n,Il « ^ P ( b ) (16)

b,n,I b

where we introduced the band population

P(b) «]^P(b,n,I) (17)

Since the number b actually represents the intrinsic energy of the

band, eq.(17) gives the population as a function of the excitation

energy above the yrast line.

In fig.6 we present the function P(b) for three different

values of the hindrance factor H-. Actually we have also included

quadrupole components in the statistical transitions, but their in-

fluence was found to be unimportant. This calculation, as well as

the rest of the calculations presented in this contribution, cor-

responds to the reaction 176Yb(12C,8n)18o0s at 120 NeV. The entry

state was located at 10 MeV above the yrast line and the parameters

in the entry state population (11) have the values I =35, a=5.

The angular momenta considered in (12) go from I . = 20 to I
m a x

= 6 ° -

One sees in fig.6 that there is a strong variation between

the cases H^IO"4 of fig.6a and H,,=10~Z of fig.6c. In case (a) bhi3

dlpole transitions are so hindered that both modes start competing
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at very high energy- In case (c) instead, this competition starts

near the yrast line* but there is a strong increasing of the rota-

tional contribution as soon as the competition starts. The reason

fcr this increase i^, that the statistical cascade is so fast that

the system decays down 'to near the yrast line approximately with

the same spin distribution that it had in the entry state. Thus

all the angular momentum in the entry state must be brought down to

I = 20 by many transitions i'< the bands very close to the yrast

line. For thB casB of fig.6a the statistical transitions are BO

show that the system practically does not fall towards the yrast

line but moves along the parallel bands.

The average number of gamma-rays emitted within those

bands at an energy E or higher above the yrast linB is

b(E)
< M(E) > = y PCb) (18)

b=1

which gives the total multiplicity (16) when E=0.

In fig.7 we plot <M(E)> as a function of Eicurve T) as

well as the corresponding statistical contribution S for H, - 10 .

This figure shows that the nucleus has emitted one gamma-ray within

levels at an excitation energy above 4.5 MsV and that this gamma"

ray is dipole. Within the levels above 2 MeV it has emitted three

gamma-rays, one of which is quadrupole. In the complete cascade

down to 1=20 it has emitted about ten gamma-raysj four of which

are dipoles and six quadrupoles. Of these six quadrupole transi-

tions about 10% are those connecting An » +1 tracks which carry-

one unit of angular momentum and the rest are streched AI°2 quadru-

poles, as can be seen from fig.5. These ten gamma-rays approxima-

tely account for the reduction in angular momentum from an average
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of 1*35 in the entry state down to 1-20. Since in this calculation

the entry state is at 10 MeV above the yrast line* <aach of the

four dipole gamma-rays have an average energy of about 2.5 MeV.

One has to keep in mind that the above estimates may de-

pend on the approximations that led to the values plotted in fig.7.

In this calculation we assumed that P was independent of n, which

is a good approximation since y • 1"° was used.

The energy spectrum of gamma-ray intensity is obtained by

summing the appropriate population probabilities times branching

ratios for all the levels of the model« Using an energy window

equal to 200 keV and collecting all the intensities inside the

window we obtained the gamma-ray spectra shown in fig.B. The high

energy tail of these spectra does not depend on.(5 or y . Only the

statistical transitions contribute to this tail, the wobbling tran-

sitions energies being no larger than 1.2 MeV. This tail does not

agree with the experimental features as reported so far /!/, which

show that the tail falls off exponentially instead of showing the

curving down of fig.8. This property is due to the square root in

the density of states (2). If the Pauli principle is neglected one

gets a simple exponential function for (2), i.e. a constant tempe-

rature, and the spectra would fall off linearly in the semilog dia-

gram of fig.B, as seen experimentally.

At low energy, the bump is produced by the wobbling model

intensities.

— 4 '
For H* - 10 the spectrum in fig.B shows a dip between 1

and 2 MeV that is quite different from the experimental curve sche-

matically down in fig.1. For H1 = 10"'" the bump and the statistical

intensity match more smoothly. For even larger values of hL the sta-
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tistical contribution (the dashed lines of fig.8) rises monotoni-

cally with decreasing energy corresponding to a low-energy pile-up

of dipole transitions.

The "smoothness" of the rotational spectrum in the bump is

determined by the number of tracks which participate significantly
_3

in the collective transitions. For H. = 10 it is seen from fig.6b

that levels up to about 1.5 HeV above the yrast line are important.

The number of physical tracks in this range is uncertain. The level

density formula (2) would say that there are very few. only enough

for about six tracks (i.e. for the yrast band with six values of n),

but of course that formula, is unreliable at very low energy. For

-4

H. = 10 levels up to more than 5 NeV above the yrast line parti-

cipate in the collective transitions. The level density formula pre-

dicts hundreds of levels of each spin below that energy so that a

smooth spectrum would be produced. Therefore no detailed spectra

are shown since all we can conclude is that as H. changes from 10~
-4he 10 the spectrum would change from a coarse one-band spectrum,

to & i^ooth many-band spectrum.

la the same manner as the quadrupole rotational modes of

de-excitation were allowed to compete with the statistical ones,one

can bring In the (11 rotational modes given by eq.dO). P~. was al-

ready mentioned in the previous section, the only important diffe-

rence is that now there will not be any value of Y for which the

population probability P would be independent of n. Therefore, one

cannot make the approximation that P is a constant, as was done

above.

In fig.9(fi) we present the gamma-ray intensities for an

nnergy window of 50 keV and for three values of g. In fig.9(b) we
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present the corresponding multiplicities. One sees that the average

energy of the 1*11 gamma-rays corresponds to the experimental values

given by Newton et al /3/, although the shapB of the experimental

spectra seems to require large g-values. However, the multiplicities

do not strongly depend upon g. In particular, the average number of

statistical gamma-rays is virtually constant as a function of g. The

tendency to have more M1 gamma-rays with decreasing snergy /2/ is

provided by this calculation within reasonable g-values. As in ref.

/3/ an energy window of 50 keV was used for calculating the spectrum

in fig.9. At smaller values of the energy window the spectrum starts

to show some structure. This feature is more pronounced as the g -

value is increased or, inversely, for a givan resolution the "con -

tinuous" bump shows some structure if g is big enough. As before,the

detailed structure of this spectrum is strongly dependent upon the

density of states close to the yrast line, where it is not very re-

liable, and therefore no such spectrum is shown.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution we showed that the continuous gamma -

ray spectrum following (HI,xn) reactions may be produced by a strong

competition among collective and non-collective degrees of freedom.

This competition may start to be important at a rather high energy

above the yrast line. The parameter that control the statistical

(non-collective) modes is, in our model, the hindrance factor for

the dipole transitions. Its value is take;' to be of the order

H., 2 10~3.

The higher-energy spectra are determined by the level den-

sity (2). The square root of the energy in the exponential func-

tion (21 produces a downward curving form in the logarithm of the
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i

intensity versus energy plot. The square root of the energy appears

due to the Pauli principle in the Fermi gas formalism used to de -

rived (2). If no Pauli principle is included one obtains a simple

exponential function (constant temperature) as observed experimen-

tally. However, more experimental data are needed to confirm this

point.

Our calculation shows that the average energy of the dipols

gamma-ray is about 2,5 MeV.

The spectrum in the bump region provides a good source of

information about the deformed nuclei at high energy. This region is

the only one that strongly depends on the moment of inertia parame -

ters, i.e. on the values of $ and Y- However, before ferm conclu-

sions about these parameters can be drawn, more precise data at good

resolution must be obtained concerning the experimental level spa -

cing in the "continuous" bump, and a more detailed theoretical mo -

del of the actual level density close to the yrast line then that

given by the usual level.density formula is required.

The inclusion of M1 modes of de-excitation within the wob-

bling model provides reasonable values for the average energy of the

experimentally observed M1 peak. However, large g-values are required

to fit the shape of the experimental spectra. It is then likely that

the "continuous" bump may show some structure wĥ .n measured within a

small but achievable experimental resolution. Also here more experi-

mental data are needed.

Part of the material presented in this contribution was

taken from an investigation done in collaboration with R.A.Sorensen

Cref. /4/). •••''
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Schematic representation of the experimental

continuous gamma-ray spectrum.

Fig.2. Schematic form of the low-energy part of the

continuous spectrum. The bump at low-energy

corresponds to the M gamma-rays reported by

Newton et al /3/.

Fig.3. Parallel tracks in the E versus I diagram for the
1 fin

triaxial rigid rotor in Os. The parameter used,

are 3 a 0.25 and Y = "30°. Only a few tracks are

shown. Actually, for more than six tracks the ap-

proximations that led to the energy spectrum (3)

are not valid in this case.

V-
Fig.4. Function fJ = g(y) that corresponds to states of

lifetimes equal to 1 psec for transition energies

of 0.6 MaV (eq. 8). The states determined by pairs

of values of $ and y in the dashed region would

have lifetimes larger than 1 psec and would there-

fore be "forbiden" states.

Fig.5. Population probability as function of n for 1=22

and intensities corresponding to An=0 transitions,

(curve b) and to An= _+1 (curves a and c) in °0s.

Fig.6. Band population as function of excitation energy

above the yrast line. The curve R(S) represents

1 the rotational (statistical) contribution to P(b).

(a) H,, = 10"4i (b) H ^ 10~3 and (c) H,, = 10~2.
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Fig.7. Total (T) and statistical (S) contributions
to the multiplicity for H1 - 10' 3.

Fig. 8.- Gamma-ray spectra for a 200 keV window and

for the values of H- indicated in the figure.
The dashed lines represent the intensities
produced by the statistical transitions above.

Fig.9. (a) Total average multiplicity and its collective
(E2), statistical (E1) and Ml components as
function of g.

(b) Gamma-ray spectrum for three different g-values
and for an energy window of 50 keV. The multi-
plicities in fig.7 do not exactly coincide
with the multiplicities in this figure for g-0
because here no approximation was done
regarding the population of the levels.
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Central I n s t i t u t e of Phys i c s , Bucharest, Romania
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aiz compatizd with the txpe.nA.me.ntal onzi ion. Aomz
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with neck.

1. INTRODUCTION

Myers - Swiateck i ' s l iqu id drop model (LDM) /\/ and

Krappe - Nix's genera l i za t ion / 2 / for f i n i t e range of nuclear

forces (FRNFM) are frequently used both in f i s s i o n theory / 3 - 8 /

and heavy-ion physics / 9 - 1 8 / . The d i f f erence between mass ( n . ) -

and charge t n ) - asymmetry parameters was not considered when

p o t e n t i a l energy surfaces (PES) were ca l cu la ted , though the

asymmetric mass - and charge-fragmentation / 3 9 / i s a case -

frequently met in heavy ion experiments.

Some authors / 1 5 . 1 7 / have assumed the same charge-to-mass

r a t i o (Z/A) by choosing one of the react ion partners not on the

bBta s t a b i l i t y l i n e . On the other hand the PES of re f . / 1 B / for

zero angular momentum except for the case of 1 3 6Xe + 2 0 9 B i should

be s l i g h t l y corrected considering the dif ference between the

charge densities of two colliding nuclei.
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In a previous paper /20/ WB have shown that the deformation

energy could be underestimated if this difference is ignored.

In this work we take into consideration the difference of

charge densities (p* i p 2 e * Poe) which is equivalent with dif-

ference of mass and charge asymmetry parameters (n. / nz5. with

difference of charge to mass ratio [l./h^ -f l^/h^ t Z/A) and with

difference of nuclear compositions (I- f I_ / I = (N-ZJ/A).

FRNFM heavy ion interaction barriers are compared with experimen-

tal data for some 5B pairs of colliding nuclei. PES for some

projectile-target combinations leading to the same fused system

Tb are presented.

2. LDM AND FRNFM DEFORMATION ENERGIES FOR FRAGMENTATION WITH

DIFFERENT CHARGE DENSITIES

We assume (see figure 1) the nuclear volume divided in

two parts V- and \ly (corresponding to the first and second frag-

ment) and each fragment homogeneously charged with the density

p^ and p_e respectively.

The surface energy is proportional with surface area :

2/3 2/3
Es " Es1 + Es2 • cs1 A Bs1 + cs2 A Bs2 m

where

Bsi = S i / S ° ' csi = as ( 1 - *lb

as = 17.9439 MeV , « = 1.7826 . (2]

S. is the surface area of the fragment i and S° - that of the

spherical fused nucleus A_ .
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The general expression of the Coulomb energy can be

splitted into three parts

i 4 4 S4
V1 V1 1 2 V2 V2 2

3+ p1ep2e f d r 1 ' r1 B B V n V r
3

r1 ' —r
n r 12

where the f i r s t two terms represents the selfenergies of two '

fragments and the last one - their interaction Bnergy. For the

. fused spherical system :

E° = 3e2Z2/C5roA
1-/3) (4)

where rQ = 1.2249 fm for LOM, rQ = 1.16 fm for FRNFM and e is

the electron charge.

In the FRNFM / 2 / , the surface energy is replaced by the

folded Yukawa potential energy E , from which the spurious con-

tr ibut ion to the volume energy E .. has to be subtracted out. I f

the nuclear matter is homogeneously distributed in the two frag-

ments (p* = p- = P ) one has similarly :

E 2-j v / / d3
rd3r gtx) * V / / d 3

r d 3

8na3
 1 1 2 2

V o2 j 1 / 2 { { d 3 r1d 3 r2 S(x) , g(x) • " " (5)
1 2 . 1Z

j v , / / d3
r id

3 r gtx) * V , / / d3
r id

3r-, g(x)n 8na3 o l V V 1 2 °2 V V 1 2

where

V
o i

ii»1.4ftni a =24.7 MeV , x = 4s
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The difference in the interaction energy computed by

using / V ,V 2
 a n d °y taking simply V = c /(2irar ), for cases

of practical importance is small (see section 3).

1/3For the sphere with radius R = r A one has :oo

E° - E° v = cs A
2 / 3 -Ca/r o)

2 * (A1/3 * a/rQ)
2 exp(-2RQ/a) (7)

Because in the LDM the symmetry energy is included in the

volume energy E * for n7 / n. one has to add also the volume con-

tribution to the deformation energy, though the volume conservation

is assumed as usually ;

EVi = cViA i ' EV " CVA ' °Vi = aV

( i = 1.2)

where a.. • ag and ny = n for LDM and a.. = 16.4696 MeV

xv = 2.31015 for FRNFM.

3. FRNFM HEAVY-ION INTERACTION BARRIERS

The interaction barr ier, E., of two heavy ions is computed,

usually, in a very simple one dimensional parametrization /2-11.

12, 13, 15/ as the maximum of the interaction energy. This maximum

occurs at the touching point (LDM) or not for from i t (FRNFM).

In the LDM, Ej is simply the Coulomb interaction at the

touching point. Assuming spherical shapes, we have

1/3r A . ' J ( i = 1,2) (9)

° x
But in the FRNFM, the interaction due to the finite range of

nuclear forces is also taken into account :
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Z.Z-e2 2 1/2 R. R, R-
e, - -1JL- - 4Cf-) tcs1cs2) (il ch ̂ - sh ̂ 1)

l"l o

- sh _2) ^ - T - CIO)

1/2

According to eq.(5) we replaced cg by (
C
S<|

C
S2* as

Krappe and Nix did always /23/ though this was not mentioned ex-

plicitly in their published papers.

A linear least-square fit to the 58 experimental points

from ref. /24-42/ and theoretical ones versus Z,Z2 (fig.21 and

Coulanb interaction E at the distance RM between centers allow

us to obtain the following results :

exp
EI =

El

10

0.

8.

-1.

.107

301

765

259

* 0.

• 0.

• 0.

+ 0.

1021Z

8662

1059

8974

1Z2

cm

Z1Z2

Ecm

8.

-1.

860

180

• 0

+ 0

.1062

.8993

Z1 Z2

Ecm

(11)

where the energies are in MeV j E. is obtained by replacing

1/?
l cs1 cs2 5 w i t h cs i n t h e etf-t101-

One can see that a satisfactory agreement between expe-

riment and theory is obtained. This can be improved considering

also the nuclear deformation /2/. The agreement is better for

Ej but E' is also good.

4. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

Following Swiatecki /9/, three degrees of freedom are

relevant for describing the nuclear shapes during the deformation
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in fusion or fission processes encountered in heavy ion reactions:

elongation, neck and mass asymmetry. We have to' add also the

change asymmetry when the reaction partners have different charge

densities.

We choose a simple three-parameters family of shapes,

namBly the asymmetric spheroid with neck : two joined semispheroids

with the same transverse semiaxis a, but different axial semiaxis

c_ and c,., having a fourth order polynomial neck region extended

from ~xc2 to +xc,,, where x (0,1).

In cylindrical coordinates (p,z), the surface equation is

given by

1- 2 z 2 1 z 2 • , ,aZ{ 1-x^ + (§-) 1- -^(§7) ) i |z| < xCi

. p2 = i x * (12)
- _ 2

a* I-(T-) I xc.< |z| £ c. (i= 1,2)
Cj 1 1

The deformation parameters are : the volume asymmetry

q = A./A-, the necking-in coordinate g, and the initial deformation

(in absence of neck) of one of semispheroids £.. One has :

2 1/2
1-g = p(ol/a i x = l-(1-g) i r1 =(3+e1l/(3-2e1)

3 3 ( 1 3 )

a = 2 / r.(q+11(1-0.8x 1 i c. = ar. i c_ = qc.
1 I I £. I

where the relationship for a represents the volume conservation.

By modifying the FORTRAN program described in ref./22/ in order

to allow different charge densities of two fragments we have com-

puted the PES for the projectile-target combinations presented in

Table 1.
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Figure 3 shows PES for Kr + Cu + Tb in entrance

channel Cn-,J*nfi) (fig 3a.b), one of the possible exit channel

(n =n.) (fig 3a',b') computed in the framework of LDM (fig 3a,a1)
Z. ft

and FRNFM (fig 3b,b'). The origin of the energy in this figure is

the energy of two ions at infinite separation distance E =E-+E2.

Unlike the PES of ref./18/, in the PES given in figure 3

there are no fusion valleys due to limited parametrization

(spherical-like shapes near the touching or scission point are

not described). Hence a comparison of absolute values of our

saddle point energies with those of ref./18/ and with experimental

fusion barriers does not make sense, though icidentally the agree-

ment with experimental figure for Ag + Ar is good. Neverthe-

less, the relative values of saddle point energies for ruH n.

and for n °. TJ gives the sight order of magnitude of the errors

AE involved when the difference of charge densities is ignored.

As one can see from the Table 1 the errors in saddle-point energies

are close to the values determined at the interaction barrier ET in

a simple parametrization of spherical shapes (section 3).

5. CONCLUSIONS

4 The liquid drop deformation energies could be under-

estimated if one not takes into consideration the difference in

charge densities of the reaction partners in a fusion reaction.

If one assumes each of the two fragments uniformly charged,

the fornulae for Coulomb energy .and folded Yukawa potential energy

are splitted in three terms representing the selfenergies of the

fragments and their interaction.
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As in ths Coulomb interaction snerhy we have the product

ZjZ2, it seems naturally to introduce in the interaction term of

folded Yukawa potential energy a proportionality factor equal to

[c «o ,) instead of c . Though the difference in the inter-

action barriers computed in these two ways is not large, this

brings some improvement of the agreement with experimental re-

sults.

To the deformation energy one has to add also the volume

contribution (in fact the symmetry energy) though the volume con-

servation is assumed as usually.

Due to the fact that spherical-like shapes near the

touching point are not described by the parametrization of asym-

metric spheroid with neck used in this work, the corresponding

PES are suited only for fission with low or moderate asymmetries,

but not for fusion. Nevertheless, the relative values of saddle-

point energies for nz i
1 n. and nz • r\. reproduce the order of

magnitude of the errors involved.

A3 the charge density equilibration is a very fast process,

the difference between charge*and mass asymmetry is very important

in the initial stages of a fusion reaction. Than the subsequent

fission is an adiabatic process : the system follows the minimum

of the potential energy which corresponds to T\= n. if the shell

effects are neglected. But even in'fission, for the computation

of charge distribution one has to consider PES for binary frag-

mentation with different charge densities.
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Table 1. Q_-vaZu&4,, &addte.-point, inte.ia.ct.ion and volume.

Nuclei

1'°V40Ar

B \ r + 6 5 C u

75As-74Ge

nzi» nA

nz= nA

n Z = nA

V nA
nz= nA

Z1Z2

846

829.7:

1044

1039.11

1056

1056.21

0.446

1 0.463

0.108

0.128

0.015

0.007

(MeV)
LD

-1 .1

0

-1 .3

0

-0 .2

0

FR

-1 .6

0

-1.7

0

-0 .3

0

E° - E"
(MeV)

LD

55.9

53.B

78.6

7B.6

80.5

80.7

FR

60.0

58.5

81.4

61.5

83.3

83.4

c
I

(MeV)
LD

121.3

119.0

146.1

145.4

147.5

147.5

FR

104.0

101.8

127.1

126.4

128.4

128.4

(MeV)
LD

108.7

106.8

114.7

114.1

114.9

114.9

FR

103.4

101.1

115.9

115.2

116.4

116.4

(MeV)
LD

-2 .3

-0.7

0

FR

-2 .2

-0.7

0

AEsp
CMBV)

LD

-1.9

-0 .6

0

FR

-2.3

-0.7

0
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Binary fragmentation Cor fusion) with

different charge densities.

Fig.2. Heavy-ion interaction energies vs. Z«Z_.

149
Fig.3. PES for fragmentation of Tb into

6 4Kr + 65Cu both in LDM (a,a1) and FRNFM

Cb,b') for ru i r\. (a,b) and n z = n» la'.b1)

The energy of separated fragments is taken as

the origin. The increment in energy between

two squipotentials is 5 MeV.
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NUCLEAR REACTIONS INDUCED BY 156 MeV 6 Li PROJECTILES

H . J . G I I B , O.Buschmann, Z.Majka+, B.Neumann,

H.Rebel, S.Zagromski.and H.Klewe-Nebenius

Karnforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH
I n s t i t u t fur AngewandtB Kernphysik

Karlsruhe, W.GERMANY

ABSTRACT

Nuclear reactions induced by 156 MeV 6Li projectiles have been experimentally

studied at the Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron. Phenomenological analyses of

elastic scattering reveal some features different from lighter complex ion

scattering.as well as from heavier ion (12C,l60) scattering. Refined folding

model descriptions with density dependent nucleon-nucleon interactions and

including approximately one-nucleon exchange reproduce the elastic GLi scatter-

ing cross sections successfully. <

Due to the low background in the excitation region up to 2O MeV inelastic 6Li

scattering proves to be an excellent experimental tool for exploring strength

and shape of the giant resonances. This is demonstrated by looking for differ-

ent giant resonance components in 90Zr. ,

The dominating reaction channel is the 6Li •*• a + d break-up. The large break-

up probability of the 6Li projectile seems to lead to a particular reaction

type: transfer of one fragment into highly excited states followed by compound

nucleus deexcitation, thus implying cluster effects in preequilibrium emission

processes. Experiments looking for this process are discussed.

On leave from the Institute of Physics, Jagellonian Universityt
Cracow, Poland

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,Institut fur Radiochemie.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Besides the increasing efforts in "very heavy" ion physics there is a con-

siderable interest in Lithium-induced nuclear reactions, in particular for

Lithium energies above 5O MeVl~ . This attention is motivated by several

reasons. From the mass number point of view, Li-projectiles fill the gap

between the light ions p, d, 3He and a and the "real heavy" ions such as

e.g. 12C, 1 60, and heavier particles. One of the conspicuous differences

between these two "classes" of projectiles is the particular form in which

they interact with target nuclei, e.g. expressed in terms of optical poten-

tials. Thus one may ask the question which intermediate role - if at all -

the interaction of Li-ions plays between those of light and heavy projectiles.

A powerful support to answer this question is the fact that Li-ions are now

available up to energies of 10-25 HeV per nucleon. This value is distinctly

higher than typical heavy ion energies provided by tandem accelerators and

is comparable with light ion energies available at several cyclotrons.

In addition to the aspects of nucleus-nucleus interactions, one observes some

rather new phenomena neither occurring in light nor in heavy ion nuclear reac-

tions. These phenomena favor the Li-projectile as probe for particular nuclear

structure and nuclear reaction mechanism investigations.

In this contribution we report about 6Li nuclear reactions studied at the

Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron at a Li-energy of 156 HeV. The efforts of

our investigations have mainly been concentrated on the following aspects:

a. Investigation of the 6Li-target nucleus interaction by elastic

Li-scattering.

b. Excitation of isoscalar giant resonances.

c. Lithium break-up and cluster transfer reactions.

The 6Li-target nucleus interaction has particularly been studied on the basis

of elastic scattering cross sections from I2C and l>0Ca. Additionally, elastic

scattering cross sections from 90Zr and 208Pb have been measured and analyzed

In a restricted angular range.

The excitation of isoscalar quadrupole giant resonances by 6Li projectiles

was at first observed by the Karlsruhe group on the target nucleus Z0SPb 8 ) .

The considerable advantage of the 6Li projectiles is the strongly reduced
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background in the spectra of scattered 6Li particles when compared to

lighter as well as to heavier ions or even when compared to exotic particles

like pions. More extensive measurements with improved techniques were just

performed on 90Zr, the first results of which will be presented and discussed.

The Lithium break-up in the Coulomb field of the target nuclei was previously

studied by several groups. At higher energies the reactions are increasingly

influenced by the nuclear fields and new phenomena occur which can be inter-

preted as cluster transfer or "internal break-up" reactions leading to a

highly excited compound nucleus. The investigations concerning these

questions are not yet finished and only particular aspects will be presented.

2. SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

2.1 The Karlsruhe 156 MeV 6Li-Beaml

Before describing the particular setup and procedures of the scattering ex-

periments we like to present briefly some characteristics of the Karlsruhe

Li-beam. The Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron is a fixed frequency machine

exclusively accelerating (e/m = 1/2)-particles up to 26 MeV per nucleon.

Because of this restriction only 6Li3+ ions can be accelerated. The 6Li3+

ions are produced in an external penning ion source. The ions extracted

from the ion source with an energy of about 1O keV are transported through

a 16 m long beam pipe and then axially injected into the center of the

cyclotron. After acceleration the extracted beam has the characteristics

compiled in Table I.

Table I

Characteristics of the Karlsruhe Li-Beam

Energy

Energy width

Intensity on target

E = 156 MeV

"V-6OO keV FWHM

2O nA (electrical)

The intensity given is an average value observed during the past half year;

the maximum value was close to 1OO nA. The life time of one ion source lies

between 10 and 48 hours.
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2.2" Scattering Facility and Data Acquisition.

The scattering facilities installed at the Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron

include a 15O degrees deflecting magnet - usually operated in dispersive

mode in order to reduce the energy spread of the primary beam - and a

scattering chamber of 130 cm diameter. For the Li experiments the deflecting

magnet was used in nondispersive mode because of the low beam intensity which

should not be further reduced by analyzing slits:. Thus the energy resolution

of the experiments was about 600 keV corresponding to the energy width of the

primary beam. Inside the scattering chamber four detector telescopes were

mounted on one movable arm with a fixed angular distance of 1.5 degrees between

each other. On a second arm, a fifth detector was mounted which in m e t

cases served as a monitor for the total beam charge. Each telescope consisted

of two silicon surface barrier detectors of 300 Jim and 4 mm thickness, re-

spectively, for measuring the energy loss AE and the remaining kinetic energy

E, which is necessary for particle identification.

The standard electronical setup consisted of a pre-amplifier and a main

amplifier for each detector and a coincidence equipment for each telescope

in order to activate the acquisition system only for true AE-E-event pairs.

The pulse- pairs from the AE and E detectors were converted and stored event

by event on magnetic tape. The particle identification was performed off-line

by software' using the Moulding method3 ̂ . A clear 6Li-7Li separation could be

achieved over the full energy range.

Due to the sharp diffraction pattern of the measured cross sections a small

angular acceptance of the detectors of.0.15-0.25 degrees had to be provided

by entrance slits in front of the detectors. Thus the total solid angles of

the detectors were only 2O-3O ysr, leading to long measuring times.

For the scattering experiments natural targets were used in the cases of C

and Ca, and highly enriched (> 95%) 90Zr and z08Pb targets with thicknesses

of 4-2O mg/cm2.

2.2 Experimental Results.

Examples of the measured particle specific spectra taken at 8 = 13.6
Lab

from the target nuclei 1 2C, 90Zr and 20BPb are shown in Figure 1. The spectra

of different ejectiles for one target nucleus are normalized to the same
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current integral. The quality of the GLi-7Li separation is demonstrated

by the fact that even the very strong peaks of elastically scattered 6Li

have no tails into the 7Li region. Furthermore one recognizes that the

stripping reactions (6Li,7Li) and (6Li,Be)* are much stronger for light

target nuclei than for heavier ones. Ejectiles lighter than 6Li have not

been detected in these experiments.

As a typical result of the obtained angular distributions the elastic and

inelastic (3~-state at 3.73 MeV) scattering cross sections for 't0Ca are

displayed in Figure 2. One observes a very sharp diffraction pattern

covering only 4.5° for one oscillation and variations of about two orders

of magnitude between maxima and minima.

For 1ZC elastic and inelastic differential cross sections were measured

between 8 = 5 and 9 = 7O° whereas for 90Zr and zoaPb elastic scattering
cm cm

data cover only a smaller angular range from 10 to about 30 .

3. ANALYSES OF ELASTIC SCATTERING

3.1 Phenomenological Approach of the Optical Potential.

When analyzing the elastic 6Li scattering cross sections e.g. for l>0Ca in

terms of a conventional six parameter Saxon-Woods optical potential with

volume absorption the depth of the real potential could not be determined

unambiguously. One obtains descriptions of equal quality for the experimen-

tal angular, distribution using potential depths of V = 145, 182, 3OO,

44O MeV or even larger values. These so-called discrete ambiguities of the

real well depth of the optical potential were also found in many investiga-

tions of light projectile scattering especially at lower energies (< 1O MeV

per nucleon). As empirically investigated by Rebel et al and systemat-

ically studied and confirmed by Goldberg17' later on, the ambiguities can

be resolved by measuring the differential elastic cross sections up to

large scattering angles beyond the nuclear rainbow angle. However, for l|0Ca

the elastic 6Li scattering cross sections near tfte nuclear rainbow are more

than two orders of magnitude smaller as e.g. compared to the corresponding

a-particle scattering cross sections at the same projectile velocity15*.

Due to this experimental difficulty we succeeded in measuring cross sections

far beyond the nuclear rainbow angle only in the case of 1ZC, the lightest

target nucleus under investigation.

*No mass separation, of (Z?4) particles was performed.
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Figure 3 shows the differential elastic scattering cross sections for 12C

divided by the Rutherford cross sections together with the result of the

optical model fit (solid line).

When including all these data between 6 = 5 and 7O in the optical model

analyses the depth of the real potential is unambigiously determined to be

about V = 93 MeV.
o

Restricting the angular range of the experimental data points to the region

8 < 35 additional potential families were found which can reproduce the
cm ^ • ^

experimental data. This may be demonstrated by a graph (Figure 4) quite

similar to that shown by Goldberg for a-particle scattering17 . In the

upper lefthand part of Figure 4 the x2 values per degree of freedom are

shown as functions of the central real potential depth V using (i) a restric-

ted angular range (< 35°) excluding the region beyond the nuclear rainbow

angle and (ii) the full angular range. In all calculations for Figure 4 the

five remaining parameters of the Saxon-Hoods potential have been varied in

order to fit the data. The lower part of Figure-4 displays the volume integral
per nucleon pair J /6A for the different optical potential depths. One

observes a considerable dependence of J from V as exp-acted which favors

a value of about 3OO MeV fm3 for the best fit potential of 6Li on 12C.

As one knows from elastic spattering analyses of a-particles at comparable

energy16'18* the volume integral per nucleon pair of the optical potential

does not change significantly when looking at different target nuclei. Thus

the value of 3 = 3OO MeV fm3 may serve as a guide for finding the "correct"

potential family describing the scattering cross sections of *°Ca, 90Zr and

ZO8Pb where the angular range does not include the nuclear rainbow. A second

hint for determining the correct potential family has been given by Singh,

Schwandt and Yang19 namely calculating the central potential depth from

nucleon-target optical potentials. Thereby one obtains a value of about

V = 18O MeV for *°Ca which in fact corresponds to a xZminimum (Figure 4).

The volume integral for this family is about 3OO MeV fm3 as found for 1ZC.

The theoretical angular distribution generated by this potential is shown

in Figure 5. The experimental and theoretical cross sections for elastic

scattering from 90Zr and zsaPb are included in Figure 5 as well. The results

of the final potential parameters are compiled in Table II.
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Table II

Saxon-Woods optical model parameters from elastic 6Li scattering.

Target

»*C

"°Ca
90Zr
2»8pb

V o
(MeV)

92.6

182.1

180.*

240.*

r v
(fm)

1.443

1.135

1.25O

1.17O

(fm)

.758

.934

.784

.766

J /6A
(MeV fm3)

297.5

292.1
1 292.3 .

30O.7

«o
(MeV)

28.5

31.3

19.1

2O.O*

rw
(fm)

1.806

1.687

1.726

1.550^

(fm)

.737

.844

l.OO

1.O2

XVF

6 .6

4 . 0

2 . 3

2 . 0

fixed during the search

In order to demonstrate that the large angle scattering behavior is in fact

rainbow scattering - that means due to the real part of the potential - we

varied the depth of the imaginary potential starting from W = O. The result

displayed in Figure 6 clearly indicates that.only the absolute height of the

cross sections but not the general slope is influenced. Only when assuming

very strong absorption (W = 50 MeV) the refractive behavior changes to a non-

refractive oscillating shape. The need of refractive potentials to describe

the measured cross sections is quite similar as in the case of light ion

scattering16'17', where one needs nonrefractive potentials with a ratio

V/W = O.5. However, it should be noticed that for elastic_^Li scattering.
the required imaginary potentials are considerably deeper than for instance

for a-particles16* as can be seen from Table II. This stronger absorption -

may mostly be due to the large competing 6Li break-up channel.

Finishing the phenomenological treatment of the optical potential we would

like to emphasize that refined empirical. forms of the potential as e.g. a

squared Saxon-Woods form do not improve the description of the elastic -

scattering cross sections, as demonstrated in Table III.

Table III

Comparison of \Z values obtained by Saxon-Woods (SW)
and squared Saxon-Woods (SW2) optical potentials..

Target

»°Ca
1

xz(sw) ;

6.6

4.1 :

X2(sw2)

6.5

4.3



3.2 Refined Folding Model Descriptions of Elastic Scattering.

There are numerous attempts of microscopic descriptions for the interaction

of composite particles with nuclei, and several different procedures with

increasing sophistication have been worked out, in particular for o-particle

scattering19"2 . (tost of the calculations are carried out by folding into

the target nucleus density distribution p an effective projectile-bound

nucleon interaction V_ „ (R ) which is either taken from phenomenological
p—wj p

analyses of nucleon 'scattering at low energy25' or itself generated by

folding a nucleon-nucleoh interaction into the density distribution pp of

the composite projectile26*.

(S••oJ^Cr) = Jd2 T PT ( V Vp_N(p (Sp) (3.1)

The latter method is equivalent to a double folding procedure21' calculating

the leading (simple direct) term of the real part of the optical potential by

O p T ^ r ) = //dZ pdZ T P p(Z p)P T(Z T) t(r N N) (3.2)

where the coordinates used are defined in Figure 7. The quantities p_ and

p are matter point density distributions of the projectile and the target

nucleus, respectively; t(r,_.) is an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction

assumed to be density independent in simple calculations. Equation (3.2)

neglects noncentral terms and isospin dependence in the nucleon-nucleon

potential.

Alternatively to the folding over the target density ("target folding")

by equation (3.1) a single folding procedure ("projectile folding") may

start with an adequate nucleon-target nucleus interaction V then

constructing the real part of the projectile-target interaction by inte-

grating over the complex projectile density distribution5132)

OpJ'Cr) = / dZp pp(Zp) VT (ST) (3.3)

In the present investigation we tried to construct more.refined complex

projectile-bound (target) nucleon V_ „ and- nucleon-target. nucleus V
r—N|p • . P—Np

interactions starting from a realistic nucleon-nucleon force and including

antisynmetrization and density dependence of the interaction. He followed

the approach of Hajka et al7' worked out for a double folding model of the

alpha-target interaction. Considering the complex projectile-target

potential, one has to note that the influence of exchange and of the

density dependence is included merely in V ' and v , respectively,
P—wp- T—Np

so that the two procedures - equations (3.1) and (3.3) - may differ in the
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results. It seems to be interesting to compare both ways with each other

and to the simple direct potential (calculated with the density independent

part of the NN interaction).

The projectile-bound-nucleon V_ „ and nucleon-target Vm „ potentials are
lr—N»p A—Np

deduced from a density dependent effective nucleon-nucleon interaction t

by including antisymmetrization effects in the form given in References 15

and 22:

VP-N (*P } = I d^p P P ( ^ P ) t p < r N N ) + e 3"* 8"^ term (3.4a)

and in analogous form

VT-N ( V = I d^T P T ( V tp(rNN) + eJtchan9e term (3.4b)

Noting that any influence of a density dependence of the nucleon-nucleon force

is included only in the first step calculating the projectile-bound target

nucleon and target-projectile interaction, respectively! and taking t for

the density values of the non-interacting particles, the approach implies that

a pronounced density compression does not occur in the overlap region of the

colliding nuclei. The influence of this "adiabatic" approximation is compared

to a "sudden" approximation which includes some improvement in the treatment

of the problem.

The microscopic 6Li-1>0Ca potentials have been calculated using a two-parameter

Fermi-shaped density distribution of the 6Li projectile deduced from the

measured charge distribution27' by unfolding the charge of a single proton.

Presuming that the proton and matter distributions in 1>0Ca are identical,

a three-parameter Fermi-shape has been used which was extracted from an

experimental charge distribution28' in the same manner.

The results of the various procedures are given in Table IV and displayed in

Figure 8.
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Table IV

Parameters of the real part of the microscopic 6Id-lt0Ca potentials.

Approach

• S

P

T

°pT<*=0)
(MeV)

245.5

370.6

242.8

X*

.77

.51

.60

<r2>l/2

(fin)

4.472

4.248

4.616

Jo/6A

<MeV fm3)

344.1

483.4

390.7

Rl/2
(fm)

3.424

3.427

3.729

^lO-SO
(fm)

4.429

4.514

5.572

*fitted normalization parameter U(r) • *'ufflicro

One observes a reasonable reproduction of the experimental cross sections

in particular by the more refined procedures P and T. However, the normal-

ization factors X necessary to fit the data are considerably smaller than 1

(c.f. Table IV) and the volume integrals are larger when compared to the

phenomenologicat' result. These features are ouch less pronounced in similar

analyses of elastic a-particle scattering1 s) r but anyway give rise to con-

siderable criticism of the models, especially for heavy ion scattering29'.

Regarding both investigations1SlZ9) a more detailed discussion of the density

depencende may shed some light on this problem. In fact, it has been pointed

out that the failure of the single folding model to predict the correct real

HI potential is partially due to omission of density dependence effects.

For the ensuring studies we neglect the antisymmetrization term in equation

(3.4) and calculate the optical potential by

In a local density approximation the density p appearing in tp may be given by

p = m • p p (Zp + * N N / 2 )
 + P T

 ( Z
T
 + r N N / 2 ) (3.6)

so that the inner integral of equation (3.5), which for m=O (or the "adiabatic"

approximation used above) is just the free-nucleon target potential, is now

dependent on the density p p of the imbedded projectile nucleons. The factor

m(0 < m < 1) accounts for the degree of compressibility of the nuclear matter

in the overlap region of the colliding nuclei.
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Choosing m=l ("sudden" approximation) one obtains a normalization factor

X = 0.77, a potential depth at zero radius U(r=O) = 201 MeV and a volume

integral JQ/6A =310 MeV fm
3. The representation of the experimental data

is slightly better (x*/F = 5.7) than in the previously shown.studies (Pig. 8).

The quoted values indicate that the "sudden" approximation is more reasonable

than the adiabatic one, however, the folding model description is not completely

satisfactory since one still needs a normalization factor A<1.. This is in

contrast to the case of a-particle scattering, where an "intermediate" approx-

imation using m=O.5 leads to a normalization of X=l and a finalrtpotential

nearly identical.to a refined phenomenological approach151. -

3.3 Influence of Spin-Orbit Potentials.

Previous analyses of 6Li scattering from different target nuclei at lower

energies in most cases did not include a spin-orbit potential*'. In order .

to study the importance of the spin-orbit potential we treated it in three

different ways1s):

1) The. usual phenomenological description using the derivative of a

Saxon-Woods form with parameters independent from the central -

potential.

2) Folded LS-potential on the basis of an a-d-cluster description

' of 6Li and using empirically derived deuteron-target LS-potentials

(Amakawa and Kubo 3 0 > s ).

3) Derivative of the folded real central potential.

The resulting LS-potentials for the target nucleus 1*°Ca ave displayed in

Figure 9. The more refined procedures 2) and 3) did net improve the de-

scription of the measured cross sections which may partly be due to an

unsatisfying treatment of the imaginary spin-orbit term. The phenome-

nological best-fit LS potential, however, decreases the XZ value by about

25% in the case of ''"ca and by nearly a factor of two in the case of l*C.

The corresponding theoretical angular distributions are shown in Figure 10.
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In both cases, the central potentials were not changed in the fitting pro- '

cedures when compared to the results without use of an LS-term. Comparing

Figure 10 with Figures 3-and 5, one notices that the improvement of the x2-

yalues is mostly due to a better description of the large scattering angles.

3.4 Conclusions from the Elastic Scattering Analyses.

From the studies of the 6Li-target interaction one can draw the following

conclusions:'

a. For the description of the elastic 6Li scattering in particular

from light and medium weight target nuclei refractive optical potentials

as in light ion scattering are necessary. The ratio V /W is smaller than
o o

for p, d, and o-scattering at comparable energy but still much larger than 1

in contrast to results with heavier ions.

b. Refined phenomenological potentials like a squared Saxon-Woods form

do not improve the description of the cross sections compared to the standard

Saxon-Hoods.

c. Light ion folding procedures are also successful for 6Li, but

renormalization factors of the microscopic potentials X<1 are necessary.

d. LS-potentials are important for large scattering angles.

Phenomenological approaches seem to be more successful .than simple folded

LS-potentials.

4. EXCITATION OF ISOSCALAR GIANT RESONANCES

Recent investigations of electron and hadron scattering32~38' have revealed

a new type of giant resonance in nuclei which is ascribed to an isoscalar

quadrupole oscillation. Generally the corresponding peak in the spectra of

inelastically scattered particles occurs at 2 HeV lower in excitation energy

than the well-established giant dipole resonance. In (p,p'), (d,d')f (T,T')

and (a,a1) spectra it has been observed as a broad bump superimposed on a

considerable continuum background. This background arising from more com-

plicated processes such as quasi-elastic reactions and preequilibrium decay

is the reason for difficulties to interpret the measured spectra quantitatively.
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The excitation of highly excited states by inelastic scattering of more

complex projectiles may provide advantages with respect to the reduction

of the continuum background in the scattering spectra. 6Li projectiles

(T=O) seem to be of particular interest since - in contrast to heavier

•projectiles - ejectile excitation is suppressed due to the low-lying a-d

break-up threshold. Despite the limited beam intensity the giant resonance

bump excited in 208Pb by inelastic 6Li scattering was at first observed at

the Karlsruhe Isochronous, Cyclotron8' as a distinct peak at the expected

energy position clearly separated from peaks due to target impurities anr)

with the correct kinematic behavior when varying the scattering angle.

Without any background subtraction. Figure 11 displays the interesting part

of the (6Li,6Li') spectrum revealing the giant resonance bump as convincingly

as in more tedious a-particle/decay particle coincidence experiments39'.

Approximating the background linearly we extracted the giant resonance cross

sections for several scattering angles. The values'obtained are compared to

theoretical predictions on the basis of the phenomenological collective model

for the quadrupole giant resonance centered around E =11 MeV (see

Figure 12). The coupled channel calculations which have been performed in

a O -2 (GQR)-coupling scheme utilized the optical potentials derived from

elastic scattering of 156 MeV 6X«i particles (c.f. Chapter 3). The B R value

was : adopted from a-particle scattering results'10'. In general, complex

coupling has been used with equal coupling parameters for the real_and_

and imaginary part (the latter assumption B r e a = B1™39 does not influence

the results very strongly). For the purpose of our exploratory calculations

a spin-orbit term of the optical potential has been ignored. The calcula-

tions indicate that the cross sections are strongly decreasing at energies

E. . £ 1OO MeV.
IJX

The most interesting questions in the giant resonance field currently dis-

cussed*0"115' are the evidence of the monopole giant resonance ("breathing

mode") and of the location and strength of giant resonances of higher multi-

polarities (octupole, hexadecapole) which are predicted by microscopic

theories" 3''lll).

Concerning L=4 transitions 90Zr is of particular interest because of its

stongly reduced collectivity of the low-lying hexadecapole strength. From

the simple sum rule point of view, the missing L=4 transition strength thus

should be located in the GR region. In fact, in an attempt to describe

consistently the low-lying states and giant resonances in 90Zr *""lis) the

most considerable amount of E4 strength is predicted to be located at the

low energy tail of the E2 giant resonance at about 11 MeV (Figure 13).
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We started to search for this giant resonance component (and perhaps other

multipolarities) by scattering of 156 HeV 6Li,particles from 90Zr. The

main experimental difficulties arose from the fact that - due to a coupled

channel prediction - the angular distribution of an E4 component should

remarkably deviate from that of an E2 GR only at very forward scattering

angles _(£lp°) where elastic scattering is strongly dominating and .the...

hydrogen contamination peak is disturbing the spectra. In addition, one

must determine and control the energy calibration very carefully in order

to ensure that possible changes in the shape of the GR bumps are not due

to electronic instabilities. We performed this by repeated measurements

of elastic scattering from 1ZC positioning the elastic scattering peak into

the GR region of 90Zr by choosing a suitable scattering angle.

As an example of the experimental results, Figure 14 displays several

spectra of scattered 6Li between 9 . = 10° and 12 clearly showing the

well-known iso'scalar quadrupole giant resonance at E i 15-MeV and addition-

ally a bump at E ^ 7.5 HeV split into different components which is assumed

to contain L=3 and L=4 contributions**'**'.

As can be seen from the spectra, the shape of the GR bump at 15 MeV varies

significantly with increasing scattering angle indicating different multi-

poles for the different contributions at the center, thus the low energy tail

and the high energy slope may have different multipolarities. Similar

features are observed for the excitation peak around E = 7.5 MeV.

The quantitative analysis of the spectra just started indicates that the

. total cross sections between 14 and 18 MeV excitation energy cannot be

ascribed in. a satisfactory way to a pure E2 giant resonance, as Figure 15

demonstrates. However, before convincing results can be presented, more

data have to be included to improve the statistical accuracy.

Concluding, we would like to say that 6Li scattering appears to be an

excellent tool for more detailed studies of shape, components and multi-

polarities of giant resonance excitation peaks. '
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5. CLUSTERING ASPECTS OF 6Li-INDUCED MUCLEAR REACTIONS

Besides elastic and inelastic scattering there are further interesting

reaction channels which are partly due to the cluster structure of the

6Li projectile. The dominant direct cluster reaction is the break-up of

6Li into different fragments12'*3', the cross section of which is expected12'

to be of the same order as observed for elastic scattering. Furthermore,

due to the apparent clustering of 6Li, cluster transfer reactions like

(6Li,d) should be observable which are of considerable interest despite of

the low cross sections2'3'1°'. In particular those reactions are worthwhile

to be investigated where the residual nucleus is a-active, that means,

has itself an increased probability to form an ot-c luster in its nuclear

surface.

Compound and precompound nuclear reactions show most general features as

expected from respective reactions induced by lighter projectiles7.

However, when looking at it in more detail, there seems to occur some

characteristic behavior not observed in light ion nuclear reactions,

which can be- scribed to the projectile structure. In particular, there

are hints at ^ special precompound reaction type induced by one sLi

break-up fragment.

The different reaction channels mentioned will be treated in this section

whereby in particular their close connection to the clustering aspect of

5.1 6Li-Break-up Fragments.

In subcoulomb and Coulomb break-up12' a dominant yield of the sequential

6Li break-up into ct-particles and deuterons via the unbound first excited

state (Ex = 2.18 MeV j" = 3+) was observed, whereas no evidence of a

break-up into 3He + t or of a three particle dissociation of 6Li into

a + p + n was found12'13'. With increasing 6Li energy a transition from

pure Coulomb break-up to the break-up of GLi in the nuclear field is

expected which may change the importance of particular channels.
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One.access to the questions of the ELi break-up is the spectroscopy of the

•'outgoing fragments. However, at a 6Li-energy of 156 MeV the thickness of

commercially available Si surface barrier detectors is not sufficient to

stop the light fragments p, d, t- Thus we tested different AE-E telescopes

built up by conventional Si surface barrier AE detectors and Nal(Tl) or

35 mm thick Ge(Li) H-detectors*17'"8' which are sufficiently thick.

Unfortunately, the Ge(Li)-detectors showed radiation damage after rather

short use at the 6Li beam. Thus it was quite difficult to perform systematic

studies.- With the very recent development of intrinsic Ge-detectors, perhaps

a more reliable, high-resolution detector for high energy light particles

will become available.

Particle specific spectra of light fragments were obtained by the same

acquisition and identification technique as described in Section 2.2.

As an example, the yield for different particles ejected from a Z0BPb

target is shown in a AE-E contour plot (Figure 16).

The distinct bumps in the a-particle and deuteron spectra of-about 20 MeV

FWHM centered at about 2/3 and 1/3 of the incident sLi energy, respectively;

clearly indicate the strong influence of the a-d cluster structure of 6Li.

Additionally, one observes a considerable amount of protons at about 1/6

of the 6Li energy, possibly due to the three particle dissociation a + p + n.

The yield of tritons and particularly of 3He is comparably small and the

shape of the- spectra is less pronounced when compared to a and d spectra.

The angular behavior of the p, d, and a-particle bumps is characterized by

an exponential decrease without any structure (Figure 17).

The different slopes of the cross sections cannot quantitatively be explained

at this stage of the experiments. For that purpose, correlations between

* the fragments and/or y rays from the residual nuclei have to be measured.

5.2 Cluster-Transfer Reactions for Heavy Target Nuclei followed by

Precompound Decay

Previous investigations of the compound/precompound nuclear reactions (PCN)

1 9 1 + 1 9 3lr, 197Au(6Li, xn + yp) at E L ± = 48-156 MeV observing the deexcitation

Y rays of the residual nuclei7' ravealed a strong enhancement (factors of

about 2-6) for the reactions (6Li, xn + yp) with y = 1,2 when compared to

the reactions (6Li, xn) without proton emission. As hypothesis explaining

this fact the existence of competing reactions {a, (x-l)n} and {d, (x-2)n)

were suggested, whereby the a-particles and deuterons, respectively, should
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come from the 6Li break-up and the remaining fragment (d or a) only plays

i the role of a spectator.

In these hypothetic, so-called "internal break-up" reactions the "projectiles"

inducing the'precompound nuclear reaction, namely the 6Li break-up fragments,

* have energy distributions peaking at 2/3 or 1/3 of the 6Li energy. Thus it

should be possible .to distinguish between the residual nuclejL either formed

in a normal s Li-induced precompound reaction like
**

(6Li

. or in an "internal break-up reaction"

6Li - (a + 2 0 9 P b ) p c N ; ^ * l zPo * np(,

d - - , - - spectator

.by measuring the recoil energy of the residual nucleus, which is determined

by the mass m -and the

the compound nucleus.

by the mass m -and the energy E - of the "projectile" (Li or a) forming

For a' normal 6Li-induced PCN reaction one calculates a recoil energy of

E R e c ( L i ' 1 S « « ^ .= E p -. +
P
m = *••* " ^

T p

whereas for' the reaction induced by break-up ct-particles (E - 104 MeV)

E R e c(a,lO4MeV) = 1 . 9 MeV

The mentioned .reaction was selected because the residual nucleus 2 l l mPo

decays by. a-particle emission'with suitable half-life of 25.5 sec offering

the following method for measuring the recoil energy: •

Experimental procedures•of the recoil energy measurements. .

The experimental method is based on measuring the penetration distance of
the recoil nuclei in carbon catcher foils. The' experimental set-up is
schematically shown in Figure 18.- ' .
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The nuclei having reacted with the 6Li projectiles somewhere in the target
material are pushed out in beam direction due to their recoil momentum,
escape from the target and are stopped in the l2C-catcher just behind the
target. The implantation depths of the recoiling nuclei in the catcher
Soil depend on the location of the nuclear reaction in the target as sketched
in the upper part of Figure 19. When looking at particular recoiling
isotopes (with definite recoil energies) one expects the yield of implanted
nuclei to depend on the catcher thickness as drawn in Figure 19b. For

. catcher thicknesses lower than a particular value (depending on the recoil
energy) the recoil nucleus cannot be stopped by the catcher, causing zero
yield._ When the catcher thickness exceeds the maximum range of a recoil .

nucleus being produced at the backside of the target, one observes constant
yield because all recoiling nuclei are stopped. Thus the upper sharp bend
in the curve of Figure 19b determines the penetration distance of the re-
coiling nuclei in 12C. By use of range tables one can easily calculate the
corresponding recoil energies.

After irradiating the target during a few half-lives of the residual nucleus
under investigation the 6Li beam is switched off and the catcher foil is
transported between a sandwich detector system by a fast pneumatic driver.
The a-particles from the decay of the residual nuclei are spectroscopicd by
a surface barrier detector system. The identification of a particular
nucleus is performed via the a-particle energy as demonstrated in Figure 20
and via the determination of the half-life.

The method determining the recoil energy was first tested looking for two

pure precompound/compound nuclear reactions without competing branches of

other reactions, using an a-particle beam of 1O4 MeV and the 156 HeV 6Li

beam:

2 0 9Pb (o,n)21imPo

**ePb (6Li,13n)201At

The calculated recoil energies of 1.9 MeV and 4.4 HeV, respectively, cor-

respond to penetration depths of 100 yg/cm2 and 220 yg/cm2, respectively.

The results displayed in Figure 21 in fact show the sharp bend at the

expected positions.

After this confirmation of the experimental method we looked for the "internal

break-up" contributions to the reactions

*»aPb C«ti, 2 n + p )
2 l i m P o

2 0 B P b <6Li. n+2p) 2 1 1Bi

The results are also displayed in Figure 21. One immediately recognizes that

the recoil energies correspond to the value calculated (and measured) for

a-particle-induced reactions at E = 1O4 HeV.

a
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This observation convincingly demonstrates the "internal break-up" reaction

mechanism. The sLi particles dissociate into an a-particle and a'deuteron

(having average energies of 1O4 MeV and 52 MeV, respectively). The a-fragment

and the .target nucleus subsequently form a precompound/compound system.

From Table V one can recognize that there is no difference for this

precompound system whether it is formed by a 104 MeV a-particle fragment

or by a 1O4 MeV a-particle beam. The contribution of the usual precom-

pound reactions (without "internal break-up") should appear as a second

step in Figure 21 at a catcher thickness of 220 ug/cm2. This contribu-

tion is estimated to be in the order of 1O% of the observed cross sections

which is also compatible with the results presented in Table V.

Table V

Differential cross sections for compound nuclear reactions
induced by 1O4 MeV a-particles and 156 MeV 6Li particles.

1O4 MeV a

2 0 8 Pb(a,n) 2 l l l n po

2 0 9 B i ( a , P ) 212mPo

2 0 9 Bi (a ,pn) 2 u m Po

da/dfi

O.2O mb

49 lib

. 6 nb

0.21 mb

52 lib

5 mb

156 MeV 6Li

2 0 8Pb(«Li,2n+p)2 l i mpo

-2 0 9Bi(6Li.n+2p)2 1 i ! n lpo

2 0 9 Bi( 6 Li ,2n+2p) 2 l l m p o

Since the break-up cross section anyway is about three orders of magnitude

larger than the precompound reaction cross sections shown, once can conclude

from Table V that the dominant contribution to the total sLi-induced

precompound/compound nuclear reactions comes from the "internal break-up"

process.

5.3 Summary and Outlook

The clustering aspects of 6Li-induced nuclear reactions exhibit several

interesting phenomena concerning nuclear structure as well as reaction

mechanism. For a more detailed understanding of the 6Li break-up in the

nuclear field further measurements are necessary, including particle-particle

and perhaps particle-y correlations.
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The hypothetic "internal break-up" reaction at first suggested by Kropp

et al7' and later on by Fleissner et al • could be convincingly suppor

by the measurements of the recoil energies of the residual nuclei.

Direct a-transfer reactions ieaaing to a-decay active heavy residual nuclei

could not be observed up' to now because of the limited beam intensity and

because of the lack' of a reliable' high resolution detector sufficiently thick

to stop deuterons up to 16O HeV. However, concerning the latter difficulty

progress can be expected from the availability of intrinsic Ge-detectors.

On the other hand, in principle it is also possible to detect the direct

a-transfer reaction by the recoil energy method, whereby the recoiling

nuclei should have energies of less than 1 HeV. As a promising example of

this experiment the reaction

2 0 8 P b ( 6 L i , d ) 2 l 2 ( m ) P o

could be expected. The population of the high-spin (16 ,18 ?) isomeric

state, however, is found to be smaller than O.7 yb. Unfortunately, the

half-life-of the ground state of 212Po is only 3OO nsec, so that the recoil

energy method can only be applied by additional use of an appropriate pulsing

of the 6Li beam.

****
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Particle specific spectra obtained from 156 MeV
6Li scattering on 1 2C, 9oZr and 2 o 8Pb. Spectra

of different eject i les from one target are nor-

malized to the same current integral.

Figure .2 Differential cross'sections of elastic and

inelastic Li scattering from °Ca.

Figure 3

Fi gure U

Figure 5

Differential cross sections for elastic Li
1 2 'scattering from C divided by the Rutherford

cross sections. The solid curve is the res.ult

of an optical model fit calculation using a

six parameter Saxon-Woods potential with

volume absorption. •

Li elastic scattering' from C and °Ca,

(i) x values per degree of freedom for dif-

ferent real potential depths using two

' different angular ranges of the data

points. •

(ii)Corresponding volume integrals per

nucleon pair.

Differential cross sections for elastic Li

scattering from Ca, 9°Zr, 2 o 8Pb divided by

the Rutherford cross sections. The solid curves

are the results of the optical model fit cal-

culations ,

Figure 6 Theoretical differential cross sections of
c 12 •

elastic .Li scattering from C obtained as-

suming different imaginary potential depths.

W=29 MeV corresponds to the best f i t potential.
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Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 10

Coordinates of the Projectile-Target

System.

Optical model fits to the ^ C a ^ L i ,6Li)lj0Ca

cross sections using various approaches

for the reul folded potential,

Li- °Ca spin-orbit potentials,

Solid line : folding procedure.

Dashed line: derivative of the central part

of the folded potential normalized at

i=5 fm. Dotted line : phenomenological lest

fit.

Differential cross sections for elastic
6Li scattering from 12C and **oCa divided

by the Rutherford cross section. The solid

lines are the results of fit calculations

including a complex spin-orbit potential.

Figure 11 Spectrum of scattering 156 MeV Li ions

from ° Fb showing the giant resonance

region.

Figure 12 Differential cross sections for the exci-

tation of the observed giant resonance in
Prifl

Pb (7 . 5 < E X < 1 6 MeV) compared to the

theoretical cross sections of quadrupole

transitions for different projectile

energies. The solid curves were obtained

by complex coupling, the dashed curve

corresponds to real coupling.

Figure 13 Strength distribution of EU giant re-

sonances in y oZr from References UU ,k6.
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Figure Spectra of scattered Li particles from

Zr taken at different scattering angles.

The arrows indicate the giant resonance

regions,

Figure 15 Differential cross sections for the exci-

tation region 11+— 18 MeV in Zr (very pre-

liminary). The solid curve corresponds to

a coupled channel prediction assuming pure

q,uadrupole excitation, whereas the dashed

curve corresponds to a hexadecapole exci-

tation.

Figure 16

Figure 17

Charged particle AE-E spectra of Li-induced

reaction products from a ° Pb target ob-

tained by a Si-intrinsic Ge-AE-E telescope.

The contour plots correspond to the hori-

zontal cuts at two different Z-heights

(counts per channel).

Differential cross sections for the broad

break-up bumps in the p,d, and a-particle

spectra induced by Li on Pb (left hand

side) and on different targets (right hand

side, only a-fragment).

Figure 18

Figure 19

Experimental set-up for measuring the re-

coil energy of a-particle emitters with

. 10 sec (schenatically).

a) Dependence of the implantation depth
12of the recoxling nuclei in the C-catcher

from the location of the nuclear reaction

in the target (schematically).

b) Corresponding yield of implanted recoil

nuclei.
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Figure 20 ' Decay a-particle spectrum froc recoil nuclei
p Q

produced t>y i r r a d i a t i n g Pb with
156 MeV 6 L i ,

* 12
Figure 21 Yield of recoil nuclei in C-catcher

foils versus the thickness of the foils

for a-particle- and Li-induced pre-

compound/compound nuclear reactions.
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EQUATION OF STATE FOR DENSE AND HOT MATTER

IN THE PRESENCE OF IT-CONDENSATION

H.Toki and W.Weise

I n s t i t u t e of Theoret ical Physics

Universi ty of Regsnsburg, 8400 Regensburg, W.GERMANY

Recent interest concerning lr-condensation has forcussed on a question

about the nature of dense matter at f in i te temperature. Such a question

enters in the discussion of the cooling mechanism of a neutron star

following the supernova explosion. More interesting, for nuclear physics

is the problem of density isomers due to the ^-condensation in the

collision process of high energy heavy ions. More specifically, the

disordering effect of temperature is expected to reduce the collectivity

of the many-body system and i t may then change the nature of the phase

transition (1st to 2nd order phase transition) or i t may even turn off

the ^-condensation at al l (as in superfluidity).

In this report we would l ike to present the results of our recent

studies on the equation of state for neutron matter ' and the pre-

liminary results for nuclear matter ' at f in i te temperature. The chiral

a-model has been adopted to describe the meson-nuclear many body system.

We neglect the thermal fluctuation of the meson f ie lds, which is certainly

to be considered at high temperatures (T > m ) . ' This restricts ourselves

to rather low temperatures (T < m^).further details are found in refs. 1

and 2 for the case of neutron matter and nuclear matter, respectively.

Our important finding is as follows:

i ) The cri t ical density p of ir-condensation in neutron matter is rather

insensitive to temperature as long as i t is small ' (T $ i m ) .

i i ) As shown in f ig . 1 , an example of isothermes for neutron matter, there

exists a temperature (Tc) at which the 1st order phase transition
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turns into the 2nd order phase transition. In this example Tc-» 40 MeV.
iii) Furthermore, within a wide range of model assumptions, this critical

temperature T turns out to be always smaller then 45 MeV. (Tc < 45 MeV)
iv) The preliminary calculations for nuclear matter2) indicate a rapid

increase of the critical density pc for it-condensation with increasing

T, as has been reported in ref. 4.
v) Results are very sensitive to the short range correlation parameter

(g1; Landau parameter) and to the effective mass m* of nucleons in the
nuclear matter.

In conclusion, our calculations so for indicate that the low value
of the critical temperature T c and the rapid increase of the critical
density p with respect to T open questions about the possible formation
of density isomers in nuclear matter at temperatures as large as they
are assumed to appear in high energy heavy ion collisions.
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EXCITED STATES OF 1 4 5 E u BY ( 6 L i , 3ny) AND

( 3 H e , pny) REACTIONS

+ * + +

D.Bgzzacco , C.Protop , P.von Brentano and K.O.Zell

^Institute for Nuclear Physios of ths Cologne University

Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Bucharest

- The recent interest in shell structure around Z=64 and N=B2

increased after the discovery of the first 2 excited state in Gd

at 1.97 MeV, i.e. above the 3" state in this nucleus. In order to

check the "magic" properties of Z=64 proton number, we investigated

the excited states of Eu, which is expected to exhibit one pro-

ton - hole features.

Previous studies of the Eu level structure have been per-

formed via the radioactive decay of Gd and the ( He,d) reaction

/1,2/. The decay of the 11/2~ isomeric state at 716 keV has been

also studied in the td,ny) reaction /3/.

The present experiments have"been carried out at the 9 MV

tandem accelerator of= the Cologne University, A Li beam bombarding

2 142

a 3 mg/cm Nd selfsupporting target has been used to measure the

excitation function between 23 and 33 MeV, gamma ray angular dis-

tributions at 26 MeV and gamma-gamma coincidences at 2B and 33 MeV.

An excitation function and angular distributions have also been

measured with He on a 2.2 mg/cm Sm selfsupporting target.

The .level scheme of Eu based on the present work is

shown in the figure. New levels have been found at 1602, 1827, 1845,

2245, 2283, 2574, 2B13, 2B36 and 2862 keV excitation.
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Four intensB gamma transitions C75, 146.5, 271 and 793.6

KeV) have bsen assigned to the high energy part of the level schema

but with uncertain relative position, However the coincidences of

the 271 keV upper transition with both the 530,4 and 552.8 keV tran-

sitions feeding the 2263 keV level require a low energy transition

of 23 keV. between the 2836 and 2B13 keV levels and the isomerism of

the 2836 keV state,

145The excited.states spectrum of the Eu nucleus exhibits a

low density region up to 1,5 FleV where single particle states having

the configuration. g ? / 2 (329 keV), h 1 1 / 2 (716 keV), s^/2 (809 keV)

and d_._ 11041 keV) are located. The higher density region between

1,5 - 1.9 MeV excitation seems to contain particle - plus - Sm

core and hole - plus - Gd core states. Thus, the population of

the 1597, 1757, 1B45 and 1880 keV states in the 144Sm(3He,d)145Eu

144 +
reaction suggest that they are members of the Sm 2 B d g» 2 multi-

plet. The most probable configuration of the higher spin levels at

1602 and 1845 keV is 1 4 BGd 3~ 0 p"1. Also the levels at 2574 and

2836 keV seBms to be correlated with the Ed 5" and 7" yrast

states and dg,_ proton hole.

The hole nature of some excited states in Eu bring

evidence for the closed shell character of the Z=64 structure.
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COULOMB EXCITATION WITH HEAVY IONS IN VERY HEAVY NUCLEI

Ch. Brian^on

Centre de Spectrome'trie Nucle'aire et de

Spectrome"trie de Masse, Orsay, FRANCE

Coulomb excitation with heavy ions is a very powerfull tool

for investigating collective nuclear properties at high rotational

frequencies. The strong electromagnetic interaction produced in the

vicinity of a deformed target nucleus by a heavy projectile excites

high-spin states, not only in the ground-state band but also in the

collective bands related to the ground state CB,Y» octupole vibra-

tional bands), and, in odd-mass nuclei, rotational bands based on

intrinsic levels issued from the same shell as the ground state are

well excited too.

This lecture will be limited to the field of very heavy nu-

clei, like actinides and uranides, because of special interest is

Coulomb excitation in this region where the collective bands cannot

be reached by (HI,xnYl reactions, where a predominant competition -

comes from fission.

Nevertheless one has to mention the reaction and scattering

studies with light projectiles ld,p), (d,d'l, Cd,t), Ct,p),and even

Cn.y) in very particular cases. These reactions feed only a few le-

vels of low spin of the collective bands, but angular distributions

and spectrosccpic factors give informations on tfiB structure of the

nuclear states. They have their own selectivity : depending on the
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reaction, one can populate preferentially either states related

to the ground-state, either singlB-particle or single-hole compo-

nents of the states. The results of these complementary methods

are needed to identify very clearly some low spin states, while

Coulomb " .citation with heavy ions provides the only way to po-

pulate high-spin states in very heavy nuclei, Moreover, Coulomb

excitation has also it's own selectivity. As said above, in the

odd-mass nuclei, only the bands based on quasi-particle levels is-

suBd from the same shell as the ground state, are observed.

1. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF COULOMB EXCITATION

In the following, are summarized the main basic ideas

underlaying the Coulomb excitation mechanism. Extensive inform-

ations can be found in ref. /1/ to /5/,

The electromagnetic transitions are induced in the target

nucleus by the time-dependent electromagnetic field of a wave -

packet, moving along an hyperbolic trajectory (Fig.1), the size

of this packet being little compared to the closest approach-dis-

tance.

The first condition :

a/X
•nv

is the wellknown Sommerfeld condition of validity of the semi -

classical approximation. For heavy ions TI has typical values of

several hundreds, and since the energy-loss of the projectiles is

small compared to the bombardi.ng energy, and the projectile-tra-

jectory is not too much perturbed by the excitation, i t is justi-

fied to use a semi-classical description.
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The differential cross-section of the excitations from the

initial state |i> to a final state |f> is :

; do/dfl = tdo7d$J)Ruth • P.f = 1/4 a
2 sin~46/2 • P i f

wherB ^do/dniRUth *s t h e Rutherford differential cross-section

for scattering angle 8. The probability P.. can be expressed in

terms of the amplitudes b. . for a transition from the initial nu-

clear state i to the final state f :

if
i + 21.+1

1 "iMf

and, in case of a weak interaction between projectile and target,

the b.. excitation amplitude may be given by a first-order time-

dependent perturbation theory :
+ CD

-1- f <f |H[t) |i >eJ £ £ " ™ ' " I ^T|nil*J H -"13 Git
i f if.

where H(t) is the time-dependent electromagnetic interaction. One

has to note that, for equal multipole order, the amplitude for mag-

netic excitation is much weaker than for electric excitation because

in the first case, the. interaction energy is proportional to tv/c)

which is « 1 for heavy ions.

Two characteristic parameters of the interaction are de-

fined for a transition EX :

- The ad.ZabadcA.ty paA.amzte.1 :

Er-E. a

5lf
fi v

which is a measure of the suddenness of a head-on collision. If £

is large, the process is essentially adiabatic and the excitation



probability small. The excitation will be strong if £ < 1,

- The. itntnqth o{ the. tianii&Lon :

The excitation probability depends on the strength of the

transition one defines by the matrix element of the interaction
• 00

integral <f| / H(t)|i>. In the semi-classical picture one can ne-
— 00

gleet the multipole-multipole interaction and assume a simple

monopole-multipole field. The strength of the transition is then

defined by the dimensionless parameter :

x
if ' (2X+1HI -fiv

- If x « 1, onB may treat the excitation by a first-order per-

turbation theory. The P . . probability contains two factors : the

transition matrix element <f | |,/t(EX} | | i > and one integral which de-

pends only on the classical orbit-kinematics, For 6= 180° and

I « 1 . Plf -[xJ^J
2 .

- For large X, the strong excitation leads to multiple excitations

if in the same time 5 is <1 . One has to consider the excitation of

the final state ]f> through intermediate states lower in energy,and

also the feeding by higher-energy excited states.

In.Table I are reported some typical values of the main pa-

rameters of Coulomb excitation in two selected examples which will

be presented below.
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Table. I

E l a b(MeV/A)

v/c

n
2a

1/3 1/3
R-rQ(Ap *AT *2)

(with r "1.15)
0

0**2*

*o**2+

B4Kr(450 MeV)+232Th

5.4

0.11

220

14 fm

14.4 fm

0.013

2oBPbC1240 MeV)+238U

6

0.11

4B6

16 fm

16.2 fm

0.015

^ 12

Note: (•) These parameters are symmetrized as defined in ref ,/1/ to

take in account the effect of energy loss on the motion of the pro-

jectile.

Multiple, excitation

From Table I it appears that, for heavy-ions on heavy tar-

gets, the semi-classical approximation is valid (n. large), the ex-

citation is expected to be strong C£ « 1] and the large value of x

allows a multiple excitation process. One has to solve numerically

the tints-dependent Schrodinger equation describing the excitation,

The nuclear wave-function i|i satisfies the equation :

Ho + HE C tL[*

where HQ is the Hamiltonian of the free nucleus and HE(t) the time-

dependent interaction. i|> can be expanded on the eigenstates i|) of

the free nucleus and one obtains a set of couplBd differential equa-

tions for the amplitudes ap(t) :
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i/( -Ejt
i-fi ar(t) = Z <r|flE(t)| a> a

 r s aa(t)

3

The initial conditions ae(t= -») describe the target-nucleus in its

ground-state, while' the final amplitudes a (t = +•»), describing the
s

target-nucleus after collision, are found by numerical integration

in a proper coordinate system.

The probability of Coulomb excitation from an unpolarizs&I

ground-state CIjMjl to the f state CIfMf) is then related to the
amplitudes a- » CM,) by :

r r

p» • shr! : '% »f
iv

The differential cross-section of the process is then deduced by

multiplying the probability P._ by the Rutherford differential

cross-section• In such calculations, one has to symmetrize all the

parameters relative to the orbit and transitions (a.-, r\.~, Xjr»

Cjf ••• ) to take into account the effect of the transfer of

energy which can no more be neglected.

This type of calculations is performed in the Winther-de

Boer program which can handle a number of levels up to 20 and treat

all multipole orders /E/. Angular distributions are also calculated.

This computation is complex because it needs also the knowledge of

all the parameters characterizing the transitions decaying fi-om

higher states.

Finally, if the conditions of validity of the semi-classi-

cal approximation are not fulfilled, quantum-mechanical correcttions

must be applied. This will not be discussed here, because it occurs

mainly for light projectiles (see ref. /3/).
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2. TECHNIQUES USED IN COULOMB EXCITATION EXPERIMENTS

These techniques are relevant to nuclear reaction tech-

niques as well as to nuclear spectroscopy methods, and often corn-

bins the two : - characteristic y's for low and medium spin le-

vels - for high spin levels -y~rays in coincidence with the scat-

tered particles (with or without Doppler-shift corrections, de-

pending on the thin or thick type of target)- sum-spectroscopy,

which aims to enhance some range of states (high-spin or low and

intermediate)*- y*Y coincidence measurements which are essential to

build up reliable level-schemes-Life-time measurements which are of

prime interest because transition probabilities provide a test of

nuclear models. - Angular distributions ...

Figure 2 shows the experimental set-up used in Orsay /7/ on

the heavy-ion cyclotron ALICE. This device allows to record in the

same time the informations from two Ge-Li detectors, two big par -

tides detectors (silicon implanted with Boron), and all their com-

binations in coincidence*. The two particle detectors detect res-

pectively the back-scattered particles and the side-ward scattered

particles. They are used to discriminate between high and low spin

states, the back-scattered particles being correlated with the high-

est spins, due to the closest approach-distance. In addition, in -

burst and delayed-burst coincidences are used to diminish the back-

ground + random coincidences + radioactivity of the target. With

such a device, thick targets are used. The stopping-time of the re-

coiling nucleus permits to register Y-rays down to a life-time of

about 10 sec. Below this value, the Doppler broadening enlarges

the linesi this limit lies somewhere about 20 state for heavy tar-
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gets like Thorium and Uranium.

Figure 3 shows a typical y-spectrum in coincidence with

233
the scattered particles, as obtained in Orsay by bombarding a U

thick target with Krypton ions.

Bombarding with very heavy ions like Pb, as it is done

at G.S.I, Darmstadt, requires completely different techniques, be-

cause of the large Doppler effect. Figure 4 shows the scheme of the

experimental set-up which provides a very efficient compensation of

OopplBr effect /9/« It allows, with very heavy ion beams, to excite

the ground-band up to the 30 state for which the lifetime goes

down to i> 10* sec. The two detectors are large and flat propor-

tional gas counters. The position sensitive cathode consists of a

conductor drawn with the printed circuit technics and acting as de-

lay-line. The geometry of the cathode [̂  130 segments) results

from a kinematic calculation, each segment is shaped so as to col-

lect those recoiling nuclei which will give rise to the same Doppler-

shift for the coincident y emitted in flight and measured in the Ge-

Li detector. The distances between the successive segments are de-

termined so as to insure a linear relation between Doppler-shift and

delay, allowing an on-line correction on the coded output of the Ge-

Li detector.

In addition, the second counter rejects, with a kinematic

calculation too, those events for which the recoil counter is trig-

gered by scattered projectiles instead of a recoiling nucleus.

Here.a thin target is essential, the corrections and layout are only

valid if the recoiling nucleus remains in flight. Figure 5 shows an

example of the high efficiency of this method in Coulomb excitation

of a 1 6 oGd thin target with Z o BPb ions, after Doppler-shift cor-
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rection and suppression of undesirable events.

coZnc.idznc.ii

This method is very usefull when one wishes to enhance some

part of a rotational band. Fig,6 shows a schematic set-up of mea-

surement. The thick target is placed in the mid of a very large Nal

crystal, with wide angular acceptance, which detects the total

energy, while the Ge-Li detector, placed in front ofthe target,

measures the single yrays. Multidimensional Nal • GeLi coincidences

allow, by a proper choice of the energy-window in Nal crystal, to

•enhance those events associated with a given total energy in a cas-

cade (see for example ref.. /17/).

me.o6u.JLe.me.nt4

The life-times are obtained by several complementary me -

thods, depending on experimental conditions :

- the Doppler-shift recoil distance method.which may be ap-

-9 -12
plied to states with mean-lives in the range of 10 - 10 sec.

- the Doppler broadened line-shape method which can be used

-11 -13
to measure lifetimes in the range 10 - 10 sec.

- the multiple Coulomb excitation method which may be used,

in principle, for any life-time range but implies complex calcula-

tions of multiple Coulomb excitation probabilities.

This last method has been briefly outlined above. As an

example of direct measurement of life-times, figure 7 shows the

scheme of the plunger-technique. This is quite the same technique

as used in reaction studies but with addition of a scattered - par-

ticle coincidence. The beam is passing through an annular silicon

diode, crosses a thin target and stops in a Tantalum absorber co -

vered with Pb. The distance between foil-target and absorber can
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be varied and measured with high-precision (from a few microns to

a few mm, by either micrometer or capacity measurements). The life-

time is deduced from the ratio between y-emissioh in flight with

Doppler-shift and y-Bmission of'stopped recoils, without Doppler -

shift. For very high spin ( > 20 in the ground band), averi for a

zero distance, Doppler deformation remain's because the life-times

became lower than the stopping-time, and one has then to compare a

line profile to calculations taking in account the slowing down of

recoil nuclei in the target backing (more detailed informations can

be found in ref. /10/, 711/).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Some selected results are presented here to point out the

informations one can obtain on nuclear structure, by these methods,

Most of these informations come mainly from the three accelerators

where very heavy-ions are used from Coulomb excitation : Berkeley,

Darmstadt and Orsay.

Odd.A nuciz-i

Several odd-A nuclei have-been studied in Orsay recently

with a Krypton beam /8/, /12/, /13/. Fig.8 and 9 compare the beha-

viour of the ground-state bands in the classical picture of va -

riation of the moment of inertia with the square of the rotational

233 235
frequency, for two odd-neutron nuclei - U and U (the latter was

previously studiBd in Berkeley with Argon ions /14/), and on the odd-

237 '

proton nucleus Np. First, one has to notice that, because of the

lower rotational frequencies, a back-bending behaviour (analogous to

those observed in the rare-earth at about I + 14 spin] is expected
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at much higher spin for very heavy nuclei. From these-figures one

may remark a rather strong Coriolis alternating term in the ground

band of 237Np whose fundamental is the 5/2r642~|proton state issued

from the i 1 3 / 2 shell, This may be compared with the strong Coriolis

coupling observed for the i 1 3 / 2 neutron-states in the rare-earth.

In 2 3 3U, very low Coriolis effect is expected for this 5/2[B33"|

• 235
neutron-state coming from the g . , - shel l , while in . U Coriolis

interaction may be stronger (ground-state 7/21743j' from the

shell). . '

As an example of other rotational bands one may populate by
235Coulomb excitation, FigilO shows all the observed levels of .1) '

deduced from the very dense spectra ('v- 300 y/V\B\l) by multidimen-

sional Y • Y analysis /13/i This illustrates the selectivity as said

above. The only observed quasi-particles states are coming from the

j.g._ shell. There are many other levels below 1 MeV which are de-

tected by other methods but they are not observed in Coulomb exci -

tation.

Even nucle-t

Two examples w i l l be given : Th and U, interesting

by their different behaviour at high-spin.

Z 3 ZTfe

The ground-state band has been studied by several authors

/ 7 / , /10/ , / 1 1 / , /15/. In Orsay, extensive results have been ob-

tained not only in the ground-state band but also in octupole, f5

and Y bands /13/.

Figure 11 presents one example of a Y* scattered-particle

coincidence spectrum, which shows tfiB ground-state band and the v i -
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brational ones. Assignments of the transitions have been made by

Y • Y coincidence measurements.

Life-time measurements made in Berkeley /10/./11/ in this

nucleus provide VBry important informations which are summarized

in the figure 12. This figure gives the ratio of the experimental

reduced probability B(E2) to the calculated one in the rotational

model. Within the error bars, this ratio remains unity even up to

+ 232

16 • From the transition probabilities. Th seems to have a good

rotor bBhaviour, while the level energies deviate from this simple

assumption. This is consistent with the fact that transition pro-

babilities depend primarily on the deformation, while the moment of
inertia is sensitive also to other effects like pairing interaction,

In U, some similar

nary rasults, Darmstadt /17/).

73 fl
In U, some similar situation .seems to prevail (prelimi-

This nucleus is the only one in this region which is known

at such a high-spin [30 in the ground-state band and 25 in the

octupole band) . It has been studied in Berkeley with Krypton and

Xenon beams /1B/ and in Darmstadt with Pb ions, by means of the

very effective Doppler correction device, described above.

Figure 13 shows the coincident Y~rays of the ground - state

band observed by bombarding 2 3 8U by 2oflPb (5.9 MeV/A), after Doppler-

shift correction.

Oc.tu.polz band*
Too noQ

One may compare the two nuclei Th and U on figure 14

which shows the variation of the moment of inertia as function of

the square of the rotational frequency, for the ground-state bands

and the octupole K = 0 bands. In the two nuclei, the octupole
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band has a larger apparent moment of inertia than the ground band i

they have a similar behaviour at low spin, but with increasing ro-

tational frequency, they seem to be quite different. In Uranium the

two-bands tend one to each other, even cross themselves, while in

Thorium they tend to diverge.

This behaviour is much better illustrated in the figure 15

in a representation first introduced in ref. /16/, where the ratio

(EJ+3 - EI+1)oct,b./ (EI-EI_2)g.b. is plotted and compared the two

extreme simple theoretical situations a) the rotation may stabilize

the octupole deformation, giving rise to a -band with regular 1(1+1)

energy spacings, b) the vibrational angular momentum may align along

the rotational axis, giving rise to a band with energy-spacings

comparable to those of the ground-band, but with spins 3fi higher.In

this picture the theoretical ratio would be unity.

For U it seems that the octupole band converges to the

rotation-aligned limit up to 21" state but with again a slight in-

creasing for the two last known states. For Th it is quite dif-

ferent, the experimental curve crosses this theoretical limit at

about 15 . Up to now the exact explanation of such a behaviour is

not well-known, perhaps this may bB due to stronger Coriolis coup-

ling with the other components of the octupole rnultiplet,

As a conclusion one may say that Coulomb excitation is very

powerfull in yielding informations on a selected group of high-spin

levels. Selected, because these levels remain of rather simple des-

cription although they are in a region where the mean level density

approaches hundreds levels/MeV, for which unanalyzable multi - con-

figuration prevails. The levels selected by Coulomb excitation are

those for which WB can learn about nuclear structure properties.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Classical picture of the projectile orbit

.(in the frame of reference where the nu-

cleus is at rest). The deflection angle

is 9 and v is the initial velocity at

large distance. The-closest approach-dis-

tance is bC6) = a(1*1/sln6/2), where a is

half the closest approach-distance in a

head-on collision.

Figurs 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Experimental set-up used in Orsay

(C.S.N.S.N.) /7/ to record y*Y coinciden-

ces, in a close geometry.

Y-spectrum in coincidence with the scat-

tered particles, in 2 3 3U bombarded by B 4

ions COrsay - C.S.N.S.M. / B / ) .

Kr

Scheme of the experimental set-up in G.S.I
Darmstadt used f o r experiments wi th very

*5rt A

heavy projectiles like Pb, which makes
necessary a Doppler-shift correction
Cref. /9 /K

Figure 5 y-ray spectra in Coulomb excitation of a

thin target of 16oGd with Z o 8Pb ions,

a) Direct y spectrum (Doppler-broadened,

due to the thin target) $ b)coincident y

spectrum with heavy particles (recoiling

nuclei and scattered ions)) c) s.ame as b]

but with Doppler-shift correction! d)same

as c] but with suppression of the trig-

gering by scattered ions (G.S.I.Darmstadt
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Figure 6 Schematic layout of enBrgy-sum
coincidences.

FigurB 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

Scheme of the plunger-technique.

Ground bands in 233U and 235U : variation

of the moment of inertia with the square

of the rotational frequency (Orsay-C.S.N.S.M.

/13/). The (fiu)2 and C23/fi2') values are

calculated according to :

= [CEI-EI_2)/t2I-13
2CI2-I*1) and

Ground band in

/13).

237Np COrsay, C.S.N.S.M,

Figure 10 Partial level scheme of U observed by

Coulomb excitation with Krypton ions.

The indicated configurations are the pre-

dominant ones (Orsay - C.S.N.S.M. /13/).

Figure 11 Y spectrum in coincidence with scattered
particles in Coulomb excitation of 232Th
by Krypton ions (Orsay - C.S.N.S.M. /13/).

Figure 12 Values of the ratio B(E2)exp/B(E2)rot.

determined by different methods i Dopplsr-

broadened line-shape CDBLS], Ooppler recoil

distance method (DR), multiple Coulomb ex-

citation CCDULEX) (Berkeley /10/./11/ -

figure taken from ref. /11/).
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Figure 13 Y~rays of the ground-state band in U
1 rt A

bombarded with Pb ions. This spectrum
is corrected as explained above in figure 5
CG.S.I. Darmstadt, /17/).

Figure 14 Ground-stats bands and octupole bands in
23ZTh and 2 3 BU : variation of the moment of
inertia with the square of the rotational
frequency.

Figure 15 • Comparison of the behaviour at high-spin
of the octupole bands in 232Th and 2 3 8U.
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SECONDARY PARTICLE PRODUCTION IN COLLISIONS

OF RELATIVISTIC PROTONS, DEUTERONS, ALPHAS AND CARBON

IONS WITH NUCLEI AT 4.2 GeV/c/N INCIDENT MOMENTUM

Alma Ata - Budapest - Bucharest - Cracow - Dubna - Moscow - Prague-

Sofia - Tashkent - Ulan Bator - Varna - Warsaw-YerBvan Collaboration

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the multiparticle production in relativistic

nuclei collisions is of most importance for hadron and nuclear

physics. At high enough energy, it may well become possible to '

study the space-time development of particle generation and also

the nuclear matter under extreme conditions of temperature, density

and pressure. It is possible that new stable forms of nuclear, mat-

ter or unusual collective phenomena will manifest themselves under

those extreme conditions. As the density increases, more nucleons

come within the range of each others forces and long correlations

can develop resulting in phase transition in nuclear matter. In par-

ticular, phase transitions leading to density isomers and pion con-

densates have been extensively studied in many theoretical papers

/1-4/. The multiparticle processes in high energy nuclei collisions

have also an important bearing on questions relating to the for-

mation of high density nuclear shock waves. Therefore, experimental

data on multiparticle production in high energy nuclei collisions

are becoming more and more necessary.

., E.Bale.a, V.Bolde.n, S.Tili*-Ua.cman, T.Ponta

Qo.ntia.1 Jmtltiito. o& Vhtjila, BuchaitAt, ROMANIA
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Our collaboration is studying high energy ion collisions,

using a 2 meters propane bubble chamber which allows us a particle

detection under the conditions of 4ir geometry (see Fig.1).

In this paper, we present some results an multiparticle

-Final states in p,d,a,C induced reactions on Ta at 4,2 GeV/c/

Nucleon incident momentum,

2, THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

3

Three Tantalum (A-1B1) plates of (140 x 80 x Dmm dimen-

sions were placed in the working volume of the 2 m propane bubble

chamber. The distance between neighbouring plates was equal to 93mm,

The chamber was exposed to p,d,a and C beams at the following momen-

ta per Nucleon i P. = (2,2i 4,2i 5,6% 9.9) GeV/c for protons and

P. - (2,2j 4,2i 5.15) GeV/c/N for deuterons, o particles and C nu-

clei.

Two independent scans were performed. The track identifi-

cation as well as the different corrections used are described in

our previous papers /5,7/. We want to outline that practically all

heavy hadrons with a kinetic energy T 5 25 MeV/N-b-particles in

emulsion terminology - were stopped in their passage through the

plate and about 3 mm propane, Nonrelativistic tracks with a high

ionization I 2 21 . are considered to be g-tracks. The ionization

density I * 21 . corresponds to the protons with P <v 700 MBV/C.

Thus in the g-tracks number, protons with P £ 700 MeV/c and all

heavy hadrons Cd,t, He, -He, etc.) were included. In our defini-

tion the contamination of b-particles to g-tracks is equal to * 3%,

ThB contamination of nonidentified short tracks from ir-mesona is ne-

gligible. By negative particle production we consider negative pion
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product ion, the con t r ibu t ion of strange pa r t i c l es being less

than 1%,

For comparison, we. present also some resul ts obtained in

c o l l i s i o n on propane - CgHa. In teract ions on the propane molecule

are considered as in te rac t ions on a equivalent l i g h t nucleus wi th

A = 8.3 where A i s given by the well-known re l a t i on :

in 5/3

n

E N
n

o* A
n n n

i n

n n

2
V n.

£
n

N
n

N
n

l\
. n

2 /3
A

n

largely used in nuclear emulsion techniques. N , a n and A are ths

number of nuclei, the inelastic cross section and the mass number

of the nucleus of type n, respectively.

3. AVERAGE MULTIPLICITIES OF SECONDARY PARTICLES

Table 1 summarizes some experimental average characteris-

tics of p, d, a, C on Ta inelastic collisions. We present the ne-

gative particle (<n_>), positive particle (<n+>) and g-track (<n >)

average production per inelastic collision.

The average numbers <n- > represent the average pro-

duction per inelastic collision of slow II mesons with a kinetic

energy of (10-60J MeV decaying into H+ -•• u* -•> e* .

Making some necessary corrections /5,7/, we obtained aver-

age multiplicities which differ from the scanning ones by no more

than * 5%.

Also shown, in Table 1, is the average production per ine-

lastic collision of single-charged l<ngl>) and many-charged (<n >)

stripped particles. The number of stripped particles was determined

by counting positive tracks with a momentum P+ > 3 GeV/c and an
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angle 9 £ 4°. Using the experimental pTa data, a definite part of

contaminated tracks was substracted from single charged stripped

particles• The average charge of stripped particles was defined by

the formula

Z. "s
Z > - —i

"si qi
< Z > - — i 12)

N
tot

where n . is the number of stripped particles with charge q. and

N. . is the total number or' inelastic events. The stripped par -
tot

tides are not included in the positive particle production

+ > - <n > • <n > • < n

The average numbers <n > , given in Table 1, represent the

average fast iroton (P > 700 MeV/c) production per inelastic col-

lision. The average numbar <n > was determined in the following

way 1

a) for proton induced reactions :

< n > • < n+ > - < n > - <nn+ > [3)

where <nIr
+ > is the calculated number of II mesons (see below) 1

b) for d. He and C induced reactions :

< n > - < N+> - <n > - <nn-> -
 < n s 1

> - "^"32 * f4J

where <N+> is the average number of total positive particles. The

average number <n,.-> was substracted from <N+> because <n»- >

and <nn+ > practically coincide (The negligible difference which

appears is due to the different various numbers of neutrons and

protons in Ta, <nn~ > > < n-+ > ) .

The values of the average number of interacting nucleons

from the incident nucleus (< v^>] , presented also in Table 1,

were obtained using the following formula 1
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< Vt> = 2 (Z - <Zs >) (5)

where Z is the incident nucleus charge,

As can be seen in Table 1, increasing the projectile mass

number A., the average multiplicities of slow II* mesons rise ap-

proximately proportional to the average multiplicities <n-- >,i.e.,

in ths region of kinetic energy (10-60) MeV there is no anomalous

increase of H~ meson production with Ai.

The values of F/B - the faward-backward ratio in the labo-

ratory system for g-tracks-, within experimental errors, are inde-

pendent of A. (see Table 1).

The average multiplicities versus A. are plotted in Fig.2.

The solid lines connecting the experimental points are drawn by

hand. One can see that the average multiplicites grow over the

whole interval of A. values. However, the increase of the number

<n > becomes slower in the region A. > 4,

To compare the average multiplicities of nucleon - nucleus

(N-A) and nucleus-nucleus (A-A) collisions we need experimental

data on neutron-nucleus (n-A) interaction in our energy region

(2-5)GeV/N.

Unfortunately, data on nTa interaction are not available

and we are obliged to make some assumptions.

Using the values of <n-+> determined in pp and pn in-
. It"

teractions and considering the different number of protons and

neutrons in Ta, we obtained for pN and nN interactions (N-nucleon

from Ta) the following average numbers :



PN . PN

< nn-> « 0.32 •, 0.01 < nn + > - 0.45 _+. 0.02

nN . nN (B)
< n_-> - 0,46 _+. 0.03 < nn+> = 0.27 ĵ  0.01

The ratio R. for n~-production in pTa interactions is given by the

expression :

< "„->
pN

< n >

Assuming that the ratio R. has the same value for II and II

production in pTa . and nTa interactions, we obtained the following

values i

pTa

< nn*> • 0.63-^ 0.04

nTa
< nn-> •= 0.65 _• 0.04 (B)

nTa
< n_*> • 0.38 *_ 0.02

Supposing an equal average number of•g-tracks and fast pro-

tons in pTa and nTa collisions we obtained finally the average num-

bers for NTa interactions :

(9)

The ratios between the experimental average multiplicities

and the corresponding multiplicities calculated for NTa inters

actions (for d, a, C induced reactions] are plotted versus the aver-

NTa

"IT"
Nfa

V
NTa

V

= 0

= 2

- 0

.55

.77

.88

1 °

I °

1 °

.03

.12

.05
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agg number of interacting nucleons from the projectile nucltius

<\>,> (see Fig,3) ..One can see that the multiplicity of II -mesons

and fast protons grows approximately proportional to the number

<Vj>. The g-particle multiplicity has a tendency to reach a pla-

teau at <v > £ 3, Thus, one can drawn the conclusion that the total

energy, of particles Knocked out of the heavy nucleus grows as the

number of interacting nucleons of the projectile nucleus (<v.>) in-

creases • :

4. AVERAGE MULTIPLICITIES AND MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS

OF THE SECONDARY NEGATIVE PARTICLES

The experimental multiplicity distributions of the second-

ary negative particles produced in p,d,a inelastic collisions on Ta

are shown in .Fig.4. For comparison, we present also the same dis -

tributions for inelastic p,d,o collisions on C_Hfl. The Ta multi-

plicity distributions were previously corrected substracting the

contribution of events from 3 mm of propane (By visual selection of

interactions occuring in the Ta plates, we are taking in account

also interactions in 1 mm propane along every plate), The propane

multiplicity distributions presented in Fig,4 were also corrected,

substracting from the events without negative pion production the

contribution of the elastic events. The elastic event contribution

in the observed propane interactions was calculated using the va-

lues, given in Table 2, of the inelastic cross sections on Carbon .

and proton targets and the cross sections of the observed events on

C3H8'

As can be seen, copious production of events with high H~

multiplicity doss not occur.
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/ 2 2

The average numbers <n_>,the dispersions D_= u<n_> - <n_>

and the mean square deviations f_ • <tn. ~ <n_>) > - <n_> of the

negative particle multiplicity distributions for p,d,o projectiles

are. shown in Table 3, The f~ values measure deviations from the pure

Poisson distributions. The errors are statistical only,

Koba, Nielsen and"Olesen /&/, Investigating the limiting be-

haviour of the multiplicity distribution in the region of asymptotic

energies in hadron-hadron interactions, have shown that the function

<n>(o /a. ) depends only on the ratio n/<n> i
a

<n> _IU = <{)(-"_) CK.N.O. scaling)
in

Fig,5 shows the KNO distributions for negative pions pro -

duced in p.d.ct collisions on Ta and C-Ho at 3,4 GeV/N incident kine-

tic energy and in C, °Ar collisions on LiH, NaF, Bal_ and Pb^O.

in the incident kinetic energy range (0.4 - 2,1) GeV/N. The observed

distributions are quite similar for all target/projectile combina-

tions. The fact that KNO distributions do not depend on the type of

colliding particles is well established in hadron physics.

Therefore, we can say that a known characteristic feature

of hadron interactions - the KNO scaling - is also satisfied by nu-

cleus-nucleus collisions at high energy. This feature can be used as

a selection test for theoretical models describing nucleus - nucleus

interaction mechanism.

5. THE A DEPENDENCE OF SECONDARY NEGATIVE PARTICLE PRODUCTION

Using four different projectiles p,d,a,C and two targets

- a heavy one (Ta )and a light one (CgHg )- we have the opportunity to

study the dependence of secondary negative particle production on
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the colliding- nuclei mass. In fig,6 the average multiplicities <n_>

are platted versus the mass number of the projectile nuclei A. for

collisions on Ta and c
3
H
a«

As can be seen, the data on Ta are well approximated by a

power dependence as follows i

< n_> - C A™ (11)

obtaining for the exponent thB value :

a - 0,75 ^ 0.04 . (12)

In comparison with the data on Ta, the average multiplici-

ties of secondary negative particles produced in interactions with

propane depend to a lesser extent on the projectile mass, the power

dependence being no more convenient, as shown in Fig.6,

The target mass dependence of the average multiplicities

<n_> is presented in Fig,7, If we assume that the dependence of

<n_> on Ay is described also by a power law, we find i

(13)

The fits are shown in Fig,7 by solid lines. It can be seen

that for heavier beams the target becomes more efficient J.n the pro-

duction of negative secondaries. Extrapolating these dependences up

to interactions on proton target, acceptable average multiplicities

were obtained.

So we could see that the secondary negative particle pro -

duction depends mainly on the projectile mass and to a lesser extent

on the target mass.

° p =

a d =

a a "

aC "

0.11 *_

0.17 *_

0 . 2 W

0.36 •*_

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.04
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present analysis on average multiplici-

ties of secondary particles and multiplicity distributions of se -

condary negative particles produced in interactions of 4.2 GeV/c/N

p,d,a,C on Ta allows us to conclude :

1, The multiplicities of n~-mesons and fast protons CP >

700 MeV/c) increase approximately proportional to thB average num-

ber of interacting nucleons <wj> of the projectile nucleus,

2, The g-particle multiplicity increases slower with in-

creasing < VJ> than II -meson and fast proton multiplicity.

3, Copious production of events with high H multiplicity

does not occur,

4, The KNO scaling - a well established characteristic fea-

ture of hadron-hadron interactions - seems to be satisfied in rela-

tivistic nucleus-nucleus collisions, demonstrating the close rela-

tionship between these processes,

5, The projectile mess dependence of the average multipli-

cities of the secondary negative particles produced in interac-

tions with heavy nucleus target Ta is well approximated by a power

law <n_> ° C A? « the value of the exponent being a = 0,75 +_ 0.04.

6, Assuming also a power law to describe the target mass

dependence of the secondary negative particle average multiplici-

ties, we obtained values of the exponent increasing with the pro-

jectile mass number,

7, The average multiplicities <n_> depend stronger on the

projectile mass than on the target mass,
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It is,interesting to note that our data are among the first

experimental results on multiparticle final states in relativistic

ions collisions,
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TABLE 1

\Projectile

aver-\
age \ ^
numbers \ .

< n_ >

< n+ >

* "g *

< " s i *

* n s2 >

« " p >

< v t >

F/B

Ntot

0.45

4.2B

2.77

0.06

0.88

1

3.11

P

1°
1°
*a

-

-

.0

1°
862

. 0 2

.17

. 1 2

. 0 1

. 0 5

. 1 3

d

0.85^0.05

6.B0^0.40

4.00^0.25

0.10^+0,02

0.20^0.02

-

1.95^0.13

1.60+^0.05

2.85^0.20

347

1

9

5

0

0

0

2

2

3

a

.36^0

.52+0

.30^0

.15+_D

.45_+Q

.09^0

.86^0

.74_+0

.22^0

.04

.30

.16

.01

.03

.01

.12

.10

.10

1460

C

3 .1 0_+0

14.90_H

6.70^0

0.33_+0

1 .10jK)

0.65^0

5 .10^0

6.00^0

3.60_+a

. 215

.25

.20

.50

.04

.10

.06

.50

.60

.30
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C3H8

C

Ta

1161

250

1670

P

^ 4 0

+111

mb

mb

3 mb

d

1710^40

3 80+.20

mb

mb

1940^110mb

a

2225^50 mb

440^,20 mb

2340+120mb,

4679

790

3670

C

+105

i so

.+.220

mb

mb

mb

Projectile

P

d

a

C

Target

Ta

C3H f l

Ta

C3H8

Ta

P3H8

Ta

C3H8

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

1

< n _ >

.45^0.02

.32^0.02

.85^0.05

.5O_HD.O2

.36^0.04

.72+^0.02

.10^0.25

.00^0.10

0_

0.62+0

0.51j+0

0.86^0

0.64j+0

1.20J+0

0.86+0

-

.01

.01

.03

.01

.02

.01

- 0

- 0

- 0

- 0

a

0

.07^0

.05_+0

.10^0

.09^0

.09^0

.02^0

-

.03

.02

.09

.03

.07

. 04
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Carbon ion interaction in the Ta plate at

4.2 GBV/C/N incident momentum detected in

the 2m propane bubble chamber.

Fig.2. The average multiplicities of positive par-

ticles, g-tracks, fast protons CP > 700 MeV/c)

and negative particles versus the projectile

mass.

Fig,3, The normalized multiplicities of fast protons

(P > 700 MeV/c), g-particles and n~-mesons

versus the average number of interacting nu-

cleons from the projectile nucleus.

Fig.4, The multiplicity distributions of the se-

condary negative particles produced in p,d

and a collisions on Ta and C_HQ at 4.2
3 OGeV/c/N incident momentum.

•vFig,5. Plot of <n > cr /a. , versus — - — on

D" "if i n B l <nn->

multiplicity distribution of negative pions

in 26 beam-target combinations.

Fig,6. The secondary negative particle multiplicities

plotted versus the projectile mass. The solid

line represents[for Ta interactions) the best

fit with a power law.

Fig.7. The secondary negative particle multiplicities

plotted versus the target mass. The solid

lines represent the fits with a power law.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
i

Fig.1. Energy levels of aa harmonic vibrator.

Fig.2-1 Spectrum in the Interacting Boson Model I

for N=6 in the SU(5) limit where e=100 keV

and with an L>L interaction of strength

x'=5 keV between bosons. The states are

labelled by their 3 and n. values.

Fig.2-2 Comparison between the experimental spectrum

of 1o2Ru, the calculation within the Inter-

acting Boson Model I, and a perturbation

theory calculation using a collective Hamil-

tonian with cubic anharmonicities. In the

IBM. e = 481 keV, a = 142.3 keV. 8= -15.77

keV and Y= 0.214 keV.From D.DB Frenne et al.,

Phys.Rev.C 1B (1978) 486.

Fig.3. The Nilsson orbits of s and d bosons.

Fig.4-1 Spectrum in the SUC3) limit of the Inter-

acting Boson Model with N=>6 where e-0 and

with a quadrupole-quadrupole interaction

of strength x - 2.5 keV between bosons.

Fig.4-2 Comparison between the experimental spec-

trum of R4^92 anc* t h e c a ^ c u l a t i ° n within

the SU3 limit of the Interacting Boson

Model I. Hare e-0, x = 7.60 keV and x1—19.1

Fig.5-1 The ratios of B(E2, L+2+L) predicted by

the Interacting Boson Model I to BBM(E2,

L+2+L) given by the Bohr Mottelson Model.
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Fig.5-2 Observed B(E2) in 1|2Ybg4 relative to those

predicted by the Bohr-Mottelson Model.

Fig.6. A typical spectrum for a two-boson system ex-

hibiting the 0(6) symmetry of the Interacting

Boson Model I. The energy levels are given by

eq.(39) where A=100 keV, B=300 keV and C=25 keV.

Fig.7. A typical spectrum for a nucleus exhibiting the

0(6) symmetry of the Interacting Boson Modal I.

The energy levels are given by eq.(42) where N=6,

A=100 keV, B=30 keV and C=5

Fig.8. A comparison between the empirical and 0(6)
196

predicted energy levels in Pt. The calcula-

tions were carried out with N=6, A=185 keV,

B=43 keV, and C=23 keV.

Fig.9. A comparison between the empirical and 0(6)

predicted level scheme for positive-parity states

in Pt. The theoretical level energies were

obtained from eq.42 with N»6, A=185 keV, B=43 keV

and C-23 keV. Above the theoretical levels are

the quantum numbers (O,T,V.). The upper (lower)

number on the transition arrows is the measured

(0(6) predicted) relative B(E2) value. The empi-

rical B(E2) values were obtained assuming pure E2

transitions, a reasonable assumption in this mass

region.

Fig.10. The level scheme of the 8m isotopes. Solid lines

are predicted by the Interacting Boson Model I.
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Fig.11. The E2 transition probabilities of the Sm

isotopes. Solid lines are predicted by the

Interacting Model I.

Fig.12-1 The systematics of E2 branching ratios for

several transitions. The circles and triangles

are the empirical values. Small Ml admixtures

where these have been measured in these tran-

sitions have been taken into account. Other*

wise, pure E2 multipolarities have been assumed.

The solid and dashed lines represent the theore-

tical predictions of the perturbed 0(6) cal-

culations.

Fig.12-2 Absolute B(E2) values for Pt and 0s nuclei.

The measured values are connected by solid

lines. The results of the IBM calculations are

presented by dashed lines. The predictions of

the'Kumar and Baranger model (ref./i/) are

indicated by short dashed lines. The abscissa

presents both the nuclide identification and

the appropriate boson number N.

Fig.13. The systematics of the decay of 0* states in
194.196pt ( u p p e r p a r t ) a n d 18B»1900s ( l o w B r

part).

Fig.14. The decay of low-lying 0 states in.the Pt iso-

topes and the predictions of Kumar and Baranger

(KB). The upper (or single) value on the tran-

sition arrow is the empirical relative B(E2)

value normalized to 100 units for the strongest

transition. The lower number in parenthesis Is

the prediction from the KB model (ref./1/),
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Fig.15. Energy spectra of even-even nuclei, for fixed

proton number, n ° 6, and varying neutron

number. 0 £ nvS 32, in the single j-orbit ap- '

proximation.

Fig.16. Calculated energy spectra in the barium iso-

topes using the Hamiltonian (66). The dependence

of the operators Q on particle number is
irCv)

given in eq.063). The points, circles, squares

and triangles are the experimental values.

Fig.17. Calculated energy spectra in Os isotopes using

the Hamiltonian (65) with empirical parameters.

Fig.18. Renormalization effect on parameters e and x

for the Nd isotopes. Here e° shows the single

boson energy without the renormalization and. e

with the renormalization.
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1. Introduction

During the last years the availability of heavy Ion beams

with energies close to the Coulomb barrier has opened a new area of

atomic physics to experimental study. While traditional atomic

Work supported by the Bundesministerium fur Forschung und

Technologie CBMFT) and by the Gesellschaft fur Schwarionen-

forachung (GSI).
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physics is limited to the domain of stable or long lived nuclei in

heavy ion collisions a combined nuclear charge up.to Z. + Z2 K 190

can be assembled temporatily. Properties of the electronic shell

belonging to the corresponding united system, can be studied by

investigating inner shell vacancy formation, quasimolecular X-ray

emission, S-electron spectra and, in particular, positron creation

in very heavy collision systems. Let us shortly discuss the quali-

tative and quantitative new features arising from the effect of the

strong external Coulomb potential.

Fig. 1 shows the energy of the strongest bound electron

states in an atom as a function of the nuclear charge Z. As

you can see the binding is only a small fraction of the total

electron rest mass in all known elements; up to Fermium (Z=100).

However, if we go beyond this limit, for the moment in a gedan-

kenexperiment, we find that the calculations predict the

binding energy of the Is-state to reach 511 keV around Z»14O.

The electron then has zero energy, all its mass being "bound

away". Even beyond, we find*1*that the binding reaches 1022 keV '

or twice the electron rest energy at ZM73. At this point it

is favourable to produce an electron in the 1s-state and

there is enough spare energy left to produce a positron to con-

serve charge and lepton number. Thus an atom with Z>173 and

an empty K-shell would spontaneously shield itself by two K-

electrons and emit two positrons of rather well-defined energy.
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In the terminology of field theory one says that the ground state

of the system, the "vacuum state", becomes charged.1 '

, Systems of particles in which the binding energy is a major of

even the dominant fraction of the total energy are of great interest

in elementary particle physics. If a hadron is a very strongly

bound system of several quarks, so that the attempt to ionize one

of the quarks leads only to pair production (i.e. meson production) ,

then these ideas should be tested somewhere in a situation where

the interactions are known. Very high Z atoms form the unique '

testing ground, because they involve only electromagnetic inter-

actions and allow precise theoretical predictions.

We must now talk about how to make such atoms with. Z > 130.

Nuclei, of course, with such charge number are not stable. However,

the typical time-scale.- for atomic processes to evolve in such an

atom is of the order 1O - 1O~18 sec. It is therefore sufficient

to form a "quasinucleus" for a very short instant of time. This is

possible in heavy ion collisions, • where two nuclei can be brought

—21

together as close as 20 fm for a typical time of ca. 10 sec.

It has been found that the most suitable way to describe the various

stages of the scattering process is the adiabatic picture: *4* the

electrons are envisaged as moving very fast (at velocity v~c)

around two slowly moving nuclei (at v~ c/10). Then one takes a

snapshot of this "quasimolecule" at every internuclear separation

R. The time development is described by the scattering trajectory

R(t).
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When one solves the (relativistic) Dirac equation for an elec-

tron in the electric field of two nuclei, * ' one obtains the quasi-

molecular correlation diagrams of which two typical examples are '

shown in Fig.2: for a Pb-Pb collision and (Fig.3) for a U-U-colli-

sion. * ' The most, interesting states are the lowest, ones, in par-

ticular the one denoted 1so. At small distances R-« 20 fm the quasi-

molecular states approach those of an atom of charge Z 1+Z_ (i.e.

164 and 184 in our examples). From the behaviour of the wave func-

tions one finds that in the region R < 200 fm the system resembles

much more a "quasi-atom" with a big blown-up nucleus of radius R/2

than a molecule. We conclude that in a heavy ion scattering process

quasi-atomic systems of nuclear charge up td 184-190 become avai-

lable and it is possible to study them.

The major processes allowing for an experimental investigation

are the following:

(i) Pair creation and positron emission. The relevant processes are

illustrated in Fig.4: Spontaneous positron emission (c) if the 1s<r

2
state aquires a binding energy of more than 2mc . Induced positron

emission from inner shell states (d,e); in a normal collision the

inner shells are-occupied initially and vacancies have to be created

by Coulomb excitation (a) or ionization (b). Direct pair creation

reflecting the deformation of the continuum wave functions in the

strong field. This process has been interpreted as a shake-off of

121)
the vacuum polarization charge. '

(ii) Ionization of high energy (delta-electrons) out of the low- ' /

lying states. By a careful analysis of the numerical calculations

17—9)
and by comparison with analytical models, one finds* ' that the

ionization probability P of the Iso orbital versus impact parameter b
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1s
can be directly related to the binding energy E B (RQ) at closest

approach. A systematic measurement of P(b) as function of bombard-1

ing energy E_. and quasi-atomic charge Z=Z1+Z2 could therefore be

utilized to determine the binding energy E_S(R,Z) right up into the

region of supercritical binding (Eg>1 MeV).

These ideas have been successfully tested during the last year,

notably in experiments performed at GSI. The first are due to

Greenberg, Bokemeyer and Schwalm* who used a clever Doppler shift

technique to determine the ion scattering angle. Predicted rates

in the percent region have been observed. More detailed results can

be obtained by ion-X-ray coincidence experiments performed by the

Behnke, Iiesen, Mokler, Annbruster group at GSI. Just recently

a systematic measurement has been used to extract binding energies

in the quasimolecular diagram. The results are in rather good

agreement, indicating that a spectroscopy of quasi-atoms up to

Z/-180 seems to be feasible. Another way to investigate the quasi-

atomic wave functions is delta-electron spectroscopy. The high-

energy part of the spectrum of ionized electrons can be related to

the^Jhigh-momentum components of the quasi-atomic wave functions. .

It is only because the inner wave functions in atoms beyond Z~140

show structures of the order 20-30 fm, that very high, energy

electrons (E > 1 MeV) are produced.

(iii) X-ray transitions between quasi-molecular states when inner-

shell vacancies have been formed. Since an inner-shell (e.g. Iso)

vacancy must be created before radiative decay can occur, ionizatior

is a necessary prerequisite. Unfortunately, the transition energy

between two levels vaires rapidly with time (see Fig.2). and over-

all time-dependence introduces an additional broadening of the X-
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ray energy. Therefore, the quasi-molecular X-ray spectra usually

have an exponentially falling shape. Very little information can

be obtained in this way. However, it was predicted and later

experimentally confirmed' ' , that the X-ray spectrum exhibits a

pronounced directional anisotropy around the transition energy at

the distance of closest approach. This phenomenon has to do with

the swift rotation of the internuclear axis in the moment of clo-

sest approach of the two nuclei. The systematics of the anisotropy

peak have been investigated by Wolfli's group at Zurich for light

and medium light systems,' ' and up to Z=184 for outer transiti-

ons. If plotted versus Z=Z.j+Z2 the peak allows for a spectro-

scopy of the quasi-atomic states in heavy and superheavy atoms.

There is hope, that it will be possible to continue it right through

Z=170. Calculations for the system Pb-Pb are in progress. '

The framework for the description of these phenomena is the -

same, viz. time-dependent perturbation theory on the adiabatic quasi-

molecular basis» In the following we will discuss the theory of

#21)—23)

positron production in detail, keeping in mind that the treat-

ment may be taken as a guideline for the description of ionization

and X-ray emission, too.

We note, that it is important to perform fully dynamical calcula-
(18) (19)

tions as discussed below. Quasistatic calculations ' do not

recognize that the lack of full adiabaticity leads to the occurrence

of induced processes, i.e. phenomena where energy is transfer-

red from the nuclear motion into other channels. Furthermore, to

obtain quantitative results the formation of vacancies has to be

treated coherently

positron emission.

(24)
treated coherently with the secondary process like X-ray ' or
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2. Formalism

To describe the emission of positrons by the various pro-

cesses qualitatively discussed in the last section it is

essential to account for the strong Coulomb foree experienced

by the electron-positron field at small distances of the col-

liding nuclei. Since the adiabacity criterion is satisfied for

the motion of innershell electrons, it is most natural to adopt

the quasimolecular picture. Thus we start from the complete

set of solutions of the stationary Two Centre Dirac equation(5)

Hrc % -

where H T c, = S-j? t

and q runs over the set of bound states and the upper, and lower

continuum. The basis functions <p_ (R.(t)) depend, parametrically

on time via the changing internuclear distance R(t). The nuclear

motion, therefore, will induce transitions between the adiabatic

states <p .

To treat the dynamics of the collision and calculate the

various possible excitations, in principle one has to solve a

problem with infinitely many, particles,- since according to

Dirac "s hole picture the negative continuum is occupied with

electrons. In addition various bound states may be occupied

depending on the charge state of the colliding ions.



If one neglects the electron-electron Interaction it turns out,

however, that it is sufficient to solve the one- •>• • ' '

electron problem and to include the effect of the Pauli-principle

only afterwards.

Let us therefore, look at the fate of a single electron

which initially occupies the level 9^ before the collision.

The time development is determined by the time-dependent Dirac

equation

with the initial condition 4{ (* ~* ~"°) e *?{ *

To obtain the functions ta (t) one expands in the adiabatic basis

;tt) * z: ̂

with the phase jf. (*) - / <ft' £)

Inserting in (2).and using the orthonormality of the basis

functions, one obtains a set of .coupled differential equations

for the expansion parameters a. • :

i R f

The initial condition is a..{-<») - &.. . Eq. (4) can be solved

numerically after the infinite set of basis states <t. has been

suitably truncated. The squared amplitudes |aif(«)|
2 then give

the probability that the electron is excited from state i to
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state f during the collision.

To discuss the many-particle problem we note, that the

functions ^ ( t ) form a complete orthonormal set at every instant

t. This follows from the hermitecity of the Hamiltonian

i.e. from the unitarity of the time development operator:

or eyuivalently

(6)

Therefore the set 4>. (t), already containing the dynamical ex-

citations, can be used as a basis for solving the many-particle

problem. To do this, one can expand the total wave function in

a basis of many-electron configurations which may be represented

by Slater determinants of the single particle basis functions <t>..

The amplitude for exciting a final configuration starting from

a given initial configuration, turns out to be just the deter-

minant of the corresponding single-particle amplitudes a..(t).

More formally one can use the language of quantum field

theory to construct a state vector |'I'H
> in the Heisenberg

picture,.i.e. ^•\^n>=0- (7)

The (time-dependent) field operator may be expanded as

and £ + - 21 L* 4£ W .
j * *

(8)
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where the creation and distruction operators satisfy the anti-

commutation relation
i-

w r , t O)

Now we define a set of initially occupied states (e.g. the .

negative energy continuum and several bound states) denoting

them by q < F. The complementary set of empty levels is descri-

bed by q>F. As usual operators for holes can be introduced by

the canonical transformation

q q for q<F (10)

ct cf *

leading to following representation of the field operator

A A

The so defined operators b , d both annihilate the state

vector |^H>
bq|*H> = O for q>F

dq|i|»H> = O for q<F . (12)

Note that the number of "particles" and "holes" defined by the

basis set * always remains zero:

The "physical" particles and holes are described by the wave

functions q>_ from Eq.(1). For the corresponding operators we

will write EL , TL , CL , OT SO that the field operator readsEL , TL , CL , OT
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in this representation:

3!*

Inserting (3) into (11) we obtain the transformation between

both sets of creation and destruction operators:

(14)

* 21

To calculate the number of particles (or holes) excited in a

particular level one has to take the expectation value of the

number operator n = b b or n = d d , respectively. This is

immediately found using (12) and the anticommutation relations.

Number of particles: N = < *H|bp b |*H> = ^ l
a
rpl

2 ' P > F

P P P JC<F
Number of h o l e s : Nq - < * H | d q dq|i|>H> = E | a s q | 2 , q<F

(15)

Thus, if one is interested only in the number of created par-

ticles (holes) it is sufficient to calculate the single particle

transition probabilities for the various initially occupied

(empty) states and to sum them incoherently.

If one is interested in the number of correlated particle-

hole pairs one has to calculate the expectation value of n *n .

This leads to
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^ tt.,.1

(16)

where the Pauli exclusion principle enters in the sign of the

exchange term on the r.h.s.

To isolate the various contributions discussed in the last

section, let us work out (15) and (16) in perturbation theory.

The single particle amplitude for producing a pair consisting

of a hole in level q and a particle in level p reads to first

order

and to second order

• • . (17b)
i

\

In particular, taking p and q as electron- and positron-states

in the continuum,Eq. (17a) describes the direct pair creation ;;

due to the rapidly varying Coulomb field (process f in Fig. 4 ) . :

In Eq.(17b) deeply bound inner shell states, which are initially *
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occupied, will be the most important intermediate states

r = Is , 2p, /o , ... (process b and d in Fig. 4 ) . It follows '

naturally that the one-step process and two-step contributions

with various intermediate states r cannot be distinguished and

must be added in phase, i.e. a = a* ' + a* + ... .

In perturbation theory the number of particle-hole pairs is

just

which follows from the second term of Eq. (16) using

Q T S «. i if f<f S , drs ** <L if i-«s,and <xrs

The number of holes is

This is only valid in perturbation theory, where many particle-

many hole excitations are negligible. The total cross section

for the emission of electron-positron pairs is obtained by

integrating the squared pair amplitude over electron and posi-

tron energy and over impact parameter b and by summing over

angular momentum at. :

M - • > <20)

where 2ji+1 denotes the multiplicity of the initial state.
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3. Numerical Results

The actual numerical calculations of positron emission in

heavy ion collisions performed up to now have employed several

approximations. •

(a) The amplitudes a q(t) have been calculated in perturbation

theory, i.e. the integrals (17a,b) have been evaluated numeric-

ally prescribing Rutherford trajectories for the nuclear

(24)

motion. The full solution of the coupled channel equations

(4) is presently att2mpted. It will iwprove the perturbative

results since the transfer of vacancies between bound states

is included. Furthermore the "rescattering" of continuum par-

ticles may deform the shape o± the emission spectra of 6-elec-

trons and positrons.

(b)The sum over ae was restricted to angular momentum j=1/2(*e.= + 1),

since these states are most severely affected by the strong

field. Furthermore, we have taken into account radial coupling

(R 3/3 R) only since the corresponding matrix elements become

large at small internuclear distance. Rotational coupling (iS*̂ )

is not expected to be effective in coupling levels which are

energetically far apart as must be achieved to produce pairs.

It could play a role in the formation of inner-shell vacancies,

especially in the np1 ,2ff-statesr
5^ Still then its influence at

very small impact parameters must be small (JJ «*» vb/R ) ,. and

only these contribute significantly to pair creation. Vacancy

formation on the outgoing branch of the nuclear trajectory,

en the other hand, is not relevant for positron production.
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(c) All wave functions and matrix elements have been calculated
(26)

in the monopole approximation1 ,which was proven to be re- '•

markably good for the very heavy systems of interest for posi-

tron production. With the availability of full two centre-con-

tinuum wave functions, however, a considerable improvement in

the description of special features (such as angular distribu-

tions, etc.) could be achieved. The effect of the finite nuclear

size is included and was found to reduce coupling matrix ele-

ments by up to 30%.

(d) The influence of the transverse electromagnetic field is not in-

cluded in the instantaneous Coulomb potential of Eq. (1), i.e.

magnetic and retardation effects are neglected. Furthermore,

the energy shifts due to QED radiative corrections (vacuum
(27—29)

polarization, self energy) are expected to be much too

small to influence the positron production rates significantly.

(e) As already implied in the formalism of the last section we

neglect the electron-electron interaction. Its main importance

lies in the lowering of binding energies which could be included
e.g. by using an effective Thomas-Fermi screening function to

i

modify V(r). The nondiagonal couplings due to electron-electron

interaction may be neglected for inner-shell excitation since

they lead to relaxation times large compared to the collision

time. <*»

Before discussing the resulting- positron emission probabi-

lities, let us first take a look at the behaviour of the coup-

ling matrix elements. Fig. 5 shows the radial matrix element

- <Eplg~Rln> (responsible for the induced emission of positrons

with various energies E ) from the inner shell bound states
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n = 1s, 2s, for Pb-Pb (Z=Z1+Z2 = 164) and Pb-U (Z=174)

collisions. ..

The calculation made use of the Hellman-Feynman identity

(21)

where 9- , <p_ are eigenstates of the same Hamiltonian H.

Host striking is the strong increase of the matrix elements

at very small internuclear distances R, clearly demonstrating

the contraction of the electron and positron wave functions

when the external nuclear charge distribution begins to approach

the point charge limit. The slope of the curves is even larger

than that for the corresponding ionization matrix elements

<n|;p=r)Ee> ; it is steepest for the lowest values of positron

kinetic energy, reflecting the smaller energy denominator in

(21). The absolute value of the induced positron matrix element

<E_|^r|n> lies about one order of magnitude below the ioniza-

tion matrix element. <n|g-g|Ee> due to the Coulomb repulsion

of the positron wave function. It decreases with the principal

quantum number of the bound state.

Fig. 6 presents the matrix elements for direct, pair creation,

. •< E D I T S I
s
e
> i where no intermediate bound states are involved, .

for various positron energies E . The full lines belong to

at= -1 (s, /o) continuum waves, the dashed lines to x = +1 (

waves. The magnitude of. <Epla~gl
Ee> grows with charge Z=Z..+Z2:

Going from Z=164 (Pb-Pb) to Z=174 (Pb-U), which corresponds

to a 6% charge increase, leads to a strong enhancement of the

matrix elements (cf. Fig. 6b ) . This, of course, will be re-
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fleeted in a high Z-dependence of the positron emission cross

section. In Pig. 6 the electron energy is kept fixed at

E e -TO = 10.22 keV. Variation of E e would shift the curves

but it will not introduce additional structure since it turns

out that. <VETJil[l
vE > is n e a r lY independent of E e. On the

other hand, the dependence on positron energy is a result

of the Coulomb repulsion factor (see Fig. 7 ) .

In perturbation theory (Eq.(17)). the transition amplitudes

for positron emission are Fourier transforms of the coupling

matrix elements where the frequency E - E is governed by the

energy matching of initial and final state. We have numerically

solved the integrals (17) using the matrix elements and energies

of the monopole approximation, prescribing .Rutherford trajecto-
(23)

ries for the nuclear motion. The radial matrix elements were

fitted by a power low at distances larger than 2OO £m to account

for the limited range of validity of the monopole approximation.

In addition, they were cut off with a Gaussian factor at

R > 1000 fin to ensure convergence of the integral.. This may be

thought to simulate the influence of translational factors,

which arise from the transformation between standing and "travel-

ling" molecular orbitals but cannot be determined in the mono-

pole approximation. In the calculation of the shake-off ampli-

tudes a£ 4 a n integration by parts was employed to make, the

(21) '
integral convergent.

Before, turning to the calculated emission probabilities,

let us inspect the time-dependence of the transition amplitudes.

Their general behaviour is quite «rf™Msnr to the anplittdes for vacancy pro-

duction (Fig. 8) . Due to a steeper increase of tiie matrix elements,
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however, the radial scale is contracted and the maximal

value of |a.|2 is reached at distances R less than 100 fm.

The path of the time dependent positron amplitude in the com- •

plex plane is characteristic for the one step process. With the

phase convention 7fp(t=0) = 0 the final amplitude (t-»•<*>) is

purely imaginary since the integrand is an odd function of time.

This is valid both for the direct process a*j _, and for the

induced positron emission from bound orbitals brought empty

into the collision, a^1*, .

For the two-step process on the other hand:

21 c% „
K. fce,fcf»;^- (22)

the integrand is weighted with the time-dependent ionization

amplitude a^ n ( t ) , which starts from zero and builds up during

the collision. Therefore the shape of the figure of a, E (t)

is distorted and its symmetry is lost. Fig. 9 shows that

ar.tet i (t) at the energies E_ = 1.02 , E = -1.7 for the collisionr*e,£. ; is
 e P

Pb-Pb at impact energy Ei ah
= =^ -^ 5 MeV/n (distance of closest

approach 2a = 15.8 fm) and impact parameter b = 0. The final

amplitude (t •*••») has a complex value defining a phase angle

A<|>.. relative to the imaginary axis. It is important to know

the value of this angle since the two-step amplitudes must be

added coherently to each other and to the one-step amplitude

(1)
a£ g • T n e latter is positive imaginary, therefore the shake-
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off process and the induced positron emission via the 1s-state

interfere somewhat destructively. Further investigations reveal

that the phase angle A$n increases (1) with increasing electron

energy, . (2) with decreasing (kinetic) positron energy, (3) with

increasing binding energy, of the intermediate bound state.

The last point is demonstrated in Fig. .10 where the complex

amplitudes a^ „ ._("») for induced emission of an electron-

positron pair via the bound state n and the direct amplitude

ai '_ for « = + 1 are shown. The parameters are the same as

in Fig.9 except for the slightly higher election energy E e=1.2.

Fig. 11 explicitly demonstrates the time dependence of the

differential probability of induced positron emission from the

1s-level integrated over electron energy

for various energies E . As we have already stressed the ex-

citation happens at very small internuclear distances reflecting

the strong deformation of the electronic wave functions. We note

that, although there is no way of measuring the excitation

during the course of the collision, the curves of Figs 9 and 11

have some physical meaning. In a gedankenexperiment' one could

imagine a mechanism which stops the relative nuclear motion at

an arbitrary distance RQ. Then the radial coupling vanishes

and the excitation amplitudes are frozen in at their momentary

values. E.g. such a mechanism would be provided by the nuclear

interactions if the nuclei underwent fusion. The "high Fourier

frequencies" of the collision then would show up particularly
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in a slower decrease of the high energy part of the emitted

particle (electron or positron) spectrum since here the virtual

excitations are large (cf. Fig. U K

In deep inelastic nuclear reactions the nuclei stay to-

gether for a prolonged time interval At during which the radial

velocity R is small. The effect of *uch a time delay on the

electron-positron field is to cli&nge the interference between

excitations taking place at the incoming and outgoing branches

of the trajectory. This is readily demonstrated looking again

at the time-dependent path of the amplitude in the complex plane.

Fig. 12 " shows how the amplitude aE
ll) _. .,_(t) of Fig. 9

changes if various delay times At are introduced between the

branches of an otherwise unchanged Rutherford hyperbola.

Obviously the spiral path belonging to the outgoing nuclear

motion is rotated around the point a(t=O).

Knowledge.of the usual amplitudes a(t=O) and

a (t-*•<») for At=O allows a simple analytic determination of the

influence of a delay time. The full curve shows the motion of the

final values of the amplitude (t*») in the complex plane as a func-

tion of delay time At (noted in multiples of lo**21sec). The epi-

cycloid path depends on the two phases (Ee-E )At and (Ej -£L)At.

For the first order amplitude we have only one phase angle and

the final amplitude moves on a simple circle around a(0). For

a fixed time interval At the discussed effect leads to marked

oscillations in the excitation spectra. Summation over various

channels (e.g. intermediate states n'or electron energies E , if

the electron is not detected) will partially smear out this

interference pattern.

The investigation of this behaviour is partially interest-

ing in connection with the suggestion to use deep Inelastic

collisions as a means to enhance the rate of spontaneous positron

production in supercritical collisions*31*. The amplitude
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of the latter process grows (to first order) linearly with

At while the induced contribution gives rise to oscillations.

Therefore both processes nay be distinguished provided that

collisions with At large enough do take place.

In the following figures we will show our final results

on positron production in undercritical systems. He assume that

all inner shell states are occupied initially, and have to be

emptied during the collision by direct ionization. The positron

emission probability is obtained from the squared coherent

sum of one-step and two-step amplitudes |a^'« +S a^ „ ,n|*

calculated in perturbation theoi" The results for the s- and p-

channels are then added and multiplied by the degeneracy factor 2.

As intermediate states we take n=1s, 2s, 3s (««-1) and

n= 2p1 •2,3p1 «2»
 4P-|/2 (*B + 1 )• This basis set should embody

most of the relevant Hilbert space, hence only slightly under-

estimate the cross sections. Another source of possible errors

is the neglect of mutual coupling between bound states. This

effect can only be treated by a coupled channel calculation.

• Fig. 13" shows the. differential positron spectra with re-

A o e +

spect to kinetic energy S § — for Pb-Pb collisions at various

bombarding energies ranging from 3.68 to 5.8 MeV/n. The spectra

peak between 300 keV and 400 keV kinetic positron energy and

fall off almost exponentially at higher energies. The same

behaviour is found for the positron energy spectrum gST"" *b*
""p

at various impact parameters (Fig.14X. The slope of the ex-

ponential is determined mainly by the Fourier decomposition

of the nuclear motion R(t). Therefore it becomes steeper for

distant collisions, i.e. at large impact parameters or at low

impact energies.



Figs.15 a,b show representative QED positron spectra

dc e /dE for the system Pb-Pb and Pb-U at E = 4.45 MeV/n in

comparison with the background from nuclear Coulomb excitation.

The nuclear background in £ W Opb- Pb originates essentially

from pair conversion of only two "y-lines and therefore looks

quite different. Setting a window at positron energies below

1 MeV will greatly suppress this background. In the 2O3pb-238U

system, on the other hand, many y-transitions occur between

1 and 3 MeV showing a serrate • structure with an overall s*iape

similar to that for QED positrons.

An important information is contained in the impact para-

meter dependence P (b) shown in Figs. 16 a,b. The curves de-

crease monotonically with impact parameter, similar to those

obtained for the ionization probability. The slope, however,

is even steeper, so that 90 percent of the cross section

comes from collisions with b < 30 fm. This is the consequence

of the pronounced maximum of the coupling matrix elements at

small internuclear distances. The nuclear background (Fig. 17)

has a different impact parameter dependence and falls off

even more steeply with b (note that we are comparing a process

on the "atomic" scale with a nuclear process). The appearance

of a bump at about b = 7 fm in Fig.17a is caused by the re-

orientation effect of the 3~ (2.615 MeV) level of 2O8Pb.

Two experiments measuring positron in collisions of very

heavy ions recently have been performed at GSI. Backe et al. '

employed a solenoidal spectrometer to collect the positrons.

They measured total cross sections and differential cross

sections with respect to the scattered ion in two angular
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windows. The nuclear background is well understood in

2o8Pb-2O8Pb collisions and can be subtracted. Fig.18 shows

the result at 2a = 19.2 fm (4.85 MeV/n) compared with the

theoretical prediction. The two bumps of the calculated curve

originate from symmetrization with respect to projectile and

target, the left one being due to forward sacttering of the

projectile nucleus. The measured values are some 30% above

theory while the angular dependence agrees very well (the

nuclear background looks much different).

With a different experimental set up Kozuharov et al. .

performed coincidence measurements for several systems at

5.85 MeV/n projectile energy. Using a solenoid spectrometer

they singled out an energy window of 100 keV width near the

expected peak of the positron spectrum. Fig.19 shows the pro-

bability g = — as a function of c m . scattering angle. The
P

nuclear background, which has been estimated from the measured

y-spectrum using an effective conversion coefficient

has been subtracted. The theoretical curves represent the

ratio of the symmetrized positron cross section to the scat-

tering cross section. Theory now lies above experiment but,

again, the angular distribution agrees quite well. Fig. 20

gives our results for the most comprehensive data, the total

positron cross sections ae as a function of projectile energy.

The calculated curve is compared with total cross sections-

measured at GSI. ' In both collision systems the experimental

values lie above theory by up to a factor of two. The depen-

dence on bombarding energy, however, agrees very well. Most

convincing in this respect are the Pb-Pb data where the slope



of the experimental curve can be explained only by the sum

of QED and nuclear positrons, but not by the individual

contributions alone. This is also true for the differential

cross sections doe /dOio_ at scattering angle 9j_b
 = 45°

measured by the same group. The the absolute agreement is

better, leaving a discrepancy of only about 30 percent..

Let us now discuss in more detail the various contribu-

tions to the positron spectrum. Our results presented so far,

contained shake-off positrons and those induced from several

inner shell levels up to 4p1 .^. Table 1 lists the induced

positron production from various levels separately for the

chosen parameters Z1 + Z 2 = 164, 2a = 20.9 fm. For comparison

the right column of table 2 lists the induced positron cross

sections calculated with a constant hole amplitude set equal

to unity, i.e. assuming the collision of two naked nuclei.
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More illustratively, the contributions of the various channels

are displayed in Fig.21 over an energy scale. In the left part

of this figure the cross section for induced positron production

via the level n s o (circles) or n p ^ j O (crosses) have been

marked' at the corresponding binding energies in the united

atom limit. In addition the right half of the figure shows the

differential cross section for direct pair creation (x = + 1 )

which is seen to decrease exponentially with electron energy.

The lower set of points has been calculated assuming initially

occupied states (two step process) . Although the probability

for vacancy production in higher orbitals becomes very.large;

the largest individual contributions to the positron cross

section originate from the deepest bound states. This is even

more pronounced in the collision of .naked nuclei (upper set

of points). Here - the contribution from the 1so level is very

large and by far dominant, justifying the name "induced decay

of the neutral vacuum".

The contributions to positron production from the various

discussed channels cannot be identified in a single experiment

since their behaviour is quite similar. It is, however, inter-

esting to study the variation of their magnitude and relative

proportion with total nuclear charge Z1 + Z2. Since in the re-

gion Z a > 1 the binding of inner shells increases strongly

and the innermost levels begin to approach the lower conbinuum

one expects a steep rise of the induced positron emission.

This is demonstrated in Fig.22 where the positron probability
e+

P at impact parameter b = 0 is shown for symmetric (or nearly

! symmetric) collisions with the distance of closest approach
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2a = 20.9 fm. The induced contributions from 1so and 2p1/2o

grow very fast with charge 2.. + Z2. The curves for the charge '

dependence of the total cross section look very similar, their

slope being somewhat smaller due to the contribution of

higher impact parameters. At 2a-20.9-fm we find vthe .scaling

behaviour Zn with n%19. If the incident velocity is kept

fixed the exponent is smaller, e.g. n « 15 at E/A = 5.9 HeV/n.
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Dynamical Treatment of Supercritical Collisions

The formulation of our theory of positron production

in heavy ion collisions presented before,is applicable only

in undercritical collisions where no bound states have

joined the lower continuum. We have expanded the electron

wave function (Eq.(3)) in the adiabatic molecular basis com-

prising the electron continuum • | <p-. > , various bound states

I? > and the positron continuum |<pE > . This leads to coupled

differential equations for the expansion coefficients which

have been treated in perturbation theory. In the supercritic-

al situation one, or several, of the bound states has dis-

appeared from the discrete spectrum I <Pn > • Its wave function

is smeared out in the continuum |<PE > as a Breit-Wigner re-

sonance with a certain width Y, indicating the possibility

of spontaneous decay. Let us discuss three different methods

of solving the problem of dynamical transitions involving

such a resonance.

I. Since the continuum wave functions in the vicinity of a

resonance differ drastically from their normal shape, the use

of the states |<j>E > in the expansion (3) leads to a patho-

logical and nearly singular bound state - continuum and con-

tinuum - continuum coupling which is highly impractical for

numerical calculations. Nevertheless, one might artificially

discretize the spectrum of the two centre Dirac operator, e.g.

by imposing a boundary condition on the wave functions, • and

solve the coupled channel equations. The motion of the reso-

nance state through the lower continuum leads to a great number
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of avoided crossings with transition probabilities very close

to unity (see Fig. 23 Since we are interested in the (very

small) fraction of holes which finally remain in the lower

continuum,it will be difficult to obtain reliable results.

The choice of this basis is obviously not well suited tc solve

the dynamics.

II. For an alternative treatment of the problem, one has to

change the basis. One simple way to do this Is. to freeze the

basis near the critical internuclear distance R__, where the

bound state joins the continuum. The so defined undercritical

wave functions | <p° > are, of course, no longer eigenstates

to the Hamiltonian HTCD(R) if R
< R

c r- Therefore the coupled

system (4) is modified to

g° i A V (R> i

(23)

where AV(R) = H(R) - H ( R l = V(R) - V(R ) .

Thie equation in principle is exact. It turns out, however,

that its treatment in first order is not sufficient since the

strong distortion of the adiabatic wave functions under the

action of AV is important. While the true binding energy E

of the diving state resonance (as obtained from a phase shift

analysis of j(pE > ) increases strongly for closely approaching

p M > o o
nuclei, the first order approximation E_ - E =. < <p |AV| <p >
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remains small. However, this method could be applied in the

context of a coupled channel approach. It then has the ad-

vantage that it can be tested by applying it to undercritical
i

collisions with an arbitrary value of "Rcr" and comparing

with the result using the normal basis set.

III. We want to find a dynamical description of the excita-

tions in the presence of a "diving" level which is a smooth

extension of the treatment of undercritical collisions.

To achieve this, we observe that the resonance wave function,

i.e. the continuum solution |<p- >. closely resembles a
Bres

normal bound state except for an oscillating tail of small

amplitude indicating the occurrence of tunneling through the

particle-antiparticle gap between E - V (r) + m and E - V (r) - m.

Therefore it may be possible to construct a "reasonable" bound

state |4>R
> by cutting off |tpE > at a carefully chosen

•"• 3T6S -

distance r = r Q and normalizing the truncated wave function.

The problem then is to construct a new continuum {f
P

which is orthogonal to the resonance state \$R>

<?E I*R> " ° (24)

and complete.

Such a problem has been treated in the context of nuclear

physics using a projection operator technique (cf. ref. 34 see

also ref .35 ). In this language we originally have an operator

projecting onto the set of free positron states

P O
PO " ^ I'E > < » B I < 2 5 a )
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and the complement

Q o = ^ k *•*•«! . (25b)

where | <p > includes all bound states [ <p > and the upper

continuum |<PE > . We have

i

(H - E ) | , E > = 0
P C26)

(H - Ea)(?a> = 0

and P2, = P o , Q o = QQ , P oQ o = O , * o + QQ = 1 . (27)

Our objective is to remove the resonance contained in |<PE >
P

from P-space and to transfer it to Q-space:

T - V I * I O n î. ^ VTI I I A O & J

P = 1 -Q . (28b)

Here and in the following derivations we make the important

assumption that }$&> is orthogonal to all states |<p >

• <(pal<|)R> = ° ( 2 9 )

so that P and Q are also projection operators. Except for this

property the choice of | <J»R > is arbitrary and must be made

on physical, not mathematical,grounds. We come back to this

in a moment.

We now define the modified continuum | vL > by the eigen-

value equation of the projected Hamiltonian PHP:



(PHP - Ep) JEp> = O

99

(30)

Using (28b), (28a), (26) and (29) this equation can be trans-

formed to

Thus the modified continuum satisfies the original Dirac

equation with an additional inhomogeneous term proportional

to |<1>R> • Eq.(37) may be solved by help of the Green's function

G = (H-E) . The formal solution

(32)

may be employed to derive the orthogonality of the modified

continuum states:

(33)

For numerical purposes a different approach is more use-

ful. Due to its special form (it has a degenerate kernel)

the integro-differential equation (31) can be solved by

integration. We make the ansatz
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where |»_ > is the solution of the homogeneous equation (26a)
P

and |<PD1^>> solves the inhomogeneous equation with an arbi-
T> -

trary constant y f O (e.g. y = 1):

(35)

The constants a and b are then uniquely defined by the ortho-

gonality requirement. (24)

(36)

and by the asymptotic normalization condition of the wave

function |v*E > .
P

The non-diagonal matrix elements of H, i.e. those coupling

the P and Q space, are

,37,

The new basis set |<pE >, |<Pn
>f I^R** | T E > can be used to ex-

pand the time-dependent wave function (3). We obtain the usual

set of differential equations with one additional coupling

between the resonance state and the modified continuum:

For example Eq. (17a) is modified to
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The second term can be understood to describe a spontaneous

transition with the decay width x "

r(eP) - 2* |<f6p| H

Apart from the spontaneous decay also induced transitions are

present and the theory allows, in principle, a separate in-

vestigation of these processes.

The main problem in this formalism is the proper choice

of the resonating bound state wave function I^R
> • As indicated

above, this may be done by truncating a continuum wave function

in the resonance region. Numerical investigations have shown,

that the modified continuum wave functions -1 v^ > are quite sen-

sitive to the precise nature of the cut-off. While the decay

width r(E_e_) comes out correctly in various procedures,

a sharp cut-off at some value rQ leads to an irregular In-

dependence of the matrix elements. Furthermore, if rQ is kept

fixed,the wave function \<bR> does not go over into |<p- >

at the critical internuclear distance, so that there is no

smooth, transition between the undercritical. and overcritical

regime.

A gentler way .to truncate the wave function, was found to

be the use of a modified potential .like

V(r) {V(r). r<r.
for +

V(r,) r » r +

with E r e g - V{r+) + m = O '.
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The value of r. is defined as the outer edge of the classic-

ally forbidden tunneling region between electron and positron '

states. At larger distances the potential is kept fixed so

that the wave function goes to zero. With this choice dis-

continuities in |$R> are avoided. Coupled channel calcula-

tions with the matrix elements (eg. 38) are in progress.. Their

results will, be reported elsewhere.

6.

We have discussed the theory of positron production in

very heavy ion collisions as an example to show the importance

of coherence for quasi-molecular processes. The theory agrees

well with present experimental data from GSI. It is note-

worthy that the agreement could not be achieved without treat-

ing the full coherence-between ionization and pair-creation

and between first- -and second-order processes. This in-

sight has equal bearing for related phenomena, e.g. multiple

excitation processes in- inner shells or molecular X-ray

transition.

We also note that the agreement between, the. observed, spectra

and theoretical predictions constitutes the first evidence for

the novel aspects of quantum electrodynamics of strong fields:

the non-perturbative character of direct, pair production

(the "shake-off of the vaccum polarization cloud") and the

onset of the change of the vacuum state from neutral to being
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charged. The identification of the spontaneous vacuum decay,

however,, must await further calculations and future experi-'

ments with the heaviest collision systems* such as U-Cf.
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Table 1

state

1s

2s

3s

direct

2p1/2

3Pi/2

4P 1 / 2

direct

°ind{2 steP>lwbl

2.8

1.26

0.28

5.6

2.6

0.32

O.1O

4.5

°ind(1 •**P)ti*l-

179O

27

3.5

5.6

121

4.7

1.24

4.5

Total cross section for induced positron production from

various bound states for the system Pb-Pb at 2a» 20.9 fm

Left columns Two-step (no vacancy is present initially).

Bight columns Calculation assuming totally empty shells.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Atomic binding energies as a function of nuclear

charge Z, calculated in the Hartree-Fock-Slater

approximation.

Fig. 2: Adiabatic correlation diagram of the quasi-molecular

system 0-0 (b) • R is the distance

between the two nuclei, E is the electronic binding

energy. At R-O5 fm in 0-0 the Iso state becomes super-

critical. The curves are taken from ref. 6.

Fig. 3: ' Same as Fig.2 for the system Pb-Pb.

Fig. 4: Schematic representation of pair-production processes •

in heavy ion collisions. a,b: ionizatiori,' £: spontane-

ous and d,e_: induced vacuum decay,' f: vacuum polari-

zation shake-off.

Fig. 5: Matrix elements for induced emission from the 1s, 2s,

2p, 3p states versus two-center distance R»

Fig. 6: Matrix elements for direct pair creation versus

two-center distance R.

Fig. 7: Same as fig. 6, but as a function of positron energy

V
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Fig. Cap, cont'd (2)

Fig. 8: Path described by the 1so ionization amplitude

in the complex plane (taken from Ref. 13).

Fig. 9: Path described in the complex plane by the amplitude

for induced positron emission out of the 1sa state.

Observe the lack of symmetry characteristic of a

second-order process.

Fig. 10: Phase and amplitude of the various second-order

processes for s-wave (2C=-1) and p-wave (3C=+1).

Fig. 11: Time evolution of the probability for positron

emission. Most oscillations' vanish after integration

over positron energy.

Fig. 12: The influence of a time delay at closest approach

of the nuclei on the induced positron amplitude.

The path of a (") is shown as solid line, the ampli-

tude a(t) in two cases as dashed curve.

Fig. 13: Differential positron cross-section in Pb-Pb for

various bombarding energies.

Fig. 14: Same as fig. 13, but for various impact parameters.

doe

Fig. 15: Energy distribution -rg— of positrons produced in
P

2 O 8Pb and 2O8Pb - 2 3 8U collisions. Dashed line:

positrons from all quasi-molecular (QED) processes).

Dotted lines: background positrons from the conver-

sion of Y-rays following nuclear Coulomb excitation.

Full curve: total sum.
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Fig. 16: Impact parameter dependence of QED positrons pro-

duction in Pb-Pb and Pb-U collisions for various '

bombarding energies.

Fig. 17: Impact parameter dependence of pair-production

in Pb-Pb and Pb-U collisions. Nuclear transitions

(dotted lines), the QED prediction (dashed line)

and the total cur'e (solid line) are shown.

Fig. 18: . Differential positron cross-section in Pb-Pb colli-

sions as function of (averaged) scattering angle.

The experimental points are taken from ref. 32, and

are corrected for the nuclear background.

Fig. 19: Probability for positron emission as a function of

projectile cm scattering angle for (5.9 MeV/u)

2o8Pb-2O8Pb and 2380-208Pb collisions in the energy

window E + = 440-550 keV. Theory is compared with

measurements from ref. 33 where nuclear background

i has been subtracted. Both curves are symmetrized

with respect to projectile and target nucleus.

Fig. 20: Total positron cross sections for 2o8pb-208Pb and

2O8 23&

Pb. U collisions in dependence of bombarding

energy or, equivalently, of distance of closest

approach 2a. The experimental points are taken

from ref. 32.
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Fig. Cap, cont'd (4)

Fig. 21: Various contributions to the QED positron produc-

tion: direct pair creation (right side) and induced

vacuum decay (left side). The contributions from i

the bound states are shown over the maximal binding

energy. The dashed lines between the dots are

there to guide the eye.

Jig. 22: Charge-dependence of tlie various quasi-molecular

mechanisms of pair production. The distance of

closest approach is kept fixed.

Fig. 23: Schematic view of the quasi-bound overcritical 1s-

state penetrating the discretized negative frequency

continuum. Each avoided crossing contributes to

spontaneous positron creation.
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THE THEORY OF FRAGMENTATION AND ITS-APPLICATIONS

Joachim A. Maruhn and Walter Greiner

Institut fur Theoretische Physik

der Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat

Frankfurt am Main, Germany

and

Werner Scheid

Institut fiir Theoretische Physik

der Justus Liebig-Universit&t

Giessen, Germany

1. Introduction

In these lectures we discuss a consistent method to treat two -

body and more-body breakup channels in fission and heavy ion

reactions. The theoretical basis for that is the fragmentation

theory, which itself is based on the two-center shell model,

so that nuclear shell effects are properly taken into account.

Review articles about the theory of fragmentation are listed

as Refs. 1-3.

* Work supported by the Bundesministerium fur Forschung und

Technologie and by the Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung

(GSI).
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The unifying aspect of fission and heavy ion reactions is

that the nuclear system transforms and disintegrates into other

nuclear systems via collective mass transfer. In the case of

fission the compound system already exists and disintegrates

into the various binary channels. In nucleus-nucleus collisions,

en intermediate system is formed, which may then decay in the

various two- and more-body breakup channels.

In the past the collective description of a nuclear system
u

has proven to be extremely successful . Its main advantage is

the clear physical picture behind the various collective Ha-

miltonians which allow a rather simple description of compli-

cated many-body phenomena. Most of the present theories for

nucleus-nucleus collisions have also in common that they des-

cribe the complex many-body problem in semiclassical pictures

with a few important collective degrees of freedom.

The basic idea of the theory of fragmentation is the introduc-

tion of collective mass and charge fragmentation coordinates^.

Restricting ourselves at first to two-body channels only, the

mass fragmentation coordinate for separated nuclei with

nucleon numbers At and Ag can be defined as:

7] = (A±-A2) / (A1+A2)

This coordinate ranges over the interval -IHj^tl and describes

the symmetric fragmentation, i.e. two equal nuclei, for n-0

and the completely fused system for v=±l .We suggest to use

the fragmentation coordinate in exactly the same manner as

other dynamic collective coordinates, like the relative coordi-
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nate between the nuclei or coordinates for nuclear surface

excitations. Therefore, the fragmentation degree of freedom

allows us to describe the few-nucleon, multi-nucleon and

cluster transfer, the complete and incomplete fusion and the

fission of the compound nucleus in a unified way. Besides the

mass fragmentation coordinate also a charge fragmentation

coordinate has been suggested which is analogously defined

with the charge numbers Z^ and Z2:

£ = (z±-z2) / (z1+z2)

Let us now discuss the advantages of introducing the mass frag-

mentation as a coordinate'. After quantizing the fragmentation

degree of freedom the wave function depends on the Y[ -coordinate:

•<h(R,rj,i). The square of the absolute value of the wave function

is proportlnal to the probability w(^) for finding the mass

fragmentation around 7 : wCrj)-^ |rl • For the scattering of two

equal nuclei, the ingoing wave function would be peaked like

a i-function around the initial ^-coordinate fi-0 (see Fig. l).

After the interaction has taken place, a final mass distribu-

tion W^(i])~ |^(*-*°°^l emerges, where T^ denotes the final

state wave function in the asymptotic region. The cross sections

for the transfer to mass fragmentations around 77 are propor-

tional to the probabilities wf(iy) depicted schematically in

Fig. 1. The dynamics of the fragmentation coordinate X) deter-

mines the cross sections for all reactions in which two

fragments appear after the collision.
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In the application of the theory for heavy ion collisions

the resulting mass fragmentations depend on the remaining '

shell effects in the potential energy surface. Shell effects

in the mass distributions survive if the thermal excitation

energy of the precompound system is sufficiently low. The

energy transfer from the relative motion to intrinsic degrees

of freedom can be thought to proceed in two steps: In the first

step collective degrees of freedom are excited with energies

in the order of ft/r,£50 MeV where to is a fraction of the

reaction time ( T.~10 sec). Such collective degrees of free-

dom may be giant resonance states. In the second step the

collective modes are damped by their coupling to the single

particle motion which leads to the thermal heating of the

compound system and, therefore, to the loss of shell effects

in the potential energy surface. The transfer of energy into

thermal heating is described by two concepts: by the fraction

of the total excitation transferred into thermal excitation

and by the time delay needed to heat up the compound system.

In these two concepts we assume that only a fraction of the

total loss in the kinetic energy reappears as thermal excita-

tion whereas the remaining fraction remains conserved in the

collective degrees of freedom during the collision time and

that the thermal heating gets feeded via the damping of the

collective modes so that the time delay is related to their

decay time.

In Sect. 2 we discuss the model for fragmentation, the

precise definition of the coordinates and their relation to
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the asymetric two center shell model (ATCSM). In the frame-

work of the ATCSM, using the Strutinsky formalism and the

cranking model, we calculate all components of the Hamilto—

nian of the model. In Sect. 3 the theory is applied to ex-

plain the measured mass and charge yields in fission. The mass

transfer in heavy ion scattering is investigated in Sect. 4.

There, we present realistic scattering calculations for the

U+U-system and interpret measured mass yields, e.g. in the

Kr-U reactions, as caused by the fission of the compound

nucleus.

2. Model for Fragmentation

In this section, we introduce the model for fragmentation *-'»',

which describes all two-body channels into which a compound

system can decay or from which it can be formed. The main de-

grees of freedom of the model are the relative motion and the

mass transfer between the fragments.

2.1 Parametrization of the Nuclear Shapes

In Fig. 3 a typical nuclear shape used in the ATCSM is depicted.

The nuclear shapes are defined by the following set of coordi-

nates :

i. The elongation X =(a1+a2+Z2~
zi)/2R

o
 m e a s ures the length t

of the system along the symmetry axis in units of the dia-

meter of the spherical compound nucleus: l=2R % . it is used

to describe the relative motion.
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2. The mass asymmetry coordinate f) =(A1-A2)/(A1+A2), where A±

and A 2 are the mass numbers on both sides of the neck. '

3. The deformations of the fragments, which are assumed to be

rotationally symmetric around the z-axis, are defined by

Pt a aj/
bi and P 2 =

 a2/b2"

4. The neck parameter is defined by the ratio Z = E ^ E ' where

E* is the barrier height of the two-center oscillator and

E Q the actual height (see Fig. 2). For £~0 a broad neck

is formed, whereas for £-l the neck has squeezed in (see

Fig. 3). This parameter is essential for being.able to des-

cribe both the highly elongated "fission valley" configura-

tions and the "touching spheres" -type shapes for approach-

ing heavy ions.

5. When the charge asymmetry is investigated, different sets

of the shape parameters of the ATCSM have to be chosen for

the proton and neutron potentials. Shapes for the proton

and neutron distributions in ' U are shown in Fig. k.

6. The thermal excitation energy Eg , which is related to the

temperature 6 of the compound nucleus by E e = A @ /lO MeV.

2.2 Dynamics of the Model

The dynamical system consisting of two colliding nuclei can

be described by three interacting subsystems, which are chosen

with respect to the degrees of freedom. The first subsystem

describes the explicitly treated collective degrees of freedom,

like the relative motion, the mass and charge transfer. The
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second subsystem represents all further important collective

degrees of freedom which are not explicitly treated, like

surface vibrations and giant resonances, and single particle

degrees of freedom connected with direct reactions, e.g. the

prompt emission of nucleons. The third subsystem encloses the

other degrees of freedom, which are assumed as statistically

excited.

2.3 The Relative Motion and Mass Transfer

If we restrict ourselves to the relative motion and the mass
q

transfer, the Lagrangian of the first subsystem has the form7:

(i)

4,

The Lagrangian consists of the kinetic and free potential energy.

Both the masses and potential are functions of R,n and the

temperature 6 . The relative coordinate R is expressed in

spherical polar coordinates R,6 and tp . The temperature depen-

dence of the masses and potential is caused by the interaction

between the R- and rj-degrees of freedom and the statistically

excited degrees of freedom. The free potential energy is the

sum of the temperature-dependent liquid drop energy10, where

the temperature-dependent volume-term a0 is omitted, and of

the shell effects, which vanish with rising temperature. Since

the temperature-dependences of the surface, Coulomb and
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asymmetry energy are weak, we assume a temperature-independent

liquid drop model in first approximation. i

e; (2)

The mass Bj^ and the moment of inertia I for the rotational

motion are asymptotically related:

B R R ( R » Kc»«, q) -.> * (£» Rent, i)/R
z (3)

where Bop approaches the reduced mass (M = nucleon mass):

+AZ) = MA O-

The potentials and mass parameters can be calculated with the

many-body wave functions of the ATCSM8. To obtain the tem-

perature-dependence of these quantities one has to assume

temperature-dependent occupation probabilities of the excited

states in the cranking model and for the Strutinsky method11"1-*.

a) Adiabatic potentials

The adiabatic potential Vae/ = V (R,f)f 6 = o) is obtained by

minimizing the liquid drop energy and the shell correction

energies with respect to the deformations Pj and p2, the neck

parameter £ and the charge fragmentation coordinate, if

necessary. The shell and pairing correction energies are

calculated with wave functions of the ATCSM in the framework

of the Strutinsky method according to the method given by
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Nilsson1*. For the liquid drop model a shape of the nuclear

system is chosen that agrees with the shape of the equipoten-

tial surface of the ATCSM at the nuclear surface. The asymptotic

potential YCR-^OO,^ ®s°^ approaches the differences in binding

energies:

(4)

Here, B(A, Z) is the binding energy of a nucleus with A nucleons

and Z protons, and the last term is the Coulomb potential

between the nuclei. In the adiabatic potential the nuclei are

asymptotically in their ground states. As example, we consider

the potential V(R-*<*# f) ,&=<>) for the systems *°Ca and 5°P in

Fig. 5- The curves represent the differences in the Q-values

for the various two-body break-ups of the Ca- and ' P-systems.

One recognizes the a-structares in the case of Ca, especially

the break-up into two 20Ne-nuelei at 7^-0.

b) Potentials for fission and scattering „ .

The influence of the neck parameter £ on the potential is

illustrated in Fig. 6, which presents the liquid drop energy

of the compound nucleus 2 Q | NO, formed in the reaction

*8Ca)V+ 208Pb (Eef. 15). The liquid drop energy is drawn as

function of £. for various leigths of the compound nucleus.

Between the inner minimum at C-0 , where no neck is formed,

and the outer minimum at £> I , where already a neck has been
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built up, a barrier exists up to a length of t = 24 fm. In a
i

scattering experiment the nuclei run along the indicated path

and overcome the barrier at lengths t> 24 fm,. where they

gain about 40 MeV energy by filling out the neck. This is a

sudden process. The fission of the compound system occurs

along the minimum valley at L=0 with a slow necking-in.

Only at values t> 3* fm the fissioning system has a rapid

transition to separated nuclear shapes. Therefore, tvo

channels exist with £-«=0 and £>l , which may be denoted as

the fission channel and scattering or fusion channel. The po-

tential energy surfaces (PES) for the fission- and fusion-

channels of the ' No-compound system •* are depicted in Fig. 7.

In addition the nuclear shapes corresponding to r^-0 are

drawn in the figures. In the fission-PES the liquid drop energy

is minimized with respect to the deformations 6^ and p2
 a n d

the neck parameter, whereas the fusion-PES is determined by

the set of the shape parameters p^ = p2 = £• = 1. One recognizes

the high barrier of the order of 30 - 40 MeV for C* 24 fm

in the fusion-PES which does not appear in the fission-PES.

Fig. 8 gives an impression of the deformation effects which

happen during a collision of 2-̂ e*J on 2'8U in the symmetric

channel . The potential energy surface depends on the two-cen-

ter distance 4*. and a parameter h measuring the neck (no neck

for h = 0). The dashed line represents a possible way for the

approach of the nuclei and the qptted-daehed line is the way

along which the fission process runs. Fig. 9 shows the shapes

of the U+U-system going together on the dashed line and getting
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"away on the dotted-dashed line. From these pictures it is evi-

dent that the deformations and the neck parameter have to be ,

included as dynamical degrees of freedom in a theory of frag-

mentation.

c) Adiabatic masses

The masses in the kinetic energy of Eq. (l) can be consistently

calculated by applying the cranking model and the same ATCSM-

states as used for determining the shell corrections S D to the

liquid drop energy. The cranking masses are given by the formula

The coordinates xi are the collective coordinates introduced

in Sect. 2.1, on which the many-body wave functions % of the

ATCSM depend. "The ground-state function is denoted by <p0 and

the wave functions of the excited states by <pn . In actual cal-

culations pairing is taken into account which leads to a

slightly different formula in the BCS formalism. As discussed

in Refs. 17 and 18 the essential assumption of the cranking

model, the adiabaticity assumption, may be questioned for the

relative motion in heavy ion collisions. Therefore, non-adiaba-

tic cranking models as developed in Ref. 17 have to be applied.

For the mass transfer the adiabaticity assumption seems to be

correct, because the mass transfer is a slow process compared

with the single-particle motion in' nucleus-nucleus encounters.
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2.k The Thermodynamics

In this section we give a prescription for calculating the tem-

perature-dependence of the masses and potential in the Lagran- '

gian (l). The basic assumption is that the statistically excited

degrees of freedom can he described by the independent-particle

motion in the potential of the ATCSM.

a) Quantum mechanical description

First we consider the motion of the nucleons in the time-depen-

dent potential of the ATCSM. The Hamiltonian operator of the

ATCSM is given by:

A

M = L *.(?;,ocCO; (6)

The time-dependent coordinate a(t) stands symbolically for all

shape parameters of the potential. For a uniform velocity & the

time-dependent Schrb'dinger equation can be transformed to a

system, where the particles occupy stationary states

If a is the center of mass coordinate or an angle describing the

rotation of the system, Eq. (7) represents the Schrodinger

equation ir. a coordinate system moving with the center of mass

velocity a or rotating with the angular velocity a. In analogy

with these examples we interpret Eq. (7) as the Schrb'dinger

equation of a particle in a system which moves with uniform
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velocity a. This system will be called the intrinsic system.

The eigen-values E in (7) can be calculated in perturbation

theory. Using.the solution of the unperturbed problem

we obtain up to terms quadratic in a:

M, -

The index n includes also the isospin of the states. The total

energy in the intrinsic system can be written with the occupa-

tion numbers wj| = 0,1 for the single-particle states:

with

The index s counts the various possibilities to distribute A

nucleons into the single-particle levels. In the laboratory

system the total energy results as:
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b) Thennodynanic occupation numbers, entropy% and free energy

In the case of thermodynamic equilibrium the occupation pro-

babilities of the single-particle states are obtained for a

non-interacting Fermi system as:

(12)

The chemical potential u. is calculated from the normalization

condition:

W
n

(13)

'The single-particle energies E Q have to be taken in the intrinsic

system in which the nucleons occupy stationary states ". These

states are already defined as solutions of the Schrodinger equa-

tion (7). The energy in the intrinsic system E1 and entropy S

are given as:

E ' - ZE,w n

» *- (15)

The temperature-dependent mass is calculated according to:

For Q-*0 the mass approaches the value given by the cranking

formula in Eq. (5). The potential energies are divided up into
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-the smooth terms and the shell corrections:

i

60 + a 0r + %u («,Q) (17)

The term Q 0 with asO.lA MeV is the average thermal excita-

tion energy of a Fermi gas of nucleons. After some thermodynami-

cal calculations we obtain for the energy and Lagrangian in the

laboratory system:

(is)

L - i MAx - fvttM (-0 + SV (k, Q) - a e 2 j (19)

with

The free energy F = E - 0 S of the laboratory system plays the

role of the Hamilton!an for the macroscopic motion, if we in-

sert the momentum P = M i:

H (?,«, e) ' £ - © S -- Pi-L

e;.fll (20)

A useful relation for the calculation of the entropy is:

(21)
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Tbese equations can easily be extended for several macroscopic

coordinates. One has only to replace the mass M by the corres-

ponding mass tensor. For the case of the H- and f) -motion the

Lagrangian is given in Eq. (l), where the thermal excitation

energy d €> has been omitted.

2.5 The Classical Equations of Motion

The Lagrangian (l) is used to derive the Hamiltonian. In order

to simplify the further formalism we neglect the kinetic coupling

term, proportional to firj , since the inequality IBs- I ̂  &RR "01

has been found in most of our calculations. Then the Hamiltonian

of the R- and ?}-motion can be written as:

Here, L is the orbital angular momentum, perpendicular to the

scattering plane, pR = BRRR the relative momentum and forBn-ij

the momentum of the fragmentation degree of freedom. The index 1

denotes the first subsystem as defined in Sect. 2.2.

The classical equations of motion are obtained from the basic

thermodynamical equation:

dB, - <*$,+• ckA{ ' (23)

In Eq. (23) dQt = TdSj is the heat energy transferred to the

first subsystem and dAĵ  the work carried out by friction forces

on the same system.
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a) Friction forces

Friction forces arise for two reasons: First, they simulate the

interaction between the R- and v) -degrees of freedom and the <

not explicitly treated collective degrees of freedom. Secondly,

also the statistically excited degrees of freedom act on the

collective degrees of freedom via friction.

In our first applications of the theory we took only the radial
Q

friction into account , so that the dissipated work is given by

•i

A,= - fc,-f, (Z,r\)kzdt' (24)

The friction function c1f1(R, rj ) has been derived by Bondorf et

al.20.

b) Equetions of motions

With the coordinates O^i - £8,1/®/$} and the momenta pt-

the classical equations of motion can be written:

•3H,

9H, V c * (25)

These equations fulfil Eq. (23) which expresses the rate of in-

crease of energy in the first subsystem due to heat transfer

and work of the friction forces. The partial derivates in (25)

have.to be taken for fixed temperature 0. The equations of mo-

tion cannot yet be solved, since the time-dependence of S (t) is

up to now undetermined. That point will be discussed in Sect. 2.6.
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c) Ansatz for the temperature-dependence of the energy

The shell effects in the adiabatic masses and potentials are

smoothed out with increasing temperature. According to Ref. 21

the shell effects vanish in the potentials above an excitation

energy of 60 MeV in the Uranium region, corresponding to a

temperature of about Qt = i.5 MeV. Therefore, for temperatures

© > Q o
 w e assume that all the shell effects in E1 are smoothed

out and further that E^ becomes nearly independent en temperature

and approaches an expression which would result from a macrosco-

pic model of the nuclear system. For example, the potential

energy turns into the liquid drop energy with increasing

temperature.

In principle, the temperature-dependence of E, can lie calculated

in the framework of the ATCSM and statistical thermodynamics

as shown in Eq. (17). Since we have not calculated these terms,

we suggest a simplified ansatz for the free potential energy

in Eq. (22):

( 2 6 )

2.6 The Further Collective and Statistically Excited Degrees

of Freedom

In order to calculate the time-dependence of the temperature

0(t) we have to make assumptions about the thermodynamics of

the not explicitly treated collective and statistically excited

degrees of freedom. The third subsystem, describing the statis-

tically excited degrees of freedom, should only receive heat
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energy from the first and second subsystem:

(27)

The intrinsic energy of the third subsystem is assumed as E^=a0

with a = 0.1A MeV"1. The heat transfer from the first and second

subsystem Qj 2 ^ T has two origins: First, since the whole system

is assumed to be in a state of thermodynamical equilibrium with

temperature Q , heat energy flows from the heat bath, represent-

ed by the third subsystem, to the first and second subsystem,

when the entropies S^ and Sg of the first and second subsystem

increase. Secondly, the work done by the friction forces is

partly converted into heat energy. To answer the question, how

much of the friction work is converted into heat, one has to

carry out a complete dynamical calculation. Such a calculation

would yield the rate of the friction work A^ caused by the

coupling between the degrees of freedom of the first and second

subsystem. Since we have not yet carried out such calculations

we suggest the following ansatz:

(28)

The parameter 1± with 0 < f 1 £ 1 states the fraction of the

friction work A ± which is converted to heat. The rest -(i - f±)A

of work is carried out on the second subsystem by the first one.

For ft = i, the not explicitly treated collective degrees of

freedom are decoupled from the R- and n -motion, whereas for
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f, s 0 the friction is completely due to the collective degrees

of freedom. In the second case the statistical degrees of free-

dom become solely excited in two-step processes via collective (

excitations in the second subsystem. In realistic calculations

the sharing parameter f^ lies in the interval (0,1) and may

also depend on the incident energy of the heavy ions.

A-similar ansatz is taken for

2-93
( 2 9 )

In Eq. (29) we assume that the parameter fg with 0 £f 2* 1

defines the fraction of work received by the second subsystem

from the first one which is transferred via friction after a

relaxation time T into the heat energy of the third subsystem.

Disregarding the entropies S1 and S2, we find for t-0

(30)
3 • - « - • - —6,.

Therefore, for T = 0 , the parameter f = f^ + f2 - fj*2
 i s t h e

ratio between the thermal excitation energy and the energy

dissipated from the R- and n-motion. The other part of the

dissipated energy Eg = -(l-f.) A±, is stored in collective degrees

of freedom or direct single-particle emission. The relaxation

time T is related with the damping time of the excited col-

lective degrees of freedom. Only such collective degrees of

freedom are prominetly excited which have excitation energies
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of the order of t/t-5o MeV where T is a fraction of the

reaction time (*"c - 10" s e c ) . Collective states of that '

type are for example high lying giant resonances. Their

damping widths are estimated to be in the order of 5 MeV,

which yields relaxation times of X = 10 sec.

With Eqs. (27) - (29) we obtain the following equation for the

time-dependence of the temperature

dt ' 57 di * It (3±)

This differential equation has to be integrated simultaneously

with the classical equations of motion (25) in order to obtain

the time evolution of the system. In Eq. (31) the terms with

the time-derivatives of S± and S 2 are small compared to the

other terms and can be disregarded for the moment. In that case

the time-dependence of Q is given by

= - f, A, ct) - £ 0:f,; A, (32)

Eq. (32) contains the only free parameters 1^, fg and T of our

theory.

2.7 Quantum Mechanica of the Mass Transfer

In the following we describe the mass transfer quantum mechanical-

ly. In principle, also the relative motion has to be quantized,

which we have not yet undertaken, because such calculations are

numerically expensive. Since the R- and rj -motions are coupled
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to the heat bath, represented by the statistical degrees of
I

freedom, thermodynamical fluctuations occur in these coordi-

nates1^. The thermodynamical fluctuations can partly explain

the mass and charge distributions found in heavy ion reactions
22

as proven by the diffusion theories . The diffusion theories

assume a completely statistical standpoint* in solving the

time-dependence of the mass transfer. In contrast, the theory

discussed in the following, treats the mass transfer as a

coherent collective motion, describable by quantum mechanics.

According to the classical mechanics, the R- and r]-motions

follow the equations of motion given in Eq. (25). Since these

equations include friction forces, we have to derive a Schro-

dinger equation for the mass transfer with the dissipative

phenomena properly incorporated. Therefore, we introduce the

following ansatz for the SchrSdinger equation:

Kx(i,-tf- f* | x ^ t ; (33)
The Hamiltonian H^ is derived from the classical expression (22)

by quantizing the yj -degree of freedom according to the Pauli-

prescription:

"•' & + « " 15? £ ̂ # ~k + V(*«*> (34)

The coordinate H and its momentum p R are considered as time-de-

pendent functions. The time-derivatives of the coordinates and

the momentum p B are calculated as expectation values, formed in

r} -space with weight fylz-
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This together with the classical equations of motion (25)

for R forms a complete system of equations for the time de-

velopment. In order to solve this system of equations we have

to state the initial wave function yell**0/. In Ref. 9 the

initial conditions are chosen for heavy ion scattering in the

following ways We assume that dynamical effects are unimportant

for separations R > > R c rit where R c r i t is the distance of critical

overlap. Therefore, an ansatz for the initial mass distribution

ut R c rj t = R(t=O) is chosen:

(35)

The coordinate 1J; of the initial mass fragmentation characterizes

the projectile and target and the width P the few-nucleon

transfer which already takes place before the critical distance

Rcrit i s r e a c n e d» I n Ref« 9 the width P was chosen as

P = 0.0126 for the 2 3 8U- 2 3 8U collision, which corresponds to

a spread in the mass number of A = 3.

With the wave function ^ (*\) one calculates the probability

to find the fragmentation of the nuclear system:

(36)

The probability W(IJ) di} can be directly related to the mass

yields measured in experiments as shown in the next chapters.
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3. Mass and Charge Fragmentation in Fission

In the following we review the calculations of the mass and

charge yields of fissioning nuclei'* ' , using the fragmenta-

tion theory in the framework of the ATCSM.

3.1 Formalism for Mass and Charge Fragmentation

As the mass and charge fragmentation is already fixed before

the scission point, we take as coordinatss the elongation

of the compound nucleus and the volume asymmetries 7)v and 4v

instead of R, Y[ and L, . Both the ?£ - and C, -motions ar?

fast compared to the relative motion. In spontaneous fission

and in fission under the barrier the relative motion, described

by A » is slow after the system has tunnelled through the

barrier and has first begun to run down the Coulomb potential

to the scission point. Furthermore, the potential V( "X, rj ) re-

mains nearly unchanged in its dependence on the asymmetry

coordinates 7[ and £ at later stages of A (see Fig. 10), so

that the mass and charge distributions are already fixed at

elongations just after the penetration of the barrier. Assuming

complete adiabaticity we can regard "X as a time-independent

parameter and obtain the stationary Schrodinger equation in V

from Eq. (~5k) with R replaced by A •

The eigenstates pf̂ " (fj) with energies EA are vibrational

states in the potential V and classified by the quantum numbers

V = 0 , 1, 2..... An analogous equation can be formulated for

the charge asymmetry coordinate Z for fixed values of ?i and n.
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In the calculation of the potential V(A/q)the Strutinsky

formalism has been applied by using the single particle

energies of the ATCSM and the liquid drop model of Myers and

Swietecki2\ The potential is minimized with respect to the

neck parameter £ and the deformation parameters p^ and p2.

Then the parameters £ , p^ and p 2
 o n which the single particle

wave functions depend become functions of /\ and ^ . This

~}\ - and V -dependence has the cor sequence that in the calcula-

tion of the collective mass parameters B-^ , Bnn , and B^n

with the cranking formula (5) the derivatives of £. , P4 and p«

with respect to 7^ and ^ have to be taken into account.

In spontaneous fission, starting from the nuclear ground

state, only the lowest vibrational state v) = 0 may be occupied.

However, for fission from excited states and because of the

interaction between the 'X - and *J -degrees of freedom, higher

states 7^ become excited. In most applications a nuclear

temperature Q is introduced and a Boltzmann-like occupation

of the excited states is assumed:

r C- £?'/&) (37)

In a more complete treatment of the nuclear-temperature effects,

one has to regard also the temperature in the potentials and

cranking masses assuming a Fermi-distribution for the occupation

of the ATCSM-states as discussed in Sect. 2.k. The probability

of finding a certain mass (or charge) fragmentation f\ (or £ )

at a position ^ on the fission path is proportional to { " ^



For mass distributions this probability is scaled to the mass

yield at a mass number A^ of one fragment (dri = 2/A, in per-

cent) :

( 3 8 )

The analogous formula, where *\ is replaced by ^ , gives the

fractional charge yields Y(Z4) at a charge number Z±. Both these

yields are directly comparable with experiments.

3.2 Comparison with Experiments

According to the method described in Sect. 3.1, mass-yield

distributions have been calculated^ for the fission of 2 Ra,

* U and ' F B , which are typical examples of triple-, double-

and single-humped mass distributions.

a) Asymmetric fission

The fission of J U produces an asymmetric mass distribution,

as shown in Fig. 11. The calculations of the masses and po-

tentials are done for the value of ^ s 1.8 and depicted in

Fig. 11. Whereas the potential is rather smooth with asymmetric

minima around A = 140 and 9-6 corresponding to /£*io.2, the

mass parameters exhibit rapid oscillations. Fig. 4 shows the

nuclear shape for A = 1.8 at the point of the minima of the

potential energy. The experimental data ^ are measured in

therrcal neutron fission of ->-t\S and, therefore, correspond

to an excitation energy of J *U of about 6 MeV. The calculated

distributions give a semi-quantitative agreement with experiment.
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The peaks are somewhat too narrow, and the valley is too low

for the ground state ( 0 * 0 ), but the picture improves as

excitation is introduced into the system.

b) Triple-humped fission

For Ra the potential has three minima which are responsible

for the triple-humped mass yield. In Fig. 12 we compare the

227calculated mass yield with the measured mass yield of 'Ac

obtained from the fission of 2 2 6Ra with 11 MeV protons26.

Although the three potential minima are equal in depth for

7i s 1.8, the mass distribution has a lower peak in the middle

because of the rather small parameter B«» in that region.

c) Symmetric fission

The nucleus ' Fm is an example for symmetric fission as demon-

strated in Fig. 13. The calculations agree qualitatively with

the mass yield observed in spontaneous fission of 2^8Pm (see

Ref. 27).

d) Charse distributions

Gupta has-calculated charge distributions for the mass frag-

mentations (»£/ = 0.195 and 0.20 of 2'°U which refer approximate-

ly to the mass chains A± = 141, Ag = 95 and A± = 142, Ao = 94.

Fig. 4 shows the parameters used in the definition of the ATCSM-

potentials.for the protons and neutrons. Fig. 14 gives the

calculated potential energy and the mass parameters for ^ s O«i95

and ^ s 1.8. We obtain the interesting result that the poten-

tials show single deep minima at . 4 = °-195- Because of
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y, _ 7 = Wnorfnm a t t h e m i n i m a the hypothesis of an unchanged

charge distribution is supported in this example. Fig. 15 com- '

pares the calculated and experimental charge dispersion yields

for both \Y\\ = 0.195 and 0.20. The experimental data28 corres-

pond to the mass chains with A± = 141 and 142. The calculated

charge dispersion curves have Gaussian functional form peaked

around Z = 55 and 55-2 and have widths of the order of the

experimental values. The calculations refer to the spontaneous

fission without taking into account the evaporation of neutrons.

Newer measurements on charge distributions in light mass chains
on

have revealed the role of pairing and odd-even effects .

It should be kept in mind that in all the above calculations

not a single parameter is fitted to yield the experimental

distributions. The calculations show that both the mass- and

charge-distributions are fixed mainly by the potential energy

surfaces whereas the mass parameters determine the details, e.g.

the peak-to-valley ratios.

3.3 Time-Dependent Treatment of the Elongation?'^

In this section we take the relative motion of the nascent

fragments and its interaction with the mass asymmetry vibrations

into account. For this we start with the total energy of the

system
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It is assumed that the elongation can be described by the

classical time-dependent coordinate "}\ (t) whereas the motion

in the fragmentation coordinate 17 is quantized. Therefore,

a semi-classical formalism as described in Sect. 2.7 is set up

in which the wave function % Oil"*"' is *ne solution of the

time-dependent Schrodinger equation with r> (t) and is expanded

in the adiabatic basis as

! ^ (n) {Z

The classical equation of motion for A is obtained by calculat-

ing the average value of t'le energy (39) with the wave function

(40)

,£ < B A A / " ^ (41)

Eiiects of energy dissipation into single-particle degrees of

freedom are included by a parametrized frictional force. Then

the equation of motion for ^ is given by

( 4 2 )

where y is the coefficient of friction. The classical equation

of motion for ")\ (t) is simultaneously solved together with

the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. As initial condition

we have chosen A = 0 for the "X -value after the system has

finished tunneling through the barrier.
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The calculations are done for the fission of •* U with the

masses and potentials shown in Fig. 10. The system starts at

J\ - 1.65 which is the exit point of the system after tunneling

ia spontaneous fission. Figs. 16 and 17 present the results

for the dynamical development of the wave function for several

values of the friction coefficient y, which were chosen such '

that the transition from unimpeded acceleration to very slow

motion can be studied. The collective excitation energy has

been defined as E e x = Z|a,,| (E'V -E'°') and the mean asymme-

try coordinate as <*?> - 2 4.* <fy. <W ft' /f> For no friction the

mass yield in Fig. 16 changes little and is close to the sudden

case while for very strong friction and slow descent it adopts

adiabatically. The intermediate cases show some oscillations

which are due to coherent excitation of higher 77-states.

We conclude that any detailed study of the peak-to-valley

ratio and the structure of the mass yields will not be possible

without studying dynamics. Fissioning nuclei which have inter-

mediate velocities in the elongation would reveal oscillations

in the mass yield caused by the excitation of higher vibrational

states in the asymmetry coordinate. Such effects have not yet

been observed in experiment.

k. Mass Transfer in Heavy Ion Scattering

The fragmentation theory can be applied to the scattering of

nuclei. Here we discuss the mass transfer in the collision

J U — J V and quasi fission processes.
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k.l Mass Transfer in the 2 3 8U - 2 3 8U Collision9

In the following we describe the mass transfer in the 2 3 8 U - 3 8 u

collision within the methods outlined in Sect. 2. The masses

and potentials for the system with A = 476 nucleons have been

calculated by Zohni et al. . The masses B R R and B«« show

large fluctuations as functions of W . Since these fluctuations

are strongly dependent on the underlying cranking and shell

models, we have used masses averaged over the masses of Zohni

et al.50:

The interval is chosen as *̂, = 0.3. The averaged masses are

plotted in Fig. 18 for ?7c0 • The moment of inertia is taken

3 1
as

Here, JK. = 119 M denotes the reduced mass in the channel with y=

The critical distance H c r i t = Bc is assumed as the touching

distance of the two U-nuclei: Hc = 14.5 fm. For R<> R the

moment of inertia is equal to the reduced mast* multiplied by R2.

For smaller R—values the colliding nuclei are assumed to stick
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together which leads to a moment of inertia as shown in Fig. 19.

For the free potential energy we have used the ansatz (26) ,

with the transition temperature Qe =1.5 MeV, above which the

shell effects vanish. At the transition temperature 0O the

compound nucleus with A = 476 nucleons has an excitation energy

of about E Q = 100 MeV. Fig. 20 shows the adiabatic fragmentation

potentials of the " u + ™ U system by solid lines at several

internuclear distances. At the potential minimum at ^ = 0.118

one of the partners is a Pb-nucleus and at the minimum at Y1 = 0.28

superheavy nuclei with Z c: 118 are formed. The dashed curves in

Fig. 20 are the liquid drop potentials V L D M used in Eq. (26).

Only a radial friction force is taken into account as dis-

cussed in connection with Eq. (24). The parameter c, is chosen

between 50 and 200. The temperature is calculated with Eq. (32)

where we have assumed f± = 0 and fg = f. Inserting the tempera-

ture into the potential (26) we obtain the final expression

for V;

and

(46)

Here, E = -A^ is the energy loss in the relative motion, respec-

tively the intrinsic excitation-energy at time t.
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a) Results with the classical equations of motion

In order to study the time evolution of the fragmentation we

first determine the classical time dependence of the relative

motion and fragmentation coordinate. Therefore, we solve the

equations of motion (25) and obtain R(t) and >^(t). In Fig. 21

the U-U collision is studied in the adiabatic potential

Vad(R,*l ) = V(R$*lfd s 0) with friction (f=0). The energy loss,

the distance and time of closest approach, the reaction time

and the classical final fragmentation are shown as function of

the incident energy. The classical mass fragmentation corresponds

roughly to the expectation value of the fragmentation distribu-

tion. It starts to deviate from r£ = 0 after the distance of

closest approach becomes smaller than 10.2 fm. At that distance

the small barrier at ?£= 0.02 in the potential of Fig. 20 dis-

appears and, therefore, the classical motion of the mass frag-

mentation rapidly increases up to yi -values where superheavy

nuclei are formed.

The friction force causes a slowing down of the relative

motion. As shown in Fig. 21 the reaction time is diminished for

the same incident energy and increasing friction constant c...

If temperature effects are not included in the fragmentation

potential (f=0), the effect of friction is approximately com-

pensated by a higher bombarding energy.

Next we discuss calculations with friction, but with zero

relaxation time T - 0. Fig. 22 shows the energy loss in the

radial motion for various choices of the sharing parameter f.
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The thermal excitation energy E Q above which the shell effects

vanish is chosen as EQ=95 MeV. One notes that the intrinsic |

excitation energy E(t) increases rapidly in the first stage of

the reaction and keeps a nearly constant value E in the inter-

action region. As further shown in Fig. 22 the final fragmenta-

tion depends strongly on the energy ratio fE/EQ. For an

appreciable mass transfer the energy, transferred into the

thermal excitation, has to be less than E« - 100 MeV since above

this energy shell effects in the fragmentation potential be-

come smoothed out.

b) Quantum mechanical treatment of *l -motion

The *J -motion is quantized as described in Sect. 2,. 7 with R(t)

obtained from the classical calculation. The width of the

initial distribution (35) at the critical distance RQ = 14.5 fn

is chosen as I = 0.0126 which corresponds to a spread in the

mass number of A A = 3.

For illustration we have first carried out calculations

in the adiabatic potential (f=0) and without friction. Fig. 23

shows the time evolution of the mass distribution for various

initial choices of the target and projectile. It is evident

that the mass transfer is sensitively influenced by the initial

choice ffj of the target and projectile combination. Figs. 23a

and 23b show that for an incident energy of E C M = 820 MeV (no

friction) the small peak in V at £ = 0.02 plays a decisive

role at the first stage of the fragmentation and, therefore,

different final distributions result. If the incident fragmen-

tation lies in the minimum of the potential at fa = 0.118 where
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the projectile is a Pb-nucleus, the center of the mass distri-

bution stays around the minimum during the whole collision as

shown in Fig. 23c Larger cluster transfers can only be expected

when the initial fragmentation lies on the flanks of the frag-
i

mentation potential and not in its minima.

Fig. 2k presents the effects of the sharing parameter f on

the evolution of the mass distribution (*r-Q). One recognizes

that the final mass distribution is sensitively influenced by

the fraction of the remaining shell structures. The curves for

22
f=l resemble the results of the diffusion theories .

In Figs-. 25 and 26 the relaxation time is set T = 10"* sec

which is about a third of the reaction time. Fig. 25 shows the

final mass distribution for various impact parameters. Since

the spreading of the wave function ^falfi) grows with increas-

ing reaction time, central collisions have the flattest mass

distributions, which reach into the region of the superheavy

elements with appreciable probabilities.

i At energies ELato « 7.5 MeV/A scattering experiments with

U-beams were carried out at GSl'2. In these experiments one

measures the final charge distributions of the reaction pro-

ducts which arise after the fission of the superheavy compo-

nents. For comparison of the experimental data with the theore-

tical distributions one has first to reconstruct the primary

distributions out of the experimental data. Such primary charge

distributions have been obtained by Bock'5 and Gobbi'* and

are shown by the dashed and dotted-dashed lines in Fig. 26.

To compare these experimental curves with our calculations
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we have integrated the mass distributions shown in Fig. 25

over the impact parameter-'

T
The result for d cr/dZ is shown in Fig. 26. The theoretical

curve describes the spreading in the charge distribution

correctly without need of a diffusion constant used in all

22
diffusion theories . The charge distribution reveals shell

effects around Z = 115 where the cross section has a flat

maximum.

c) Production of superheavy elements

The calculated probability for producing superheavy elements

(»£> 0.20, A>286) in 2 5 8U- 2 3 8U collisions depends sensitively

on the remaining shell structures in the potential as demon-

strated in Figs. 2k and 25. The crucial question, to what

extent the shell structures are preserved during the reaction,

is not yet solved. The solution depends on how fast the excita-

tion energy is transferred into the thermal excitation of the

compound system. The time-delay. T between the loss of energy

from the relative motion and its final appearance as tempera-

ture hinders the destruction of the shell structures.

According to Fig. 21 the reaction time grows with increasing

bombarding energy. Increasing reaction times lead to a larger

mass transfer as shown in Fig. 25. The effect is more or less

independent of the sharing parameter f. Therefore, we conclude

that the bombarding energy in heavy ion reactions has to be
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increased to obtain an appreciable mass transfer. At higher
i

bombarding energies and in central collisions the U-nuclei

overlap more. At larger overlaps, i.e. at smaller relative

distances R, the fragmentation potential becomes flatter in

since the compound nucleus has been formed and the neck has

vanished (see Fig. 20). In that case the wave function for the

fragmentation can extend to the region of r^> 0.2 without

being hindered by a potential barrier provided that the reaction

time is sufficiently long. Therefore, all the arguments indi-

cate that 'a larger mass transfer can only be expected in central

collisions at higher bombarding energies. The present data

for U-U scattering obtained at GSl'2"'* at energies of about

7 MeV/nucleon show no prominent mass transfer to masses with

A > 260.

4.2 Fusion - Fission - Reactions

In heavy ion scattering reaction products appear with a total

kinetic energy equal to the Coulomb repulsion and deformation

energy at the scission point. Such products arise from the

quasi-fission of a fused equilibrated compound system. In the

framework of the fragmentation theory the fusion is not ad-

equately described as long as the relative motion is treated

with classical mechanics. Fusion and deep inelastic reactions

would need different time-dependent relative coordinates R(t)

and, therefore, the best method to describe both processes

simultaneously is to quantize the relative motion too. In that

case the wave function ^ ( in , R, t) gives the probability
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to find the system in a fused configuration defined by R-values

with R > Rp where Rp is the fusion distance.

' SS
o -I

The final mass distribution resulting out of the quasi-fission

of an intermediate compound system can be calculated by the

same methods as developed and discussed for fission in Sect. 3.

a) Ouasl-fission in the reaction 84Kr > 2 3 8U

In the following we consider the distribution of the quasi -

fission products in the reaction of 605 MeV Kr ions with

' U. For this reaction the yields of 156 nuclides have been

measured radiochemically-' . The analysis of the mass-yields,

shown in Fig. 27, gives rise to five components:

1. transfer products centered on the target and projectile

masses ("rabbit ears"), quasi-Kr products at A = 85,

2. products centered slightly below A = 119 from the symmetric

fission of the quasi-U component,

3. the heavy-mass branch at A = 140 of the transfer induced

fission of Z = 92 nuclides,

4. products from complete fusion-fission, the broad continuous

distribution at A 160 - 180,

5. an excess yield at A s 195 which is usually called "gold -

finger".

Let us consider the potential V(R, *l ) for the compound

nucleus ' 128 which has been calculated by Gupta . The
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initial system 8(lKr + 2 3 8D lies at Yj = O.J178. Since the

initial system approaches outside the potential minima, we '

expect that mass and charge transfer occur already near the

critical radius RQ. This leads to transfer products centered

close to the projectile and target masses.

The experimentally observed kinetic energy of the products

in fission-fusion reactions suggests that the initial kinetic

energy is almost completely damped. Therefore, a composite,

very deformed intermediate system with A = 322 and Z = 128 is

formed which fissions as a normal nucleus. Gupta-' has calcu-

lated the mass and charge yield distributions for ' 128 by

exactly the same method as described for fissioning nuclei in

Sect. 3*1. The calculations are done for the fixed relative

distance R = 12 fin with the potential shown in Fig. 28. The

yields are drawn in Fig. 27 for the fission of the ground

Ptate (dashed lines) and of a state with 100 MeV excitation

(full lines). In agreement with the experimental data, the

calculated mass yield distribution does not show any maximum

at the half-mass A = l6l of the composite system. The heavy -

mass component appearing in the calculation around A = 180-190

can fission sequentially. As an illustration of this process,

the sequential fission of the component A~i84 (shown shaded

in Fig. 27) has been calculated. As shown in Fig. 27 by the

curves marked SF, the products are centered around A»80 and

104. The products lie in the same mass region as the quasi-Kr

products and the light-mass branch of the low energy fission

of Z = 92 nuclides.
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In conclusion the fragmentation theory gives at least a

qualitative description of the mass-yield distributions in

the quasi-fission reaction of Kr + 2'8U. Some of the expe-

rimental components appear as primary fission products in the

calculation. A more quantitative comparison between theory

and experiment may not be expected at this stage, since first

a time-dependent calculation of the fission process has to

be carried out.

b) Qualitative discussion of the fission fragments in the

reaction kBCa + 208Pb

Mass distributions of fragments resulting from the fission of

the compound nucleus -* No produced in the reaction Ca+ Fb

have been measured radiochemically by Kalpakchieva et al. '.

The experimental mass distributions are shown in Fig. 29 for

two excitation energies of 25 and 53 MeV together with the

mass distributions of the spontaneous fission fragments from

2 5 2No and 256Fm. At the lower excitation energy of 25 MeV the

mass distribution is asymmetric due to the'shell effects.

Similar asymmetric distributions have been observed in the

low-energy fission of nearly all actinide elements up to

' Fm. The heavier fragments with the maximum yields have mass

numbers between 142 and lhk. With increasing projectile energy

the mass distribution becomes symmetric.

The mass distribution can be qualitatively understood with

the potential energy surface fox* ^No-fission shown in

Fig. 7a. The potential energy surface has minima around w = ± 0.1

for lengths of the compound system between 2o and 2k fm larger
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than 27.5 fm. The mass asymmetries of n = ^ O.i correspond

exactly to the mass numbers 115 and 141 observed in the ex-

perimental mass distribution. From the PES alone we cannot

obtain the length of the compound system where the asymmetry

of the mass distribution is finally determined. Because the

PES changes rapidly as function of the length of the compound

system, a static calculation of the mass distribution would

fail. Only a dynamical treatment leads to reliable results

for the final fragmentation. Such calculations are in

progress *.

7. Conclusions

In vhis article we have reviewed the fragmentation theory which

treats the whole set of two-fragment channels of a nuclear

system on a common basis. The principle idea is to describe

the mass and charge fragmentation by dynamical collective coor-

dinates Yl and L^ which are continuous in the reaction zcne

and discrete for separated nuclei. The method has the advantage

that all elements of the model Hamiltonian, such as potentials

and masses can be consistently calculated. The application of

the theory is very wide: Mass- and charge-yield distributions

are shown to be in quantitative agreement with experiment. For

the production of new elements the theory predicts an optimum

choice of the target and projectile nuclei. The theory of the

mass transfer in heavy ion scattering is developed as far as

experimental data can be compared with calculations.
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Future prospects and extensions of the fragmentation theory

are the following: In the calculations of the potentials and

masses we have to include the effects of nuclear temperature ,

and nuclear rotation. The ATCSM needs asymptotic corrections

in order that the Fermi-levels of the separated fragments lie

at the exact relative positions-' . In the scattering calcula-

tions also the neck-degree of freedom and the deformations have

to be treated as dynamical degrees of freedom. Only the dynami-

cal treatment of the shape parameters leads to a consistent

method to distinguish between the scattering and fission

channels. Further important degrees of freedom are giant reso-

nances and high—lying collective vibrations which have been

studied by Broglia et al.- .

The validity of the quantum-mechanical treatment of the

fragmentation coordinate is not yet investigated. In the case

that the nuclear compound system has been thermalized, also

thermodynamical fluctuations of the coordinates become impor-

22
tant and have to be included consistently in our theory.

The generalization of the fragmentation theory to three-

and more-fragment channels has recently been carried out by

40H.J. Fink . The masses and potentials for the three-body

channels have to be calculated with the general asymmetric

three-center shell model. The development of these generalized

shell models needs further theoretical work.

Heavy-ion scattering cannot be- sufficiently described with

one or two important dynamical degrees of freedom. To explain
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the measured cross sections adequately tbe theory must have

included the following modes at least: the relative motion,

the mass- and charge asymmetries, deformation coordinates

for fusion and fission, demixture oscillations of the proton

and neutron densities (giant resonances) and the temperature.

In principle the Hamiltonian of such a complicate system can

be constructed, but already the calculation of potentials,

friction functions and masses becomes expensive if shell

effects have to be regarded. Therefore, the theory for heavy -

ion scattering has to search for more simplified methods which

allow a fast unexpensive calculation of the elements of the

Hamiltonian.

According to our theory we expect large mass transfers for

low intrinsic excitations of the precompound system and for

long reaction times. Both necessary conditions are at best

satisfied in central collisions. Therefore, it seems most

promising to search for superheavy elements in central or

nearly central collisions. Also from the theoretical point

central collisions are favoured since they can be more

precisely described than non-central collisions. In that case

all the complications arising from angular momentum are more

or less absent.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1; Schematic picture of the probability distribution in

yi -space for the scattering of two equal nuclei. In

the entrance channel the probability v, is 0-peaked

around "([ - 0. The transfer cross sections are propor-

tional to the final probability wff spread over the

range -1 S f) £ +1 • ,

Fig. 2: The asymmetric two-center potential along the z-axis

and the associated nuclear shape. The barrier heights

for the definition of the neck parameter £ = EQ/E'

are indicated.

Fig. |5; Nuclear- shapes in the ATCSM as functions of the two-

center distance and the neck parameter.

Fig, k: The parameters of the ATCSM used in the calculation

of the charge dispersion. Different potentials for the

protons and neutrons are assumed.

Fig. rji The potential V(R-*«° , n ) for the fragmentation of Ca

and 5°P.

Fig. 6: The liquid drop potential for ^6Ca+208Pb ->256No

( rn = 0.63) as function of the neck parameter S. and

the length C of the nuclear shape.
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Fig. 7: Potential energy surfaces for 2^6No (Ref. 15).

a) The fission PES is minimized in the liquid drop

energy in pt, p 2 and

b) The fusion PES is calculated with P1 = p 2 = £ = i.

The nuclear shapes are drawn for f^-®'

Fig. 3; The potential energy surface for 2 5 8U- 2 5 8U. The dis-

tance between the two centers is denoted by Ai. and

the neck parameter by h = EQ/VQ with the barrier

height E Q and the potential VQ at the nuclear surface

(from Ref. 16). Lines along the gradient are drawn

which represent the scattering and fission paths.

Fig. 9: Nuclear shapes for the approach and fission of the

233u_238u s y s t e m #

Fig. 10: The mass parameters B ^ and B,^ and the potential V

for "•' U for various values of the elongation A as

indicated at the curves.

Fig. 11: The mass yield for 2^6U-fission nt \̂ = l.s.

a) mass parameters in units of the nucleon i::ass,

h) the potential energy,

c) comparison of the theoretical mass yields lor

various temperatures with the experimental data,

taken from Hef. 25.
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Pig. 12: The mass parameters, the potential energy, the theo-

226
retical and experimental mass yields for Ra-fission

at A = 1.8. The experimental data are taken from

Ref. 26.

Fig. 15: The mass parameters, the potental energy and mass

yields for ' Fm-fission at ^

are 0, 0.5, O.75 and I.25 MeV.

yields for ' Fm-fission at ^ = 1.8. The temperatures

Fig. 14: Mass parameters and potential for the charge fragmenta-

tion for ri = 0.195

elongation "\ = 1.8.

tion for ^ = 0.195 in the fission of 2 3 6U at the

Fig. 15: Calculated charge dispersion curves for the mass

asymmetries f̂ f = 0.195 (A^i^l) and 0.20 (A1=142)

in the fission of 2'6U at the elongation ^ = 1.8.

The experimental data are taken from Ref. 28.

Fig.- 16: The collective wave functions, converted to an equi-

valent mass yield of ' D. Each row shows the develop-

ment of the wave function in a particular case. The

top row is calculated with no friction y=0, the middle

ne for y=10""18MeV

=k ' 10~18MeV sec.

one for y=10~18MeV sec, and the bottom one for

°̂ 6Fig. 17; Results of the dynamical calculations for V: average

mass parameter <B^> , elongation velocity A ,
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collective excitation energy E and average mass

asymmetry ^*?^ . The various curves correspond to

the friction constants Y=°»5,iO,2O and hO • 10~1^MeV sec

Fig. 18: The masses BHK(R, 1^=0) and B«^ (R, rj =0) for A = 476.

Fig. 19: Moment of inertia l(R, rj=O) calculated with Eq. (44)

(from Ref. 3i). The dashed curve shows ^u.R2.

Fig. 20: The fragmentation potential for A = 476 for various

relative distances. The solid lines are the adiabatic

potentials. The dashed lines show the liquid drop

model potentials

Fig. 21: Results of classical calculations with friction and

f = 0 for the 2 3 8U- 2 3 8U collision. The energy loss,

the distance of closest approach, the reaction time

and the final mass fragmentation are shown as function

i of the incident energy E c m.

Fig. 22: The excitation energy, the temperature-dependent factor

of the shell correction energy and the classical frag-

mentation for various sharing ratios f and T = 0 in

the 2 3 8U- 2 3 8U collision.

Fig. 23: The time evolution of the mass fragmentation without

friction for different initial distributions ft;-

The times are given in units of 10~23 sec.
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Fig. 24; The time evolution of the mass distribution for

various values of f and ~c = 0. The times are given

in units of 10 * sec.

Fig. 25; The mass distribution for 238U-238U at E l a b = 7.5 MeV/A

for various angular momenta L (Ref. 31)• The para-

—21
meters are taken as: c± = 50, F = i and t = 10 sec.

The reaction times T are measured in units of 10 'sec.

Fig. 26: The primary charge distribution in the 2 3 8U- 2 3 8U

collision at E l a b =7.5 MeV/A. The theoretical curve

(full line) is calculated with Eq. (47) by integrating

the mass distributions shown in Fig. 26 over the im-

pact parameter (Ref. 31). The dashed and dotted-dashed

curves are primary charge distributions which have

been obtained from experimental data by Bock" and

Gobbi3 , respectively.

Fig. 27: The experimental cross section-" (in mb) and the

calculated mass yields36 (in #) for 8ilKr+238U. The

calculated yields are not normalized to the experimen-

tal cross section since the sequential fission is

not included in full.

Fig. 28: Potential energy for A = 322 as function of fj and R.
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Fig. 29: Experimental mass distributions of fission fragments

from the compound nucleus •* 102 at two excitation

energies: 25 MeV (circles) and 53 MeV (triangles).

The histogram and dashed line show the mass distributions

of spontaneous fission fragments from * 102 and •* Fm.

The figure is taken from Ref. 37.
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COMPOUND NUCLEUS FORMATION AND DECAY

IN HEAVY ION REACTIONS

Institute for Fhysics and Nuclear Engineering!

Bucharest - ROMANIA

1.

When heavy ion experiments started 25 years ago, heavy

ions were considered as offering the best possibilities to study

the compound nucleus (CN) and also to check the statistical model

of nuclear reactions in purest conditions. Such studies could not

give inCcrrr.ations about the production mechanism of the compound

nucla-s, because the decay of the system at equilibrium is inde-

pendent on the way it was formed. So at that time heavy ion re -

actions were used to expand studies performed with light project-

iles for determining statistical properties of nuclei as for ex-

arcpis level densities.

However, the use cf heavy ions provides some new and in

other ways unobtainable informations concerning high spin isomers,

neutrcr. deficient nuclei, proton emitters, synthesis of transura-

nium elements. Due to the high excitation energies and angular mo-

menta brought into the target nucleus by the complex projectile

new aspects appear in the decay of the compound nucleus : gamma

emission and alpha particle emission are enhanced and fission be-

comes an important reaction channel. The nucleus at high angular

momentum shows special properties as for example the back bending

effect. For some critical angular momentum the nucleus is no more
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stable.

The developments of heavy ion accelerators opened a new

field related to the mechanism of heavy ion collisions. The a-

vailability nf higher energies and heavy projectiles showed that

new reaction channels are opening namely the deep inelastic re-

actions (see lecture of Professor Lefort). The competition be-

tween complete fusion leading to CN formation and deep inelastic

reactions was intensively studied in the last years but there

are still open problems.

In the present lecture we shall firstly discuss the for-

mation of the compound nucleus, dwelling upon complete fusion

mechanism and limitations of the complete fusion cross section,

and discussing in this context preequilibrium processes and in-

termediate structure. A discussion of the complete fusion within

the fragmentation theory will be also given.

The second part of the lecture will be devoted to the

description of the ways through which the high energy and angu-

lar momentum of the CN are released : light particle and gamma

ray emission and fission. Finally, evaluations of the cross sec-

tions based on these physical images will be presented with re-

ference to heavier systems, particularly transfermium nuclei.

2. COMPOUND NUCLEUS FORMATION IN HEAVY ION COLLISIONS

Heavy ions have special characteristics in comparison

with light projectiles which manifest in the reactions that they

are producing /1/. Firstly, heavy projectiles carry large elec-
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trie charges so that Coulomb effects are important. EvBn at small

velocities, heavy ions bring into the target nucleus large amounts

of energy and high orbital angular momenta. This fact makes them

proper projectiles for producing statistical reactions but more

than that has a large influence on the fusion mechanism and on the

stability and de-excitation of the CN.

Another peculiarity of complex projectiles is. their clas-

sical character, resulting from the small values of the associated

wave - length with respect to the dimensions of the target nucleus

cr some other characteristic distance as for example the closest

distance of approach. Therefore, the collisions may be considered

classical with the projectiles moving on classical trajectories.

Of course, for exact quantitative predictions quantum mechanical

effects are to be taken into account. And last, but not least a

large transfer of nuclear matter occurs in reactions induced by

heavy ions, the study of which makes the object of the recently

developed nuclear macrophysics.

Z.I. Ve.hJLni.tA.on. o£ the. compound nu.cle.ui in he.ct.vy ion kza.cXi.oni

Before going farther it is necessary to define what we

understand by compound nucleus in the case of the heavy ion re-

actions. Let us consider the interaction of a complex projectile

Ap with the target nucleus AT Cfig.1). In the case of largest an-

gui. momenta (or, what is the same, largest impact parameters)

the projectile follows a Coulomb trajectory and only Rutherford

scattering or Coulomb excitation are expected to take place. For

smaller but still large impact parameters the projectile is mo-

ving on a grazing trajectory and only few of the target and pro-

jectile nucleons interact, resulting in the transfer of one or
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many nucleons between the colliding nuclei. There is a lot of

work concerning single / 2 / and many /3 / nucleon transfers or

even some special cases as "exotic transfers" / 4 / i much spec-

troscopic information has been extracted from such measurements.

For smaller impact parameters (or angular momenta) the project i le

comes closer to the target and a composite system is formed in

which many nucleons are involved and a large dissipation of the

kinetic energy into excitation occurs. I f the composite system

lasts long time enough for the thermodynamical equilibrium be

reached* its decay wi l l be independent on the mode of formation

except for the restrictions imposed by conservation of energy,

angular momentum and parity : a compound nucleus is formed. This

nucleus deexcites mainly by l ight part icle evaporation and by

fission, which represents an important channel when heavier nu-

clei are involved. I t was suggested that also in heavy ion re-

actions as in light particle reactions preequilibrium emission

may take place during the equil ibration process / 5 / . The deexci-

tation is achieved again by particle emission or fission. These

processes of emission before equilibrium and of compound nucleus

formation being related to long times of the transient system de-

termine a thorough amalgamation of the nucleons of the reaction

partners. In the present lecture we shall discuss these processes

that belong to complete &uAlon nzactionA. Coming back to the dis-

cussion of the evolution of the composite system we must remark

that the composite system may disrupt into two fragments after a

share l i fet ime, during which the equilibrium has not been achieved.

I t is the case of deep inelastic reactions, that have been in-

eluded by some authors / 6 / to the more general class of fusion

processes under the nanw of incomplete - fusion reactions. As we
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said above in the present paper, we shall distinguish among com-

plete fusion processes and deep inelastic reactions more for di-

dactic reasons.

There is of course a continuous transition from fusion

evaporation to deep inelastic reactions, that occurs over a wide

range of partial waves. In a recent work /7/ angular momenta of

the primary heavy fragments resulting from deep inelastic colli-

sions of 237 - KeV 4oAr with B9Y were determined and found to

rsngE in the interval 50 up to 90 fi, while the evaporation - re-

sidue sharp cutoff limit extracted from the measured fusion

cross sEcticns /6/ was around 73 ft. The same situation appeared

for the 175 MeV °Ne • Ag system leading to an almost identical

cerrccsite nucleus. It results that there is a large region of

overlap between the partial waves leading to complete fusion and

fi=ss leading tc D1R.

We stated above that high excitation energies are brought

i-.tc -n= car-.pcjnd nucleus by the Incoming heavy projectile. But

when the excitation energy of the compound nucleus increases its

life-tire decreases and the picture of a long lived system is dis-

putable /S/. Measurements based on the blocking effect in crystals

snc«! that the compound nucleus life-time at low /10/ and medium

/11/ excitation energies is of the order of 10 s and 10~ s res-

nesuivsly, supporting the statistical hypothesis. An estimation of

cornpeund nucleus life-time for higher excitations and angular mo-

nsnte as involved in heavy ion reactions indicate an important de-

crease. Remembering the fact that due to the high spin the compound

nucleus rotates we can calculate the time required for a single
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rotation (T , ) . Using the classical description proper to the

compound nucleus we obtain :

Vat = J | 5 f2;1)

where fi3 represents the angular momentum of the compound nu-

cleus and I its moment of inertia. Lefort /12/ calculated the

rotation time and compared it with the life-time for the compound

nucleus A = 1B0 produced by a projectile Ap = 84 incident on a

target AT = 96 [fig.2) . The calculation is based on the Hauser

Feshbach theory and the average angular momentum is calculated by

assuming a weight equal to C22. + 1) to each partial wave. One can

see that in the range of larger excitation energies the CN life -

time becomes of the same order of magnitude as the rotation pe-

riod.

This fact casts some doubts on the valability of the hy-

pothesis of a long lived equilibrated system, which has lost the

memory of the formation mode. A Ghoshal type experiment could

solve the problem. Such an experiment was recently performed in

Saclay namely the same compound nucleus ( Zn at 55.9 MeV exci -

52 12tation energy) was formed in reactions of Cr + C at 56.0 MeV

and 48Ti + 160 at 57.74 MeV /13/. The bombarding energies were

chosen as to assure nearly identical spin distributions of the

entrance channels in both reaction channels. Then the cross sec-

tions for the production of a given-residual nucleus must be the

same for both systems if a compound .nucleus has been formed.

It happens indeed so for the decay channel 2p, 2n as we

can see in Table I taken from ref./13/. The quantity R in the

table represents the ratio of the production cross section in
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the 4^Ti + 160 and 5^Cr + 12C reactions. The R values different

from unity could indicate the presence of another reaction me-

chanism- than compound nucleus formation. It was already observed

that alpha particle emission in heavy ion reactions is produced

by direct reaction processes. Later we shall discuss this aspect

in detail. An alternative explanation suggested by the authors

seems to be more interesting because giving a new insight on the

fusion process itself. Statistical calculations show that the

cross sections are most sensitive to the critical angular momen-

tum for fusion so that its difference in the two entrance chan-

nels would manifest in anomalous R - values. So we arrive to one

of the most interesting problems in heavy ion reactions : the

complete fusion and its limitations due to angular momentum ef-

fects. In spite of many important results on this subject there

are still open questions i we shall concentrate on these aspects

in the following chapter.

Table I.

Re.Ai.dual
nu.ci.zuJ>

6 1Cu
S 1 N i

5 3 N i

5ECc

Emitte.d
£*om

P»

2 p ,

2 p ,

a .

patuUclzi
CN

2n

n

2n

2n

R

1.075 _+

1.063 ^

1.000 ±

0.915 •,

0.90B •,

0

0

0

0

0

.021

.021

.010

.024

.012
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2.2. Complete

Z.I, The. me.cha.ni6m o($ complete iuiion pn.odu.cti.on.
Pn.zzqailibfu.um pAoc&azi. lntin.midia.ti Atn.uctuiz.

It was stated above that the formation of the compound

nucleus assumes that the colliding nuclei have fused together

into an intermediate system which decays independently on the

entrance channel. The term of "complete fusion" is used to de-

signate all the processes leading to the CN formation /14/.Then

the complete fusion cross section (ocp) represents that part of

the reaction cross section which corresponds to formation of the

equilibrated system, decaying by evaporation or binary fission.

The meaning of "complete fusion" has been discussed by different

authors /12,14-17/ and here we have given the common conclusion.

Therefore, o_p can be expressed as the sum of the evapo-

ration and fission cross sections :

aCF " °ER * af C2'21

and determined by measuring these two cross sections. In the case

of l i g h t e r systems or low incident energies (therefore small or-

b i t a l momenta) the f iss ion contribution is negligible as one can

see in f i g . 3 reproduced from ref . / 1 B / . On the contrary, when

high angular momenta or nuclei or high f i s s i l i t y are involved the

complete fusion cross section is prac t ica l ly equal to the f ission

one. Fig.4 represents the experimental f ission cross section of
23B IB

the U • 0 reaction / 1 9 / compared with the complete fusion

cross sect ion, estimated as the reaction cross section in the pa-

rabol ic approximation of the barr ier / 2 0 / . We see that the f ission

cross cross section accounts for the whole reaction cross section.
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because compound nucleus formation and its subsequent decay by

fission is the predominant reaction channel. As the bombarding

energy is increasing new reaction channels, corresponding to

deep inelastic reactions are opening and a part of the cross sec-

tion is taken up by these processes.

Therefore the reaction cross section may be written :

°R " °CF + °DIR (2*3)

In the sharp - cut - off approximation for the angular

momentum distribution 1 one obtains :

9.
•y m a x - 2

aR = IT?-. Z (24 + 1) T. = irV'U a w + 1) (2.4)
R A = o i. max

, , 2
o C F = TI^ Z (2A+1) T^ = »* CAcrit • D (2.5)

i,=o

where k is the reduced wave length and T. the transmission coef-

ficients. Generally I .. is lower than SL .

The competition between fusion and deep inelastic reactions is

obvious on fig. 5 for the 197Au • 4oAr system /21/. Here it is to

be mentioned that care must be taken when doing such measurements

in order to distinguish between the heavy fragments emitted from

a compound nucleus and the ones produced in deep inelastic re -

actions.

A necessary though not sufficient criterion is based on

the observation of a full momentum transfer* as proposed by Sikke-

land et al. /22/. They have done an experimental analysis of an-

gular momentum conservation in heavy ion reactions by measuring

the angular correlation between fission fragments issued from re-

actions induced by 12C, 14N, 1B0 and 2oNe projectiles on targets
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of 165Ho, 197Au, 2o9Bi and 23BU. The coincidences were determined

with the detectors placed in the plane of the beam axis but on op-

posite side sc that the correlated angles in the laboratory system

would correspond to an angle of 180° in the centre of mass system

(here the coordinate system of the fissioning nucleus) between the

two fragments.

This condition is not sufficient because f u l l momentum

transfer does not ensure the achievement of thermodynamical equi-

librium in the intermediate system. Another proof of the CN exis-

tence is given by the angular distribution of the fission fragments

which in the case of fission aftEr fusion is symmetric around 90°

in the centre of mass system. I f the spin of the CN is much larger

than i t s projection on the axis of symmetry of the fissioning shape

the angular distribution looks like 1/sin 9 /'23/. A typical 1/sin 6

4c 197

angular distribution is shown for the A.r + Au system at 285MeV

/24/ ( f ig .6) . Remark the symmetrical region (Z » 50,54) and the'

rest of regions corresponding to the deep inelastic reactions.

Therefore the measurement of the complete fusion cross sections

would imply the determination of both evaporation part (as result-

ing from the detection of evaporation residues) and fission after

•fusion part (identified by the behaviour of the angular distribu-

tions of thB fragments).

In the definitions of the complete fusion given above pre-

equilibrium processes are also included because the emission of

few nucleons during the equilibration process does not change the

subsequent evolution of the system which w i l l deexcite by either

evaporation or f ission.

While in the case of l ight projectiles preequilibrium pro-

cesses have been intensively studied and put into evidence experi-
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mentally /25/ there is few information concerning the heavy ion

reactions. How much preequilibrium contribution do we expect in

this case ? Blann et al /26/ have tried to estimate the precom-

pound part by using the master equation model. Assuming that the

heavy projectile approach with constant CM velocity they calculate

the number of nuclecns which would pass through a plane normal to

the line of centers of target and projectile in each unit of time

(chosen so that the fusion time would last 20 to 40 time units).

These nonequilibrated nucleons are added to the nucleons in the

well which are either equilibrating or going into continuum. Then

the preequilibrium spectra of particles consist of particles emit-

ted during fusion and after fusion but before equilibrium. Calcu-

lations /26/ performed for two systems [12C • 141Pr and 4oAr +

1 n9

Ag) give optimistic results, the minimum precompound contri-

bution being 21% for °Ar + Ag at 160 PleV and the maximum one

[230%) for the same system at 440 NeV.

Now let us see what the experiment does say. Early in the

heavy ion physics a strongly enhanced emission of a-particles was

observed, appearing in the high - energy region of spectra and

the forward direction /27/ when bombarding Au and Bi targets with

1 'C , 14N and 1B0 ions of 10.5 MeV/amu. Bri t t and Quinton called

these a-particles "direct" particles and suggested for their or i -

gin the breakup of the projectile in the f ie ld of the target nu-

cleus. In spite of this old evidence for preequilibrium emission

in heavy ion reactions, the experimental data on this subject are

rather scarce. Recently typical energy spectra of preequilibrium

a-particles resulting from the 2o9Bi • 14N reaction at low ener-

gies (85 and 95 MeV) have been reported. / 2 8 / . Cross section mea-

surements for this system indicate that fission is the predominant
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mode of the deexcitatibn of the C.N. Neutron evaporation is found

to be negligible, therefore the ot-particle evaporation which is

less probable in this mass region does not have a contribution to

the measured ct-particles. However ot-particles are observed, the

cross sections for their emission being equal to the sum of the

14cross sections for heavy residual nuclei produced by C N. 2axn)

14and ( N, axn) reactions. This fact suggests that the composite

system fuses after emitting a-particles and decays by neutron eva-

poration without fissioning. The energy spectra of a-particles

7o9 14 219
(obtained assuming the binary reaction Bi + N •+• a * Ralare

a~like to the evaporation spectra from CN reactions namely they are

determined by penetrabilities and level density of the residual

nucleus. This behaviour proves that the ct-particle emission occu-

red in an energetically relaxed composite system at the gr.azing

angle. The analysis of spectra with the simple statistical formula

/9/ : N(E ] = E a. ..(E-) exp(-E /T) gives nuclear temperatures

which decrease monotonically with increasing angles and almost

reach a CN value (fig.7). This result is consistent with the des-

cription 729/ of preequilibrium phenomena in terms of diffusion

of heat in nuclear matter. Due to large radial frictional forces

the contact point is quickly heated and a hot point is created,

from which a-particles are emitted. Then the temperature value

reflects the time dependence of the degree of energy relaxation

of the composite system. In this way the nuclear relaxation is

—71

estimated and found to be about 5 x 10 sec. /26V that repre-

sents half a rotation period of the composite nucleus.

ThB measurements of yrays following preequilibrium emis-

sion prove to be very promising though they present more techni-
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cal complexity. The Y~ray3 coincident with a-particles emitted
159 14before and after equilibrium were measured for the Tb + N

system at 95 MeV incident energy /307. An interesting result is

obtained from these data namely the fact that preequilibrium

a-particle emission occurs in reactions involving angular momen-

tum values in the range just above the critical angular momentum.

Because of this a selective population of high - spin states is

achieved in these reactions, making them proper for a study of

the yrast region.

Gamma multiplicities, would also offer precious informa-

tion on the equilibration process in heavy ion interactions and

also on the decaying high spin CN. We shall return to this last

aspect when treating the CN modes of deexcitation. Now it is in-

teresting to note that gamma multiplicity measurements indicate

that precompound emission is weak for energies lower than

10 MeV/amu and smaller than in the case of light projectiles - of

the same, energy/nucleon /31/, because the contribution of pre-

compound processes depends on the velocity of the projectile.

This result is at variance with a-particle spectra measurements

mentioned above /2B/ and it is obvious that more experimental

data of both types (particle spectra, gamma multiplicity) are

required.

These are the aspects of preequilibrium emission in

heavy icn reactions studied so far. We emphasize that this matter

is one of the directions of heavy ion physics which does not

represent a simple extension of the light projectile induced re-

actions. We can say that in this last cape the emission before

equilibrium is well known : there is a rich experimental evidence

and theoretical models have been elaborated which give a consis-
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tent interpretation and a good understanding of the expsrimental

facts. On the contrary, in the heavy ion case there are few ex-

perimental data and there are still open problems concerning the

process mechanism itself. More experimental and theoretical work •

is necessary in order to clarify this problem (and put it into a

theoretical frame) as well as related problems namely : the time

scale of the equilibration process, the angular momentum transfer

and how it is released from the CN.

We have shown that the complete fusion cross section has

a monotonous variation with the incident energy as it is to be

expected in the statistical reactions, that are very probable in

the case of heavy ion reactions. Now we shall discuss a very in-

teresting phenomenon, namely the structures found in the exci-

tation functions for some heavy ion systems. It is one of the

oldest problems of the heavy ion physics and in spite of a host

of studies performed so far. still unresolved. We shall restrict

only to point out the main aspects, because a detailed discus-

sion of the matter would run out the space of this lecture.

Structures with a width of some hundred keV have been

found firstly in the excitation functions of n,p,o and % - exit

12 12
channels of the C + C system at energies near the Coulomb

barrier /32/. Later* such structures have been observed at higher

energies and also for the C * 0 system /33/. At a first

sight one would be tempted to interpret them as statistical fluc-

tuations, because at the high excitations easily achieved in heavy

ion reactions the nucleus is excited to an energy in the region

of overlapping states where the interference effects lead to sta-

tistical fluctuations in the cross sections. If the energy reso-
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lution of the experiment is smaller than the mean width of fluc-

tuations, these can be identified experimentally. In fact some

12 16
structures observed in the case of the C • 0 system in the

a-channel and in the bombarding range E • 40-60 MeV have been

identified as statistical fluctuations. A fluctuation analysis of

the excitation functions was made and the coherence widths, and

from these the moment of inertia and the spin cutoff parameter of
on

the Si nucleus were extracted. Recently it was shown through a

more careful analysis of the data on the C( C o ) °Ne reaction

/35/ that some of the observed structures could be assigned to

statistical fluctuations.

However many of the observed structures have been identi-

fied as being related to resonant, non-statistical phenomena. Long
12 12time such structures have been identified only for C + C and

Ĉ •» '-0 systems. Recent measurements indicate that such interme-

diate - structure resonances are not restricted to particular

systems involving a-particle nuclei or low compound nucleus level

densities. Pronounced resonances have been found in the excitation

-Functions of the reactions 1oBt1oB,a)160 and 1oB(14N.a)2oNe

(notice that there are no a-particle nuclei in entrance channels!)

/36/ and also in the fig + 0 heavier system /37/. We emphasize

that such structures were also observed in the total fusion cross

sacticn ss shows fig.B taken from ref. /38/. Oscillations appear

in the experimental cross section, the average value of which fol-

low the values calculated with, the Glas and Mosel formalism /39/.

The inset shows a plot of the measured resonance energies of Si

nucleus versus 3[3+1) and the pear shaped compound system which

could account for such a band.
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A possible explanation of this resonant structure could

be the limitation imposed by the compound nucleus yrast levels.

However this hypothesis is to be rejected since recent measure-

4 24
ments of the He + Mg fusion cross section does not indicate

any correlation between the excitation function of this system

and the one of the C + 0 system /40/. The bombarding energies

were chosen such as to assure the same excitation energy and an-

gular momentum in the entrance channel.

The question is what is the nature of these resonances ?

Their widths (hundreds of keV) would suggest that simple configu-

rations are responsible for them. If so, we have to explain the

existence of simple configurations acting as doorway states, at

excitation energies as high as tens of MeV, i.e. in a typical

statistical region of excitation energy. Various models have been,

proposed /33/ namely the molecular model and the alpha - particle

model. In the molecular model /41/ the intermediate structure is

generated by a double resonance mtinnism, one of the partial waves

resonating with a virtual state of the molecular system and then,

by inelastic excitations of low - energy states in the interacting

nuclei a quasibound state is excited. In the alpha - particle mo-

* del one of the C nuclei is supposed to dissociate into three

alpha clusters,' the doorway state corresponding to a 4n - core and

many alpha particles around. All existing models explain only par-

tially the observed phenomena i a model would be necessary to give

a consistent interpretation of the whole data.
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2.2 .2 . Complete fiuilon zxcitation iunctloni.
fu&ion bannJ.e.n..

The behaviour of complete fusion exci tat ion functions

gives the possib i l i ty to understand the mechanism of the process

i t s e l f and also to determine the ion-ion interact ion potent ia l

at rad ia l separations smaller than the ones tested by e las t ic

scattering measurements. Once more, we shal l discuss the problem

in a classical frame. Figure 9 represents the internuclear po-

ten t ia l in one dimension and fo: => - wave interact ions. Therefore,

i t consists of nuclear and Coulomb potent ia ls , while in general a

centrifugal term must be also considered :

VU,R) = V..(R) • V_(R) + « V / ( 2 f l R 2 ) (2 .6 )

The fusion bar r ie r is defined / 1 4 / as the height of the s - wave

potential at which the slope is zero : CdV/dR)|o D = 0 . The
R=Kfus

distance between centers at that point determines the fusion ra-

dius. Nuclear forces are also acting at distances in the range

between R_ and R but the interactions are weak and only trans-
fus g J

fer reactions occur. The system arrived at the distance R. will

either fuse or separate into two fragments. The evolution to fu-

sion implies the transfer of kinetic energy to internal excita-

tion and a rearangement of nuclear matter, through which the nu-

clei lose their individuality and a common shell structure is

built up. The condition for fusion t,o occur is an attractive TB-

sultant of the nuclear. Coulomb and centrifugal forces. Therefore,

ths arrival of the colliding nuclei in the "touching" position is

a necessary (although not sufficient !) condition for fusion /42/.

The appearance of a "pocket" in the internuclear potential de-
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termines the evolution of the system to fusion, acting as a

doorway to compound nucleus formation. The incident energy must

be at least equal or higher than the interaction barrier which

represents the threshold for fusion (E-rnres = V(R. )). The

threshold energy is called traditionally "Coulomb barrier" and

is expressed by the following equation /43,44/ :

t 2- 7 )

Here the effective radius parameter r mubl De understood as a

quantity introduced to parametrize the threshold energy. It must

not be confused with the radius parameter (r0) defj^ir.g the nu-

clear potential or the nuclear mass and charge distributions. It

was shown by Wong /43/ that the expression (2.7) is ^rz,,<g sincE

permanent nuclear deformations and the tai l of the nuclear in-

teractions are neglected. A thorough study of Coulomb and dyna-

mical distortions of nuclei and their influence on the inter-

action barrier has been performed by Jensen and J.'ullg /45,46/.

Wong has also predicted /43/ that the effective radius parameter

decreases when the product Z.Z2 increases. This increased nu -

clear natter overlap with increasing atomic number is expected

because Coulomb repulsive force is stronger and the colliding

nuclei must come to close distances where the nuclear forces are

important. Subsequent experimental results have confirmed Wong's

theoretical prediction /47,18,57/ but rather qualitatively, as

i t was shown for Ar, Kr. Ge and Cr projectiles /48/ .

Let us calculate the fusion cross section by taking intc

account the effects of the interaction barrier. We fellow the

procedure of Glas and Mosel /49 / . Writing the reaction and fusion
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cross sections as in (2.4) and (2.5), the transmission coeffi -

cients To are approximated by the penetration factors of a
AF

parabolic barrier with frequency hu., as suggested by Thomas

/20/ :

' T£(E) = - (2 .8)
1 + exp [2wCVBt-

hu. •i4
u dr

U2

r=Rfus

(2.8a)

y is the reduced mass and V. the total ion-ion potential. E is

the incident cm. energy.

Assuming that the frequencies and the position of the

interaction barrier have independent of £ values and replacing

the sum by an integration in eq.(2.5), the following expression

results for the fusion cross section :

t,u>R2 1 . 1 + exp {2»[E-VIRf||||q/B« }

°f us " 2~Rf us E ln 2
1+exp(2ir{E-V(Rfus)-(Rc/Rfus) [E

C2.9)

Here R represents the critical distance corresponding to the

critical angular momentum in the equation (2.5) and V is the
cr

potential-energy at this distance. The critical distance of ap-

proach is the distance where the initial kinetic energy (in the

center of mass system) is converted into potential energy for

an interaction with the critical angular momentum. The relation

(2.9) can be simplified in the extreme cases of the low and

high energies. Then the cross section becomes :
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°fus(E) " ' RJUB
 C1 ' V E ) t2

(for small energies)

°fus(E) " '"or11 • Vcr/E) (2-11)'

(for high energies)

2
The approximation J = JJR was also made. The relations

(2.10) and (2.11) contain just the two approaches used in the in-

terpretation of experimental data /18,47,50V. Notice that the ana-

lytical energy dependence is the same but the quantities determin-

ing the fusion cross sections have different meaning, what mani-

fests in different experimental values of the radius for the tv.z

cases. The low energy data are sensitive to the interaction bar-

rier* what makes them proper to determine it. The high energy be-

haviour of the fusion croi *. section confirm the importance of the

critical distance put into evidence by Lefort and cellabaraters

/50/. The variation of the fusion cross section with energy is

characterized by a linear dependence on 1/E, the slcpe changing

at a point where the fusion barrier is no more important and the

critical distance becomes effective. Many of the experimental works

performed covered either the low or the high energy region. In the

figure 10 we have a nice illustration of the behaviour of the

fusion cross Elections for the Al + 0 system (and for a wide

range of energies (E_< E < 7En) /51/. At small energies the cross-

section decreases with energy while for energies above E Jfc" 45
G •Tii m

MeV it increases with energy, determining a negative value of the

critical potential. Therefore, the effective potential for the col-

liding nuclei is attractive at the fusion radius and for high bom-

barding energies j this fact was observed for the case of light

systems.
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Glas and Mossl /53/ showed that thB meaning of the cri-

tical radius reflects the existence of a critical energy surface

crossing as a condition for CN formation. An interesting pos -

sible effect was pointed out by the same authors/49,53/fiamely an

influence of the shell structure on the critical radius and con-

sequently on the fusion cross section.' The only two experimental

results performed so far are at variance with each other since

for the quadruply magic Ca • Ca system no influence of shell

effects was found /54/ while for the quadruply magic system

Pb + Ca the cross sections seem to be lowered in comparison

with similar systems/55/.

The fusion excitation functions can be used to determine

the internuclear potentials, as one can see from sq. (2.10).Then

the nuclear potential is determined by the difference : V^(R_p„_) =

VB - ZpZTe /Rfu . This is an interesting result since the poten-

tials determined in this way correspond to radial separations

smaller than those involved in elastic scattering measurements.

Such an analysis was performed by various authors /56-58/and the

obtained potentials compared to existing theoretical potentials.

At a first glance it would seem to be a commod method for deter-

mining the nuclear potentials. However there are difficulties of

experimental as well as of theoretical nature /59/. The first

ones refer to the accuracy imposed to the measurements of exci-

tation functions in order to assure good precision of the V
cr

values since the nuclear potential results as the difference of

two closed quantities. Here we must remark that the measurement

of the fusion cross sections is hot a simple problem /12/. It is

based on the registration of the evaporation residues either by
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AE - E detectors (combined with tima-of-flight measurements in

improved schemes) or by their radioactive properties, in which

case characteristic Y~°r x-rays are identif ied. The f i r s t method

presents some dif f icult ies arising from the necessity to detect

evaporation residues over an angular range as close as possible

to the beam direction and to achieve not only the Z-separation

but also mass separation. In the second method care must be taken

in order not to omit any decay product. The theoretical d i f f icul -

ties are connected with the estimation of the energy loss by fr ic-

t ion, which could be important for cases where the barrier is s i -

tuated at smaller radii so that fr ict ion can not be neglected.

Then eq. (2.10) should be written :

° fus l E ) = *Rfus t 1 • ^ - I f ^ 1 J C 2 ' 1 2 )

Here E f is the energy loss due to radial friction and i t has to

be evaluated in order to extract M .

2.2.3. Uimi.tati.onA in pinion cKo&i Auction*

We have shown that towards higher energies and for heavier

systems the fusion cross section is smaller than the reaction

cross section what is expressed by eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) where

£ „ <- £ „ „ • This fact was observed experimentally for variouscr nicix '

target - projectile systams and incident energies /50,60-62/.

Meanwhile a host of experimental data has been gathered proving

the existence of a c r i t ica l angular momentum/ beyond which the

compound nucleus cannot be formed. A comprehensive presentation

of this problem has been recently done by Lefort / 6 ,16 / .

. The explanation of the cr i t ica l angular momentum l imit-

ing the fusion cross section resides either in the inabi l i ty of
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the compound nucleus to take over large angular momenta or in dy-

namical effects in the entrance channel. Such effects are expect-

ed in a simple, classical approach of the problem : when large

angular momenta are involved the centrifugal forces become im-

portant and the colliding nuclei are kept apart of each other so

that their fusion is not possible.

Kalinkin and Petkov /B3/ deduced the critical angular mo-

mentum from considerations on the stability of the transient com-

posite system. Due to the Coulomb and centrifugal repulsive forces

the composite nucleus takes the shape of en ellipsoid, which may

disrupt into two fragments if its deformation leads to a critical

eccentricity above which the repulsive forces are no more counter-

balanced by the surface tension forces. Writing down the condition

of stability of the ellipsoidal - shaped nucleus one gets a li-

miting value of the angular momentum which has a slow variation

with the incident energy. The study of equilibrium properties of

the rotating nucleus /64.B5/ based on the liquid drop model shows

that the fission barrier decreases with increasing angular momen-

ta and even vanishes for a critical value of the angular momentum.

Then one can not speak of compound nucleus formation j the whole

reaction cross section goes into the fission channel. In this ap-

proach, the critical value of angular momentum is a constant for

a given system, for example a compound nucleus of mass A * under-

goes spontaneous fission for angular momenta above 97 *h~. Starting

from these properties of the rotating nucleus Blann and Plasil

/66/ showed that thB fission after fusion becomes an important re-

action channel. That explains the decrease of the evaporation part
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of the fusion cross section, in a region where the reaction cross

section is increasing.

Another limit of the fusion cross section issued from

the properties of the compound system is imposed by the yrast

states. If we consider the E -3 olane (where E = =• 3(3+1)+ E

is the excitation energy. E Q is the band head energy and 3 - the

spin of the compound nucleus) we see that there is a forbidden

region below the yrast line, so that the states lying inside this

region cannot be reached by the fused system. It can be seen on

fig.10 that the maximum fusion cross section of the system coin-

cides with the yrast limit, cne subsequent decrease of the cross

section being due to deep inelastic reaction channels which open

and become more important towards high energies. A nice illustra-

tion of the yrast limitation of the fusion cross section is given

in fig.11 where the experimental values of the critical angular

momentum are represented vs the corresponding CN excitation ener-

gies. From the obtained straight line the rigid body moment of

inertia (3) results to be —s = 7.8 MeV~ in very good agreement
fi

with the centrifugal term of the potential in the entrance

•channel which is * 8 MeV . The location of the band head is at

- an excitation energy of ^ 12 MeV, near the separation energy for

2BA1-* 14N + 12C. Notice that at the highest incident energy the

critical angular momentum equals the limit calculated for a ro -

tating liquid drop /64/. A last remark concerning the N + C

system : the yrast -limitation is also felt in the absolute values

of the fusion cross sections. Measurements performed recently in

Saclay /B8/ show a large difference between the maximum fusion

cross sections for the N + C and 1*N + C systems, which can
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not be explained neither by the change of the interaction•radius

nor by a shell effect since in both cases the valence nucleons

are in the lp shell. The effect of yrast limit of the compound

nuclei Al and Al on the cross section values seems to.account

for the observed difference.

The cross section limitations discussed .so far are issue-

ing from the properties of the rotating CN. Because of the static

approach of the problem dynamic effects are ignored what results

in fixed values of the critical angular momentum for a given sys-

tem, as for example in the rotating liquid drop model /64/. Much

experimental evidence gathered, indicating that dynamics of the

entrance channel plays an important role in the fusion process.We

T.sntion the slow variation with CN excitation energy of the cri-

12tical angular momenta observed for the reactions of C-projecti-

12

les with C target and Al, Ti, Ni, Cu targets /B2/. A convincing

experiment was done by Zebelman and Miller /70/, namely the same

°Yb compound nucleus was formed in three different reactions :

11B + 1 5 9Tb, 12C + 158Gd, 1 S0 + 154Sm and different values of the

critical angular momentum resulted. A similar dependence of the

limiting angular momentum on the entrance channel (mass and

energy of the incoming particle) was observed by Tamain et al /15/

for the systems : Mo * 4oAr, 165Ho • 4oAr, 2 o 9Bi, 2 3 8U * 4 oAr,

Sb • 4oAr.

Many models have been formulated with the scope to des-

cribe the dependence of the critical angular momentum on the en-

trance channel. Wilczyifski /71/ estimated thB critical angular mo-

mentum expressing the condition for fusion through the existence

of a total attractive force between the colliding nuclei. It re-
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suits a constant critical angular momentum for a given system,

which does not reproduce the experimentally observed variation.

Bass /72/ also used a classical potential model and achie-

ved a dynamical treatment of the problem by introducing friction,

for simplicity in the limit of strong localization at the point of

contact. Bass worked in the approximation of a one dimensional po-

tential between colliding nuclei. The nuclear potential is de-

duced from the liquid drop model and .geometrical considerations as

the difference in surface energies between finite and infinite se-

paration of the nuclei :

A
2
/3 4 ^13

Here R12 = ro(A^j
/2 + A ^ 7 3 ) . ro = 1.07 fmi ag is the sur-

face term in the liquid drop model mass formula and d is the range

parameter. The critical angular momentum is determined by solving

the following equation :

E,. m = -3-1 • — 2-J 2 (2.15)
12 2yR12 R12

This equation expresses the condition that the energy of

the relative motion (E ) is equal to the maximum of the cor-

responding interaction potential, which contains as usually the

Coulomb, centrifugal and nuclear terms. It is easy to see that

the critical angular momentum is an increasing function of energy

as observed experimentally. However, at higher energies the an-

gular momentum reaches a saturation value and becomes constant.

That happens when the centrifugal potential becomes so high that

the total potential is no more attractive.
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The Bass model agrees well with experimental data for many

systems, involving an excitation energy of the compound nucleus

up to 160 MeV /12.73/. Most existing data include incident ener-

gies up to 15 MeV per nucleon i few data are available for the re-

gion of higher energies so that it is difficult to get a conclusion

concerning the constant angular momentum predicted by Bass. On tne

other side, as the incident energy increases the reaction mecha-

nism becomes more complicated and limitations due to yrast or sta-

bility properties of the compound nucleus or to fission onset start

to enter in play. An illustration is given on fig.12. where the

maximum angular momenta of compound nuclei formed by °Ar bombard-

ments of 1o9Ag, 121Sb and 121*124Sn and by 84«B6Kr bombardments of

Cu and * Ge are drawn /74/. The angular momenta were

determined from evaporation residues and multiplicity measurements.

The solid line' in fig.12 indicates the angular momentum at which

the rotating - liquid - drop fission barrier equals the neutron

binding energy (B ). It is remarkable the agreement of A s -valuesn max

obtained for the same system formed by different projectiles and

the fact that for excitation energies higher than 60 MeV the expe-

rimental *__„ approaches the value of * 65 fl determined by fission

competition. Another interesting result is the slow increase of

*max f o r B x c i t a t i o n energies higher than 100 MeV, which can be due

to preequilibrium emission of a-particles removing angular momen-

tum before the system becomes unstable towards fission.

Otherwise the importance of the stability properties of

the compound nucleus on the critical angular momentum toward higher

energies was also underlined by Toneer and Shmidt /75/. We remark

that the influence of the stability properties of the CN in deter-

mining the critical angular momentum is very important in the case
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of vary heavy nuclei, not only for higher but also for lower exci-

tation energies. In fact, for transfermium and superheavy elements

the fission barrier is low so that the CN is unable to take over

the higher angular momenta brought in by the projectile, because

it becornea unstable against fission. Then the critical angular mo-

mentum, especially when such nuclei are involved, would be deter-

mined as the minimum value of the critical angular momentum result-

ing from dynamical considerations (let us call it &cr(Bass)) and

the one for which the fission barrier vanishes (£(B, = 0)) :

0 o r - min [Acr(Bass), *(Bf » 0)] (2.16)

Starting from this idea, we have analyzed the complete

fusion cross sections for various systems leading to compound nu-

clei in the region of transfermium elements. Complete fusion cross

sections were calculated with the parabolic model /20/j details

will be given elsewhere /76/. Two types of experimental data have

been used in the analysis, namely complete fusion cross sections

and evaporation cross sections, measured in Berkeley /78,79/ and

in Dubna /77,80-62/. Complete fusion cross sections calculated on

the basis of dynamical limitations as predicted by the Bass method,

lead to values systematically larger than the experimental ones.

That means, as expected, that the critical angular momentum is de-

termined by the K B , • 0) . From a comparison with the experimental

cross sections we can extract the values of the angular momentum

for which the fission barrier of the involved compound nuclei va-

nishes i it represents an indication about the stability of the

nucleos. Figure 13 represents the values 3 = £(B. => 0) obtained
cr - T

in this manner for some transfermium nuclei. Of course, the mods
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of cross section evaluation : the approaches introduced in cal-

culations as well as the choice of parameters could introduce un-

certainties of some units of fi. However, the analysis was per-

formed in a consistent manner, with no free parameters. The re l ia -

b i l i t y of the method was checked by comparing values of 3 ob-

tained for a given CN formed through different reactions as for

example 259105. This CN is formed by the 2o9Bi * 5oTi and 2°aPb' +

V reactionsi our analysis leads to close values 3 = 44 h and
cr

46 h respectively. We remark the case of element 103 : the ob-
tained 3 •- values indicate that 103 is more stable than

cr

253103. This could be due to the stabilizing effect of the N-152

subshell, as it was pointed out from the systematics of the widths

for spontaneous fission /B2/. A much more interesting result is

the behaviour of the 3 when approaching the Z » 114 nuclei. One

sees that the 0 is increasing towards Z = 114 nuclei, what in-

dicates an enhanced stability of those nuclei with respect to spon-

taneous fission in agreement with theoretical work /63/. This is

an indirect proof of the existence of the island of stability at

Z - 11.4.

We would also remark that the criterion to determine the

critical angular momentum expressed by eq.(2.16) could avoid the

necessity of introducing the fc-window in order to explain excita-

tion function measurements. Even in the case of lighter nuclei,

where fission barriers are very high Ctens of MeV) the condition

of CN stability could be important in the case of high excitations,

due to the lowering of the barrier with increasing temperatures

/B4/.
Summarizing the discussion of the fusion cross section
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limits imposed by angular momenta we emphasize the following as-

pects :

1. The fusion process and therefore the critical angular

momentum are determined by conditions issued from the equilibrium

properties of the compound nucleus as well as by dynamical ef-

fects in the entrance channel. Bath these aspects must be consi-

dered when analyzing the angular momentum effects on the cross

section'. Figure 14 contains a schematic presentation of various

limits for the maximum angular momentum of the CN. One can see

that depending on the value of the incident energy one of these

'limits determines the fusion cross section.

2. The preequilibrium emission of light [mainly alpha)

particles could influence the maximum angular momenta involved in

heavy ion reactions. Then the critical angular momenta cannot be

determined precisely without a thorough knowledge of the mode of

releasing the angular momentum brought into the entrance'channel.

2.2.4. Complete iu&lon within &ia.Qme.nta£lon £he.on.y

Recent theoretical work /85/ showed that the mass - asymme-

try degree of freedom is one of the parameters having a strong in-

fluence an the fusion process. In the fragmentation theory a col-

lective dynamical variable, subject to quantization is introduced,

namely the fragmentation coordinate that is defined as :

n - CA1 - A2J/(A1 + A2) C2.17)

Hera, A. and A_ are the masses of the two fragments i

therefore, the limit of complete fusion corresponds to n = .1 1•

The theoretical study of the fusion process based an the

fragmentation theory /85/ shows that the potential energy of a com-
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pound ayatem preaenta deep minima ("fusion valleys") at only

few n and R values (R being the relative diatance of the inter-

acting nuclei)'. These minima are stable both in n and R. The po-

tential is minimized on the charge asymmetry, the neck parameter e

and the deformations 01 and B- °* t h e t w o fragments. These re -

suits were used to suggest a theoretical method for selecting the

best target-projectile combination for the production of trans fa r-

mium elements in heavy ion CN reactions. Further calculations of

the potential barriers and of the nuclear shapes confirmed this

method, the conclusions of which are also in accord with the exist-

ing experimental data /B5/.

In a second step, the results of the fragmentation theory

were examined by studying the influence of the dynamical effects

around such a fusion valley /86/. Figure 15 represents the poten-
252

tial energy of the compound nucleus 102 versus the projectile

mass, for a distance equal to the critical one /87/.. One can see

a pronounced minimum corresponding to the Ca projectile, known

as a favourable projectile for producing cold compound nuclei

with large cross sections. In order to see which target-projectile

combination is giving the maximum fusion cross section we computed

the compound nucleus formation cross sections for various target-

projectile combinations around the fragmentation valley. The cal-

culations were done using the parabolic barrier approximation/20/.

The parameters used in calculations were chosen in a consistent

manner, so as to get the best evaluation of the existing cross

section data. Further details are given in paper /86/.

For a given Z-projectile, Z-target combination various

possibilities were taken into account and the combination giving
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the largest fusion cross section was retained. An example is

given on fig.16 for the sequence Pb + Ca, in the case of which

the Pb + Ca system has the larget fusion crass section. CN

excitation energies of 30 j 40 and 50 MeV were considered.

Next, the systems selected in this manner were considered,

namely : 224Th * 2 % , 214Ru • 3flS , 2o4Pb • 46Ca , 194Pt * 5eCr

[fig.17). Again, the behaviour of the fusion cross sections for

2o4 48
various CN excitation energies indicate the Pb + Ca system as

the most favourable one. In the case of the excitation energy of

50 MeV in the CN the cross sections corrected for both empirical

critical angular momentum (black triangles) and the one determined

by the Bass methodCopen triangles) are shown. The Bass method

leads to a stronger modification of the cross sections in the case

of heavier projectiles because it reflects dynamical effects in

the entrance channel : the opening of new reaction channels, cor-

responding to deep interaction processes.

By considering the compound nucleus formed at the same ex-

citation energy, the value of the cross section for particle eva -

poration is mainly determined by the complete fusion cross section.

Therefore a maximum of the cross sections for particle evaporation

is expected for the ° Pb + Ca system, the compound nucleus being

formed at low excitation energies. Estimations of the evaporation

cross sections for the above mentioned systems show that this is

indeed the case Csee table 2, ref./B6/). In other words the fusion

valley appearing in the potential energy is conveyed to the re-

action cross section, manifesting as a maximum of their values.

Similar calculations concerning the compound nuclei 103, 105 and

107 are shown on figs. 18-20. Black circles represent the complete
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fusion cross sections estimated by accounting for the dynamical

effects with the Bass method. We see that the cross section va-

lues follow the evaluation of the potential energy : more deeper

is the minimum of the last one, more larger is the cross section.

However the picture is somewhat changing if we determine the cri-

tical angular momentum by eq. (2.16), the MB,. = 0) being ex-

tracted from the measurements for the Pb • V reaction pBr-

formed in Dubna /BO/. We see that the more asymmetric combinations

are most favourable in agreement with experimental and some theo-

263
retical predictions. Similar comments are valid for the 107 CN,

for which experimental data were obtained through the Pb + Mn

and 2o9Bi + 54Cr reactions and the 253103 CN, which was formed in

the 2o3Tl + 5oTi reaction /80/.

In conclusion the dynamical analysis of the results of the

predictions of the fragmentation theory for fusion processes con-

firms its general conclusions but gives a more realistic evalua-

tion of the expected effects.

2. DEEXCITATION OF THE COMPOUND NUCLEUS

We have already stated that in heavy, ion reactions CN

is .formed in states of high excitation energies and spins. A

consequence of the high excitations involved is the fact that

many reaction channels are open namely : light particle emission,

Y-ray emission find fission. Because of the large angular momenta

brought into the CN heavy ion reactions are characterized by an

increased weight of fission processes, which represent one of

the main decay modes of the CN.
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3 . 1 . Emi&6A.on o{ tight paKtlclzi and

As long as the intermediate system formed in heavy ion re-

actions has the characteristic of a compound nucleus i ts sub-

sequent evolution will be independent of the formation mode (ex-

cept for conservation laws) and governed by the available phase

space* Phase space considerations would favour the emission of

heavier particles which in turn is suppressed by higher barriers

and reaction energies. These last factors are overwhelming, so

that light particles : nucleons (mostly neutrons), dsuterons and

alpha particles are preferentially emitted. When the CN is in a

highly excited state, as i t happens often in the heavy ion re-

actions i t will decay by evaporation of many particles (xn,yp,za).

On the other side thB CN has large spins which can be carried away

either in the form of relative angular momentum in particle emis-

sion or by the emission of gamma rays. I t results that the emission

of o-particles and gammas which can carry more angular momenta

than the nucleons, will be strongly enhanced. That was observed in

fact for heavy ion reactions and we shall dwell upon this aspect

later.

CN formation being the major mechanism i t would seem that

the equilibrated nuclear system is described in terms of s ta t i s t i -

cal quantities : there is no hope to get spectroscopic information.

However due to some features of the heavy ion reactions they can

be used to obtain information on nuclear structure and ion-ion in-

teraction.

One of these features is a strong selectivity which ap-

pears in sons heavy ion compound reactions, consisting in a pre-

ferential population of high spin residual states. This selecti-
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vity was firstly observed experimentally and afterwards explained

on the basis of the consideration of the angular momentum balance

within the "grazing - collision picture" /B8/. Let us consider in

the E - 3 plane (E - CN excitation energy j 3 = CN spin) the

curves defined by the vector - coupling of the grazing angular

momenta in the entrance (L *"} and exit (L °" ) reaction chan-

nels (fig.21). The levels excited in the reaction are determined

by the degree of overlap between these curves and the level den-

sity distribution the boundaries of which are delimited by the

yrast line. Thus it is expected ..that no selectivity will appear

in the case A (fig.21) where the curve of grazing angular momenta

has a large overlap with a region of. high level densities at high

residual excitations. There is a "sea" of levels of high and most-

ly low spins that can be equally populated so that no selectivity

will be observed. On the contrary, in the case B a strong selec-

tivity (for high spin states) is to be expected since the overlap

with the yrast line is less important and includes few states

with large spin. Starting with such considerations Klapdor et al

/88/ demonstrated that one can predict the selectivity for a given

reaction. They showed for example, that the °B( C,d) °Ne re-

action at 35 MeV is expected to be selective while the 1oB(14N,o)

*"°Ne reaction at the same ion energy is expected not to be selec-

tive. We remark that such considerations give only the necessary

conditions for selectivity and can only offer a criterion for

non-selectivity. A more precise prediction of the high - spin

selectivity can be obtained by contour diagrams /B8/ resulting

from a Hauser - Feshbach calculations of the cross sections.
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The average cross section in the Hauser - Feshbach forma-

lism can be written /89/ :

°aa" " ' Z Oao' ' t3*1)

where according to the independence principle

i . (3.2)

Here 3ir represent the CN spin and parity and T the transmission

coefficients, a and a', a* denote the incident and exit channels

respectively. The first factor, in eq.(3.2) is the compound nucleus

formation cross section and -he second one gives the branching pro-

bability of the exit channel a'. Writing explicitely a (CN) one

obtains the usual expression of the cross section as given by the

Hauser-Feshbach model :

7TA2

(3.3)

C

o"t"s"

•i and I are the spin of the projectile and target. The channel

spin s • I * i and 5 - % • s * I' • s' • I" * s" .

The applicability of the Hauser-Feshbach model in the

case of reactions induced by heavy projectiles was demonstrated

and estimated cross sections proved to be in good agreement with

the experimental ones /8B,907.

The analysis of the experimental data by the Hauser -

Feshbach model allows the determination of the spins of the se-

lect ivi ty excited states either by particle - or by gamma spec-

troscopy /88 / .
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Another interesting result of the Hauser-Feshbach interpre-

tation of heavy ion reactions is the determination of critical an-

gular momenta in light nuclei (A < 4D). It is based on the fact

that the summation in eqs.(3.1)-(3.3), which in principle rules out

over all 3 values from zero to infinite must stop for a critical va-

lue (J ). Again, by performing a Hauser-Feshbach analysis of exci-

tation functions and angular distributions of individual levels in

appropriate outgoing channels one can extract the critical angular

momentum /B8.91/. I emphasize that this method for 3 determina-
cr

tion does not assume an interpretation of the physical prigin of

the critical angular momentum and from this point of view it is a

general method. However, it is. limited to light systems (Ap..̂  40)

where separate levels in the residual nucleus may be found.

When the CN is formed at higher excitation energies the

whole picture is changed, as there are no more separated states in

the residual nucleus. The CN excitation energy and spin are re-

leased by a sequential emission of light particles and y-rays, if

the CN does not undergo fission (fig.22). Grover and Gilat /92,93/

showed that the deexcitation of the highly excited CN of high an-

gular momentum is a multistage process. If we consider a Grover
*

type diagram in the E - 3 plane (fig.22) and a given population of

the compound nuclei the deeexcitation process will pass through the

following steps :

1. A quick («v 10 sec) cascade evaporation of light par-

ticles (mostly neutrons) by which the energy of the CN is decreased

from some tens' of MeV to energies around B and 2B above the
n n

yrast line CBn = neutron binding energy), while the angular momen-

tum is not much changed. Since the nuclei with lower angular mo-
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mentum have more thermal energy (as less excitation energy is

tied up into rotational energy) more neutrons will be emitted by

them. Therefore a pertain fractionation of angular momenta is to

be expected in the residual nuclei with the number of neutrons

emitted: the more neutrons are emitted the lower will be the

average angular momentum.

2. A statistical cascade of y-rays which starts when the

CN arrives at a thermal excitation above the yrast line of up to

one neutron, binding energy. In this region the probability for

neutron and y emission is equal. There is still a high level den-

sity in this region so that these y-rays are statistically distri-

buted in energy and carry little'angular momentum (dipole emis-

sions). Time limits of the order of the picosecond were attributed

to these transitions /94/ leading to the yrast region.

3. Because there are few levels in the yrast region and

the y-rays must carry large angular momenta the subsequent decays

will follow the yrast line until a band, usually the ground state

one is reached, for which discrete lines are observed (the yrast

cascade). The time taken by nuclei to decay to the discrete ground

-9
band transitions was suggested to be *v» 10 second /94/ or less

/95/.

It was also shown /94/ that the decrease of the CN angular

momentum during the stat ist ical cascade is noticeable, what pre-

vents to reach yrast states of high spins. Tarantin /9B/ studied

recently the possibility to obtain cold nuclei with high angular

momentum! this aspect is very interesting as being related to the

problem of shape isomers. He deduced the variation of the CN ther-

mal energy with the incident energy and showed that the thermal

energy presents a maximum for a given bombarding energy.
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Therefore the features of light particles and gammas emit-

ted by the CN formed in a heavy-ion reaction reflect its state

population and indirect the dynamics of the entrance channel.

Very interesting conclusions have been extracted from the

measurements of gamma multiplicities Cthe gamma-ray multiplicity

means the number of gamma-rays needed -to deexcite the compound

nucleus). We restrict only to emphasize some aspects in the con-

text of the CN decay, since this problem has been treated in de-

tail elsewhere /95/.

Measured Y~multiplicities f o r various heavy ion reactions

/98/ show that they are proportional with the average angular mo-

mentum brought into the CN. This feature also manifests in a li-

near increase with the incident energy (fig.23) /31/. One sees on

this figure that the cascades contain large average numbers of y-

rays (11-32). However there are reactions in which the <M>-values

remain constant when the bombarding energy increases, as observed

recently for the.27A1(12C»X) and n a t Ni(12C,X) systems /97/. In

such cases the angular momentum is dissipated by particle emission,

namely a-particle emission, which is favoured by the region of the

E -3 plane in which the CN is situated. In agreement with the above

outlined picture the average multiplicities are higher in the case

of fewest emitted neutrons since their emission is expected to pro-

ceed from levels of higher spins. However the detailed study of the

J distribution for various xn channels /31,99/ shows that there is

a strong overlap between the J-distributions of various channels.

Notice also "on fig.23 that <M > is lower when alpha particles arB

emitted, which carry a large angular momentum C10 "fi in comparison

with 1-2 "n angular momentum carried by the neutron /31/.. The varia-
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tion of Y multiplicities with various channels confirms the in-

terpretation of the CN formed in heavy-ion reactions as a pre

equilibrium system. Deviations from this behaviour could appear,

when precompound processes are present. Nice results of this type

have been obtained by Sarantities et al. /10QY (fig.24). The

Yb-compound nucleus was formed at a given excitation energy

through different channels : 15oNd • 2oNe and 158Gd • 12C reac-

tions. While in the case of Ne-induced reaction <M> keeps on

decreasing with the. increasing neutron number x, in the case of C-
• - • • •

induced reactions at highest energies (E - 121.7 PleV and E -.142.9

MeV) it increases when x increases. This fact can be explained by

the emission of precompound neutrons which have a high kinetic

energy and orbital angular momentum so that small angular momenta

remain to be carried by yrays.

Another interesting information deduced from ^multiplicity

measurements concern the angular momentum distribution of the ini-

tial stats in the compound nuclei leading to various xn and xnct

products as well as the one of the entry states in the residual

nuclei /31/. The obtained CN angular momentum distribution Cas for

example for the °Nd( O.xny) reaction) is in good agreement

with the predictions of Bass model and measured fusion cross sec-

tions /99/. From the deduced 3 distributions one can infer in

which region of the E - 3 plane the various decay modes (neutron,

a particle, yemission) take place. An equal width in the xn pro-

duct and in the xno product would indicate that the a-particle has

been emitted at the end of the neutron cascade from a region near

the yrast line. Multiplicity measurements for Nd +165 MeV and

172 MeV °Ne suggest that the a-particle emission occurs after

neutron evaporation /100/.
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Another phenomenon, the study of which gives a better in-

sight into the E -J plane of the compound nuclei formed in heavy

ion reactions is the emission of a-particles. Early experiments

of heavy ion reactions indicate that the emission of a particles

is enhanced with respect to the emission of other light charged

particles /27/. Meanwhile much experimental evidence gathered in-

dicating that in fact a strong enhancement of a-emission occurs in

heavy ion reactions /12/. This phenomenon could be, due either to

the reaction mechanism (namely precompound emission as it was shown

above) or to the structure of the emitting nuclei. The last aspect

was suggested by Groyer and Gilat/92/ and studied in detail by

Fleury et al /101/. The driving forces for ct-particle emission are

the. binding energy, the transmission coefficients and the level

densities of various product nucleii all of them depend on the

structure of the nuclei involved. Because the transmission coeffi-

cients depend strongly only on energy and not also on angular mo-

mentum, the emitted a-particles can carry away large angular mo -

menta. Then the emission of a-particles will be dependent on the
*

region of the E -3 plane where it occurs [fig.25) a-particles emit-

ted from the region of low spins and high excitations have trans-

mission coefficients close to 1 and are mostly influenced by the

level density, namely the level density parameterithey are called

type I ot'.s. When the nuclei are far from closed shells, a ft; a

and typs I - a emission will be suppressed by the Coulomb barrier.

In the region of low spins and low excitations, just above the

cascade zone, the emission of a-particles is controlled by their
binding energy and Coulomb barrier (B + B*°*) since the thermal

a c

energy available is small > these are type IV a's. In the nearness

of the yrast line the level densities are low and of comparable
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magnitudes in the residual and compound nuclei .The emitted ct-par-

ticles are dependent on the transmission coefficients and the avail-

able energy for transition and also on the location of the yrast

line (type II ct's). Here fission competition could be important,

it "may lead to an important reduction of the a

emission probability , Finally in the y zone, if dipole and

quadrupole emissions are forbidden locally along the yrast line,

type III a particles may be emitted. The smission probabilities of

type II and type III a particles as well as the transition from the

y zone to the region of type II and III a emissions (pinchoff ef-

fect) are esentially determined by the location of the yrast line,

namely by the moment of inertia. Shell and pairing effects are also

important because the excitation energies are low. The experimental

information concerning thesa types of a-particle emission is rather

scarce. However, it was recently put into evidence /103/ for fusion

reactions of S with Ni and °Ge the probable replacement of a

proton by an a-particle in an evaporation chain, a-particles of

energies lower than the Coulomb barrier are interpreted as being

emitted from points of the E -3 plane for which y~ray deexcitation

is impossible (or too slow) but still large amounts of angular mo-

mentum are to be released. Similar conclusions are reported for

35C1 - and 32S-induced fusion on light targets : 2 4' 2 5' 2 6n g ,
 27A1|

2flSi /104/.

Much of•the" above developed philosophy is expressed quan-

titatively by the formulas of. the statistical model. Considering

that CN deexcitation takes place through emission of light par-

ticles (neutrons, protons and alpha - particles) and y~rays as well

as by fission, one can write the corresponding decay rates from an
*

initial, state E , 3 to a final state /105/ :
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O.+s 3+S

Y. Tivl «v (3-4>
p(E , 3) , ,

S-|3 f-8| |3-S|

with" Ef = E - Bv - € v , V - n,p,a .

Here £ , B are the kinetic energy and the binding energy of the

emitted particle of spin s. p represents as usually the level den-

sity in the compound and residual nuclei, Ti are the transmission

coefficients in the exit channel.

Fission decay rates are given by Bohr-Wheeler model /102/ ,

assuming an equilibrium in intrinsic degrees of freedom and fission

degrees of freedom :

f
Rf(E ,3) = 1 ; \ p (E - E_--K.-a)dK (3 .5)

h p(E .0) j sp sp
o

K is the r e l a t i v e kinetic energy of the two fragments at the

saddle point , fo r which the excitat ion energy and level density

are E respectively p .

The decay rate for y-rays (dipole and quadrupole) is wr i t ten

•as follows s

Y • ! 2L*1 PVCE.,3.)
Rj (E ,3 , E .3 ) = 1 5 6 y f f C3.61

L f f h L y

j (E ,3 , E .3 ) = 1 5 6L f f h L y p(E . 3)

(E f = E - 6 J j CL is a normalization constant for the photon

emission.

Level densities are calculated as usually :

pfE.J] = (i>CE, M=3) - uCE, M-3 + 1) (3 .7 )
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<u(E,M) = o)(E - iM̂ /tsR.O) 2 u(E - E y.rast, 0) (3..B)

w(E,0) = K Bxp(2/~aTT)/R1/Z a2t3 - - (3.9)

U being the effective excitation energy corrected for pairing (6):

U = E - 6 and R the spin parameter. Recently, a more elaborated

version of such calculations was done, in which shell effects and

collective rotational states were included in the level densities

/106/. Calculations based on the Hauser - Feshbanh formalism, eqs.

(3.4) - (3.9).are usually performed with the GROGI Code /107/. CN

deexcitation is treated step by step in this code, all the nuclear

species resulting from successive neutron emissions being considered

until a final excitation energy is reached not enabling the emission

of a nButron. At each step, spectra Df various emitted particles

(n,p,o and o's) and population of the resulting nuclei are cal-

culated.

On fig.26 are represented various decay rates for the CN

Pt : as it was stated above, one or another decay mode^ is sub-

stantially increased depending on the location of thB CN in the

E - 3 plane.

Since such calculations require long computation time

[especially for very high excitation energies and angular momenta)

cin approach was proposed by Blann and Plasil /1CN3-110/ (ALICE code)

in which couplings to the final angular momentum states are not

included. The angular momentum removed by evaporated particles is

estimated for two limiting cases : the so called s - wave approxi-

mation (evaporation particles do not'carry angular momentum) and

the case in which eachsmitted particle carries a constant amount

of angular momentum namely 2fi, 3f>, 5fi and 10/fi for the case of neu-

trons, protons, deuterons and a's respectively.' An attempt was
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done recently /111/ to give a more appropiate treatment to the

problem of angular momentum removal, but still within the' approa-

ches used in the ALICE Code. The fission competition is calculated

as above from the Bohr - Wheeler expression. Then"the ratio of the

fission to total width at an angular momentum 3 is given by the

following expressions :

rft3)
—I - N |N*2

mint;n-Bv * -1

(3.10)

N = irfi2 \ p(E* - E (3) - K)dK. (3.11)
sp

p(E) = E*2 exp(2 /aE) (3.12)

Here E . (3) represents the energy of the nuclear rotating

liquid drop in its stable equilibrium configuration at angular mo-

mentum 3 and E (3) the energy of the saddle-point configuration.
SP

Both E . and E contain contributions from the surface, electro-mi n sp

static and rotational energies and are calculated with the liquid

drop model formulated by Cohen, Plasil and Swiatecki /E4/, cor-

rected for shell effects. The angular momentum in the entrance

channel is treated exactly> the multiple neutron, proton and alpha

particle emission being calculated for each value of angular mo-

mentum 3.

An examination of the above presented equations for cal-

culating the contributions of various modes of deexcitation of the

CN shows that there are few "key"- parameters, the choice of which
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is of great importance for the reliability of the calculations,

namely t

1. The critical angular momentum which limits the 3

values. Me have already discussed it in chapter 2 as well as the

existing methods to evaluate it. In this context, the parameters

used in the calculation of the partial CN formation cross sections

have to be carefully considered.

2. The fission barrier, whieh is known to present values

different from the liquid drop quantities due to shell effects

/112/. However, changes of the fission barrier do not alter con-

siderably the cross sections j they are affected much more by'

3. The ratio a./a , where a. and a are the level density

parameters for the saddle point configuration and the residual

nucleus after the emission of aparticle v. It is expected for

this ratio to be larger than unity, at least for low excitation

energies, because the level density of a deformed nucleus is en-

hanced by coupling to collective degrees of freedom. Th,;n the

ratio a./a would decrease smoothly -and become equal to unity for

an excitation energy of some tens of MeV /112,113/. The value of

the level density parameter itself is important from two points of

view. Firstly, in the case of very high excitations and angular mo-

menta for which a emission is competitive with fission, a must be

larger than a • Secondly, the smoothly varying parameter a = A/8

is no more good for the case of many nucleon emissions, leading to

nuclei which present shell effects.

All these parameters are to be taken into account in order

to achieve a physically significant estimation of the reaction

cross sections. We have checked the sensitivity of calculated

cross sections to various parameters /86/ for reactions leading to
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compound nuclei in the tranafermium region. A change of the ratio

a_/a .from 1.0 to 1.2 leads to a decrease of some orders of magni-

tude of the evaporation cross sections while a change of the fis-

sion barrier within the same limits (20%) leads to a variation of

one order of magnitude.

The analysis of the experimental data with the theoretical

models presented above shows that many data can be well explained,

as for example particle spectra and angular distributions of the

evaporated particles. Fig.27 represents spectra of protons and ot's

compared with the calculated ones. One sees that the measured spec-

tra are well described by theory. Angular distributions of protons

and a particles measured for the same reactions /114/ are also well

accounted for by theory. Data on the mass distribution of the eva-

poration residues are reproduced qualitatively, and sometimes quan-

titatively by statistical calculations, as for example in papers

/103,104/.

There are many experimental data of excitation functions

for heavy ion reactions /12,16,115/, including various compound nu-

clei. Some of them are well reproduced by statistical model calcula-

tions. Such a case is given in fig.28a where the excitation function

235 22
of the U( Ne,5n) reaction measured in Dubna /116/ is compared

with theory /B6/. The parameters required to calculate the fusion

cross section were chosen so as to reproduce well the fission cross

section (which for this system is equal to the fusion cross section)

Cfig.2Bb). In a first step .of calculations thB ratio af/a and the

fission barrier have been treated as free parameters in order to get

the best set of values (namely af/av = 1, Bf = B
R L D) which was used

in the final estimations shown in fig.28a.
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However, a discrepancy between experimental and calculated

excitation functions for evaporation residues was observed, par-

ticularly in the case of heavier projectiles. From qualitative con-

siderations it is expected that the excitation function for a given

reaction channel be broader and its maximum shifted at higher ener-

gies in the case of the heavier projectiles in the entrance chan-

nel leading to the same CN /12/. In fact, when high excitation

energy is to remove from the CN with a large spin J, the average

E*- I B
energy per emitted neutron < e > = . is larger than in

the case of the same CN formed by a light projectile, since y-emis-

sion has to occur in order to carry away the angular momentum. Then

the maximum of the excitation function for the xn-chahnel .will be

at higher energy, in spite of the fact that its threshold energy

remains the same (as being determined only by the neutron separa-

tion energies). The observed excitation function being the sum of

the contributions of various 3-values (from 0 to 3 ) it follows
cr

that the excitation function will be broadened, what happens indeed,

as it was observed for the 134Ba(160,xn) and 11oPd(4oAr,xn) re-

actions leading to the same compound nucleus /117/.

An unexpected and still unexplained feature of the exci-

tation functions is the systematic energy difference between theory

and experiment appearing in the rising part of the* excitation

functions (fig.29) while the shape and magnitude of the experimen-

tal excitation functions are well reproduced by the calculated

ones /11B/. Recent measurements performed in GSI-Oarmstadt /119/

show that a part of this energy difference is of instrumental ori-

gin, but there still remains a shift to higher energies which has
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to be explained. A hypothesis was made by the Orsay group namely

that in the case of heavier projectiles the low «,-waves do not

contribute to the fusion process and consequently to the emission

of neutrons /12/. Work is in progress now and experimental infor-

mation is still needed in order to draw a conclusion. It seems

that the disagreement between experiment and theory could also

come from the approximations adopted in the calculations, as it

was recently reported by the Orsay group /120/.

3.2. CM

Let us concentrate now on the another important mode of

deexcitation of the CN with high angular momentum t fission.

Having in view the extension of the subject we shall content only

to discuss some aspects connected to the competition of fission

with other deexcitation modes of the CN and refer the interested

persons to a detailed treatment of the problem /115,121/. It is

known that in the case of heavy ion reactions on targets heavier

than tungsten (Z=74) the fission cross section is nearly equal to

the complete fusion cross section.

- We have already said above that the correct assessment of

fission following fusion is a difficult theoretical and experimen-

tal task. The following conditions must be fulfilled in order to

distinguish fission processes from fission like processes, appear-

ing in deep inelastic reactions (we have adopted here the terms

used in /122/, which are very suggestive) :

- A symmetric charge and mass distribution of the fission '

productsi

- fragment kinetic energies equal to the Coulomb repulsion

energies of deformed two - body systems j
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. - angular distribution of the fragments symmetric around

90° in the c.rn. system (*v< 1/sin 9c#m>) i

- excitation functions for equilibrium fission be deter-

mined by the available phasB space in a statistical calculation •

Such a complete evidence was gathered by the Rochester

group for the 35C1 induced fission on 112#11S,120,124Sn g n d 141pr

/122/j it enabled them to distinguish between fission and fission

like products.

Statistical model calculations indicate that fission pro-

cesses are connected to the large spin region of the E -3 plane

as one can see on fig.30 on which are represented the calculated

probabilities for l3 Hg nuclei formed in the '°*W • C reaction

/105/.

A recent investigation of the energy and spin dependence

• 194

of fission /123/ was performed for the Hg compound nucleus

which was formed through two target-projectile combinations : .

C + W and F + Lu in order to separate energy and spin

effects on the exit channels. The analysis of the measurements

shows that fission probability increases with spin at a given ex-

citation energy while charged particle (proton or alpha particle]

. emission remains constant or decreases. An interesting result re-

presents the cumulative fission fraction (defined as the ratio of

the fission cross section and of the complete fusion cross sec-
*

tion) which does not increase when E and 3 increase. The proton

and o-particle decay channels are enhanced and this could hamper

fission to occur because charge is carried away from the nucleus.

Once more we see that only a detailed examination of the processes
*

in the E - 3 plane can give a good understanding of the reaction
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mechanism and the properties of the involved nucle i . There is a

rich experimental information concerning energy and angular mo-

mentum dependence of f i s s i o n a b i l i t y . A suggestive experiment was

performed by Zebelman et a l /124/ in which the f issioning °Yb

nucleus to 107 MeV has been formed through four d i f fe ran t channels
11B * 1 5 9 Tb . 156Gd • 1 2 C , 154Sm * 1 6D and i 5 oNd • 2 r jNe. Various .

angular momentum distr ibut ions are thus realized in the entrance

channels, allowing the study of t h e i r e f fect on f i s s i o n a b i l i t y . I t
' -2

results that f iss ion.probabi l i ty increases from 4.10 at angular

momentum of around 40 4i to 1.2 10~ at angular momentum of 60-70 -ft.

When a given CN is formed through entrance channels with simi lar
r '

distributions of angular momentum the fission probability is the
1 B6

same as it was observed for the Os nucleus formed by the
174Yb + 12C and 175Lu + 11B reactions /125/. At the same time, an

increase of .the fission probability with the excitation energy was

observed.

Fission' is.also strongly dependent on.the mass range under

consideration. It is negligible in the case of light and medium

weight nuclei and becomes preponderent in the case of heavy and

very heavy nuclei. Statistical calculations including fission com-

petition indicate (in agreement with existing experimental data)

that, in the case of compound nuclei in the.transfermium region the

evaporation cross sections are negligible, the fusion cross sec-

tion going entirely into the fission channel /86,126/. A systerna-

tics of the ratio I"n/rf shows that it decreases from 10~1 - 10

in the case -of uranium and transuranium nuclei to values of

10° - 10~ in the case of transfermium nuclei /I15/. It is to be

mentioned that once the reaction mechanism is clarified and the
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weight of every decay channel established, the analysis of experi-

mental data in the frame of existing models leads to the estimation

of nuclear parameters as fission barriers and the ratio a.p/a.

/127.12B/. An interesting result was reported for the following

systems : 1o7Ag * 2oNe. 1o9Ag • 4oAr, 116Sn • 3 5C1. 141Pr * 3 5C1.

namely substantially lowered fission barriers (with respect to the

rotating liquid drop value) required for a good fitting of experi-

mental data. Another interesting result concerns the importance of

multiple chance fission. It is sometimes assumed that multiple -

chance fission contributions are negligible. That is not always

true as one can see on .fig.31, where the contributions of first -,

second-, and third - chance fission are drawn along with the total,

experimental and theoretical fission cross section for Ag * °Ag

/T28A

Calculations for compound nuclei in the transfermium re-

gion /86/ indicate a non-negligible contribution of the multiple

chance fission.

CONCLUSIONS

A tremendous experimental and theoretical information

about the CN formed in heavy ion reactions has been gathered so

far. New aspects concerning the properties of the CN at high exci-

tations and angular momenta as well as the interaction mechanism

have been observed. There are still open problems of great in-

terest as for example :

1. The study of precompound processes by measuring par-

ticle spectra, neutron and gamma multiplicities.

1. The study of the fusion cross sections, particularly

for the case of heavy and very heavy nuclei in order to determine
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the role of factors by which they are limited, to extract.the

ion-ion interaction potentials and to establish if they are in-

fluenced or not by shell effects. Here it is to be mentioned the

study of complete fusion processes in the context of the super-

heavy nuclei synthesis by heavy - ion reactions and for obtaining

informations concerning their properties.

' 3. The study of light particle emission in order to-get

information on the entrance channel and the population and pro-

perties of the CN states,

4, CN decay by fission and determination of nuclear para-

meters involved as fission barriers, ratio of level densities at

the saddle-point and for particle emission.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

F i g . 1 . I n t e r ac t i on of two heavy ions . Different t r a j e c -

t o r i e s correspond to var ious processes as explained

in text.

Fig.2.. Variation of the CN lifetime with excitation energy

and angular momentum (from ref./12/l.

Fig.3. Comparison of the experimental fusion excitation

functions (given by evaporation residues cross

sections) and calculated reaction cross sections

(ref./18/).

238 1R

Fig.4. • Measured fission cross section for the U + 0

reaction compared with the reaction cross section

(ref./19/).

Fi*.5. Excitation function for complete fusion (open

points) and DIR (black points) for the 4oAr .+ 197Au

system (ref./21/).

Fig.6. Angular distribution of various Z-products for the
4oAr + 197Au system (from the ref./24/).

Fig.7. Nuclear temperatures obtained from spectra of a-s

emitted at various angles (dashed lines represent

CN values) (from ref./28/).
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Fig.8. The fusion cross section of the C + 0 system

versus E . The solid line represents the expe-

riment while the dashed and dotted lines represent

the reaction cross section given by the optical

model and' the complete fusion cross section res-

pectively (from the re f . /36 / ) .

Fig.9. The ion-ion interactio.n potential.

27 1 fiFig.10. Experimental fusion cross section for the A1+ 0

reaction (from the re f . / 51 / ) .

Fig.11. Experimental values of the critical angular

momentum vs corresponding CN excitation energies

(from the ref./67/J.
*

Fig.12. Maximum angular momentum vs excitation energies

of compound nuclei formed using various projectiles

(from ref./74/).

Fig.13. Limiting angular momentum for various trans-

fermium nuclei. -

Fig.14. Various limits of the CN maximum angular momentum.

Fig.15. Potential energy for No versus .the projectile

mass A. at the critical distance- (from tha ref.

Fig-,16. Calculated complete fusion cross sections for

various Pfa+Ca combinations giving the same compound

nucleus No vs the projectile mass.
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Fig.17. Same as fig.16 but for various target-projectile

252
combinations leading to the CN No.

253
Fig.18. Potential energy of the CN 103 and complete

fusion cross sections calculated for various

projectile-target combinations.

Same as in fig.18 but for the CN 257105.

Same as in fig.18 but for the CN"263107.

Explanation' of the high-spin selectivity in heavy-

ion reactions.

CN desxcitation scheme.

Average multiplicities II of various channels

(from ref./31/).

Fig.24. Average Y-multiplicity variation with the number

of emitted neutrons (ref./100/).

Fig.25. Zones of different types of o-emission (from

ref.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

1 9 .

2 0 .

2 1 .

2 2 .

2 3 .

Fig.26. Various decay rates for the 1B8Pt CN (ref./101/)

Fig.27. Pleasured spectra of protons and alpha particles

compared with theory (from ref./114/).

Fig.28a. Calculated (continuous line) excitation function

for the 235U(22Ne,5n) react;

experiment (black squares).

for the U( Ne,5n) reaction, compared with
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Fig.2Bb. Measured fission cross section (open circles)

compared with calculations (continuous line) for

the 235U + 2 2NB system.

Fig.29. Experimental and calculated excitation functions

for the 4oAr(164Dy,xn) reaction (from the ref./118/),
i

194Fig.30. Calculated emission probabilities for Hg nuclei

(from the ref./105/).

Fig.31. Multiple-chance fission contributions and the

total fission cross section (from the ref./12B/).
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ON THE SYNTHESIS OF

AND SEARCH FOR HEAVY AND SUPERHEAVY ELEMENTS

AT DUBNA

Yu.Ts. Oganessian

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

INTRODUCTION

The problem of. stiperheavy elements has already a 10-year

history. Many laboratories have had extensive experimental pro-

grammes in this field. As a consequence, large accelerating fa-

cilities have been built, precise and fast methods of analysis

have been developed, and new physical and chemical techniques to

detect the rare events of SHE decay have been developed.

At present a certain amount of experimental data is avail-

able, which can be analysed in order to check whether they con-

firmed or refuted the predicted existence of the island of sta-

bility of superheavy elements.

First of all I shall say a few words about the theory, as

it is.

The different approaches to the calculation of the shell

structure of heavy and superheavy nuclei do not change signifi-

cantly the previously accepted concepts. The inclusion of addi-

tional degrees of freedom (high oscillation modes, y-vibrations,

etc.) do not influence the main conclusions concerning the exis-
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tancs of a high fission barrier in the region of the magic num-

bers Z = 114 to 126 and N = 184.

Therefore, irrespective of the dynamics of the fission pro-

CBSS, which has been the subject of numerous interesting investi-

gations (the problem of viscosity, the role of shell effects at

high excitation, fission modes, etc.), the presence of a high fis-

sion barrier in a super-heavy nucleus is expected to lead to its

enhanced stability with respect to spontaneous fission. It is not
q

excluded that T»F a 10. yrs, and at certain values of Z and N the

half- l ives of nuclei with respect to a-decay and B-decay are also

9

> 10 yrs (this follows from various nuclear mass formulae).There-

fore, as earlier, we admit the possible existence of superheavy

elements in the Solar System samples. Under this assumption one

can conduct experimental investigations along the fallowing two

lines :

a) the search for SHE in natural samples and cosmic rays,

and b) the synthesis of SHE at accelerators.

SEARCH FOR SUPERHEAW ELEMENTS

Naturally the search for SHE comprises many aspects,being

associated with SHE chemical properties which appear to be rather

indefinite. In fact, the atomic number of the most stable nucleus

can be identified only approximately, and even at a certain value

of Z determination of chemical properties on the basis of the

data obtained by electron structure calculations is rather con-

ventional.

Various extrapolations within the framework of the Perio-

dic law predict macroscopic properties close to those of the heavy
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metals Hg, Tl, and Pb with somewhat enhanced volatility /1/. This

very assumption underlay the initial experiments to search for SHE.

At the same time, the problem of SHE detection is ulti-

mately associated with the sensitivity of the experimental tech-

nique since SHE as well as other elements of the Solar System should

be present at one or another concentration practically in all na-

tural samples.

If the lifetime of SHE lies in the range of 109 to 1011

years, they can be recorded with the highest sensitivity by detect-

ing their radioactive decay. For spontaneous fission the sensitivi-

ty of the method permits detection of SHE with a concentration of
-1410 g/g, which is achievable by detecting neutrons in samples

10-20 Kg in weight.

The similar facilities constructed at Dubna allowed one to

investigate, during the period of 1972-1975, many tens of samples

with the aim of detecting spontaneously fissioning nuclides /2/.In

most of the samples investigated spontaneous fission was due to the

presence of U CTSF "v» 10 yrs). Anomalies were observed only at
— 12

small concentrations (C < 10 g/g) at a spontaneous fission count-

ing rate exceeding significantly the effect expected due to uranium

(fig.1). This was observed systematically with meteorites belonging

to the class of carbonaceous chondrites (the uranium content is
— Babout 3 x 10 g/g) which were then selected to be the object of

long-term measurements /3/.

It has been established that in 1 Kg of meteoritic sub-

stance spontaneous fission occurs at a counting rate of about 0.03

per day. If we assume TgF = 10
9 yrs this effect corresponds to a

concentration of about 10 g/g.



The measurements performed using a neutron counter permit-

ted the estimation of the neutron mult ipl ic i ty over a rather wide

range. Later these results were reproduced by Dr. R.Brandt and his

colleagues who used different technique and experimental set-up/4/.

As a result of a limited amount of the meteoritic matter,

the further experiments were carried out to investigate the hot

spring water from the Cheleken Penninsula Cthe eastern coast of

the Caspian Seal, which is very rich in microadmixtures, in parti-

cular, in Pb and Tl / 5 / . In this case one can use various ion-ex -

change methods of chemical enrichment, which have made i t possible

to enhance the content of spontaneously fissioning nuclei up to

about 5 x 10 atoms/Kg.

In this series of experiments the counting rate was about

5 counts per day, which allowed one to increase the stat is t ica l ac-

curacy of measurements using the neutron detector / 6 / . The d is t r i -

bution of the mult ipl ic i t ies of the events recorded by the neutron

detector (fig.2) permits the estimation of v assuming different

values for the variance of this quantity, o • I f one assumes

o = 1.7, as is the case in the range of Cm to Cf, agreement with

experiment is achieved at 3 < v < 5 "(see f ig .2) . This value is

nearly twice as small as that predicted theoretically for SHE /7 /

and close to that observed in the region of man-made transuranic

elements (f ig.3a). Then the question of back-ground arises.

At the same time, for practically a l l the man-made iso-

topes of SHE the o-decay probability considerably exceeds the spon-

taneous fission probability (Ta/T-p << 1), and this fact may be
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used to check the contamination of the samples

We have built an o-spectrometer with a counting area of

about 2000 cm , to measure the a-spectra of the samples with a sen-

sitivity of S 10 a-particles per second. As can be seen from

fig.3b, this experimental device will enable one to determine the

background due to the admixtures of practically all isotopes of

transuranic elements, except for 252Cf CT1/2 = 2.6 yrs, Tgp/1^30),

whose hazardous, admixture amount to 1 atom per gram of the sub-

stance.

Unfortunately, the measured value of v is close to 3.76

252 *•
(for the pure isotope Cf). However, it is quite possible that

for SHE the value of v may indeed be smaller than the expected

one, since the neutron radiation characteristic of spontaneous fis-

sion substantially depends on the fission mechanism, which may be

different for actinides and superheavies.

Here one should pay attention to the variance in the energy

distribution between the two fragments. From the data obtained by

measuring v and the kinetic energies of the fragments CTKE) for

isotopes of Z=100, 101 and 102 /9,10,11,12/, one can conclude that

2 2as Z increases the variance in a and Oj K E increases sharply

(fig.4). An extremely strong difference is observed as one goes

from the asymmetric mass distribution to the symmetric one ( Fm

259

and Fm). This is possibly associated with the considerable lowe

ing of the second barrier at N a 158 (fig.5). In this respect, the

Similarity, the. tnlvlal explanation /&/ that.the. 3e.0the.nmal
wate.1 may poalbly be. contaminated with the. pH.odu.iti> o£ nu-
cte.a* zxploiloni, fan. which, at, li known, T <« Tec, lt>
aJUo excluded. a &l"
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situation is similar to SHE,, for which the vertex of the fission

barrier corresponds to small deformations of the nucleus, like in

the region of the first barrier of the actinides. Therefore, at a

small value of v one can expect for SHE a significant increase
2

in 0 as compared with that observed for Cm and Cf.

To measure o we are building a neutron detector, in

which scintillation counters capable of recording multiple - ray

emission (v = B^2) are used as independent detectors of spontane-

ous fission events (fig.6). This permits measurements with samples

up to 1 Kg in weight at a concentration of spontaneously fission -

ing nuclei of 10~ g/g.

As is Known, another characteristic of spontaneous fission

is the TKE. If for 252Cf TKE = 180 MeV and v =3.73, for SHE at

V t» 4 the TKE is expected to lie in the range 240-280 MeV. This

large difference in the kinetic energies of the fragments can be

easily observed experimentally

A special-purpose installation permits the measurement of

the energy of fragment pairs with a 80% efficiency by two ionization

chambers placed on both sides of the sample, 150 pg/cm thick and
2

more than 5000 cm in area. This equipment enables one to measure

the TKE within 5 MeV for samples •»• 1 g in weight at a concentration

-11of spontaneously fissioning nuclei of about 10 g/g-

The.above described technique requires a minimum enrichment

of natural samples. A considerably higher sensitivity may be

Howeve/i, in thit, caie. one. 4h.ou.ld be.au in mind that the.
va/iiance. may be. iubitantially lafige.fi than that ob&e./ive.d in
the. iiaion o£ known nuclei.
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achieved by increasing the concentration (by chemical enrichment)

or by a significant decrease of the half-life (T1/2 « *10 yrs).

: In the latter case one can try "to loosen the stability"

by changing the mass or the atomic number of the, emitter by bom-

barding it with an intense neutron flux.

Bearing in mind that T. ._ for a superheavy nuclide should

B * '

be more than 5 x 10 years, it is quite likely that its fission

barrier may be higher than the binding energy of the joined thermal

of resonant neutron (B- > B ^ 6.5 MeV). Then it is easy to show

that by placing the sample into ..the channel of a high-flux reactor

(in our case this corresponds to a flux of 2.5 x 10 n/cm /sec) ,

one can. for less than a year, transform a considerable part of the

sought .isotope to an adjacent one (e.g. the odd to the even), whose

stability against a - and f$ " decay, and spontaneous fission will

be substantially different from the stability of the initial isotope

(fig.7).

As regards the chemical enrichment, it has already been in-

dicated that this is a hard problem. However, as has been shown in

refs. /1.14/, one can assume that the volatility of isotopes of the

Hg, Tl, Pb and Bi homologues with Z > 110 (as metals or oxides) is

such that they can be concentrated in a certain part of a thermo-

chromatographic column. Experiments have shown that this method

used to investigate Allende meteorite /15/ gives a factor of 10 to

10 enrichment. Then this provides a possibility of investigating

law-energy fission induced by deuterons or a-particles rather than

spontaneous fission [fig.8).

Fig.9 shows the first results obtained using the experi-

mental device designed to measure the TKE of the induced fission
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fragments at an d-particle beam with an energy varied in the range

of 25 to 40 MeV.

ThB target is a thin (about 20-50 yg/cm ) carbon or nickel

f o i l , onto the surface of which we placed a substance taken from

different temperature parts of the thermochromatographic column .
a

The sensitivity of the set-up allows the record reliably i* 10 atoms

fissioning with TKE > 200 MeV.

This method permits an investigation of samples with a.con-

centration of about 10~ g/g and may be combined with spontaneous

fission measurements to determine an important characteristic - the

spontaneous fission half-life of a natural emitter. Since the men-

tioned method has a high absolute sensitivity, it can be used in

experiments to determine the mass of the emitter using an isotope

separator, with the subsequent analysis of the cather foils, placed

in the focal plane, on an a-particle beam and with the TKE measure-

ment for induced fission fragments.

We have considered some ways of searching for superheavy
-13 ' -10

elements in samples having a SHE concentration of 10 to 10 g/g-

Subsequently, as a SHE concentration will be increased by

chemical enrichment methods, one will be able to make a more pre -

cise analysis using known methods such as the y-ray spectrum ana-

lysis precise mass analysis, the determination of half-lives with

respect to various decay modes, Btc. (fig.101.

Ultimately, the problem reduces to the isolation of small

quantities of the new element.' As many as 10 - 10 atoms will

suffice to be used as a target material for the synthesis of ad -

3 7 12
jacent isotopes on the He, Li and D beams and for the study of

the properties of the nuclei lying in the vicinity of the vertex

of the stability peak.



SYNTHESIS OF SUPERHEAW ELEMENTS

' The experiments to search for superheavy elements are batuirl

on the assumption that the lifetime of the elements lying in the
n

vicinity of the vertex of the island of stability is > 10 years.

This assumption naturally concerns only one or several nuclides that

are stable against all modes of decay. However, most of the isotopes

will be characterized by shorter lifetimes and are producible only

in nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions.

In principle, there are two possibilities of producing SHE

by nuclear reactions, i.e.

i) as products of reactions of the type (HI. xn) , or

ii) in deeply inelastic processes (a kind of asymmetric

fission), in which the mass of the heavy fragment lies between

290 and 300 atomic mass units.

The first, traditional method has already been used to syn-

thesize practically all the isotopes of transfsrmium elements up

to Z = 107.

However, the synthesis of SHE by this method involves cer-

tain difficulties due, first of all, to a large neutron deficit in

the compound nucleus. This leads to a sharp decrease of the proba-

bility for the compound nucleus to de-excite due to the competition

with fission and a substantial decrease of its lifetime in the

ground state, as the production cross section to some extent de-

pends on the r / T. value,

n f

A way out of this situation is the production of a compound

nucleus with the lowest possible excitation energy, and this im-

poses strict requirements on the choice of the target - projectile
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r.ystem. For the synthesis of transfermium elements, combinations

of the type Pb(Hl»xn]» for which E*in = Bc + Q is 20-25 MeV), have

proved to be efficient.

As one can see from fig.10, this provides a certain gain

in the cross section in the region of Z i 104.

The cross section increases substantially if the very

neutron-rich magic nucleus of Ca is used as a projectile.

Therefore, it was natural to try to synthesize SHE in re-

actions of the type ( Ca,xn) by using the isotopes of Pa, U, Np,

Am, Cm and Cf as a target material.

It is known that these experiments have given only the up-

per limits of the cross sections for SHE production /17.1B/. Then:

i) either the lifetime of these isotopes is so short that

they are undetectable experimentally, or

ii) the use of U-Cf isotopes instead of Pb leads to a dras-

tic change in the reaction mechanism, resulting in a.strong de- •

crease of the compound nucleus production cross section, a (B).
c

To check the first assumption, we took an intermediate

case, i.e. the reaction 22BRaC4BCa»xn)274"x10B, which is most li-

271kely to produce the odd spontaneously fissioning isotopB 108.Its

lifetime is estimated to be more than 1 sec, and the expected cross

section of the reaction [ Ca,3n) is several nanobarns. However, in

these experiments one succeeded also in obtaining only the upper

-35 2limit a- < 3 x 10 cm at a minimum detection time of about

10~3 sec.

The second assumption associated with the reaction mecha-

nism was checked experimentally by measuring the t o t a l kinetic

energies (TKE) of correlated f ission fragments in the systems



243Am + 48Ca, and in more detail, in the system 243Am + 4°Ar /19/.

As is seen in fig.12, the mass distribution of fission

fragments has a complex structure : at excitation energy Ex-\/40 MeV

it is nearly symmetric, the contribution from the symmetric com-

ponent increasing appreciably with energy. At Ex > BO MeV the mass

distribution is practically' symmetric. Since in this experiment the

cross section for the formation of the CHI.xn] reaction products

was not measured directly, the question arises as to what extent

one or the other part of the mass distribution defines the cross

section of the CHI.xn) reaction.

This is associated with the lifetime of the composite sys-

tem, which can be estimated experimentally using any approach to the

reaction mechanism. It is noteworthy that the calculation within

the framework of the diffusion model, suggested by Floretto /20/ and

performed by V.G.Kartavenko /21/, yields a significant increase in

the lifetime of the composite system as the symmetric distribution

of the fragments increases (fig.131. Therefore one can think that

even at small excitation energies a (E) ? 0. It should however be
c

noted that-as a result of high fissionability CT /T. < 0.01) de-

excitation occurs mainly by reactions involving the emission of 2

or 3 neutrons. The cross sections of these reactions substantially

depend on excitation energy. For instance, in the case of the re-

action 22BRa(4BCa,xn)274~x108 the decrease of E*in by 5 MeV (e.g.,

at the expense of a 2% increase of the Coulomb barrier) reduces by

a factor of 10-50 the cross section at x = 2,3 .

Therefore it is not excluded that the quantitative esti-

mates of the cross sections for the reaction ( Ca,3n) leading to
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and, therefore, the expected result may be obtained by a consider-

able increase in sensitivity mainly by increasing the intensity of

the bombarding ions.

The second method of synthesis is based on the interaction

of two complex nuolei, which, after the collision and subsequent

evolution, divide into two asymmetric parts.

Such a process is characterized by a large number of chan-

nels from quasielastic to deeply inelastic ones, determined by dif-

ferent losses of initial energy CTKEL) converted to the internal

degree of freedom.

Finally, the redistribution of energy also depends on the

lifetime of the system, and at large values of TKEl. the process of

the formation of excited fragments has a quasiequilibrium character.

It is shown experimentally that it has a wide dispersion over mass,

charge, excitation energy, etc. /22/.

If the mass of the interacting nuclei is large enough, it

is not excluded that as a result of these fluctuations one of the

fragments will have a mass and charge close to Z=114 and l\l=184 at

a relatively small excitation energy.

Here quantitative estimates are rather uncertain. An answer

can be given only by experiment. Two systems were investigated :

136Xe + 236U and 238U + 238U. As one can see from the data shown

in fig.14, the mass dependence of the production cross sections for

heavy nuclei up to Fm isotopes is practically -the same for the Xe

and U projectiles /23/.

Some gain in the absolute value of cross section in the

case of the U+U system is compensated by the possibility of pro-
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ducing a more intensive beam of the Xe ions.

This conclusion concerns however the., isotopes far from the

target nucleus by no more than 16 a.m.u., whereas the mass of su-
23Bperheavy elements exceeds the mass of' U by more than 55-60 a.m.u.

Therefore. SHE can be produced only in a process in which such a

significant fluctuation will lead to the formation of a weakly ex-

cited superheavy nucleus (Ex £ 15-20 NeV) provided that the height

of the fission barrier of the given nucleus is not smaller than

that of " \ f CBf > 6 MeV). Naturally^ even if such a nucleus has .

been produced, it will have an enhanced stability with respect to

spontaneous fission, and this will permit off-line experiments

using different methods of analysis to detect individual events of

the production and decay of- superheavy elements.
13fiSuch experiments using the Xe ion beams with an energy

of about 830. fleV were carried out in 1972-73 at Oubna /24/. Recoil

nuclei were collected on a thin catcher foil, which was then placed

into a double ionization chamber (to measure the TKE). This chamber

was surrounded by a detector recording the fission neutron multi-

plicity (the v measurement). .

With an integral flux of about Bx10 ions, for 330 days of

exposure 20 events of spontaneous fission have been recorded. In

subsequent measurements using track detectors during nearly 5.5

years only one event has been detected, which can be attributed to
252the decay of Cf. Despite the low statistical accuracy, it may be

noted that v S 4, although separate events were accompanied by the

emission of a large number of neutrons'.

However, these experiments reproduced at GSI with a somewhat

different experimental set-up (the chemical separation of reaction
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products was performed did not so far give positive results /25/.

At the same time, in experiments with the other reaction U+U (an

integral flux of about 4 x 10 ) using a changed version of the

chemical separation of reaction products, the authors of this

work, as far as I know, detected spontaneous fission events in the

fraction of transactinide elements with 7^/2
 > 3° d a y s •

From all the above said I feel that we are only at the ini-

tial stage of the solution of the problem of the synthesis of super-

heavy elements, and the further experiments require, in the first

place, a higher sensitivity of the experimental technique.

We hope to make this possible at the 400- cm cyclotron

under construction at Dubna> which is supposed to be put into ope-

ration by the end of this year /25/. The high level of the magnetic

field of this accelerator (H « 21.4 kOe) permits, at a pole dia-

meter of 400, to produce ions with an energy

Ej * 700 Z^/A (fig.15)

The yield of ions with different charge Z. from the ion source is

presented in fig.16. In the ion mass range of 20 £ A £ 100 and es-

A A*

pecially in the region of Ca we hope to achieve the beam inten-

sity of 10~ ion/sec. This in turn will enhance the sensitivity

by 2*3 orders of magnitude in experiments with Ca ions and will
136

allow one to return to experiments with the Xe beam using heavy

isotopes of transuranic elements of Z > 94 as a target material.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Counting rate of spontaneous fission events

uranium contents in the samples.

Fig.2. Neutron multiplicity distribution is obtained

with 35% efficiency vs single neutron detect-

ion.

Fig.3. The v(A) dependence (upper curve) and

Tec/T (A) ratios (bottom curves); the linesSF a

indicate background level and a-spectro-

ijieter sensitivity limit.

Fig.4. The az and o-rKp as a function of atomic

number of fissioning nuclei.

Fig.5. Calculated fission barriers of fermium

isotopes /13/.

Fig.B. Neutron detector with the ystart.

Fig.7. Calculated half lives of the nuclides being

formed in 294II0(n,Y)295II0 reaction and

subsequent B-decays.

Fig.8. . Fission cross sections vs He ion energy.
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Fig.9. Kinetic energy spectrum of prompt fission

fragments from the T1 part of thermochro-

matographic column (1 hour He irradiation)

Fig.10. No caption.

Fig.11. Formation cross sections of trans•Fermium

elements. Solid and dot-dashed lines repre-

sent actinide target plus light ion casesj

dotted line - Pb target plus A a 40 ions.

Fig.12. Mass and TKE distributions of the 40Ar +

243

Am reaction products at different exci-

tation energies. Shown at bottom is the ion

energy dependence of symmetric and asymme-

tric mass component yields.

Fig.13. Diffusion model calculations of fragment

charge distributions. Compound system life-

time is the variable parameter.

Fig.14. Transuranium elements formation cross sec-

tions in the 13B*23BU a p d 23BU#238U .

reactions /23/.

Fig.15. Cyclotron energy factor k(R) as a function

of accelerator diameter.

Fig.16. Charge distributions of Ne.Ar.Kr and Xe ions

from the U-400 ion gas source.
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NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY WITH HEAVY IONS

A.V.Ramayya and a.H.Hamilton
* * _ . • . • > »

Physics Department, Vanderbilt University , Nashville,Tenn.37235

U.S.A.

Nuclear spectroscopy with heavy Ions has developed into a vast field

of research with many exciting possibilities. It is not possible to be

complete, in any sense, in these two lectures. The time will be devoted

to the particularly rewarding area of spectroscopy information one obtains

from the Y-decay of states In evaporated residues. These lectures will be

divided into two parts as follows:

1. High angular momentum states.

2. Backbendlng, shape transitions, rotation-alignment and all that.

The collision between two heavy nuclei can be roughly classified into

four different categories determined by the impact parameter b, or the cor-

responding relative angular momentum I. Using the classical picture (Fig. 1)

we define an Interaction radius R (closest distance of approach between the

centers of the nuclei on a grazing trajectory) for which the impact para-

meter is b • For grazing.colllsions (b :% b ) the nuclear Interaction time between

gr . gr

projectile and target is small and results In direct reactions (a.) where
a

only a few internal degrees of freedom of projectile and target are involved.

For impact parameters (b»b ) the nuclear interaction time is negligible

and the trajectories are completely determined by the Coulomb interaction

between the nuclei. This process Is called Coulomb excitation (o__ + o_).
CE E

Supported by U.S.Department of Energy.
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For impact parameters considerably smaller than b ve can visualise two

situations where practically all Internal degrees fit freedom of target and

projectile are involved: a) Compound nucleus formation is possible but not

a necessary intermediate stage, b) Formation of compound nucleus. The

reactions of the type a) are called deep inelastic reactions (o. ) . In

these reactions we have large amounts of mass and energy transfer but no

formation of compound nucleus. In reactions of type b), the close colli-

sion leads to a completely equilibrated intermediate stage called the com-

pound nucleus. The highly excited compound nucleus can decay either by the

emission of one or more light particles (n,p,a) or by fission. All the

above processes can be very effectively used to obtain Information about

the nucleus. He are concerned here only with the spectroscopy information

one.obtains from studies that involve compound nucleus formation.

In a semi-classical picture, the differential cross-section for the

formation of a compound nucleus with respect to the angular momentum t is

given by . . •

One obtains the straight line as shown in Fig. 2 for the plot of 0. va £• The

area under the thick curve which follows the straight line up to £ gives

the reaction cross-section.

The reaction cross-section is divided according to the characteristic £-

values, £ -t and £ . Beyond £ the cross-section for formation of a

compound nucleus is negligible. As Indicated In Fig. 2, there are no sharp

boundaries in £ as expected for different reactions.

Consider the collision between a heavy projectile (A >_ a particle) and

target nucleus at energies above the Coulomb barrier or for collisions of

impact parameter b < b . As outlined above compound nucleus formation

dominates with the subsequent evaporation of neutrons and/or charged parl-

cles or fission. The evaporation of light particles from the nucleus leads

to an evaporation residue. The compound, nucleus formed In a heavy ion

I
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collision is left in the m =• 0 magnetic subatate (with respect to the bead

axis) if the target and projectile spins are both initially zero (even-even

nuclei). The maximum angular momentum that is brought into the system can

be calculated with the following semiempirical equations 2 and 3 with the

assumption that all the energy goes into rotational motion*.

t .•{*!« ( B . _ v ) l - (2)
max 1 jf-^. CM I

R(fm) = 1-16 (A 1 / 3 + A r
1 / 3 + 2) [3 )

Where V is the height of the Coulomb barrier and \i is the reduced mass of

the system and E ' i s the projectile energy <in the center of mass system.

Typically the maximum angular momentum that a system can sustain Is observed

•VJOfi in the mass region of A % 160. the compound nucleus is left

initially in a highly excited state much larger than the neutron or proton

binding energies. In heavy ion reactions on rare earth nuclei, the neutron

evaporation is found to be more favorable than a-particle or proton evapo-

ration because charged particles have to overcome the Coulomb barrier. In -

medius mass nuclei (A % 70), charged particle evaporation also competes

favorably. To study the nuclei in the rare earth region projectiles with

A % 40 are found to be ideal and bring in the maximum amount of angular

momentum at low excitation energies. Lighter projectiles do not bring in

sufficient angular momentum, where as heavier ones bring in too much and

so favor deep inelastic scattering. To study nuclei in the A % 70 region,

one has to trade off the maximum angular momentum one brings in with the

background created by other competing channels. In Fig. 3 are shown the

excitation cross-sections calculated by using the code ORHL ALICE for two

cases, one in the region of the- thallium nuclei studied at UNISOR and one

for the medium mass nuclei studied by the Vanderbilt-ORNL group.

The angular momentum carried away by the evaporated particles Is limited

by the centrifugal barrier and is typically about 2ft and randomly oriented

in directions. So the large angular momentum that is brought Into the com-
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pound nucleus stays with the compound system even after the evaporation of

neutrons or charged particles. Let us now look into the decay of the highly

aligned compound system after the evaporation of particles. The y-Tay de-

excitation of the evaporation residue is predicted to proceed through three

types of cascades based on liquid drop model calculation as illustrated '

in Fig. A. In the statistical region following the neutron evaporation,

Y-ravs cascade down towards the yrast line .with an evaporation spectrum.

These y~rays carry away little angular momentum, but may have rather high

energy. It is expected that the nucleus still remains in a highly aligned

state. The Yr-ray spectrum from this cascade is expected to-decrease expo-

nentially in intensj- above % 2 MeV. In the. vicinity of the yrast region,

the decay proceeds "~v stretched E2 transitions through a number of collec-

tive bands parallel to the yrast line. The y-ray transition energies will

be determined by the effective moments of inertia in the collective bands.

Based on liquid drop model calculations one expects transition energies

between 1 and 1.5 MeV for nuclei in the rare-earth region. None of the

individual bands are expected to collect sufficient population to be dis-

tinguished with present techniques. These collective cascades could produce

a low energy "bump" (E<p.5MeV) in the continuum y-ray spectrum. Around 1 - 3 0 tl.e

population begins to shift either into a particular band or parallel bands•

producing y-rays of sufficient 'intensity to be identified in the y-ray spec-

trum as discrete lines with energies <_ 0.8 MeV.

Thus in the Y-ray spectrum from an evaporated residue one expects three

discernible features: low energy discrete lines ($0.8 MeV), and an unre-

solved high energy exponential tail and a low energy unresolved bump because

of collective cascades. He are going to be concerned here with the physics

one learns by studying the y-ray spectra from evaporated residues.

Let us now look into the liquid drop predictions for the behavior of

nuclei at large angular momentum and energy. These features are shown in

Fig. 5. The lower line is the yrast line formed by the lowest energy states of

each spin, so there are no levels below this line. The upper line is the
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fission barrier and its intersection with yrast liae gives the maximum

amount of angular momentum that a nucleus can sustain before fissioning.

In the region of mass number A % 160, the nucleis have prolate shapes with

eccentricities of about 30X as a result of shell structure and also strong

pairing effects. The hatched region indicates where the pairing correlations

exist, which terminate at approximately spin •*< 206. The shell effects and

the pairing effects are of the order of 4 MeV and in some cases pairing

effects completely obscure the shell effects.<

The liquid drop model calculations show that the nuclei ax* spherical

at angular momentum 0 and then it becomes flatter and flatter like a pan-

cake as we increase the angular momentum. Some nuclei have prolate shape

at higher angular momenta because of shell structure. This pancake shape

continues until its diameter is about twice as large as its thickness. Then

the surface tension gets too big and the nucleus reduces the tension by

becoming triaxial around spin % 80S. Then it changes to prolate shape and

fissions at angular momentum % 90S.

Of course, the nucleus is not a liquid drop and one has to make real-

istic calculations taking into account the change in energy from deforma-

tion and also shell effects. These calculations have been performed and

indicate axially symmetric oblate deformations at angular momenta of SOB,

606 and 706. Consider the expected properties of levels along the yrast

line. Because of strong rotation, and therefore strong Coriolis coupling

in the prolate and triaxlal region, a large number of particles have their

angular momenta aligned along the axis of rotation, and the Intrinsic spin

1 of the aligned particles is very large. When a nucleus begins to be

oblate, its axis of symmetry begins to coincide with the direction of this

alignment. What happens at this moment? Collective rotational motion about'

this axis of alignment la now impossible, because it means rotation about

the axis of ay M L cry.

Thus we expect levels in the oblate region to be non collective, but
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more nearly pure quasl-particle, and they from multiplets as in the near-

magic nuclei and the residual interaction between the particles preferen-

tially pushes down the level of the multlplet with high spin. With irre-

gularities in shell-model level spacings, neighboring levels in the yrast

line can have al _> 2. In such a case, the level of this pair can be expected

- to be long lived isomeric state with very large spin, the so called isomeric

traps (a pure shell sodel effect).

The systematic search for lsomers in the region Z » 56-82 has been

carried out by a group from Copenhagen at GSI . Events with high Y-multi-

plicities following the HI compound reactions were studied with an array of

16 Nal detectors. The isomers were collected on a foil down stream from the

target and they had to live sufficiently long to reach the catcher foil.

Evidence for lsomers was found only for some compound nuclei with N % 88.

Since the evaporation residue is formed after the evaporation of 3 *• 5 neu-

trons, these isomere are found In the spherical region lust above N ^ 82.

Recent microscopic calculations ' have shown that in this region, the nuclei

may have small oblate deformations (0 % -0.15). It is quite possible that

the oblate'coupling scheme suggested by Bohr and Mottelson for strongly

deformed nuclei at very high spins, is valid in these slightly deformed

nuclei for moderately high spin I _< 30.

Peker et al. have considered possible manifestations of oblate shapes

at high spin In the yrast region of A - 160-180 nuclei. Several microscopic

calculations * * have shown that usually shell corrections are so large

that they almost completely destroy the oblate region in practically all

strongly deformed nuclei with N " 92-110. These calculations indicate

ablate states at very high spin appear at most as exceptions to the general

rule. Of course these calculations cannot be considered as very precise,

so the question remains, do oblate shapes exist at high spin in real nuclei

with A - 160-180? When no isomeric traps were found in the region6* A - 160-

180 (chey were found only in near-magic N % 82 nuclei), this was immediately

explained as a result of shell corrections which destroyed the oblate region.
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Now let us consider in more detail the properties of the oblate region

of the yrast line. Previous considerations of this region ' ' have not

included rotational bands because oblate nuclei cannot rotate about the

axis'of symmetry. Such nuclei can rotate, however, about a perpendicular

axis! The corresponding rotational band must be of the strong-coupled type

levels with spins I • K, K + 1, K + 2, K + 1, etc., with AI = 1 and

can have strong intraband stretched HL transitions. The calculated oblate

states are really band heads which indeed may be connected by non collec-

tive E2 or El transitions as a rule. The calculations for very high-spin

states also ignore pairing or other residual interactions. The mixing of

states and the consideration of rotational motion, perpendicular to the

oblate symmetry axis, can contribute to the smoothing of yrast line and the

elimination of traps, especially as the oblate deformation becomes smaller

In the A -" 160-180 region. Peker et al. have shown that in this region,

there can be competition between the collective Ml transitions within band

but the E2 or El .ransitions across bands. This may provide the explana-

tion for the dlpole transitions recently seen in 17l»»175w and in the

1S0Nd(20Ne, xn) reactions12*.

In summary the oblate-shape region at high spin can be expected to

exhibit rotational motion which can yield strong intraband stretched Ml

transitions where the deformation is small and yrast traps where the defor-

mation is large. Thus, if the L « 1 soft (E <_ 0.5 MeV) stretched y tran-

sitions are established to be 111 transitions, these recent experimental

results can be considered as experimental evidence for the existence of a

small-deformation oblate region at high spin in the region A - 160-180.

Between the prolate and oblate regions, nuclei are also expected to

become triaxial. In this region, one assumes that the nucleus rotates

about the fixed axis of largest moment of inertia. On top of this rotation,

the wobbling motion of the rotation axis Is superimposed as a small per-

turbation. The expression for the wobbling frequency (o^ can be derived from

simple classical considerations as follows.
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Let us assume that the nucleus rotates with an angular velocity u

about an axis of largest moment of inertia. (Z-axis). On top of this we

superimpose a small perturbation perpendicular to Z-axls. Then we have

u> • u k + flo

where Jl is infinitesimal and perpendicular to It. The Eulers .equations of

motion are

1 0 + (l - l \ s i u - 0x x \ z y/ y o

I 5 + (l - I \a di = 0y y V x z) x o

Solving these two equations, one gets

- **)
(llO.

Quantizing this frequency and using the relation hj » I u , one gets
z o

As a consequence of the coupling scheme discussed by Bohr and Mottelson ,

the excited levels form channels or bands parallel to the yrast line. The

E2 transitions within each channel are strongly enhanced while the interband

transitions are strongly forbidden. The distance between the channels is

determined by the wobbling frequency.

The difficult problem is to study experimentally these new nodes of

motion. The remarkable feature of the (HI, xn) reactions is that we can

reach different regions of the yrast line as illustrated below in fig. 7.

We have seen that the differential cross section o. for the formation of

compound nucleus is given by the expression

The compound nucleus is formed at an excitation energy of E + Q. .The

successive evaporation of x neutrons removes little or no angular momentum,
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but an average energy of 10 HeV per neutron (2 MeV kinetic energy + 8 MeV

binding energy). Neutron evaporation continues until the available energy

above Che yrast line is less than 10 HeV. According to the rotational for-

mula, the yrast line is given by the equation

A given value of x occurs in sharply defined bins t. to if because

lOx + E(*f) - E c m + Q.

lOx + 10 + E(e ) - E + Q.
1 cm

The partial cross section for evaporation of x neutrons is

mt % n«* Jif d f +1) - t±ut + DJ
v •*

for

l± — l i

Then if follows for 0 <L.<1,<1 . , a - «<z 10 independent of x. The
1 i crit x _j2

average angular momentum in each bin can be calculated as

w*2(2*+l)i

2 lf2 * V i
3

+1)

Hence the bins corresponding to different numbers of evaporated neutrons

have different mean angular momentum and the highest mean angular momentum

corresponds to the channel of fewest numbers of evaporated neutrons.

Assuming that the evaporated neutrons do not carry away any angular

momentum and the Y rays take away on the average f units of angular momen-

tum per Y-transitlon, then we can relate the average multiplicity M in a

cascade to the angular momentum by the equation

tot
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''By measuring the average multiplicity in a particular "bin" or channel one

can determine either <,£> (assuming f » 2 for stretched E2 cascades) or f

(assuming <£>). It has been shown experimentally for Yb isotopes that the

multiplicity of emitted y-raya is linearly related to the mean angular

momentum of the evaporated residue, as expected.

A number of different'experimental set ups have been constructed for

multiplicity experiments. One such arrangement is shown in fig. 8.

Here the three Nal detectors are at large distances of 60 cm* to se-

parate the neutrons from the y-rays by their time flight. The

time .difference is about /v» 20ns for a distance of 60 cm. By

gating on discrete lines with a Ge(Li) detector corresponding to the 4n

channel, for example, in the reaction 126Te("*0Ar, 4n)162Yb one can look

at the associated continuous spectrum with Nal detectors. In these experi-

' ments one measures the multiplicity (number of -frays) and the energy spec-

14)
trum of these Y-rays. The multiplicities vary from approximately 6 to

25 for different channels in a reaction of the above type. The true energy

distribution of the continuum Y-radlation is obtained from the observed .

distribution by an unfolding procedure which assumes a distribution for a

given energy and the detector. Unfolding is achieved in successive itera-

14)
tions. The spectrum obtained - for the above reaction at 181 MeV Is shown

in fig. 9.

The squares are the raw data. The small black dots are the normalized un-

folded continuum spectrum. The larger dots represent five-channel averages.

The figure also shows the 0°/90° for the true Y-distribution. At the bottom

are schematic spectra for the above case (solid line) and for the reactions

B0Se(86Kr>4n) 162yfa a t 3 3 1 ygy (dotted line),
 126TeC»0Ar,4n)l62Yb at 157 MeV

(larger-dashed line), and 15°Sm(16o,4n)I62Yb at 87 MeV (shorter-dashed line).

From the figure one observes that for transitions above 1.5 MeV the angular

distribution is isotropic. This is consistent with the idea that the ex-
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ponential tail is dipole in character. One also sees a bump in the spectrum

at about 1.0 to 1.5 MeV. The angular distribution corresponding to the

bump indicates that the transitions in the bump are of E2 nature. From this

and the variation in shape of the spectrum for different input angular mo-

menta, one can conclude that the bump arises from collective cascades. The

isotropic unt'oLded spectrum can be expressed in absolute events per decay

and may be integrated to give the average y-tay multiplicity. Also from

Che measurements of cross sections for various reaction channels, which is

usually done with an internal Coulomb excitation peak as a reference, one•

can estimate the average angular momentum brought into the system.

From the measurement of <M^ and cross sections one can get reliable

estimates of <«,> by using the methods outlined above. The relationship

between the multiplicity and average angular momentum' is shown in fig.

10. The slope is not exactly 0.5 but 0.43 which indicates that the neutrons

carry away some angular momentum. By associating the bump edge with the

energy of the transitions from the states of highest spin in the bin, one

can calculate -the moment of inertia <B at these high spins using the relation

14)
The results are shown in fig. 11.

At the highest rotational frequency, the moment of inertia parameter

—2 approaches that of the rigid rotor value of 140 MeV~ in Yb 1 6 2.

Similar multiplicity studies ' of continuum Y~rays also have been

carried out with 82Se + "0Ar and 92Mo + l<8Ca, ^"Mo + " ^ a reactions at

various bombarding energies. The experimental data along with the calcu-

lated shapes are shown in fig. 12.

The 82Se + '•"Ar •*• 122Te data indicate that the multiplicity peak be-

gins to appear only at an energy of 138 MeV. The angular momentum brought

into the system at this energy is •* 35h. This suggests the onset of rota-

tional motion at high angular momentum. The l22Te nucleus keeps its spheri-

cal shape or oblate shape up to this high angular momentum. At the high
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spin of 3SK, the nucleus becomes prolate. . The lower multiplicities at 185

MeV are related to the onset of fission and deep-inelastic events.

The 100Mo + "*8Ca data do not show any clear multiplicity peaks up to

a- spin of 6011. In this case we end up with a compound nucleus which has a

few more neutrons than the spherical closed-shell N - 82 nucleus. The

absence of a collective E2 bump may be an indication of relatively long

lived isomers. Indeed high spin lsomers have been observed in this region

by the Copenhagen group -

In summary, the investigations of nuclei at spins of 40-60W and higher

are now opening up to provide us with new insights into the variations in

shape and structure of nuclei with Increasing angular momentum.

BACKBENDING, SHAPE TRANSITIONS; ROTATION ALIGNMENT
AND ALL THAT

Irregularities observed in the moment.of inertia % (called backbending)

around spin 16ft in the case of rare earth nuclei and around spin 4ff in case of

neutron deficient Hg and Se nuclei has opened up a vigorous research field

of nuclear spectroscopy with heavy ions. Since-heavy ions bring in

large amounts of angular momentum into the compound nuclear system, it is

possible to study nuclei up to very high spins. One of the reasons for

studying the nuclei up to very high spins is to understand how rotating

nuclei respond to the Corlolis and centrifugal forces which come into play

at high angular momentum. The behavior of rotational levels is often de-

scribed by plotting the moment of inertia *S vs. square of the rotational

frequency (fun)2. The moment of inertia, 2<5/h2 and (tun)2, are calculated1^

by using the formula given below based on the VMI model.

23 1 2(21-1)

-fc2 ^ 1 , 1 - 2
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An illustration of backbending J phenomenon is shown in:.Fig. 13

Already-a slight discontinuity Is evident in the traditional plot of

Energy vs. I at I = 14. The inset in the figure shows the narked discon-

tlnuity. The following three effects have been considered as possible ' -

explanations .for backbending:

1) Shape change (shape change from near spherical to deformed).

19)
2) Collapse of the pairing correlations .

3) dotation alignment (alignment of the angular momenta of two. high,

j nucleons with that of the rotating core).

Below we will see how these different effects lead to different changes

lit <8. In. the rare earth region changes in deformation are not sufficiently

large enough to produce the backbending because the ground state is already

deformed.

Lu another region of well deformed, nuclei figure 14' shows- the B(E2} val-

uu»i7* and effective moments of inertia for 232Th. It is evident that the

H(li2) values which are related to deformation are constant up to spin 20 -

whereas the effective moments of inertia increase by 40Z.

In case of light mass mercury isotopes around A — 185 a strong odd-

oven staggering of the nuclear shape occurs , as shown in fig. 15. Such

possible shape staggering is supported by data on isotope shift. For these,

very neutron deficient Hg isotopes forward bending of <S rather than back-

bunding occurs at spin 4 and is attributed to a change in shape * , Figure

L6(a) shows the changes ln<S for 184.186,l8aHgi Tj,e changes in the cascade

transition energies and<B, with spin in the yrast cascades, la these nuclei

strongly suggest a shift from states build on near-spherical to anre strongly

deformed shapes. Figure 16(b) shows the two bands responsible for the
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forwarding bending,one built on a well deformed shape and the other on a

spherical shape. The forward bending arises when the band built on a near

spherical shape (ground band) crosses with a band built on a deformed shape

(deformed band).

These nuclei have been considered theoretically most recently by Dickmann and

Dietrich , Frauendorf and Pashkevich , and Kolb and Wong . In these cal-

culations the even-even Hg isotopes have slightly deformed oblate minima

(0 1 -0.1) with 184«186Hg having second minima near the ground state with 0 * 0.3

for a well deformed prolate shape as shown in fig. 17 for 18!tHg. The calculations of

head in 18<f~188Hg. The results of these calculations are shown in the follow-

ing fig. 18. Also Dickmann and Dietrich * predict that the O+ deformed band

heads in l8M-186Hg should be shape isomers. They predict that the E2 decay

of the 0 + detonned band heads to the first excited 2 + states, considered to

be a mixture of near spherical and deformed states, will be hindered so

that these 0 states will be shape isomers with roughly 10-20 nsec- mean

lives in m " 1 8 6 H g .

Delayed coincidence techniques have been used to look at the predicted shape

isomerism of the 0 + band heads. The mean life of 0-9 * 0-3 nsec. found for

the 0 + state in 18l|Hg, is an order of magnitude shorter than predicted.

The prediction, however, was based on the E2 strength which is probably

negligible for the 8-keV_t£ansition in 181»Hg.

There is still the question of hindrance of the E0 mode. Unfortunately,

there are no other accurate measurements of the 0 state lifetimes in this

region. In l81(Hg for essentially no decay via an 8-keV transition, we ex-
+0 2

tract from t a monopole matrix element p = 0.07.'.. This p is a factor of

5 smaller than those observed for 0 0-type vibratio.nal states in deformed

rare-earth nuclei. While these g-vibratlonal states are in a different re-

gion, the differences in p are suggestive that retardation has occurred as

expected for a shape isoraer. It is necessary to calculate the monopole

strength in a coexistence model before lifetime predictions really can be

tested. Indeed, these 0 states provide sensitive tests of future calcula- I
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dons. From the measurement of mean life of the excited 0 state in 181*Hg

and the mean radius'measurements, one can calculate for 181*Hg the prolate

and oblate mixing parameter. This parameter was calculated to he 0,09(21. It

would be exciting to s.ee what happens to the nuclear shape for lighter Hg

and neighboring nuclei and to see where the nuclear shape becomes stablized

finally. It seems to be a general feature that if forward bending is caused

by shape transitions, it is always a transition from a near spherical to a

large deformation. It is of course possible to have more than one sudden

change in<5 as in 158Er. At each backbend two bands cross, and the excita-

tion mechanism jumps from one to the other. The existence of two such bands

above and below the crossing has been demonstrated directly in some cases

an<j l64Er) by following the ground state band beyond the back-

27)bending region. Peker and Hamilton have raised the question of whether

the ground band recrosses the rotation-align (SAL) band. The 16l|Er and more

recent 156Dy data are consistent with the ground and RAL band crossing twice.

Such a double crossing cannot occur in the Hg nuclei.

The moments of Inertia of most deformed nuclei are about one-half of

the rigid body value. This is attributed to the pairing correlations (T-3 -

4 MeV) which partly prevent the nucleons from following the rotation. At

higher spins, I % 20-30, it is .energetically favorable to break up the

pairing, and the moment of inertia's approaches the rigid body value. The

physical process involved in breaking the pair is the Coriolis force which

forces the angular momentum vector, j, of the particles to decouple from

the deformation axis and align with the rotation axis. For example, in

the ^3/2 o r b ital, this effect gives rise to a total angular momentum of

12ti which can typlace an equal amount of core rotational angular momentum.

Now it is generally believed that the gradual increase in <B with spin in

deformed rare earth nuclei is due to gradual quenching of pairing and back-

bending, instead of being the sudden collapse of pairing.

In weakly deformed odd mass nuclei rotation aligned bands1 ̂ are very

common because of Coriolis decoupling, and the decoupling is particularly
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large for particles in high j, low fl orbitals where the Coriolis matrix

elements are largest. For each odd mass nucleus, the odd particle can be

in different single particle states and therefore we have many rotational

bands corresponding to the yrast band in an even mass nucleus. Since the

decoupled bands have energy spacings identical to those in adjacent even-

even nuclei, it follows that these bands in odd mass nuclei should back-

band like their even-even neighbors. In such a picture the backbending

would correspond to a shift in configuration where two unpaired nucleons,

in a high j orbital, couple to maximum projection of their angular momentum

along the rotation axis. This maximum angular momentum (%12*ti in case of the

(i..< 7)
2 orbital) replaces an equal amount of core rotational angular

momentum.

The rotation alignment model also predicts a series of similar bands

'"orresnondine to differpnt cowlings.of the two unpaired particles from

the core) which were called superbands. The structure of the superbands can

be investigated by studying their interaction with the ground and the 6-

and Y-vibrational bands. The level scheme28* of 16I*Er is shown in fig. 19.

The scheme is divided into y-band, ground band and the aligned band result-

ing from (ij3i2*
2 configuration. The plot of experimental excitation ener-

gies vs 1 (fig. 13) clearly shows that the aligned band crosses the ground

band at I = 16. The mixing of the aligned and ground bands can be calculated

from the E2 branching ratios and the level energies. In this case an inter-

action matrix element of 45-50 keV was obtained. A smaller value of 16V3O keV

for the matrix element was obtained for the mixing of B and ground band2^ in

case of ltjl'Cd. The moment of inertia plots of the aligned band, ground

band, and y-band are shown in fig. 20. For an interaction matrix element

of 45 keV, the unperturbed ground band energies and the aligned band energies

lie on a smooth curve. The moment of inertia plot for y-band shows odd-even

staggering. The odd spin members fall on a smooth curve and the even spin

members fall on another smooth curve, if we make a shift in the 10 level

energy, which produced equal but opposite shifts in the 10 •+ 8 + and 12+ •* 10
Y Y Y Y
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transition energies. One expects a band shift because of the crossing of

the 7-band and the aligned band, with an interaction matrix element of the

order of 45 keV. The question then is: What causes the odd-even staggering

for the y-band members around the backbendlng region? The most reasonable

answer is that the lower spin members of the y-band are pushed down because

of the interaction with the B-band whereas the higher spin members behavior .

is exactly what is expected as shown in fig. 20.

Now, let us look at the experimental results in the case of 165Yb.

The backbending plots for ijoy,' and nq/2 bands ln 1 6 5 vb and for the even-

even neighbor, 164Yb, are shown in Figure 21. It is very surprising that

we do not find backbending for the i-13/2
 b a n d» and w e find that the no/ 2

band backbends like the even-even neighbor. But if we remember the fact

that the backbending in even A nuclei is due to rotation alignment of

(113<2) neutron pair, the odd i 1 3< 2 neutron blocks a magnetic sublevel of

the i-,3/2 state because of Paul! exclusion principle. The blocking for a

d?es not occur for the h-._ particle so one can decouple a

from, the core to produce backbending.

In other regions of the periodic table ', the backbending is inhibited

by a different orbital. For example, in the Ba-Ce region the decoupled

hll/2 proton inhibits the backbending and in the case of 185Au, the h-.,

proton is responsible for blocking.

In the nuclei discussed above N>>Z, the condition for a strong Coriolis

coupling exists only for protons or neutron configurations for a given orbi-

tal but not for both. Thus only proton or neutron aligned bands built on

each orbital are observed. However, in the A = 70 region where N and Z =

30-40, one may have both proton and neutron aligned bands built on the same

g .„ orbitals. The two bands built on the lowest 8 levels ' in68Ge which

triple fork at 8 as shown in fig. 22 offer the first evidence for both

*(g. . , ) 2 and "(Sq/o)2 rotation-aligned bands in one nucleus. From the 68Ge

moment of inertia plot, one finds that the backbending is observed at the

yrast 8 level and second 8 level but not the third 8 level, as shown in

fig. 22. This interpretation requires that the nucleus have prolate defor-
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nation at this excitation energy, since there is only tne gq/o' " = ^^ low-

est orbital. Negative parity bands which can be built on both proton and

neutron (Sq/oi f5/2» p3/2' pl/2^ c o n f i 8 u r a t i o n s a r e expected in the RAL

model and indeed three negative parity bands in 68Ge are present with the

expected spin sequence.

To substantiate this interpretation, a two quasiparticle plus rotor

calculations were carried out in a manner- described by Flaum and Cline

but modified to include explicitly a variable moment of inertia. The depen-

dence of % on the total angular is based on the VMI model. Four independent

calculations were required for the interpretation of the 68Ge levels;, namely

for positive and negative parity two-quasineutron and two quasiproton states.

The shell model parameters K and u were adjusted so that the gg/o' f5/2B

Pl/2 a n d p3/2 l e v e l positions at zero deformation correspond to those deter-

32)

mined by Reehal and Sorensen ' . No residual interaction which can mix two-

quasineutron and two-quasiproton states was included. Thus, the results of

the combined calculations are regarded as approximate for cases where two

states of the same I*, but from different subsets, as predicted to lie close

in excitation energy.

The calculated and experimental energies are compared in fig. 23.

The absolute energies of the two 8 + and two 5~ states from the calculations

were adjusted to coincide with the data (M.70 keV in the worst case). The

calculations describe the high spin, even-parity and odd-parity band struc-
30)

tures of the level scheme very well. Independent of any fine parameter

adjustments, the calculations indicate the nature of the main cascades ob-

served .and nicely explain the behavior of % seen In fig. 22. Indeed 68Ge

provides a "text book" example of both RAL bands built on the same orbital

crossing the ground bands.

From what we have seen so far, the existing data on backbending (for-

ward bending) can be explained as either alignment effect or shape transi-

tions. There is no experimental evidence for a sudden collapse or pairing.
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There are no recent calculations which predict this at observed spins.

Evidence for quite different, yet very collective even parity, AI = 1,

band that persists to high spin is now found in several nuclei in A = 70

region as shown in fig- 24. From earlier studies at lower spins Sakai and

co-workers have used a quasi-gamma band picture to explain the states up

through spins S arid 6. In this picture these states are the selected members

of the two and three phonon states. The extension of this band to spins of

(9 ) would then come out of the five and six phonon state. However, the

quasi f-band interpretation on a phonon picture is not likely for several

reasons. First, it has been difficult to find even two phonon triplets.

Second, a phonon model does not explain the energies and lifetimes of the

yrast states. The "y-ray branching ratios are not consistent with the phonon

model, i.e. one does not see branches from states of the gamma type band

to members of next lower phonon multiplet in this band or the yrast band.

Only AJ = 2 transitions are observed in this new band, and where the mean

lives are measured they are highly collective. These even parity, AI = 1

•bands observed in this mass region definitly establish a new mode of very

collective excitation in this mass region. The persistence of these highly

collective bands to such high spin and the absence of crossing transition

except at low spins demonstrates that this is a particularly stable and in-

dependent collective mode of excitation. These bands look more like true

gamma vibrational excitation in a well deformed nucleus than quasi-gamma

bands whose levels are members of the phonon multiplets. These bands provide

an independent suggestion for the importance of nuclear deformation in this

region. Summarizing, we may state that the several types of sudden changes in

the moments of inertia of yrast bands are basically understood in terms of

two bands crossing. In general these new types of bands originate either

from alignment of two decoupled particles along the axis of rotation or

shape transition from near spherical to deformed shape. In the A = 70 re-

gion we now see a multiplicity of new bands that include y-type vibrational

bands.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Qalitative classification of types of reactions

, as a function of impact parameter.

Fig.2. Plot of semiclassical calculation of differen-

tial cross-section vs. I.

Fig.3. Excitation cross sections calculated with the

Code ORNL-ALICE.

Fig.4. ' Predicted y~ray deexcitation.

Fig.5. Predictions of liquid drop model calculations

for the behavior of nuclei at large angular

momentum.

Fig.6. Comparison of theoretical and experimentally

observed yrast traps in rare earth region. Dpen

squares are theoretical calculations and the

solid squares are experimental results.

Fig.7. Illustration of how different regions of the

yrast line can be reached by selecting a parti-

cular neutron channel.

Fig-8. Typical arrangement for a multiplicity

measurement.
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Fig.9. Multiplicity spectrum obtained for 126Te(4oAr»

4n)162Yb reaction at 181 MeV. See the text for

the explanation of data.

Fig.10. • Experimental data /14/ illustrating the re-

lationship between multiplicity and average

angular momentum brought into the system.-

Fig.11. • Moment of inertia vs. square of the rotation

energy for transitions at high spins.

Fig.12. Multiplicity results of the experiments /15/

performed by the Berkeley group.

Fig.13. ' An example of backbending phenomenon.

Fig.14. Ratio of experimental to rotational B(E2)
232"values vs. spin in Th.

Fig.15. Changes of charge radii of Hg isotopes /19/

(ground states and isomers) relative to

2o4Hg. X = 6<r2> - 1.1 x 10"36<r4>+.

Fig.16. (a) Plots of thB moment of inertia versusCfiu) i

Cb) The two strong cascades observed in the
A Q Q A Q D

decay of Tl •*• Hg are shown and the lê

energies compared to the 1(1+1) formula.
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Fig.17• Deformation energy of the rotation states in

Hg. Frauendorf and Pashkevich reproduce the

energy trends and changes in |B| in the yrast

cascades and the drop in the energy of the 0*

deformed band.

Fig.18. Plots of the level energy.versus 1(1+1) for

• 1B4,186y1B8
H g > T h Q c i r c l e s r B p r a s e nt the expe-

rimental values while the crosses are the

theoretical values'.

Fig.19. Level scheme of Er.

Fig.20. Plot of 2 / / f f vs. ("fiu) for levels in ground

band/ yband and aligned bands in Er. Open

circles on the ground band and yrast even super

band are corrected with a 45-keV interaction

matrix element. The Y~band results are cor-

rected with a 25-keV shift in the 10* energy.

Fig.21. Moment of inertia plots for 164Yb and 165Yb.

Fig.22. Experimental and calculated band structures

in B8Ge.

Fig.23. Moments of inertia plot for the three bands

in 68Ge.

Fig.24. Even parity AI=1 bands in Ge, Se and Kr

isotopes.
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HIGH RESOLUTION LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF

SHORT " LIVEU NUCLIDES

H. Rebel

Kernforschungazentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,

Ins t i tu t fur Angewandte KBrnphysik, 0-7500 Karlsruhe

Federal Republic of Germany

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of transition energies and intensities in

atoms by optical spectroscopy, atomic beam deflection and

radio-frequency methods has provided a most impressive reser-

voir of experimental information into which quantum mechanics

has brought the order that we know. In these developments

the nucleus, originally considered as a point source of charge

with which the gross and fine structure of the spectral lines

can be explained, has played an increasingly important role,

first as the carrier of a magnetic dipole /I/, then as car-

rier of an electric quadrupole moment /2/, later still, in

a few cases, as endowed with a magnetic octupole moment /3/,

and furthermore as source of several effects which go by the

name of isotope shifts. Higher moments are reflecting that the

nucleus occupies a.finite volume in space inside which a

spatial distribution of charge and current<,can be set up. Quite

good, but not perfect agreement with experiments on hyperfine

structure is already obtained, however, by taking these moments

into account - and thus recognizing the finite size of the

nucleus - but locating them "as point moments11 at the origin
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of the nucleus whose spatial extent is further ignored. Conse-

quently the next step has naturally been to take into account the

distribution of the nuclear charge and of the nuclear magne-

tism /4/ over the nucleus. The observed hyperfine structure pat-

tern is determined mainly by the moments, but it contains, in

form of corrections, some information concerning their distri-

bution in the nucleus. We meet with corresponding small effects -

called hyperfine structure anomaly - when comparing the magnetic

moment values extracted from the hyperfine structure to values

directly measured .by nuclear magnetic resonance methods. Isotope

shifts, on the other hand, are the direct result of properties

of nucleus, of the mass and of the nuclear charge radius and .

provide an accurate source of information.

My lecture is restricted to the study of nuclear effects

(isotope shifts and hyperfine structure) in optical spectra

of ordinary atoms. In fact, optical spectroscbpy is among the

oldest experimental techniques in nuclear research and has been

widely applied in the past for stable and long-lived isotopes.

The richness of information obtainable and the safe theoretical

basis have suggested the extension of this method to short-

lived nuclei far from stability which has been prevented for a

long time by the lack of sufficient amount of radioactive material

and the isotopic purity required for the samples in spectroscopic

experiments. In recent days the situation has changed by efficient

mass separators installed "on line" or "quasi on-line" at powerful

accelerators in addition to the development of new spectroscopic

methods fascinating by the high sensitivity and spectral resolu-

tion. This progress is intimately connected with the application of

extraordinary light sources such as tunable lasers. By these

methods /5/ the restriction due to the Doppler broadening of

optical lines can be cancelled out and due to the extrene

sensitivity the application is possible even in cases in which

the samples contain only some hundreds of atoms of interest.
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Thus, in recent years atomic spectroscopy has become able to go

far off stability, and indeed, it is the only presently practicable

experimental method providing information on rms radii of the

nuclear charge distributions of unstable nuclei. The well-known

case of the neutron-deficient Hg isotopes /6/ in which a very

interesting behaviour has been revealed (see fig. 1)• is a demon-

strative example for the information potential.

Rather than trying to review the present situation in all

interesting aspects and results I would like to discuss three

particular experiments recently performed and representing dif-

ferent experimental laser spectroscopic methods applied to

short-lived nuclides.

a. Atomic-beam laser spectroscopy of neutron-deficient

Ba isotopes (KARLSRUHE group/7/)

b. Collinear laser spectroscopy in a fast atomic beam

of neutron-rich Cs isotopes (MAINZ group /8/)

c. On-line atomic-beam laser spectroscopy of neutron-

deficient Cs isotopes (ORSAY group /9/).

Concerning details, I apologize that my talk is heavily

weighted by the presentation of our own experiments in Karlsruhe.

The common nuclear aspect of these experiments is the

transitional behaviour of nuclei when going away from the magic

neutron number N = 82. For convenience fig. 2 presents a first

orientation on this corner of the nuclide chart.

Systematic theoretical /10,ll/ and experimental /12,13/

studies of the neutron deficient nuclei with 50 < (N,Z) < 82

have revealed a transition to stable nuclear deformation with

decreasing neutron number. In odd A nuclei we observe high-spin

bands built up on low lying (h) 11/2" isomeric states, decoupled

and more rotational-like bands the structure of which is influenced
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by the collective properties (the intrinsic deformation) of the

core. An Illustrating picture of the nuclear shapes occuring is

provided by the collective energy surfaces of the even nuclei:

the potential energy as a function of the usual Bohr's shape

parameters B and y.

The potential enerqy surfaces shown in fig. 3 are resultinq

from an analysis /14/ of observed data on the basis of a rather

flexible collective model as formulated by Greiner and Gneufl

/15/. We note the softness of these nuclei (the dashed region

indicates the range of zero point oscillations) and the tendency

to triaxial deformation, in particular of the neutron deficient

Ba isotopes /16/. There is also some evidence for reaching stable

deformation far away on the neutron rich side. The onset of stable

deformation is,expected around Cs /ll/. Obviously, it is of

considerable interest to observe the Inscease in quadrupole

moments and in the deformation effect of the isotope shifts by

doing systematic experiments. In addition to favourable spectrosco-

pic conditions in Ba and Cs atoms the nuclear physics background

gives a strong motivation for enlarging and improving what we know

about rms charge radii and nuclear moments of stable (or long- .

lived) Ba and Cs nuclei from electron scattering /17/, from X-ray

studies in electronic and muonic atoms /18,19/ and from the

application of classical techniques of atomic spectroscopy 17.0/.

In the following we start with a brief reminder to the

basic quantities observed in hyperfine structure and isotope

• shift studies.

II. HYPERFINE STRUCTURE AND ISOTOPE SHIFT

Fig. 4 reminds of the basic facts of hyperfine structure by

looking on the case of the well-known yellow Na-D, line (2si/2~2P

Due to the coupling of the spin J of the atomic state (J=3/2

or 1/2) with the nuclear spin 1(1=3/2 for Na) to the total spin

? according to the rule I + J > F > jl-j| the fine structure is

splitted again into several hyperfine (hfs) components with
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the energies (in zero-external field)

W f P T T A B ) = A • — + •n<'*' \~ ' ^ .. W(F,I,J,A,B) - A 2 + B 2I(2I-1)J(2J-1)

with C = F(F+1) - 1(1+1) - J(J-l).

The hyperfine splitting i s determined by two factors

A = <I,JmI=I,m.=J |yHe|l,J,mI=I,mj=J>

and

B = e<IfJ,mI=I,m.=J lQ'*zz

• The dipole constant A may be rewritten by

A = [vj. He(O)/(u] (1+e)

where the slight variation of the magnetic field"{produced by

the valence electrons) over the nuclear volume is taken into

account by the hfs anomaly correction (< 1 % ) . If K and VT

are known, say, for one stable isotope of a given element, the

uncertainty in extracting p. from the A factor of another

isotope is the differential hfs anomaly.

Similarity the quadrupole constant may be factorized

B

by the spectroscopic quadrupole moment Qs

field gradient <*ZZ
>
JJ-

<Q >
I T

electric

Apart from a polarization effect (Sternheimer effect /21/)

the uncertainty in the electronic part can be minimized.when

ratios of quadrupole moments are extracted. Note that due to

the angular momentum geometry the nuclear quadrupole moment

influences only terms with J > 3/2 •
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The general aim of hfs studies is the determination of A

and B, in optical spectroscopy by precisely measuring small

changes in the frequencies of transitions between different

hfs multiplets, in resonance techniques by inducing radio fre-

quency transitions within a particular hfs multiplet.

In ordinary atoms the ratid of fine structure to hfs split-
ting is about 104 - 10**. The mesic hfs is of quantitative jnot
of qualitative difference. In muonic atoms hfs splitting is
of the same order as the fine structure and the spacing of nuclear
levels in rotational nuclei. Hence off-diagonal matrix elements

of p • He andQ«(j>sz contribute and A and B can no longer be fac-
torized for low-lying mesic orbitals. From this an increased
sensitivity results to the radial distributions of the moments.

Electronic configurations with an unpaired s-electron
have a large hyperfine field He(0) (130 kG in Li, 20 MG in Hg)
and the hfs splitting is larger than the Doppler width. If the
hfs is due to valence electrons with j > 1/2 the splitting is
usually much' smaller.

In order to indicate the order of magnitude of the hfs

splitting fig. 4 presents the situation quantitatively for the D2

transition in Na.

100 MHZ corresponds to 4.1 x 10~7eV which is -in "conventional"
nuclear physics units below the order of pico-MeV. The natural
line width is about 10 MHz. Even this number is usually under-
cut by the instrumental line width in high-resolution laser
spectroscopic experiments.

What is the isotope shift (IS) ?

In addition to hyperfine structure we observe small shifts of

the centres of gravity of the optical lines of two different

isotopes A and A*

A1 A
— v - V = I

The contribution of interest for the nuclear physicist is the

field (or volume) effect AE-.The finite nuclear size diminishes

the binding of the atomic electrons through the overlap of

their wave function with the nuclear volume. The variation of

the nuclear radius and of the Coulomb potential in the nuclear

interior within an isotopic chain influences mainly the s-elec-

tron s which are more strongly bound in the lighef isotope,

in general. A further part of the observed IS originates from
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the recoil of the electron motion on the nucleus. The mass

effect AEM contains a trivial correction due to the different

reduced mass of the atom ("normal mass effect") and a contri-

bution depending on the correlation of the electronic momenta

P* P- > ! "specific mass effect"). The normal mass effect

i s dominating in light atoms, but only a few percent in heavier
atoms, the specific mass effect'is very difficult'to calculate,
especially for complex spectra, and is subject of various uncer-
tainties. In actual analyses 6f the data we try to rule out the
specific mass effect by comparison with sufficiently accurate,
isotope shift measurements of electronic Ka~X-rays or of muonic
X-rays. In the cases of Ba and Cs such a comparison (King- Plot
/23/) results in a nearly vanishing contribution of the specific
mass effect, but with an uncertainty which dominates the total
uncertainty of the final results on the radius variation.

The field shift is determined by the variation 6<r2> in
the nuclear rms radii and the change of electron density A|T)J(O) |

2at the origin. Looking for information on <5<r > we need to know
the electronic factor. Alternatively to Hartree - Fock calcu-
lations and" semiempirical formulaes a calibration of optical IS
by X-ray-IS measurements, muonic atoms or electron scattering on
stable isotopes is feasible /22/.

In order to indicate the measuring problems, tab. 1 presents

the experimental conditions (Doppler-broadening of the lines and

estimated hfs and IS) for atoms of different Z. In order to

observe shifts of about 100 MHz as expected for the field shift

in Ba a doppler free method is required.

Fig. 6 shows the basic principle of a fluorescence experiment with

a well-collimated atomic beam. Doppler broadening is avoided by

irradiating transversly and exciting resonance fluorescence,

observed by a sensitive light detector. The exciting light source

is a narrow banded dye laser,with fine tuning characteristics
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tunable by the variation of the length of the optical resonator

(indicated by a high voltage modulation at the piezo electric

drivers of the end mirrors).

The laser induced fluorescence signal is processed by a

phase sensitive amplifier with an output amplitude depending

on the phase relatively to a reference oscillation. By this the

signal correlated with the laser tuning can be selectively

picked out. Using the derivative signal a frequency stabilization

to the resonance frequency is possible.

The lasers which we use in our experiments in Karlsruhe
are gw dye lasers with folded resonators of the Kogelnik type
/24/ built up according.to a design of Hartig and Walter /25/.
With a dye solution of rhodamin 504 (35 mg/1) in water (75 %)
and methanol (25 %) and some drops of COT laser emission ranges
from X = 548 nm to X = 610 when pumped with the green Ar+ laser
line (X = 514.4 nm). Single mode operation is achieved with two
solid etalons. The free running (long-term) frequency stability
is better than 10 MHz (PWHM). _

III. ATOMIC BEAM LASER SPECTROSCOPY OP NEUTRON'

DEFICIENT Ba ISOTOPES

In our actual experiments on neutron deficient Ba nuclides

o
the Bal 1S - 1P 1 (green) resonance line has been observed

The experimental set-up, schematically shown in fig. 9, consists

of an apparatus producing a highly collimated beam of radioactive

atoms and a second reference beam operated with a stable Ba iso-

tope. The Bal resonance transitions are induced by two tunable

high resolution cw dye lasers in single mode operation. One dye

laser is locked to the transition frequency of the stable Ba iso-

tope in the reference atomic beam and provides an optical reference

frequency. The frequency of the other laser is tuned through the

resonance transition and excites fluorescence of the unstable Ba

atoms. It is controlled by stabilizing the difference of the

two laser frequencies. This is achieved by mixing the light of the

two laser beams on a fast photodiode, the photo current of which

is then modulated with the difference frequency, and by comparing

this difference frequency with the output signal of a calibrated

RF generator. This heterodyne technique enables most precise
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measurements of optical frequencies. When tuning the RF genera-

tor the frequency of the second dye laser is shifted by the

same amount. The fluorescence intensity is measured by a

single photon counter. Monitoring, data acquisition and

control of the experiment are done by a computer interfaced

to the experiment by a CAMAC system.

The unstable Ba nuclides have been produced via compound

nuclear reactions by charge particle irradiation of appropriate

targets at the Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron or by neutron ac-

tivation in the thermal Research Reactor FR2 (Karlsruhe). Star-

ting, for example, froir Cs the isomeric state as well as

the groundstate of Ba are produced in a (d,2n) reaction.

Variation of the deuteron energy-changes the ratio of ground
129

state to isomer production. Irradiating Xe (in a special

target arrangement) with 1OO MeV alpha-particles Ba (Ti/2
=97 m i n'

;is produced via a (a,7n) reaction. The production processes

are not.very isotope selective so that an enrichment by an

electromagnetic mass separator has been necessary. The neces-

sity of an efficient separation is obvious when looking on an

estimated fluorescence spectrum of a natural mixture of Ba-iso-

topes, calculated with the natural line width of 19 MHz (fig. 10).

Due to the small shifts and long tails of the Lorentzian line

shapes an unambiguous assignment requires the isolation of the

interesting isotope.

After mass separation samples of 50 picogram to a few

nanogram are ready for producing the atomic beam. Actually

the quick preparation of proper samples is a hard step of

the experiment, and from the small number of atoms available

good economics and efficiency in all the other parts of the set-up

is decisive for the success. Let us regard some fluorescence

spectrai

Fig. n displays a spectrum measured for the high-spin

(H/2) isomer and the ground state of 133Ba in presence of some

impurities of stable barium. The line width (separately measured
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with a pure sample) of 21.5 MHz is only 10 % larger than the

natural line width and justifies a least square analysis with

pure Iiorentzian shapes. But power broadening (induced emission)

and optical pumping have to be avoided. On the other side optical

pumping effects provide a useful method identifying the different

hyperfine components.

Exciting the Pj hyperfine components by linearily polarized

light only Amp=0 transitions are allowed and gives a saturation

effect only for the lowest (F=I-1) component. You can see

from fig. 13 that one component relatively decreases due to

saturation when increasing the laser intensity and is consequently

identified to be the P=9/2 component in the case of 133mBa.

Using circularily polarized light also the F=I component can

be optically pumped in addition to the F=I-1 component.

Please note in fig. 11 the strong violation of the interval

rule, just changing the sequence of the hfs components and

revealing a large quadrupole moment of the isomeric state.

A similar result is present in the case of 13^mBa (Fig. 14).

In addition to optical pumping the angular distribution of the

fluorescence light induced by laser IT—light has been observed

confirming the identification of the hfs components.

The observation of the half-live controls the assignment

of a particular isotope (see for example fig. 15). The measure-

ment of Ba is an example of the extreme sensitivity of the
126

method. The total amount of Ba available for the experiment

was 60 pg, that means ca. 3 x 10 atoms. The whole spectrum
132

has been measured within 6 minutes using Ba as reference

isotope (fig. 16).

Let us now look what we can learn from the experimental

results, which are listed in table 2 !
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We have already mentioned the problematics in extracting 6<r >-values

in particular, through correcting for the specific mass shift

which obscures somewhat the interesting information. In fact,

the uncertainty in the specific mass effects is the dominating

contribution to the overall uncertainty. This is indicated; by •

an error band in fig. 17 . The two conspicuous features evident from

the A-dependence of the measured fi<r2>-values are.the following:

1. a prominent odd-even staggering: in the groundstate the odd-

nuclei are significantly smaller than the neighbouring even

nuclei, but the isomers tend to follow the trend of the even

nuclei.

With decreasing neutron number the nuclei shrank by far

Ro = r omuch more slowly than expected by, the R = r • A rule.

The volume shift is usually divided in two parts: the

normal volume effect which is expected to have a smooth dependence along

the sequence of isotopes of one element and the deformation effect

which contributes to the energy shift proportional to the variation
2

of the mean square deformation <fi > of the groundstate.

6<r2> = «<r2>Q + ̂ L <r2>Q 6<B
2>

Nuclei which have a non-spherical shape through a permanent or

dynamical deformation, appear to be (after averaging over angle.)

more extended radially than spherical nuclei of the same volume.

The deformation effect cannot be assumed to be monotonic. In

fact, the odd-even staggering has been qualitatively explained

(within the framework of the pairing-plus-quadrupole model) by

a blocking of the groundstate correlations by the odd particle /26/.

Attributing, however, the total deviation from the homogeneous-

sphere-dependence to an increasing ieformation on the neutron de-

ficient side appears to be not consistent with the fi-values ex-

tracted from measured B(E2)-values /27/. As evident from table 3

the required deformation effect seems to be strong, even if we take

into account some uncertainties due to model dependence in interpre-

ting the B(E2) values. This observation reflects the so-called "iso-

tope shift discrepancy" observed as an overall effect in all mass regions
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and often taken into account by empirical factors 0.6-0.7 of 6<r >o.
Certainly the assumption of a monotonic behavior of the normal volume
effect is not well justified, and the charge distribution may contract
less when neutrons are stripped. Hence we conclude that a large part
of the measured 6<r2> values is connected with such an effect which
may provide some information on the nuclear compressibility. Tab. 3
accounts for a (negative) compression by introducing the term 6<2? > via

6<r2> = 6<r2>o + 6<r*
2> + ̂  <r2> 6<B2>

with 6<r2>o and «<6
2> taken as input information from the R Q= 1.2 A '

rule and the B(E2; 0 -»• 2+)-values, respectively.

The observation that the normal volume effect alone
overestimates the effect for spherical nuclei thus suggesting
the nucleus being compressible to some extent is intimately
connected to breathing mode excitations of the nucleus. It
would be interesting to discuss both phenomena coherently
looking more quantitatively on the information about the compres-
sibility of finite nuclei.

Besides these general aspects tab. 4 presents some interes-
ting structure information, e.g. the jump of the intrinsic
deformation between ground and isomeric state of Ba.

IV. HIGH-RESOLUTION LASER SPECTROSCOPY IN FAST BEAMS

In order to obtain extremely narrowed optical emission or
absorption lines Kaufmann /30/ proposed in 1976 to make use
of a velocity bunching phenomenon of fast ions or atoms occurring
in the direction of flight.

Consider two identical ions of mass m, having velocity
components in beam-direction (Z) of 0 and of v = (2kT/m)1^2.
If both ions are accelerated in this direction through a poten-
tial difference U, the final velocities will be, respectively

v_ = <2eU/m)1/2 and v « (v2 + v2)1/2= v + v2/2vaci a o a o a
The difference in velocities is reduced, due to the acceleration,

by a factor R = 1/2 (kT/eO)1^2. For T = 2000 K and V = 10 kV,
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R = 2.1 x 10~J. The velocity distribution in the direction per-

pendicular to the beam axis is, of course, unchanged. The simple

explanation of the bunching effect is that ions having a large

initial velocity spend less time in the accelerating field and

thus gain less velocity than the initially slower ions. If the fast

beam is now probed along the beam-direction by a parallel mono-

chromatic beam of laser light, the width of an absorption line,

neglecting all other sources of broadening, is Avz = v o(
v
o/

c)* R

where v is the unshifted -fxeauency. For the-resonance transition

in neutral cesium (X = 4555 8) e.g. at T = 2000 K and U = 10 kV

A v „ •>» 2.3 MHz which is small compared to the natural line width.

Of course, the experimental line width obtainable in practice

will depend on the angular divergence representing the spread

of effective acceleration directions about the beam axis.

The absorption can be monitored by observing fluorescence light.

Principially there are two different procedures measuring the

hfs structure, either scanning the laser frequency while keeping

the acceleration voltage constant (fixed Ooppler shift) or tuning

the particle velocity by varying the acceleration voltage keeping

the laser frequency constant (Doppler tuning). Recently Hohle

et al. /25/ have demonstrated the feasibility of the methods by

high resolution experiments with a fast bean of metastable Ba-ions.

A not separated (multi mass beam) allows the determination of

isotope shifts and atomic masses. The velocity, and hence the

Doppler shift at a given beam energy varies inversely as the

square root of the mass. Both the isotope shift (the frequency

shift at zero velocity) and the absolute mass can be extracted

by measuring the Doppler shifted frequency at two widely diffe-

rent^ beam energies as precise as the beam energy (acceleration

voltage) is known. Fig.-|3a displays the fluorescence spectrum of

a fast Ba ion beam. Due to the different velocities of different

isotopes a proper choice of the high voltage separates the con-

tributions of different isotopes very well.

Recently the Mainz group /8/ has combined collinear laser

spectroscopy with on-line isotope separation in order to study

hfs and isotope shifts of neutron rich Cs isotopes observing the

' 4555 & Csl resonance line. The Cs isotopes are produced by fission

of U at the Mainz TRIGA reactor and prepared as a mass separated

beam. The ion beam is neutralized by charge exchange in a 133Cs

vapour cell (see fig. 19).
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This charge transfer step may be origin of some difficulties

of the method with respect to broadening, deforming and shifting

the line profile through charge exchange collisions, possibly

obscuring the spectrum analysis and affecting the accuracy. By

this method the Mainz group, however, succeeded to measure hfs

splitting and isotope shifts of a series of Cs nuclides £rom_

Cs to Cs providing new information on changes of ms radii and

on nuclear moments.*

V. ONE-LINE ATOMIC-BEAM LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF NEUTRON

DEFICIENT Cs ISOTOPES

The first successful on-line laser spectroscopic measurements

were performed by a group of Orsay /31/ studying short-lived
21—25

sodium isotopes ( Na) by use of an interesting combination

of atomic-beam laser spectroscopy and optical pumping techniques.

More recently / 9 / the method, somewhat refined and modified,

has been applied to hfs and IS studies of neutron deficient

Cs isotopes ( ~ Cs), which have been produced by spallation

of lanthanum and separated in mass by the ISOLDE on-line facility.

Fig. 20 explains the principles of the experimental configuration.

The separated isotopes are transformed into a sufficiently collimated

atomic beam and pass a sixpole magnet which f ocusses atoms with

the atomic spin, polarization nij = + 1/2 into the opening of a surface

ionizer. -Atoms-with-nij-=-- 1/-2-are defoeussed.

Even though mass separation of radioactive nuclei is already
achieved by Isolde, for a sensitive detection of the focussed
atoms of interest a mass spectrometer is necessary in order to
eliminate the high background of stable isotopes.

In contrast to the results obtained for neutron deficient Cs
isotopes (see Section V, Figure 21) the 6<r2> values of the
neutron rich Cs nuclides follow rather closely the variation
due to the R = 1.2.A1/3 prediction /43/.
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Before entering the state selecting six pole magnet optical

transitions between the hfs components of the D lines are selec-

tively induced by a tunable narrow-banded dye laser. After each

excitation (say, 2S1y,2 (F=I-1/2) -»• ̂ ^ a c e r t a i n fraction of

atoms is falling back into the other not absorbing component of

the groundstate (2S1 .2 (F=I + 1?2)). All of them will finally

be pumped into this state. Thus-this hyperfine optical pumping

changes the population distribution between the hyperfine compo-

nents of the groundstate. After having entered adiabatically the

strong Pascben-Back field of the six pole, however, all sublevels

of the F=I-1/2 are transformed into the m. = - 1/2 substates

whereas those of the F=I+1/2 have run into the m.'= +1/2 state. Since

the six pole selects atoms with m. =4- 1/2, one observes an in-

crease of the beam intensity when pumping into the F = I + 1/2 ground-

state and a decrease when pumping into the F = 1-1/2 groundstate.

For purpose of calibration a scan of a stable reference isotope

can be obtained by measuring the fluorescence from a separate

atomic beam.

The application of these procedures in the investigation of
2

isotope shifts of the Csl-D. lines has revealed features of £<r >

similar to those in the case of neutron deficient Ba isotopes

(see fig. 21). The increasing experimental information already

available and expected in just running experiments seems to mark

out the isotopic chains of barium and cesium for a systematic dis-

cussion in terms of nuclear deformation and shell effects.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Hy talk tried to guide your interest to the experimental

lines in atomic hyperfine structure and isotope shifts of

unstable nuclei, dealing with short-lived samples of few atoms.

With reference to recent examples we discussed some techniques

which enable the systematic study of long isotopic chains ex-

tending far off stability on proton-rich as well as on neutron-

rich side. This special type of nuclear spectroscopy has already

proven to be a rich source of relevant nuclear structure informa-
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tion, in particular when interacting and combined with findings

of nuclear gamma-ray spectroscopy and the study of X rays in .

ordinary and mesic atoms. The auspices for entering this field of

annoptical analysis" of subatomic structures are quite good in the

surroundings of an efficient high duality heavy ion accelerator.

• It is a pleasure to acknowledge illuminating discussions on
the subject of laser spectroscopy of short-lived isotopes with
K. Bekk, H.J. Kluge, G. Nowicki, E.-W. Otten, S. Penselin, G. Schatz
and H. Walther. I am very grateful to G. Huber and R. Neugart for
various communications and for sending me interesting results before
publication.
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A P P E N D I X

Isotope Shift Discrepancy

2V phenomer.ological description separates the actual change

of <r > within an isotopic chain into a volume effect (6<r >Q) and

into a shape effect /34/ (»6<B2>)

6<r2> = 6<r2>Q + 6<r
2>fi (Al)

= 6<r2>Q + •££ <r
2>-6<B2> (Ala)

Introducing the equivalent radius R = 1 . 2 « A fm defined

by a homogeneous sphere with the same rms radius as a more realis-

tic charge distribution of a spherical nucleus gives

6<r2> = |nRo
2 -^ + ̂ RO

2«<B2> (A2)

Here,

<B2> = <S|[oxa]°|S>
is the ms deformation of the nuclear (ground or isomeric) states.

The underlying picture is a collective model describing nuclear
excitations through quadrupole motions of the surface of the nucleus

o [ § 2 u 2 J (A3)
The ms deformation contains contributions from dynamical de-

formations (zero-point vibrations) as well as from static deforma-
tions.

For a uniform charge distribution the electric quadrupole
operator can be written in the form

The B(E2) transition rates from the ground state to excited
states r are related to the ms ground state deformation bv a sum
rule /35/:

2 4

<B > = j E B(E2;0^r) (A4)
3ZeR z r
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Setting n to unity, the first part of eq.' (A2) describes

the normal volume effect, which is the change of the ms radius

of an incompressible spherical nucleus. But as obvious. from the

inspection of the results (figs. 15 and 21) the slope predicted

by the liquid drop model is too steep as compared to the experimen-

tal findings. Removing this discrepancy by attributing completely

to a steadily increasing ms deformation with decreasing neutron

number , requires too large deformations being not consistent with

corresponding independent information e.g. from evaluating eq. (A4)

by measured B(E2) values.

The actual evaluation of eq. (A4) is affected by the assumption
that all E2 strength is concentrated in the lowest 2+ level and by
some model dependence when referring to a homogeneous charge dis-
tribution. The uncertainties, however, do not modify the general
conclusions.

This anomaly has been observed as an overall effect in all mass

regions (ref. 36,37). Either the "normal" volume effect is too large

or else there is a canceling effect, about half as big as the "normal"

volume effect, but opposite in sign. There is a strong confirmation

from muonic x ray data that the effect is real. This isotope shift discrep-

ancy (ref. 41) can be taken into account empirically by an average

value n a 0.6-0.7, or by introducing an additional term in eq..(Ala):

6<r2>Q •*• 6<r
2>Q + 6<r

2>

Looking for some reasons of the anomalies in nuclear charge

size connected with the number of neutrons present, we have to

realize that there are at least two effects. When the neutron is on

the surface of the nucleus it tends to pull protons out because of

the attractive neutron-proton force, when in the center of the

nucleus it tends to push protons out because of the near compres-

sibility of nuclear matter. From phenomenological point of view an

explanation of the isotope discrepancy is found in assuming that the

nucleus is compressible so that the normal volume effect alone over-

estimates the effect for spherical nuclei.
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If E o and Rp are the equilibrium energy and radius of the
nucleus, respectively without Coulomb forces, the equilibrium energy
E in the presence of Coulomb forces may be given as a<Taylor expan-
sion in the parameter X = Ro/R around the minimum EQ.

E = E Q + |(X-1)
2 Eo" + + XEQC

Here E is the Coulomb energy of a charged sphere with the -
radius RQ °

Eoc =
3 22e2

It turns out that in the minimum

X = *£ = 1 + Eco/R
2(62Eo/6R

2)Ro = 1 + Eco/KAA

where the compression modulus of nuclear matter in finite nuclei

A 6R^ A BO
has been introduced.

It follows that

R "6A 3A ( 1 ~ K7A~+QE~*')

A CO

which gives for n = 0.7 a K A value of ca. 50 MeV, which is signif-
icantly lower than theoretical estimates of the nuclear compressi-
bility.

It should be emphasized that the compression modulus K A of
finite nuclei may be much smaller than the value K^ for infinite
nuclear matter due to surface, symmetry and Coulomb effects.

Recent studies- of the isoscalar monopole resonance in nuclei
and calculations within the random phase approximation suggest
KM = 21O MeV (ref. 38).

From microscopic point of view the isotope shift discrepancy

is understood in terms of the dependence of the proton potential

on the neutron excess through an isospin dependent part of the

nuclear potential (ref. 39). Basically, this is an alternative

description of the finite compressibility. Adding two neutrons

may increase the binding of the protons just so much that the

experimental isotope shift is reproduced /40/.

Microscopic approaches may be a promising way of looking for

the origin of the isotope discrepancy as they are able to include
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more detailed features. It seems to be unlikely that all

irregularities in the observed shifts and small changes in the

rms radii are not influenced by the microscopic structure. In

fact systematic investigations of isotopic and isotonic shifts

by electron scattering indicate shell effects /41/.
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Table 1. Doppler broadening, expected hyperfine structure

and isotopic shifts for various elements.

u
No
K

Rb

Cs

Hg

z

3
It

19

37

55

80

aft.
15

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.8

0.7

WHd

IRS

600

885

1860

3120

34600

-Z

U

13

23

46

69

424.

-Z

BpKAHbom

(MHzl

05

3

6

10

13

88

-Z

IMHz)

- 1

-8
• - 1 8

-55

-120

-4000

-Z* A»

B&'lSOOnirt

(MHz)

6700

620

210

44

18

8

- M - 2

Table 2. Measured isotope shifts and

hyperfine structure in Ba

isotopes /7/.

ISOTOPE SHIFTS. A- M D B-MCTORS

Manic

140
138
137
136
135c
135M

134
USs
l3Jn
132
131
130
128
126

hi •

M M

-790.0»
0.

215.0(7)
128.9(5)
260.9(7)
16UU0)
143.0(5)
250.0(9)
202.0(10)
167.915)
2W.2(21)
207.3(7)"
271.1(8)
355.8(8)

IWU

-sa*
230(8)
160(16)
308(21)
211(21))
206(32)
332(41)
284(41)
267(50)
363(57)
341(67)
439(87)
559(39)

fiiA

nor'fm>)
23.2*

-4.9(2)
-3.4(3)
-6.6(5)
-4.5(5)
-4.4(7)
-7.1(9)
-6.0(9)
-5.7(10)
-7.7(12)
-7.2(14)
-9.3(18)

-11.8(21)

0.44
0.15
0.20
0.13
0.10
0.13
0.11
0.09
0.10
0.08
0.08
\C8

A
(Whl

-109.8(5!

-98.3(5)
31.0(1)

273.3(8)
29.1(9)

249.2(18

B
IMHX1

49.7(5)

32.5(4)
207.7(3)

195.9(9)

a. V. rtactm *t at.. 2. t»y>lk Ii7, (I174).
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Table 3. Deformation effect 5<fl > Table 4.

and compression 6<r* > '

in neutron deficient

• Ba nuclides.

Spectroscopic (Q), intrin-

sic (Qo) quadrupole moments,

the corresponding deforma-

tion B_ and magnetic moments

a. ref. 28 b. ref. 29

A

138
. 137

136
135s
135M

134
1336
153n
132
131
130
128
US

IW*I

0.6912)
2.09(4)
2.99(6)
3.22(6)
4.49(7)
5.48(10)
5.60(10)
6.93(12)
8.02(13)
9.40(16)

11.87(20)
H.3K22)

0.090
0.123
0.170
0.19S
0.201
0.230
0.29
0.253
0.278
0.297
0.320
0.355
0.390

0.090(2)

0.125(2)

0.160(2)

0.23(1)
0.26(3)
0.29(3)

W*tnPl
0 '138

137
• 12.3 ™

1356
135n

• 25.0 B*

133s
133*

131
• 4 4 . 0 130
• 5 2 . 4

a

0.28(]>A

-
0.18(2)"
1.1 (2)

-

-
1.10(3)

-
-

ttfl
0.24(S3J*
1.40(15)
0.67(60)*
0.90U0)
1.93(15)
2.24(49)+
1.19(56)+

1.67(16)

3.85(1.19)*
1.16(84)+

0.04

o.a
0.10
0.13
0.28
0.33
0.17

0.24

0.56
0.17

»,/»„

C.S582(2)1 .

0.83656(2)*
- 0.997(5)

- 0.775(3)
- 0.907(28)
- 0.716(5)

• 9 - 2 'DERIVED FRUI Q(2{)ON THE U S I S OF THE ROTATIOML NOOEL

THE VALUES OF £ „ „ , „ AIE CAUUUTED FMM B'(E2.O+-2+>-
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

F ig .1 . Changes of nuclear charge rad i i in Hg as

extracted from isotope shift measurements

/ 6 / . Whereas the light even-even Hg iso-

topes and isomeric states of the odd iso-

topes follow the trend of heavier isotopes

the odd isotopes below A=187 show a strong

increase in nuclear radius. This results

in a large odd-even staggering effect at
A DC

A=184 and a large isomer shift for Hg.

Fig.2. Region of interest in the nuclide chart.

Fig.3. . Contour map of collective energy

surfaces.

Fig.4. Hyperfine structure of the D_ line in

23Na.

Fig.5. Volume - effect.

Fig.6. Laser induced resonance fluorescence

measurement in an atomic beam experiment.
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Fig .7 . Schematics of a cw dye laser / 2 5 , 7 / . High

thermal and mechanical s tab i l i t y i s pro-

vided by mounting the 60 prism, the intra

• cavity mirror* dye-cell and end mirror in

appropriate holBS of a so l id block of in-

var. This block, the plane end mirror and

the Fabry-Pe"rotetalon are fixed on a invar

plate . Wave length tuning and frequency

control i s done by changing the cavity

length using piezo e l ec tr i c drives of the

end mirrors.

F ig .6 . Bal level scheme'.

F ig .9 . Schematic view of thB experimental set-up

used for laser spectroscopic studies of

neutron deficient Ba isotopes / 7 / . The two

dye lasers are pumped by one Ar laser not

shown in the figure.

Fig.10. Theoretical fluorescence spectrum of a

natural mixture of stable Ba isotopes cal -

culated with the natural l ine width.

Fig .11 . Spectrum of a sample containing 3 3 g + mBa.

Fig.12. Optical pumping with l inearly polarized

CiO-light in a SQ + P1 transit ion (1=3/2).
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Fig.13, • Parts of two spectra from g*mBa showing

optical pumping of the F=9/2 hfs component

when i r rad ia t ing with l inear ! ly polarized

laser l i g h t .

Fig.14. Spectrum of a sample containing E*mBa.

The 11/2 hfs component of ""Ba coincides
13Bwith the l ine of Ba which has been used

as a reference isotope.

Fig.15. Two fluorescence spectra .taken from a

sample of 12BBa ( T 1 / 2 » 2.4 d ) . The lower
12Bpart, was measured 16 days a f ter the Ba

production.

Fig.16. Fluorescence spectra taken from a sample

of 12BBa CT1 / 2 - 97 m) measured with re-

la t ive ly high laser intensity in order to

saturate the hyperfine components of the

135,137Ba i m p u r i t i e s a n d t o prof i t from

multiple excitation .

*the average transit time of a thermal
velocity atom passing transversely
through the laser beam(t mm0) i s about
10-5-10-6 8> v h e r e a s the lifetime of
the excited atomic state i s typically
10~8 s . Hence a single atom can be
excited repeatedly without power broa-
dening of the line.
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Fig.17. Differences of ms charge radii of Barium

isotopes 77/. The straight line represents

the A dependence expected for the homo-

1/3geneous sphere with R = 1.2- A fm.

Fig.18. a* Hyperfine structure of the D3«2 * ^3/2

transition in Ba II measured by fast beam

laser spectroscopy /25/.

b. Ba II level scheme;

c. Experimental se t up in fast beam experi-

ments / 2 5 / .

Fig.19. Scheme of a fast atomic beam on-line

experiment investigating neutron rich Cs

isotopes /B/.

Fig.20. . Principle of the on-line laser spectros-

copic experiments of the Orsay group / 9 . 3 1 / .

Fig.21. Differences of charge radii of Cs isotopes

with N < 82 deduced from optical isotope

shifts / 9 / . The different curves represent

different assumptions about the specif ic

mass effect (sms • - 1 . 2 , 0 and • 1.2-nms).

Fig.22. Optical analysis by Descartes.
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MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION OF THE PAIRING BOSON MODES

IN THE LEAD REGION

R.J.Liotta

Research Inst i tute of Physics, S~10405 StocKholm 50,
Sweden

kbttnact : A ilmple. mlcM.pAc.oplc dnicilptlon o& the. paining
vlbnatlonal Atate.* In the. le.ad n.e.glon i& pn.zie.nttd. The. lm~
poKtance. o& the. Vau.ll pnJLnclple. li anaJLyztd and the. connection
with the. Nuc.le.aiL VleJLd The-o/ty I* Ahoian, The. lmpon.ta.nce, o<5 non-
c.olle.c£lve. boioni within the. inamewotik o£ the. NFT li dl&caazd
and the. limit* o£ application o£ the. {lA.At on.de.ti pen.ttiKbatlon

ane.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ten years have evolued since A.Bohr presented the band

scheme of the pairing vibrational states in the lead region /1/.

Much work has been done during these ten years to understand the

nature of these "building blocks", as Bohr called them, as well

as their interplay with other modes of excitation. In the mean-

time, the Nuclear Field Theory /2/ was developed precisely to

include the pairing modes in the framework of the Particle -

vibration coupling model /3/. Thus, the great variety of experi-

mental measurements could be collected and unified into definite

classification. In particular, the NFT has proved to bB a power-

ful tool in the understanding of the role played by the collect-

ive excitations in the lead region /4/, Moreover, the NFT des-
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oription of nuclear states provides a clear representation of

the experimental probes to be utilized to analyze the compe-

tition among the different collective and single-particle

degrees of freedom /5/..

On the other hand, a simple microscopic description of

the pairing vibrational band in the lead region can bs achieved

in the framework of the usual shell-model /6/,

In the first part of these lectures this shell-model

description will be presented and its connection with the NFT

will be given. The available experimental Ct.p) and (p,t)

cross section will be analyzed and a detailed comparison between

the experimental and theoretical cross sections will be carried

out.

In the second part, the NFT will be applied to a case

where the NFT series can be summed»up to all orders /7/. Thus,

the convergence of the NFT. in a realistic case will be tested

and the influence of non-collective pairing degrees of freedom

will be analyzed.

2. SHELL-MODEL DESCRIPTION OF THE PAIRING-VIERATICN STATES

IN THE LEAD REGION

The 3 U = 0 ground states in the lead region can be

easily calculated within the framework of the shell-model tTDA

approximation) if the monopole-pairing interaction is utilized

as the two-body residual force, i.e.,

H " H
Sp

 + H
P <1>
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and

H = - #

where

# S j j 1 A+(Aj) A(JL'j') (3)

A+j-m -1/2

A*(&j) = S(-l) C2J+11 a+ a* (4)
m Ajm Jlj-m

The operator a is the fermion creation operator and

tat. T = (-1) +J"m at- # where T is the time reversal opera-
Jtjm Jij-m .

tor.' With the single-particle state shown in table 1 one can dia-

gonalize the hamiltonian (1). to obtain the wave functions of the

ground states of the different lead isotopes around the core

A = 208Pb(gs) as

|gs > S a[i) P*(i)!gs> (5.1)
A+2 i A

igs > Z BCI.j) { V.(i.J)P+(i)P*Cj)} |gs> (5.2)
A+4 isj * A

|gs > = 1 Y(i,j,kHiiK(i,j,k)P
 + (i)P + (J)P + (k)}|gs> (5.3)

A*B i<j<k b A

and similarly for A-2, A-4 and A-6, The quantities v>4 and v6

are the normalization coefficients of the basic states for the

four- and six-particle systems, while o,p and y are the wave

function components of the two, four and six neutrons, given in

table 2. The operator P*(i) = (at at) /SZ creates two neutrons
1 1 O

in the single-particle state i, coupled to zero angular momentum.
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The coupling constant G is determined in each case by

fitting the binding energy of the system, AE, referred to the

20Bcore Pb, For instance, the G-value corresponding to the

202
state Pb(gs) is G = 0.125, which corresponds to AE • -44,100

NeV, as shown in fig.1.

If the harmonic picture of the pairing vibration were

correct, one would obtain the different wave-functions (5) as

a simple product of the pair addition C|gsC Pb) >) and the

pair subtraction C|gsC Pb) >) modes as given in the table 2,

Thus, it would be |gs(204Pb)> = |gs(206Pb)x gst206Pb) > .

However, this relation is obviously wrong since it implies that

the main component of the ground state of Pb is (p. ._) ,

configuration which is forbidden by the Pauli principle.

Nevertheless, if one simply eliminates the components

that violate the Pauli principle and normalizes the resulting

wavefunctions, one gets the amplitudes shown tin parenthesis)'

in table 2, The factors N in this table are the overlaps between

the exact and the product wavefunction with the Pauli

principle included, as mentioned, in a rather roughly fashion.

The agreement found does not seem to be accidental, in

particular because of the marked sensitivity of the components

of the exact wave-function to small changes in G. This can be

202seen in fig, 1(b), where the main components of the Pb(gs)

wave-function are plotted as a function of G, around the phy-

sical value G = 0.125 MeV.

In the framework of the NFT, one can see that the

exchange of the particles that constitute the free bosons gives

rise to the "butterfly" diagram (fig.2). Actually, in this case
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all the TDA diagram are Paul! corrections of the zeroth-order

diagram. This means that if a shell with small degeneracy is

relevant,the zeroth order may be very inaccurate, which is the

case in 204Pbtgs),

Utilizing the exact wave functions of table 2, one can

evaluate the spectroscopic amplitudes B(£j> I. 0 I-) •

' <lJi\ P * U J 1 l t I A *' a8SOclat8d with thB reactions Att,p)B
and BCp,t]A, The corresponding two-rparticle transfer cross

sections were calculated in DUBA.utilizing the optical para-

meters of refs /8,9/ for the triton and the proton channel res

pectively. The predicted angular distribution for (t,p) reac-

tions in comparison with the experimental data are collected

in fig.3. .

.The ratio of the theoretical to the experimental an-

gular distributions determine the normalization factor 710/

D* - NQ W (6)

where

N « t ! dotej/dfi) / C Z dfftej/dO) (7)
6 exp ' e th

and

W - 104 MeV2 fm3 (B)

The corresponding absolute cross sections are listed

in table 3. The average values of N given in table 3 for the

(t,p) reactions agree within 25% with the empirical normalization

obtained from the systematical analysis of two-nucleon stripping

reactions /10Y,

In the same table the enhancement factors for the pair

addition and pair subtraction modes are given. The anhancement

factor is defined as
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max
do.. / da.

where
_max

-g$p2p = max { S^j(jzto))} / (2j+1) (10)

The quantity max { gjj tj toll } is equal to the largest

two-particle cross section in the single- particle subspace con-

sidered ,

The enhancement factor (91 can be considered as the

natural counterpart to the enhancement factor obtained for

electromagnetic transitions when measured in Weiskopf units•

The quantity VcZ measures the number of two-fold degenerate

levels participating in the transition, and should be compared

withy BIE2J/B % vTD" which is a typical value for B(E2) tran-sp

sition probability enhancements associated with the low-lying 2*

states of spherical nuclei. Therefore, the magnitude of e_

gives a measure of the collectivity of the pair addition and pair

subtraction modes and leands support to their interpretation as

elementary modes of excitation.

In Table 4 are collected the relative cross sections

according to whether they are related to the pair addition or

pair removal modes. The predictions of the harmonic version of

the pairing vibrational model are also displayed. The main

observed deviation from this limit is due to Pauli principle

corrections, as discussed above.

An alternative way to calculate the ground state wave-

functions of the Pb-isotopes is to diagonalize the pairing

force in the quasiparticle representation. This treatment is
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approximate because particle number is conserved only on the

average and interaction terms among the quasiparticles are ne-

glected. These two features, however, play a minor role in the

present case, as can be seen comparing with the experimental

data in Table 3,

3. THE THREE PAIRING PHONON STATES EXCITED IN THE 204PbCt,p)20BPb

REACTION

The excited 3W - 0* and 2* states of 206Pb can also

be calculated diagonalizing a multipole pairing force in the

RPA, making again use of the quasi-particle representation. The

interaction tBrms among the quasiparticles which are retained

generate the pairing vibrations and eliminate the spurious state

from the 0* - channel (cf,ref,/1l/).

The two-nucleon spectroscopic amplitudes are equal to

B(j'iJ2)X

- u1tA-2)u2tA-2)anCJ1J2iX) - V^AlVjCA) t^CJ^fX) H D

where a and b are the forwardsgoing and backwardsgoing

amplitudes of the excited state with multipolarity X. The

values corresponding to the state PbCO*) at 5.29 MeV of

excitation are displayed in table 5.

Because of the many-body aspects of the two-quasipar-

ticle wave functions describing the excited states of 206Pb,

they include both C2h) and (4h-2p)-like states. Accordingly,

we can divide the Pb spectrum in two parts, namely
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a) a low energy region (£ 4 MeV), which is basically con-

trolled by the magnitude of the static pairing gap. In

this energy region the wavr functions have large compo-

nents on single-hole levels up to and including the

2p.iy orbital, i.e. levels for which (e,- e~) £ 2A, where

Ep is the Fermi energy. Because of the presence of a con-

densate, the ground state collects most of the 0 two-

nucleon transfer sum rule associated with the valence hole

levels,

b) a high energy region 15 MeV «c E £ 1 0 MeV) where the two-

two-quasiparticle wave functions are mainly built out of

single-particle levels with (e.- ep) > 2A. Two-quasiparticle

states of this type are excited in, for example, the

Pb(t,p) Pb reaction by transferring the two neutrons

into orbitals above the N=126 shell closure,i.e. into

single-particle states that are practically empty. Because

the final system must have a definite number of particles

on the average, the remaining single-particle orbitals

must contain four real holes that are scattered among the

levels with e. < Ep , These final states are thus a super-

position of 4h - 2p excitations built out of a different

single-particle subspace than the ground state. They con-

tain all the valence orbitals (i.e. orbitals above N=126)

sum rule and the lowest state can display complete cohe-

rence in the (t,p).process. Some intruder two quasipar-

ticle states of particle-hole character not specifically

excited in the two-nucleon transfer process are also ex-

pected in this energy region. Their main role will be to

fractionate the strength of the two-quasiparticle states
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of 4h - 2p character.

In figure 4 the predicted states of type b) in Pb

is shown in comparison with the observed three phonon' states

/12/. The low-lying 0* and 2* states are also displayed

(examples of type a) states). The fitting" to the- (t,p) angular

distributions is of the same quality as for the ground state

transitions.

The state predicted at 5.3 MeV and observed at 5,637 *

MeV has B-*coeffidents which are almost identical to ths spec-

troscopic amplitudes associated with .the * PDCt,pl pbCgs)

transition, as seen from Table 5. This feature allows one to

think on this state as being an addition pairing boson on the

state 204Pb(gs), i.e.

|0*, 5.3 MeV > £ | Htttt > . (12)

where -H- represents the Pb(gs) state and 1+ represents the

state 206PbCgs). .

4. NFT DESCRIPTION OF THE PAIRING BOSONS

A many-body finite nuclear system can either be

described in terms of fermion degrees of freedom or in terms

of both fermion and boson degrees of freedom, as was shown for

the intermediate states of the Feynman diagramatic expansion

/14/, The NFT assumes the validity of the equivalence between

those descriptions also for the basic states, with the pre-

scription that these basic' states should not contain any par-

ticle configuration that can be replaced by a combination of

phonon modes. Thus, in the case of four particle excitations
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the basic states only contain two pairing bosons, i.e.

| 1M > - r (X.) T* (X,) |gs > (13)

A+4 n1 1 n2 ^ IM A

in this equation r* (X) is the creation operator of the n

pairing phonon of multipolarity X. The interaction among

fermion and boson modes is described by the nuclear f i e l d

Hamiltonian /14 / twith only addition pairing bosons)

H f * H s.p . * H t . b . * Hb * Hp.v.

sp h e j ajm ajm
jm

H = i E < j j |V| j j > a* a* a. a.

H. = £ u T+ T
D _ n n n

V v . . I / { V j l j 2 J n j 2 % - ' }

1 2

where <V> is an antisymmetrizsd matrix element of a general

two-body interaction and e and u are the single-particle and

the boson energy, respectively. The coupling between the fermion

and boson modes is described by the hamiltonian H , where

the coupling constant A is given by (for addition modes)

An(J1J2) = I « JxJ2|v|jJ*> <nJC*ct,|O >* (15)
1

with the amplitudes <n Ictct, |"0> taken from the TDA or RPA

equations.

Once the coupling constants are known one can proceed

to evaluate all the possible diagrams for the process under
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study• For instance, we give in figure 5 the NFT contribution

(in Rayleigh - Schrodinger perturbation theory) up to,second

order in 1/Q, where Q - j + 1/2 is the degeneracy parameter

/15/, to the pair addition phonon-phonon interaction• In this

case, however, the-NFT can be summed up to all orders and one

can, therefore checked the sensitivity of the NFT series ex-

pansion with respect to the order of the'expansion /16/, Qne

thus finds that the first order already practically gives the

exact result in the computation of the ground state energy of

212Pb. For the case of Pb, where the Pauli principle is more

relevant, one gets that the orders higher than first contribute

with about 10% to the total energy.

In fig,5 we also show the diagrams contributing to the

two-particle transfer process (up to order 1/fl). From these

graphs one can then calculate the ratios

H, - ff(206Pb(gs) * 204Pb(gs))/o(gs(20BPb * gs(206Pb)) (16a)

and

R2 = <r(21OPb(gs) - 2 1 2 Pb(gsn /a ( 2 0 f l Pb(gs ) * 21OPb(gs)) (16b)

up to order 1/n. One thus obtains the values FL = 1.72 and

R2 - 1.91 which may be compared with the exact results R =1,80,

R2 • 1.91, Also notice that in the harmonic (zeroth order) ap-

proximation, given by fig.(5h), it would be R1 - R- = 2.

These results show,, on the other hand, that the NFT

series converges rapidly for, at least, the lowest collective

states. On the other hand* they show that the Pauli principle.
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although important, can easily be considered within the frame-

work of the NFT,

5, INFLUENCE OF NON-COLLECTIVE PAIRING BOSONS

We have seen that the NFT gives a good description of

those states which can be described in terms of collective

pairing bosons only. Moreover, we have also seen that in those

cases the NFT series converges rapidly. Now we will consider

the more general case of excitation where both collective and

non-collective bosons are present. In principle, one could

apply, as before, the NFT to lowest order and compare with

available experimental results as a test of the quality of the

approximation /17/. However, such a procedure may fail when

there are energy denominators which are very small or when the

Pauli principle is very important, in which case the NFT basis

may be heavily overcomplete. One knows that in cases like this

the NFT formalism should provide the exact results plus a

number of spurious solution which are completely decoupled

from the physical solution /18/. Nevertheless, recently a

method was found to sum-up the whole NFT series for a realistic

case of three-particles outside a closed-shell nucleus /7/.

This method can then be applied to cases where shell-model re-

sults are available and/ hopefully, one can learn how sensisitive

is the NFT to the problems mentioned above.

We will not give here the mathematical details of the

method (for that, see ref. /7/). We will only show the basic

idea of the method and present the most relevant results ob-

tained in its application,
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In this case of three-particles outside a closed -

shell corB, the NFT-basis contains only one single-particle

"state and one pairing boson. If one does not allow any hols

excitation (TD approximation! one obtains the series of diagrams

shown in fig.6 for ths NFT interaction matrix element W,.(E),

where

JJ = < Oj i IJHeffCE)J o1il > (.17)'

and |a'.i I > is the basic state j with total angular momentum I,

The zeroth order contribution tfirst diagram in fig,C6a)) is

given by . •

Co)
Wji " Cei * " n ^ i j . ( 1 B )

To sum up the whole series of diagrams of. fig,C6a) we

notice that the contribution of a diagram of the higher order n

can be written as

(n) (n)
\i (E) =• S F d.rs.X.iE) A Crs,X ) NCrs) C19)

rs 2 1

where A is the coupling constant and

1/2
N(rs] = tl + 6 ) [201

rs
« Cn)

In fig.C6b) one sees that the function F • J F
n=1

actually represent the propagator of the three particles from

the intermediate single-particle statB iHrslX. i I > to the

final state |a2 > , For this propagator it is possible to find

a recurrence relation, From the diagram in fig.(7a) one obtains

the first order contribution to F, while the graph [7b) provides

the relation
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(n+1) ' (n)
Fa (q.rs.XiE) • 2l K(q,rs,X|S,r's',X'iE)Fd (s,r's',X'jE)

r'S'X' (21)

where

1/2 1/2
K(q,r?,Xis,r's',X'|E) •= (2X+1) (2 X'+1)

x 2 N(r'8']N(rq) <r's'(X» |v|rq,X' > (22)

E-«eq*er*eaJ

The relation C21) can better be rewritten in matrix

form

(n*1) Cn)

and then

Z (n) (1) (n+1)

F, = F n * E F (24)
-Z , a2 a2 4 •

i.e.

(1)
(I - K(E)) F (E) » F (E) (25)

where I is the unit matrix•

The inhomogeneous set of energy dependent linear

equations (25) provides, for each one of the basic states {<x_},

the propagator F̂  (E). Eq,(19) then allows to calculate the

matrix W as
<x2

(o)
W_,(E) = W,. (E) + t F (1,rs,X.|E)N(rs)A (rsiX.) (26)
ti £.1 a. i n,. i

rs

The matrix W can now be calculated for a given value

of E and the eigenvalue problem
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« n ) * n n ) n * n E n ) (27)

is solved when the energy E = E n is found. This self-consistent

procedure is" better carried out defining the function

«CE) = EQ - E C28)

where E is the input energy in t25) and E are the solutions

provided by.

(29)

which coincide with C27) when 6CE) is zero, In other words the

solution are found for those values of E such that

6(E) = 0 C30)

The normalization condition for the wavefunction ty is

evaluated making use of the propagator G defined in fig.6.

Actually, fig.(8b) is the graphical representation of the norma-

lization condition.

Once the wavefunctions are known one can proceed

further to calculate the different transition amplitude. For

example, the diagrams in fig.9 depict the one particle-transfer

amplitude,

A good testing ground for the NFT as compared with the

exact shell-model results is provided by the nucleus Mb. The
on

core is in this case the nucleus Sr and the single-particle

orbitals are the states P ^ 2
 at an enerSy e< - -7.125 MeVDQ

(i.B. ground state of U3Y) and g g / 2 with an energy e2= -6.247

MeV. Since these single-particle states are rather much sepa-
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rated in energy, one may expect that those states for which the

shell PA/2 is relevant should feel strongly the Pauli principle.

On the other hand, for those states for which the shell

gory is important, the Pauli principle influence should diminish.

There is much shell-model calculation in this region

/19,20V to compare with the NFT. In particular, Gloeckner and

Serduke 720/ have shown that the low lying levels of nuclei with

N - 50 can be explained as being due to the P̂j 7289/2 a n d £9/2

proton configurations. Four different sets of parameters were

considered, but we choose for comparison with the NFT the set

labelled "total energy" in ref. /20/, which we call GS. With

the GS matrix elements and single-particle energies one calcu-

lates the coupling constants and the phonon energies. There are

90
eight bosons, corresponding to the two-proton states in Zr.

+ 91

These eight bosons provide eight basic 9/2 states in Nb,four

1/2~ states, two 19/2 and so on. However, there are only three

physical states 9/2*, only one 1/2~ and none 19/2*. To understand,

what happens with the additional expected states according to

the dimension of the basis we make a full NFT calculation. We

only show the states 1/2" and 9/2*, all the other states have a

similar behaviour.

In fig. (10a) the function fi(E) for the states 9/2*

have five roots. Three of these roots coincide with the exact,

GS results^ The other two, which are highly degenerate, corres-

pond to the zeroth order, intermediate state energy. The same

behaviour is seen in fig.(11a) where the only non-degenerate

root coincide with the GS energy. All the transition processes
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are also calculated to coincide with the GS results. But one

also finds that all the transition amplitudes (one particle

transfer as well as electromagnetic transition) connecting a

degenerate state with any other state is zero. One therefore

concludes that all states with energies equal to intermediate

state energies are spurious. However, one sees that applying

the theory to first order only Cfigs (30b) and Ci1b)) one

cannot easily disentangle the spurious roots. Therefore, to

decide whether a root is spurious or not one has to calculate

the different transition processes. In the case of the first

excited state 9/2*, for instance, one., finds' that the energy E1

moves from -20.654 MeV Cfig.lOa)) to -21.674 MeV lfig.(1Ob))

more than 1 MeV. However, the ono->particle transfer amplitude

2 2 -

changes from S » 0.93 to S = 0.88. For the states- 1/2 of

fig,(11b) one cannot say which state is which, Moreover, while

for the physical root of fig.(11a) it is S2 = 0.34, the two

states of fig. (11b) gives S* = 0,001 and S* - 0.0007. One can

then conclude that the first order perturbation theory agrees

reasonably well with the exact result if the Pauli principle is

not very important. The proximity of intermediate states to

physical states (small energy denominators) does not play an

important role in the first order application of the NFT.

Another interesting case is the nucleus 211Pb, with three

neutrons outside the closed-shell core 20BPb. In this case one

can analyze the interplay between the non-collective and collect'

ive bosons (these ones were not present in 9 1Nb), The single-

particle states are given in Table 1,
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Since we expect that for same states the non-collective

bosons may be important, we have to be sure that these non-col-

lective bosons are reasonably well described by the two-body

residual interaction. To this end the pairing bosons in Pb

were analyzed making use of both the multipole-multipole IMM)

interaction 72/ and the Kuo-Brown [KH) interaction as given by

Kuo and Herling 721/0

However, the boson modes Cstates in Pb] are surpris-

ingly similar calculated by one or the other interaction,-as

seen in Tables 6 and 7, Nevertheless, the KH interaction des-

cribes also the unnatural parity states, which are ignored by

the MM interaction.

In Table 8 we show a few of the states calculated with

the MM interaction. One can see that there is a reasonable

agreement between theory and experiment, except the state 15/2~,

But in this calculation we did not take into account the rather

high fragmentation /22/ of the single-particle state J^g/o-

The KH interaction describes equally well the states in

Pb. An exception is the state 1/2*, for which the boson 5*

becomes important. This boson is not present in the MM case,

which describes very well the states 172 .

In Pb the agreement between the first order and the

full NFT calculation is even better than for 91Nb. This feature

is due to the larger value of the effective degeneracy /4/ in

Pb as compared with Mb. For instance, the ground state 9/2*

was calculated with the MM interaction in first order to have

an energy value of 0.01 MsV, the spectroscopic factor is S,=0.81

and the wavefunction is 1.09 |gg/2
 x °i> * 0 l 2 2 IB9/2 x 2i > ~

- 0.08 |gg/2 x 41 > (compare with Table 8). However, the states
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1/2* feel the first order approximation treatment more acutely.

Aa an example, the first state 1/2* is described in first order

as E - 1,82 MeV, S_ • 0,10 [as compared to the exact values

E - 1.77 MeV, S = 0.32). However, it should be stressed that

this is the most sensitive state to the first order approximation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In the first part of these lectures, we showed that the

ground states of the Pb-isotopes can 'be constructed in terms of

the ground states of . Pb and of Pb. These states can thus

be viewed as nuclear elementary modes of excitation, namely the

one-phonon neutron pairing vibrations of Pb.

Combining pair removal and pair addition modes the

multi-phonon pairing spectrum can be constructed, e.g. the three

phonon states 21OPb(3) x 20BPbtgs) 206Pb(gs) [3 = 0* and 2*)of

Pb experimentally observed in the Pb(t,p) reaction._

We gave an alternative description of the Pb-isotopes

in terms of the BCS coupling scheme. In particular, we found

that the spectrum of Pb can be divided into two parts. A low-

lying (< 4 MeV) part controlled by the value of the pairing

gap A (superfluid region), where the two quasiparticle states

are built out of orbitals with e, - ep < 2A and where the

L = 0 (t,p) cross section is mainly concentrated in the lowest

JT = 0* (condensate). A high lying part (normal region)

starts at about 5 MeV where the two - quasiparticle states are

associated with single-particle orbitals with e. - ep » A.

These states do not feel the presence of the condensate and they

can be viewed as 4p-2h type of excitations in 206Pb. Moreover,

the two-particle transfer amplitudes corresponding to the Ct,p)
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reactions to those states, are practically the same as the

ours corresponding to the Pb(t,p) Pb(gs) reaction. This

feature lends support to the interpretation of those states as

multi-pairing-phonons modes. However, we also found that PQuli

principle effects can be important. Thus the zeroth order, har-

monic approximation, may fail in cases where the single-particle

shells have small degeneracy.

In the second part of these lectures, we showed that

the NFT provides a systematic way of treating those Pauli prin-

ciple effects to a given -order of perturbation theory. We applied

the theory to cases where the full NFT series could be summed-up.

We thus found that the theory provides the exact shell-model re-

sults plus spurious solutions. The spurious solution - which

arise because violations of the Pauli principle in the NFT basis-

are completely disconnected to any other solution. Me also found

that non-collective bosons may be important in the analysis of

some excited states. Nevertheless, in all cases we found that

the NFT series converge rapidly, i.e. the first order pertur-

bation theory is in most cases good enough, this result is inde-

pendent of the presence of non-collective states. It is also

independent of whether there are or not small energy denomina-

tors. However, if a single-particle orbit with small degeneracy

is important the first order may fail. This would- happen, for

instance, in the analysis of those states with a large component

in a single-particle state p1.-
 o r si/2 •

The material presented in these lectures was taken from

investigation done in collaboration with D.R.Bea, P.F.Bortignon,

R.A.Broglia, B.S.Nilsson and B.Silvestrs-Brac.
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Tabie 1. Single-particle levels above (k) and below (i)

the N • 126 neutron shell closure utilized in

the different calculations.

k

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

nk

2

1

3

2

0

0

1

Vk

d3/2

g7/2

s1/2

d5/2

J15/2

i 1 1 / 2

g9/2

- 1.445

- 1.495

- 1.935 •

- 2.405

- 2.555

- 3.195

- 3.965

i

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

ni*

2

1

2

0

1

0

0

» • J ,

P1/2

f5/2

P3/2

i13/2

f7/2

h9/2

h11/2

'-7

-7

-8

-0

-9

-10

-16

.375

.945

.275

.015

.725

.845

.445
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Table. 2,

C212Pb)

Ground stats wavefunctions of ths Pb-isotopes. They

were obtained diagonalizing the pairing interaction

(1) in the TDA. The numbers in brackets correspond

to the product wavefunctions of the pair addition

and pair subtraction modes, with the Pauli principle

included as discussed in the text. Also given are

the overlaps N between the exact and the product

wavefunctions.

(A)

B9/2 L11/2 J15/2 J5/2 '1/2 g7/2 33/2

0.63

" a / 2 (0.79)

j15/2

d5/2

S1/2

S7/2

d3/2

0

to

0

(0

.48

.3B)

.16

.19)

-0

(-0

-0

C-0

0

(0

.38

.27)

.19

.13)

.10

.09)

0.22

(0.17)

0.11

(0.09)

-0.09

(.-0.06)

0.03

(0.04)

0

(0

0

(0

-0

(-0

0

(0

.10

.08)

.05

.04

.04

.03)

.02

.02)

0

0.17

(0.14)

0.09

(0.06)

-0.07

C-0.05)

0.04

(0.03)

0.02

(0.02)

0.02

(0.02)

0,12

(0.10)

0.06

(0.05)

-0.05

(-0.03)

0,03

(0.02)

0.01

(0.01)

0.02

(0.01)

0.01

(0.01)

(B)

(206pb)

P1/2
f5/2
P3/2
i 1 3 / 2

f7/2
h9/2
h,.A I-*

0,75

0,47

0.28

-0.28

0.18

0.14

O.OE

(210Pb)

gg/2
i11/2
j15/2
d5/2
s1/2
E7/2
d3/2

N = 0.960

(C)

0.83

0.40

-0.28

0.18

0.09

0.15

0.10
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Table 3. Absolute cross sections for (a) (t,p) and (b) (p,t) reaction between the Pb-isotopes
at the angle 0 tcf,refB,/5/,/13/], The chosen angle corresponds to a peak in the
differential cross sections. The number in parenthesis corresponds to the normalization
factor NQ as as defined in eq,(7), The quantity e^®* is as given in eq,C9I for the
angle 0 in the peak cross section, ' ' :

da(ej/dCl t?|] i;.

ACt,p)A*2

208 * 210

210 •> 212

206 -»• 208

204 -*• 206

Experiment

0,103 *, (15%) (26°)

2.3 x 0,103
- 0.24 ^ (30%) (26*)

0.34 *_ (15%) (25°)

0,31 x 1.56
- 0,48 ^ (15%) (25°)

Theory i

! TDA . . ...

4,05 x 10"3 (16%) :
(25)

7.11 x 10*3 (24°)
(33)

_max » 7 R

2p :.>B

7.6 x 10"3 (26°)
| (43)

1.19 x 10*2 (28°)
(40)

i m j x « 6.3

j < N 0 > - 3 5 ^ .

< N > • 29o a
< N0? r - 42

BCS .

. 8.07 x 10"3 (26^)
(13J

€2p " B i 7

:.'!•! 1,24 x 10* 2 C24°)

!•"'.: ' C19)

- ' i - ' . e? a x " 13.3

1.3B x 10*^ (26°)
'!:' ' (25)

• e™* - 9.7i

2.06 x 10"2 (26°)

i (23)
-max „ u4 se2d 1 "5

< N Q V > . -. 2 0 , J , v s v

<N > 16
' o a

<N > ' - 24
or. .

403



ACp

208

206

204

,fc)A-2

• 206

-* 204

* 202

0

0

0

.082

Experiment •-
. • . , . , ' . • > > * •

^(151) (30?)

.14 •_ (15%) (30°)

.18 *k. (15%) (30°)

;r:;|:.

9 .

1 .

<N

7f x 10
' C14.

62 x 10
(14.

•y-
31 x 10

(13.

0

. TDA

"3

4)
2.

-3

6)
9 .

-2

7)
12

0

(32°)

7

C32°J

3

(32°:)

.7

P.- 14

Theory

9

1

2

< N

.99

.65

.34

> *

BCS

x 10~3

C8.2J
IHOA

2 P

x 10" 2

C8.5J

Zp**

x 10"2

(7.7)
max

62p =

• <N >o

C32

9.7

f32

16.0

(32

22,7

• p
r

°)

°J

°)



Table 4. Relative cross sections for the pair addition and pair
• subtraction modes. The ratio between the experimental- and

theoretical cross sections is also given.

Pair addition mode (t.p)

405

a) TDA

b) BCS

c) ref.

A(t,p)A+2

208 * 210

210 •*• 212

(do (0 ;ft*A+2) /da) / (do (6; 208*210) /dfl)

Theory
TDA
BCS

1.0 "I
1.0 J

1.54b)J

Harmonic

1.0

2.0

Experiment0'

1.0

2.3 ±0.76

(do(e)/dn)exp

(do(6)/dn)th

Jo.73 ±0.11*j I
CO.64 ±0.10°' i

$0.95 ± 0.29*| )
l'0.96 ±0.29°' i

e

T h .

26°

24°

•

Exp

26°

26°

<D2 104 MeV2fmm3 { g;g

Pair removal mode ((t,p) and (p,t))

(A-2)(t,p)A

206 + 208

2 0 4 •*• 2 0 6

. (do(6;(A-2)-»A)/dn)/(do(e;206+208)/dfl)

Theory

TDA
BCS

i.ob)3

1.49b)j

Harmonic

1.0

2.0

c)Experiment

1.0

1.56 ±0.12d)

(do(6)/dB)exp

(do{fl)/dn)th

(1.23 ±0.19^|
11.20 ±0.19°'

(1.15 ±0.07*!
11.16 ±0.07°'

e
T h .

26°
26°
28°
25°

Exp

25°

25°

E.R. Flynn, mixed target (6% error in relative cross section)

Mp,t)(A-2)

208-* 206

206-204

204-» 202

(do(6}A(p,t)(A-2))/dn)/(do(e;208*206/dn)

Theory

TDA
BCS

1.0 1
1 .0 I
1.69 \
1.65 j

2.30 1
2.34 $

Harmonic

1.0

2.0

3.0

Experiment

1.0 ±0.1

1.71 0.17

2.20 ±0.22

(do(8)/dn)

(d<T(0)/dil).hi

Jl.03 ±0.15 \
(1.03 ±0.15 1

(1.04 ±0.16 -j
U.06 ±0.16 1

(0.93 ± 0.15 )
10.96 ±0.14 i

e

T h .

J2°

52°

32°

Ex»

J0°

J0°

30°
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Table 5. Two-nucleon spectroscopic amplitudes associated with the
tra
204

transition 208Pbtt.p)210Pb(gs) and with the transition to

the' three-phonon 0, pairing vibration, i . e .
20ePb(0+.5.29 MeVl* \

Tb(t,p)

ig 9 / 2

o j 1 5 / 2

2 d 5 / 2

3 5 1/2

X» 7/2

2 d 3/2

2*l/2

l f 5/2

2P 3/2

0i13/2

l f 7/2

O h 9/2

0hll/2

gs(210Pb)

RPA

0.66

0.42

-0.30

. 0.19

0.09

0.16

0.11

" -0.10

-0.14

-0.11

0.15

-0.11

-0.10

-0.06

TDA

0.83

0.40

-0.28

0.18

0.09

0.15

0.10

-

0+(206Pb)

£=5.29 MeV

Q=1.042MeV

0.81

0.44

-0.36

0.21

0.10

0.17

0.12

0.02

-0.09

-0.09

0.16

-0.11

-0.10

-0.06



210.Table 6. Ground-state wave function of Pb calculated with the KH and

KH

the MM interaction.
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<1g9/2)*

0.82

0.82

0.42

0.40

-0.31

-0.32

(2d5/2)
2

0.13

0.18

<3sl/2>2

0.06

0.09

dg 7 / 2)
2

0.17

0.15

<2d3/2>*

0.08

0.10

Table 7. Wave function of the state 2I0Pb (2^) calculated with the

KH and the MM interaction.

Energy

*0lll/2*

<Oill/2 1g9/2)

(0ill/2 **V2>

O B 9 / 2 )
2

(1g9/2 1g7/2>

<lg9/2 2d5/2}

(lg7/2)
2

(lg7/2 2d5/2) .

(1g?/2 2d3/2)

(2d5/2)2

(2d5/22d3/2)

(2d5/2 3sl/2>

(2d3/2>2

(2d3/2 3s1/2)

;<«i5/2>*-

-6.92

0.73

. -0.05

0.13

:• -o.i7

0.09

0.61

0.07

-0.02

0.08

0.07

0.04

0.08

0.03

-0.04

-0.12

-6.91

0.64

-0.27

0.12

-0.34

0.06

0.54

0.07

. 0.03

0.07

. 0.12

0.04

0.09

0.05

0.05

-0.23
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Table 8. Energies E (in MeV), spectroscopic factors S_ and wave

functions calculated with the MM interaction in t!'fb. For

comparison, the experimental values of E and ST are also given
j

9/2*

11/2*

11/2*

15/2*

5/2*

Expcrtwent

E (Sj)

0 (0.69)

0.639 (0.81)

-

1.303 (0.47)

1.412 (0.76)

Theory

E( S j )

-0.06 (0.84)

0.70 (0.91) .

0.73 (0.06)

1.22 (0.86)

1.39 (0.89)

Wave

0.98

0.17

-0 .07

0.97

0.14

0.13

0.08

-0 .24

0.83

0.37

0.85

-0 .05

0.35

0.91

-0.28

0.18

-0.08

0.12

-0.07

0.24

function

1*9/2 B

1*9/2 *

1*9/2 *

| in / 2 .

1*9/2 #

1*9/2 *

lill/29

| iu/2«

lg9/2 *

1*9/2 "

| j 1 5 / 2 .

lj15/28

1*9/2 *

ld5/2 »

1*9/2 •

1*9/2 "

1*9/2 *

1*9/2 *

lg9/2 *

of
2f

*»*

0*

2f

4f
2+

of
2*

At

of

37

of
2f

4f

ft
&
4*.

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>
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>
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 (a) Variation of the energy of the low-lying

3* = 0* states of Pb as function of G.

(b) As in (a) for the absolute values of the

three main con

wavefunction.

three main components of the Pb(gs)

Figure 2 (a) Two freely-propagating pairing bosons

(harmonic wavefunction of the states in
212Pb) and (b) the "butterfly" diagram

which results (in lowest order) from the

exchange of the constituent particles in

the free bosons.

Figure 3 Calculated and experimental angular distribution

for the (t#p) reactions associated with the

ground state transitions in the Pb isotopes.

Figure 4 States containing one- and three-pairing

vibrational phonons, excited in the Pb(t.p)

Pb reaction. In the first and second columns

the experimental levels and the corresponding

centroids are plotted. In the last two columns

the corresponding theoretical results are

plotted.

The two lowest states (i.e. g.s. and lowest 2 )

are examples of one-phonon pairing states

(i.e. type a) states) and their structure in

terms of the occupation parameters V is sche-

matically illustrated in the third column.

The higher part of the spectrum (E > 5 MeV)

shows the three pairing phonon states whose

main structure is

| 0*> - | ii (gs)'f|(gs)f|'(gs) > and
| 2*> - |^i(2*)1+(gs)i4'(gs) > . The relative

cross sections
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do(204Pb(g8)

and

^ i 9 = 35°)/lotgsi 6 = 25°)

are also given.

Figure S The graphs (a)-(g) correspond to the NFT series

Cup to order 1/(2 ) contribution to the pair

addition phonon-phonon interaction. The graphs

(h)-(k) are the NFT contributions (up to order

I/O) to the matrix element of the two-body

transfer operator between one-and two-phonon

states.

Figure 6 NFT series corresponding to three-particle

excitations with TDA vertices.

Figure 7 (a) First order contribution to the propagator F.

(b) Graphical representation of the relation

between two successive orders of the

p r o p a g a t o r F . ."-••..;

Figure B (a) First order contribution to the propagator G.

(b) Graphical representation of the NFT ortho-

normality" relation.

Figure 9 Graphical representation of the one-particle

transfer amplitude.
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Figure 10 (a) The function «(E) (eq.(28)) for the

states 9/2* in 91Nb.

(b) The same function calculated to first order.

Figure 11 As fig.(10) for the state 1/2"
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TOWARD A UNIFIED APPROACH TO COLLECTIVE QUADRUPOLE

NUCLEAR MOTION

A.A.Raduta, V.Ceausescu, A.Gheorghe

Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering,Bucharest

P.O.Box 5206, ROMANIA

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments have considerably enlarged the

field of (HI,Xn) reactions which has yielded a wealth of informa-

tion on high spin states /!/. Therefore, theoreticians are keen

on finding a correct description of the new available data. To do

this there are in principle two ways to be followed :

a) to use the old concepts which were highly tested for

low spins and low energies j

b) to introduce new hypotheses appropriate for the actual

physical situation. However, this extension of the nuclear struc-

ture models must preserve a continuous link to the old theories.

Without any exception, all the attempts are of the first category.

Among them one can distinguish three classes /2/ : i) Microscopic

theories deal with a many-body Hamiltonian involving effects like

pairing, Coriolis coupling, stretching;this is treated through a

variational principle with constraints. The symmetries which are

inherently broken are restored either before or after the varia-

tion is accomplished.
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2) Phenomsnological formalisms are concerned with the

analysis of the dependence of the moment of inertia upon the an-

gular momentum. Host of them are based on the rotator picture and

account for the .non-rotational features by means of renormalization

effects. On the other side there are few attempts which use the

quadrupole-boson picture to introduce simultaneously both the vi-

brational and rotational degrees of freedom.

•The microscopic picture is aimed.at explaining the structure

of high spin states in terms of single particle motion. The pairing

interaction and the cranking terms are supposed to determine the

main feature of the nuclear motion in a high spin state. Since the

long range two body interaction is not properly treated within the

microscopic theories which are customarily used in connection with

high spin states, the collectivity of these states is of a secondary

importance /2/. On thB other hand, the phenomenological models

stress on the'collective aspects of the high spin states and might

be a reasonable approach when the collective and noncollective

degrees of freedom are maximally separated.

3) Between the two extreme classes of theories one could

place the semimicroscopic theories which visualize the nucleus as

consisting of two parts : a core which is treated phenomenolo-

gically and a few outer particles which are treated microscopically.

Here we shall confine our considerations to the cases

where the collective degrees of freedom determine the main struc-

ture of the high spin states.

It is well known that the experimental systematics con-

cerning the e.m. properties of nuclei presents a drastic change

from spherical to the we 11-deformed region's /3/. This specific



structure of the' spectra suggests that a vibrator model might be

a good choice for* the spherical region /4/ while a rotator /5/

or a rotation-vibration model /6/ would be appropriate for the

description of deformed nuclei. In the case of low-energy spectra,

various phenomenological collective models for transitional nuclei

have been developed HI. The same happens in the standard micros-

copic theories. For instance the phase transition (spherical - de-

formed) is associated to the breaking down point of RPA (random

phase approximation) Which is the basic approach of defining

(microscopically) the collective degrees of freedom /B/.

One natural question arises : is there any effective way

to unitarily describe the spectroscopic properties of the spheri-

cal i transitional and deformed nuclei (e.g., in terms of a few

parameters characterizing both the low and high spin energy

spectra)? This lecture presents an attempt to answer this ques-

tion in the coherent state collective approach connected to the

group theory technique forvibrational states.

In order to make precise the frame of our game, a few

words about the coherent states philosophy are necessary.

Since a complete microscopic description of nuclear properties is

for the moment an almost impossible task involving many ambiguous

aspects, there are several attempts to reduce it by separating a

maximally decoupled collective subspace of the many-body space. A

general way of constructing the collective subspace is by generat-

ing it as an invariant subspace of a Lie group £ whose parameters

are the collective coordinates. The collective aspects of nuclear

motion we consider, are quadrupole deformations and rotations*

Thus, the structure of the collective subspace S characterized by

the collective parameters of the type mentioned above is given by
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its decomposition in orbits (generalized coherent states /9/)

<Ji(c) » u * , where c denotes the parameters of the group <£, u

is an unitary representation in S and i|i is any state of the col-

lective subspace. One may connect the parameters in the classical

phase-space with the quantized operators c given by c"<ifi(c} |c|i|»(c)>.

The quantized Hamiltonian }f may be chosen as a function of c which

13 a self-adjoint operator in S.

If we assume S to~Se an invariant subspace with respect to

the many body Hamiltonian T& Ci.e., maximally decoupled), then 3t .

must be rotationally invariant. It is therefore useful to consider

the irreducible representations (IR's) of the physical ternary

orthogonal group R- in S such that for every IR of R, with angular

momentum I, the corresponding subspace S. of S is generated by the

projected coherent states with respect to I. In this way we may

solve the eigenvalue problem for3C in S_ te.g., by a variational

principle) and express the eigenfunctions as wave packets of pro-

jected coherent states.

In the particular case of quadrupole oscillations, the col-

lective operators c belong to the Heisenberg algebra generated by

{ I, o , it m ' } where a and ir1" (m* -2, -1, 0, 1,2) are the qua-
m m

drupole collective coordinates and their conjugate momenta, res-

pectively i {u } is the Weyl group for the canonical quantization,

given by the exponential mapping of the Keisenberg algebra. When *

is the fundamental stats for the harmonic quadrupole oscillator one

has the usual coherent state representation /10/.

As it is well known these coherent states are eigenstates

for the Hamiltonian it (c) • u MO
UI» where 3C is the harmonic

Hamiltonian, and moreover they form an overcomplete set. Then, for

a general Hamiltonian of the class mentioned above (e.g., contain-
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ing anharmonic terms) one could solve the eigenvalue problem using

this particular set of functions.

: in what follows we shall present a model in which the

whole collective subspace is spanned by suitably chosen coherent

states in which the deformation of the nucleus is characterized by

a real'parameter. This model is a proper choice for axially sym-

metric nuclei. The model is characterized by a sixth-order quadru-

pole boson Hamiltonian /11/, We shall start CsBction 3) by studying

the extreme case when only the groundstate band is considered.

Instead of diagonalizing the-model Hamiltonian by solving the cor-

responding Hill-Wheeler equations /12/, we approximate the lowest

eigenvalues by the average of the Hamiltonian on the projected

coherent statesj the parameters involved are determined variatio-

nally through the least square procedure. Under these circumstances

we shall prove that the vibrational and rotational situations are

just limit cases of a unique formalism /11/. Our procedure pro-

duces a unified formula for excitation energies as well as for the

wave functions. Concrete applications show that the unified energy

formula gives a realistic description of the experimental data in

thB spherical, transitional and well deformed regions /2,13/. Also,

we shall see that the semiclassical character of the coherent

states is the most appealing property which makes them useful in

connection with the high spin states. This fact constitutes a se -

rious support fir-ourattempt to generate a diagonalization basis

from coherent states.

Extension to the case of three interacting bands (ground,

0 and y) is discussed in Section 4. The eigenvalues of interest

corresponding to the states of even spin are obtained by diagonali-

zation within a 3 dimensional space generated through projection
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from three generic states i|> «

It is interesting to compare the coherent state approach

with the standard procedure which diagonalizes the anharmonic

Hamiltonian in the basis {|nApIM > } specified by the number of

bosons(n), seniority (X), angular momentum (I) and its z-projection

(M)j p denotes a completeness quantum number which accounts for the

degeneracy of the reduction to R3 /14/. This later -procedure has

the disadvantage of being very tedious especially when it is ap-

plied to the well deformed nuclei and high spin states. Such a com-

parison may be achieved in two steps : i) First we derive explicit

expressions, for the states |nXpIM > as well as for the matrix ele-

ments of the basic R_ invariants of collective nature /15,16/. This

is done in Section 5. It is remarkable that the states |nXpIM >

are also generated by a coherent state. At this stage any anharmo-

nic Hamiltonian can be diagonalized in the basis {|nXpIM > } with-

out employing the cumbersome technique of c.f.p. Ccoefficients of

fractional parentage)i ii) One may explicitly decompose the cohe-

rent states we have used, in terms of jnXpIM > states. Moreover,

the eigenfunctions of the model Hamiltonian corresponding tD the

restricted basis can be expressed in terms of the spherical wave -

functions |nApIM > and then be compared to the exact eigenfunctions.

This comparison is mathematically accomplished (at the end of

Section 5) but unfortunately we haven't yet numerical application

on this line.

Since throughout this lecture, the coherent states will be

intensively used, we shall consecrate the next section to the study

of their main properties.
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2, GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE QUADRUPOLE COHERENT STATES

In this section we shall present the properties of the co-

herent states which will be used in the other sections,These states

are associated to the phonon tsurfon) quadrupole destruction and

creation operators b and b* Cm = -2, -1, 0, 1,2) which fulfil ther m m
commutation relations for bosons ;

[bm' b m ' ] * [ C bm']= °' [bm' bm']= • 6
mm' '

First we shall consider the coherent state associated to

the Z-projection of the quadrupole spherical phonons /2,17/s

-d2/2 r -j '
*(d) •- T|0> = e . exp d.bQ |0 > . (2.2)

where d is a real number, |0> is the normalized vacuum state of

the quadrupole phonons and the unitary operator T is defined by

T = exp [d(b* - ba)J . (2.3)

We have successively

T+ bQT = bQ + d , (bQ - d) i|i(d) = 0 . (2.4)

This relation says that ij»(d) is a vacuum state for the

excitation operators

m m ni, o

The second consequence of (2.4) is that tp(d) is an eigen-

function of the destruction quadrupole phonon.

We remark that b is no longer a tensor under rotations

and thereby we shall refer to it as to a "deformed" quadrupole

phonon.
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The average of the mass quadrupole moment Q2 • q(b +b )

on \|i(d) i s

< tpCd) | Q_ |r(i(d)> = 2qd . ( 2 . 6 )

That means that i|i(d) is a"deformed" state and d plays the role

of a deformation parameter /17/.

The Reformed state i(i(d) is the ground state for the

shifted Hamiltonian

± > v » <v>

d Z m m *.— mm bn, " d C b n * b J * d

m m o o .

This Hamiltonian may be derived from a microscopic Hamil-

tonian including constraints by means of the time dependent

Hartree - Fock - procedure. The subsidiary condition refers to

f ix ing the quadrupole moment of the ground state..In this case d

is a Lagrange mult ipl ier which is related to the imposed quadru-

pole moment of the ground state via subsidiary condition /18/.

Thus {b } describe the small oscillations of the nuclear surface

around a deformBd equilibrium shape. Alternatively, i t has been

shown that b is the RPA (random phase approximation.) phonon as-

sociated to a many body Hamiltonian where the selfconsistent f ie ld

(one-body Interaction) is a deformed one /19/. In what follows we

shall refer to H_. as to an intr insic oriented Hamiltonian /17/.d

.Let us define now the collective generalized coordinates

a- and their canonically conjugated momenta irm by

a = l - t b + • (-)mb J . TT"1 = -JL (b - C - ) V ) . (2.8)
m if~ m -m . nsr m - m

The- uncertainty relation corresponding to the state i|>(d) and the

pair (o , ir°) looks like Air0 Aa = fi/2 and reveals the semi-
• o . o
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classical character of i|»(d). In order to obtain the corresponding

classical image of the quantum mechanical state. ty(d), we have to

iconslder the relations

0 - 0 . 12.9)

These relations indicate that the collective coordinate a oscil-

lates around the equilibrium value di/? and that its average mo-

mentum is zero.

The propertyC2.9) recommends the coherent state ty(d) as a

good candidate for a realistic description of the high spin states.

Indeed, there are reasonable indications that nucleus behaves semi-

classically when its spin is high. For example, if one considers

the-excitation energy of a symmetric rotator B- = fi 1(1*1)/2J •

for a very high spin, then it can formally be stated through the

conditions i I •*• » , fi •*• G and til •* k(const). We see that the

behaviour of the energy E_ •+ k /2 would be independent of I.

But this is a typical classical energy behaviour.

We note that i|»(d) is a superposition of different angular

momentum components. However, ip(d) is an eigenfunction of the

z-component of the angular momentum operators (i.e., is invariant
o

under - rotations around z-axis of the laboratory system of re-

ference).

This fact suggests that t|i(d) might be a good trial

function for an axial symmetric nucleus.

Since the collective Hamiltonian is invariant to rotations,

its eigenfunctions should be also eigenfunctions for the squared

angular momentum operator 3- ,
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In Section 3 we shall approximate, for a given value of

the angular momentum, the eigsnfunctions of the collective Hamil-

tonian corresponding to the lowest eigenvalues by projecting out

the good angular momentum from the coherent state iji(d) /2.17/

NfCd) pJ (2.10)

where PMQ is the K = 0 projection operator

2I*l
Bit2

(2.11)

and DrjK denotes the Wigner function while R stands for the rota-

tion defined by the system of Euler angles fi=(e.,6_,e_).

The normalization factor N|Cd) has the expression /2/

(2.12)

where B ! O ) is the 1= 0 integral

U)
exp jd2P2(x)l dx (2.13)

Here P., P- are Legendre polynomials /20/.

It is worthwhile noting that all the integrals Bj can be

expressed in terms of B_D and Bj . Indeed, taking into account

the expression of 5 in terms of quadrupole phonon operators in con-

nection with

\32\ 'IM (2.14)

one finds s
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,4
• 2d V " * H B {

0 ) . (2.15)
2d

The other integrals are related to BS and Bj due to (2.15) and

(1-1)
d BT (A)

= BT . (2.16)
d(d2)

By means of (2.16), the eq.(2.15) becomes a differential equation

for B*: . The solution of this equation which satisfies the

boundary-condition B£ (o) = 6Io is s

e <p[ - ,

where ij> is the confluent hy pergeometri c function /20/.

The relations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.17) completely de-

termine the projected wavefunction (2.10).

It is instructive to express the coherent state i|i(d) as

well as its projection <pi..(d) in terms of the intrinsic collective

variables

[6mo COS Y * i~tfim2 + 6m-2 ) s i n

These coordinates are related with a by :
m

[ 2 - i 9 )

where 12 determines the position of the body fixed frame with

respect to the laboratory frame.

After some elementary manipulations one finds

<Md) = Fexp(-d2 + SZ d ao)~||0 > (2.20)
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and

with

EK(B.Y,d)

K sven

1 - 9
(24) ? ir '(21*1)

(2.21)

exp(-d2-3Z/2)l x

exp |/?d E D2,o
in1

(2.22)

So far we studied the coherent states which are suitable

-For describing the oscillations around a static p-deformed shape.

However, if the potential energy of a given Hamlltonian H has the

dipest minimum at Q j< 0, Y i< 0, then the intrinsic Hamiltonian

which is to be associated to H is :

where

bm "

and d , d^ are real numbers.

fim-2}]

(2.23)

(2.24)

The ground state pf H* can be written as /21/

exP|d
o
bo * (b2 * b-2 ) J'0> l(2'25)

-(d2 • d?)/2
° Z

For the purposes of Section 5 we also consider here the

coherent states

2

| (exp[ Yl lcmbm " om
mbj]}\0 >

m—2
|o C2.26)
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with c (-2 £ m £ 2) complex numbers,
m

The system of states |c> with c belonging to the complex

five dimensional Euclidean space C , is overcomplete i.e.

i) the resolution of identity holds in the form

IT / d10 c|c> <c| = 1, d10o = I I d(Re c^dUmc^ , (2.27)

5 m=-2
c

ii) there is no pair (|c> j |c' >) of orthogonal vectors.

Indeed, it is easy to see that :
. 2

1 ii i i2 V ~ • •
< c | c* > = exp(- ^ c " c | + i Im 2 c

m
c

m
 ] ' (2.28)

m=-2

where II denotes the Euclidean norm in C . In Section 5, by

the above overcompleteness condition we will consider the coherent

states as generating functions for suitable complete systems of

quadrupole vibrational wave functions.

3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE GROUNDSTATE BAND IN TERMS OF COHERENT

STATES, THE VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL LIMITS

We shall start by considering the model-Hamiltonian H

and the projected coherent wave function <p|M given by (2.10).

The ground band energies will be approximated by

Ej.(d) = < <pfntd) |H| vfflCd) > . (3.1)

We write the sixth order quadrupole boson Hamiltonian in

the form /11/

H = E N • H1 • H2 , (3.2)

where N is the phanon number operator and H,, involves the an-
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harmonic terms conserving the number of phonons :
2

N - ) b* b m , (3 .3 ]
f m m
m—2

H. " fo •«,(N-2)~l(b*b*) (bb) + 3(26- «. -/26_)N2
1 |_ 3 J oo 4 i 5

• « N3 • 2(3y * « 4 • B«5)N + T-P - Y + / « 5 tN -2 f ] 32 *

* 6 (b*bV) (bbb) • «_(b*b+b) (b*bb) . . (3.4)
1 O O e. 0 0

The coefficients a,6 and y characterize the fourth order Hamil-

tonian (in the notations of / 2 / ) .

Using the tensor properties of the phonon operators, we

obtain

x - d 3 Q3(d) • (-B-Y* pd2)I(I*1J + Fo4(d) • «5 ICI+1. IJRJ1 J (d)

+ 02(d) Rj2 )(d) + «4Rj3)(d) , (3.5)

where

d 2 h e j h ) ( d ) / Bj°J(d) i h - 1.2.3 , (3.6)

and 0. are polynomials of degree k (k»2,3,4); p and the coeffi-

cients of Q. are linear combinations of the coefficients of H.

In particular, i f H_ • 0 , we have p • 0 and

Q2(d) - 6(p-«s) • 1 ^ «2d2, Q3(d) - J od + | j 61d3 , 13.7)

Q4(d) • e •• B(P*Y* «5) • §5 « 2
d 2 * ? *&* *

From C3.51 i t can be seen that the I-dependence of the excitation

energies are determined by five distinct terms > 1(1+1) and
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Tj(d) = 1(1+1) Rj1)(d) . . (3.8)

&{h)(d) = Rjh)(d) - RQ
h)(d) . h = 1,2,3 .

Me note that the quantitative properties of the ground band

states are determined by E-(d) and <pjL(d).

In what follows we are interested to see the behaviour

of E_Cdl and <f^ for large values of d as well as the limit-

d * 0.

A, The limit of large deformation parameter d

Let us now consider the asymptotic behaviour of the SXT

citation energies. Defining the coefficients a.̂ . by the asympto-?

tic expansion

PI

4

r ih \ 2 k 2 5

(x) [_P2Cx)J =1 aIhkC1 " x ] •Olti-x^J ) , (3.9)M-0

we have

(3.10)
J-lirv rv

k=0

with

k -k-1 d /2 -2(k+1)r>— -p -?2 "?2p T10-,
F.(d) - 2 3 e d > 6 fk»pH(2p'l I(p!) d +0(d ) .

p=0

The relation (3,10) determines the asymptotic behaviour of

R , Aj , A_ , A- and consequently of the excitation

energies t

-2 " -2 2 2 ^3
Ejtd) - EQ(d) = A(d)d 1(1*1) - B d I (I+.1) • 0(d ) , (3.11J

where A(d) is a polynomial of degree A,- The explicit expressions

of A(d) and B are given in ref, /11/.
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In order to make precise the asymptotic area of d we mention'

that ths concrete values yielded by the asymptotic expressions of
f 8.1

R and A^ U - 1 , 2 , 3 ) for d • 4 arB in excelent agreement with

the exact ones (d < 5 for actual n u c l e i ) .

Concerning the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function

<piL(d) it is useful to consider its exact expression in terms of

the intrinsic variables P and y ( 2 . 2 1 ) .

The axial symmetric case is obtained from (2.21) as a li-

miting situation i y "*" 0« Thus, the wavefunction (2.21) becomes

lim *> 2

1*3 -1-2 1
." 4

x e

[<§>•
,1/Z]

2 ifItl 21*3^ 3_ de)

1*1 2_j>3 3 rf2

C3'l1a)

When d is large we can use the asymptotic behaviour for 4> in the

relation (3.11a). The final expression for the asymptotic behaviour

for yindspendent function 9§,.(d) (3.11a) is :

fd * ,2

-1/4 1/2 ., "C 7Z' -•
% | IT (21+1) B"1 e ™ DJ 0(n o), (3.11b)

We note that the wave function (3,11b) is very similar to that pre-

dicted by the liquid drop model when the decoupling of 3 and y

vibrations is assumed.

The relations (3.11), (3,11b) and C2.21] enable us to

conclude that the coherent state formalism yields in the asympto-

tic limit the results of the quaairotational model (QR) whose
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excitation energies are represented by a power series of 1(1*1),

By means of (3.11) we obtain an explicit dependence of the moment

•of inertia upon the deformation parameter as well as upon the an-

harmonic coefficients. In particular, the harmonic approximation

of (3,11) becomes

Ej(d) - EQ(d) = e K M ) / 6d2 • ... , (3.12)

where the small corrections are indicated by dots. Equation (3,12)

shows that the moment of inertia is about proportional to d ,

This property is consistent with the interpretation of d as a de-

formation parameter.

Alternatively /22/ we could preserve the angular momentum

not exactly (by projection) but in average i then the energy

would be determined by

x j | | j > , (3.13)

where tiy is determined by the subsidiary condition

1(1+1) . (3.14)

Considering only tfta harmonic term of H, one obtains

E, - E - . X t I*V . (3.15)
1 0 6

Since e and d appears to be fitting parameters, the relations

(3.12) and (3.15) yield in practice the same spectra.

B. The vibrational limit d •*• 0

It is easy to show that

lim R{h}(d) « (I)! / (I - h)! , h £ I . (3.16)
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Using now (3.5) and (3,16) we find

lim Ej(d) - | I + l(B-2y)I(I-2)* l(64+465)I(I-2)(1-4). (3.17)
/ d-*o

As for the wave function pfM , it can be expanded in power series

in d(d/O) i
'in

~i
'nIM

(3.18)

where 9 -„ are eigenfunctions of N, 3 and 3 • Further, the

functions 9 .„ can be expanded in the standard basis {{nXpIlvl> }.

The summation over the seniority X and the degeneracy quantum

number p is so restricted as to have (n-X) an even nonnegative

integer and X -I £ 3p s X - \ , p > 0.

The above consideration lead to

j, IM
lim i, 0, I, PI (3.19)

.in 2(21+3)
|I + 1, | + 1. 0, I.M > . (3.20)

We recover by means of (3.17) and (3,19) the results of the com-

pletely aligned state (CAS) model proposed by Das,Dreizler and

Klein /23/ and which works very well in the vibrational region,

We note that in the frame of the CAS model the odd order anhar-

monic terms are not effective. This does not happen in the for-

malism of the coherent states,1 Indeed, we can easily show that

ET(d)
I" 21 I

E *
L 2 I + 3J

1

> • (3.21)

We expect that increasing the deformation parameter the

projection will change the vibrational picture mixing the rota-
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tional degrees of freedom into it,

Concluding we have proved that the coherent state

formalism supplies a unified formula for excitation

energies as well as for the wave functions which give a realistic

description of the experimental data in the regions of spherical

transitional and well deformed nuclei /2.13.22/.

Also we have seen that projecting out the good angular

momentum I from the coherent state i|i(d) we could generate both

the .(d large) wave functions describing the rotational motion and

a particular vibrational state |1/2, I/2,0,IM> in the limit d * o

(the vibrational yrast state).

In Section 5 we shall use the generalized coherent state

to generate any state |nXpIM >. Having in hand the general re-

lation between the coherent states and the vibrational states

|nX pIM > we can rigorously compare the coherent state formalism

and the diagonalization procedure which uses the basis {|nXpIM >}.

4. A POSSIBLE EXTENSION TO THREE INTERACTING BANDS

Historically the concept of bands was introduced by Bohr

and Mottelson to characterize the situation when 0 and y vi-

brations are mostly decoupledj neglecting the interaction of the

two degrees of freedom, the R3 symmetry of the collective model

Hamiltonian is broken and the "rotational" states can be classi-

fied according to the K-quantum number (the projection of the

angular momentum on the z-artis of the body fixed frame). However,

this is a limiting case j in reality the bands interact with each

other and the realistic Hamiltonians supply us with eigenstates

which are superposition of states belonging to different bands.
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In spite of this fact, all the formalisms take the decoupling case

as a reference picture, A more realistic way to define the bands

is to refer to their e.m. transition probabilities. Thus a band may

be viewed as a set of states whose any two consecutive states are re-

- lated by a strong E2 transition.

Here we shall present an attempt to simultaneously describe,

in the spirit of the previous section, three adjacent bands i

ground, 3 and Y bands,

Let us first enumerate some of the essential features of

the experimental sistematics i a) there is a large area of nuclei

which satisfy the. Sheline-Sakai scheme /3/ithis gives an interpre-

tation of the low spin states of the ground,^ and y bands in

terms of vibrational states, Thus the ground band can be builb by

selecting from any multiphonon multiplet the highest seniority

states. The head states of 3 and Y bands originate from the two

phonon triplet, the states Zo, 3 , 4 come from thB three phonon
P Y Y

multiplet.

b) In the deformed region the Alaga rule for the ratio

of interband to intraband E2 transition probabilities

CBCE2i CI*2) + I )/B(E2iCI+2) + I )), works quite satisfactory.

c) Inspecting the available experimental data one may distinguish

two cathegories of nuclei : Y~unstable nuclei where E_+>E n + and2Y °B
y-stable nuclei which exhibits an opposite ordering for the two

band heads.

Of course there are various aspects concerning the de-

tailed structure of the three bands along the periodic table,which

can not be comprised in a general scheme. It is out of the scope

of the ptssent lecture to give a quantitative description of the
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fine structure of the bands. Here, we shall confine ourselves to

indicate a possible way to reproduce, in a unified manner, the

general features specified by a), b) and c). The readers can find

the numerical applications in a forthcoming paper /24/.

For a given value of spin we generate through projection

a three dimensional space which is further used for diagonali-

zation of an enharmonic Hamiltonian, A possible choice for the

generating functions of the threa bands is i

(4.1]

Projecting out the components of good angular momentum one

obtains

where the projection operator P.... is given by (2.11) and N§ ,

8 v
Nj, Ni are just normalization factors.

We would like to approximate the level energies of the

three bands by eigenvalues of an anharmonic Hamiltonian, within

the basis C4.2)i the energies of the odd spin states of y-band

are approximated by the average of the model Hamiltonian on the

corresponding state (4,2).

Our choice is motivated by the properties of the function (4.1) .

and (4,2) which make them useful in connection with the goal we

formulated above.

The intrinsic wavefunctions are mutually orthogonal i

C*g|i|>g) = (*gl*Y) • (*g|*Y) - 0 . (4.3)
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It is well known that projecting out the angular momentum the

orthogonality properties are in general not preserved. In our

case we have :

(4,4)

The overlap N^ s is not identically zero (for any value of d) but

tends to zero both when d •+ o and d -»• «.

The behaviour of the functions (4,1) in the limit d •*• o can be

easily established. Indeed, as we have seen in Section 3.

• §• 0- (4.5)
d-»-o

Using this and (4,1), one obtains

d-»-o

. (4.6)

As for tfae_Y~states we note f i rs t tha£ the norm factor behaves

like d " ^ ^ i f I is even and like d ~^~ i f I is odd.

Thus vie can write

is r~
(4.7)

1 1 " "2
where r • «(3+(-} ) and <p TM are eigenstates of N, I , I .

Expanding now ? + 2 IM over seniority one obtains :

+2,IM

if I is even

(4.8)

0,1,PI > if I is odd.
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The relations (4.5), (4.61 and (4.8) indicate that the

wavefi'inctions (4.2) reproduce the classification scheme of Sheline

and Sakai. Now, let us see what are the predictions of the

present model for the opposite limit of d -*•«>. One finds that

the wavefunction behaviour (4.5)-(4.7) is in full agreement

with that of the phenomenological wavefunctions of the liquid

crop model associated to the decoupling situation /5/.

Concerning the energies it is instructive to analyse the asympto-

tic behaviour of the eigenvalues of N, Taking the asymptotic form

of the matrix of N corresponding to the basis (4.2) one finds the

following expressions for the excitation energies :

g,0 . (4.9)

1 2 ad* '

where a is a constant which is slightly smaller than 6. In this

way the rotational situation is also covered by the present for-

malism. We note that in contrast with the model proposed by

Arima and Iachello /25/ which considers separately the vibra-

tional and the rotational pictures, the present approach consti-

tutes a unified description for both cases. Concerning the rela-

tive position of the fj and y band haads this can be decided by a

suitable choice of the model Hamiltonian. For instance taking

H - x N • y A2 . C4.10)

~2

with A defined by (5.9) and approximating the energies as

ej(d) - < fJn |H| ?jM > , i = g,p,Y, (4.11)

we see that even in the vibrational limit
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- x f * % 1(1 • 6) ,

d*o

U.12)

ej(d) • • 4) • * 1(1 • 6) »

d*o

ej(d) - |tl>2) + }(I«2)(I+8) if I is even,
d+o

e](d) • |(I*3) • }(X*3)(I*9) if I is odd .
d-*o

both the Y unstable and ystable cases can be covered by a suitable

determination of the constants x and y.

As for the e.m, transition probabilities it is easy to obtain the

reduced matrix elements of the quadrupole transition operator :

I' 2 I

'o o o

~N|, ZI*I N | "I

N| 21'•! N| J

21*1

I* 2 I Njt

2-2 0 N|

o v - i
NIN;, 2/5(21*1) E (2I,*1) ^ C1 1 I 1

I1 2 I , I. 2 I, I. 2 I _ -2i
C W(I'2I12iI2)(Nf )

1 1 J
2 - 2 0 0 0 0

Then, the asymptotic behaviour of the ratio :

B(E2i

B(E2, I
g

Y

< t { | b* • b

can be easily evaluated, The final result agrees the prediction

of the Alaga rule.

Thus, the model agrees with all the required empirical

aspects.
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Before closing this section we mention that a similar

philosophy of constructing the bands was emitted by P.Q.Lipas in

ref./26/. In his case the intrinsic states i|»o » b*ib »
; P O g

<|i • blip have the disadvantage that the corresponding projected

states coincide in the limit d •»• o with each other. Also, the

model - Hamiltonian is just the harmonic one. In view of this it

is expected that quantitative properties of the vibrational and

transitional nuclei are not realistically described,

5. THE STUDY OF THE SPHERICAL BASIS {|nXpIM>}

5.1, Tfee haitmonJic quadfiupole. HamiZton<i.an

We start with the Bohr collective harmonic Hamiltonian for

quadrupole surface vibrations

2

H - I Y ~ ( - 1 ] m (irmir"m • o o J . (5.1)
o Z. f m ~m

m»-2

in the system of units in which the mass parameter, the spring

constant, and Plank's constant ti are equal to 1. The generalized

coordinates a and their canonically conjugated momenta irm satisfy

the relations

o* = (-1)m om , Trm = -i ̂ i- , - 2 S m £ 2 . (5.2)
m

In the boson representation defined by the transformation

(2,6), Hohas the form

H Q•• N • | , (5.3)

where the phonon number operator N is given by (3.3).

In the body fixed (BF) frame the quadrupole coordinates

are
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m u in u

with R(fi ) representing the rotation which brings the laboratory

(L) system in coincidence to the BF frame. If the axes of the BF

frame are just the principal axes of the moment of inertia, then

we may use the parametrization :

a~ = a _ »"— siny i a. = a . = 0 i a = g cos Y • (5.5)

In terms of the new variables P,y,fi , the corresponding classical

Hamiltonian for (5.1) splits in two parts, one vibrational H and

the other rotational H . :.
rot

H" - Hv * Hrot ' t5'6)

Hv = i(B
2 • B2Y2 + B2) .

Vot = 2

3 - . -1-1
sin2(y - | irk)

Here L stands for the k component of the angular momentum

with respect to the BF frame.

Quantizing the classical Hamiltonian (5.6) we obtain the.

corresponding quantum mechanical operator :

-1 . - 4 8 D4 3 , o - 2 . 2 O 2 , ,c -,i
O c . o p d p

w i t h J • " ' "•• ' • -• ' ' ' " - ' : - " " i : • •' • = . ' • • - '

-1 3 r -i-i
A • - (s in3Y) ~^Y S i n 3 Y ~S7 *jL_ 4s in (y - \ ifk) L? . (5.8)

' - . . - • k=1 ' ' .

I t i s worthwhile writing A in the boson representation as

well as in the (a,ir) representatioji i. . , u . . , i ,-
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A2 = N(N • 3) - 5(bV) Q(bb) o = N'(N' +3) - 0
2A" , (5.9)

Here N* and A are the Euler and Laplace operators, respectively t

2 2

• X a \ m a2

N - > « _ • * = — • A = > (-) 2 . (5.10)
2 1 1 1 i-% OU l/U

re=-2 m -m

A polynomial in o variable is called homogeneous if it

is an eigenvector of N' with positive-integer eigenvalue. Also we

shall call a polynomial as harmonic polynomial if it obeys the

Laplace equation.

Now let us denote by 3. (k = 0,+,-) the spherical com-

ponents of the angular momentum in the L system. Their expressions

in the boson representation are

^ i - 2 1 2 +

1 + 1 1 h m,,m_=-2 m1 h m2 ^ ^

* (5.11)

Using the canonical transformation (2.6) in connection

with (5.111, we find :
2

met •£- , (5.12)
m ~ 2 "*"<»

= 2Co ^- * o_1 ^i—) + /E (o 4 — + o -4—) ,
1 - 2 o - 1

3- = 2(O1 US- + a 9 TE=—» + ^ t« -J=- * « 1 -4=-l •1 3ct« -Z oo < o an. -1 3o
t -.' 1 O

From (5,11) and (5,12) we can express straightforwardly the

squared angular momentum 5 in the boson and (a,u) represen-

tations, respectively.
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We remark that HQ,defined by any of the relations (5,1),

(5,3), (5.8), commutes with N, A2, 32, SQ .

Mere, we are interested in finding the eigenfunctions of H

which satisfies simultaneously the eigenvalue equations

N |nXpIM > = n |nXpIM > , (5.13 a)

A2 |nXpIM > -XU+3) InXpIM > , (5.13 b)

JT |nXpIM > = J U + 1) | nXpIM > , (5.13 c)

3 Z InXpIM > = M InXpIM > . (5.13 d)

The above equations give a precise significance for the quantum

numbers n,X, I, M. What about the remaining one ? The defining

relation (5,1) indicates that H is a five dimensional oscillator
o

Hamiltonian and consequently to specify its eigenfunctions we need

five quantum numbers. In this context p is the completeness or

the "missing" quantum number.

The form (5.7) of H suggests the g dependence of |nXpIM>

can be factorized. Indeed, starting with the trial function

(5.14)

K even

the eigenvalue equation (5,7) yields

r
= I 2

X*-
L, 2 (B2)exp(-^B2) (5.15)
•̂ (n-X)

where L1 are Laguerre polynomials /ZO/
^•Cn-X)
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The quantum numbers n,X,I,M are integers such that n,X 2 0 i

|M| S I, n-X is even and non-negative, and I S 2X, In ord«r to

establish the range of the missing quantum number some considera-

tions from the group theory point of view are necessary. We note

that N. A and 3 are Casimir operators for the groups U(5),

Rc and R,, respectively.

The above groups are defined as followst

U(5) is the five dimensional unitary group with the gene-

rators b*b_, (-2 £ m, m* 5 2). Since HQ commutes with all these

generators, U(5) is the symmetry group of HQ.

Let us denote by |0>.the phonon vacuum state i

2 B 2). (5.16)

Then, the eigenvectors of N corresponding to a given eigenvalue n

spann a space S . A typical orthogonal basis of S consists of

-i -v
|v> - (v!) * (b ) |0 > i |v| » n , (5.17)

where we have used the abreviations

2

V - ^ - 2 ' V - 1 ' V W ' |V'"5I Vm ' t5'1flJ

m—2

* v 2 • v ri
( b ) . | ( Q ) t v l a l I v 1I I m I I m

m » - 2 m - - 2

The dimension of S is given by the number of solutions v of

the equation |v| .• n i

dim Sn - JQ (n*1)(n*2)(n*3)(n+4) . (5.19)

Actually Sn is the space of the totally symmetric IR of the spe-

cial subgroup SU(5) of U5.
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The five dimensional orthogonal group R- is the subgroup of SU(5)

generated by the operators

+

°mm' ° b m V " ("J b-n,'b-m" ~
2

The Casimir operator of Rg is :

"mm- V m • C5'21)

Its alternative expressions are given by (5,8) and (5.9),

For a given n and X with 0 £ X £ n, n-X»even , let S . be the

space spanned by the eigenvectors of A corresponding to X(X+3)|

its dimension is :

dim S . = i(X+1)(X+2)(2X,+3) . (5.22)
nA 5

Moreover S . is the space of the symmetric traceless tensor IR

of R5 /27/.

The physical ternary orthogonal group Rg is the subgroup

of Rg generated by the angular momentum operators X Ck=O->jO de-

fined by (5,12). The eigenvectors of 3 with the eigenvalues

ICI*1) spann the space S .- .

The spaces S , S . and S ... are related by :

n = ^) nX ' nX vf nXI * '
X S n IS2X
n-X«even

where ff) stands for the orthogonal s u m symbol,

Thus, the above classification correspond to the re-

duction chain U(5)IDSUC5)3 R O R , , The quantum number p counts

for the degeneracy of the reduction Rg Z3R3 /28/.
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This degeneracy can be determined by expanding the character xx

of the irreducible representation (IR) of R,.(M, in terms of (IR)

of R3(I)

XT » (5.24)
A j A 1

where the character are evaluated according to Weyl's procedure /2G/

sin -•-- '<p sin —=— ? sin *, y s i n ( I + ^

- — — . (5.25)in2^- cos ̂  sin —1>2 sin2^- cos ̂  sin —1> sinn —1>
From [5.24) we obtain

2ir

dx(I) = / xx X* Pd-», (5.26)
o

where /27/

p = 1 S i n
2 1 C5.27)

Denoting by £ = e the integral becomes :

± C CZX+1-1)(ZX+2-1)(Z2X+3-1)(Z2I+1-1-1)
dx(I) = -=^ J dZ . C5.2B)

IZ',-1 Z2X+I+2CZ2-1)CZ3-1]

It can be easily verified that d tl) is equal to the number of
A •

solutions in p of the double inequalities /3.0.31/ :

X - I < 3 p < X - l(I+3r), r = •Ip-f-U'H • C5.29)

Evaluating the integral C5.28) one finds :

li I- 62X-1,I * 1 ' t5-30)
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where I j stands for the integer part symbol.!

From (5,14), we see that to find the explicit form of
Y

jnXpIFI > is necessary to determine the f-dependent function G. _„ .

Inserting (5,14) into (5.13b) we obtain an infinite coupled dif-

ferential equations for G. I M which is very difficult to be solved.

In subsection 5,2 we shall describe an original procedure

to derive the explicit expressions of G.
XpIM

Before describing our procedure, some notations and defi-

nitions are to be introduced.

Let V be the linear manifold of all quintuples

a = (a -.a. ,ao,a.i ,a_) °* complex coordinates fulfilling the first

condition (5.2), We denote by S the complex valued functions de-

fined on V which are measurable and square integrable with respect

to the measure on V given by

2
d5a = - 2 - do P](dReo d Im a ) - -2« 64|sin3Y!d0dYdn (5.31)

2ir "• I m m 4 IT

where dfl stands for the Haar measure on FU.

Note that i f the scalar product for S is evaluated in terms of &,y

and 8 with the ranges (p,00), 10,2ir and |0,2ir | x 0, IM X | 0 , 2 I M

respectively, then (5.31) has to be devided by 24 ( i . e . the order

of the octahedral group).

In particular, the scalar product of the vectors 6.14)

can be written as

i » w f

(n X I PI jnXpIM) • 6 ,
nn

2TT

(1+6K 0) / |sin3Yl G
o

K even
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The system of eigenvectors of H is complete in S, Let us now

denote, by U the set of quintuplets e "(e_2»
 E-i'eo* e1* e2

By e - P~1o_ , -2 - m £ 2, with a belonging to V and B >< 0.

Note that U can be identified to the unit sphere of the real five-

dimensional Euclidean space by the mapping

e + (e , /? Re e^,J? Im e^, »^Ree2, •'Sim e2) . [5,32)

We also introduce the set W of all quintuplets n-Cn.j'i.! '^o'^i *T|2

given by n = d~ c , -2 S m S 2, where c belongs to C and

d is the square root of the rth.s. of the expression
2

m

) c o . (5.33)
—in in

m=-2

/ (-

We suppose that its real part is non-negative.

It is useful to introduce the following measures on U and W, res-

pectively
1

A * " Z 2
dHe - -2j.|i • 2e_1e1 -2e_2e2| f~|d(Reem)d(Imem), (5.34)

2ir m-1

d Bn - |i*2n_ 1n 1-2n_ 2n 2| d(Ren m)d(imn m) . (5.35)

In what follows we shall often use the polynomials i •

I2(o) •= Z(-) o_mom - B 2 , 0 2 0 , (5.36)

3
COS3Y, ,

(5.37)
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Y2(o0 = 2 v'z" <s2aQ - S3 a* , (5.3B)

Y3

(5.39)

I\iot8 that I_(a) is invariant against the Rj. transformations

while I3(a) is invariant both against the Rg and R3 transformations

I. (k=2,3) are the maximum components of a tensor of rank ki res-
K

psctively,

5.2. Explicit $oim& . £oi the. iixnc.ti.oni (nApIM >

Let us consider the coherent state (2.26) and the states

|nApIM >. It is easy to prove that the following property holds s

there is no state (nXpIM > such that

< c |nXpIM > = 0 for any c. C5.40)

Indeed, the state jnXpIM > should be obtained by applying an

hai.iogeneous polynomial of degree n in b on the vacuum state :

jnXpIM > = Pnfb-J ]0 > . (5.41)

Then

< c !Pn(rAPIM > - PnCc) . C5.42)

The hypothesis (5.40) implies that P (c) = Q what is absurd

It results then that the expansion

(c > = I X (c) jnXpIM > (5.43)

nXpIM -

has the property : there is no coefficient X . I W which is

identically zero. In other words saying the coherent states can

be used as generating functions for the vectors |nXpIM> .
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Our further task is to project out from |c> the vectors

|nXpIM>, In order to save the space, we shall not go into details

but we shall stress on the main points of the procedure we des-

cribed in ref. /15/,

Let us define the projection operator E , onto the space

S . by the equation

^ | | C5.44)

where

where

|nXn > =

|nXn >

exp(cb

-n 1
• d E . | c > exp(s

is defined by

k)|o > - J l dn|
n-X=even

the abreviation

2
O b + = * Cm bm

m=-2

r l - l

InXn > . (5.45)

(5.43)

has been used.

Following the procedure we described in ref . /15/ we obtain

I i- ~\ z"Cn'X)

|nXn> = IT ?(X+ |)[3x2n(I(n-X))!r(l(n+X+5)fj (-1)

' (5.47)

x

where P ^ C n e ) is the first derivative of the Legendre poly-

nomials of degree X + 1.

The scalar product of the vectors (5.47) are given by

(J(n-X))«r(^(n+X+5)J P' (nn1*).

(5.48)

From the defining relation (5.44) and (5.48) one can write the

resolution of unity as i
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y E n X » 1 , E n X « ir ( n + 4 ) ! / jnXn > < nXn| d8r\ . 15 .49)

O£X£n
n-X-even

It can be verified that 0 Pjl+1(f$ no) is an harmonic polynomial.

Also a very important convolution formula holds i

/ P^ten'^.^CeTiJa^e = «XX
>(f**1) P X * 1 ( n n " } • (5'5tn

This formula suggests the following way to project from a vector

|n,n > belonging to Sn the component of good seniority. Indeed i

H S U
n ,X ( 8 ) P X * 1 U n ) ' (5.511

n-X»even

Using now (5.50) one obtains :

x+D / P +̂1tnn') |n . n' > d V . (5.52)

If n = X, then the above formula gives a recipe to project out

the component of maximum seniority from a homogeneous polynomial

in a.

From the relation (5.52) we can obtain an alternative

•expression for the X-projection operator. Indeed, let Q be an ar-

bitrary homogeneous polynomial on V and E the operator which

project from 0 the component of maximum seniority, One ,easily

finds

k

i (-1) f2X-2k+1)!« r -I i.
E0(a) => r -M<»J A Q(a) . (5.53)

i^-. (-1) f2X-2k+1)!« r -I

> r -M<»J
•L—• 2Kk!(2X*1)!! L ̂  J
k-0

Concluding the results which were obtained so far, we

described a very efficient method to project out the components
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of good, seniority from any vector belonging to S . Comparing our

method to that of ref,/14/, therein the starting step was the pro-

jection of the angular momentumi then applying the tedious pro-

cedure of the traceless operator, the seniority quantum number was

projected out. We remark that we could apply our-procedure to

project out the seniority from the homogeneous polynomials of good

angular momentum which were found in ref«/14/. We have tried this,

but the final expressions we obtained are*quite complicate.

The ordering of the projection operations is similar to

that of ref-/32/. Therein a particular set of vectors from S ^

(monomials of a) has been considered. Further, the projection of

angular momentum has been achieved by means of Peiejrls-Yacoz pro-

cedure (PY). One could use the PY recipe for the vectors |nAn*>.

Indeed, applying the projection operator PMMt2.11) one obtains

a vector from S ,, :
nAl

4> (Y,8) - P L |nXn > . C5.54)
nAnlM m

The explicit expression of <f> S_TM is given in ref-/15/. Wl note

that the space S ^ is spanned by the vectors $ j--. with i)

belonging to W, The question which is to be solved is to choose

from W a discrete set of values T) with p satisfying the double

inequalities C5.29) so that {*nXn m ) - be independent. This
P P

can in principle be done by solving the Heel-Wheler equations as-

sociated tc the eigenvalue equation.of the operators /33/ defining

the quantum number p. Unfortunately, this is of the eight order in

boson operators and the corresponding H-W equations are difficult

to be analytically solved.
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Our procedure consists in the following. We first remark that the

states of spin 0 and 3 can be very simply constructed. Then ap-

plying on these states a suitable operator we construct a state

of angular momentum I and the projection on z-axis equal also

to I. Finally, we project out the good seniority.

Concretely , we have proved that the set of polynomials

/15/

4 ^ o - K p + q t o l ] j ' (5'55}

with

-p-q-rr ,
2 [2(p+q+r)J! / .. r, , p*i

0 + (a) = . EJ[Y3(a)J [igCa)] [ , C5.56)
r''D q (p+Ql I Cp*q+r) l

• 1 1 f X 1

q = X - j(I*3r)-3p. r = J[i-l-1) J,

t = - X + I * 3 p .

has the properties :

2 2 '

i) are independent, ii) are eigenstates of A , 3 , 3 and N

corresponding to the eigenvalues X[X+3), ICI+1), I,X.

We note that

f5'57J

These relations [5.55) and (5,57) show that all the even - I poly-

nomials Q. _ are derived from the polynomial with I equal to zero.
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Similarly the odd-I polynomials are obtained from the polynomial

with 1=3.

It is easy to verify that the functions Qxol*01'8 a r e

eigenfunctions of A , ] , 0 and N corresponding to eigenvalues

X(X+3), 1(1+1),I,X. Since the above mentioned functions satisfy

simultaneously the equations (5,13a-5,13d), we can state t

jXXpII> = QXpI(a)e ^ • (5.59)

A vector of S . space is obtained by multiplying Q,_y te) by

InXpII > = FnX(g) 0XpI(e) . (5.60)

The general vector |nXpIM > can be obtained by applying
I-M

the lowering operator (J_) on InXpII >. However, as we shall

see, for practical purposes of evaluating matrix elements, only

the states jXXpII > are needed.

In what follows we shall give the explicit expressions

of Q X D I in a, b
+ and CB,Y»61,62,83) variables, respectively.

Inserting the expressions of the operator EC5.53) into (5,55) one

obtains :

QXpICttI - 2 1 PXpIh «2C«l,I3Ca))RIhCa) , C5.B1]

h=0
where

-q*h+3s p+q-h-2s

[]PXpIh(ot) = Z A X p I h s [ l 2 H [l3C«)] , (5.62)
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s+k -p-r*3k-aii h .
(-1) 2 Z (-3) tl(3s)!(q+k)l|2(p*q*r-sjJl(2X-2k*1))

Xplhs "
k!s!h!(t-k)!(q-h*k)!(p»q*r-s)I(p*q-h-2s)!(-q+h*3s-k)!(2X + 1)!

(5.63)

RIh(ot) " °2 [Y2l0l)] [Y3to)] " {5<B4)

It is worthwhile noting that the functions Q. _ are linear super-

positions of the independent polynomials i

1,
Xpl ?U-3r)-h . rq*h+38r ,p+q-h-2a

P - o 2 lY2(o)J lY3(a3 lI2ta)J LI3to)J t5-

Regarding the behaviour against the R_ group, each polynomial

(5.65) is the maximum component of a tensor of rank I.

We also remark that the expression (5.61) contains in a factorized

form the invariant and standard covariant parts with respect to R^.

The functions (5.60) are not normalized to unity and not

orthogonal with respect to the quantum number p . Their mutual

overlap is i

. . . . . c
V , - (n X p I I |nXpII) - 6 6 6 2/ dDe«(I,(e)-1) ,
P P nn« XX' II' z

x 0* (e)Q (e) . . (5.66)
Xp'II XpII

Inserting the expressions (5.61) for 0 into (5.66) one finds t

lh's' V.Q-3S.S «C*-2p-q-h'-2.-..h',q-3.).

where the integrals of the type.

h>#S'S' (5.67)
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Wtu.h'.h) = 2 / dDe 6(I2(e)-1) I I3te)J RhI(e)Rh,^(e). (5.68)

are evaluated in /1B/,

For the further purposes we shall introduce the notation

r xiy i
InXpIM > = V |nXpIM ) (5.69)[•::]•

for the normalized wavefunctions and the abreviationB

= |XXpII) , |XpI > = |XXpII > (5.70)

for the highest seniority states.

Using the canonical transformation (2.8) one can write

the function |nXpII) given by (5.59), in the boson representation

^7 1? ^^

InXpII) T r l | l | [2 (l(n-X))!l[r(Il^)l fc2
lb^\ °XpICb+)l0>

1 _1 x

IXXpII). (5.71)

Now we shall look for the function G. T K C Y ) defining the

state |XXpII > in the BF frame by means of (5.14). Comparing the

relations (5.14) and (5.59) we find a system of equations for the

Y-dependent functions

C 5 I 7 2 J

OSKSI
K even

The solution of this system is 1

•l(I-3r)
z -1

PX PIh
t 1' C 0 8 3 Y l ' t 5' 7 3 )

h=0

where P X p I n is defined by the r.h.s. of (5.62) for I2(o)-1 and

I3(o) = cos3y and
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f (I»KH(I-K)l
L (21)!T 1 K hCY) • I . I 2 3 K h J x

h [JfI-K-r-2u)]

u=0 v=0

«• ilC-r-u+2v i(I-K-r)+h-2u-2v
(itl-3r)-u)l t- -™/3'sin3Y) C-|sinY) (cosy)

u ! v !(h-u)!(v* ^

(5.74)

Here we shall also present, an alternative form for the invariant

factor P. _. , which is very convenient in the case of low angu-

lar momentum states

D
s + k s-u Q _ 1

(-1) 3 Cq*k)«r(X-k+ |)

{— k!ul(itl'3r)-q-k)!tq-s+k-2u)ltq-s+k-2u)It2s-q-h*u-k]

+r+s

C
p+q+h-2s

Jk,u
C5.75)

where C CCOS3Y) stands for the Gegenbauer polynomial /20/.
n

Let us now collect the main symmetry properties of the

wave-Functions we found before.

The tensorial factor RT. [a) afaeys the "composition"
All

relation i

RT.(a) RT,.,(a) = RT T, , , , U ) , (5.76) f
Ih I h I+I ,h+h _,

where
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RI+I'.h*h'(o)

if either I or I1 is even and

5

" RI*I',h*h'»3(ot) J

if I and I' are odd.

In the BF frame one may verify the following symmetry relations i

[i-t-1)^TIKh(Y) - 0. TIKhtY)-C-1)ITl.Kh(Y) . (5.77)

The composition formula for the tensorial factors Hy) is s
1

r • • -. " 2
JJI-K+K'HUHC-K'mi'-K'mi1**1)] x

x T (Y)T (
I»K-K',h I'K'h1

where

i

T
I*I',K.h+hF

if either I or I* is even, and

-I 5

= -3 2 P T (Y)COS3Y+ 6T (
I+I'.K.h+h1 L 1*1',K,b+\\' I+I',K,h+h'*1

I*l',K,h*h'*3

if I and I* are odd.
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If I is even, then the following relations hold >

T
1*3,K.h

2(21)1 (l-K*3)l(I*K*3)l \i
sin3Y x

<|(I-K-2)!(I*K*2)f| * T (Y)" I(I-K*2) ! (I*K-2)fl T (Y) \ .
O J I,K*2,h u J I,K-2,h J

P (1,COS3Y) - —2—— P (1,COS3Y) . (5.79)
Ap,I*3.h 3COS3Y X,p+1.Ih

It i s worthwhile noting that the functions G._jKlY) are not nor-

malized to unity. Let us denote by iK I K (Y) the normalized

function t

with

-1 2iT 2
wApI • t n ^ P " | n * P " ) - [ 2 ( 2 1 * 1 ) ] ) t 1 * 6

K 0 ) ( | s i n 3 Y | l G X p I K ( Y ) | dy.

J
ApI ^ — —

OSKSI J Q

(5.81)

Let us now consider the general formulae (5.73), (5.BO) for the

particular cases of yrast and low spin states 1*0,2,3,5. The state

characterized by n • A • ^tl+3r), p=0, will be conventionally

called yrast state.

Using the expression (5.62) for P. _. , one obtains :

j(I-r)+1 J(I-3r-2) --1 _1

*- (Y) - 2 3 ir (1*«Kn) x
ltI*3rJ,0,I ,K KU

r
4-K sin 3Y) Xp

[7l*1JCI*2j] (2I)K^(I-
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(COSY) C—psinY)-
2 . (5.82)

v = 0 v!(v*^K)! (l(I-K-r) - 2v)l

Concerning the low spin states the use of relation (5.75)

for p ^ D l n is more suitable. The final results regarding the nor-

malized states are

r 7+r
i|> (Y) = v (-sin3Y) C (COS3Y) t
3{p+r),p,3r,2r 3r,p ,p

•l(r-1) p-1 r
* (Y) = 2" (-1) v C-sin3Y) x
3p+3r+p,p,2+3r,2r 2+3r,p

_ 2 T -+r
C (COS3Y) COSY " C (COS3Y)COS 2Y~I
-p -p + 1 p + p-2 -J

p-1 r
* (Y) = (-1) v (- sin3-y) x
3p+3r*p,p,2+3r,2+2r 2+3r,p

3 3

T (cos3Y)sinY + Z
p-p*1 P*p

whera r=D,1 % p=1,2 and

3 3

IT (cos3Y)sinY + Z [Cos3Y)sin2Y . (5.83)
•p-p*1 P*p-2 J

1 1
2 r 7(2P*3) n^

v = ̂ C2p+1) . v
Op 3p

v =3 | j (V = r | ( p * 1 ) l , v =3 | j ( p + 1)(p+2)(p + 3 n (5.84)
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5.3. Cloitd ioimi fan. the. mattUx zle.me.nt4 06 the quadiupole.

collective opzxatoii

The states |nXpIM > can be used as a diagonalization bases

for a Hamiltonian including anharmonic terms. Up to now, this has

been done by the technique of coefficient of fractional parentage

(c.f.p.)/30/ • However this method becomes tedious when the physical

conditions require a large dimension for the diagonalization space.

For example, this is the case of transitional nuclei and of high

spin states. Here we shal' see that the matrix elements (m.e.) of

the anharmonic terms can be obtained in a closed form /16/. We also

give some relations which may be used to estimate the quadrupole

transition probabilities.

We start with the a-representation where we are interested

in evaluating the m.e. of the operators a , Y,Ca), I_Ca], Y^Ca).

Let us call these operators DCo)-operators. We also intend to cal-

culate the m.e. of the kinetic-like terms C-):m -^—, Y^C3), Co33)
m

which will be conventionally referred to as 0(3)-operators.

The algorithm we adopt is the following. First we expand the func-

tion O(a)Q. . in terms of the polynomial bases states $VQ,, T •

Then the m.e. < AApIl|O[a)| A'A'p'I'I' > are written as linear com-

binations Cup to a normalization factor) of the overlap integrals

whose coefficients are just those determined by the polynomial ex-

pansion. Further, the general m.e.< nApII|0| n'A'p'I'I' > will be

expressed as a product of two factors : one is just

< AApIl|O| A'A'p'I'I1 > and the other has a remarkable simple form.

Finally, the m.e, of the kinetic terms are related to the matrix

elements of the Ota)-operators.
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Let us consider first the polynomial a Q. TT. According
m Apxx

to the angular momentum selection rule, it results that this poly-

nomial can be expanded in terms of polynomials carrying the an-

gular momentum I1, with I1 running from I+m to 1+2, The projection

of the total angular momentum of the composing polynomials on

z-axis must be I+m. Since it is convenient to explicitely use only

the polynomials of highest angular momentum z-projection, wi shall

write the other polynomials in the form 3_Q. TT • Also the fol-

lowing selection rule for seniority quantum numbers holds :

a Q. __ contains only components of seniority A+1 and A-1. This
in AD J. X

follows from the identity

2 1 l (5.85)TXpl

Consequently we can write

2-m

a_ 0 i n T = / d. 3 C (a), (5.B6)
m Xpl Z__ km

with

Xpl . _ Xpl

E Api . _ Api

K 0 (a) + B K 0: .
X+1,p',I*m X+1,p',I+m X-1,p',I+m X-1,p',

C (a) = E
- Aplm .

C5.87)

It now results from the tensor property of,the collective coordi-

nates • ' ;

m+2 1
-k r h . , f~(2+m)! C2-m+h)i "I? k-h

a 3 => (-1) —£: 3 a ,
h=0 h! Ck-h)! j^ f2-m)i C2+m-h)! J " m'n

'" ' ''• ' ' '•'-' ' ' ' • : ••- •-; £ 5 . 8 8 )

that the coefficients dkm are :
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1/2

"(2-in)(3*inf|

2(I*m"1 J
• • «

3(I*m+2)(2I+2m*3)

3»
2(I*m*2)(I*m+3)(2I*2m*5) 4CI + 1) CI+2) (21*1} (21*3)

(5.89)

For our present purposes it is suffficient to consider the 6X7

pansions (5,86) corresponding to m=2.1,0 1 the matrix of a_

(m = 2,1,0) can be easily obtained from the adjointness property

of o . Inserting the explicit expressions of Q. _ (5.61) into

(5.B6) one obtains a linear combination of p p (5.65) equated
hs

to zero, In virtue of the linear independence property of

{p P }. we obtain an algebraic system of linear equations for1ns n/S

the coefficients K ^ . The nonvanishing coefficients
Xol X'pM+m'

K H obtained by solving the above mentioned system of equa-
Xp'I+m
tions, are listed in Table 1. Hereafter we shall refer to this

method as to the polynomial decomposition procedure (PD).

Concerning the expansion of Y_(o)Q. •, , this can be obtained from

the defining relation (5.38) and (5.86). Thus, the following ex-

pression is obtained :

2 1

FXpI 3 0
X+2-2k,p-k+j,1*2

(5.90)

where the coefficients F are those given in Table 2.
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Table. T. Thz zxpaniion coe66<ic£en£« o(J o^lm - 2,1,0) in thz

polynomial bcuU t B 2 v 0 X p I Ca)>v (erf. e.q. |5.«6J

and (5.87)).

pI
l

2X-2t+l
+2 ' (ZX+l)(ZX+3) »

-XpI _ 1 r-*7KJ,/i ^ . 2rf2q+3)
KX+lpI+l * T5 I^W1"1") + 27(ffl2qi

KXpI _ 8rq(X-t)(2X-2Ul)(2X-2t-l)
^A+l.p+l.I+l Z/(l+Z)(Zp+Zq+3) *

_ 2r(2q-I)
p,I+l 27(ZX+l}

K^P1 - -2t(2X-6p+l)
X+l,pI " 3(1+1)(ZI+3)(Zp+Zq+Zr+1) *

XpI _ 8q(q-l)(X4q-I+1)(2X-2t-H)(2X+2q^3)
RX+l,p+l,I " 3(I+l)(ZI+3)(Zp+Zq+Zr*l)

KXpI
R l l

(2X-2t-l) (2X-2t-3) (2X+2
ZX+3J(I+ZJ(Zp+Zq+3;

(
,I " 3(ZX+1)(ZX+3)(1+1)(ZI+3)(Zp+Zq+Zr+1) '

pI _ 2q(2Q-2I-l)C2X-2Ul)(2X-2t-l)(2X+2Q+3)(2X+2q-H)
-l,pI 3(ZX+1)(ZX+3 J(1+1j(ZI+3)(Zp+Zq+Zr+ij



aXqei.uT pa^exnqeq. aje Q sq.uaToij.j.aoo

Z Z
i uoTsuedxa aq .̂ ute^qa Axxsea ueo SM

I T r- 2"*,

autsn

(l+JZ+bZ+dz)(£+XZ)?(i-ri.<:ui-
(I+ÏZ+Y2) (£+b2+XZ) (E-W-YZ) (t-«-XZ)ÍT+W-

,(I+V?.)(T-YZ)E = 2+rz-d*Z-Y

_Z+I*d€Z+Y
ld

M?.(n) A 9° ïWayarWio-d voy^vvdxz -»m 'z
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Table. 3 , 1hz e.xpan&ion coeM-te-ten** oi I 3 ( o ) In the. polynomial

bail* tB2vQXpIMCotl} (cf. eq. (5 .92))

P - .P\
X+3,p+l,I 2p+Zq+Zr+l »

0ApI _-4q(q-l)(q-2)(4p+2q+2r+3)
X+3,p+2,I 2p+2q+Zr+l *

t(2A+l-6p)
(ZX+/)(Zp+Zq+Zr+1) '

P - )
X+l»pI ™ (ZX+1)(ZX+/)(Zp+Zq+Zr+1)

nXpI _ -4q(q-l)(X-Itq»l)(2X-2t+l)(2X+2q+3)•
u X+l ,p+l , I " {ZX+1)(ZX+/)(2p+Zq+Zr+l) '

DXPI _ -4t ( t - l ) (2X+2-3p)
X - l , p - l , I " (ZX-1)[ZX+1)(2X+3)(ZX+5)(2p+Zq+2r+l) '

nXpI _ q(21-2q+l) (2X-2t+l) (2X-2t- l ) (2XH-2gt3) (2
X-l ,pI " (ZX-1)(ZX+1)(ZA+3)(ZX+bJ(Zp+^q+Zr+1)

DXPI . 4t(t-l)(t-2)(2X-H-2p)
uX-3,p-2,I ~ (ZX-3)(ZX-1)'(ZX+1)i(ZA+3)(Zp+Zq+Zr+1) '

nXpI _ (X+I-q)(2A-2t+l)(2X-2t-l)(2X-2t-3H2X+2q+3)(2X+2q+l)(2X+2q-l)
X-3,p-l,I ~ StZX^JtZX-li'tZX+lJ^ZX+SJtZp+Zq+Zr+l)

Following the PD procedure one can e a s i l y obtain the poly-

nomial expansion of the Rg generator /16 /

o = o 3 * « ^ - . (5.93)

Having this, we can immediately determine the polynomial expansion

for Y3 :
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Y3°xPi
 m2T-[}3' B a ] V • (5'94}

We note that once we have the polynomial expansion of I_,

Y-, Y3 then any polynomial in a-variable can be expanded in the

basis (8VQ;L> T*V* T O g i v 8 a n e x a mP l s ifc c a n b e verified that the

maximum seniority component of the polynomial

o, - • 0 is Q. T i this result is consistent
2 3o£ AP J

with the relation C5.55J.

By means of (5.69], C5.59], C5.86I and C5.9Q] we find

<X+1 p I+m|o | Xpl> - V VAl C?4^) x
m

 LP'P' PPJ ^

f XpI X*1,I+m Xpl X+1,I+m~]

X+1,p,I*m p'p m " ' X*1,p+1.I+m p ' ,P + 1 J

f X-I.I+m XII
|a | Xpl> - V V

m L p'p' ppJ

-1/2
| A - i f i'ln M |

A .,__... ,_m,..,__ (

P'P' PP

["Xpl X-1,I*m Xpl X-1,I*nr|

K V *C1 - 6 _) K V I i C5.
.X-1,p-1,I+m p',p-1 X-1,p,I+m p'p J

95)

1/2

<A-2 p.I*2|Y2t«)|XPI> , 1 f i2X*5)C2X*7) 1
Lv x + 2' I + 2 vXI

P'P' PP

X+2fI+2 Xpl - X+2,I+2~I
x I F V • F V

LX*2,p p'p X*2,p*1 p'p*1 J

-1/2

< Xp'I*2 |Y_Ca)lXpI> = 2*1^ | v v x
Z Z Lp'p' ppJ
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[ Xpl XJ>2 X p l X, 1+271
F V + F V

Xp p'p X,p-1 p'p J

<X-2 p'I-2] Y,Ca)|Xpl > - i f^X+DCZX+a) 1
*- Z L,,X-2,I*2 WXI J

,1 .

p'p1 PP

96)

<X*3

r~XpI X - 2 i I * 2 Xpl X-2 ,1+21
F V • F V C5.

LX-2 ,p-1 p'»p-1 X-2,p-2 p ' .p -2 J

1/2
.rC2X*5K2X*7]C2A+9Fl ]~ Xpl X+3,1.

| | X P I > = 1 U D V
L 2 VX*3 'X VXI J L > 3 ' P + 1 P''P+1

P'P" PP

Xpl X + 3 , l l
+ D V

X+3,p*2 p',p+2j

1/2

< X * 1 p ' l | l - ( a ) l X p I > - 1 C2X>5)C2X*7) D V • +D V
3 • *\ X * 1 , I X I X+1,p p ' p X*1 ,p+1 p ' , p + 1

4v v J u -
p'p' PP

1/2

Fi f2X+3H2X*51 i F ^ 1 X " 1 ' 1 XPJ x " 1 ' i l
1 t2X*3H2X*51 Q y +D V

L 2 V x " 1 « I v x l J L x " 1 ' p " 1 p''p"1 X ~ I . P P ' P JP'P1 PP

X-3 | Xpl>

1/2

1 [~(2A-1)C2X + 1H2X*3ri
2 |_ 2Vx-3.r vxi J

2V ' V
P'P1 PP

Xpl X - 3 , I Xpl - X -3 , I
D V • D V

X-3,p-2 p ' ,p-2 X-3,p-1 p'p-1
(5.97)
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The matrix elements of tha kinatic-lika terms are related

to the above listed m.e, by i

m

-m
|XpI > = - <X+1,pl,I+m|a JXpI > ,

Xp'I+2|Y2O)|XpI >- - <Xp'I+2| Y2C3)|XpI > ,

X^2 p'I+2| Y2(3)lXpI > - <X_+ 2,p'I+2| Y2(o)|XpI > ,

U33Jo|XpI> = - f^S «*1 3 ' P ' 1 ! I3Ca)|XpI >,

Co33)o|XpI> = 1 j S cX^np' l l I 3 ( o l | Xpl > . (5.98)

The m.e. of the operators a, Y_Ca], I3C&] corresponding

to the states with n > X are related to those which correspond

to the n=X states by :

n'n
< n'X'p'I+m,I+m| o |nXpII> = 3 <X'p'I*m,I+m| a |XpIl > ,

m X'X,1 m-
X1 = X ̂  1 ,

n'n
<n'X'p'I+2,I+2fY,(a)|nXpII>= 3- <X'p'I*2,I+2|Y_(d)| pll >.

£ X'Xj2 *
X'=X,X •*_ 2,

n'n
<n'X'plIl|l_to)|nXpII> = 3 <X'p'II|l_Co)|XpII>, X'=X+1,X+3,

3 X'X|3 ° ~ ~
C5.99)

where . _

n'n n'X' nX

o X'X« XX

_ X+X-+H+4 .2
)& e"P dp
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If one considers the explicit forms of the functions <t>p̂  (see

eq.(5,15)) the integrals involved by (5,100) can be easily est i -

mated. The result is
1/2

i n'X1 nX

cS^ilH rt"'**'*5)"

m

E
i-X'

2
• . 1 5 . 1 0 1 )

m • m K~\ '
- m -

It turns out that the sum from the r.h.s. of (5.101) contains only

a few nonvanishing terms. Thus the summation may be easily per-
n'n

formed. The final results concerning the ratios 0

(£.=1,2,3) are collected in Table 4.
X'X»J.

n'n
Table. 4. 1hz zxptlclt txpfie.a>loni o£ the. fiatloi 3 ( 1 1 = 1 , 2 , 3 )

dzilne.d by ( 5 . 1 0 0 ) and ( 5 . 1 0 7 ) . X ' X , *

x+l,x;l
n+x+5"
2X+5

Jx-l,x;l =
1 7 2

dX-l,X;l
rh+x±3l1/2

1/2jn+2,n _ T(n+x+5)(n+x+7VT/<:

X+2,X;2 ~ L (ZX+5j(ZX+7) J •
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Table. 4 [contlnuU) j ^ . n „ R ^ M ^ X t f f l 1 7 2 ,

u+2,n Rn-X+2)(n-X+4)1
n-2,x;2 = L(ZX+iJ(zx+3) ]

fextf ' *[f<

1/2

1/2

,n,n _ 2n+S
ax.x;2 ~ Ix+5 *

,n,n • Jl n-x+2) (n+x+3)1l/c

aX-2,x;2 L(ZX+i)(ZX+J) J

.n-2,n _ Rn-X)(n-x-2^1/2

°x+2,x;2 " jJzTfFvrjnr

an-2,n _ Rn-x)(n+x+3VI1/2

x,x;2 zTi?

1 / 2,n-2,n _ R2+x+l)(n+X+3flA/£

JX-2,X;2 " L(2*+l)(zx+3) J

,n+3»n %•( n+X+5) (n+X+7) (n+X+9 )
UX+3,X;3 I (ZX+bK

,n+3,n _ 1 Rn+x+5)(n+X+7)(n-x+2)1v*
°x+l,x;3 " Tk*T I Zx+5 J

.n+3,n _ 1 Rn-x+4) (n-X+2) (n+x+5)11/2
Jx-l ,x;3 " 7M5 I 2x+3 J

,n+3,n _ Rn-x+6)( lj~x^)(n~^
X-3,X;3 ~ [ (ZX-l)(ZX+l)(2X+3)

.n+l,n _•- Rn-X)(n+x+5)(n+x+7)11/2

Jx+3,x;3 " 3 L(2*+5)(2x+7j(2x+3) J

,n+l,n 3n-x+7 (Vi+x+ff|1/2

°x+l,x;3 " 2x+7 L"lx+?J

3n+x+10
*x-l.\;3 = ~2x+5

n-x+2
ZA+3

1/2

,n+l,n , Rn-x+4)(n-x+2)(n+x+3)1L/i
JA-3,X;3 " ° L (2x-l)(2x+l)(2x+3) J

^n-l.n _ ,n,n-l ,n-3,n .n,n-3
UX',X;3 " Jx,X';3 ' JX',X;3 = Jx,X';3 *
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Concerning the kinetic terms the relations (5.9B) can be

extended to the n > X states

2 I I > = -<n_O , X ' p ' I + m , I + m | a J nXpI I
m

X1 = X^ 1 ,

= -<nX' p11+2,1+2] Y2(a) | nXpII>,

X'p'I+2,I+2|Y2C^) |nXpII> =<n+2,X 'p ' ,I+2,I+2J Y2(a) (nXpII

3 ,X'pI l ! Co33) I.nXpII >= - \l-^< n+3 ,X 'p ' l l | I _ ( a ] | nXpII >
O H J J ^ o
o'

< nM,X' ,p'Il| (a33)QjnXpII> = 1 l/-
2^ <n_+1 ,X'p'II |l3(a) | nXpII > .

(5.102)

Using the relations (5.99), (5.102) and (5,97) the m.e. of any

collective Hamiltonian written in the (a,u) representation can be

easily evaluated. By the procedure we described above the cal-

culation of the matrix elements of the potential energy terms is

reduced to that of the overlap integral, Alternatively, we may

directly evaluate the matrix elements of the invariant terms just

by performing the corresponding integration over the a-variables,

This procedure leads to the general formula :

I-3r

n' ,n
T.Va)!nXpII = 3 ' X > A A

X'.XiU L
' laj jnApll = J \ > A

X'p'Ih's1 Xp I,q-3s,s
h'=0 s.s'

W(v+p+p'+q# + s-h'-Zs',h',q-3s) . (5.103)

The quadrupole transition probabilities of the type I+I-2 can be

evaluated using the results about the m.e. of. ct-.Y-, as well as cH

the corresponding kinetic terms. The other quadrupole transition
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probabil i t ies r * I - 1 , 1*1 are obtainable from the m.e. of ct-.J.Y-j
2 2

a , J_Y_ respectively. The matrices of J_Y_, 3_Y_ are fully de-

termined by the a-matrices.

Now, suppose we have to t reat a quadrupole-collective

Hamiltonian which is given in boson representation

H = H [hsXs(b*.b) • h*X*(b*,b) j (5.104)

where s * ts ,s1,,,.,s7) is an Q-uple of nonnegative integers and

_ S4 so S1 _S2

Xgtb*,bi-

J(N) 5CA^) B(3ZJ '

(5.105)

is a monomial in the Casimir operators N, A , 3 and the ele-

mentary invariant operators defined by :

I,Cb+) = /?Cb+b+) = I*Cb) ,

I3(b*)

I_.Cb+,b) = -M^tb^b^b) = I-.Cbib). (5.106)

The matrix elements of the composing invariants of X (b ,b)

are fully determined by the results obtained in (a,ir) representation

and

I2tet) - I2
Cb*1 + N • N' • 5 ,

3 ( b V b J Q + 3(b+bb)o + fbbb)Q~| ,

- CbVb l - (b*bb) + (bbb) 1 .

° ° °J
—L |(b+b+b + ) n - CbVb l - (b*bb) + (bbb)2/7 L ° ° ° °

-. (5.107)
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Further, the m.e. of X (b*,b.) are obtained by inserting, the

complete set of states |nXpIM) between any two adjacent invariant

factors. In this case we have to be cautions since these states

are not normalized to unity and are not orthogonal with respect

to the quantum number p . Alternatively, the m.e, of X can be
s

directly calculated using the boson representation for the vectors

|nXpIM) (5.71). The final result is obtainable in two stepsi

First one reduces the general m.e. to a m.e. of the product of
rd

the 3 order invariants

i
<n'X'P'Il|x;Cb\b)|nXpII>= 2 [

-1 •
r cn'*X'+5J n K U + 3 J liCI*1 j] <n '-2s4 ,X'p ' II |

s0 s1 " s s 3

I 3 Cb H 3 1 (b ,b) I3 2(b ,b) I 3 Cb) InXpII >. (5.108)

Then, the m.e. involved in the r.h.s. of the relation

(5.108) is calculated according to the following general reduction

formula :

3 y

,,(b\b)|nXPII > = y ~ 5 ^ f ( ^ -V * k)2C^)! x
k=0 h=0'

1 - 1 / 2

_2 p!k!(3-h)!F(X-k*11)
r[n*X

-y+h)!(k-h)!r(X-k-h*ll)

Xpl
D <nfX'p'Il|fi(b*,b)|n-2v*3,X-2k+3,p+j-k,II
X 3 Z k j k I

X-2k*3,I ~
Vp*j-k,p*j-k f (5t10fl)

V
PP ~*
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which holds for any invariant polynomial operator fi(b ,b).

Summarizing thB results of this section we derived analy-

tical expressions for the vectors |nXpIM > and then we estimated

the m.e, of the invariant operators constructed by means of qua-

drupole operators. At this stage, for a given I, one may build

the matrix of the collective Hamiltonian H corresponding to the

bases {|nXpIM> } and then diagonalize it. Then the eigenvectors

of H will be a superposition, of the bases states •:

•
TM

InXpIM > [5.109)

The results obtained by the diagonalization procedure can be

compared to those produced by the coherent states formalism if
g E

> where the function ?_„ isone knows the overlap <nXpIM|

given by (2.10). Using the boson representation of the functions

involved by this "overlap" we obtain :

<nXpIMJ
VXI r(niX*5_j

L-pp 2 —I

d I!C/E)

Xplhs
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The present lecture was intended to stress, an the usefulness

of the coherent state formalism in tackling with the collective as-

pects of the nuclear motion• We did not intend to exhaust the sub-

ject, an attempt which would have gone far beyond a summer school

lecture.

In nuclear physics the coherent states were introduced with

the aim of separating a suitable collective path in the motion of a ̂

many body system, On this line.many progresses have been obtained

among which one distinguishes the generator coordinates method and

the theories of nuclear motion of large amplitudes. These aspects

are nicely treated by Brink and Veguiny and by Rowe and Basserman

in their review papers /18/. Here we were not interested in defin-

ing the most suitable collective coordinates for a given many body

Hamiltonian.

We suppose from the beginning a collective Hamiltonian of

a quadrupole type. We wanted to see if it is possible to reproduce

the main collective features of the nuclear motion of high spin

both for transitional and well deformed regions, by considering an

effective collective Hamiltonian on a restricted collective space

generated by a coherent state. The procedure is motivated in sec-

tion 2 where the properties of the coherent states are studied.

The ground state band is separately treated in section 3 while the

extension to three adjacent bands is presented in section 4. These

two sections outline the possibility of describing the essential

features of the vibrational as well as of rotational limits by a

unique formalism.
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We have deliberately skipped the discussion on the numerical appli-

cations in order not to alter the continuity of the theoretical

ideas. The numerical applications are very promising as it can be

seen in refs, /2,13/.

Next we compared the method of coherent state with the stan-

dard procedure of diagonalization within the basis {|nXpH"!>} .

Explicit expressions for the eigenvectors of the harmonic quadru-

pole collective Hamiltonian have been obtained in Section 5 using

the properties of the harmonic polynomials in five variables as

well as the tensor properties of the quadrupole collective coordi-

nates. These closed form expressions are given both in the lab.

and intrinsic systems of reference and classified according to the

irreducible '^presentations of thB chain of symmetry groups

U[5) 3 SU(5) D R,- 3 Ro . The Bxact solution for the harmonic vi-

brator is also explicitly obtained in the quadrupole boson repre-r

sentation. These formulae are applied to the yrast states and the

low angular momentum states obtaining remarkably simple expressions.

We also obtain useful symmetry properties as well as recursive re-

lations. Moreover, the matrix elements of the most important col-

lective operators have been calculated in the explicit basis for

the harmonic quadrupole Hamiltonian, In particular, the matrix ele-

ments for the potential energy and kinetic anharmonicities and the

quadrupole transition operators are analytically obtained. In

Section 5 we have also projected out the components with definite

phonon number, seniority and angular momentum from an arbitrary

quadrupole coherent state. In this way the connection between the

coherent state formalism and the diagonalization procedure may be

fully established, Thus thB coherent approach is a most
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promising technique for the analytical calculation and diagonali-

zation of the matrices of quadrupole collective anharmonic Hamil-

tonians. - The preceding results may be applied.to various im-

portant physical problems : the study of collective models for

transitional nuclei related to energy spectra, transition proba-

bilities and giant dipole resonances j the high spin state and

backbending problem i the fission problem, the problem of the col-

lective nuclear excitations by electron scattering, etc.
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Introduction

The magnitude of the Cculomb potential acting on an atomic electron has
been probed extensively up to the charge number of the heaviest natural
elements. This limit can be enlarged by nearly a factor of two i f one
succeeds to bring two heavy nuclei during a heavy ion collision so close
together that they look like a combined charge center for the surrounding
electrons, provided the electron can follow the fast change of the po-
tential. An example of such a Coulomb potential is given in f ig . lb for
a combined charge Z = Z, + Z» = 180 at a distance of R . = 18 fm.
Also indicated is the mass-gap as predicted by the Dirac-equation for
spin 1/2 particles. Following calculations by Miiller et a l . / I / in a
two center-Dirac equation, this strong potential leads to an enormous
relativistic contraction of the electronic wave function here shown in
f ig . la for a lsa state. The phenomenon of the electronic relativistic
contraction is well known from nuclear hyperfine interactions, e.g.

2 2 o n r e l . ' 1 8 f o r * " **.

but the contraction expected for a combined system with Z = 180,
which can be produced in a heavy ion collision is by orders of magnitude
larger. Parallel to this contraction a strong increase is predicted in
the binding energy which should exceed 1.022 MeV /3,4,5/ at a critical
value of Z c H t = 173 /6/. As indicated in fig. 1 the diving of the ls-level
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into the negative energy continuum will lead to a spontaneous e+-creation,

if the electronic level is preionized; the spontaneous e+-creation can be

understood as a tunneling process through the forbidden region in close

relation to Klein's paradox /7,8/. The observation of such a .spontaneous

e+-production - if observable - would be by far the most exclusive test

of these predictions. Yet the contraction of the e"-wave function together

with the time variation of the Coulomb-field during the collision also

gives rise to enlarged transition probabilities connecting electronic

bound state, negative continuum and positive continuum states /9,10,11,12/.

Therefore the study of K-hole production probabilities, s-rays, molecular

X-rays and positron production will provide us with information on elec-

tronic levels and wave-functions in a binding energy region from about

100 keV up to more than 1 MeV, that is for binding energies comparable

with the rest mass of the bound particle.

One common feature of all these processes is that the transitions occur
to at least one 'continuum'-state. This leads to continuous spectra and
prevents the possibility of doing classical spectoscopy. This problem
is still enlarged by the dynamics of the scattering process which mani-
fests itself in a broadening and time dependence of the energy levels.

Theoretical picture

Because of the enhancement of the wave-functions near the nuclear charge
center the processes are focused to small distances and can therefore be
calculated in a monopole approximation with radial coupling matrix-elements
only as proposed by Soff et al. /13/ and similar by Jakubassa /ll/. The
main features are contained in the approximative formula /13/ for the
transition probability la(E

ns)l f° r tne production of a 6-electron in
a transition from a Is state to a continuum state E

^ , p(

Ens •* v p

with
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c.(2-
Vn

Y ( Z ) = smooth function on Z u n = Zj+Z2

2a = distance of closest approach in a head-on collision

v = projectile velocity.

The bound state energy E, is taken as the energy eigenvalue E^s at the
two center distance R = R ^ , which is the turning point and the elec-
tronic wave functions are contained in d C J . The main predictions are
that the transition probability shows primarily an exponential dependence
on the energy E of the continuum state as well as on the distance of
closest approach R . and increases with increasing projectile velocity
v , that is with the projectile energy E .

This information is still partly contained in the impact parameter
dependence P(b) of the K-hole production probability which is just
the integral over E in equation (1) and results in /13/

ex, <•

If the basic assumption leading to eq. (1), namely the introduction of
the monopole approximation and radial coupling, still holds for positron
production, the e -probability will then depend exponentially on Rm^n/

V
D-

A similar picture has more recently been proposed by Kankeieit /14/; by
parameterizing the radial-matrix-element with a dispersive like Lorentzian
(in the time coordinates) he obtained a similar formula for the transition
probability.

In the following the presently available experimental results will be
compared with the theoretical calculations represented by eqs. (1).(2).
To achieve better understanding of the experiments I have collected
in fig. 2 some numbers concerning the collision process and compared
in fig. 3 the cross sections of the principle sources for electromagnetic
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radiation, electron and positron emission in heavy ion collisions. The
effects concerning this lecture - quasiatomic (molecular) processes in strong
time-dependent electric fields - are schematically explained in this figure.

Experiments

I. K-hole production

The dominant atomic process is the K-hole production. In particular the
absolute cross-section and the dependence of the K-hole production proba-
bility P(b) on the impact parameter b can be measured. I will restrict
myself to systems with Z >140 which is the region of validity of the
cited, theory /13/. For absolute cross-sections, especially for lower
Z-systems, the reader is referred to the recent papers of Behncke et al.
/15/ and Anholt et al. /16/.

I.a) Experimental procedure

Because of the predicted strong increase at small distances of P(b) /17/
(exponentially in R in> eq. (1)) Greenberg et al. /18/ used a Doppler-
shift method especially sensitive to small distances. The basic ideas
will be outlined shortly. Because of the collision time ( T C O H

 2 *° sec)
is much shorter than the lifetime of a K-hole (TI/_ n o l e = 10~

lssec) the
number of the characteristic X-rays filling up the hole gives the proba-
bility for having produced a hole during the collision. Furthermore,

-18the X-ray emission time (T h o l e = 10 sec) is short compared to the
stopping time (xst = lO-^sec) of the excited atom in the target or
target backing. Therefore the information on the impact parameter b is
contained in the velocity v of the excited atom at the moment of its de-
cay and thus in the Doppler-shift AE of the emitted characteristic X-ray.

AEx v
xo c x
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where Uy is the angle between "v and the observation direction of the
X-ray and E x 0 is the atomic transition energy of the outgoing separated
atom. At X-ray observation angles ux = 0° relative to the beam direction,
•there is a one-to-one relation between the CM-scattering angle 8 of

the projectile (and thus the impact parameter b) and the Doppler-shift
A E V (fig. 4). E.g. for target excitation AE is just given by the pro-
jection of the target nucleus velocity Vy onto the 0 direction,

(AEX/EXO) = ^ (1 - cos 9p) (for ox = 0°) (4)

For u = 90° observation we have instead

In case of an appreciable amount of K-hole production at small distances
this should give strongly asymmetric X-ray lines at 0° and strongly
broadened but completely symmetric lines at 90° observation. More quan-
titatively the lineshaphe at ux = 0° is given by the formula /18.19/ :

_ ^ dgcM (y*Ex» . _ * , _ . { 1 + 5 L }
2
 URa

dAEx d « p ^ Exo

(5)

cy

b = a • ctg -s-.
2

The relation contains the Rutherford cross-section modified by the
impact parameter dependence P(b) multiplied by the Jacobian for the
transformation from the scattering angle to the X-ray energy and multi-
plied by the relativistic solid angle correction. The fluorescence
yield u K a is nearly 100% for the heavy elements.
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Equation 5 shows the 1:1 correspondence between the intensity of the
X-ray spectrum at an X-ray energy E and the value of P(b) at an impact
parameter b = b(Ex), which is schematically indicated in fig. 5. Also
a b-scale is shown in the energy spectrum to demonstrate the sensitivity
of the method for small b-values.

According to eq. (4) the Doppler-shift also is directly related to the
cm.-velocity and thus to the projectile energy Ep. Because of

 Th oi e
< < T

st O D

this is just the energy at the time of the collision. By using a thick
target in the same experimental set-up (0° observation, see fig. 4) the
X-ray spectrum (eq.(5)) can then be understood as a super-position of
thin target spectra taken at several decreasing projectile energies.
These can be easily calculated by taking into account the increasing
energy-loss, if the projectile penetrates more and more into the thick
target until it produces a K-hole.

Experimental spectra are of course broadened by the apparatus function.
But because of the large Doppler-shift in a heavy ion collision
(v.-on s 0.10, A E X * 6 keV) compared to the resolution of an intrinsic
Ge-counter (&E = 0.6 keV) this will affect the line-shape only weakly.

Together with the line-shape results also data from Behncke et al.
/21,15,22/ will be shown which have been taken with a conventional method
by observing the scattered particle at an angle e D(b) with a particle
counter in coincidence to the X-ray counters (fig. 6).

I.b) Experimental results

I.b.l P(b)-data

I would like to present the result for just one system - Xe on Pb at
4.67 MeV. According to the level diagram in fig. 7 this is an example
of mainly lso-ionization if one observes the Ko X-rays of Pb - the
heavier particle (H). The contribution from the much stronger 2pio-ionization
due to the vacancy-sharing process can be expected to be small because of
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the large energy splitting. The ratio of lss to Z\fy K-hole production *
compared to the observed K-X-ray intensities of the heavier (H) and
lighter (L) partner is given by Meyerhof /23/ and Behncke et al. /15/ as

- 1 ' a \ ] {6)

v = proj. velocity in laboratory system in units of c

a = e2/hc =

The Pb(Ka)-part of the X-ray spectrum at 0° observation is shown in
fig. 8 together with the symmetric 90°-spectrum (the low energy asymmetry
is caused by the backscattered distribution of the Ge-diode) and the

207uneffected Pb-fc-;-lines of a Bi-source. Simply by observing this high
energetic asymmetry of the 0°-spectrum one can state that there is an
appreciable amount of K-hoies produced at small impact parameters. This
is even more demonstrated for lower projectile energy of 1.4 MeV/u where
kinematics favour a larger scattering angle at the same impact parameter
(fig- 9).

The result of the straight forward but carefully done analysis gives the
P(b)-distribution in fig. 10. The P(b) curve has been normalized to ab-
solute cross-section measurements of ref. /15/. Also shown are P(b)-data
from Liesen et al. /24/ taken with the conventional method (fig. 6) for
the similar system Xe-Au at the same projectile energy scaled with the
total cross-section ratio a j|U /a £ b = 1.26.

The data demonstrate very clearly the strong increase of P(b) for small
b which has been predicted theoretically according to eq. (2) (full drawn
line). (The dependence follows an exponential behaviour of R . .) The short-
coming in absolute scale still holds for the preliminary calculation
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taking into account the screening effect by outer electrons (dashed
line) /25/ . This experimental result is common to several systems /21/
as demonstrated in fig. 11 for the system Pb on Ag and Sn and further
systems not shown here. Similar results have also been obtained for the
2p|o-ionization experiments /18.21/ and theory /26/.

Theory /13/ still fails to explain the decrease in P(b) for very small
distances for the lso-case of fig. 10, whereas an attempt to understand
this decrease by calculations on the Briggs-model by Amundsen has recently
been published./27/. The discrepancy at small distances with /13/ is
even more dramatic if one transforms P(b) according to eq. (2) into
lso-binding energy (fig. 12). The shortcoming in absolute scale which
would move the energy value down is overcome by using a renormalized
D'-factor, D1 = (2.75 t 0.85) • D(Zun) in eq. (2) taken from /21/. Also
shown is the theoretical binding energy calculated by an approximative
equation of ref. /28/.

t

One may assume that the peak structure in the experimental P(b) is due
to a further channel acting dominantly at b about 15 fm: by subtracting
approximately this peak and renormalizing the P(b)-data one obtains an
E.-dependnece on R . as shown by the closed circles (fig. 12) that is
in even more disagreement with the theoretical E. -dependence.

For the Xe-Pb-system (2un = 136) a pronounced increase in binding energy
at short distances is not expected. An increase of E, binding energy
has actually been observed in the heavier systems Pb + Sin, W and U as
shown in fig. 13 taken from /21/. As outlined.above, P(b) measured at
3 impact parameters has been transformed into binding energies at 3 .
corresponding values of R_. using the assumption that the vacancy sharing
amplitude is independent of b at least at these values of b giving fare
agreement with theory /28/.

Using a more general relation for the binding energy based on the Bang-
Hans teen scaling law for the-mean ionization radius F taken as a mean

Note added in proof: Very recent multi-step calculations /25/ present fare
agreement in absolute scale.
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impact parameter /22/ the binding energy for the Zpyj-levels can be
determined by;

E, l = 1 i C — ; C = 0.8 (7).
1 2pZ° F -7-.

The results /22/ for several systems at R = R ^ (b) = 100 fm are com-
pared with lso-binding energies at R ^ n = 60 fm /21/ together with theory
/28/ in fig. 14. The striking fact is the even more pronounced increase
of binding energy for the 2pia-level than for lso-level at even smaller
distance, a good indication that the 2p2<r-level converges to its rela-
tivistic limit where it strongly resembles a lso-level.

I.b.2 Projectile energy dependence of K-hole production

I restrict myself to the system Pb- Pb where data from the lineshape
method /18.20/ and from the conventional method /15/ are available. In
fig. 15 the background-corrected Pb-Ka-part of a thin Pb-target and a
thick Pb-target are compared. The strong broadening of the "projectile-
like" lines is clearly visible in the thick target spectrum. The fully
drawn curve is a simultaneous fit of an exponential P(b) to both spectra
with the shape of P(b) independent of projectile energy. This independence
has been demonstrated as a good appro imrtion by the Xe-Pb-data at 1.4 MeV/u
projectile energy which have been fitted with a P(b)-distribution obtained
at 4.7 MeV/u (fig. 9). The result, namely the projectile energy dependence
of K-ionization is presented in fig. 16 (open circles, preliminary). The
data are normalized again at the 4.7 MeV/u-point of /15/ and give good
agreement with the low-energy point of /15/ at 1.4 MeV/u.

The strong rise starting from the low-energy points of Meyerhof et al.
/29/ and the saturation at high energy are in good agreement with theory
/30/. Other examples of lso-ionization are given.in /15/.
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I.b.3 Z-dependence of K-hole production

The k-hole production reflects the competition between increasing

electronic density at the charge center and increasing binding energy

at increasing Z-value of the united system. This is demonstrated for

lso-ionization in fig. 17 taken from ref. /16/ with different pro-

jectiles at three energies. The data are a function of Z = ^1*^2

and are independent of the particular collision system clearly indi-

cating the quasi-atomic nature of the collision. For large Z -values ".

a decrease in the ionization rate takes place - even more expressed for

the 2pKff-ionization (fig. 18) reflecting the increasing binding energy.

In both cases the theory by Soff et al, /13/ - given as solid lines

with ren'i. alization factors from /16/ indicated - predicts well this

behaviru which is actually contained in the D-factor of eq. (1).

II. 6-electrons

A more direct way of studying the ionization process and the bahaviour

of the K-shell during collision is the observation of the emitted

particle - the 5-electron - itself. The monopole approximation pre-

dicts an exponential dependence of the intensity as a function of

6-ray energy (eq. (1)), up to several MeV, reflecting directly the

presence of strong components of large momenta for the initial e~-

bound state or equivalently, a strong localization of the electronic

wave function of the combined system at the charge center /31/.

II.a. Experimental set-up

The observation of continuous spectra up to high energies - with low

intensity - can only be done if a reliable background suppression can

be achieved. The <s-ray experiments /32/ therefore all use a magnetic

system to transport the electrons to a well shielded detector region.

One magnetic device is schematically shown in fig. 19 /31,33/. The

main idea of this dispersive instrument is that, despite a large
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momentum band of ± 12%, only electrons from the target can be focused
onto the energy sensitive Si-counter. Electrons not originating from
the target or of wrong momentum will be rejected by the slit-system
in the symmetry-plane. By mounting the instrument on a correlation
table the angular distribution of the ^-electrons with respect to the
beam.axis can also be measured. The high'resolution of the Si(Li)-counter
allows for subtraction of conversion lines. For normalization a particle
counter is installed in the scattering chamber which can also be used
to measure the scattering angle of the particle.

The other set-up takes advantage of the large transmission of = 8.6%
of an iron free B-spectrometer of the orange-type /34/ (fig. 20). By
enlarging the detector system a momentum band of Ap/p = 2.5% was achieved.
The large transmission of the system also allows for particle-coincidence
in an annular parallel-pi ate ring counter /35/ and X-ray coincidence to
detect the K-shell 6-rays.

II.b. Results

Only few experiments have been performed up to now from which I present
first preliminary results for the system *uoPb- aPb at 4.7 MeV/u.
Fig. 21 shows an energy spectrum of the 6-electrons (taken at angles
between 30° and 50°) of nearly exponential character up to about 1.3 MeV
kinetic e~-energy. This is large compared to the minimum energy trans-
fer on a free electron in rest: AE < 2mfiv = 10 keV. This clearly states
that one deals with strongly bound electrons. Following a straight for-
ward energy consideration as outlined in a classical picture in /33/ the
energy of the 6-electron, E n, directly is related to the initial e~-momen-
tum p. and E.:

Then the highest observed kinetic energy of 1.3 MeV is connected to an
initial momentum p. = 6 MeV/c reflecting a deep Coulomb-potential probed
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at distances below 50 fm (see e.g. fig. 1). This is also outlined in
eq. (1) where the bound state energy E l s (the initial state) at a given
distance IL. is directly related to the 6-electron energy E n s by means
of the exp-function, scaled by the transition matrix element contained
in d ( Z ) . A theoretical energy spectrum which is integrated over all
impact parameters (or all K.^n) /25/ is drawn in fig. 21. The contri-
butions from the different-shells are given separately. The sum agrees
in the shape but is again by about a factor of 5 too small in absolute
scale compared to the experimental data which have been taken indepen-
dently in the two experimental set-ups explained above. More detailed
measurements concerning the impact parameter dependence of the 6-ray
spectrum including their observations with characteristic K-X-rays in
order to separate lsa and/or Zpgo-ionization events are in progress.

The monopole approximation together with radial coupling matrix elements
allows for AI = 0 transitions only, which results in isotropic fi-elec-
trori distributions. The measurement of the 6-electron anisotropy with
respect to the beam axis would therefore be a sensitive proof of this
restriction. Preliminary results of a first experiment of this type

208 208taken with the 6-electron apparatus of fig. 19 on the system Pb- Pb
at 4.7 MeV/u are given in fig. 22. The cross-section for an electron
kinetic energy of 650 keV indicates an asymmetry around 90°. These
data,* although in need of further experimental proof, suggest that the
present theory should be extended to include matrix elements of higher
multipolarity.

III. Positron experiments

The observation of positrons is a further but completely new tool for
exploring the behaviour of electronic states during a heavy ion collision.
Besides the study of the bound state levels (induced transitions, IV in
fig. 3) it includes information on direct continuum-continuum-transitions
(III in fig. 3) and also spontaneous transitions (V in fig. 3) involving
the diving of the bound state level into the negative continuum.
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In contrast to the relativistic contraction of the electronic states
(continuum and bound states) the negative continuum states (positrons)
will be pushed outward by action of the strong Coulomb potential /25/.
Put still the e+-production is predicted to be strongly enhanced com-
pared to a non-relativistic picture /36/. The energy spectrum has to be
different from eq. (1) because of the tunneling process (fig. 1) which
hinders the emission of low-energy positrons.

But still the basic assumption of eq. (1) - namely the localization of
these coherent positron production processes (III, IV, V) at very small
distances - is expected to hold so that the e+-probability should be
an exponential function of R._, the distance of closest approach.

In contrast to K-hole production the increasing binding energy favours
the e+-production (mainly induced transitions) so that a very strong
dependence of the coherent cross-section on the charge number of the
united system Z u n = (Zj+Z2) of Z ^ is predicted /37/.

III.a. Experimental set-up

Because of the relatively small cross-section of about 100 yb (fig. 3)
and the continuous shape of the energy spectra the positrons have to be
transported by a magnetic device onto a detection system heavily shielded
from the target region. For further background suppression the charac-
teristic 511 keV annihilation radiation of the positrons is used.

Besides the positrons of molecular origin also positrons from nuclear
origin (internal conversion of the highly excited nucleus) will occur
as the main background process. These positrons can be related to the
Y-ray spectrum of the excited nucleus /38/ - the method used so far in all
experiments - but could also be detected by the possibly observation of
the delay in the mean emission time from S1O~20 sec for the molecular
positrons to siO~ 5 sec for the 'nuclear positrons' using channeling
techniques, an experiment proposed by Kaun and Karamyan /39/.
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In fig. 23 the experimental set-up for an e -experiment using an
iron-free magnetic ^-spectrometer of the orange type /34/ is schema-
tically drawn. It is a similar arrangement as in the 6-electron ex-
periment jesides the encounter where additional to a 10 cm long plastic
scintillator a 2"0x4°-NaJ(Tl) crystal is mounted coaxially for the 511
keV Y-ray detection.

By elongation of the plastic scintillator to 10 cm In the focal plane
of the spectrometer the momentum window of the dispersive instrument
is enlarged to Ap/p = 15%. The overall e+-efficiency Ee

+ reaches 2.6%
at the acceptance angle 40° <e< 70° of the spectrometer in this set-up.
An event will be defined as a positron event if a plastic signal of
correct energy (corresponding to the spectrometer field) is ^coinci-
dence to a Nad-signal of 511 keV energy (photopeak). By coincidence to
the ring counter signals (same as in 6-electron experiment) /35/ the
scattering'angle dependence can be obtained and discrimination against
compound reaction and fission is achieved. With a 3"0x3"-NaJ-counter
the Y-ray spectrum is measured in coincidence with the scattered par-
ticles in order to subtract the positrons of nuclear origin.

In a second experiment /40/a solenoid (the set-up is schematically
shown in fig. 24) has been used to transport the positrons on spiralling
trajectories onto an Al-catcher. A positron is detected by the coinci-
dence of two col linear 511 keV y-quanta in 2 pairs of 3"0x3"-Na<J-counters
surrounding the Al-catcher. The overall e+-efficiency using the magnetic
mirror effect and based on counting only the 511 keV photopeak events
has a constant value of e e + = 2.8% up to about 1 MeV as shown in the
insert of fig. 24. Also an energy dispersive system (Si(Li)-detector)
can be used as a catcher to measure the energy spectrum of the posi-
trons, but then one has to get rid of the tremendous amount of low-ener-
getic fi-electrons simultaneously transported in the magnetic field. For
the same reasons as in the foregoing set-up a particle counter is
mounted at 45° + 10° or 23° ± 4.5° consisting of a scintillator foil
(50p of NelO4) coupled to a magnetically well shielded photo-multiplier.
With Nal detectors around the target chamber Y-

r ay spectra coincident
to the scattered particle can be recorded.
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III.b- Experimental results

The first experimental proof that positrons from molecular origin
• • 208 208

exist has been obtained with the reaction Pb- Pb in the solenoid
set-up by Backe et al. /40.41/. This system is 'undercritical' in the
sense that diving of the lso electronic level should not yet occur.
Therefore only dynamically induced transitions (process III and IV in
fig. 3) are expected. But this system has the advantage that the po-
sitron production from the weakly Coulomb-excited double magic nuclei

212can be measured in the same experimental set-up using a Pb-source.
212 -

The only state above l.MeV populated by the Pb-source is the 3 state
of Pb. The y-spectrum of this source reproduces besides a small con-
tribution of the 2* Pb-state the Ooppier broadened in-beam spectrum
(fig. 25). The positrons observed with the source experiment can then
be normalized via the photopeak giving for projectile energies below
the Coulomb-barrier the number of positrons of nuclear origin.
In fig. 26 the positron production probability (more precise, the inte-
gral over the positron spectrum weighted with the efficiency ee+(Efi+)
of the solenoid system, see fig. 24) of molecular origin (dark points)
is shown together with the experimentally determined nuclear positron
cross-section from the 3%state and the calculated - but weak - contri-
bution of the 2+-state, which both have been subtracted."The data given

3/2as a function of C\n-}n) <*'Ljn/
v
D according to eq. (1) agree with

the exponential behaviour - even in absolute scale - of the theoretical
calculations by Reinhardt et al. Iwd mainly predicting positrons from
the direct process (III in fig. 3) in this (Zj+Z^-region. The dependence
is nearly as steep as the Coulomb excitation. This again reflects the
localization of the e+-production process onto a distance of the order
of several nuclear radii. But the less steep dependence than the Coulomb
excitation on the other hand gives a strong hint that no further weak
contributions of compound or fusion-fission reactions with target con-
taminants of lower Z-values (oxygen, carbon) are still hidden in the
data.
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For the measurement of the Z-dependence of the molecular positrons
the collision partners have been extended to heavier systems. Fig. 27
presents results from an experiment with the orange-6-spectrometer
at 5.9 MeV/u projectile energy by Kozhuharov et ai. /41.43/ taken at
a positron energy of about 500 keV. Shown is the ratio of the number
of observed positrons N + and the number of Y-rays N both coincident
to scattered particles (4 angular regions) as a function of the Z-riumber
of the united system. Two regions can clearly be distiguished: a low"
Z -part where - nearly independent of scattering angle - practically
no dependence on Z exists and a higher Z -region (Z > 170) ex-
hibiting a pronounced increase as a function-of ZUf|. Detailed analysis
of the positron yields even shows a correlation of N + to the number
of scattered particles N rather than to N for this high Z-region.
This can be summarized in the equation

Ne +p< Zun' 9> - Pmol (Zun- e> ' V + C ' NYP (9J

Pmni (Znn» *) tne molecular positron production probabilityrmol
ted

scattering angle 9.
expected to be a strong function of Z and a function of the particle

The constant character of the experimental conversion factor C for
internal pair creation at lower Z-values, where the "molecular
positron production" is expected to be negligible, should hold for
higher Z-systems, too. This is based on the remarkable similarity
of all Y-ray spectra in their overall structure at energies more
than 1 MeV (fig. 28) reflecting the similarity in the statistical de-
excitation of the highly Coulomb-excited nuclei, as well as on the
only weak dependence on the overall shape of the nuclear positron
energy spectrum.

Eq. (9) can then be solved for the molecular e+-production probability
Pmol P r e s e n t e d in fi9« 29 given for the observed e+-energy of 0.5 MeV
for U-U, U-Pb, and Pb-Pb systems as a function of scattering angle
in the CM-system. To calculate the CM-scattering angle in this plot
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it was supposed that the projectile-like particle was observed. This
holds only approximately as far as the angular dependence of the
e+-production does not overcome the strong increase in the Rutherford
cross-section for decreasing scattering angle. Along vertical lines,
i.e. R/a = const., the systems are governed by equal kinematic con-
ditions, in particular the relative velocities R

(10)

are the same.

The data show again the predicted exponential dependence on Rmin but
as shown in fig. 29, also exhibit a remarkable increase by passing along
vertical lines from the lower Z-system to the higher Z-system which is
proportional to Z = (Zj+Zg)" with n = 17. This strong dependence on
Z is a general feature valid over a broad range of projectile energies
as illustrated in fig. 30 by a measurement of the same system in the

3/2
solenoid set-up again plotted as a function of (Rmin) "min^p 1^1-
The observed charge number dependence agrees with the theoretical picture
of mainly induced positron production (process IV in fig. 3) as calcu-
lated for these systems by Miiller et al. /37/ (full and dashed lines
in fig. 35). For the U-U-system diving of the lsa-level may already
occur at the closest collisions (fig. 29) allowing for spontaneous
e+-emission. Any indication in the dependence on the scattering angle
of the cross-section is still not observed. On the other hand, electronic
screening /45/ and large splitting of the lso-level in the magnetic field
induced by the colliding nuclei /4b/ result in a shift of the diving
point for the lso-level to two center distances smaller than the. up tc
now mainly observed one.

In addition first attempts to measure the positron energy spectrum
in the solenoid set-up for the U-U-system at 5.0 MeV/u and a particle
scattering angle 9 u b = (45° ± 10°) /44/ have been made. The main
problem in this experiment was the separation of 5-electrons which
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will be transported simultaneously onto the e+-detector and add their
energy to the coincident positrons. A recent but preliminary analysis
of these data by Backe et al. /47/ is plotted in fig. 31. These data
are not corrected for "nuclear positrons". A calculation of these
based on the y-ray spectrum and a theoretical calculation of the inter-
nal pair conversion coefficient is added as solid line /14/.

Also shown is a preliminary theoretical spectrum of the molecular po-
sitrons (dashed line) /48/ based on induced transition into the lso-
level only. In spite of qualitatively similar dependence on the posi-
tron energy it is still too early for quantitative comparison because
of the uncertainties concerning nuclear positron and electron contri-
butions in the experimental data.

IV. Conclusions

Experiments on atomic physics with very heavy ior-; (Z > 140) as far
as it concerns with the strongest bound quasimolecular states seem
to reproduce an extreme relativistic picture in the two-center potential
of the colliding nuclei. In particular the strong localization in the
extremely deep Coulomb-potential - leading to the monopole approxi-
mation - of the electronic states as well as the corresponding large
momenta have been verified. Also the strong increase of binding energy
at closest collisions which may lead to a diving of the lso-state into
the negative electron-sea has been indicated. The search for molecular
positrons has been started successfully stating production rates and
various dependences, especially a large Z -dependence, which can be
explained within the picture of the deep two-center Coulomb potential
with transition probabilities enhanced by the dynamics of the collision.

The actually expected increase of the binding energy up to the elec-
tronic mass-gap of 1.022 MeV remains still an open question. Neither
by the observation of the X-rays nor by the detection of spontaneous
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positrons has this been observed. Maybe the question can be answered
by the extension of experiments to higher Z-systems or to higher pro-
jectile energies, possibly leading to deep inelastic reactions giving
rise to larger contact time during which the spontaneous transition
can occur /37/.

Experiments to gain more systematic data, especially in the 6-electron
and positron experiments, are in progress and are necessary to allow
for more detailed analysis of ths shortcomings of the present theory.
A consequent extension of theory has already been started in order to
reach more complete agreement with the experimental data. The in-
fluence of higher shell excitations, matrix-elements of higher multi-
polarity as well as multistep processes are in discussion.

I thank all my colleagues for helpful discussions, especially
Drs. H.-H. Behncke, C. Kozhuharov, D. Liesen, B. Miilier, G. Soff
and P. Vincent.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1 . Two-center Coulomb potential (b) as a function
of the distance r. from the charge center, and

. electronic 1so-wave function (a) calculated in

. adiabatic approximation for a collision system
with Z-'-~---Z,*Z, "• 180 at a distance of the \
two charge centers of R • IB fm (partly taken -
from 714/1.

Fig.2. Some relevant atomic numbers for heavy ion
collisions.

Fig.3. Cross sections for the atomic processes in
strong time varying electric fields and the
main background processes.

Fig.4. P(b)-measurement with the Ooppler-shift
•analysis : schematic experimental set-up and
Doppler-shift kinematics.

Fig.5. P(b)-measurement with the Ooppler-shift
analysis : the 1:1-correspondence between X-ray
lineshape and-P(b).

Fig.6. ' Schematic drawing of the P(b)-measurement with
a coincidence set up / I S / . Three angular re-
gions can be measured. They w i l l be detected by
different heights in the pulse-height signal of
the Si-surface barrier detector caused by dif-
ferent dsgrader fo i l thickness at the entrance
sl i ts .

Fig.7. Schematic correlation-diagram for the Pb-Pb-
system and the Xe-Au-system /15 / .
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Fig.Q. The characteristic Pb-Ka-part of the X-ray

spectrum after the collision of 136Xe on 2oQPb

at 4.7 MeV/u. The Doppler broadened lines are

shown for the X-ray counter at 90° to the beam

axis (symmetric shape) and 0 with and without

background. To point out the high-energetic

asymmetry a Doppler-uneffected line of a Bi -

source is also drawn /18/. An impact parameter

scale corresponding to thB Doppler-shift of the

Kal-line is indicated. The inse'rt is explained

in fig.11.

Fig.9. The strongly Doppler effected characteristic

Pb-Koc-lines after the collision of Xe on
2o8Pb at 1.4 MeV/u at Q°-observation with res-

pect to the beam /1B,20/. The full drawn curve

is calculated with the same shape of P(b) as

extracted from the experiments with the same

system at 4.7 MeV/u projectile energy /18/.

Fig.10. K-hols production probability PCb) as a

function of the impact parameter b for the

Xe-Pb-system /18/ (lineshape analysis) and

the Xe-Au-system /24/ (coincidence experiment).

The Xe-Pb-data have been normalized to the

absolute cross-section of a,, = (5+3)b /15/

and the Xe-Au-data have been scaled by

aK(Au)/aK(Pb) = 1.26 /24/. The theoretical

curves have been taken from /25/. In the dashed

line a screening effect by the outer electrons

is included.

Pig-11- K-hole production probability P(b) for the

systems Pb on Ag and Sn /21/ compared to theore-

tical calculations /25/.

Note added in proof : Multistep excitation calculations tend to
overcome the disagreement in absolute scale.
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Fig.12. Electronic 1so-binding energy (open circleslas

a function of the 2-center-distance calculated

from the P(b)-data for thB system Xe-Pb /1B/

according to eq.(2). The D-factor of eq.(2)has

been renormalized by a factor C2.75_+.8] taken

from /21/ obtained as an average correction

factor for several systems. The black points

have been calculated by subtracting the 'peak'

at b = 15 fm. The solid line represents the

theoretical 1so-bihding energy /2B/.

Fig.13. Electronic 1so-binding energies /21/ derived

from a K-hole production measurement at 3 im-

pact parameters as a function of the two -

center distance R.

Fig.14. 1sa and 2p=a-binding energies taken from /21/

and /22/ as a function of Z = Z-+Z-. The
un 1 2

theoretical curves are from /25 / .

Fig.15. Background corrected "target- and projectile-

like" Ka-Pb-lines for thin and thick target

arrangements for the Pb-Pb-collision at 4.7

MeV/u reflecting the projectile energy de-

pendence of P(h). . .

Fig.16. The projectile energy dependence of the K-

production probability C2p=- o-excitation). The

open circles represent the line shape analysis

/18,20/. This data is normalized to the abso-

lute data of /15/ (black dots) . The low-energy

points are taken from /29/.

Fig.17. 1so-hole production from/16/ for several sys-

tems as a function of Zun= Z1+Z2 at different

projectile energies. The theoretical curves

/13/ arB renormalized to the data by the. in-

dicated factors.
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Fig.18. 2pio-hole production from /1B/. See fig.17.

Fig.19. S-ray spectrometer /31,33/. The symmetric ar-

rangement of the magnets is used to discriminate

against electrons not originating from the tar-

get. The momentum-band Ap/p of the magnetic de-

vice is ^12%. The acceptanca AJJ is 4.1 msr. The

energy dispersive SiCLi)-detector can easily be

shielded for the target region. The whole set-up

can be mounted on a correlation^ table for an-

gular correlation measurements of the 5-electrons.

Fig.20. Orange-p-Spectrometer /34/ in the 6-electron

version. The momentum resolution is enlarged to

Ap/p a 2.5% at a transmission of Afl/n = 8.65.

Fig.21. 6-electron spectrum of the Pb - Pb system

at 4.7 MeV/u impact energy /32/. The experimental

data have been taken in two independent experi-

ments at two sets of overlapping 6-electron

angles 0 -with respect to the beam axis. The

theoretical data, calculated for ionization of

the indicated shells , are taken from /25/.

Fig.22. Anisotropy [preliminary) of the 6-electron

cross section /32/ with respect to the CM-elec-

tron emission angle 9pM (relative to the beam

axis) for two electron kinetic energies E . of

650 keV and 350 keV. The scattering system was
2o8pb _ 2o8pb a t 4 < ? M B V / U i m p a c t e n e r g y . T n e

solid line is only to guide the eye.

Fig.23. Orange-3-spectrometer /34/ in the positron

version. The positron-detector - a coaxial ar-

rangement of a 2"0x4"-NaI and a plastic scin-

t i l la tor - is heavily shielded against the tar-

get and beam-dump. The magnetic field is pro-

duced by 60 coils of special shape.
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Fig.24. Solenoid positron transport and detection

system /407. Also shown is the magnetic field

distribution along the solenoid axis. The in-

sert gives the overall e*-detection efficiency.

Fig.25. Y"ray spectrum from Pb - Pb collisions

at 5.6 MeV/u impact energy in coincidence with

scattered projectile or target recoil at

0.a - 45° + 10° (upper part) and from the
ion ~

source /40V.

Fig.26. Positron production probability p • taken with
2o8Pb - 2o8P

o

the solenoid for 2o8Pb - 2o8Pb /40/ as a

function of (R . ) o^R • /v in coincidence

with a scattered particle at 9 ^ = 45°_M0°

(R . being the distance of closest approach

and v the projectile velocity). The open circles

refer to measured e -yields of the 3~ state.

The solid circles are positron yields after the

subtraction of the measured (3~-state) and cal-

culated (2 -state, dashed lines for 2 and 3

state) contribution of nuclear positrons by

Reinhardt et al /42/.

Fig.27. Number of positrons Ne+ (Eg* = (478 +_ ^

per observed y-ray (E > 1.447 MeV) both

coincident with a scattered particle (pro-

jectile- or target-like) for 4 angular regions

as a function of Z = Z1+Z2* ^ n B weighted

average of the experimental internal pair con-

version factor for nuclear positrons of

(6.1 *_ 0.6)' 10~4 is indicated. All data are

taken at 5.9 MeV/u projectile energy 743/.
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Fig.28. Smoothed Y~Tay spectra for the systems U+U,

U*Pb» U+Au, U+Ta, and U+La at 5.9 MeV/u pro-

jec t i le energy coincident to a scattered par-

t i c le at two angular regions of (16.1°-20.3°)

and 26.9° - 32.3°J laboratory angle /43/.

+

Fig.29. Positron production probability dP8 /dEe+

at (478 _• |g) keV e*-kinetic-energy as a function

of R . /a (or the CM-particle scattering angle-

the projectile-like particle was assumed of

being observed) after subtraction of the nuclear

part of positron production for 3 different sys-\

terns at 5.9 MeV/u projectile energy. The distant

of closest approach in a head-on collision 2a .

is indicated /41,43/.

+
Fig.30. Positron production probability PB taken with

the solenoid for several systems /44/ as a

function of (R m i n ) V 2 oc R m i r / V
 Rmin t h e . d i s "

tance of closest approach and v the projectile

velocity, coincident with a scattered particle

at e^Jj = (45° +_ 10°). The solid lines are shown

for the U-U-system only to guide the eye, and

are for the Pb-Pb-system calculated according

to /42/.

Fig.31. Preliminary positron energy spectrum taken with

the solenoid /44,47/ coincident with a scat-

tered particle at e}ab = (45° + 10°) for the
«a *7̂ fl ion ~

system " ° u - " U at 5.2 MeV/u projectile energy.

The data are corrected for coincident electrons

but not for nuclear positrons (solid l ine,/14/).

The dashed line contains theoretical data for

molecular positrons neglecting the spontaneous

e -production /48/.
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GENERALIZED HARTREE-F0CK-B060LIUB0V APPROACH

IN THE DESCRIPTION OF MANY-BODY SYSTEMS

D.Janssen
Zentralinstitut fur Kernforschung, Rossendorf, D.D.R.

Abitiact i
The quantum mechanical equation for a group of states connected by
large probabilities of transitions to each other, i.e. possessing
common internal structure, is found. Ho phenomenologiaal assump-
tions about the vibrational or rotational character of these
states have been used. The equations obtained here can be under-
stood as a direct generalization of the Bartree-Foek-Bogoliubov
equation, this scheme including not only the ground state,but some
excited states as well. The question of normalisation of the den-
sity matrix in the generalized space has been solved and the addi-
tional solutions of the problem have been excluded.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The exact solution of the Schrodinger equation for a sys-

tem of many strongly interacting particles in the general case is

impossible. However, there are different approaches in the frame-

work of which some of the experimentally measured quantities are

calculated with good accuracy. One of these approaches is the per-

turbation theory in different variants. I t is assumed here that

the state of the system is sl ightly different from simple, well -

known states i one searches for the solution in the form of expan-

sion of the exact state over the parameters of smallness.

Another approach is the approximation of external f ie ld or

the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approximation. Instead of a system of

strongly interacting particles (for example, atomic nuclei), the
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system of free particles moving in the external field is here con-

sidered • Provided the interaction between the- particles is known,one

can calculate this field in a self-consistent way, thereby achieving

the best approximation of the model system to the real one. In this

case, no assuption concerning the smallness of certain quantities is

required. Thus, in the case of a nucleus, the calculation of the

Known ground state properties (deformation, density, mean square ra-

dius, binding energy) can be performed with a good accuracy, using

realistic nucleon-nucleon interactions.

Unfortunately, the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) approach in

such a form is suitable for description. of the ground state only .

Therefore during the last fifteen years various attempts have been

made to generalize this, approach, i.e. to generalize the notion of a

self-consistent field and to obtain a closed set of equations whose

solution will give the properties of both the ground and certain ex-

cited states.

In the first paper by Kerman and Klein /1/ the equations of

motion have been obtained for the matrix elaments of the fermian ope-

rators a., a. between the collective states of neighbouring nuclei.

In this case one has to solve the'problem for three nuclei simul-

taneously .

The papers of Bejyaev and Zelevinsky /2/ in which the equa-

tion of motion for the fermion pair operators ala-, alal is consi-

dered, provide a more successive generalization of the HFB equations.

Application of both these approaches faces two difficulties.Firstly,

the schemes proposed are technically somewhat complicated, the sets

of equations being essentially nonlinear and of large dimension.

Therefore, in the following papers the first group of the authors

succeeded in solving only simple problems of model character.

In the papers of the second group of the authors only those
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classes of the problems are considered where one is able to develop

either form of the perturbation theory /3/.

The second, more serious difficulty is due to the question

of the choice of the occupation numbers in the generalized external

field, i.e. to the question of the normalization of the generalized

density matrix. In the problems considered in the papers by Belyaev

and Zelevinsky this difficulty was not essential, because the MFB

solution has been taken as a zero approximation and the following

orders have been obtained by means of a unitary transformation in

the generalized space. However, so far these questions have not been

answered in a general form.

The aim-of the present paper is to construct, using already

existing results of /2/, a microscopic theory of a system of strong-

ly interacting fermions which is free of the difficulties mentioned

above.. ' .

2. EQUATIONS FOR DENSITY OPERATORS IN THE BELYAEV-ZELEVINSKY-SPACE

In /2/ the authors have introduced the density operator

a1a2 a1a2
(R)

12

Here ai»a7 a r e fermion operators, the subscripts 1,1 characteriz-

ing single-particle states : |1> = Ij^m.j^n.s. > and its T-reversed

state |T > =[-) 1 1|J1-m1A1n1s1> . Thus, |T> = -|1> . The dimension

of the space of single-particle states is assumed to be equal to Ji .

A system of all orthogonal many-particle states constructed by means

of this single-particle basis will be denoted by |ot > i if Jb is

the number of these states, then Jb »
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Let us consider now the space wherein the operator R acts.

Since R is a matrix of dimension 2JT, then each element of this

space represents a vector of the same dimension. Each vector |i >

contains 2t/r many-particle states ja> , and the subscripts 1 and

"spinor" subscript E • ̂  =• characterize the position of these

states inside the vector.

For the first time this space has been introduced in /2/and

we shall call it the Belyaev-Zelevinsky space (the BZ space). It is

the direct product of the single-particle, many-particle and spinor

spaces, its dimension is 7.JKJ& :

|i> = |1> ® |o > © | Z > (2)

one can easily see that the operator R in this space is hermitian.

and the following equality takes place :

R2

A

i.e. the eigenvalues of R are equal to either 0
AT

Let us introduce the operator R according to

(3)

AT

tRT)
12

a2aT

a2 a1 I

(4)

"a2a1

is time-conjugate to the operator RWe shell see below that R

in the BZ space. Using it, the commutation relations of the farmion

operators can be written as follows :

R • ffyR
Tay * 1 C5)

(a ,0 ,o are the Pauli matrices),x y z

The operator R is also hermitian, and the following equality

being fulfilled :

(R T) 2 = (2 -«/f)RT +JP'• 1 ( 6 )
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Its eigenvalues are equal either to 1 or 1 •

Proceed now to consideration of the. system Hamiltonian.Let

us represent it in the form . • '

. . * . • . (+)(•) 1+) v - J-H-) (-) y

o ^ , A y ^ p 2 , 2

(4) C+)Xy • (-) r- (-)Xy •'

°Xy = ?2
 q12 a1a2 ' QXy = fz q12 9192

The factorized form of the. residual interaction is not principal

in this approach, however it allows more clear formulation of the
+

basic assumptions. The operators P, characterize interaction in
Xv tO t-1

the particle-particle channel, while the operators Q. , Q. cor—
Ay Ay

respond to interaction .in the particls-hole one. The symmetry of

.the matrix elements . .
Xu X u (*)Xu (+)Xy (-)Xy (-)Xy

p = p i q = q i q =-q CB)
12 21 12 21 12 21

determines the properties of single-particle operators with res-

pect to the time-reversion and allows, in the Hamiltonian (7), the

presence of forces depending upon velocities and spin variables.

It is reasonable to determine the Hamiltonian in the BZ

space as follows :

, , - 6 ,6 ,H or
1Z,1 Z 11 IE

H

H

(9)

0 \
\ . n

Calculating the commutators of the operators R and RT with the

Hamiltonian. E, we obtain the dynamical equations for these opera-

tors :
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Here

A A -1

S • E , R J - 0

[ AT A' A T 1

S 1 • E . R ! J = 0

A

- A

(10a)

(10b)

V - A + - e T

-v

\ -A -e /

(11)

(•) (*)Ay, H-y (-) (-)Xy (-)X-y y
(e) ° B « • i I ( » i q q (-) +*\ q q (-) )

12 1 12 ^ 3«p . 13 32 13 32

- E
Xy

q Q
12 X-y

q 0 (") )
12 X-y (12)

T - (•) (*)Xy (*)X-y« (-) (-)Xy (-)X-y y
(e ) • - e 6 - 1 E (3t. q q ( - ) • » , q q (-) )

12 ' J 12 ^ 3Xy A 13 32 A 13 32

( + ) (OXy (•) y (-) (-)Xy (-) y
- E (X, q Q (-) -3C q Q (-) )

Xy 12 X-y X 12 . X-y

A

(A
* •

)
«•

12 * Xy
G

X

Xy
P

12

+
P

Xy
(13)

The second term in the expression (12) for the operators e and e

represents a renormalization of single-particle energies .which con-

stitues a quantity of the order of Jj9 compared to the third term.

In what follows this value is neglected.

Multiplying the equation (10a) from both sides by the ope-

rator o and using the equality (11), i t i s easy.to ptove that the

dynamical equations (10a), (10b) for the operators R and R are

consistent with their mutual connection in eq.(5) .

In principle, we have now a closed set of equations which

can be solved. By means of eqs .O) , (6) , (10) firstly the matrix

elements of the operator R or R can be calculated, and then
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the matrix elements of all physical operators of interest. However,

the scheme proposed above represents another formulation of the

Schrodinger equation only. It turns out that in order to formulate

the physically-grounded approximations, it is convenient to extend

the BZ space so that a special symmetry absent here is restored. In

the case of HFB theory, this symmetry corresponds to the transition

from the states with quasiparticle energy E. to the states with

quaaiparticle energy - E. .

In the next section, the BZ space will be extended, the

' needed generalized symmetry will be found, and a method for solving

the problem will be proposed.

3. THE MOTION OF FERMION PAIR OPERATORS IN THE GENERALIZED SPACE

3.1. The dtnilty opinatoH. Jin the. gzne.JiaJU.zzd

Let us introduce the "doubled" density operator ti

.( + ) A-) \

• R') C14)

and discuss its properties. It is evident that it represents a ma-

trix of dimension 4«A , each matrix element being a fermion pair,

operator. The space wherein the operator (14) acts is the direct

product of the single-particle, many-particle and bispinor spaces :

|i > = M> ® Ja > ® \Z> ® |T > C15J

The spinor subscripts T » *_ 1 are defined so that

*(•)

1 . ! - CD) , , = R
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(6) . , 1 - (8) , , , - R (1B)

or in the operator form t

D - R • Tx R (17)

( T , T . t a r e t h e P a u l i m a t r i c e s a c t i n g upon t h e s u b s c r i p t s x ) .
( • ) • (-)

The operators R and R have definite properties with
respect to the time-reversion and, therefore, the subscripts T of

A

the operator D divide it into the parts which are either even or

odd under this transformation.

In order to explain the notations by means of bispinor sub-

scripts, we write down some more examples^of the matrix elements of

the operator D :
A 1 • +

l»l 1 1 _ 1 . i = " " u M l ' 7(aiai- * a~ a - )

r, - a a

[1B)
* 1 * +

(D) 1 1 • , 1 1 * CD1 1 1 » 1 1 = 7 ( a i a T ' * a V a i )

i i » 1 E =4T'4 i44 i i i44
A

Consider now the symmetry properties of the operator D and

calculate its eigenvalues. It is clear that it is hermitian and

from definition (14) it follows that the equalities below hold :

D - T X DTx , [ D,T X ].- 0 (19)

Using eqs. (5) , (14), one can easily see that the commutation rela-

tions of fermion operators can be written as follows i

D + Tzo Do Tz - 1 (20J
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Therefore, if the operator D has the eigenvalue d.=n., then

d, s 1-n. is also an eigenvalue.

By means of eqs.(17), (14), (3), (6) one can show that 0

satisfies the equality

-1) •- t^-1)

* 2Cjr-2)[3(64-^262) *2Mr-2)(63-r26)] } (21)

The solution of this equation together with the condition (20) gives

all possible eigenvalues d. of the operator 0 . A simple calculation

shows that d. can take only the following values i

dj = (J" ,1 ,o«* and 1 - JT ~ (22)

Thus, we have found all "kinematic" properties of the operator 0

which follow from its definition (14) and from the commutation rela-

tions of fermion operators. One can search now for a dynamical equa-

tion which determines it completely.

A

3.2. The dynamical aquation ion. the. opziatoi D and ith

A

Recalling the definitions of the operator 0 in eqs.(14),

(17) and using eqs, (10a), (10b) for the operators R and R , one

finds the equation :

[ W, D ] = 0
S"

* *C-) \
E + S

E + S S
/

Ax)

(23)

(24)

or in a more detailed form :
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c

- A

E+e

-A

-A

1 A ( +
-e

[ - ) * ( -
A

E+E

E+e

-A

e

(-) (
-A

+ )

A

E+e

- A

- e

(25)

A)

The operator W is also hermitian, a-nd solving the equation

W | i > = E. (26)

we can find its eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the generalized

space.

.In order to reveal the symmetry of eq.(26) it is convenient

to use directly the bispinor representation of the state |i > :

..i

> = (27)

It is seen from (24), (25) that the operator W has the

following properties :

«• Txl o , 5 y T Z w + wfz5y = o (26)

From this it follows that the eigenstates and the eigenvalues of

eq. (26) can DB divided into four groups with the follawing pro-

perties :

U >
(1)

?i

i (2)
i> -cJ

(2)
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(3)
V 1

(3) (4)
-i 1

(4) (
Ei " "^ E. > or

(29)

Thus, it is sufficient to know all Jf • J/C coinors and to construct

all 4 JfJL bispinors (27)< Similar to the HFB theory, for each state

with the energy E. thers also exists a state with the energy - E..

Substituting the states (29) into eq.(26) and using the definition

(25) of the operator W , one finds the equations separately deter-
ni

and | and the corresponding eigen -

el

mining tha spinors
(•) (-) U

values E_. , E.

e*E

"i

A

-A

-e

i '

i
9

= E.
l

V
i

i

A » *

e+E -A

7* *T ?
-A - e + E

e'
i

n

•= - E .
i

e
i

n

^ > 0 (30)

Proceed now to the consideration of the density operator. Since it

commutes with the operator W , we can represent it in the follow-

ing fcrm :

« , (1) (1) (1) (2) (2) (2)
0 =. Z ji > dj < i| = Z ji> dj <i | *|i> d± | i j +

i i
(3) (3) (3) C4) (4) (4)

U> (31)

The symmetry properties (19), (20) together with the requirement of

the normalization of the state |i> limit the arbitrariness of the
(v)

choice of the eigenvalues dj . We obtain

Z means that in the summation the subscript i takes beredf> JC

values only.
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, (•) (1) (1) (-) (2) (2) (+)
D = Z ni |i> <i| + n± |i |

i
(3) (3) (-) (4) (4)

|i > <i | + (1-rij )|i > <i | (32)

If the operator D in the states with the energy E. has

the eigenvalues n. , then in the states with the energy -E. its

eigenvalues are equal to 1-n, . There is a similar result in the
' 1 CjH

HFB theory as well. Further we shall s.ee that the eigenvalues n.~

of the density operator are the occupation numbers in the general-

ized space. According to the results of section (3.1) (formula 22)),

in the general case they can take the values 1, Q,%/P and 1 -JT \

4. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND THE GENERAL SCHEME FOR SOLVING THE

EQUATIONS

4.1. The. mat/iix £0*111 o£ the bmlc equation*

So far all the equations have been written in the operator

form. In order to formulate the fundamental assumptions it is con-

venient for us to write these equations in the matrix form, where

all the matrix elements are already c-numbers. Let us assume that

the many-particle states |ot > constitute the complete orthogonal

set of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian,

H |o> = E a |o !> [33]

Consider now the set of states |i,a,E,T > . Each of such states re-

presents a vector in the generalized space. Each element of this

vectors equals zero except one characterized by the quantum numbers

1,T,E, this element containing the many-particle state | a > ,
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\

|i,a, Z, T > 134)

It is evident that the set of states |1,O,£,T > is orthogo-

nal and complete in the generalized space. We can expand the solu-

tions of eq. (26) over this set, '

> (35)

1,o,E,T

and by means of (29) we obtain

l 1 ) * 1 1 i
" 1a 1 o "* ** * ? 1

(21 i: " , . *

U>
(3)

¥ • -4 *
4

(4)

(36)

Then, using the amplitudes V*a, p* , C*o and n^o defined in (36)and

the representation (32) of the density operator, one can calculate

the matrix elements of all the operators interesting to us in the

basis (34).

From (12), (13) it follows that

(e)
1a,Vi



S6Z

(c

C4 ) - I I G.p*U <u\T Ja» > i (2) -(2 )
la.i 'a1 * Xv 11' Xu 1a,i 'a f 1»«f.

In this ease, the matrix elements of the operators 5*̂

"xu ' "xu a r e 8* *h e * o l l i a w i n 8 *sr (n •

, (*J i* i (-) ! • i X»i
-2 > («• • . ^ 4 , a , •d-nj )n1a51ft) P V 1

(37)

la

• d - n , )n1"n}._,) q C - U u C38)

For the energy operator one obtains

(£] -6 (H) • « 6 -
1a ,1 'a ' 11* «a' 11• oa§ e o

{•) , . 4 (-) i* > (•) i« «

i 1 * 1The quantities f̂  , fJ , C. and n< are defined now according to

formulae (30), (36) by the equation t

i U.J



•1'a'
£ F - -E

i(-)

, . „ . 1a.1'a'
'1a

e*E -A
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(40)

(41)

From the normalization of the s ta tes | i> one gets the normalization

condition for ' - \ - «?. •

E V t
i 1«

is • T| t) = 0 0
1a 1 ' a ' l a 1 ' a ' 1 1 ' a a '

(42)

1a

•I I, * -S L- •!

f * • <P <P = s -
1a 1a 1a 1a ^ ik

1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

4.2, Folimitation ok the. approximation*

Low-energy spectra of excited nuclei are usually interpre -

ted with the conceptions of vibration or rotation of a nucleus,as-

suming a definite collective or single-particle structure of these

states. (With the appearance of new experimental data these pheno-

menological conceptions can serve only as limiting cases which,

strictly speaking, do not occur in the excitation spectra of real

nuclei). However, in almost all the nuclei there exists a group of

states (referred to as |A>) which are connected by large electro-

magnetic transitions. In even-even nuclei all the states which have

the lowest energy at a given spin (the so-called yrast-line), pro-

vide an example of such a group. Therefore, if we try to describe

not all the levels of a nucleus, but only some states contained in

such a group, or in such a band, then it is reasonable to make the

following assumption : in the set of c*G states |a > there exist,

say,£ states |A > ( J£« ,/G ) which satisfy the conditions of the

following type :
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( + ) (+)

|<A|0 ~|A'> I » | <A|Q ~|o > |
XV Xy (43j

|A«> |. » |A< |P* |o > |
Xy Xy

i.e. the matrix elements of the single-particle operators Q ~ ,P
Xy Xy

inside the band are considerably larger than those corresponding to

the transitions between one state inside the band and the other out-

side it. In the case «C=1 tthe band contains the ground state only],

we must obtain just the HFB theory.

It follows directly from (43) that a similar inequality

holds for the operator F , and it becomes block-diagonal '* .

• | F I » | F | (441
lAEVA'E1 l A E V l 1

We can diagonalize this operator separately in a subspace of the ge-

neralized space which is constructed only by means of the states |A>

of the band t.

¥1 • A*
£ F | |= Ev1'A1 1A,VA' I v I v . v

9 /' I V
V

1>A

* - E
1A

(45)

• * • t

Thus, in the set of states |i> there also ex.ists a group of states

|v> determined by (451 such that

< vl 1OET > = Qf (|a> i* |A> ) (46)
or

I v> = 2_] < 1AET|V > |1AZT >
I A Z T

The density matrix also becomes block-diagonal (D = 0 ) ,
1 A Z T 1' otZ' T '

and its part interesting to us i- ~* the follo-ing fc-^ -.

6 = X n A + n B +(1-n ) T a A t o *
1A 1 ' A ' \i 1A 1 '4 ' ^ A I ' A ' * * t A i ' A ' »
* ** f t r\ v m i i n * ** 0 ' n •! n > i n

(-) „
+(1-n ) T O B T O

v J z y ... .,fl, z y
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1A.VA1

•y* \) V * V« V V* V
J U T U f m U I W I ' m

'lAM'A' M A ' V A * *1AY1'A* T1A*1'Af

v* \> v * v v»i» v* v
p H" 9 9 9 * 9 9
1A 1'A' 1A 1'A' 1A 1'A1 1A 1'A*

1A V A 1 1A 1'A' 1A 1'A1 1A V A '

)v * 9 9 9 *^ 9 9
1A 1'A' 1A 1'A1 1A 1'A1 1A 1'A1

. 1A 1'A1 1A VA' 1A 1'A' 1A 1 'A'

1A VA.' 1A 1'A' 1A 1'A' 1A 1'A'

1A 1'Af 1A 1'A' 1A 1'AV 1A 1'A'

C47)

1A 1'A1 1A 1'A1 1A 1'A' 1A 1'A'

Using the condition (43), we have cut off a "piece" (47)

from the total matrix D. In principle, in this "piece" the occu-

pation numbers n can be equal to 1,0,uVor 1 -JIP. But,since</C

is a very large number in comparison to 1 (in principle, it can be

infinite), it is reasonable to assume that in the subspace of states

jv> in that "piece" of the operator D which we have cut off there

are only the occupation numbers 0 or 1. This corresponds to the fact

that the generalized average field is occupied by fermion operators

CO

only. It is evident that, for example, n = 10000 for one or se-

veral states |v> has no physical sense. Numbers 0 or 1 can be dis-
(O

tributed between the occupation numbers n in different ways.Each

such choice corresponds to one solution of the problem. Usually

those solutions are interesting for which the energies E. of the

states of our band are the minimal. Since the energy E. is approxi-
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. . . I*)
mately proportional to the sum of quasiparticle energies E .then

one can hope to obtain the solution with the minimal energy E., as-

suming that all the levels of the Hamiltonian W in eq.(26) with

positive Quasiparticle energies E ~* are occupied while those with

negative energies E are empty. This choice is in a complete

accordance with the HFB theory. For the-occupation numbers this

means that we assume

nv~ » 1 . (48)

This statement can be verified, if one calculates, in each specific
(O •

case, not only the solution (48) but also the solution, where n

for the s'tates |v> with the smallest and positive quasiparticle

energy E ~" is equal to zero.

4.3. The. ge.ne.ial scheme ion. solving the. pioblzm

Now we can present the general scheme for the practical solu-

tion of our problem.

a) First of all for a given band of states |A> we choose

the matrix elements <A|P^ |A*> <A|0. |A'> and the energies E.

which seem to us reasonable as a zero approximation.

b) At the second step we calculate and diagonalize the ma-

trix F (see eqs. (41,45)), thereby obtaining the quasi-
1AZ,1'A'Z' (_•)

particle energies E and the wave functions ¥ ,9 ,£ and n- .
v 1A 1A: 1A 1A

c) At the third step we normalize the wave functions accord-

ing to eqs. (42).

d) At the fourth step, we calculate the matrix elements
• CO

<A|P |A';, <A|Q |A'> and the energies E. with these wave func-
>V Xp .. ft

tions,, From (38), (39), (48) it follows :
< A|P |A« > - -2 2_ » * P

Av 11'V 1A 1'A' 1'1'
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(•) _ V* V V, V

< A|Q ~.|A»> - £ (* * , , - 5 5 , ,}" C49)

E A = Z e, (vv*9V + 5 € ) " Z iG. <A|P (A'><AP|P | A> -
A „ 1 1A 1A 1A 1A Xu Xw Xw

1 v •

, [*) v (+) (+)
I Z n (-) <A|Q |A(><A'|Q |A>.
• Xw ^ Xw X-v

- | l K (-) <A|Q lA'XA'IO I A * •
Xji Xw Xp

e) Finally, we calculate again the matrix F by means

of the matrix elements (49), diagonalize it and repeat all the pro-

cedure up to convergence•

5. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES AND THE HFB THEORY LIMIT

5.1. Tlmz-Xdvuiulon. and the. HFB thioiy limit

Let us define the time-reversion operation in. the BZ space

as follows :

E+Z'
CUB)) = (-) CB). C50)

VA'Z' VA-1,1 A'-E»

where B an arbitrary operator in this space. It is easy to verify

that with such a definition the following identities hold :

A±) Ac+) « o ) „:+]
T(S ] = * 5 1 T(R ~ ) = +_ R ~ (51)

A*) *C-)
Here the operators R (R ) appear only in the calculation of

the matrix elements of T-even CT-odd) single-particle operators,

where time reversion of a single-particle operator is defined in the

standard way (B).

In the generalized space C15), from eq.(50) and definition

C14] of the density operator IJ it follows that here the time-raver-
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sion"operator Is simply the operator T I

*(•)

R
«(")

-R

-C-)
-R

*(•)

R
TtD) " Ty Dty - | Al-) A*) J (52)

It is seen that the operator W is non-invariant with respect to

the time reversion,

* * . « «(•) * *(") -(•) - *(">
Ty w Ty " V s + Txs lTy " s ' Tx s (53)

If our band consists of one state only, then the time-reversion ope-

ration can be interpreted as the redistribution of the position of

sing?i.e-particle states inside the matrix, the operators T W T and

W thus having the same spectrum. Then the operators F and T(F)in
(•)

eq. (45) have the' same sets of eigenvalues, and E,, equals one of
(-) V

the energies 'E , although there exists the T-odd interaction in

the Hamiltonian (7). In this case, the equation (45) and the choice

of the occupation numbers (48) are equivalent to the HFB theory.

' 5.2. The. con&ztvation laui& in the. geneia-Ltzed Apace.

Let us assume that there exists a definite number of single-

particle operators 3. = Z j a.a. commuting with the Hamiltonian
* 12 12 w

H and forming a closed algebra.

= I tgVl. 3g. (54)

The operators of angular momentum, number of particles and total

momentum can be examples of such operators.

Let us assume further that the set of states |A> forms one

or several irreducible representations of the algebra (54). i.e.

< A| 3, |A» > = 31 (55)
* AA1

where 3 are known geometrical matrix elements. Then, using (54),
AA' .

(55) one can show that the operator I in the generalized space.
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which is defined by its matrix elements

/ 11' AA» AA1 1 • 1 & \

(1.) = «
* I A T . V A ' T ' TT1

\ u 11' AA1 AA1 11'/

A [ 56)
commutes with the operator W ,

[ I r W ] = CT (57)

The equation (57) expresses the conservation law of the ope-

rator 3- in the generalized space. For the first time this was noted

in /2/.

One can classify now the eigenvectors |v> of the operator W

by means of the Casimir operators of the algebra (54) and, thereby,

decrease the sizes of the matrices which should be diagonalized,sol-

ving eq. (45).

6. CONCLUSION

In the present paper, a closed set of equations for calcu-

lating the energies of some number of many-particle states as well

as the transition probabilities between them is obtained.No special

assumptions concerning the character of these states, for example,

the vibrational or rotational structure, have been madei only the

statement has been used that the electromagnetic transitions between

these states are large compared to the transitions into the state of

another nature. The equations obtained can be interpreted as a gene-

ralization of the HFB theory.

The author expresses his deep gratitude to S.T.Belyaev and

B.G.Zelevinsky for the discussion of the results and numerous fruit-

ful comments.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN HEAVY ION DEEP INELASTIC

REACTIONS

M.1.EF0RT and C.N65

I. APPROACHES TO HEAVY ION NUCLEAR PHYSICS

About 20 years ago. heavy ion beams became available. During

a decade, they were mostly delivered by linear accelerators and cy-

clotrons and the choice was limited to 7Li, 12C, 14N and 160 at

energies between 3 and 10 MeV per nucleon. Later on, the.tandem

electrostatic machines occured to be well adapted for the stripping

at the intermediate stage so that very monoenergetic beams of the

-same ions could be extracted at the terminal with energies high

enough for nuclear studies on light and medium mass targets.

In a first time, heavy ion probes were mainly used as a sup-

plementary tool in order to support the data obtained with protons,

3 " 4

deuterons. He and He beams, mainly in pick-up and stripping pro-

cesses. It was believed that during a grazing collision, the exchange

of a single nucleon between-two nuclei would not affect strongly the

Rutherford trajectory and that the transfer would be possible only

for rather crucial selectivity rules. Therefore, the*observation of

a neutron*or a proton transfer reaction, at a given energy could re-

veal interesting informations on the state of the transferred nucleon

either in its excited state (stripping), or in its ground state

(pick-up). This was obviously an extension of the well-known deuteron

stripping or proton pick up reactions. But, the reaction mechanism

itself was found to be more complex than the very simple concept of a
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minor nuclear perturbation on a Coulomb trajectory. Also, selecting

rules were found and used to study states of high spins.which could

not be observed with l ight probes. The f ie ld of quasi-elastic trans-

fer reactions between heavy ions became very popular. Many seminars,

conferences and reviews were devoted to this subject /1-2/.

For smaller J.-waves, in the opinion of a l l , compound nucleus

formation should occur because the very short mean free path of mas-

sive probes. Then, not much could be learned from this "black" body.

However, nuclear chemists were interested, since they believed that

the decay of very excited compound nuclei could yield a fa i r amount

of neutron'deficient isotopes / 3 / . In this domain again, the reaction

mechanism studies occured to be much more interesting that the f i r s t

expectations, -when i t was found that, because of high angular momenta

gamma emission, alpha-particle emission and f ission became widely

open1 channels in the de-excitation process. The domain of very high

angular momenta, accessible through the col l ision of heavy ions, be-

came a widening f i e l d . Both the shape and the internal structure of

nuclei change when the angular momentum reaches large values. The de-

cay-mode of such nuclei exhibits a number of characteristics which

reveal some of the properties of these nuclei.

There was also a great development of elastic and inelastic

scattering studies associated with the problems of optical potentials,

Heavy ion physics was more and more accepted as a l iving branch of

nuclear physics, and several conferences were devoted to i t /4-7/,as

well as annual reviews and books- /8-9/ . Mainly two clases of pheno-

mena were studied : quasi-elastic transfer reactions for nuclear

structure purpose, and compound nucleus formation and decay.
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But, around 1970. the discovery of a unexpected phenomenon

opened an entirely new field and new prospects. The general name

;adopted for it is Deep Inelastic Collisions. The observation was

that for a rather wide range of impact parameters, the result of

the collision was neither compound nucleus formation, nor direct

nuclear transfer reaction. The collision was followed by the tran-

sient existence of a deformed composite system made of the coales-

cent two partners, which disrupted again into two fragments.Mean-

while, a pronounced damping of initial relative kinetic energy,

mass exchange and rotation had occured. Particularly a number of

events corresponded to a complete energy relaxation and the two

fragments were emitted with kinetic energies corresponding to

coulomb repulsion like in nuclear fission, so the name of "quasi-

fission" was suggested. Several denominations were proposed : Deep

Inelastic Collisions, Strongly damped collisions. Incomplete fusion,

fission like reactions. The name of Deep Inelastic Reactions CDIR)

seems to be rather well adapted to the subject.

The range of Jl-waves leading to DIR might be rather narrow

for light and medium mass projectiles at energies just above the

barrier. With very heavy projectiles, on the contrary, DIR could

cover nearly all Jl-wavesr except a few of them nearby I . So,the
ID3X

cross section of DIR varies between a small and a very large frac-

tion of the total reaction cross section [Fig.1.] .

This new type of reaction enlightens a facet pf nuclear

matter which is quite different from what is observed through nu-

cleon-nucleon interactions. I t consists in thB study of the be-

haviour of large amounts of nuclear, flow and exchange of matter

and energy. I t emphasizes collective aspects and dynamical features
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of the col l is ion. I t is of course related to compound nucleus for-

mation where a fast quenching of Kinetic energy occurs as well,but

whereas the exit channels cannot be observed immediately when a

long lived compound nucleus is formed. In deep inelastic reactions,

measurements can be made on kinetic energies, masses, spins of the

two residual fragments and therefore i t is possible to reconstitute

what happened before the disruption.

With DIR, i t is possible to connect the description of the

object nucleus, made of around hundred strongly interacting par-

ticles with the macroscopic behaviour of condensed matter as i t is

described by the classical concepts of mass flow, dissipation or

viscosity, brownian motion, e tc . . . We don't know yet i f the para-

meters associated with such treatments-friction tensors, interaction

potentials, diffusion coefficients- are only suited to a phenomena-

logical representation, or i f they can be expressed quantitatively

on the basis of a microscopic description of nucleon motions and

configurations. The development of a quantal hydrodynamics w i l l

probably be a direct consequence of the experimental informations

furnished by detailed studies on DIR and complete fusion reactions.

These are some of the reasons for the great interest which

appeared in the recent years for Deep Inelastic Reactions concern-

ing both experimental and theoretical aspects '. The obvious connection

with the understanding of the nuclear f ission, as well as with the

application to the possibil ity of producing both neutron deficient

isotopes and neutron rich isotopes, have inclined many nuclear,

physicists and chemists to enter this f ie ld of "nuclear macrophyoics".

The opening of this new frontier in Nuclear Physics has been

possible because of the technical developments of twin accelerating
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systems, made of a -First machine (stripping stage) and a second

machine which is able to produce high energy beams of highly charged

heavy ions. This was done first with two Linacs in Yale and Berkeley,,

with two cyclotrons in Dubna, or with a combination of a linac and a

cyclotron in Orsay /10/. So, the first energetic very heavy ion

beams became available after 1966 in Dubna and Berkeley for.Argon

ions, in Orsay (1970) for Krypton ions, in Berkeley in 1975 for

Xenon ions and in Darmstadt (1976) for Uranium ions. In order to

achieve the full spectrum of heavy-ion beams needed for the.future,

(large variety of ions, velocity ranges between a few MeV per nu-

cleon add 100 MeV per nucleon, high-intensitites), a new generation

of facilities is under construction in Dubna CSSSR), Daresbury (UK),

Oak-Ridge (USA) and Caen (France) /11/.

Let us very briefly remind the main characteristics of Deep

Inelastic Reactions. Then we shall discuss the theoretical approach

at the present time and finally we shall describe the recent experi-

mental data concerning two types of information, i.e. light par-

ticles accompanying the two main fragments and angular momentum

transfers.

1) Deep inelastic reaction channels appear already at the

interaction barrier for rather heavy projectiles (A > 40), whereas
E—Bthe cross section becomes sizeable only at — ? — greater than

1 MeV per nucleon for light projectiles. The phenomenon consists

in the formation of a composite system which shortly disrupts into

two fragments, the most probable mass asymmetry ratio being rather

close to the entrance channel ratio.

2) The fragments kinetic energy is. much smaller than the

entrance kinetic energy and the energy loss may be so large that
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the final kinetic energy corresponds to the -Coulomb repulsion

between two deformed charged species.' This energy dissipation has

been considered as the most striking aspect of DIR and the first

theoretical approaches have tried to explain it in terms of

"friction".

3) The mass Cor charge) distributions of the two fragments

is initially peaked around the projectile and target masses (or

charges). Later on, it evolves both in position and in width. The

main tendency depends strongly on the system. The most probable

mass for the light fragment drifts towards smaller and smaller

masses if one starts already from a very asymmetric system. Con-

versely, when the original projectile is already heavy enough

(roughly A > 30), the light fragment is heavier and the heavy frag-

ment lighter. The drift is governed by the potential.

4) The two fragments are obviously highly excited and they

undergo subsequently neutron emission and even charged particles

emission, and eventually fission when they are heavy enough.

5) In addition to the energy transfer from the relative

motion into intrinsic excitation* the orbital angular momentum is

partially transferred into spins of the fragments; Therefore a high

gamma multiplicity is observed during the fragment de-excitation.

6)- The angular distribution of emitted fragments is

neither isotropic, nor symmetric around 90° like in true fission.

For E/B greater than around 1.3, it is peaked in the forward di-

rection and light fragments are emitted on both side of the beam

axis (positive and negative angles). For E/B between 1 and 1.3-1.4,

and particularly for very heavy ions, where n' '
2ME-B)
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"large, the angular distribution is focused a bit forward the grazing

angle. This is very typical of quasi-fission phenomena.

7) The energy dissipation as well as the behaviour of the

mass asymmetry depends on the angle. It looks as if the irterme-

diate system, after being created, were rotating for a while.Then,

for various degrees of freedom (relative .motion, mass asymmetry, an-

gular momentum...) the system goes towards equilibrium, but dis-

ruption occurs before total equilibrium,except for the ratio N/Z

which reaches the equilibrium value and therefore is observed in

each of the fragments. It is.usual to exhibit the data as contour

maps Bither for each Z product -jZdEdB ' o r

. The mass asymmetry and its behaviour versus the rotation

angle is shown as HFHA .

DIR exhibit features which cannot be understood in the

framework of the models already used in nuclear physics. The two

nuclei interact so strongly during the collision (more than 100 MeV

can be transformed from kinetic energy in relative motion to in-

trinsec excitation energy) that the process cannot be treated as a

perturbation. Therefore all the experience got in quasi-elastic re-

actions cannot be used. Furthermore only part of what has been

learned by studying compound nuclear reactions can be used since

thB contact time is so short that many collective degrees have not

reached their statistical equilibrium. So one is faced with a

strong interacting system in a non equilibrium situation. Experi-

mentally,only partial informations on the system can be measured.:

they correspond to macroscopic variables like the angle, the kine-
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tic energy, the mass, the atomic number, etc... Dne of the con-

sequence of this lack of information on the system is the appear-

ance of irreversible processes. The observation of these dissipa-

tive phenomena in DIR has brought the theoreticians to make ana-

logies with the physics of liquids, solids and gases and to use

the same methods to treat them /12/. The aim of all theories is to

describe the process in terms of a few collective or macroscopic

degrees. These degrees are closely related to measured quantities.

In all the theories used up to now to describe the 01 phenomena,

the degrees of freedom of the system under consideration are assumed

to be divided in two classes : the slow degrees which should be

treated explicitely (it is these which are used to describe the 01

process) and the fast ones usually referred to as intrinsic or in-

ternal degrees. Almost all the measured information is related to

the slow collective degrees so that the intrinsic ones are not con-

sidered explicitely in the theories.

In the first attempts to understand DIR, the attention was

focussed on the dissipation mechanism and simple classical models

have been elaborated to describe the dynamical evolution of the mean

values of the macroscopic variables. Very early, it has also been

realized that the distributions around the mean values were rather

broad and that this might reveal the importance of fluctuations

which are mainly expected to be statistical fluctuations. In section

II, we shall only say a few words about the two classes of models :

dynamical evolution and diffusion model, which have been described

many times. Each of them accounts for a particular aspect of the DI

phenomena. It appeared worthwhile to unify these approaches and to

treat on the same footing both dissipation and statistical fluctua-

tions. Microscopic attempts have succeeded in understanding the evo-
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lution of the macroscopic degrees which are slow as compared to

the intrinsic degress. In section III we shall briefly discuss them

and in section IV we will more extensively see how they can be ap-

plied to the computation of multidifferential cross section for DIR.

2. THE CLASSICAL PHEW0UENOLOGICAL UOVELS /12-18/ ANV THE

PIFFUSION UOVEL /79-21/

The wave length associated to the system (of the order of

1/10 Fm) is small compared to its size (of the ordBr of 10 Fm) so

that a classical treatment of the DIR seems to be justified. The

two incident ions are therefore assumed to move on classical tra-

jectories. .

The energy loss which occurs in relative motion is so big

(it may be of the order of 100 MeV) that very likely many excita-

tions arB involved during the process. A fair assumption is there-

fore that one has a continuous energy loss and to disregard the

precise structure of each excitation. Of course such an assumption

is certainly not good for the early phase of the reaction but it

may be good afterwards, i.e. during most of the collision time.

Most of the products have their masses close to the Initial ones,

so that it seems a good approximation to neglect mass exchange be-

tween the two incident partners.

Finally, one should note that these classical treatments

deal only with the mean values of the macroscopic variables and

that any fluctuation around these mean values are disregarded.

a) The principle of a modal built along these lines is the

following : the first step is to choose a sBt of collective ma-

croscopic degrees {q*1} which ars thought to be enough to describe
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the entire DI process. In order to do that, use is made of the

knowledge of the experimental data :

- the energy loss observed in the total kinetic energy of

the products strongly suggests that the relative motion should be

treated explicitely. This can be done for instance by choosing as

collective degrees the distance r, between the center of mass of

the two ions and the polar angle, 9, of their initial direction.

- the mean total kinetic energy of the products is much

smaller than the interaction barrier in the entrance channel. This

indicates the large influence of the deformation degree of freedom

of the fragment which may be taken into account in the model.

- Y multiplicity measurements indicate that some angular

momentum is transferred from the orbital motion into spin of the

fragments. This means that the internal rotation of the fragments

has to be treated explicitely.

Because the complexity of the model increases with the

number of chosen collective degrees, one usually restricts only to

a few one's. Once the set of collective degrees {qu} is chosen, one

has to write down the expression'for the Lagrangian of the system:

£= T - V = j Z mj.q̂ -q-5 - V[qx) CD

where T and V are respectively the kinetic and potential energy for

collective motion. M.. is the tensor of inertia and VCq1) the in-

teraction potential. If there would be no dissipation, the dynamical

evolution of the system would be given by the Lagrange equations.

To treat this transfer of energy from collective motion to the in-

trinsic degrees, an analogy with the treatment of dissipative phe-

nomena in the physics of macroscopic bodies is made. There, the
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Rayleigh dissipation function is introduced as given by :

tf= 4 Z Y^qV (2)
2 i.j 1J

it represents half the energy loss per unit of time. The energy dis-

sipation is described by means of the friction tensor y. . . Such a

treatment generates friction forces in the equation of motion for

the collective variables. Due to the form of the IJayleigh dissipa-

tion function these forces are proportional to the collective velo-

cities. The equation of motion which determine the time evolution

of the macroscopic variables are then given by :

d 3 _ 8 3? fql

' d t 3qx Bq1 Sq1

In addition to the macroscopic variables {q }, three kind of in-

puts are necessary in such models :

- the interaction potential which is certainly the best

known of the three needed inputs ,

- the inertia tensor m.. for which usually rigid body va-.

lues are used or, in some cases values deduced from a hydrodynami-

cal model,

- the friction tensor which is certainly the input which is

the less known. To choose it, guesses are made based on qualitative

ideas as well as on fit to the experimental data.

Once the inputs are chosen, the equation of motion are

solved for several initial values for the orbital angular momentum i,

tor for the impact parameter b). The outputs of the model are, for

each I or bi the deflection angle 6Ce(b) or 9(Jl)) is usually refer-

red to as the deflection functions), the energy loss AE(b), the
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transferred angular momentum AA(b) etc. depending on the choice

of the set {q w } .

In addition to the proceeding outputs, the quantity which

given by :

is usually calculated is the angular distribution —-fs which is

do - . db fA1

~de 2ir b dS t4)

We refer the reader to ref /18/ where a review of results obtained

with this approach are described in details. We just want to make

a few remarks on the comparison between the results of such models

and the experimental data :

- The energy loss observed is usually rather well repro-

duced and in some cases (when deformations in the exit channel are

treated explicitely /14/ or simulated /1.7/)a quantitative agreement

is observed.

It is possible to predict the position of the maximum of

the angular distribution for DIR but as far as the absolute values

of -rjj are concerned the agreement is not very good. In particular,

at the grazing angle, due to formula (4), — becomes infinite at
00

variance to the experimental result (see fig. 3a]..

- The transfer of angular momentum seems also not to be

well described within this approach.

b) VlHtulon model* /19-21/.

The evolution of the energy or mass distributions as a

function of the detection angle (which is related - not necessarily

in a linear way - to the contact time between the two ions) indi-

cates the following feature : when the contact time increases, the

position of the maximum of the distribution is shifted and, at the
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same time, its FWHM increases. This behaviour is very similar to a

diffusion process as it has been first pointed out by Noerenberg

./19/. Therefore, it might be described by the same kind of equation,

namely a Fokker-Planck equation :

||-(x.t) - - JLl^PCx.t) • \ -2j M2P(x.t) (5)

where Ptx.t) is the probability that the macroscopic degree x takes

values between x and x+dx at time t. M, and H- are the first and se-

cond mosntnts jf the X-degree increment during a short time. If M>,

amd PI- considered to be constant, the solution of eq. (5) is analy-

tical. If the initial condition for P(x.t) is a delta distribution.

the solution is a gaussian :

P ( x,t) = —1 e xp { - ( X " i t } ) (6)

The time evolution of P(x,t) is shown in fig.2. As it can be seen,

the evolution is similar to what has been observed experimentally.

The position of the maximum is given by CLt so that PL is related

to a.drift along the collective coordinate. The FWHM is given by

(BLog2)M2t so that M2 is related to the diffusion proces i.e. it

describes statistical fluctuations in the x-degree. Such type of

models have been applied mainly to the mass asymmetry coordinate

but also to energy and to transfer of angular momentum. They qua-

litatively reproduce the evolution of the distributions and some-

times quantitatively the correlation which exist between the po-

sition of the maximum and the FWHM. Nevertheless one of the major

drawback of this kind of approach is that the dynamics of the pro-

cess is entirely neglected. It is assumed that, the phenomenon oc-
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curs in thres stBps : formation of some composite system, diffusion

and drift along some selected macroscopic coordinate and resepara-

tion of the composite system into two fragments. Some dynamics can

be introduced in such models as for instance in ref. 17.7.1 for some

particular system, but that has not real microscopic justification.

We refer the reader to the talk of W.Norenberg at this' summer

school and to the review of ref./1B/ for details about the appli-

cation of such models as well as about their microscopic justifi-

cation.

3. UNIFIE.P THEORIES FOR DISSIPATION ANP FLUCTUATIONS IN
DEEP INELASTIC REACTIONS /Z3-24/

In the preceeding section we have dealt with two comple-

mentary approaches for deep inelastic reactions. The first one has

focussed attention on the dissipation mechanism by introducing

friction forces in the equation of motion for the macroscopic va^

riables. Such a treatment has been microscopically justified by

Beck and Gross ./25/ but it deals only with the mean values. The

second one has mainly focussed attention on the statistical fluc-

tuations which occur during the process and has also been micro-

scopically justified. But it appeared useful to get a unified

microscopic treatment of the deep inelastic phenomena which makes

a synthesis of both preceeding approaches. Techniques have been

developped to treat this large scale collective motion which is

the DI phenomena. The first approach has been done by Hofmann and

Siemens /23/ who have tried to extend.the nuclear collective model

by including dissipative phenomena. The tool for it was the linear

response theory well known in solid state physics. The second at-
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tempt, based on reaction theory, has been developped by Agassi. Ko

and Weidenmuiler /24/. They used a random matrix model based on

statistical assumptions to derive in a time independent formalism

a transport equation for deep inelastic reactions.

As mentionned above, both these approaches assume that the

system under consideration can be divided into slow and fast de-

grees and their aim is to find the equation of motion for these

slow.degrees.

To get the equation of motion for the slow collective de-

grees one has to start with a model hamiltonian which contains

these degrees explicitely from the very beginning. This hamiltonian

is assumed to be splitted into three parts :

*K- Htxj.Pj) • Vtxj.5) • h(O.P) (Z)

* Here and in the following we shall restrict ourselves for. simpli-

- city to only one collective degree Q (its conjugate momenta is cal-

led P). The intrinsic degrees (fast degreesi and their conjugate

momenta will be denoted by x. and P. respectively. The first term

depends only on the intrinsic variables x. and P. whereas the third

one depends only on the collective variable. In the case of relative

motion, one has for instance :

• **2
h(O.P) • -jj- • U W ) (8)

where \t is the reduced mass and U(Q) the interaction potential be-

tween the two incident ions. These two terms describe the bare in-

trinsic or collective motion were the only terms of the total ha-

miltonian, there would be no transfer of energy from collective mo-
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tion to the intrinsic degrees. This transfer of energy is made pos-

sible by the second term which represents a coupling between col-

lective and intrinsic motions. This coupling depends both the col-

lective variable 0 as well as on the intrinsic coordinates x.. If

the theory of ref. /23/ can be used for several collective degrees

like for instance relative motion, shape deformations, etc. in ref.

/24/ only relative motion has been treated.

Now, it is interesting to look at the physical situation.

The first thing that one can notice is that the energy loss observed

in DIR'is so large (100 MeV may easily be reached] that very likely

many excitation of the intrinsic systemare involved. Therefore,

statistical assumptions can be made. In particular, it is not ne-

cessary to'take into account explicitely the structure of a single

excitation but one may treat the transfer of energy from collective

motion to the intrinsic degrees in a continuous way. The second im-

portant point' is the nature of the coupling. Because the collective

kinetic energy counted per nucleon is small as compared to the Fermi

energy, the coupling will be dominated by simple particle fields.

In other words, -in the classical limit /26/ the process is dominated

by the one body dissipation rather-than by the two-body dissipation-.

This comes from the fact that in nuclei, at the energy-involved,

the mean free path of the nucleons is large so that most of the col-

lisions occur between one nucleon and the average field they gene-

rate which plays the role of a container. This means that one has

to deal with a knudsen gas rather with an ordinary gas. This large

mean free path is a consequence of the Pauli principle:

Due to the large energy loss observed during the reaction,

the coupling is certainly large. In ref. /23/ and /24/ it has been

treated differently.
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a) Zxtiniion oi the. nuclzat coltictive. model to

dUilpatlve. phenomena /23/.

; In the Hofmann Siemens theory, they consider a small time

interval fit around a given time tQ which satisfies the following

inequalities :

T* « fit « T c o U (9)

where T and T ,-, are respectively the relaxation time connected

to the intrinsic system and to the collective motion. According to

the hypothesis that there are slow and fast degrees, one has :

T" « Tcoll

The reason for fit to be much smaller than T , . i s that then the
coll

collective degree will .almost not change during fit so that the

. energy transfer will -be small and therefore perturbation theory can

be used. The supplementary condition fit >> T means that one can

consider that the intrinsic system always remains in equilibrium.

' In other words it is a quasistatic approach of the problem. One can

make an analogy with a cylinder filled with gas (the molecules play

the role of the intrinsic system) and a piston which act on it (it

plays the role of a collective mode). If the piston is moved slowly

(slow collective motion) the gas has time to react against this mo-

tion and remains always in statistical equilibrium.

During a time fit around a given time, t » the collective

degree is almost equal to its mean value, 0 ,at time to Q - <Q>.
O O tfj

(provided that the statistical fluctuations remain small). So that

it is convenient to rewrite the hamiltonian in the forms :
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, P . ) + V ( x . , Q ) * SM * H , , ( Q . P ) ( 1 0 )
j. 1 1 0 COll

where 6V = V(x i ,Q) - V(x i ,QQ) . (11)

In t h i s way one may redef ined the i n t r i n s i c hamiltonian

H. . = H(x . ,P . ) • V(x..Q ) (12)
mt i i 1 0

It now contains a large part of the coupling and depends on the

place on the trajectory. 6V is the term which will allow energy

transfer from the collective motion to the intrinsic degrees during •

the time fit but now it is small. So it is only by renormalization

of the intrinsic hamiltonian that one may benefit of the weak

coupling limit. In doing the transformation (10) one has achieved

the linearization of the problem. fiV is treated to lowest order

time dependent perturbation theory using linear response theory.

For that, it is not necessary to know all the properties of the in-

trinsic system because one has anyway to average over the intrinsic

coordinates. Due to the choice of fit, the intrinsic system is al-

ways assumed to be in equilibrium. This equilibrium is described in

'ref. /23/ by a canonical ensemble, i.e. by means of a temperature.

This temperature is an increasing function of time and has to be

calculated from the mean excitation energy. In the case of heavy

ion reactions, one may worry about the use of a canonical ensemble

to describe the intrinsic system and think that a rnicrocanonicar en-

semble should be more appropriate. In fact, as far .as one is only

interested in the properties of the collective degree which is a

subsystem of the total system, the results are the same. The main

difference for what we are interested in is that the canonical en-

semble is more easy to handle.
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Formally, the starting point is the von Neumann equation

for the total density operator of the system and perturbation

theory is applied to the renormalized coupling 6V. Because one is

only interested in the properties of the collective degrees, one

averages over the intrinsic degrees and one gets a quantal master

equation for the reduced density operator d(t) (which is obtained

by averaging the total density operator over the intrinsic degrees

using, a canonical ensemble]. It appears that all the properties of

the intrinsic system which are needed are contained in two functions:

the response function a part of which is connected to dissipation,

and the correlation function which gives rise to statistical fluc-

tuations. The.master equation which is obtained is non local in time,

using again eq. (9) it can be made local in time by using the Markov

approximation. The one gets a new master equation which contains the

moments in time of the response and correlation functions. The strong

connection between dissipation and statistical fluctuations is

established at this step by the so called fluctuations dissipation

theorem which relates the Fourier transforms of the dissipative part

of the response function and of the correlation function. This con-

nection becomes especially simple if the temperature is not too small

(hucoll « 3.5 T, where u .,.., is the locally defined collective- fre-

quency). In this case for instance the diffusion coefficient D is re-

lated to friction coefficient y by the Einstein relation :

D = YT (13)

The resulting equation for the reduced density operator d(t)

(quantal master equation) contains quantal effects. Since they are

not expected to be essential for DIR,- the classical limit is per-

formed and a Fokker Planck aquation in phase space of the collective
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degrees is obtained. If there would be no dissipation, this Fokker-

Planck equation would reduce to the Liouville equation. In parti-

cular the first moments of the collective variables (mean values)

satisfy Newton equations with friction force proportional to the

collective velocities which is also a microscopic justification of

their use in classical phenomenological models.

b) Tian&poKt thzotiy baie.d on a. fiandom mautnlx model /24/.

Agassi, Ko and Weidenmuller do not renormalize the coupling

V so that they are in the strong coupling limit. They use time in-

dependent, reaction theory to treat the problem and assume the deep

inelastic process to proceed through a sequence of a .large number

of collisions, each of them being described by a matrix element of

DWBA type. Each collision contains a form factor which couples the

eigenstates of the intrinsic motion. An ensemble of fiamiltonians is

chosen, differing from each other only by the form of the coupling.

The reduced form factors of .the coupling are assumed to be gaussian.

Due to their stochastic nature, the exchange of energy as well as

of angular momenta during the collisions is incoherent, but there

remains some coherence for the angular momentum which explains the

focused angular distribution for the DI products. The small para-

meter of the problem with respect to which an expansion can be made

is the ratio between the level spacing and the maximum energy trans-

fer in a single collision. This parameter is indeed very small.They

obtain a master equation for the Wigner transform of the density ma-

trix which in fact contains both quantal and statistical fluctua-

tions. Such an equation is at present not possible to solve in the

three dimensional case. But they have shown in applying their model
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to only one dimension that the strong coupling limit which is the

case to be considered for DIR can be simulated by using the weak

coupling limit (more easier to treat) and making a renormalization

of the parameters. In both cases, the Markov approximation has been

shown to be excellent and the distributions have almost gaussian

shape which allows to search the solution in terms of a moment ex-

pansion. Finally a stationary classical Fokker-Planck equation is

obtained, but to solve it one has to go to a time dependent picture.

This can be done if the statistical fluctuations are assumed to be

small. It should be noted that in this classical limit, quantal

fluctuations are neglected as in ref. /23/. As far as onB is inte-

rested in the practical computation of experimental quantities,both

the preceeding approaches give the same kind of equation for the

density distribution in classical phase space.

4. APPLICATION TO THE COMPUTATION OF MULTIDIFFERENTIAL

CROSS SECTIONS FOR PEEP INELASTIC REACTIONS /27-31/

We shall now see how the Fokker Planck equation derived

by Hofmann and Siemens can be applied to the computation of multi-

differential cross sections for deep inelastic reactions. But let

us first discuss what are the main features of the density distri-

bution f(Qw,P ,t) which is solution of the Fokker Planck equation

in the phase space of the collective degrees. This solution is a

gaussian which is therefore entirely determined by the knowledge

of its first and second moments. The first moments (mean values)

are defined by :

<QV> = / dr 0 y f(QV,Pv ,t) . (14)

<Py> = / dr Py f(Q
v,Pv.t) (15)
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they satisfy thB Hamiltonian equations with a friction force pro-

portional to the collective velocities and their solution defines

the classical trajectories followed by the system ;

<Pv> (16)

<P > <P > - 3"t<Q>) d <gV> ( ,

In these equations, there enter three kinds of quantities : the

contravariant mass tensor m , the covariant friction tensor Y U V

and the potential' energy U(<Q> ). All these quantities are defined

on the classical trajectories.

dr = n dP dPQ (1B)

is the volume element in classical phase space. The second moments

describe the statistical fluctuations around the mean values :

V • i ' d r c V <pv
>J ( V <pv>] f^'Pa'^ t19)

X
UV " \ I dr(0P- <QP>) (QV- <0V>) f(Qa,Pa,t) C2QJ

*y = 1 f dI>(Py" ^ u * 1 (QV" <QV>] ft?°»p-a*t)
 C21)

It should be noted that both the first and second moments depends

on time. The second moments, to , xVV and ̂  are solutions of

first order coupled differential equations. In these equations,

there enters no new parameter as compared to those which are al-

ready present in the equations for the first moments Cmvv » y
'yv

and UC<O>V)J except for the temperature TCt) which is an in-

creasing function of time.
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The output of the theory is the distribution function at

time t •*• » from which it is possible to compute multidifferential

cross sections involving the macroscopic variables which are trea-

ted explicitely. To get this output, it is necessary to provide

inputs for the model. They are of two kinds :

-- The basic one concerns the choice of the macroscopic

variables which are expected to be important to describe the deep

inelastic phenomena. The choice of many of them is dictated by the

experimental results, because they are explicitely measured, like

for instance the angle 6, the- energy E, mass asymmetry x and so on.

Other variables which have a direct effect on the preceeding ones

are not directly measured. It is the case for instance of defor-

mations of the fragments which have an important effect on the fi-

nal kinetic energies.

- The second kind of inputs comes after we have choosen

the collective variables to be treated explicitely. It is the para-

meters entering the equations for the first moment (potential ener-

gies, inertia and friction tensors). These quantities may be com-

puted microscopically (as far as relative motion is concerned) as

proposed in ref. /23/. Unfortunately, up to now, this has not been

done. Nevertheless because the equations for the first moments are

nothing more than classical equations of motion with friction

forces proportional to the collective velocities, this means that

all the knowledge which has been get in classical phenomenological

models described in section 2 can be used. In other words one may

take a phenomenological model as an input for the theory of ref.

/23/. This means that, the DI phenomena will be described in terms

of the same collective degrees as those present in the classical
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model. The second kind of inputs (myv, y v> U(q
v)) will also be

taken from it. As a consequence for that, the mean values will be

exactly the same. But in addition, statistical fluctuations will

be obtained without no new parameter. This procedure has been pro-

posed and used in ref. /27.2B/ and we shall now discuss a few

examples. *

a) Computation o<J ̂ j| /27A

The most simple quantity to compute is the angular dis-

tribution -is . It only depends on the asymptotic mean value <8>
66and of the.second moment x which in turn are function of the im-

p'acv -parameter b :

f 2

^ JS& 'P-*;;1 } (22)
^ p ;

66
For negligeable fluctuation (x H 0) this expression goes into the

flfl

classical result (formula 3).. However, if x is not zero, then the

angular distribution is finite at the rainbow angle at variance to

the classical result. In fig. 3.b the calculated angular distribution

is compared to the experimental datas for the 525 MeV Kr+Bi system

/32/. To perform this calculation, a classical model similar to the

one introduced in ref. /13/ has been used as input. Two macroscopic

variables are considered, the distance r between the CM. of the' two

ions and their deflection angle.
.2_

b) Computation o£ —^ /29-307.

More information is contained in the double differential
2

cross section .-^p • If one uses a classical model were the two
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ions are assumed to remain spherical during the collision, one of

course cannot expect to reproduce quantitatively the energy loss

but one may have the trend. Particularly interesting is the evolu-

tion of the correlation energy angle as a function of the product

Z1Z_ between the two atomic numbers of the ions. Indeed, it has been

shown experimentally that tremendous changes occur in the pattern of
.2
° .<- when Z.Z- increases /33/. This is illustrated in fig.4, where

d2
dj?'r)F *s displayed for -three different system corresponding to

an increasing value of Z-Z-. By keeping the parameters fixed, it is

possible to reproduce this trend as it has been shown in ref. /307.

There, the classical model of Gross, Kalinowski and De has been used

so that only two collective degrees r and 6 are chosen. For the

inertia the rigid body values were taken and the interaction poten-

tial was chosen to be the energy density potential of ref. /34/.This

potential is very similar to the Krappe and Nix potential /35/. The

friction tensor as proposed in ref. 713/ was taken to be diagonal

and the form factor was the fourth power of the derivative of the

nuclear part of the interaction potential with respect to r. The

friction constants were taken the same as those of ref. /13/.In the

following we shall refer tc this input as Gross* model.
.2 •

The double differential cross section _ .̂  is given by the

formula :

dfdf = \^2g- / 2 T T bdb J(8,P r,t-») (23)

where y i s the reduced mass of the system and

")ce,pr,t) L

CPr-<Pr»V
6]) (24)
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and A - u>rr X
9 6 «'(•£) . (25)

The results* shown in fig.5-7 reproduce well the evolution of

d2 .
•a-e as a function of Z.Z-.

To get a quantitative agreement, it is necessary either to

treat deformations explicitely or to simulate them. The classical

model introduced in ref. /17/ by Wilczynske and Wilczynski simulates

deformations using an exit potential which is different from the one

in the entrance channel. Let us consider the 388 MeV Ar+Th system.

The experimental curve is displayed* in fig.8 /36/. The ridge of

this curve'is perfectly reproduced by the classical model of ref./17/.

Using it as input in the model of ref. /29/, one gats the result

shown in fig.9. By comparing with the experimental curve, we see

that the pattern of the two plots is very similar except in the vi-

cinity of the'initial energy, close to the grazing angle C^ 34°].

Indeed, this region corresponds to quasi elastic events which cannot

be described by the statistical model used here. The absolute cross

sections cannot be compared either. The reason is that the experi-

mental-curve corresponds to the differential cross section for the

potassium isotopes whereas no mass transfer is included in the model

calculation. By looking again at fig.9. we see that above 200 MeV

there are almost only events coming from positive deflection angle.

Those which ars coming mainly from negative angles are observed for

a smaller energy and at backwards 35°. At forwards angles there is

a strong mixing of both components. The result of the classical mo-

del is given by the dashed line and, as. said above, it well repro-

duces the experimental ridge (one has to note that the ordinates of
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figs.B and 9 are different.. In fig.B, the kinetic energy of the K

isotope is plotted whereas in fig.9 it is the total kinetic energy

of the systeir-'1. For the positive branch, the position of the maxi-

mum of the energy distribution for a given $„„ coincides with the
Cnl

classical result. For the negative branch, a difference appears for

angles greater than about 15°, as indicated by the dash-dotted line.

This difference with respect to the classical ridge comes from the

non negligible fluctuations in 8. In fig.10 the calculated energy

distribution for different angles are displayed (positive and nega-

tive deflection angles have been considered separately). We see that

the position of the maximum of these distributions decreases with

the angle i.e. when the mean contact time increases and at the same

time the FWHM of the energy distribution increases as observed in

experiment.

c] Computation oi ̂ jg-. /26V.

Mass asymmetry is an important degree to be taken into

account. However, the knowledge of the inertia of this mode is not

obvious. It is nevertheless possible to take it into account in a

simple way as proposed in ref. /2B/. Let the mass asymmetry be de-

fined by.:

A_ - A1
X = -2 1

A 2 - A ,
(26)

where IK^ 2 are the masses of the light and heavy fragments. If the

following hypotheses are made :

- there are no cross terms between mass asymmetry and other

degrees for the friction tensor y as well as for the inertia ten-

sor m*1 .
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- the mass asymmetry coordinate x is statistically uncorre-

lated to the relative motion, i.e. the density distribution for the

total system of the collective degrees is assumed to factorize in

the following way :

f2(<r>.<e>,<Pr>,<Pe>,x,Px.t) (27)

- there seem to.be evidences experimentally that the x-motion
dP

is over-damped /21/. This means that changes .? can be neglected

when compared to the friction, force - y x , so that :
XJC

f2(<r>.<e>.<Pr>»<Pe>.x,Px,t) H f2(<r>.<e>.<Pr>.<Pe>,x,t) (28)

In other words, the process along the mass asymmetry coor-

dinate is governed by friction.'It has been shown by Kramers /37/

that the distribution function f2 satisfies the Smoluchowski equa-

tion which can be obtained from the phase space Fokker-Planck equa-

tion by integrating over P , assuming overdamped motion. This

Smoluchowski equation has a mathematical expression similar to the

one described in eq.4. Its solution in the mass asymmetry mode is a

gaussian, the first moment of which satisfies :

*xx - a r =" is t29]

and the second moment •:

- - 2 y XXX * T(t) (30)
x x 2

where U is the sum of the nuclear (interaction potential plus

liquid drop energy), the coulomb and the kinetic energies.
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The factorization of eq.27 does not mean that every dynami-

cal coupling between relative motion and mass asymmetry has bBen ne-

glected. But the coupling only appears through the mean values of*

the collective variables. Indeed, when one proton, for instance, is

transferred from one ion to the other, the change of the potential,

inertia and friction tensors is taken into account.

This procedure ha9 been first applied in ref. /2B/ to the
.2

computation of ., . . As an input for the phase space Fokker-Planck

equation for relative motion, the Gross et al. model has been choosen,

This Fokker-Planck expression was coupled to a Smoluckowski equation

for the mass asymmetry coordinate, so that the evolution of the two

body ions can be viewed as a dynamical motion under the influence of

friction forces in a multidimensional space. For this particular mo-

del there are only three dimensions : r the distance between-the

cm. of the two ions, I the orbital angular momentum and- x the mass

asymmetry degree of freedom During the collision, the system fol-

lows a mean trajectory in this, three dimensional space and there ap-

pear* statistical fluctuations around it, due to the fractional pro-

cess. , , - . . . . ' :

.2
Fig. 11 shows riedW 'For t h e 3 6 5 M e V ' C u + A u' system. The up-

per curve corresponds to the experimental result /21/ and the lower

one to the calculation. In both cases they look similar. The abso-

lute values of the cross section can be compared in this case and

the order of magnitude is rather well reproduced.

d) Computation oi

A more severe test of models of DIR is provided by the

triple differential cross section versus-angle, energy and mass
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asymmetry , x . Such a calculation has been performed for

the 280 MeV Ar*Ni system investigated in ref. /38/. Mass asymmetry

was treated in the same way as discussed above but the input for

relative motion was as in subsection c the classical model of ref.

/13/. The results are shown in fig.12-14. The overall pattern is

fairly well reproduced, especially the evolution as a function of

the atomic number (it should be noted that Z=23 corresponds to sym-

metry so that the curves for Z>23 can be deduced from those of the

light fragment by changing 6 in IT-6). As far as the cross sections

are concerned, for Z>18 the order of magnitude is fitted, but for

lower asymmetries (Z<18), the absolute cross section is quite top

small and for Z<15 there is almost no cross section. This could be

due to an underestimation of the statistical fluctuations in the

mass asymmetry degree of freedom. Also the experimental angular dis-

tributions ^? look nearly constant between 6=40 and 9=60° while

uu

there is a fairly great drop above 60° in calculated values of -?%,

whatever the Z of the fragment is. It seems clear that the part of

the process which looks like a more or less isotropic fragment dis-

ruption at a nearly constant kinetic energy (60-70 MeV), is not at

all well explained by the model.

e) Computation oi <A&> /31/.

Using the same model as in subsection d, it is possible to

compute the mean angular momentum transferred during the DIR. This

quantity is indeed the multiplicity, M , measurements of which will

be described in the-next section as a very recent experimental de-

velopment. Particularly interesting is the evolution of M as a

function of mass asymmetry. In many cases, the evolution follows

the sticking model, i.e. that <Ll> increases when the mass of the
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light DI product decreases. But there arB few cases whBre this is

not the case and where the evolution of <AH> versus mass asymmetry

goes in the opposite direction. In ref. /39/ this evolution has

been shown to be well reproduced by the calculation for the 365 CleV

Cu+Cu system although the absolute values are not good (see fig.15).

The reason of the evolution of <AJl> as a* function of the mass can

be understood in the following way : when I decreases from H
max

the time of contact increases and more and more angular momentum is

transferred into spin of the fragments but without reaching the

stricking limit, except, may be, for long interaction times. There-'

fore, <A£> should increase when the mass increases from the initial

one. For masses lower than the initial one, they correspond to sta-

tistical fluctuations in thB mass asymmetry degree of freedom and

they very likely correspond to small partial waves. Therefore even

if the sticking limit is reached for these partial waves, due to

the small initial orbital angular momentum, <A£> is small.

Finally, in fig.16 is shown the distribution of the angular

momentum transfer at a given angle and for a given mass asymmetry.lt

appears that this distribution is rather broad as it has also been

observed experimentally. Rather similar conclusions havB been re-

cently drawn by Ayik et al. /40/, in their .microscopic transport

theory of heavy ion "collisions where they include angular momentum.

To conclude this brief survey of theoretical approaches,

one may say that big progress has been made in the understanding of

the evolution of the slow collective degrees for DIR. New methods

have been applied in nuclear physics to treat this large scale col-

lective motion. Microscopic theories have justified the introduction

of friction to describe the process. But because what is measured
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in experiments corresponds to the result of the convolution of

many partial waves or impact parameters it seems difficult to check

the fine details of the microscopic theories. Furthermore,the first

step of the process is for the moment not well understood both ex-

perimentally and theoretically so that there remains a lot of work

to do*.

5. VERY RECENT EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OH THE MEASUREMENTS OF

THE FRAGMENT EXCITATION ENERGIES

Since in deep inelastic reactions and particularly in

quasi-fission, there is a large amount of energy dissipation, the

two major pieces of nuclear matter which are produced in a more or

less deformed shape share a substantial amount of excitation energy.

While, in a first set of experiments, the kinetic energy loss was

the most commonly obtained result, recent experiments try to study

the de-excitation process and to measure the particle and y ray

emission.

a) At the present stage of our knowledge, it should be em-

phasized that the major part of -the emission can be attributed to

the well-known statistical decay mechanism applied to each frag-

ment sharing an intrinsic excitation energy proportional to its

mass. However, there are also experimental evidences that some of

the particles are emitted at an earlier stage, at the contact of

the two nuclei in the entrance channel, or just before scission,or

a bit later, in a pre-equilibrium process after the separation of

the two fragments.

Let us first consider the results in favour of the thermal

equilibrium being reached between the two fragment after scission.
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They have been obtained with the same concept and the same tech-

niques as in low and medium energy fission studies. Two different

approaches have been tried :

1) measuremen€s of the neutron in coincidence with the

light and the heavy fragments, in systems where it is believed

that neutron decay is the main de-excitation channel.

2) coincidence experiments between the twe fragments, in

which informations on the kinematics and the mass are sufficient

to derive the subsequent steps after the main two-body reaction.

The first kind of experiments has been initiated /41/ in-

1977 at Orsay on the system 63Cu + 1 9 7Au. at 385 MeV, and a new

series lias been carried out at a higher energy. (450 MeV). A very

similar set of data has been obtained /42/ by Eyal et al. at

Darmstadt on Kr • Er at 602 MeV. Both experiments indicate

that the total excitation energy is accounted for by neutron eva-

poration and gamma rays from fully accelerated fragments and that

equilibration of the excitation energy between the fragments is

achieved during the collision.

The method consisted in measurements of angular correla-

tions between neutrons and each fragment. Since the neutron kinetic

energy was measured as well as the fragment kinetic energy, it was

possible to assign from the kinematics, which neutrons were emit-

ted by the light fragment and which were due to the heavy fragment

de-excitation. A kinematical iterative analysis has been made with

the assumption that the neutrons were emitted by each of the fully

accelerated fragments. For the (Cu+Au) system, gamma rays, were

also measured in ref./39/. The main result was that for all the

Deep Inelastic events where the mass transfer was relatively small.
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the whole available excitation energy is carried away by neutrons

and y rays, so that, for example for the completely energy relaxed

products, AE + 0 = 80 MeV corresponds to around 7.2 neutrons and

10 MeV Y rays. If there is equilibration of the intrinsic excita-

tion energy at the scission, the constant temperature through both

fragments should yield a number of evaporated neutrons proportional

to the mass. This was observed within experimental uncertainties.

Neutron kinetic energy spectra in the cm. system of each

fragment have been drawn in both cases of (Cu+Au) and (Kr+Erl.They

behave very nicely like pure evaporation spectra as this is shown

on fig.17 taken from the Eyal et al. publication /42/. There is no

high-energy component that can be attributed to pre-equilibrium

emission.

The detailed study of the neutron multiplicity as a func-

tion of the fragment mass indicates also very clearly that v. is

proportional to the mass, as this is shown in fig.18 extracted

from a recent study /41/ on (Cu+Au) at 400 MeV. Also, the total

number of neutrons is proportional to the excitation energy deduced

from the kinetic energy of the fragments. The slope, 10.5 MeV per

neutron, is in perfect agreement with an evaporation mode.

Now we turn towards mass and energy measurements of both

fragments. In a true two body reaction, the observation of velo-

cities and angular correlation for both fragments allows the deri-

vation of all kinematic quantities. For example, the massv of the

light fragment is deduced by momentum conservation.

m v sin 9H
li = V 2 (31>

L sin(0u+8.)
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where m v is the initial linear momentum and 6.., 8. ths emission
o o n L

angle for heavy and light fragments respectively.

If the velocities of the fragments are not affected on the average

by particle emission (isotropic), V, is the measured velocity. The

light fragment of mass u, emits particles so its measured mass can

be extracted from energy and time of flight measurements :

mL = 2 E,_/VL C32)

The difference v between p. and m. leads to the number of emitted

nucleons. .If one wants to know what sort of particles are emitted,

the determination of atomic numbers of both fragments is necessary

so that the total charge deficit in the exit channel could be de-

duced. Moreover, the width of the fragment angular correlation

should be analysed, since the contribution to the angular distribu-

tion variance expected from recoil effects after evaporation depends

strongly on the mass of the particle evaporated. More precisely,

when a particle v of mass m is emitted with energy e (in the frag-

ment cm.) and when the fragment has a cm. primary kinetic energy

E. , then the variance is given to the first order by

Ao2. = % m. -J- . iJ—_ (33)
8 2 L EL («nL-mv)

2

Due to d i f f i cu l t i e s in detecting accurately low energy heavy frag-

ments, experiments of this type have been restricted to l ight or

medium mass systems such as CS + Ti) / 4 3 / , (Ar + Ni) / 4 4 / and

CAr + Ag) / 4 5 / . Even so, the exact mass after evaporation m. was

measured only up to A » 50, so that the heavy fragment mass was not

accurately determined.
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If there were no charged particle evaporation, it would

be possible to obtain the charge and the preevaporation mass of

the complementary fragment by simple difference with the composite

system. But if one does so. a discontinuity appears at symmetry,as

shown on the system (Ar•• Ni) studied at Orsay /44/ or on the sys-

tem (Ar • Ag) studied at Berkeley /45/. The gap between the two

straight lines on the diagram on figure 19 represents twice the

number of charges evaporated by the light fragment at symmetric

mass splitting. In the case of Ar + Ni, the symmetric splitting

corresponds to ̂  (Z1 • Z2) - 2.

In the case of Ar + Ag, Moretto et al. have found a shift

of 1.3 charge unit per fragment. Evaporation calculations predict

1.28 evaporated charges at symmetry. Then, with this correction,

figure 20 indicates very nicely a linear relationship between v

and the Z of the fragment.

Also, inclusive measurements /46/ of the fragment charges

in a system which has been choosen symmetric in the entrance

channel, °Ca + °Ca, give the result of AZ = 2, quite consistent

with the preceding data since the system is less neutron rich and

favours charged particle emission.

b) Chaigzd tight paitictu znUttzd be.£oie. e.quilibtUum :

All the preceding data have been analyzed on the basis of

a two-body Kinematics assuming no light particle emission prior

to scission of the composite system. This has to be checked in or-

der to eventually make some corrections in the preceding treatment.

The emission of light particles in a very early stage, either at

contact, or from the composite system, might be an interesting in-

formation in order to have a better understanding of the deep ine-
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lastic collision mechanism. For this purpose, the direct detection

of particles in coincidence with the fragment is the most natural

method, although it corresponds to a rather largB degree of tech-

nical complexity. At the present stage of our knowledge, there is

not yet a very clear description of the phenomenon and probably

the situation varies when one considers light systems and large ve-

locities or, at the opposite, very heavy fragments and low velo-

cities .

The emission of fast a-particles from the region of ini-

tial impact along the direction of the classical coulomb trajec-•

tories of the incoming projectile has been rather clearly observed

/47/ in the case of 16Q projectiles on 2o8Pb and 197Au at high

energies (around 9 MeV/A and 18 MeV/A). The ejectiles were iden-

12 13tified as C and G and the angular dependence had shown that a

particles in coincidence do" not originate from a sequential decay

of the ejectile or in a particle emission from the target like

fragment. These a particles could-be associated with the tan-

gential friction forces and appear for partially damped as well

as for fully damped collisions. The same type of explanation has

been put forward by Inamura et al /48/,when they observed a high

energy forward peaked a-cotnponent associated with large £-waves

above £ c r or in the reaction of N on Tb. In that peculiar

case, while the o particles were emitted, the residual part of

ths projectiles B, were absorbed by the target and led to a

fusion excited nucleus, Yb, which decayed by neutron and gamma

emission.

At low energies, the process of sequential a particle-likB

transfer has been rather well established /49.50.51) in the case
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of (14N • 9 3 N b ) . 2 7A1C 1 6Q. 12C a)27Al. 5 8Ni[ 1 60. 1 2C a)5BNi and

5 BNi( 1 60, 16Oa)54Fe. This was shown mainly by the observation that

the average Q value for the formation of an intermediate system

is independent of the detection angle of the decay particle. How-

ever, the intermediate, for example P in the Al + 0 reaction

/50V, or B2Zn in the 58Ni + 1 B0 reaction /51/, emits a particles

in times shorter than the one associated with statistical equili-

brium. The angular distribution in the rest frame of the emitting

system is not isotropic. as it should be in a thermally equilibra-

ted nucleus, and a particle spectra exhibit a high energy tail,

particularly at the maximum of the angular distribution. This is

typical of a fast sequential process with only partial equilibra-

tion. But we don't know whether the emission originates just after

scission of the composite system from a high temperature,locus or in a

statistical decay occuring prior equilibrium as described by Blann

/52/ in the case of highly excited compound nuclei.

For heavier projectiles, like S, Ar, Cu or Kr, we already

know that the statistical de-excitation process produces the major

fraction of the emitted light particles which are mainly neutrons.

However, the study of the emission of alpha particles and protons

has been recently carried out. When the energy damping is very

large, the sequential character of the light particle emission is

flfi 1 Q 7

not so easily proved. For example, for the Kr + Au system.

Miller Bt al. /54/ have analyzed light particles (<x,d,p,t) in coin-

cidence with the projectile-like fragments. Moreover, they have in-

dependently studied /53/ the de-excitation process of a compound

nucleus, Br, produced in a similar range nf excitation energy and

angular momentum. From the data obtained on V /T . on energy
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spectra, etc.,they made a kinematic model for the de-excitation

of the projectile-like fragment and they were able to originate a

well defined fraction of light particle emission from the projec-

194
tile-like fragment, based on the study of the decay of Hg com?

pound nuclei /54/.

However a third contribution of a particles was isolated

with an angular distribution focused in the region normal to the

direction of emission of the fragments in the cm. reference frame.

Also, the mean kinetic energy for these a particles was around the

coulomb barrier of the composite system, so that a possible origine

could be the neck at scission. This phenomenon is rather seldom in

spontaneous fission and the coulomb field of the two fragments con-

strains the a particles to be emitted in a narrow cone perpendi-

cularly to the fragment separation line. In the case of Kr + Au at

720 MeV, it corresponds' to 0.2 a particles per deep inelastic col-

lision.

A quite similar analysis has been made /55/ on the system

Ar • Mi, where the deep inelastic projectile-like fragments

were detected at negative deflection angles, and all a particles

in coincidence were measured. For the angular distributions, a rea-

sonable qualitative agreement was found with a kinematical treat-

ment assuming a statistical decay from the light and from the heavy

fragment, as far as the fragments were not too asymmetric. It was

only for Z = 6-10, that the experimental a angular correlation could

not be fitted with any sequential decay process. The forward peak-

ing tends to indicate a more direct mechanism of. the same nature of

the one observed by Inamura et al /4B/.

There are also some peculiar cases, where o particles were
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measured in coincidence with fragments but for a rather small

energy loss, in such conditions that perhaps specific nuclear

structures may have a role. This is the case of a recent study of

the system S + Au at 373 MeV /5B/. A large coincidence rate

was measured for Si + a> when Si fragments still carry a large

kinetic energy. Moreover, a strong focusing effect appeared in the

angular distribution at an intermediate angle between the fragment

direction and the beam direction. This would be consistent with a

break-up of the excited projectile just after the collision.

At the present time, light particle measurements have not

brought very drastic change in the concept of deep inelastic col -

lision mechanism.

a) The theoretical suggestion of a "piston? effect along the radial

friction, by Gross and Wilczynski /57/, seems to be disproved. There

has been no observation of their prediction of fast particles emit-

ted from the struck nucleus at the opposite of the contact point.

b) It seems that one needs velocities greater than 10 MeV/A for

producing particle emission by tangential friction in grazing col-

lisions.

c) There are indications that in some cases the composite system

has a non negligeable probability to emit one or several light par-

ticles before scission, and probably from the neck region. We don't

know yet if this phenomenon will help to understand the friction

process or the scission. Higher energies than 10 MeV/A will be use-

ful for a better study.
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6. ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER IN PEEP INELASTIC REACTIONS

The energy dissipation observed in DIR has been interpreted

in terms of a friction forcB proportional to the velocity. Such a

friction force can be decomposed into two components : a radial and

a tangential one. The radial friction force is only responsible of

slowing down the system. The tangential friction force not only

leads to dissipation but also induces angular momentum transfer

from orbital motion to intrinsic spin of the fragments. Therefore,

the measurement of angular momentum transfer in deep inelastic re-

actions may give informations on the strength of tangential fric-

tion forces. This will now be examined. Different experimental

techniques have been used to determine the amount of orbital an -

gular momentum lost during the DI process but before we go further

on, we shall discuss two special cases which one usually compares

with experiment, although they represent very schematic simplifi-

cations.

a) Rolling OK sticking ?

The results are usually compared with very simple models

where one pictures the DIR by the collision of two spherical ob-

jects like billiard balls. When they touch, due to friction forces,

they may either roll on each other {when the sliding friction is

infinite) or they may stick together and rotate as a rigid body

(when the rolling friction is infinite). If the friction is not as

sharp as supposed above, then one first gets the rolling situation

and afterwards, if the time of contact is long enough, one reaches,

the sticking situation. Let us calculate the angular momentum trans-

fer in the two situations. Let «,.. and S.f the initial and final or-
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bital angular momentum of the system. They are related to the an-

gular velocity. u. or u. by the relation

where is the moment of inertia of the system rotating as a whole:

2

+ R2) (353

When the two fragments are separated, they have angular velocit ies ID.

and u. with respect to a laboratory fixed frame, and the fragments

share spins 3, and J_ with :

where J. and J_ are the moments of inertia with respect to an axis

passing through the c m . of the nucleus and perpendicular to the

reaction plane. For a spherical shape, j. _ = 2/5 A,. _ R. _ (37)

The conservation of the total angular momentum, assuming there is no

nuclear spin in the entrance channel is written :

0 a 0 4> 1 4- ~1 f *3 A 1
*j = *j • J« • Jj IJOJ

Now, in the case of sticking, the system rotates as a whole with an

angular velocity in.., and then disrupts into two fragments so that:

oif = u,, » (IJ2 (39)

Using (34) and (36), (38) can be written A.-f? = u.J + w. 3 . * u . j -

and because of (39) uf ( J* J, + J 2) = I. +i

*. fi I. fi
so that a. = - I - = x - (40)

^1 M 4. M + W

or
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* f • *1
(41)

For two equal mass fragments* inserting equation (37) gives

fi = 5/7

and when the system is asymmetric, I. <
SI.

(42)

(43)

so that the part of initial angular momentum which, is transferred

to intrinsic spin is greater than 2/7 or I. ft .

In the rolling case, instead of equation (39), we have to express

the fact that, in a rest frame, the point of contact has a velocity

equal to zero :

,.(u»_ - to.)

and that

i.e.

--t -a
32

~2

(44)

(45)

(46)

using (36, 3B, 39) and (46), one gets :

(V?
(47)

using eq.(37) one gets

I - 5 l (48)

whatever is the mass ratio between the two ions.
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b) U&e. oj the. gamma multiplicity mzuu.Ke.me.nt ion. angulan.

mome.ntu.rn tuani^* dztzKmincuUon :

A first method consists of measuring the number of y rays,

M remitted by both 01 fragments /39/. From the value of the multi-

plicity, 1*1 , it is possible to deduce the fraction of orbital angu-

lar momentum, A&, which has been transferred to the fragment by

making the following assumptions.

• It is assumed thai: the fragments de-excite like a compound

nucleus in the final stage of the decay process, i.e. mainly by

strechted E_ transitions following a few high Bnergy E.. transitions

along thB statistical cascade.

• A correction is usually done due to particle evaporation

(mainly neutrons) which carries away also angular momentum, so one

has the following formula for the angular momentum transfer :

At « f H • I1 (49)

where f £ 2, but may vary in large limits depending on the authors

and I' is the angular momentum carried away by the particles (usual-

ly one assumes that one neutron carries away about one fi of angular

momentum but this value seems rather arbitrary.

In this respect, an interesting analysis, of the available

data on the average multiplicities, <M > , measured in various com*

plete fusion reactions has been made by Natowitz et al. /58/. In

fig.21, it appears that for light compound nuclei (A < 50), the mea-

sured gamma multiplicity is nearly constant at a low value around 3,

whatever is the average angular momentum within a range from 5 to

40 +i. This means clearly that the particle emission from such ex-

cited nuclei dominates the de-excitation process and therefore there
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is a large amount of angular momentum shared by these particles•

This means that one cannot expect to use <M > measurements in order

to obtain informations on the spin of the nucleus. For masses larger

than 70, the gamma multiplicities are sensitive to angular momenta,

whereas it does not seem to depend very strongly on the excitation

energy. Therefore, an empirical method was proposed which consists

in estimating values of the primary heavy fragment angular momenta

in deep inelastic collisions from the total average multiplicity

measurement, after having deduced around 3 units for the light frag-

ment, and using the calibration of fig.21. This calibration does not

maKe any theoretical assumption for the correspondence between <M >

and <I> or for the average angular momentum carried out by par-

ticle emission. The only problem is to assume that the number of ex-

perimental data is sufficient so one can attribute a high degree of

confidence to the systematics exhibited in fig.21. One of the ad-

vantages of this procedure, which should be emphasized, is the re-

sult that one may deduce information on one of the fragments [the

heavy one), even if the multiplicity measurement corresponds to the

total system.

Another difficulty is that, even if one deduces correctly

the magnitude of the spins of the fragments, there is no indioation

on the direction of this spin : one obtains only data about the sum

of the values. This may lead to features which seem strange at first

252

sight. For instance in spontaneous fission of Cf, where the ini-

tial total angular momentum is zero, one measures a y multiplicity

of about B for the fragments /59/. Therefore, according to eq. (49),

one would expect an angular momentum for both fragments of about 16

but the spins are opposite (neglecting a possible contribution in

the orbital motion) so that the total angular momentum is zero. In
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this particular case, spin has been "created" very likely by some

bending mode.

We discussed above the special case of rolling and sticking.

In fact, the situation is not so clear-cut with real macroscopic

objects like nuclei. For quasi elastic events one has a very small

transfer of angular momentum into internal spins as compared with

the initial orbital angular momentum. This transfer increases

strongly but also continuously with the degree of inelasticity /49/>

In a continuous way starting from almost zero, one reaches the first

the rolling and, if the contact time is large enough, one may reach

the sticking limit. Of particular interest is the time necessary to

reach this limit. This time mainly depends on the initial value of

the orbital angular momentum and is different for each partial wave.

It is this time which has to be compared with the corresponding

collision time, one therefore might expect different situations de-

pending on the particular system considered as we shall see below.

Let us now look at the main features observed in y multi-

plicity measurements :

• M increases with the energy loss as it is illustrated in

fig.22 for the Cu+Au system /39-60/. For quasi-elastic events,

M % 0, but when the kinetic energy decreases M increases due to

an increasing contact time so that more and more orbital angular

momentum is converted into spin.

• The comparison of AH deduced from M with the values corres-

ponding to the sticking, A& , or the rolling case, AA_, are easier

when a narrow bin of partial waves contributes to deep inelastic

reactions. It appears that if the contact time is short, only the

rolling case is reached, otherwise, one may reach the sticking li-
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roit (see above discussion)..It should be noted that applying formu-

la (41) to the case of two deformed fragments will give a value

intermediate between AlD and Al for two spherical nuclei. This'
n S

makes difficult an absolute comparison of M with the rolling or

sticking predictions.

• A more sensitive but not unambiguous test can be obtained by

measuring M as a function of mass asymmetry. Indeed, according to

eq.(41), M depends on mass asymmetry in the sticking case whereas

'it remains constant in the rolling case. Such a study /61/ is dis-

played in fig.23 for the (2oNe*Ag) system at 175 MeV,. where M has

been measured at three different angles for different atomic numbers.

At small angles, 25° and 35°, one observes that M is almost con-

stant as a function of mass asymmetry which is likely to indicate

that the system is in the rolling situation. On the contrary, at

larger angle (90°), l"l increases as the light fragment atomic num-

ber decreases as it is expected in the sticking case. This angle

corresponds to trajectories which have been deflected to negative

angles so the composite system has lived a rather long time. For a

nearly identical composite system (4oAr + Y) at 237 MeV, the re-

sults on M versus the asymmetry indicate /58/ that the sticking

model fits the <M > variation only when the atomic number of the

heavy fragment is larger than 42, i.e., for configurations rather

more asymmetric in the exit channel than in the entrance channel

(Z1 - 15, Z2 = 39). But this is true if one deduces the spin <I>

from <PI > according the estimation of fig.21. Then the variation as

a function of Z corresponds to an average orbital angular momentum

• 50 fi, i.e. a value rather low, since the critical value for

complete fusion has been estimated around 9. • 70.
cr
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Now considering fragments of Z between 32 and 39, there is

nearly no variation of <M > versus Z, like in a rolling model. The

authors /58/ assume that the collisions corresponding to.those

cases where the exit channel is very similar to the entrance chan-

nel (although a bit more symmetric), occur with larger impact para-

meters. As. a matter fact, the rolling model would apply for <Afi>

around 100 units. The same concept, applied to the Ne+Ag systamtsee

fig.24), explains also the results with sticking conditions for

<l> • 40 and ZH > 45, and rolling conditions for <l> = 80 and ZH

smaller than 42 (towards symmetry).

There are other cases where the evidence for a sticking be-

haviour of the composite system is not easily demonstrated. The

evolution as .a function of mass asymmetry follows indeed a totally

opposite feature is illustrated in fig.25 obtained on the system

(Cu+Au) at 365 MeV, in a range of angles between 60° and 90°.There,

M increases when mass transfer increases towards symmetry. If

we consider masses greater than the initial mass, A = 63, the pat-

tern may be understood assuming that the sticking limit is not rea-

ched because the contact time is too short. Then, as mass transfer

increases, the time of contact increases too and so is the transfer

of angular momentum. The part corresponding to masses smaller than

the projectile mass are-due to statistical fluctuations in the mass

asymmetry coordinate. The lower is the tress, the lower are the par-

tial waves contributing tc these masses. If these partial waves are

low then the transferred angular rsr-="zn-. rsrains srrall Ceven if

the sticking limit is reached) jus-; zsz=.'j.z= zhs initial angular no-

mentum is small. The overall pattern fcr zr.is system can be qualita-

tively reproduced using a model treating both dissipation and sta-

tistical fluctuations (see section 3). Nevertheless, the absolute
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value is too small especially at backwards angle and this may be a

clue that another mechanism creating addition angular momentum

would be also present.

• In OIR. the initial orbital angular momentum is perpendicular

to the reaction plane. Therefore, the fragments are expected to be

polarized perpendicular to the reaction plane. If the y ray emis-

sion consists mainly of streached E, transitions, the angular dis-

tribution of Y rays should be strongly anisotropic. The maximum

being in the reaction plane and a very low counting rate being ex-

pected perpendicular to the reaction plane. This has not been ob-

served experimentally and the counting rate is almost equal in and

out of plane. This very puzzling feature cannot be explained with

the models developped up to now for DIR. It could be that, as in

the fission case, where one observes a value of M % 8, although

the initial angular momentum of the fissionnning system is zero,it

may be due to collective motions like bending, wriggling or tviist- .

ing. Then a large contribution of the observed multiplicity out of

plane could be attributed to this effect, so that the part left for

angular momentum coming from friction would be smaller. This would

affect strongly the conclusions about sticking or rolling modes and

that remains an open question.

c) Angulan out o& plant coinitiation oi in.agme.nti liiuzd
inon &e.que.ntial pinion In DIR :

Another way to have information about angular momentum

transfer in OIR is to study the sequential fission of the heavy

deep inelastic product. Indeed, if Z /A is large and if the angu-

lar momentum transferred from the orbital motion is high, it may

undergo fission. The measurements of the out plane correlation

with respect to the recoil direction of the fissioning deep ine-
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lastic product allows to determine the initial spin of the fission-

ing nucleus. The results /62/ for the 610 MeV (Kr+Bi) system are

shown in figure 26. Most of the fission fragments are observed in

the reaction plane and very few in the direction perpendicular to

that plane. This shows very clearly that those heavy fragments which

subsequently fission, have their rotational energy favouring fission

in the reaction plane. The value of the anisotropy indicates the de-

cree of polarization perpendicular to the reaction plane of thB spin

of thB fissioning fragment. Using the well-known Halpern and Stru-

tinsky's formalism, Vandenbosch et al /62/ have estimated the aver-

age angular momentum transfer. The value around 55 ti is close to

the expectation from the sticking model. However, a small in plane

anisotropy has also bsen observed which is due to a depolarization

perpendicular to the recoiling axis of the fissioning nucleus. This

may be due to non-equatorial collisions as proposed in ref. /BO/.

At first sight, there seems to be a contradiction between y multi-

plicity measurements where the anisotropy seems to be lost and this

experiment where on the contrary the anisotropy is large. But the Y

anisotropy is not as sensitive to the spin polarization as the fis-

sion anisotropy. Also, the Kr+Bi experiment was made at a higher

energy where the relative proportion of depolarization is perhaps

not so great that at energies closer to the barrier. Moreover, the

important point is that the subsequent fission method selects the

high angular momentum transfers, since large J values are required

to induce 'fission decay in the heavy primary fragments. Therefore,

it is very likely that for these events, the sticking limit is rea-

ched because of the long collision time necessary to transfer enough

angular momentum.

The results of a very similar type of experiment have been
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published recently by Wozniak et al. /63/ on the system Au+ Kr.

The sequential fission was observed as a function of the Z number

of the light partner, which is related to the Z number of the heavy

•Fragment undergoing fission. Qualitatively, the results show thai

the fission probability indreases strongly when Z becomes greater

than 82. This is consistent with the fission barrier dependence on

Z and on the excitation energy. The out of plans angular distri-

butions were also found peaked on the reaction plane and nearly

gaussian. The full widths at half maxima in the c. of mass of the

recoiling fragment are 47° - 50° whatever.are the Z values, like in

Bismuth experiments.

The main problem lays in ,the explanation of such a broad

distribution, and also in the contradiction with the anisotropic

gamma ray emission. It might be searched in a primary depolarization

of the fragment's intrinsic angular momentum, as suggested by Ber-

1anger et al. /39/. Collective modes like bending and twisting may

be excited in spontaneous fission of Cf, and then generate random

components in the angular momentum as large as 7 to 8 fi per fission

fragment. Wozniak et al. have assumed a partition function expressed

as : . .

%' C4u)2 / I2 exp - J L dT (5o)

where ,J is the moment of inertia of one fragment, T the temperature

and I the angular momentum. The resulting mean-square angular mo-

mentum per fragment is

<i*> . . J M L B S L . -f ax (si)

since Ln*fc - Clt + -| LnCjx). and the estimates of 13-16 fi randomly

oriented per fragment was given. By coupling this to the angular
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momentum transferred from orbital motion, one obtains a misalignment

of the order of 24° to 26° as a mean, which also may explain the

verj weak y-ray anisotropy without abandoning the assumption of

stretched E2 decays.

d) Attempt to ihtimoAi thz czntfUiagal cmigy lnorn thz
analyiii o(J gagmen* kinitic

When rather light projecti les are used, the coulomb re-

pulsion energy of the very asymmetric fragments i s small and there-

fore, the centrifugal energy due to the orbital angular momentum in

the exit channel may be an important fraction of the measured kine-

t i c energy.

Under the assumption that the scission configuration i s the

same and therefore the coulomb energy i s constant, the variation of

the total kinetic energy with respect to the bombarding energy can

be used to determine the amount of. rotational energy and so, of an-

gular momentum transfer. In'ref. / 6 4 / , kinetic energies of Deep Ine-

las t ic products were measured for different bombarding energies of
35C1 ions on 27A1 (140.150.160 and 170MeV).The increase of the to-

tal kinetic energy of completely relaxed 01 products follows the

increase of transferable angular momentum consistent with the st ick-

ing hypothesis. For heavier systems, i t has been shown that the to-

tal kinetic energy does not change significantly with respect to the

bombarding energy. But the centrifugal energy i s a very small frac-

tion of the coulomb energy and the accuracy of the measurements was

perhaps not good enough for exhibiting a difference. Also the s c i s -

sion configuration at high energy might be more stretched that close

to the barrier and therefore the coulomb energy decrease might hin-

der the centrifugal energy increase.
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e) Dite.Kmlna.tlon oi thi A pin from the. width o{ the. angula/i
diAtiu.bu.tion oi out oi plant zmitte.dpz-x'ticlzt

When protons and alpha particles are evaporated by the -Frag-

ments in a statistical process, they should be preferentially emitted

in the reaction plane if the fragments are aligned with angular mo-

menta perpendicular to this plane.And this should obviously occur

when part of the orbital angular momentum from the entrance channel

is transferred as spin of the fragments. The particles which evapo-

rate from the rotating nucleus get an additional velocity if they

are emitted at the equator and the angular distribution has a maxi-

mum in the equatorial plane. It is expected classically that the

anisotropy .will depend on the ratio of the centrifugal energy due

to rotation and of the average kinetic energy at the nuclear sur-
2 2

face. That is, it will be a function of VaJl , if t is the nuclear

temperature associated with the thermal energy, \i is the mass of

the particle, <•> its angular velocity and R the nuclear radius. If 4>

measures the particle's azimuth with respect to the equatorial plane

and Y the rate of emission along the rotational axis, the yield of

particles is distributed according to

C52)

or in terms of the average spin of the fragment I,

I2 7
¥(•) = Yo exp l^- cosZ 4>) (53)

0
 2 3 T

where 0 is the moment of inertia around the axis of rotation.

From the measurement of YC*}/'¥ , one can extract the value
o

of I, assuming a model of the moment of inertia J , and after a good

estimate of the nuclear temperature T. This later value can be ob-
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tained from the kinetic energy spectrum of emitted protons or alpha

part ic les , since i t i s known that Lr»(r ; Wj) i s proportional to —.

I 2
The term -jar determines the alignment. The de-orientation

of the spin can be attributed to spin fluctuations in a gaussian

random process :

1 3 /2 L7

lt expl"
so that t - t + ̂ oj,'

 whBre I is the polarized spin.

Although there are, at the present time, no experimental

data available, one can expect in the .ery near future to collect

results in various systems, for which particle emission is a non ne-

gligeable de-excitation channel.

The dissipation of angular momentum is determined by statis-

tical properties of the composite system and classical considera-

tions about angular momentum transfer, like the sticking model or

the rolling model, are useful only to stimulate experiments and to

understand qualitatively the general behaviour. Theoretical approa-

ches are now presented /31-40/ which consider not only the component

of the intrinsic angular momentum parallel to the initial orbital

angular momentum, but also the variance a,, of M as a function of £,

and the mean absolute value <I > and the alignment of the frag-

ments. Experiments, on their side, are not directly measuring the

angular momentum, whatwver is the method, and there is always some

difficulty in the interpretation, specially when thB range of £ -

waves lesding to the deep inelastic collision under consideration

is very large. In that sense, we believe that it might be worth-

while to carry experiments with not too heavy systems where only a
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few par t ia l waves go to DIC> between I for complete fusion and
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Schematic presentation of various classes of

reactions induced by Heavy Ions. Compound

nuclei decaying into evaporation residues (ER)

or into symmetric fission. Deep inelastic col-

lisions (DIC), Grazing collisions (GO.

Fig.2. Time evolution of probability that a macrosco-

pic degree of freedom, x, takes a value

between x and x x d x.

Fig.3 a. Calculated angular distribution of light

fragments in DIR CKr+Bi), according to the

classical model, compared with experimental

data /32/ (exp). The curve noted KN corresponds

to the Krappe-Nix nuclear potential. The curve

F.p, has been calculated with the proximity

potential.

Fig.3 b. Same system as in 3.a, but the experimental

points /32/ are compared with the calculated-

curve according to the unified theory of dis-

sipation and fluctuation /27-2S/. The agreement

with experiments can be compared to the one of

figure 3a,
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Fig.4. Experimental data on the total Kinetic energy

of the fragments as a function of the angle of

emission in the cm. (jgjg) values are given

for a medium mass system (Kr+Sn) a heavy one

(Xe • Au) and a very heavy (Pb+Pb) where dif-

ferent deflection functions appear clearly•

Fig.5. Calculated contour plot ^ ° g for 86Kr*120Sn.

d2
Fig.6, Calculated contour plot — for Xe + Pb.

dedE
d2

Fig.7. Calculated contour plot for the symmetric
d6dE

system Pb + Pb.

d2
Fig.8. Experimental contour lines — ^ — ^ for the

d6dE . 7s?
fragment potassium produced /36/ in ( Ar* Th)

at 386 MeV. The ridge represents the calculations

according.a classical model /17/.

2
Fig.9. Calculated contour lines using the

d6dE
unified theory /29/, for the same system as in

figure B. Dashed line : classical calculation.

Dotted line ; mean value deduced from the

fluctuations.

Fig.10. Calculated energy distributions at various

angle (or at various times) in the system

4 V * 232Th.
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H n 63 197
Fie.11. Comparison of for the system Cu • Au.

dedM
Upper part : experimental contour lines.

: Lower part : calculated values.

Fig.12-13 System 4oAr • 58Ni at 260 MeV. Experimental

d3o

dedEdZ

ri3a
/38/ and calculated /31/ values for -=-2— for

Z - 19 to Z - 28.

Fig.14. Same as figures 12-13 for Z £ 16.

Fig.15. Mean angular momentum transferred in the

reaction Cir • Au, as a function of the

light fragment's mass.
t

Fig.1£. Distribution of the angular momentum transfer

due to fluctuations.

Fig.17. Energy spectra /42/ for neutrons emitted by

the light and the heavy fragment in the quasi—

fission process (Kr*Er). The straight line in-

dicates the nuclear temperature in a purely

statistical process.

Fig.18. - a Ratio Vn/v. of the number of neutrons emitted

by the heavy and the light fragment, respect-

ively, as a function of the asymmetry Mu/M. .
n L

- b Total number of neutrons as a function of the

excitation energy deduced from fragment kinetic

energy measurements (with mass corrections].

The intersect v »=0 for E =15 MeV corresponds

to Ey .(Ref./41/J.
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Fig.19. System (Ar+Ni). Measurement /44/ of the mass

and Z of the two fragments of coincidence.

Fig.20. System (Ar+Ag). Mass versus Z of the fragments

before de-excitation. The number of neutrons

emitted as a function of Z is deduced /45/ by

difference between the measured mass and the

mass of the composite nucleus, after a correction

of 1:3 charge units.

Fig.21. i Systematics of the measured mean gamma mul-

tiplicity <M> as a function of the average

angular momentum of the compound nucleus, for

various mass number.

Fig.22. Variation of <M > as a function of the

energy loss for the system (Cu+Au). Ref./39-BD/.

Fig.23. Measured gamma multiplicity /61/ as a function

of the Z of the light fragment at different

angles C25,25 and 29°). in the system C2oNe+Ag)

at 175 MeV. The continuous curves indicate what

would be the behaviour for the stricking model

( <J> = 70 fi and <3> = 50 "fi]. The experimental

points at 90° seem to follow roughly the stick-

ing model with O> •= 50. while at 35° and 25°,

the rolling model with 50 < <3> < 70 fits the

results.
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Fig.24. < J > H * a n8 ul a r momenta of the heavy fragments

deduced in ref. /5B/ from M measurements in

: the"two systems 4oAr • B 9Y and 2oNe+Ag. The

sticking model variations versus Zu are cal-
n

culated /58/ for a number of values (40 to 100).

Fig.25. System (B3Cu + 1 9 7Ag). Measured M as a

function of mass asymmetry, fL/FI, = The be-

haviour expected with the sticking model and

average spin values equal to 25, 50 and 75 fi

is also plotted.

Fig.26. Measurements of the out of plans correlation

of the fission fragments with respect to the

plane defined by the two recoiling fragments

in the reaction (Kr*Bi) where the heavy frag-

ment de-excites through a subsequencial fis-

sion Cfromref. /B2/). The best fit is obtained

for. a 3 value around 55, close to the sticking

conditions.
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STRONG EXTERNAL FIELDS IN Q.E .D , RIGOROUS RESULTS

G.He.n'JLu

Ins t i tu te for Physics and Nuclear Engineering,
Sucharest, ROMANIA

ABSTRACT : The main tu.goft.ouJ> Uteultb conce.in.ing the. ixtmnal
iield pn.oble.rn in quantum zle.ct*odynamic& ate lev-tewed. The iz-
l&vance, o& the.iz tziultA to the. new phenomena expected to oc-
cu* in hzavy ion colliiiont i& di^cuiizd. finally, be.ca.uie. oi
the. di4&icultie.& in dz&ining the ipontanzoui pain citation in
itatic itnong zlzctnic iizld, a new. way oi dialing with thii
pftoblzm, band on adiabatic limit, iA

I . INTRODUCTION

The in te res t in the basic theoretical problems of Q.E.D.

(quantum electrodynamics) in strong electromagnetic fields has

been stimulated in the last years by the experimental f ac i l i t i e s

of the heavy ion physics. More exactly, during the collision of

two heavy nuclei a very strong electromagnetic f ield is created

and this can Head to radical changes in the behaviour of the elec-

tron-positron f ie ld , and new phenomena, absent in weak fields, are

expected to a r i s e .

A rich l i t e ra ture exists [Zeldovich & Popov (1971),

Rainhard & Greiner (1977), Rafelski Fulcher & Klein (1978),

Brodsky & Nohr (1976) and references therein] concerning Q.E.D..

in strong f ie lds , but most of the results are based on nonrigorous
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treatements, analogies and speculations. The major difficulty in

the subject is the fact that one cannot use the perturbation theory

with respect to the external field. On the other hand if one ne -

gleets the electromagnetic field created by the electron - positron

field, the problem can be treated by nonperturbative methods. This

approximation is Known as the zxtzinat £iztd pnoblum Jin Q..E.V. and

there exist a lot of rigorous results about it (Wightman M978) ,

Seiler (1978) and references therein). However, with very few ex -

ceptions (e.g. Klaus & Scharf (1978) ) the strong field phenomena

are not discussed in the papers dealing rigorously with external

field problem in Q.E.D. .

The aim of this lecture is to make a short and incomplete

review of nonperturbative results obtained in the external field

problem in Q.E.D., and to discuss their relevance to the strong

field phenomena expected to arise in heavy ion collisions. Some

very important topics such as vacuum polarizations and electron

self-energy corrections are not covered. Since the literature is

very rich we shall indicate mainly the review papers where a more

complete list of references can be found. We apologise to authors

which are not mentioned in spite of their notable work done in this

subject.

The main results are stated as Theorems. A few results are

given as Quasitheorems. This indicate that the corresponding re -

suits are very probably true, although the proof has been not yet

(to the very knowledge of the author) written down. At the same

time these results are proved in some particular cases important

form physical point of view.

In preparing this lecture, I took the advantage of long

and fruitful discussions with Profs. G.Rasche, G.Scharf and W.S.
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Woolcock. Especially I owe very much to G.Scharf concerning the

scattering theory in the q-number case.

We shal l s t a r t by-writing down the Q.E.D. equations with

external f ie lds (the Maxwell-Dirac Eqs)

( - i YP3y • m)i|» - e TfPAy i|» (1.1)

O Ay - e • Yy • • \ . e x t

Although the Maxwell-Dirac Eqs look rather simple, they are

actually extremely complicated. There are two reasons f a r this

i . The nonlinear!ty of the equations j

i i . The fact that A (x) and i|*(x) are operator valued dis-

tr ibutions and i t is rather hard to handle them at the mathematical

rigorous leve l .

For example, up to now, there are no relevant results of

nonperturbative nature concerning the Maxwell-Dirac Eqs, even in

the c - number case ( i . e . A ( x ) , i|/. (x) are complex numbers valued

functions). In par t icu lar , the existence of a global solution of

the Cauchy problem is not yet proved (see Strauss (1976) for deta i ls ) .

In the f u l l quantum case a l l the known results are obtained by per-

turbation theory, and the very foundations of the theory are s t i l l

obscure.

Let us describe shortly the approximations leading to the

external f i e l d problem in Q.E.D.. The main assumption is that the

term e iji Y ^ ' can be neglected in ( 1 . 1 ) . In physical terms this

means that the current created by the electron-positron f i e l d is

small in comparison to the external current. This is expected, to be
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true if processes in which few real electrons and positrons are pre-

sent are considered and if the radiative corrections are also small.

The next assumption is that we shall consider the equations

as equations for a clcuiical electromagnetic potential A with

some definite boundary conditions at inf inity (usually that the

electromagnetic f i e l d vanishes at i n f i n i t y ) . Than Eq (1.2) can be

integrated and provides a cttutJicaJL electromagnetic potential which

w i l l be considered g£ve.n from now on. For example, in the heavy ion

c o l l i s i o n s i t i s considered that the nuclei move on the ir c lass ical

hyperbolic trajector ies and A are the corresponding Lienard -

Wiechert potent ia l s . Consequently the f i r s t Eq in (1.1)

(-i YP3y • m)* - eyyAv 1> (1.3)

becomes a linear equation for <|> . The. zqua.ti.on (7.3) ih the. baiia

equation ion. the. e.xte.n.ncJL iie.td pxobtzm in Q..E.O.

There are two levels in the study of the Eq (1.3)

i . The c - number (c lass ica l ) problem in which the compo-

nents iK(x) of the fo.ur-spinor

1 " )

* 4 C x , t ) /

are considered to be complex number valued functions.

i i . The q-number ( quantum f ie ld ) problem in which

are considered to be operator valued distributions satisfy -
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ing the equal time anticommutation relations

{ i|i.(x,t), i|).(x',t) } = 6.. fi(x-x') . (1.4)

In the c-number case the Eq (1.3) is nothing but the famous

Dirac equation. In the years following i t s discovery i t has been re-

alised that, because of the different facets of the KlBin paradox ,

the Oirac Eq cannot have a consistent physical interpretation as a

ong-particle theory. The difficulties were overcome only after Dirac

proposed the hole, theory and the equation was put into the context

of quantum field theory. However, the study of thB c-numbsr problem

is s t i l l very useful because of the following two reasons :

a. In some cases, important from the physical point of view,

i t reproduces the results of the full q-number theory (e.g. s tat ic

weak external field, nonrBlativistic limit, e t c . ) .

b. The technical results of c-number theory are heavily

used in building the q-number theory. Actually, the results of the

q-number theory will be obtained from the corresponding c-number re-

sults via the machinery of the second quantization.

I I . THE C-NUMBER PROBLEM

ThB basic equation i s the Eq. (1.3) which we s h a l l wri te in

the Schrodinger form

i|»t(x) = ( - i a $ • Pm + V t (x ) )* t (x ) C2.11

The meaning of the symbols appearing in (2.1) i s as fo l -

lows

i. Vj = 3/&Xj i a = (a., ct_» cu), 6 are the 4x4 Dirac

matrices
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• • ( • : )

Q a \ . *\2 0,

'2

P a u l i 2 x 2 m a t r i c e s

1 where a a re the

0 - 1 .

0 1 \ , O i v / 1 0

• ( )

\-i 0 /
\ 1 0/ \ - i 0 ' x 0 -1 '

\ 0 1 /

m is the mass and e is the absolute value of the charge of the

electron.

i i . i|> (.) is (for fixed t) an element in the Hilbert

space

2 i • • i

( IR 1 = { i|»(x) I I f I ip. C xJI dx < °° }
2 3 • , 4

with the usual scalar product
4

/ «J>tcxJ ljijCx) dx

• i i i .

Vt(x) = - e V(x,t) + e a tlx.t)

where

V(x,t] is the e lec t r ic potential

A(x,t) is the magnetic vector potential .

For brevity WB shall write the Eq (2.1) in the operator

form
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*t•• (Ho * V * t ' Ht * ( 2 ' 2 J

The f i rs t question concerning the Eq (2.2) is

II .1 Tfce Initial u&lue. \CajaHujbRfcofctan . Given • e j C . 2 ( |R 3) ,

II <t H " 1» and t 6 R. prove that there ex i s t s a unique solution

of (2.2) such that

B *. II - 1 . lim | * - #. | - 0 (2.3)
* t+t *

o

If the external f i e ld i s time independent i . e . H. - H

then a famous theorem in the theory of operators in Hilbert spaces,

the Stone theorem [ Reed & Simon (1972) 3 can be used to reduce the

i n i t i a l value problem to the self-adjointness problem :

Tfee lni.ti.odi value pioblzm haA a unique solution £j and

only l{ H U a Ae.li-adjoint opmaZoK In £ 2 ( IR3) . I f H li ie.16-

adjoint then

-I Hlt-t)
e ° • H Ult,to)t C2.4)

Without entering into de ta i l s about se l f -adjo int operators

[Reed & Simon (1975)j ws would l ike to point out that for H to be

sel f -adjoint i t i s not enough to have

U . Hi|>) - (H4>, \|i) , 4>, *6 # (H) (2.5)

2 3
where 0 (H) i s a dense subspace of sC• C IR )

These facts are clearly exhibited by the following example.

Consider the free motion of a nonrelativistic particle in

the interval (o.lj in quantum mechanics. On smooth wave func-
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This point is often overlooked in the physical literature

and sometimes leads to unreasonable results like : complex eigen-

values as in the case of the Dirac equation with strong Coulomb

potential VCx) = - eZ/|x| i Z > 137 i violation of unitarity as

in nonrelativistic scattering on 6-like potentials.

In this way we arrive naturally to the following :

Question 1. Ti th.e.K.1. e.nough JLn.ion.maJU.on. in ami dii£e.xzn-

tiaJt zxpizaion (2.7) to comtKuct unj.qu.zly a ie-lfi-adjoint opzta-

ton., ba&zd on physical ciite.tu.a ?

A sat isfactory result to this question i s given by (Kalf 6

a l . (1975), Nenciu (1976) (1977)) .

Theorem 1.

IJ Mxl = V,(x) + Vz(x) and

N eZ.
| V . ( x ) | S E » Z.< 137 . x. it x. , N«- .

1 i -1 | x -x . | x x J

11 C2.6)

tions which vanish in a neighbourhood of 0 and 1 the
Hamiltonian acts as

(Hf) (x) - - - ^ j - f"(x)

Note that this kind, of wave functions are dense in
9

the Uilbert space of the system, L~(O,1). On the other

hand the time evolution of a wave function de.pe.ndi es-

sentially on the boundary conditions. For example, evo-

lution is different for Diriclilet boundary conditions

(rigid reflection) f(O,t) • f(l,t) - 0, and for Neumann

boundary conditions (elastic reflection)
f'(O,t) = f'(l.t) = 0.
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(coheie in • 91 de.note.A the. uAual 4x4 matnJLx no fun)

F
/ 1 V 2(x) i.| dx < » ton. iotm p > 3 , i,j •= 1.....4 .

(2.7)
tkzn thz anitozn. to Quittlon 1 U VES.

The above theorem covers all cases of physical interest and

in some sense it is the best possible, since for V(x) • Ze/|x| ,

Z > 137 it is known that pathologies appear.

In the general, time dependent case, in order H(t) to give

a unitary evolution, <J». = U(t,t )$ , besides the self-adjointness

of H(t) for all t, some continuity properties of H(t) as a function

of t are needed. We refer to Reed & Simon (1975) for details, re-

marking only that these continuity properties are usually fulfil-

led in physical situations.

II.2. The AptctJtat ptiopzmUe.* o£ H.

In this subsection H will mean H(t) for some fixed t.

The spectral properties of H = -i a. V + $m are very simple and

can be easily obtained by Fourier transform theory. The spectrum

of H is shown in Fig.1 and is absolutely continuous. In particular

there are no bound states.

The spectrum of H is depicted in Fig.2. The reality of

the spectrum is assured by the self-adjointness of H. The important

thing is that the continuum spectrum of H (under the hypothesis of

Theorem 1) coincides with* the spectrum of H .

Situations like those in Fig.3 are forbidden.

At the same time, the eigenvalues are all finitely dege-

nerated and cannot have accumulation points in the interval (-m,m).

We shall summarize this information in (Nenciu (1976), Kalf & al.

(1975)).
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Theorem 2.

The next problem is the possibility of having eigenvalues

embedded in the continuum |E.| > m. As in nonrelativistic. quantum

mechanics, if the potential tends to zero at infinity, one can

argue that because of tunneling, there are no eigenvalues for

|E. ]. > m. However there exists an example given by Wigner and von

Neumann, which shows that the intuition is wrong, at least in non-

relativistic quantum mechanics.

Example CWigner & von Neumann) (see Reed S Simon (197B))

Let x - |x| '

g(T) - 2x - sin 2 T

V(x) - -32 sin T(1 • g^Cxn *

• Eg tTJ cos t - 3g (x)sin x • gtx)cos t + sin t 1
1-1 7ftx) - x 1 (1 • g*(x)l sin x

Then

(- A • V)f - f

i.e. - A • V has the eigenvalue 1 embedded in the continuum

spectrum (0, « ) .

Let us point that

-1
V(x) * - 8 x sin 2x

and

/ | fZ(x)| dx < «

In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics it has been proved

that if |V(xj| < c . c < - e > 0, then there are no
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eigenvalues embedded in the continuum spectrum (Reed 8 Simon

(1978]). This fact and seme results obtained for spherical sym-

metric potentials (Zeldovich 8 Popov [1971)) support the fo l -

lowing

Quasitheorem 1. 1&

Ill V(x) 11! < - 1 - . ,- III 3 V (-x) III < — S -
i i 3x i i

f i + I x 11 o " i (1 + x )

( 2 . 9 )

i = 1 , 2 , 3 i c < » , e > 0

thzn thzkz an.z no zmbzddzd zlgznvaluzs In the. continuum spzctxum.

Let us take now V(x) = V(x)1 , V(x) < 0 ( i . e . an elec-

t rostat ic potential given by a distr ibution of positive charges j

v\(x) = XV(x)i,X > 0. We are interested in the behaviour of the

eigenvalues of H as functions of X. Again there is no general

rigorous proved result in this direction but some particular

cases and intu i t ive arguments indicate (Zeldovich 8 Popov (1971))

that the following is true.

Quasitheorem 2. A-4 X Is lnctie.aszd, zige.nva.Zuzi appzan.

at + m, movz continuously to thz le.it, and dlvz Into thz le.it

continuum at - m. At - m thz zlgzniunctlom an.z still notimalizablz.

Remark. The condition imposed on V(x) to represent an

electr ic potential is crucial . For example i f only magnetic f ie ld

is present V(x) = ect A*Cx) then there are no eigenvalues in the

interval C-m, m). Formally, this can be seen by calculating

H2 =• t - i $ - e fa" * m2 S m2

Also, i f ths external f ie ld is a scalar one, i .e .
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H = HQ * A g V , V(x) < 0

then one can argue (although we do not know a rigorous proof)

that only for X -*••»> the eigenvalues reach the point zero.

Summarizing, almost all the spectral properties of H(t),

used in the literature, have been put on e mathematically sound

basis, at least for a resonable large class of potentials.

11.3. Scatte./Ung tkzoiy.

The basic idea in scattering theory is that for some

• e£2 •

uct.t I
O

bshaves as a free state in the remote past and remote future ;
+

i.e.athere exist $~ such that

lim || U0(t,tQ)<£~ - U(t,tQ)i(/ I! = 0 C2..10)
t •*+ °°

-iH (t-t )
whers Uo(t,tQ) = e is the free evolution (V i 0).

The condition (2.10) can be written as (taking into ac-
- 1 •

c o u n t t h a t U ( t , t ) = U ( t , t ] = U ( f c . t ) } .
O O 0

+

lim || * - U(tQ,t) Uo(t,to)(J>~ II = 0 (2.11)
t •••+ oo

SuppoAlng tha t for a l l <i> e./. 2( IR3) the l i m i t s

lim o o

:;xi3t , v;rj shall write
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W (tQ) - s - lim U(tQ ,t) Uo(t,tQ) . (2.12)

1 t +*~

with this notation

•." - W ( t Q ) *

and, since W (t ) are isometric operators, (not necessarily-
+•

unitary) i f .""

W <J> is in the range of W then

• • • • _ • _

• » -w (tQ) W ( t 0 ) 4> - s ( t Q H .

I f the ranges of W and W coincide (asymptotic completeness)

then S(tQ) = W (tQ) W (tQ) is a unitary operator. W (tQ) are

nothing but the Moller operators and S(t ) is the scattering

matrix .

The scattering theory is illustrated in Fig.4. (in the

interaction picture where the free evolution is a straight l ine).

The squared modulus of the matrix elements of S gives

. the probability of the scattering into different states, and then

S is the most important mathematical object of the theory. The

following theorem summarizes some of the results obtained in this

area.

Theorem 3. tSeiler (1978), Guillot and Schmidt (1974)]

a. I « I H | f | | | < « / n l / U J I I d * < « and Wt,t0)
• O f t

zxliti thin W+Uo) txilt and one. mnltany. In paxtlculax S{t0)

a unitary opanaton..
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b. l{ V li time, independent and

« V(x)IU s c
 UE c < », > 0 (2.13)

(1* x )

thin W +(* o),
 s<*0) ex-tA-CA ««rf «*fc independent o£ tQ. S =

£4 a u*UtaA«/ ope.KaX.oi.

Remarks.

i. In the time independent case W+ are not unitary operators

if bound states are present.

ii. The class of time independent potentials for which the

unitarity of the S matrix is proved is much larger than [2.13) (see

for example Guillot and Schmidt (1974)). Although, the proof has

been not written down, it is quite clear that the conditions of
-1-e

Theorem 1 and a faster than |x| , e > 0 decrease for |x| -»• «

will be sufficient.

iii. An explicit formula for the matrix elements of S in

terms of V and the solutions of the Lipmann - Schwinger equation,

like in the nonrelativistic quantum theory, has been obtained.

iv. The Coulomb potential is not covered by the above re-

sults, because of the long range tail.

Since the phenomena we are interested in do not depend es-

sentially on the long distance behaviour of V, we shall suppose

that the Coulomb potential is screened. In the pure Coulomb case

it is necessary to redefine the Holler operators [Uollard (1964)].

v. In the time dependent case, S(t ) actually depends on

t » but in a trivial way. More exactly
o

S(t,J - fc
 u ' ° S(tQ) e

-i H tt.-t,)
OOl
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FOA. ilmpU.CA.ty, &/iom now on , we ihouil conildzn. tQ = 0

and by W+ , S we anai i mean W+ U f l = 0) , S[tQ = 0 ) .

The above results are. more or l e s s , the transcription for

the Dirac Eq. of the results obtained in nonrelat iv is t ic quantum

mechanics. The next result i s spec i f i c to the Dirac Eq.

Let P , P be the orthogonal projections corresponding

to pos i t ive , respectively negative frequencies of H. . Then

at 2 = i + 0 X 2 - where £ \ = P* Jt2 - I " the early days of the

Dirac theory jg + has been considered to represent the space of

the physical s ta te s while £ has been regarded as the subspace

of "unphysical s t a t e s " .

Theorem 4 . £Bongaarts (1970), S e i l e r ] .

a. Lit V be time, inde.pzn.dznt iaah that S zxiiti and -Li

anitaJiy. Tfeen

P o S P o - P o S PJ = ° •

b. Ut V be time de.pe.nde.nt, V[t) f 0, V[t) * 0

\t\ > T and U[t,t0Y zxittt. Thzn S zxJUth, it> unitary and

K S Po * ° • Po S K * ° (

Remarks.

The first part of Theorem 4 explains (together with the

the bound state problem) the success of the one particle Dirac

theory. Although £ ^ is not invariant for U(t,t ) in the time

independent case it is invariant for the scattering matrix
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i.s. there is no scattering into the unphysical states. Then the

scattering of electrons Cor positrons) on a itatlc external field

can be treated in the framework 6f the one particle theory.

The second part of Theorem 4 explains the failure of the

one particle Dirac theory. Generally, In tht time de.pe.nde.nt po-

tential ccuz, one cannot avoid the scattering into "unphysical"

states. This is actually the form of the Klein paradox appearing

in physical situations, which enforced the creation of the hole

theory.

Because of the physical relevance of the Theorem 4 and

because the argument proving its first part is very simple, we

shall sketch it here.

?Kooi oh The.on.zm 4 a. Let t,. e IR . Then

-iHt. iHt -iH (t+t.)
W+ e ° 1 = s - lim e e ° 1 =
— t -»• _•

-iHt. iHtt+t.) -iH (t+t.) «
= s - lim e n e n e ° n

t •* •«
-iHt.

-iHt. iHtt.+t) -iHjt+t.) - B W+ .
- e ^ s - lim e 1 e ° 1 -

Taking the adjoints

iH t . , iHt
e ° ' W+ = W+ e - C2.17)

Combining (2.16) and (2.17)'we have

- i H t . . - i H t . . - i H t . - i H t .
S e o 1 « W + W f c e o 1 " W + B 1 W. • e o 1 S
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i.e.

iH t
[ e ° . S ] = Q all t e IR (2.18)

Since P— are spectral projections of H , the Eq. 12.18)

implies that

+

[ P~ . S ] •= 0 (2.19)

which implies (2.14).

. The last problem discussed in this subsection is the adia-

batic limit. The idea of adiabatic switching is as follows * given

the time independent "hamiltonian"

H = HQ + V

define the scattering operator S as follows.

i. Consider the time dependent "hamiltonian "

H = H • e V
E O

and construct the scattering operator S corresponding to H

i i . Define SQ as

S = lim S (2.20)
e+o

The advantage of this procedure is that for S one can

write down a Dyson series. The problem is that one has to prove

that the limit in (2.20) exists in some sense, and that

SQ = S (2.21)

where S is the scattering matrix, corresponding to H, defined

at the begining of this subsection. The Eq. (2.21) has been proved
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by Dollard [ Do Hard (1965) ] for nonrelativistic quantum me-

chanics but his proof applies also to our case.

Theorem 5.

Let V be time independent, satisfying the conditions of

Theorem 3.b. Then, irrespective of the magnitude of V, for al l

lim (<fr, Se •) - (• , S i|i) (2.22)
6 * • 0

In particular

lim (<|>, P~ S P* •) - 0 (2.23)
o e o

e -»o •

for a l l $, <i 6 i.

I I I . THE Q " NUMBER PROBLEM

The equation of motion is the same as in the c-number

problem

i ~ <|>t(x) • (-i o ? • Bm • Vt.(x) ) * t(x) - (Ht * t ) (x) (3.1)

but in this case i|»t . (x) - are operator valued functions satisfy-

ing the equal time anticommutation relations.

{ *f ̂ (x) , tf ,(x') } - «., 6(x-x
f) (3.2)

Of course, the Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) are rather formal, since the

objects are not yet defined in a proper mathematical sense.

Mainly, three different strategies have been used in solving the

q-number problem.
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a. The Friedrichs - Segal approach i this is the approach •

we shall follow in the rest of this section. More precisely we

shall adopt the Friedrichs formalism [ Friedrichs (1953) ] .

Actually the Segal variant is. more general and elegant

(see Bongaarts (1972) for a clear and short introduction in the

subject as well as for further references) but it requires ths

Knowledge of some. C algebra theory.

b. The Capri - Wightman approach, based on Yang - Feldman

Eq. (see Wightman (1978) and references therein).

c. The approach of Bellissard, based on the Bogoliubov

construction" of the S - operator (Bellissard (1975), (1976)) .

As announced in the introduction the main tool will be the

"reduction" to the c - number problem. - •

III.1. The. filzldU and thtlKe.volu.tlon .

Formally, if

then

* t(x) « (U(t,O)t|i)(x) . (3.3)

It is convenient to deal with "smeared" fields instead of

i|»(x) . Let f e i 2 and

4

*t(f) - t I ft(x) *t#i(x) dx - (f. «t) .

The anticommutation for •fclfl follows from (3.2)

£ } - (f.g) . (3.4)
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The next thing we have to write down is the evolution of the

fields. At the heuristic level

<|»t(f) - Cf. *t) = (f. IKt.O)*) = (U(O.t)f,i|/") = *CUCO,t)f)

so it is natural to take as the rigorous version of (3.3)

*t(f) = *(U(0.t) f) . (3.5)

Let us observe t h a t (3 .4) and (3.5) are compatible s ince U(0, t ) i s

u n i t a r y .

The tquatloni [3.4] and [3.5) axe. the. bailc equation* of>

the. axtzKnal £lzld pnobltm In Q..E.U.

I I I . 2 . The. Hj.lbe.Kt Apace. ; the. Hami.ltoni.an.

Up to now ty. (f). are rather abstract objects, since we

have not a Hilbert space in which ^ ( f ) • The most natural candi-

date for the Hilbert space is the Fock space of the free electron

positron field. The main reasons for this choice are

i. in a scattering experiment all the measurements concern

asymptotic, free states.

ii. if the external potential depends on time, a choice re-

lated to V will give a time dependent Hilbert space, which is

rather unpleasant.

The hole theory suggests the following construction.

Define b(f) and dCf) by
2

b(f) if f 6 X +

2 l 3 # 6 )

d*(f) if f 6 X
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Let f be the Fock - Cook space in which d(f) and b(f)

are annihilation operators i.e.

2
b(f) n = o . d(f] a = o ail fe£

where (2 is the vacuum state and J" • is generated applying re-

petedly b*(f) and d*(f) to 8.

Then the operators

= btP* f) + d*(PQ f) , f 6 «£ C3.7)

are well defined, bounded operators in 2F and

By C3.5) and [3.7) i|». C-Fl are well defined bounded operators in <F

satisfying the anticommutation relations (3.4).

Having the Hilbert space of the system, the field operators

and their evolution, we can look for the Hamiltonian. As in the pre-

vious section we shall discuss first the time independent poten-

tials. I j H , a te-Z^-adjoint ope.tia.toi Jin. % , it, to KzpKUznt thz

ha.nu.ZtonJ.an oi thz ty&tzm, thin the. iltZd ope.ft.atoi hcu to obe.y the.

He.A.&e.nbe.K$ zquation o£ motion

i lHt - i |Ht
* t Cf) = e <|»tf) e (3.B)

which together with (3.5) gives

iHt i |Ht - i IHt
i|»(e f ) - B i|»(f) e (3.9)

Eq. (3.9) defines IH (if it exist, at all) when H (i.e. the

"hamiltonian" for the c - number problem) is given.
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Since i|>(f) real ise an i r reducible representation of the

anticommutation re la t i on , IH is uniquely defined by (3.9) up to

a mult iple of the unit operator in £ .So the only problem we

have t o discuss i s the ex is tence o f IH .

Theorem 6 (Bongaarts (1970)) . Tfte ne.ce.na.Ky and tui^i-

cinnt condition £on the. e.xi&te.nce. o£ a 41.1$-adjoint opzKaXoi W
+ - iHt . «

iati&iying (3.9) iAthat PQ e PQ be Hilbint -Schmidt ion

alt -teiR .

Since the Theorem 6 is typical for the q-number theory

(see Th.6 and Th.14 below) we shall point out the main ingredient

of the proof-.

Define thB operators b. and d. by

."'tlf) = bt ( Pl f) + dt t Po f) "
• iHt . - iHt

= b(Po a f) • dt ( P
0
 e f ) ' (3.10)

Solving (3.9), one obtains

+ iHt + . - iHt +
Po f ) * d tPo B Po f ]

iHt - . - iHt - (3.11)

H . iH
btlPo f ) * btPo e Po f ) * d tPo B Po

b ( P

An operator A is said to be Hilbert - Schmidt if

A A has a complete, set of eigenfunctions

with

A*A f£ e \L. f.

< »
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The relation (3.10) is nothing but a general form of the

Bogoliubov - Valatin transformation LBeresin (1966)]. The question

is when such a Bogoliubov - Valatin transformation is unitarily

implementable i .e . there exists a V. unitary in T such that

*b^P,. f) - V4. b(P f) V.t o t o t
(3 .12)

d. (P~ f) » V? d(P" f) V.
to t o t

The following result is fundamental for the theory of the

Bogoliubov - Valatin transformation. I t says that the unitary im-

plementability of a Bogoliubov - Valatin transformation is equiva-

lent to the Hilbert - Schmidt property of the operators appearing

in its nondiagonal terms.

Theorem 7 (for the general statement and proof see

[Beresin(1966) , see also Klaus & Scharf (1978)].

The. Bogoliubov - Valatin tiam^oimation (3.17) i& u.nitaii-
iHt + iHt _

ly imple.me.nta.bLe. i& and only ii V 4 Pg and P e Pfl atie.

Hilbe.Jit Schmidt.

Now using (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain that

*4.Cf) - W. i|>(f) W. . (3.13)
u t t

One can easily see that the operators \V. te R form a

group of unitary operators. One can also prove that \V. is strongly

continuous as a function of t , so that the Stone theorem can be ap-

plied, and
- i Ht

\Vt = e

which finishes the proof of Theorem 6.

Moreover, thB general theory of Bogoliubov - Valatin

transformations gives an explicit form of the operator IV. and
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thus an explicit form of IH (which is nothing but the rigorous

form of the usual formal Hamiltonian

• .+. •
JH AJ /: 1(1 (xj (-i a 7 + Pm • V) ty(x)dx

can be obtained. )

More interesting for us is to obtain a "canonical" form

of (H* Let us look first at the free hamiltonian |H . It has the

well known structure

H o - / / m 2 * p2 [fa* bp * d^ d p ] dp =

(3.14)
s / 6 (p) tn_(p) • n + (p) 1 dp .

ipx • .

In ( 3 . 1 4 ) , b • b(u e ) so i t does not f i t exactly in our forma-

lism since u e i p x e £2 but we sha l l not detai l th is point.

n+(p) are the part ic le number operators and the form (3.14) i s the

"particle number representation" of IH or the "canonical" form in

the terminology of Beresin. Our next question i s : under what con-

di t ions does H have a "canonical" form i . e . ft1 £ ¥o ex i s t s and

there e x i s t operators b£, d̂  such that

i i i f

bj a - o , di a
and

H = / (e* b[" b! • 6j dj* dj) . (3.15)

In (3.15) / means both an integral and a sum if bound

states are present.
a,+

The answer is given by following theorem. Lot P . be the

orthogonal projection corresponding to eigenfrequencies of H

strictly larger than a.

f
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Theorem B [ F r i e d r i c h s (1953) , Klaus and Schar f ( 1 9 7 B ) ] .

The. nece&Aaly and iu.iilcle.nt condition ion. IH to have. a.
+ >a +

ca.nonlo.at ionm li that ion. iome a e ( - m , m ) , P - P l& Hllbzit-

Schmldt .

Remarks. If H has bound states then the "canonical" form

of IH is non unique. This ambiguity is connected with the ambi-

guity in the choice of the Fermi sea in the "naive" hole theory.

We would like to stress, however, that IH is uniquely ds-

fined Cup to a multiple of the unit operator) and then the diffs-

rent choices of the "canonical" form does not influence the physi-

cal results. For weak potential the natural "canonical" form is

obtained taking a = 0 i.e. by fixing the Fermi sea at zero. This

canonical representation is, known as "Furry bound state represen-

tation". [Furry [1951]] .

If p + # a - p+ is Hilbert - Schmidt for some a e (-m.m)
°

+
then automatically P e P is Hi lbert - Schmidt for a l l t £. !R

[Klaus and Scharf (1978)] .
*«a

 +We shall look now for conditions on V such that P -P
o

is Hilbert - Schmidt.

Theorem 9 . [ IMenciu and Scha r f ( 1 9 7 8 ) ] .

a. I(J the. magnetic vecto-t potential, X i 0 then id .tilt
*,a

a [-in, iiil^P - ?o .u not HiCbc-tt Schmidt .

b. Let A = 0 and V ( p ) be the Feu\io.\ fians&ani c$- the

potential V [ K ] .

Then
1/

r IPI
I. li 2

Is F o r some t-. > 0
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the.n P - P l i tii.lbe.Ht - Schmidt ion all a e ( - m , m) .

i i . 1(5
2 2

I P I v t P ) |s 1+e dp = •> f o r some £ > 0

,CL
the.n fioK all a. e [-m, m] V - P li not fUlbe.it - Schmidt.

The above result does not forbid the existence of |H when

X j* Q. Howsver, the following is very l ikely to be true.
+ IHt

Quasitheorem 3 . I<{ A t 0 than PQ e P~ 16 not HllbcKt-

Schmldt.

The above resu l t has been proved when otity one. component

of A i s d i f ferent from zero C Rui'jsenaars (1977)] .

The results of Quasitheorem 3 and Theorem 9 a are sur -

pr is ing at the f i r s t s igh t . They say that It l& not poi&lble. to re-

present the evolution of the electron - positron f i e l d by means of

a Hamiltonian unitary group i n the Fock space of the free electron-

positron f i e l d , when A / 0.

This f ac t , on a heur ist ic l e v e l , has been recognized rather

early [Fr iedr ich (1953) , Moses C 1954)1]. in th is case, a more ge-

neral formulation of quantum mechanics namely the C - algebra for-

malism is needed ^Bongaarts (1970)] .

The second part of Theorem 9 is a l i t t l e b i t more reassur-

ing . I t says that f o r reasonable e lec t r i c potentials the standard

quantum mechanics is su f f i c i en t . However, even in th is case, the

s i tua t ion is rather subt le . One can show by direct computation

[Klaus and Scharf (1978)] thnt

II IHQ n1 !l = » (3.16)
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ao that on vectors in & on which H is well defined, IH can
o o

not be applied. Then it is not possible to define directly the in-

teraction energy operator* IH - IH . However, it is probably pos-

sible to define IH - IH in terns of quadratic forms.

We shall close this subsection by discussing a little about

the lower part of the spectrum of IH . Let

KJ --af (n_(p) - n+(p))dp

be the total charge operator in W
Then, denoting 3? the eigenspace of '0 with eigenvalue n

•» o,n
3? the eigenspace of 0 with eigenvalue n:

•» o,n

• o . v-/ o,n

n » -» . .

As expected from the charge s-uperselection rule.

Theorem 10 . Unde.fi the. condJ.tA.oni oi lhe.on.zm 9 bJL
00

IH « © IHnn
n« -o»

wfee/te fffn i& a 4e£tf- adjoint opiiuitoii Jin 7 .

Although not explicitely stated, the proof of this result

is contained in the proof of Theorem 6.

Let A - 0 , V(x) > 0 satisfying the conditions of

Theorem 3b , X > 0 and

H. - H *X V i V - -a V 1 .
A O

Moreover, let us suppose that V(x] satisfies the condition of

Theorem 9 bi. Then H. has a'"canonical" form in !F irrespective
A O

of the magnitude of X. The results given below are obtained

"translating" to H the results contained in Quasitheorem 2. Ac-
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tually the spectrum of IH can be constructed from the spectrum

of H using the "canonical" form (3.15). The charge of the eigen-

functions can be obtained using the explicit form of the unitary

operator implementing the Bogoliubov transformation relating the

"bare" operators b, d and the "dressed" ones b , d .

Let X1, X_ be the values of X when the first eigenvalue of H.

goes through 0 and -m respectively• as shown in Fig.5.

Quasitheorem 4. a. I|$ 0 < X < X. , thzn thz bottom o&

the. ipe.ctnu.rn o{ H. i& iAotatzd and nondtQe.ne.nate.. Thz coinzipond-

ing zJLgi.niwn.cJti.on ha* change. 0 .

b. J& X1 < X < X_ thzn thz bottom o&

thz &pe.ctn.um i& i&otatzd and nondzgznznatzd. Thz state, vtctoti coi-

KZAponding to thz bottom o£ thz ApzctHum i* chaigzd. TheAc zxliti

a 0. having chaJigz 0 and which ii an zigzniunction oi IH^ .

c. l& X > X_ thzn thz bottom oj the.

ipzctfium ii itiLL itotatzd and nondzgznziatzd. Thziz aKz no zigzn-

iunctioni oi H^ with change. 0.

As it was noted many times (see for example Brodsky (197B)),

and as is also clear from Quasitheorem 3, the concept of vacuum is

not well defined in the case of strong fields, X > X.. It is a

crucial point, either we consider the main feature of the vacuum

state to have charge zero or to be the lowest energy state.

Moreover, for "supercritical" fields , X > X_ , the first alter-

native is not possible : no eigenfunctions of IHL with charge 0

exist. The use of the term ".neutral vacuum"* for some states in

3L in,the literature is in this respect abusive, for "super -

critical" fields. '
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A similar theory can be developed also in the time dependent

case XSeiler (1978)] but in this case IH will depend on time.

III.3. Scattz.iJ.ng thzoiy

As stressed in the previous subsection, from the theoretical

point of view, the main feature of the "overcritical" fields is the

nonexistence of a bona fide vacuum state. From the experimental

point of view the most striking phenomenon which is expected to ap-

pear is the "spontaneous" creation of electron positron pairs. The

mechanism of spontaneous pair creation is explained usually

13. Rafelski & al (1978)1 , through a "gedanken" experiment as

an adiabatic increase of the external charge, via the analogy.with

the autoionization of helium. In our opinion, it is very hard to

put these calculations on firm basis without relying on scattering

theory. In fact the pair creation, spontaneously or not, is a scat-

tering phenomenon and must be treated as such. The main aim of

this subsection is to clarify the concept of spontaneous pair crea-

tion in the framework of scattering theory.

The scattering theory in the q-number problem parallels the

corresponding theory for the c-number problem. The "in" and "out"

fields are defined as free fields which coincide in some sense with

the perturbed fields at t •*• _* » .

out
lim (i|>. in (f) - iMf)) = 0

t** + oo '

(3.17)*
in in

*out (f) = *out (u (o.t)f) .
t °

•k

t« order t o b c vigorous we have to specify in what meaning the
limit in (3.17) is understood. If V(t) vanishes quickly enough
at t *_»•>• then the limit in (3.17) is the norm limit. For
weakly decreasing or time independent potentials the limit in
O.17) must be understood in a weaker sense.
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It is not hard to see (at least formally that the "in"

and "out" fields are related by the formula

¥°ut(f) - $inl S* f) *• (3.18)

where S is the c-number scattering matrix. The scattering opera-

tor 3 in the Fock space i s defined by

f)S* (3.19)

which together with (3.1B) gives

* all fe* 2CIR 3) (3.20)

Exactly as in the case of the Hamiltonian, the operator S

is uniquely determined by (3.20) up to an arbitrary phase. .

An argument similar to that used to prove theorem 6 gives

Theorem 11 . ... . -.

Suppote. the. c-numb&Ji S mat/Ux ixiiti and it* utU.tan.if.

Thz.ni $ txlhtM and -c& urUtaJiy H anxl only li, S+_ - P* S P^ and

S_+ - ?'Q S P* atie. HllbtKt - Zc.hnu.dt opiiatoiti In X 2 ( |R3J.

A pleasant feature of the scattering theory i s that the

scattering operator S exists under fairly general conditions on V.

Theorem 12 [Seiler (1978), Wightman (1978)1.

CScharf (1978) private communication] . .

li U V ( t ) l l < » i /HV(t)». dt < » , sup 0 4r V(t) || < «

t e p d t

thin S+_ and S_+ cme. Hilbe.it - Schmidt opetatotu.

During the proof of' Theorem 10 explicit formulae for the

matrix elements of S in terms of the c-number operator S are ob-

tained. For simplicity we shall discuss only vacuum to vacuum
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transitions. Let S + + = P* S P* , S__ = Po S p"o . Since S+_

is Hilbert-Schmidt S+_ S+_ has only a discrete spectrum. From

unitarity it is easy to see that S+_ S+_ £ 1. Moreover, if

S S has no eigenvalue 1 then S+_ S+_ < 1 and S + + exists

and is bounded.

We are now ready to state [ Wightman (1978)3 .

Theorem 13 . The. a.n.bJLt.!ia.ny pha&e. in S can be cho&zn inch

*
0 A.i and only ii S+_ S+_ hen eigenvalue 1

(det (1 + A A )) vohzne.

2
Clearly 1 -(S2,$R) represents the probability of pair

creation. The first important consequence of Theorem 11 is that

if V is time independent, then S+_ = 0 by Theorem 4, and then

Cn , S nj = i (3.22)

Therefore, the vacuum remains vacuum with probability one and

then the probability of pair creation is zero .

The inability of time independent potentials to create

pairs has been noted rather early in the literature CSalam and

Matthews (1953)3 and obtained rigorously by Bongaarts in the

framework of C -algBbra theory. Note that the result does not

depend on the magnitude of V and then contradicts the statement

[Rafelski (1978)] that pairs arB produced spontaneously by time

independent strong potentials. Hou)e.\>e.K, thii Jie.Au£.t doe.it not
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the. "ipontane.ou&" pain. ctie.atA.on a& one could think at

ilni>t ilght. The question i s , i f t h i s resul t i s s t ab le in the

following meaning* Suppose V is not s t r i c t l y time independent but

var ies ve.hy slowly in time. Is i t then true that | (O,Sfi ) | 2i 1 ?

More precise ly , does lim -XT = 0 implie that lim jCSJ.SJJ )j - 1 s

1)5 £he. an&u)e./i l& nzgatlvz thtn one. &hall A ay that a &pontane.ou&

pain, cie.ati.on appzafU. Let us note that in perturbation theory

the above question has an afirmative answer.

The above discussion can be made clear in the adiabatic

limit framework. Let V be a time independent potential
-E]t|

H = H + e V , and the corresponding scattering operator S.

We. ihall iay that V l& an "ovzicUtical" potential li

l im CJi. S e n I < 1 • (3 .23)

and thin

1 - lim I fl ,

<L& the. total probability o<J &pontane,ou&ly c/ie.ate.d pal/u.

Let us discuss in more detail the case of potentials

described in Quasitheoretn 3. Let S , be the scattering matrix
- e | t | X ' e

corresponding to H + e AV .
The quantity to be studied is

2
x U . E ) = 1 - |(n. S n) | (3.24)

At f i r s t s i g h t , s ince from Theorem 5

2
lim [g, S f) = 0 a l l f, g e. •£
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and considering formula (3.21), one might guess that

lim T(X,C) = 0 irrespective of the value of X. (3.25)

£>o

i.e. there exists no spontaneously pair production, even in very

strong fields. Fortunately the above argument is not complete,

since (3.24) does not imply that

lim tt S n = 0
X,e +~

and not even

lim 1 S f II = 0 for all f 6 <£ .

So the question remains open, and "physical" arguments

indicate that

0 X < X,

lim -r(X,e) = (3.26)

X >

where X. is the "critical" value defined in Quasitheorem 4.

To decide between (3.25) and (3.26) is, in our opinion,

the major open problem in the external field problem in Q.E.D.

Our conjecture is that (3.26) is true. The first' part, i.e.

lim T(X,C) • 0 for X < X_ is the easy part : a suitable gene-

ralization of the adiabatic theorem £Kato (195 )] will be suf-
•)

ficient. The difficult part is the second one.

Let us close this subsection by two remarks.

Of course, the situation in a real experiment with heavy

ions is by far more complicated than the one described above.

Note added : Meanwhile, I have obtained such a general
form of the adiabatic theorem (to be published).
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However, the study of the conjecture wi l l clarify conceptually

the mechanism ( i f any) of spontaneously pai creation. The final

remark is that in the above formulation the spontaneous pair

creation problem has many similarities with the phase transitions

with spontaneously broken symmetries e.g. phase transitions in

ferromagnetic spin models.
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i A new decaying mode., intermediate between nuclear fis-

sion and alpha decay,for heavy nuclei including the superheavy nu-

clei is predicted. Two extreme treatments are considered : high

mass-asymmetric fission and heavy cluster emission.In the first

treatment, the influence of the shell corrections on the fragmen-

tation potential V(\,T\) as a function of two coordinates , the

length of the nucleus X and the mass-asymmetry r\ = (Aj-As)/(A +A^),

is studied. New mass-asymmetry valleys appear in the fragmentation

potential V(\,T\) at large x\-values, around the double magic frag-

ments *8Ca, ?8Ni and 2o8Pb or possibly S6Ni in addition to the

well known Sn-valley. These valleys give new peaks in the fis-

sion mas8-distribution. The new peaks can be interpreted as new

high mas8-asymmetric fission modes. The calculations are illustra-
252 238 238

ted for So and U. The preliminary results show for U re-

latively high percent yields in agreement with the present avail-

able experimental data. In the second treatment,by considering the

shell effects on barrier penetrabilities through the binding

energies of all possible, two body channels, the same conclusion,

is obtained. It is shown that, due to large channel radii and

especially due to large Q-Values for some particular two - body

channels corresponding to double magic cluster partners, the pene-

trabilities are competitive and even larger for some heavy cluster

emission than for alpha particle emission. The preformation fac- •
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tore have not been taken into aoeount. the calculations are illus-

trated for 23iTh and *SBtot the moet favored aluatere being a8Mg and

**Ca respectively. Thue, we conclude that the high mass-asymmetric

two-body brew-up treated a» a heavy olueter emission agreeo aleo

with the previous prediction about the possible existence of a new

phenomenon intermediate between alpha decay and nuolear fission.

1. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago, while Investigating the influence of the

shell effecta on the production of trensfermlum elements by complete

fusion of two nuclei,we faced the problem of a new decaying mode of

heavy nuclei, as an intermediate phenomenon between alpha decay and

nuclear fission. It was believed that only the light ions can fuse

completely with heavy targets and that for heavier projectiles the

nuclear potential tends to symmetrize the masses not leading to the

fusion. This conclusion was based on the assumption that the poten-

tial energy for the collision of two nuclei can be evaluated only

through the liquid drop model, the shell effects bBing too small to

play any role. For heavier systems the potential energy as a func-

tion of mass-asymmetry n - {A.-A-l/CA^A-l has two-minima t a deep

minimum for very asymmetric combinations close to TJ-1 which tends

• to fuse the light partner with the heavier one and another shallow

minimum close to n"0, which tends to symmetrize the masses of the

two fragments.

On the other hand, at touching configurations R • R̂ . the to-

tal potential energy as a function of n. including the shell effects,

can be exactly computed once the masses of the two colliding partners

are known. For this ease, the potential energy shows, in addition to

two minima described by the liquid drop model, a few new deep minima
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due to the shell affects of the separated fragments /1/. These minima

appear not only in the channel region R > R. but also in the over-

lapping region R < R.. giving rise to some valeys, the so - called

fragmentation valleys, which are stable both in r\ and R /2,3/. The

potential energy, considered as a function of n and R, was minimized

with respect to the charge asymmetry TU = (Z--Z2)/(Z^+Z_) and to

the other coordinates which define the shape of the compound system:

the neck parameter e and the deformations of the two fragments (3, and

6_. We should like to mention that these fragmentation valleys exist

mainly due to the fact that the two center shell model gives consi-

derable shell effects for combinations of magic partners not only

for separated fragments R > R. but also for the overlapping region

R < R. .

Of course, for the description of these two processes we have

in principle to consider all five collective coordinates R, n» e, 0*

and $2 which appear in the Hamiltonian. In order to avoid the full

treatment of all five coordinates, we assume that fusion is a sudden

process at least in two of the coordinates 6. and 0_, so that we can

describe the first step of the process in only three coordinates R,

n and e and the fission is an adiabatic process which allows the mi-

nimalization in the not explicitely treated coordinates (for example

e, (3. and B_) the simplest description being given with only two

coordinates R and r\. Thus, we can define two types of valleys

VtR,n,e) •• ^ and fission valleys VC-R»n Jm£n(e g , p ) • which

are very similar in the (R,n) plane, the fusion valleys being deeper

than the fission valleys.

Due to the fact that these valleys, which can be clearly

seen for some nuclei In the outside region at touching configura-
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tions* are extended also into the overlapping region even up to the

top of thB interaction barrier* it became evident, from the start

that they can give new high mass-asymmetric peaks in the fission

mass-distribution of heavy nuclei including superheavy nuclei, i.e.

new high mass-asymmetric fission modes.

In a series of papers /1-9/ we established that the fusion

valleys can be related to the maximum of the complete fusion cross-

sections for different projectile target combinations selected

around such a valley. These studies have shown that the present- -

available experimental data support the existence of the fusion val-

leys in the potential (see the lectures delivered by Dr. T.tiagda).

In the present paper we shall discuss only the possible

existence of a new decaying phenomenon, intermediate between alpha

decay and nuclear fission as a consequence of the shell effects of

the fragments. Two extreme treatments are considered : high mass -

asymmetric fission mode and heavy cluster emission.

In the next chapter the new phenomenon will be presented as

a very asymmetric fission mode /10/. Thus, based on the fragmenta-

tion theory, it is proved that, due to the shell effects of the

fragments, new mass-asymmetric peaks appear in the fission mass dis-

tributions of heavy. nuclBi. The calculations for No and U are

presented /11/. For the last nucleus the results show relatively

high percent fission yields in agreement with the present available

experimental" data.

In S3, based on a theory of heavy cluster emission, similar

to the alpha decay theory, it is shown that the penetrabilities are

competitive and even larger for some particular two-body channels

than for the alpha decay channel. This is due to the shell effects
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on the Q-values of the corresponding channels. No preformation fac -

tors have been introduced in the calculations. The results are illus-

trated for Th and Fm where the most favoured emitted clusters

are 28Mg and 48Ca /12/.

The last chapter contains the present available experimental

data. It is shown that a new peak together with the characteristic

peak of the spontaneous fission was observed in a detailed track -

range distribution of a uranium loaded nuclear emulsion. Also the in-

direct measurements of the fission mass-distributions of two isotopes

of neptunium at very low excitation energy show a preliminary evi-

dence for an enhanced fragment yield in the mass region A.. • 7B. Si-

milarly, the reported radiochemical data show relative high fission

yields for masses A,. •> 66-67 and A2= 171-177 which appear as

"shoulders" in the fission mass-distributions.

Finally, we concluded that the both extreme treatments of

this high mass-asymmetric two body break-up (high mass-asymmetric

fission mode or heavy cluster emission) lead to the prediction of a

new decaying phenomenon intermediate between alpha decay and nuclear

fission.

2. MASS-ASYMMETRY DISTRIBUTIONS OF FISSIONING NUCLEI

In the following, we shall use for the description of the

fission process the fragmentation theory (Bee the lectures given by

Prof. J.Maruhn). Here we mention only the main ideas of this theory.

The fragmentation theory describes all two-body channels

from which the compound nucleus can be formed or into which it can

decay. The coordinates of the nuclear system are i the relative dis-
(1) (2)

tance R, the collective surface coordinates a and a of the
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individual nucle i , the neck parameter e and the mass- and charge

fragmentations n • CA^-A^l/CA^A-) and r\ • CZ^-Z-J/lZ.j+Z,). Under

the assumption of homogeneous nuclear density, the coordinates n

and T) apparently reduce to the volume asymmetry coordinates

C s (V . -V-J /CV. tV- ) . For s impl ic i ty , the shapes are assumed rota -

t iona l symmetric around the l ine connecting the centres, being des-

cribed only by the quadrupole deformation coordinates (3. and ($_.The

re la t ive distance R is related to the lenght of the nucleus X»Jl/2R0

measured in units of 2 Ro where RQ is the radius of the spherical

nucleus.

The col lect ive Hamiltonian, depending on the coordinates

X, £, ' e , B« and 6- a n d t n e i r canonically conjugate momenta, can be

wr i t ten in the form :

H - T.Cp., p_, p , p-rfiR ) • V(X, £, e . B-. B9) (11
k X e e B1 B2 1 2

As we already mention in the Introduction, only two of the

above coordinates, namely X and £, will be used for the description

of the fission process. Also, in order to reduce the extremely time-

consuming calculations, the potential V(X,£) is computed first by

minimizing the liquid drop model CLDM) energy with respect to the

deformations of each fragment (B1, B2)
 a n d t h e neck parameter e for

IX,?) fixed and secondly by adding the shell and pairing corrections

for the corresponding shape parameters.

The shell corrections where computed by modifying the

standard renormalization procedure /13/ based on the liquid drop

model of Myers and Swiatecky /14/ with its modified /15/ surface

asymmetry constant and the single-particle energies E

$_) of the asymmetric two-centre she l l model (ATCSM) / 16 ,17 / in

such a way that the shel l corrections for separated fragments equal
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the sum of the shell corrections of individual fragments. This has

been done by weighting each level with the probability that its wave

function is found in the corresponding fragment

- J . I*J dt (2)

and by computing the shell corrections for each fragment separately,

the plane of separation being the neck at Z=0 in the ATCSM.

For the asymptotic region, defined by R £ R. , where R. is

the touching distance at which the two nuclei come in close contact,

the potential is given simply by the Coulomb interaction plus the

sum of the ground state binding energies of the two fragments

(3J

Due to the fact that for separated fragments the two-centre shell

model approaches the Nilsson model for each fragment, we obtain a

smooth continuation of V from the overlapping region R < Rt to the

asymptotic region R J R . .

For i l lustrat ion, in Fig.1 , the LDM mass-asymmetry energy

E,QnCX,n) for No, minimized with respect to 31# 3- a n d e (bottom

of the figures) and the fragmentation potentials

q
v cx,n) - E

LDM
CX'n) * q«uu,n) (4)

with full Cq-1) and half Cq - i) shell corrections (top left, and

top right of the figures,respectively) as functions of the two con-

sidered coordinates : the lenght of the nucleus 20 fm 2 X £ 24 fm

and the mass-asymmetry -0.8 £ ft £ +0.8, are given. For

we can see only the valley situated at n-0, the other
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valley around n"1 being not included in the calculations due to

same numerical difficulties concerning the liquid drop model. By ad-

ding the shell corrections 6U(A,n) this valley is splitted into two
• 132

other valleys* mainly due to the double magic structure of Sn and
2 o 8Pb or 4flCa.

In Fig.2 the same potentials are represented by echipoten-

tial lines /11/. The second minimum and the second saddle point are

evident.

In order to have a rough view of the temperature effects on

the potential* since we believe that the temperature smooths out the

shell corrections, we represented also the fragmentation potential

with half of the shell corrections q" =• . We can see that even for

half values of the shell corrections the second valley has practical-

ly disappeared*

The mass coefficients B«., B £ £ and B.. , for the two con-

sidered coordinates A and K, where computed in a consistent way by

applying the cranking model including residual interactions of BCS -

pairing type with the same ATCSM-'single particle states as used for

the calculation of the shell corrections

4 |
B - 3fl2 Z J (Vv * W (5)

J »v ep * ev

In principle we have to deal with the r\ and R coordinates.

The mass-asymmetry coordinate n. - (A1-A2)/(A1*A2) is determined by

the relations

2, 2
ht - / p(r)dr i ptrl - Z V j f J (6)

* i-1.2. V
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2

where i|> are the ATCSM - single particle states, V the BCS-pro-

bability of filling the level v with the pair of nucleons and i)" .

the volumes of the two fragments and R the relative distance be-

tween the centers of mass of the two fragments :

R = 1 Z < V || z || v > V (7)
ft v

Now the mass coefficients Bnn and B for thB R and n motions and

their coupling mass BR_ are given by

BRR - BA*<M ) ' Bnn " BHl^) ' BRn "

Finally the classical Hamiltonian expressed in terms of R

and n can be written in the form

H = i BRR ft2 * i BRn *" + 1 Bnn «* + v(R'n) C9]

In order to include, as simply as possible, in the calcula-

tion of the fission yields the new fragmentation valleys, we de-

couple the n-motion from the R-motion, by assuming that the coup-

ling masses BD are negligible in comparison to the B D D and B _ -

mass coefficients(tBDn| << B O D B ). Thus the classical Hamil-
' Kn KK Tin

tonian for the n-motion, quantized by using the Pauli and Podolsky

procedure, gives the following Hamiltonian

2

^ — -7==r — * v{R.n.en 4> CR.n.ei- E.(R,e) 4>.CR.n.o)9^ ** k VV (10J
.where by <(>, (R,n.,9) we denoted the eigenstates for the mass-asym-

metry motion in the temperature-dependent potential V(R,n.9).
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Practically, we shall deal with <t>.(X,n.6) and V(X,n,8) taking X

as a parameter.

Here, in order to evaluate roughly the influence of the

temperature on .the fission yields, we introduced a phenomenological

temperature 8 in the potential by assuming that the total shell cor-

rections are smoothened by a Gauss-factor

2

vcx,T),e) - ELDM(x,n) • exp( — • ) fiutx,n) (11)

where E,pM(X,n) represents the liquid drop model energy, 6U(X,TI)

the total shell corrections, 6 the temperature of the compound nu-
*

cleus, which is related to the excitation energy E of the compound

nucleus by the relation

• E* = — ^ 92 (12)

10 MeV

and 8 a constant temperature 8 =1.5 MeV, chosen in such a way

that for excitation energies E > 50-60 MeV the shell effects dis-

appear.

The fission yields, normalized to 200% are given by the

expression

C 1 3 )

ft

where we assumed a Boltzmann-like distr ibution of the 4>k(X,ri,e) -

states

2 -E%1 2
|K»U,n.e)| = I !

k
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The fission yields (13) for No, computed for different

excitation energies E and a cut-off parameter I • 24 fm are given

in Figs.3. Us can see (Fig;3a) that new peaks appear in the fission

mass distribution. This is due to the presence of the Pb and/or

4SCa valley in the fragmentation potential, in addition to the well

132
known Sn-valley. This proves the importance of including in the

calculations other possible fragmentation valleys.
*

The Inclusion of a small excitation energy E =10 MeV or

equivalently of a temperature 0 - 0.66 in the fragmentation poten-.

tial shows that the mass-distribution for the ground state is not

strongly modified. On the other hand the inclusion of a friction

forcB, by assuming that the instates $.(X,n.,6) are excited fol-

lowing a Boltzmann-like distribution with a corresponding tempera-

ture, increases strongly the yields of the new peaks (see Fig.3b).

Unfortunately, we have not enough experimental information on the

fission process from the last saddle point to the scission point,

to evaluate correctly the influence of the friction on the mass

distribution.
*

Comparatively with E - 0 MeV mass distribution (Fig.3a)

at higher excitation energy E* - 25 MeV (Fig.3c) the widths of the

main peaks increase and the depth of the minimum at n-0 decreases.

This illustrates the experimental well known tendency of the fis-

sion mass distribution to become symmetric at higher excitation

energies.

For a shorter cut-off Jl • 23.5 fm in the vicinity of the

second saddle point (Fig.2), the new peaks are even higher than the

main peaks (Fig. 4a). This demonstrates the fact that the new frag-

mentation valleys exist close to the fisBion barrier. Again, a small
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temperature in the potential modifies slightly the ground state

mass-distribution but the inclusion of a Boltzmann-like distribu-

tion of n,-states increases strongly the heights of the new peaks.

(Fig.4b). At higher excitation energy E = 25 MeV [Fig.4c) the new

peaks appear as ^shoulders" in the mass distribution, the total

widths being increased.

For a cut-off at the second saddle point I = 23 fm the

mass distribution at zero temperature is very smooth (Fig.5a) with

a minimum at n=0 due to the corresponding maximum in the potential

(Fig.2). At higher excitation energies the widths of the mass dis-

tribution increase and the depth of the minimum at n.=0 decreases

(Figs. 5b, 5c) the whole picture becoming symmetric for E = 50-60

MeV.

We conclude that the mass distributions depend somehow of

the phenomenological parameters used in our theory, the cut-off

lenght i, and the temperature 8. Also, the results depend weakly on

the parameter 6 . A detailed analysis of the minimizing procedure

used for the calculation of the fragmentation potential in the R

and n coordinates is needed. First, we have to introduce pairing

forces with a correct behaviour at large separations. Secondly, we

have to minimize the fragmentation potential after the inclusion

of the shell and pairing corrections. In comparison to our actual

minimizing procedure the full minimalization increases the pre-

dicted effects, the nuclear structure corrections being favoured

relative to the liquid drop model values. Also, the fragmentation

potential must be computed at larger separation distances, where

the characteristics of the valleys are stabilized. Some nonadiaba-

tic corrections to the cranking formula must be included in the

calculation of the mass coefficients. The temperature effects on
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ths "mass coefficients must be evaluated too, for consistency with

the method used for the calculation of the potential. Me point out

that a full dynamical treatment of the two coordinates R and n will

have the same shortcomings as the present treatment since the expe-

rimental information on the dynamics of the fission process is in-

sufficient.

Finally, we definitely say, that new peaks in the mass dis-

tribution of the fissioning nuclei are predicted,peaks which are

essentially due to the structure effects in the potential.

3. HEAVY CLUSTER EMISSION

In complete analogy .with alpha decay, we try to describe

the previous predicted high mass-asymmetric binary decay, as a heavy

cluster emission process. Consequently, we assume that the two frag-

ments are not excited and that their interaction can be described by

a potential depending on the relative distance between them. In the

present description we do not introduce any preformation factors /12/.

For positive Q-values thB light fragment can be emitted like

an alpha-particle. For heavy nuclei, there exist hundreds of binary

separation possibilities, which satisfy this condition. The usual

argument against such a process is the fact that the Coulomb barrier

increases enormously with the increase of the charge of the emitted

particle.

In the following, we shall prove that, due to the influence

of the shell effects on the Q-values, there are some two-body sepa-

rations for which the barrier penetrabilities ars competitive and

even larger than for the alpha decay.
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For the calculation of the Q-values we used for each fragment.

a l l tha experimentally known binding energies, and for the unknown

ones some extrapolations based on semiempirical expressions which

include, the shel l model corrections with a large number of parame-

ters f i t t e d for d i f ferent mass regions. These methods give accurate

enough values for the binding energies of each fragment.

For the description of the nuclear interaction between the

two fragments we choose the simplest known analytical potential : a

Woods-Saxon type potent ia l with parameters determined by the l iquid

drop model.

r-R
_ 1 + 8 x p

( 1 5 )

_ 1/3 1/3 1/3
VQ = 18 [Ai • A2 - (Ai*A2J ]

a - VQtR1 + R2)/[16ir R1R2 x 0.95)

1/3 -2/3
Rj = 1.128 At (1 - 0.786 Aj )

where R1 is the radius of the emitted cluster, R_ the radius of the

residual nucleus and R • R*+R-, the channel radius of the corres-
o \ i.

ponding separation.

For the Coulomb potential we choose a point charge inter-

action with a uniform charged sphere

e2 Z1 Z2 r2

V,,
RR
2 C16)

For the calculation of the penetrabilities we use the WKB-

method. No attempt to Include the preformation factors is made.
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232

A typical result is presented in fig.6 for Th, where

half of the logarithm of the penetrability (•=• In P) for all possible

two-body separations with positive 0 - values are given, as a func-

tion of the mass of the emitted cluster for different charges. We

can see easily that, if only the penetrabilities are considered, the

most favoured cluster is Mg and not the a-particle. Since up to

now for this nucleus, only the emission of a-particles have been ob-

served experimentally, we conclude that the preformation factor for
7 R

Pig must be, by many orders of magnitude, smaller than for the

alpha particle. We should like/emphasize that these results indicate

that the heavy cluster emission is hindered by the preformation fac-

tor and not by the Coulomb barrier as it was accepted in the litera-

ture up to now.
2 58

The results for Fm are presented in fig.7. In this case ,48the penetrabilities favour the double magic nucleus Ca as the most

favourable emitted cluster. We expect, for different mass and charge

regions, different clusters to be prefered.

We point out that the appearance of the new phenomenon is

mainly due to the fact that for these channels the separation ener-

gies have extremely large values, very close to the top V of the
c

Coulomb barrier. Thus, if the difference V - 0 becomes smaller
c

than for thB corresponding value of the alpha particle channel, the

emission of a heavy cluster is favoured compared to an alpha par-

ticle. The process is also favoured by the fact that the channel

radius increases with the mass of the emitted particle, which re-

duces the Coulomb barrier, i.e. increases the penetrability,

Of course, detailed studies of the influence of the diffe-

rent nuclear potentials, on the barrier penetrabilities are needed.
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Such nuclear potentials were used in the literature for the des-

cription of elastic scattering of heavy ions on nuclei. We also

need an evaluation of the preformation factors. This can be done

simply by generalizing the overlap integral from R-matrix theory

of alpha decay to heavier clusters. The usual technique for comput-

ing these integrals can be applied directly to our process if we

assume an alpha particle structure for the emitted heavy cluster. A

direct numerical procedure can be used, if the initial decaying nu-

cleus is described by means of the two-center shell model. Such

studies are in progress.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

We have already found in the literature some experimental

data which support these predictions. Recently /18/ a new peak has

been found,.in a detailed range-track histogram [obtained in a long

exposure experiment of loaded nuclear emulsions with isotopes from

natural uranium} together with the characteristic peak of spontane-

ous fission tracks. The new peak, related to the shorter range -

tracks has been attributed to a spontaneous nuclear phenomenon, a

case of emission of ions of intermediate masses in the region from

neon to nickel.

The new peak may also contribute to the dwarf halos, ob-

served by mineralogists long ago and whose agent was not properly

explained /19/ .

Recent experimental data from Duke-University /20/ have

been reported in which the first chance fission mass yields of two

235 236
isotopes of neptunium Np and Np at very low average excitation

energies ranging from 4 MeV to 5 MaV where measured indirectly as a
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sacond step fission process by subtracting the first chance fission

from the second chance fission- These mass-distribution data show

a preliminary evidence for an enhanced fragment yield in the mass re-

gion A » 78 (may be Z=28. N=50).

The recent reported radiochemical data /21/ of the reactor

238

neutron induced fission mass-distribution of U for very asymme-

tric products in the region of extremely low yields of the products

10~5 % - 10~6% including the recent data /22/ show relative high fis-

sion yields for the light fragments Ni, Cu and for the heavy

fragments 171Er, 172Er, 173Tm, 175Yb and 177Lu. These increased

yields appear as "shoulders" at A,. = 66-67 and A2 = 171-177 in the

fission mass-distribution.

The theoretical results together with the present available

experimental data /1B-20/ are given in Fig.8. Me can see that at very

low excitation energies of the fissioning nucleus the theoretical

calculations predict high intensities for the high asymmetric peaks

in complete agreement with de Carvalho or Epperson data which indi-

cate that the intensities of the new peaks are a few percent of the

intensities of the main peaks.

Of course, due to the fact that in the calculations we have

assumed a constant ratio of mass and charge we are not able to pre-

dict the exact location, the heights and the widths of the peaks,

but we can definitely say that the new minimum of the fragmentation

potential is mainly due to the shell corrections for the small frag-

ment with N-50 and Z»28 or may bs N-28 and Z=28. As we have msn-

tioned before, the general behaviour of the peaks depends somehow on

the parameters SL and 9- of our theory«

On the other hand only the positions of the "radiochemical

shoulders", not their intensities which differ by many orders of mag-
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nitude, agree with our predictions. This is probably due to the

fact that these mass distribution data from reactor neutron induced

fission contain both the first and second chance fission and that

only the second chance fission which occurs at rather low excitation

energy can contribute to the "shoulders". Indeed, in this experiment

the average excitation energy of the initial nucleus E. is given by

the sum of the binding energy of the neutron B and the average kine-

tic energy of the reactor neutrons T (E. • B + T ). At such excita-

tion energies, the probability that one more neutron is emitted and

that the daughter nucleus (A-1) is fissioning is comparable with the

fission probability of the initial nucleus A, i.e. the second chance

fission is comparable with the first chance fission. Consequently,we

consider that the "shoulders" in the radiochemical mass-distribution

data are only due to the fission of the daughter nucleus (A-1) with

the average excitation energy equal to the average kinetic energy of

the reactor neutrons T minus the average kinetic energy of the emit-
• • •

ted hButronB T (E. , " E. - ET, - T B T - T ). This may explain the
B n i M n s r B

reported small intensities of the "shoulders". Finally, we expect

that in such radiochemical measurements the "shoulders" appear only

at energies of the compound nucleus corresponding to a few MeV higher

•than the n-th chance fission thresholds.

Of course, new experimental data, especially first step expe-

riments, like spontaneous fission or transfer reactions which lead to

the fissioning of the nucleus at very low excitation energies

E < 5 MeV and in which both fragments are detected can give a defi-

nite answer to our predictions.

Due to the fact that the Q-values of the high mass-asymme-

tric two body channels are much smaller than in the usual fission
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channel we expect that the excitations of the fragments are minimum

and consequently the number of emitted neutrons will be close to

zero. An experiment in which the fragments are correlated with the

number of neutrons can also give an indication of this process.

Finally, we conclude that for heavy nuclei including the

superheavy region, we may have a new decaying mode, which can be in-

terpreted either as a high ma&&-a&ymme.tJUc pinion or a heavy claitzn.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. a) Fragmentation potentials with half (top left) and

full (top right) shell corrections and the LDM-energy

(bottom) represented as functions on the length of

the nucleus i. and the mass-asymmetry coordinate ,

viewed from a point situated at large R and positive

TJ. We can see that the shallow valley of the LDM -

energy around n. = o, after adding the shell correct-

ions, is transformed mainly in two deep narrow valleys

situated at n~values corresponding to one of the frag-

ments with double magic shell structure Sn and
2o8Pb and/or 48Ca. For half values of the shell cor-

rections, the second valley, corresponding to Pb

and/or Ca, has practically disappeared. This illus-

trates the possible effects of the temperature on the

potentials.

b) Same as in Fig.1a but viewed from a point situated

at small R and negative n»

c) Same as in Fig.1a but viewed from a point situated

at small R and positive n-

d) Same as in Fig.1a but viewed from a point situated

at large R and negative rt.

Fig.2. Same as in Fig.1a but represented by equipotential

lines. The second saddle point and the second minimum

which leads to the appearance of the shape isomers

can be seen.

252Fig.3. a) The fission yields of No, normalized to 200%,as

a function of ths mass of one of the fragments or

equivalently, as a function of the mass-asymmetry co-

ordinate r|, computed at I = 24 fm and E = 0 MeV ex-
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citation energy. The appearance of the new peaks in

the fission mass distribution can be seen quite

clearly.

b) The fission yields of "'No computed at £=24 fm

as a function of n» for the ground state (bottom) and
a Boltzmann-like distribution of n-collective states
(top) at E = 1 0 MeV excitation energy. We can see
that the introduction of a small temperature in the
potential does not noticeably changes the fission mass
distribution of the ground state but the inclusion of
a Boltzmann-like distribution of n-states modifies
strongly the mass distribution by increasing the
heights of the new peaks by two orders of magnitude.

c) Same as in Fig.3b but at E = 2 5 MeV excitation
energy. One can see, as expected, that the widths of
the main peaks are increased and that the depth of the
minimum at n.aQ is decreased comparatively to the mass-
distribution at zero excitation energy (see Fig.3a).

252Fig.4. a) The fission yields of No, normalized to 200% as

a function of the n.-coordinate, computed at £=23.5 fm
*

and E • 0 MeV excitation energy. One can see that the
shorter is the cut-off, the higher are the new peaks ,

even higher than the main peaks. This shows that the

fragmentation valleys Bxist even in the vicinity of

the second saddle point (see Fig.2).

b) The fission yields of 2 5 2No computed at 1= 23.5 fm

as a function of n» for the ground state (bottom) and

a Boltzmann-like distribution of restates (top) at

E » 10 MeV excitation energy. Again, one can see that

the Boltzmann-like distribution of n-states increases

strongly the heights of the new peaks, the ground state

mass-distribution being only slightly modified.
*

c) Same as in Fig.4a but at E = 2 5 MeV excitation

energy. We can see that the whole picture tends to be-

come symmetric and that the new peaks appear as
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"shoulders" in the mass distribution of the ground

state. For a Boltzmann-like distribution of restates

their yields increase again.

Fig.5. a) The fission yields of "*No, normalized to 200% ,

as a function of the n~coordinate, computed for a

cut-off, lenght A=23 fm and zero excitation energy

E = 0 MeV. We can see that the mass distribution is

very smooth with only one minimum at n,=Q due to the

presence at this lenght of the second saddle point

in the potential CFig.2).

b) The fission yields of 2 5 2No computed at I = 23 fm

and E = 1 0 MeV, as a function of n. for the ground

state (bottom) and a Boltzmann-like distribution of

T)-states (top). We can see that the ground state mass

distribution is slightly modified, the yields of ths

new peaks increasing strongly by the introduction of

the Boltzmann-like distribution of n-state with a cor-

responding temperature.
*

c) Same as in Fig.5a but at E = 25 MeV excitation

energy, One can sea that the width of the mass distri-

bution is increased and that the minimum at n=0 is

strongly decreased, the whole picture becoming prac-

tically symmetric,~as expected.

Fig.6. The penetrabilities for all two-body separation possi-

bilities with positive separation energies 0 > 0 of

the compound nucleus Th, as a function of the mass

of the emitted cluster for different charges. We can

see that, from the point of visw of the penetrabili-
* 28

ties, ths moat favoured cluster is Mg and not the a-

partlcle. This illustrate the possibility of the emis-

sion of other clusters than the ct-particle.

Fig.7. Same as in Fig.B but for No. The most favoured
48

cluster is Ca.
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Fig,8. The theoretically predicted fission yields of 2 3 BU

at zero excitation energy E - 0 MeV(«) and the ex-

perimental fission yields of Np at an average

excitation energy E «• 4.5 MeV(o) as functions of

the mass of one of the fragments. Also, the posi-

tions of the "radiochemical shoulders" at A =66-67

and A_ • 171-177 are shown. One can see that the

predicted yields are very large, representing few

percent of the total yields, in complete agreement

with the present available experimental data.
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THRESHOLD PHENOMENA IN NUCLEAR REACTIONS

C.Ha£egan

Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering

Bucharest, ROMANIA

I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of this lecture is Threshold Phenomena in Low

Energy Nuclear Physics. This problem was started by Wigner /1/

thirty years agoi However it is still topical even today. Let be-

gin with the physical setting of the problem and with an thaore -

tical and experimental review of the field. <

Let consider two reaction channels i a proton one and a

neutron one. The proton channel is an open onej the neutron chan-

nel is just opening. Because of the conservation of the flux ,

the opening of new channel will result in some modification of

the proton channel cross-section. Such modifications are called

threshold phenomena. Of course the magnitude of the threshold ef-

fect depends on amount of the absorbed flux by the neutron chan -

nel. If the opening reaction channel has no coulombian and centri-

fugal barriers, then the removal of the flux from open channel is

sudden and this results in a threshold effect, called threshold

cusp. It is expected to observe threshold, cusp at the opening of

every s-wave neutron channel.
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The threshold cusp was first predicted in the framework

of R - Matrix Theory /1/. Some time ago, it was also described /2/

by using S-Matrix unitarity and analyticity. These two. descrip-

tions are both physically and formally equivalent /3/. In the fol-

lowing, these descriptions of the threshold cusp will be shortly

exposed, by underlying their experimental predictions.

?, Cuip in R - tka£)Ux. The.oKy

The collision matrix would be parametrized in terms of R-

Matrix in the form /4/

-1 1/2 -1 -1 -1 1/2 -1
Uab " 6ab " 2i' Pa La 5ab + 2 i Pa La <L "R) ab Pb Lb

1/2 -1 -1 -1 1/2 -1
Uan = 2 i P a La lL " R ) an Pn Ln "-1'

Here and in the following a and b Ca.b = 1,2,...,N) denote open

channels i n = N' + 1 is the new channel which opens at the energy
2

E - k = 0. P and S are penetrabilities and shift factor and
n n -1 •

L = S • i P.. At threshold (zero energy l imit) , L becomes inf i -

nite only for s-wave neutron channel (a • channel radius)

-1 -1 -1 -1
Ln = (Sn * i P n J ° C i P n } = t i p ) ' f o r p = kn a ' a n d 1 ° °

-1 . -1
The dominant term in (L - R) matrix elements is Just L

an n
-1 -1

i * Ln
CI.2)

" R1 an * Ln

-1 -1 1/2 -1 1/2 -1 1/2
Uan "• tL " R ) an Pn Ln " Ln Pn Ln = Pn

it results that all the energy dependence of Uan is contained in

P.
1/2 - an
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Of course, the effect of n • N*1 channel on U . matrix

elements is. contained in

a - R) a b - (1 - LR) g b Lfa

This matrix element contains, in a higher order approximation the

term L - ip . and this yields to a threshold contribution

1/2

*Uab * p * En

whose energy derivative is infinite in zero energy limit

Because of this .infinite derivative, this effect was called

"cusp".

Z. Cu&p In S-Uat/Ux Thzoiy

Baz 17.1 developed.a more quantitative treatment of the

cusp, by using S - Matrix elements behaviour at zero energy

Snn = 1 " Nnnp

Sa* = "an p (1.3)

S ab t p ) = SabC 0 ) + ASab = Sab * Aabp ( p * 0 )

These formulas .are valid only in zero energy limit (neutron

threshold)* Nnr), PI and A ^ are constant coefficients. In the

above power expansion is supposed that the most important contri-

bution comes from 1 = 0 waves and, consequently, the high - order

terms p2 1*1 , (p * 0) were neglected. With the S-Matrix Unitarity

and above assumptions, i t results for the threshold contribution
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ab San Snb " 1/2 Man Mnbp . «•«>

the same result as in R Matrix treatment. Observe in above assump-

tions (1.3) and (1.2) that resonances are excluded from threshold

vicinity. In the following we adopt above relations as definition

of the threshold cusp.

3. Bxpe-tlmzntat ^e.atuKe.6 oj the. thie.Ah.old cu*p

The above definition of the cusp result in some criteria

for experimental identification of this phenomen /5/. /6/. 77/

(1) vertical slope at threshold , .

(2) its value is zero at the threshold

Aoab fp " °' = °

(3) it is centered exactly at threshold! it is not displaced away

from threshold
1/2

(4) the ratios • O"ar/En are constant in threshold region
1/2 .

°an/En — const (1.6)

The above treatments do not predict the magnitude of the effect.

Deviations from above criteria indicate another threshold phenome-

non than a cusp.

According to cusp theories, it is expected to observe cusp

phenomena at the opening of energy s-wave neutron channel, with
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every nucleus (compound or target) from Periodic System.' Neverthe-

less, there are very few experimental evidences of threshold ef -

fecbs in low - energy nuclear physics.

4. ExpznJ.me.ntal eiM.dence.4 ^on. thKz&hold phtnamtna.

Most of the threshold effects in law-energy nuclear phy -

sics. were observed with light nuclei. The (p,n) threshold anoma -

3 7
lies were found in proton elastic scattering on H /B/ and Li /9/

and also in inelastic scattering reaction Li(p,p.) /10V. Recently

a lp,n.) threshold anomaly was found in proton elastic scattering

on Be / 1 1 /

3H(p,p)3H

7LiCp,p)7Li

7LiCp.P i )
7Li*

96e(p.p)9Be

at

a t

a t

a t

3H(p,n)

7Li(p.n

7Li(p,n

9Be(p,n

3He

)7Be

i)7Be
Q •

'JaB

threshold

threshold

threshold

threshold

For heavy nuclei a threshold effect was observed in (d,p)

reactions on A^90 target nuclei, at the opening of the (d.p)isospin

coupled channel (T = isospin lowering operator), /12/

A(d,p)B A(d,n)T~B threshold

9oZrCd.p)91Zr 9oZr(d,n)91Nb = T'91Zr threshold
g.s.

Some experimental features of these anomalies will be pre-

sented.

Ca) 3H(p,p)3H anomaly /8/ .

. The excitation functions of proton elastic scattering on

H present at some angles, anomalies centered at Cp,n) threshold .

This anomaly has no a ver t ica l slope, but rather a rounded form .

The rat io o /EV2 has deviations from the usual rule a / E 1 / 2 =
Pn n pn n

constant / 5 / .
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(b) 7Li(p»p)7Li and ^ i C p . p ^ L i * anomalies / 9 / . / 10 / .

This well known threshold phenomenon was observed in exci-

tation functions of both elastic and inelastic proton scattering.

Also here the (p,n) cross-section deviates from the rule

C / E J / 2 - constant /13 / .

(c) Be(p,p) anomaly / 1 1 / .

A (p.n.) anomaly was found in proton elastic scattering on

Be, at many angles. Also hers the (p.n^) cross-section was f i t ted

with another energy dependence, than those predicted in cusp theory.

A common property of a l l light-nuclei threshold anomalies

is the energy coincidence of neutron threshold with a compound nu-

cleus resonance

A - tErez " C thr J / r i ° * 1 l I ' 7 )

Another property i s that of a la rge reduced width of the neutron

threshold channel .

(d) 9 o A ( d , p ) threshold anomaly / 1 2 / .

The only one reported anomaly f o r theavy nuc le i is tha t

o f (d ,p ) react ions on A * 90 t a r g e t n u c l e i , observed at neutron

analogue t h r e s h o l d . This anomaly occurs at the threshold of i s o -

spin coupled channel . So the f i r s t property of t h i s anomaly i s the

isospin coupling of the involved proton and neutron channels. The

anomaly appears l i k e a dip in the (d ,p ) e x c i t a t i o n funct ions. The

center of the dip i s located at neutron analogue threshold i n l i -

mi t of 100 - 200 keV. The t y p i c a l f a l f - w i d t h i s 700 keV. The most
B8 9o 92 9?

pronounced anomalies were observed with Sr , Z r , Zr , Mo,
94

Mo and other target nuclei, see ref. /14/. In polarization mea-

surements the anomaly occurs also at more foreward angles, having
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either a resonance or a S-shape form. An extensive experimental

study was done with polarized deuteron beam on the target nuclei

/15/ 8flSr, 9oZr. 91Zr, 92Mo, 1o6Cd. The (d,n) cross-section fol-

lows the rule a. /E' ^L constant /16/.

The first explanation of this phenomenon was that of the

simple isospin coupling /17/ of proton and neutron analogue chan-

nels. Howev/er the anomaly disappears for nuclei far away from

A 2 90 region like for example A ~ BO /18/. The vital condition

for this anomaly is th3 existence of the 3-p neutron single par-

ticle state which is locatBd at zero energy just for A ̂  90 mass

nuclei /19/, /14/. This p-wave state is known both from neutron'

strength function data and optical model calculations, see e.g.

ref. /20/. By isospin interaction this state is coupled to the ob-

served proton channel. By this coupling, the S . matrix element , *

is modified by adding the p-wave single particle resonance term

/14/

S :
p P P

Erez " E ' (Sn * i f V b K "

a - free parameter, b-boundary condition at channel radius a. This

formula is in fact a single resonance formula. Lane pointed out

that (non-linear) energy dependence in ths denominator £S and P )
n n

result in a compression effect of the resonance term which reduces

the single particle width to the 700 keV. However such big value

of the compression effect requires a very large neutron reduced

width yn, namely 4 times Uigner unit. By using this formula the

experimental data on 3-p wave anomaly were fitted both for cross -

section and analyzing power /21/.
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Conclusion*

By comparing the theoretical predictions of the cusp

theory with the experimental evidences, i t results that the thes-

hold phenomena occur in some restrict ive conditions. In the fo l -

lowing we w i l l develop a new treatment of threshold phenomena

which w i l l result in some necessary conditions for occurence of

the threshold effects in a- and p- waves.

I I , DESCRIPTIONS OF THRESHOLD PHENOMENA

In this chapter WB w i l l expose new descriptions of thres-

hold phenomena in the framework of S-Matrix, K-Matrix and R-Matrix

Theories. They are free from usual cusp assumptions (1.2), (1.3),

so i t is expected a larger class of threshold phenomena can be

described.

1. Thnzihold Ph.znome.na. In S - UattUx Thtofiy /2Z/

Let us study the effect -of the opening of the channel n ,

on the S . matrix element, by using unitarity condition. Consider

a system of N reaction channels a,b = 1,2,...,N, coupled by uni-

tar i ty

S°(N) S°(N)+ - I (II.1a)

and another independent open channel n • N + 1-, described by S -

matrix element S°

\S°n\ - 1 . (II.1b)
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The block S° -matrix, defined by

,o -
S°(N)

nn

(II.2a)

is a unitary one

S° . S o + (II.2b)

because its components are. I t describes the N+1 channel system in

absence of the coupling between the channel n and the channel sys-

tem N(S° • 0 ) . By couplistg the N system with the channel n, we

obtain the S-matrix of the (N+1) channel system :

S° * S - S°

S S

fnb|

pan I
6nn

(II.3a)

(II.4a)

The S - matrix is considered to be an "energy-dependent back -

ground* > the terns & and 6 come from the coupling.

It.is possible to demonstrate that the following form for

ab San Cn Snb (II.3b)

is compatible with S-matrix unitarity and this imposes a con-

straint on the C factor, namely

(II.4b)

where the phase u is connected with C , through relation

2iu
a • S

on
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Until novt u is a free parameter, and the last relation is a defi-

or C .n
A similar property holds for the case of n-closed channel

nition for C .n

723/

S tN)ab Sbn - " San

Now, by imposing at the threshold, the following condition for the

phase

e (En - 0) = -1 (II.6)

we obtain a description of threshold phenomena. We will realise

last condition in the fallowing way :

i f Snn * - 1 , then e - - S ; n / | s n n | . ( I I .7a)

i f S n r t - - 1 . then « - • < n / | s n n | CII.7H)

The factor C is near the threshold
n

(II.Ba)

-7 Cn - 0) (11.8b)

C " »Cn

P mcn

Snn

|Snn«

Snn
|S |

1

is I +
1 nn'.

1

js | -

1

1

En

En

- 0 .

- 0

1
2

1

n

and the contribution A . is at the threshold
ao •

*ab * l«an Snb * \ "an "nb K" ~ ° UI'9a)

n

C I I ' 9 b )
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The first case corresponds to the threshold cusp i the Agfa contri-

bution is vanishing at the threshold. This formula was obtained

previously in ref. /24/. The second formula (II.9b), derived in

the assumption S • -1, says that a resonance near the thresholdnn

implies a non zero A . threshold contribution.

Observe that in limit of S real
nn

and negative, these two formulas reduce to

Observe that in limit of S real matrix element, positive
nn

Aab = San

2iu

nb
nn

The choice for e which incorporate the both two cases is

2iu
nn

nn

2. Ihnzihold Phenomena in K - Hatlix Thtoxy IIS I

The departure point of this treatment is K - Matrix para-

metrization of S - (T-J Matrix /25/

S = 1 - 2 1T1...T

T - K - in K T i (1 • iir K) T - K

We split the T- and K- Matrices in the form

TN TNn

TnN Tn Kn

-iir

TN TNn

TnN Tn

(11.10)

(11.11)

where T N and KN refer to N open channel system and T and K to
" " n n

the opening channel n. The coupling between the N open channel sys-
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tern and the new n channel is represented by T,, (K., ) - Matrix

elements . In the channel decoupling l im i t CK̂  * 0, T^ -» 0) we

obtain the T - Matrix T° for N independent channel system and n

independant channel

0 K.

-iir

KN 0

0 K

t 1

o r

(11.12)

(II.12a)

The threshold contribution is, obviously

T - T°

(II.12b)

(11.13)

and in the following we wi l l derive i t .

Explicit evaluation of (11.11) yields to the following

formulas

K
N " i i r KN TN " i i r KNn TnN

-1
KMn TNn (1 " i - TN)

and

T • T *̂ T = K I I T K I T +T ^ T I

" f l n 1 - iw Tn
 n N - N N L N N n 1-iir Tn

 nNJ

( I I . 1 4 a )

T » T 11T x
11 , " n 1 - iir Tn

 n H

- 1
RH) (TT.1410
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-1 . -1 -1 K

Tn = (1 • iir Kn) Kn - i i r d + iir Kn) KnN(1 +' iir KN) *Nn

- 1 , (1 • i , K n ) ! K n N ( - i i r ) d * i « KMJ KNn Tn

- (1 •• i n Kn) Kn - iir ( 1 * iir KR) (k , q k)

-1 „. „.

- l i t {1 • iir Kn) (k . q k ) ( - i i i) Tn ( I I .14c)

where the fol lowing notations were used

- 1 N

t - IIK It q =11 • iir KM) = iQi (a. ?) = Z Co., B.)
II an| N ^ ^ i i ( I I < 1 5 )

Now taking into account the similarity of the formulas (II.14a)and

(II .12a). i t results
TS " TN + TNn , . £T

 TnN

or

TnN

The threshold contribution (11.13), becomes now

A TN = " TNn
~ I n I

n

ASN " SNn 1 ' SnN ™
nn

This l a s t formula rep laces the "cusp" o n e j i t was obtained with no

r e s t r i c t i o n s on Tay lo r expansion of the S - Matrix elements near

the n - t h r e s h o l d . I n thB l i m i t S - 1 , i t reduces to cusp formula.
nn .

In addition to the result (11.17). explicit formulas for TM (SM )
Nn Nn
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and T (S ) could be obtained

K. - iir(k. q k)-
Tn = - 2 (Il.ifla)

1 •* in K̂  -CiTTl2Clt, q t)

Sn - - 1 * 2i [i - irKn - ir2(k\ 0 tij (II . 18b)

TNn ' 1 KNnC 1 " i11 Tn> = l t S n n
SNn - - r t W n n + 1 ) q KNn " f ( S n n + 1lCJ S i n

2 * * "1

= 2ir(i - wK - iT(k. Q k)) 0 L CII.IBd)
n Nn

Because the equations (11.17) and (11.18) were derived with no

restrictions on energy dependence of K-Matrix elements, they are

valid not only in vicinity of the threshold, but even if there are

resonances in energy interval considered. It is valid also at the

opening of a n-channel with charged particles. A non-zero threshold

contribution (ASM / 0) occurs only i f S -• -1 in order to compen-

sate in (II.17b) the lowering value of S.. S N at the threshold

(SNn - 0 for p - 0 ) .

3. Thizihold Vhe.nome.na. In R-Matnix. The.o/ty 116/, 111 I

The co l l i s ion matrix, as expressed in terms of R-Matrix.

has the form

U - -1 • 2i |lB P.z B * i-ij • (11.19)

where the following notations were used

-1 -1 -1
Rs - (R - SJ - (1 - RS) R

B . P 1 / 2 (11.20)
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Now we split the system of N • 1 channels in two parts :

the open channel system N(a,b = 1.2.....N) and the new opening

n • N • 1 threshold channel

UN u r N l u " II1 a uabu

Un

, R S -

r N
r

r n

, B =

b

0

0

bn

J/2

u"T

(11.21)

The coupling between N open channel system and the new n-channel

is represented by u • I U || matrix elements and is due to r - r

In absence of this coupling u = 0 or r = 0. we obtain the col-

l is ion matrices for N independent system and n-independent channel

u'N

0

(11.22]

(11.23)

Obviously, the thrssnoiri cantribution is

... -1 -1
,\! = Ur. - U° = 2i (c - A) - 2 iq

N i l

= 2i (q - 0) - 2 iq = -2 iQ

where a new C matrix is introduced by formula
-1 -1

q = q -(q - A)

The evaluation of AUM is reduced to calculation of Qt in order to
IN

do this we represent q and A as

-1 -1 -1 -1
Q = (q - A) (-A + AqA) (q - A)

A - (U° • 1)/ 2i-Pn br x br
(11.24)

and after some calculations, we obtain
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- A + AqA = "1/.(Pn rn + i ) ( P n rn + i - PR(br. qbr))A

= -ACU° + 1)(Un + ' i ) ' . (11.25)

- 1 - 1 -1 -1 -1
Q = " ( IT + 1 ) (U n • 1) (q - A) A(q - A)

The exp l ic i t evaluation of these quantit ies gives

u •

U =
n

A •=

- 1
q =

" S -

- 1

-2 i

- 1

P n

b r

. - 1

+ 2 i Cq

bn ( Pn

• 2 i

N b +

+ ?i

(P

+
i

i«

q

-1

r n

i )

-

+

n
-a

-1
A)

i )

• i

br

Cq

- P n ( b

x br

- A ) b r

r, q b r ) ) (11.26)

U° = -• 1 • 2i (P r • i)n n n

The threshold contribution becomes

-1 -1
AUN = 2i(q - A) - 2i q

(11.27)

AUM - u ' u
U • 1nn

Observe that in limit U ~ \, this equation reduces to the cusp one.

Because this threshold formula was derived with no restrictions on

energy dependence it is valid .not only in threshold vicinity, but

even if there are resonances in the energy interval considered. It

is valid also at the opening of a channel with charged particles.
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By us.ing new forms for the u vector

-1 -1 ^
u - -(U° • 1)bn (q - A) b r

(11.28)

- -CUnn • D b n q b ?

another form for threshold contribution is obtained

AUN = (Un n + 1)Pn q b r x b r q (11.29)

Conc.tui4.om>

By three dif ferent methodo i t was obtained that the coupling

of thB new n-channel results in the modification of the S - Matrix

elements, by the rule

S°ab - S ab " S°ab + S a n
nn

The formalism appears to be more general than the only evaluation

of the threshold effects. It is potentially useful far study of

different kinds of channel coupling effects in nuclear reactions.

The final result (11.30) is independent on different (K -

Matrix, R - Matrix) parametrizations of collision matrix i in all

the descriptions only the unitarity condition is explicitly re -

quired. All above results are obtained by assuming the n - channel

openi they could be extend to n-closed channel 111 I.

Ill, PHYSICS OF THRESHOLD PHENOMENA /27/

In the previous chapter, the formal aspects of threshold

phenomena were presented. In this chapter we present some physical

aspects of threshold phenomena like closure relations for threshold
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phenomena and types of threshold phenomena. As specific appli-

cations of tha threshold formulas, we discuss low-energy behaviour

of collision matrix elements (u and U ) and. connected with, va-
nn

rious types of threshold phenomena in s - and p-waves.

1. Clo«u*e tiztouLLon {o/i thfizihold

In R-Matrix notations the unitarity condition is

U° q* = - q CIII.1)

and this yields to the following relation for u vector

U° £* """ * 1 Z (III.2)
Unn + 1

These two relations permit to obtain a "closure" relation for the

threshold contribution to the cross-sections of open channels

Aoap " 2 Re (Uap " V AUap + 1*%/
2 till.3)

1 A o a P " " l
UpJ • 2 RB AUPP

a

The last formula gives the sum of all threshold effects in proton

(p) induced reactions at neutron (n) threshold. If all threshold

contributions have the same sign Ao = + |Ao |, for every a -
ap — ap

channel, like in statistical model or weak coupling limit , then

I |Aaap

This means that a big threshold effect in proton channel |A0 | ,

for example, determines small threshold effect |Ao | (a ? p) in
ap

the other open channels.
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2. Tkn.e.&hotd u u p

Let us consider the resonances are far away from neutral

threshold n, so

rN' r ' rn anc ' ^ a r e m o n o^o n energy dependent

21+1
Pn <v p ~ p for 1=0 i (p •*• 0) ( III .5)

I t resul ts for u" and U in zero energy limit
an Till

21+1 -1 21+1
1 = 1 " Nnn p * 1

1+1/2 ( III .6)

Unn - " 1 t 1 " 2 i C i * c t P } 1 = 1 " Nnn p

and consequently for AU..

an"nb

The cusp i s vanishing small at the threshold (p •»• 0 ) . On the o ther

hand, fo r away from threshold (p -*•»), the threshold cont r ibut ion

All . i s a small uridetectable oneap .

lAUabl " lUab " Uab' = \Udb " Uabl = e ' f o r " + " ( I I I ' 8 >

Indeed, according to usual models (Oil, DW5A) for the description of

the background, the collision matrix elements do not depend on the

number of open channels, therefore

" a b ^ U a b f o r P * -

and AUab is a small quantity e. So the cusp contribution is vanish-

ing at threshold and small at infinity. It could be 2 cases <

a) lAU^I has no maxim and i t is a monoton increasing function .•

from 0 to e
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0 £ 1 AUafa| £ £ ( I I I . 1 0 )

and no threshold effects could be observed in al l energy rangE.

b) |AU . | has a maximum at an i n t e r m e d i a t e energy p. ,(0<p..< °°)

0 «AUafa (Pj) » e (111.11)

and then an observable threshold effect could occur at this energy.

Now we will demonstrate the validity of the first relation (III.10)

for the cusp phenomenon is s-wave. Because for the cusp, by hypo-

thesis, there is no energy dependence in open (N) channel system,

q = constant matrix, r = constant vector [III.12)

it results that energy dependence of

AUN » (Unp + 1)Pn(q t> r x q b r) ( I I I . 1 2 )

could occur only in

« = 2 i Pn(Pn rn • i - Pn(b r. c b r ) ) ( I I I . 1 4 ?

-1
= 2 i Pn(Pn(A + IB) + i )

Because B = - ( b r , Im q b r) = (b r , q q t r) > 0 (III.15)

the above function 6 is monoton increasing with energy i i t rsscr.ss

i ts highest value at infinity (p •* ™). Accordingly the threshold

cusp cannot be observed in the validity limits of usual beckgrc-nc

models.
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3. Compound nucleu* leionance and 4-waue thn.e.&hold ejject

A necessary condition for Au"N i* 0 is Un + -1 in order to

- compensate the lowering value of the product u x u(u -*• 0, for

p •+ 0). This condition means a resonance at the thresholdi in the

following we discuss this condition for compound nucleus and

single particle resonances.

A compound nucleus resonance, located in threshold vicinity

means

- 1 - 2
r... r, r and q ^ p (resonate) (III.16'.

This implies in limit of a narrow resonance

21-1 -1
U = -1 + 2i(i • ct p ) - - 1 for 1=0
n (III.17)

- 1 for 1&1

I t results that a narrow compound nucleus resonance interplaying

with n-threshold, could induce non-zero threshold contribution only

for s-wave. I f the s-wave resonance is moving away from the thres-

hold the effect disappears. The effect is stronger for a larger neu-

tron reduced width. A l l three anomalies, observed with l ight nuclei,

f a l l in this class.
' 4 3

The compound nucleus He(anomaly in p • H channel) has a

resonance at an excitation energy which corresponds to the opening

of neutron channel. This resonance, 0 . has the following characte-

r is t ics 728/ : .3* = 0 + , E _ , - E.. „ <\< 250 - 300 keV, T * 300 kBV ,2
Yn —

 tens °'f percents from Wigner unit.
7 B

For^p + Li reactions, a resonance in compound nucleus Be

was found to interplay with the neutron - threshold /10/, /29/. It

is a resonance in 1 = 0 wave and the reduced width for neutron chan-

nel exceeds five times that of proton channel :
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j" =' 2" , Y^/Yp 1 5 . T • 50 keV.

g
The Belp.pl anomalies occur at an excitation, energy in

compound nucleus B(E = 12.6 MeV), close to a resonance' (E =
p rez

12.56 _+ 0.03 MeV). The width is r = 95 KeV and the neutron reduced

width is 0.2 times Wigner unit / 1 1 / .

However compound nucleus resonances cannot explain p- wave

threshold anomalies.

4. Single, pantlc.lt /resonance and p-wave thxe.ihold e^ec-t

Let ur consider the following case : r and r resonate at

the threshold while rN not

+ • " 2
r , r "v» p 1 fj, 2L constant ( I I I .1B)

Hence q and uS • -1 + 2i q depend monoton on energy, i .e . there is

direct interaction mechanism in the open channels. I t can be shewn

that the resonance behaviour of. r and r , means a single particle

resonance in n-channel which is coupled by direct interaction V

to the other channels /30 / . With the above conditions, the following

energy dependence result for U and u, (for 1 = 0» 1)

21-1 21-3 -1 3-21
!i • ct 1

(3-211/2

Unn + 1 = 2 i / ( i + ct p * ct p ) -v. p (111.19)

u-v p

and from here ALL. ft 0 only for 1 = 0 and 1 = 1. No threshold ef-

fects occur for 1 £ 2, in the above conditions. So a threshold ef-

fect in p-wave requires two conditions :

(1) single particle resonance at the neutron threshold, or zero

energy neutron single particle resonance
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(2) direct interaction mechanism in open competing channels. Of

course, the Cd,p) reaction anomaly observed with A 2l 9 0 target

nuclei, satisfies both these conditions .

The threshold effect induced by a single particle re-

sonance of zero energy, is

9U2 Y2 J
.... _ 3 a Y n J b

E n TA + iCT + G)

1/2 1/2 . . -> 7
* E b ._ P R?L W. » G = E^/P v CIII.20)

a ' -. ab, b . bb bn n n n
. . . • 2 1/2 1/2

- A •• ir. = - vn y p a R°a van , qab Pb Rbb vbn)

R° - is the R-Matrix element for the independent open channel a j
aa

V - is direct interaction coupling between n opening channel and
a n • -

•an open' channel a » •

Y - is reduced width of the single particle resonance, located at

the n-threshold, E = 0.
n

The threshold anomaly contains spectrosoopical informations on the

single, particle resonance through the reduced width y /31/. This

threshold formula differ from single particle resonance proposed by

Lane /14/, by an additional term G in the denominator. This term

results in some peculiar properties of the single particle thres-

hold anomalies :

- there is -no threshold effect in 1 > 2 waves in the above

treatment while in the other version there is an important effectj

this could be tested experimentally for A %. 70 target nuclei Cd -

single particle resonance) j .
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- the strongest effect occurs for p-wave and a spead one

for the s-wave (factor 5 ? 10). This situation is just reversed in

single particle formula. It is interesting to look for 3s and 4s

threshold anomalies in mass region A ̂  60 and 140. Some experimen-

tal data on °Ce(d»p) presents a very weak anomaly /30/i

- another difference between the two formulas is the com-

pression effect. The single particle formula requires a larger re-

duced width (4 times Wigner unit) in order to reproduce the anomaly.

The compression effect in the above treatment is relative insesi-

tive at the changes of neutron reduced width in the range

82 = (1 -. 4) y* I

- threshold energy dependence of Cd,n) reactions follows
1/2the rule ° d n /E 2L const and this is supported by experience.

ConcJ.uiA.on6

We conclude that a threshold effect could be observed only

in some restr ic t ive conditions.

1) For l igh t nuclei, a s-wave threshold effect could occur

only i f a compound nucleus resoriance is interplaying with neutron

threshold. The threshold channel reduced width must be larger. In

principle the anomaly could occur in every reaction channel which

populates the compound nucleus.

2) For medium and heavy nuclei i t is expected to Observe

threshold effects in p-wave and less in s-wave. The necessary con-

ditions for a p-wave threshold anomaly are :

- p-wave neutron single part ic le resonance at zero

energy. This condition selects the mass region of target nuclei.

- direct interaction coupling of neutron threshold

channel with open channels. This second condition selects the open
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channel in which is expected, to see thei anomaly.

IV, 2-P-WAVE THRESHOLD ANOMALY /33/, /34/

If our understanding of p-wave threshold anomaly is correct,

then we can look for anomalies connected with other p-waves zero

energy neutron single particle states. Such a candidate state could

be 2p- zero energy neutron single particle resonarrce. It occurs at

zero energy for A 2; 30 mass nuclei. Not only optical model /35/and

shell model /36/ calculations predict this but a peak occurs in re-

cent experimental data on the p-wave neutron - strength function '

data /37/. The 2p wave zero energy mass region is A ̂  30.

The suitable reactions for this experiment could be :

a) T = 1/2 (i-sospin doublets)

p + ??Na at n + ??Mg threshold, E.. = 5.05 MeV
IT . i£. tn r

p + 1|Mg n +. ̂|A1 5.26 MeV

p + 2^A1 n + ̂ Si 5.BO MeV

p • ̂ Si n + ̂ P ' 5.92 MeV

p • ^ P n + 3gS 6.42 MeV

P + ĵ?S n + ^|ci 6.56 MeV

P • ?7C1 n * ffAr 6.75 MeV

b) T = 1 (isospin triplets)

p + ̂ 2MS ' n * f|Al*(0.23) 5.21 MeV

P • 3 ^ i n * J°P*(0.6B) 6.62 MeV
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p + 3gS n + ^ C l (g .s . ) 6.46 MeV

A l l tha target nuc le i l i s t e d here belong to isospin doublets (T=1/2)

and t r i p l e t s (T=1) from th is mass area / 3 8 / . Therefore proton and

neutron channels are coupled by isosp in i n t e r a c t i o n . This is j us t

another condi t ion f o r occurence of p-wave threshold phenomena.By ex-

per imental considerat ions only the fo l l ow ing target nuc le i were -

chosen s 2 3Na, 2 7 A 1 . 31P (100% abundance), 3 5Clt2; 76% abundance) and

34 s [2oB p ) ( s n r i o h Q c | t 0 B 5 % ) .

A threshold phenomenon in cross-sect ion is the e f fec t of i n -

ter ference between background part of S-matrix and i t s anomalous

p a r t . Because the threshold con t r ibu t ion has p-wave character, i t is

necessary f o r i t s experimental observation that background has very

few p a r t i a l waves j otherwise th'B threshold e f fec t i s masked by the

background. This cond i t ion is also good f u l f i l l e d f o r A ^ 30 mass

area, because Cp.n) threshold energies are approximatively B.OOOMeV.

Another cond i t ion f o r the experimental observation of a

threshold e f fec t i n the exc i ta t i on f u n c t i o n , i s that the background

cross-sect ion i s smooth. Unfor tunate ly , th is condi t ion i s not rea-

l i z e d f o r A 2; 30 n u c l e i , because of some f l u c t u a t i o n s . However, the

threshold e f fec t being connected w i th a s ingle p a r t i c l e resonance

has a ra ther broad s t ruc tu re (> 500keV)i in other words the thres-

hold gross s t ruc tu re would occur as an envelope of the smal l - width

s t ruc tures from e x c i t a t i o n f unc t i on , i n the energy averaged cross -

sec t ions . A l l these are presumptions f o r the 2p-wave threshold ex -

periment.

The most pronounced threshold structures occur in proton

e l a s t i c sca t te r i ng on Al / 3 3 / and P / 3 4 / . F luctuat ions are pre-

sent i n a l l measured exc i t a t i on funct ions j they are attenuated in
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threshold v ic in i ty . However at large angles a modulation of f luc-

tuations is to be noted in threshold v ic in i ty . In order to remove

the fluctuations and to extract their envelope, we averaged nume-

r ica l ly the data over AE * 500 keV energy intervals. For this

averaging interval the small-width structures are averaged out.The

averaged curves clearly show a gross-structure centered around(p.n)
23 35

threshold. The threshold structures observed with Na and Cl are

smaller. Besides our data, Mg(p,p) excitation functions (measured

/39 / for s ta t is t ica l studies at laboratory angles 8 • 150° and

6 = 120°} present the same typical averaged shape. Also were mea-

sured excitation functions on a isospin T - 1 target nucleus,

S(p,p) . The same anomaly occurs at neutron threshold but much

weaker.

A procedure to extract the envelope of the f luctuating ex-

citat ion functions is based on Fourier analysis of fluctuations,see

e.g. re f . / 4 0 / . The Fourier amplitudes of Ericson fluctuation are

exponentially damped with respect to frequency number. This analysi'

was done for 9 = 140° excitation function of proton elast ic scat-

tering on Al / 4 1 / . The energy in terva l , 3 MeV large, was divided

in three parts : CD below threshold (4.200 - 5.200 MeV) i (2) at

the threshold (5.200 - 6.200 MeV), and (3) above the threshold

(6.200 - 7.200 MeV). Above (p,n) threshold (E = 6.200 - 7.200) we

obtain a frequency spectrum typical for Ericson fluctuations. Below

the (p,n) threshold (E = 4.200 - 5.200 MeV) we obtained some non-

s t a t i s t i c a l Fourier components of half-width (^ 1/frequency) 100 -

200 keVj they correspond to compound nucleus structures. For the

threshold domain (E <• 5.200 - 6.200 MeV) we obtained (superposed

on thB Ericson spectrum of frequencies) a Fourier component of f re-
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quBncy 1/500 keV. which comes from threshold anomaly. We recons-

tructed all these three parts of excitation functions, by dividing

the high frequency spectrum (2 1/100 keV) and obtained a three com-

ponent figure (separated by dashed arrows). The obtained curve is

nearly identical to the energy averaged excitation function. Below

and above the threshold we obtain a kind of monotonic back-groundj

in the threshold domain a gross structure is obtained and this is,

in fact, the threshold anomaly. By this procedure we have extracted

from fluctuating excitation function, the slowly variating back-

ground, and superposed on it the anomaly located at the (p.n)thres-

hold (fig.b). The fig. (a) represents the same excitation function,

after numerical averaging over AE - 500 keV, and both curves are

nearly identical.

Another procedure to extract the envelope of fluctuating ex-

citationsfunctions is an empirical one. The ideea of this procedure

is as follows. The small - width structures (S 100 keV) from exci. -

tation functions are partly [especially above the threshold) flue -

tuations. and partly (especially below the threshold) compound nu-

cleus structures. The former are not correlated at different angles;

these could be canceled by adding the excitation functions at dif-

ferent angles. Tha latter are however correlated at many angles and

cannot be removed by angular integration of the cross-sections.How-

ever they are not correlated for different target nuclei so by ad-

ding the excitation functions of proton elastic scattering on dif-

ferent target nuclei we will'atenuate such structures and put into

evidence the common shape of all the added excitation functions. We

implicitly assumed that the shape of the single particle threshold

anomaly is the same for all target nuclei. This procedure was used
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for following excitation functions : Nate • 130°), Al(6« 140°),

31P(6 = 150°), 35C1(8 = 160°)» 34S(6 - 170°) i the energy reference

point is that of (p.n) threshold with the corresponding shift . The

excitation functions were normalized to unity at the threshold mi-

nimum. The threshold structure occurs now without energy averaging

( f i g . c ) .

The above experimental data provide a proof that the (p,n)

threshold anomaly, f i rst observed in the Allp,p) elastic sct ter-

ir-g. is a general property of proton elastic scattering on T / 0

nuclei from A ^ 30 mass region. These data could be completed with

crotcn excitation functions measurements on other T • 1/2 and T»1

nuclei from this mass region, such as Si and S and fig and

V, CONCLUSIONS

From the above descriptions i t comes out some rest r ic t ive

ccr.diricns for cccurance of threshold phenomena in nuclear re-

ecticns. These necessary conditions are : ( D a compound nucleus

rsscnar.cs ir.terplaying with the threshold can induce a threshold

sf fsc i cr-iy in s-wave j (2) a threshold effect in p-wave require :

(=] 5 single pert icls resonance at the threshold, and (b) direct

interaction ccupling with the cpen channels. The threshold cusp

ccr-^rs i f e l l resonances are far away' from thresholdj in l im i t of

_s-el models for background description, i t is vanishing small. I t

sesrr-s that a l l signif icant threshold effects from low-energy nu -

ciser physics are connected with a resonance at the neutron-thres-

h o i c
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The opening of a.neutron channel results in threshold ef-

fects in open channel cross-sections only if a state-either a com-

pound nucleus or a single particle one- is coincident with neutron

threshold. This state, in addition to its energy localization at

threshold, has a large reduced width for decay in threshold channel.

The study of such state could be interesting not only by its effects

in open channels, as discussed above, but even by its own nature.

These states with specific properties are called threshold states

/42/. A numerical study of the charged particle threshold states,ob-

served in heavy ions reactions, is presented in the ref. /43/.

4300 700 6.100 .500 300 6-300 .700 7.100
ElMeV)

Figl
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REGGE - POLES APPROACH TO DIRECT HEAVY ION

TRANSFER REACTIONS

M.Petrascu

^En
s

Institute for Physics and Nuclear^Engineering,

Bucharest, ROMANIA

1, INTRODUCTION
'• '..-•' '.-'•?"'••'• * ' • '"• . V

In previous lectures at this summer school the essential

aspects of heavy ion fusion and of deep inelastic collisions were

reviewed. These processes are characterized by a strong transfer

of energy and angular momentum to the nuclear intrinsic degrees

of freedom. In figure 1 there is represented the dependence of the

reaction cross section on the orbital quantum number %. Areas de-

noted 1 and 2 in this figure correspond respectively to fusion

and deep inelastic processes. To higher values of angular momentum

corresponding to grazing collision the transfer of energy and an-

gular momentum to the intrinsic degrees of freedom is in general

small by comparing with initial values of these quantities due to

the periferal characterSof collisions. Therefore this type of col-

lision is called also cuaBielastic.

In the case of such collisions a number of few nucleons

can be exchanged. In this case we have to do with direct or with

the so called cuasielastic transfer reactions. The study of these

reactions can be an important tool for understanding of the mecha-
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nisms of heavy ion interactions. As we understood from professor

Arima's intervention at the panel discussion in this school, Ja-

panese theorists (Tamura's group) are trying to approach deep ine-

lastic processes by generalization of the formalism used in des-

cribing direct processes.

In theoretical description of few nucleon transfer pro -

cesses, not speaking about some classical or semi classical ap -

proaches that in some cases obtained remarcable results, the DWBA

formalism has been proved satisfactory in cases when the transfer

could be considered as an one step process. In many cases however

this assumption appears to be unjustified although apparently it

seemed that the coupling with other states could be neglected.

Recently it was proposed a new parametrization of transfer

reaction amplitude by means of Regge poles /I/. This parametriza-

tion has been recommended itself as satisfactory also in cases

DWBA could not describe the behaviour of differential cross - sec-

tions. In the following will be presented shortly : the present

status of DWBA approach to heavy ion transfer reactions, the for-

malism of Regge poles approach to transfer reaction and some re-

sults of calculations based on the Regge poles formalism. Finally,

some conclusions concerning the Regge parametrization of reaction

amplitudes, will be underlined.

II. THE DWBA APPROACH TO HEAVY ION TRANSFER REACTIONS

The DWBA formalism is well known /2/. In the following ths

basic equations, in order to remind the essential approximations

of DWBA will be exposed. Let us fix the ingoing channel i = a • A

and the outgoing final channel f = b + B.



The time independent Schrodinger equation has the fern;

(H - E)i|;+ = 0 •• CC^l

The wave funct ion <|> can be expanded in terms of channels

i and f

' b

For s impl ic i ty i t is considered here a single outgoing channel f .

The Hamiltonian can be wr i t ten also in the form :

H = hft • ha • T. * Z Vmn - h B - h b - V « * m 12.3)
mfn m,n

in which h . , h , hQ. h. are the int r insec hamiltonians wi th eigen-

functions 9. , <p , ?„ and <p. . Considering that the in teract ion

between the two ions can be replaced by an opt ical potent ia l one

has :

Vmn ^ T p I»A V
m,n

and

X f f X f f

Uf(rf) -L-i- |,B ,b> - ̂ ^ Vmn -LjL. |,B ,b > (2.5)

With these potentials the following coupled equations can be

deduced

m,n

and

mn
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X x p . X^

(VUf-«f) -i-I- = - < ,B ,b| E V^-UJ^ .9a > -i^i- (2.7)
m,n

in which e. and e. are equal respectively to

and

e. = E -

ef • E " eB • eb

The difference E V - U represents the residual interaction

that determines transitions from channel i to channel f and vice-

versa. From these equations one can get DUBA by assuming that the

residual interaction is small and consequently the probability of

transition from channel i to channel f will be small. Much smal-

ler will be therefore the contribution of the inverse transition

from channel f to channel i. Thus within this approximation one

can write

XiCr.)
C Ti + Ui " ei> r.

 = ° C2"B)

From this equation one can obtain the elastic channel function x-

with the asymptotic form

icr*.
X i ( r . ) • e . f "I

By putting this function in equation (2.7) one can obtain the

function xf with the asymptotic form

C ( G * F ) (2.9)

in which the amplitude Cj, is given by
f
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C l f - / x j 1 ^ ) < fB <Pbl m y m n " U UA , a > XiCr.5dr.dr,

Xx which must not be confused with X f i s the solution of the

equation

x B l

(T f • U f - e f) - j ^ — = 0 (2.10]

From here it results that DVIBA could be valid only if the residual

interaction causing transition from the elastic channel to the

transfer channel is much smaller than the diagonal part of the

potential. This means that in order to apply QWBA it is necessary

to have a global view concerning all channels besides the elastic

one that are coupling to channel i. It is sufficient for one of

these extra - channels to have a large contribution in order to

make decoupled equation 2.6 inadequate and consequently DWBA not

to be valid. A case seeming to.illustrate the effect of coupled

channels is the reaction °Ca + C.

For the one neutron stripping channel Cat C, C] Ca

and for proton pick up channel °Ca(1 C, N) K experimental mea-

surements have been done by Bond et al /3,4/, In the first case

DWBA describes well the differential cross section /5/ as can be

seen in fig.2. In the second case the theoretical curve is out of

phase with the experimental points (fig.3).

The explanation of this discrepancy can be given on the jasis of

the level schemes in fig.4 in which are represented also.the op-

timum Q values /6/. As can be seen the direct route 0*( Ca> -

7/2 ( Cn) having j = 1 + 1/2 is favorised against the indirect

route 3"(4oC.a) * 7/2~ (41Ca) for whinh j = 1 - 1/2. At the same
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time the 0 state is closer to the optimum Q value than the 3~

state. In this manner one can neglect the contribution of the 3~

state and one can understand why DWBA describes well the experi-

mental data in this case.

For the pick up reaction on the contrary the direct tran-

sition 0*(4oCa) - ! C39K) corresponds to j = 1 - •! and the op-

timum 0 is closer to the 3 state and consequently the transition

3~(4oCa) - -| (39K) is favorized in this case. Thus follows that

the coupling between channels cannot be neglected and CCBA indeed

leads to a better description of experimental data /6/. However ,

it must be stressed that the coupled channel calculations are very

expensive and are implying spectroscopic factors for several states

simultaneously that makes very difficult their estimation directly

from experimental data.

A relatively simple possibility of parametrization of the

transfer reaction amplitudes based on Regge poles will be described

in the following section.

3. THE REGGE POLES APPROACH TO TRANSFER REACTION

The main idea of Regge poles approach consists in the de-

finition of the solutions of the Schrodinger equation :

I 2m
U(r)- E i|>. tk.r) = 0 (3.1)

for complex values of 1, by analytic prolongation of this equation.

The extension in the I complex plane for the scattering

amplitude .•

T(8 ) - j E t ^ • Df^PntcosO) (3.2)
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can be ddnB by writing i t as- a contour integral in this plane :

f ( e ) = 7-^rr- • da.C2«,*1)f,P(, (-cose) — - (3.3)
K 2 n i l * sin(T*)

The integration contour-is shown in fig.5.

This contour encompasses all integral and positive

values of H. One can remark that the denominator was chosen as

sin ni in order that the scattering amplitude had'poles at all

integral values of S,. The argument of the P. function was chosen

- -cos 6 in order to compensate the alternation of. sign due to sin itl.

One can deform now the integration contour such that the integral

(3.3) remained'convergent in a more larger domain. Thus one can

open the: integration contour of fig.5,to pass downward along ver-

tical c1 "through .the point Rel ~ ~ ~? • as it is shown in fig.6.

The contribution of the two arcs of large radius can be considered

zero because for the Yukawa potential the amplitude f̂  tends ra-

pidely to zero for I •* ». The integral (3.3) has poles (Regge poles)

in points I = ot(E) in the first quadrant. The fact that fa(E) '•*• 0

for &•*•<*> determines- the exis'tence o-F a finite- number of such poles.

As long as the integration contour passes through these poles one

obtains a finite number of small circles around the poles as it is

shown in fig.6.

Finally one has

f ( e ) = . f d f t ( 2 i t v i j f , v ;,*• ;•-,;• : v : y . . $ P c - c o s e ) ( 3 , 4 )
• Jc, :._ • : . *-: . s i n »*•:••.•: • • . : . ^ - > v a i : . • -

in which Bj are nothing else. that>^hife residues of the integral in

We poles. The transform from integral;:(3.3) to integral (3.4) was

used for the f i rst time, in electromagnetjc interactions by Sommer-

fsld and Watson and therefcre . i t is•" named. Sommerfeld-Watson trans-
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form /7/. The position of Regge depends on energy : a. « a. (E).

SCbe geometric locus of a.(E) in the complex plan when E

varies is called Regge trajectory. An example of Regge trajectory

is shown in fig.7. This trajectory coincides with the axis Rel

as far as E < 0. It intersects integral values of A every time E

coincides with the energy of a bound state with orbital momentum £.

The Regge trajectory goes into the complex plane at E < 0. For

Re*. • integer it describes a resonance by condition that Im I be

not too large. This can be seen by considering E_ that value for

which Rei is integer and by expanding Re a.(E) up to terms of first

order in E - ER. This leads to

Re°n(ER) B. (ED) PfEpH-cose)
( - ) * R 2_S (3.5)

*RCE - ER * | ER)

in which

R . Re(l_ a ) r = —

and

I - Im a CEp]n K

Regge poles are especially suitable for the description of

the resonances for which a series of partial waves all with the

same quantum number dominate the scattering. The quasielastic trans-

fer reactions are especially interpretable through Regge poles be-

cause there is a narrow window for £(A& 2c a few units) centered on

the value * - ktR^R-) (.of the order 30 for energies obtained at

tandem accelerators). The dependence of the shape of the window on

the dynamics of the interaction is not well understood at present .

It was shown recthitly /8/ that in the case of a strong internal
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absorbtian, the ingoing and outgoing functions \|jj and \|t̂  are each

dominated by a pole thus creating a window -fy in DWBA depending

on the poles a. and a^ :

C3.B)

An estimate of the real parts of a. and a. can be done by means

of relations :

Re ai » Ki(R1 + R2)

Re af = Kf(R1 •" R2)

More exact values can be obtained by making top barrier calcula-

tions /B/.

The existence of a Regge pole lead to a simple physical

image, connected with the appearance of a creep wave of the form
-iae
e • This wave is damped due to the component 1m a and presents

oscillations due to the component Re a. Due to this simple phy -

sical image and due to the simplicity of the reaction amplitude

representation, the parametrization by means of Regge poles ap-

pears extremely attractive.

A possibility of parametrization is that described by

Carlson and Me Voy /I/. The resonant part of the amplitude f is

described by means of poles. The nonresonant background is taken

of the form

-U-* 0)A
2

B'CM = (H-Lo-iy) e e

in which a.(*0 and a_(£) are the Coulomb phases for the entrance

and exit channels and LQ, A are two real parameters. The choosing

of a gaussian form for the background is motivated by the fact
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that the high partial waves are supressed due to finite range of

the interaction and the low partial waves supressed due to the

strong nuclear absorbtion. With these explanations the partial re-

action amplitude for example in the case of L • 0 angular momentum

transfer can be written

Il-L -L °
-C&-LO)

2/A2

" z

The introduction of the zero Z appears to be necessary for des-

cribing multistep processes* The interpretation of this factor ap-

pears by writing it alternatively through the contribution of the

residues R. and R_ of the two poles :

R1 R2 (R1+R2) * -(R1o1

from which it results that

R2a1

R1 + R2

4 . RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

In the heavy ion department of IFNI were calculated by

Regge parametrization /9 / the transfer reactions °Ca( C, C) Ca

and 4oCa(13C,14N)39K at the energy EL (laboratory frame) of the

incident project i le equal to 68 HeV. The experimental data were

taken from /3 / and / 4 / .

The programme worked out in this aim uses two Regge poles

and a zero and a multipplicative background of gaussian type.
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Bacausa in this case the transferred angular momentum, is not zero

the angular distribution is given by

0(6)

LM A i

• » *
-MIM

i

e

V

( 2 V 1

-------M "-
I > Y » 16.q»)

-f

1/2
) • ]

2

L
[Vx

<^fOLO X,i° >
(4 .1 )

in which

- z
I, o = C
f *i

U.2)

In the programme it is considered that there is a dominant LCthe

transferred angular momentum) and consequently in expression (4.1)

the sum is taken only on M. The programme calculates the angular

distributions measured in the reaction plane <p -= 0 in which case
-M

the spherical functions Y» are replaced with Legendre poly-
-M f . •

nomials Pi (9).
f

In. the programme are contained subroutines for the reading

of experimental data with corresponding errors as well as of the

parameters necessary for the calculation (mass and charge of heavy

ions participating in reaction, incident energy, transferred an -

gular momentum, Q value, etc.) for the calculation of Coulomb

phases, of Clebsch coefficients, Legendre polynomials and also a

subroutine for automatic f i t based on a subroutine search /10/ etc.

In f ig.6 there are represented the results of the f i t for

the reaction °Ca(13C, C) Ca corresponding to the top barrier
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values a. = 30,8B + 4,48i and <xf = 32,75 • 2,60i. In this case

one obtains a f i t enough good but the zero Z = 31,0 _+ 3,13i prac-

t i ca l l y anihilates the pole a. = 30,QB + 4,48i. This results alsu

from f ig.9 which corresponds to optimum x in a f i t using the sub-

routine search. As can be seen in this case the zero Z = 33,50 +

3,13i practically anihilates the pole ctf = 38,75 • 2,B0i. I t f o l -

lows that for this reaction which can be well interpreted by OWBA

the f i t practically reduces to the using cf a single pole. Quite

different are looking things in the case of reaction QCaC JC,

14 39

N) K for which a satisfactory fit as can be seen from fig.10

can be obtained only for a difference of 11 units between the real

parts of a. and a.. The fit is based in this case on the search

subroutine and corresponds to the optimum value of x •

In fig.11 there is shown the attempt for fit using top

barrier parameters but maintaining the previous position of the

zero.

As can be seen the fit is essentially outphased against

the experimental points and the oscillation amplitudes are in clear

disagreement with the experimental points.

CONCLUSIONS

Trying to underline the conclusions resulting from this

lecture I would stress the following aspects :

1) DWBA can explain only those transfer processes for

which it lacks an essential coupling between initial and final

state with other states. This means that DWBA is valid only for

the processes occuring in one step.
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2) The calculations based on coupled channels can explain

multistep processes, but these calculations are extremely expensive

and their spectroscopic value is reduced because there are spec-

troscopic factor superpositions quite difficult to define on the

basis of experimental data.

3) An alternative is to parametrize the scattering ampli-

tudes by means of Regge poles. This is a very simple alternative

with a reduced number of parameters and having a straightforward

physical significance.

This parametrization applies both in the one step and

multistep processes. In one step processes the poles cu and o f

are close one to .another. In the analysed concrete-case there is

sufficient practically a single pole. In multistep processes the

difference between the poles is large.

Thus the utility of Ftegge poles for transfer reactions be-

sides their simplicity lays in the fact that they are giving in -

dications about the transfer reaction mechanism successing in the

light of analyses undertaken untill now to select between one step

and multistep reactions.

It is clear by definition that Regge parametrization does

not contain spectroscopic information but in this respect also the

information from coupled channels is not usable due to its com-

plexity.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS . O

Fig.1. The dependence on *• of the reaction cross-

section.

Fig;2. Angular distribution corresponding to

4 oCaC 1 3C, 1 2C) 4 1Ca (g.s.) obtained at 68 MeV

incident energy. The curve is recoil DWBA

calculation.

Fig.3. Angular distribution in 4 oCa( 1 3C. 1 4N) 3 9K

(g.s.) transition for 6fl MeV projectile

energy. The curve is recoil DWBA calculation.

One can see the discrepancy between theoretic-

si curve and experimental data.

Fig.4. Diagram showing the couplings assumed in

CCBA calculation for 4 oCa( 1 3C. 1 2C) 4 1Ca

(g.s.) and 4 QCa( 1 3C. 1 4N) 3 9K (g.s.)

transition.

Fig.5. The contour of integration corresponding to

SL-pole representation of scattering amplitude.

Fig.6. The deformation of the integration contour

corresponding to Sommerfeld - Watson trans-

formation.
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Fig.7. Regge trajectory for a Yukawa - type

potential.

Fig.8. A Regge pole fit to angular distribution in

4oCa(13C,12C)41Ca (g.s.) at 68 MeV energy

using barrier - top values for a. and of.

Fig.9. A Regga pole fit to 4oCa(13C.12C)41Ca (g.s.)

at 68 MeV energy for optimum x value, using

a search subroutine.

Fig.10. A Regge pole fit to angular distribution in

4oCa(13Ca,14N)39K (g.s.) reaction using the

search subroutine.

Fig.11. An attempt to fit 4oCa(13C,14N)39K experi-

mental data by using barrier-top values for

o. and Or.
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"EXOTIC" AND "ORDINARY" PHENOMENA

IN HIGH-ENERGY HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS

V.O.Toneev

- Laboratory of Theoretical Physics

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research

Dubna, U.S.S.R.

Much attention has been paid to the study of relativistic

heavy-ion collisions hoping to find exotic phenomena such as nu-

clear collective effects, shock waves, pion condensate, abnormal

nuclear state ••• In this talk I would like to analyze some expe-

riments where signals of such a kind of effects were observed.This

analysis is based upon the intranuclear cascade model.

Inelastic nucleus-nucleus collisions are complex and mani-

fold phenomenon, therefore the experimental search for signals of

novel effects is inevitably connected with using certain physics

conceptions, some theoretical approaches or models. But due to the

same reasons it is impossible a priori to justify the choice of

the only approach suited in the whole energy region discussed and

for all types of nuclear collisions. Actually, a complete microsco-

pic description starting from a given two-body potential is pos-

siblB only in a classical approximation at not too high energies,In

spite of the well known troubles in the microscopic "preparation"of

stable nuclei (that means non-collapsing and non-expanding ones du-

ring the reaction time) and of the need for very large volume of

the computational work, some interesting results were obtained
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along this line /1-3/. However, difficulties arising at attempts

to include relativistic effects and pion production do not allow

one to extend this approach up to an energy region higher than the

ir-meson production threshold what is of a particular interest. At

the energy of an order of several hundredsof MeV, the mean free

path A of a nucleon in undisturbed nuclear matter is about 2 fm.

This value is noticeably larger than the range of a strong inter-

action of nucleons, d aiCO.B-1,0)fm, that is d/A 1(0.4-0.5).

When the energy increases, this ratio becomes smaller because d^ X,

where X is de Broglie's wave length. The smallness of the ratio

d/A allows one to develop a kinetic approach to nucleus - nucleus

collisions based on the Boltzmann-type equations to be realized in

different versions of the intranuclear cascade model /4-10/,But at

central collisions when an essential compression of nuclear matter

occurs, the parameter d/A is not yet small and conditions for the

validity of the cascade model must be violated. On the other hand,

a hydrodynamic consideration needs the smallness of gradients of

velocity, density and temperature. Because the last values are con-

trolled by the scale A, it is.necessary that A/L << 1 where L

is a linear dimension of an interacting system. In the most favour-

able case of a head-on collision we have A/L ̂  2/(4 -. SlyQ.S-Q.Z.

One should note that for nuclear collisions the Reynolds number,Rn,

to be associated with viscous forces is of an order of (2;4) /2/,

and hence viscous effects should be involved into a hydrodynamic

description. Available calculations are made in an ideal fluid ap-

proximation, Rn << 1 /11-14/. The other limiting case Rn » 1 cor-

responds to the regime of a turbulent motion. Qualitatively,such a

mechanism is implied in the nuclear fireball model in which all nu-

cleons in the overlapping region are assumed to interact strongly
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farming a single excited system to decay outside a nucleus /15/.

Therefore, the absBncB of essentially small (or large)para-

meters characterizing the space-time scales of nucleus - nucleus

'collisions gives birth to democracy among different theoretical ap-

proaches. So, having faced a new experimental fact it is difficult

to distinguish between "exotic" and "ordinary" effects, so far as

the concept of "ordinary" is not defined as a rule. I shall return_

to this problem a bit later.

Our model is an extension of the Dubna version of the intra-

nuclear cascade model of hadron-nucleus interactions /16,17/ to the

high energy collisions of two nuclei by a simultaneous consideration

of cascades developing in both nuclei.

Each of the colliding nuclei in its own reference frame is

treated as a Fermi gas of nucleons confined in the potential well to

be described by the two-parametric Fermi distribution with the para-

meters extracted from the experiment on the elastic electron scat -

tering. Nucleons of a projectile in the lab.system (as well as nu-

cleons of a target-nucleus but in the anti-lab.system] are assumed

to be described in the approximation of independent particles with

effective masses /4,5/."

The characteristics of elementary hadron-nuclBon collisions

are simulated by using the same approximation of available experi-

mental data as in the cascade calculations of hadron-nucleus re*-

actions /16/. The pion production and ir-meson absorption are taken

into account, pion-nucleus potential being of 25 MeV. In every in-

tranuclear collisions the Pauli principle is verified.

An important feature of the model is that the nuclear nu-

clBon which was involved into thB interaction is further considered
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as a cascade particle but not a consituent of the nuclear system.

This results in a local change of the nuclear density during the

collision (-trailing- of "depletion" effect /17,16/.

The interaction dynamics is traced subsequently in time

by the Monte-Carlo technique.

The excited residual nuclei are described within

equilibrium statistical theory.

A detailed description of the present model has been given

in ref. /4,5/.

One should stress a number of advantages of the cascade mo-

del t

a) the extension of the cascade model to the interaction of

complex nuclei does not need any extra parameters i

b) the model predicts the absolute values of characteristics

in question >

c) in the case when a projectile nucleus is changed by one

nucleon, our model reproduces the earlier cascade calculations which

are in a good agreement with experiment in the energy region

TQ £ 20 GeV /16.18V»

d) the employment of the Monte-Carlo method enables one to

simulate very exactly the experimental conditions, what is extremely

important in a relevant analysis of specific reaction channels such

as "central" or "near-central" collisions.

It is noteworthy that all collective effects are neglected

in the cascade approach. We shall try to turn this demerit into some

merit. Namely/ the cascade model predictions will be considered as

a zero-level-in analyzing signals on novel extraordinary effects.

Thus, we aim to find the most striking deviations of the cascade
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theory from experiment. To ascertain the nature of these deviations

(coherence.or triple collisions, manifestation of hydrodynamic ef-

fects of formation of abnormal nuclear states and. so on) some addi- .

tional investigations are needed, certainly.

But we shall start from the short discussion of general cha-

racteristics of nucleus-nucleus collisions in the energy .region

where it is natural to wait for an agreement between the cascade

theory and experiment. In connection with the discussion of space -

time scales given above, these results can be considered as a test

or a posteriori justification of the cascade mechanism of interac-

tion.

Average multiplicities of the charged tracks produced by re-

lativistic heavy ions in nuclear emulsion are presented in the Table.

In addition to quite good agreement between theory and experiment,

one should pay attention to the weak dependence of a number of black

prongs (and, hence, the excitation energy of a target nucleus)on the

size of a projectile whereas it is not the case for the s- and g -

tracks l.The cascade model reproduces in a right way both multi-

plicity distributions (Fig.1) and correlations between particles of

a different type (Fig.2). The last fact may be a real argument in

favour of the cascade mechanism of the nucleus-nucleus interaction.

Angular distributions for secondaries in terms of Cos6 or 6 are

less sensitive characteristics. The shape of calculated distribu-

tions agrees fairly well with experiment (Fig.3).

In the experiment made by the Swedian group /22/ the in-

teractions with light (C,N,O) and heavy (Ag,Br) components of the

We use the usual nobation of photoemulsion works.
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nuclear emulsion were separated and experimental results were pre-

sented in the absolute scale. The comparison with these data is

given in Figs.4 and 5. A somewhat faster decrease in the measured

energy spectra as compared to theoretical histograms indicates the

loss of some protons near the threshold of their identification,

T * 400 MeV.

On the whole, one may conclude that the cascade mechanism

dominates in the considered energy region of colliding nuclei and

the developed model is quite realistic to reproduce main features

of the inelastic nuclear collisions.

A comparative study of proton inclusive spectra has been

carried out for the 2 oNe + Z 3 BU at the incident energies TQ =• 0.25

and 0.4 GeV/nucleon /23/. It turns out that approaches using rather

different basic concepts (hydrodynamic, cascade or nuclear fireball

models) arrive at similar results. Consequently, this characteris-

tic is not decisive in discriminating these models.

The high activity in the study of a passible formation in

nucleus-nucleus collisions of the collective form of motion like a

classical shock wave was initiated by experiments of the Schopper

group and by their interpretation given in the papers of Greiner

et al. /13,14,24/. Indeed, if one considers nuclear collisions in

terms of hydrodynamics then nuclear matter may be compressed in

the shape of the Mach cone when the velocity v of a projectile nu-

cleus exceeds the sound velocity in nuclear matter.It should give

rise to a particle emission preferentially near the Mach angle

Cos 6M - vs/v0 (1)

where v is the velocity of the shock front. In the Schopper expe-
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riments some.peaks in angular distributions of particles were ob-

served if the stars with a large number n of tracks (that is cen-

tral collisions) were selected . The peak position turned out to

be close co the expected one. Following Greiner et al. /13,14/ the

contribution to these peaks Is mainly due to the fast a - particles

produced at passing the nuclear boundary by the Mach shock wave.

Therefore, the appearance of such a narrow peak can be considered

as a signal of the formation of high dense nuclear shock waves. The

recent Schopper data and results of our calculations accounting

exactly for the conditions of measurements are pictured in Figs.6,7.

It is important to note that within our cascade-evaporation model

there is no mechanism leading to the production of the fast ot-par-

ticles : Energy region of "evaporative" particles is limited by the

value T < 10 MeV/nucleon. Hence, the comparison of the model cal-

culation with the experiment provides an estimate of the yield of

the fast a-particles due to the shock wave mechanism. It is seen

that there is some excess of the experimental points in the ex-

pected region of angles 6 *v 6M but this difference is everywhere

less than three standard deviations and it decreases with the

growth of the projectile energy.

How to explain the broad maximum in the theoretical angular

distribution ? Why clear peak from knocking-out the a-particles by

the nuclear shock wave is not revealed ?

In these experiments, tracks corresponding to hydrogen isotopes

with kinetic energy T < 28 NeV/nucleon and to helium isotopes

with T < 200 MeV/nucleon were detected 713,24/.
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The answer to the first question is simple and it is illus-

trated in Fig.8. A number of tracks n in the stars is directly

correlated with the velocity of the excited residual nuclei.The se-

lection of the central collisions according to n means the passage

to the higher velocities of the residual nuclei what gives rise to

an asymmetry of the angular distribution in the lab.system for the

evaporative component. For the class of stars with n £ 13 the

knocked-out or cascade protons comprise only about (10-15)% of the

total number of tracks, the angular distribution even for this cas-

cade component being very broadened.

As to available compressions, they are high enough. Fig.9

exhibits the space-time evolution of the compression zone as the

projectile ion 0, with energy T = 2.1 GeV per nucleon travels

the target nucleus Ag. When the centers of colliding nuclei al-

most coincide, the particle density approaches the maximal value,

p/p 2l a d n the lab.system), then this compression zone expands

very quickly. It is of great importance that compressed region has

no clear shape associated with the Mach cone, and all irregularities

in the p(r,z,t) function have the scale of an order of the mean free

path of a nucleon in undisturbed nuclear matter A. Therefore, the

particles to be knocked-out at crossing the nuclear boundary by com-

pression zone do not reveal the strong angular collimation expected

from the simple hydrodynamic consideration.

The reaction exemplified in Fig.9 closely corresponds to the

experiment carried out by the Swedian group /24/. The relevant re-

sults are presented in Fig.10. As it is seen the cascade model des-

cribes the shape and absolute value of the angular distribution but

the ejection of an experimental point near e "v» 50° which could be
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suspected as a sign of the shock wave formation is not reproduced

by our calculations. Hydrodynamic approach /11/ leads to rather a

similar form of angular distributions but it is unable to evaluate

the absolute value of the effect for this specific class of stars

with a number of heavy tracks n. S 28.

•Thus, the analysis of angular distributions does not enable

us to assert unambiguously that we are dealing with a manifestation

of the collective form of motion of nuclear matter associated with

the shock wave. It is possible that the characteristics discussed

are weakly sensitive to the effect in question and, say, angular

correlations are more suited for this aim.

In ref./21/ the two-body correlation function

C2<*1 '*2} " 7 ~ " h — — C2)

* 1 * T dx1dx2 x dx1 dx2

has been considered where x. = Cos 8. and T is the inelastic cross

section. Since C-tx-.x-) is proportional to the number of particle

pairs, contribution to this characteristics will be greater for

large stars.

The diagonal elements of the correlation matrix C2^X1 — X2^

are shown in Fig.11 separately for "black" and"gray" tracks. The

theoretical histograms agree well enough with the measured values

C2 for both types of particles. If dx/de from the Schopper expe-

riment is used to calculate C_ according to (2), the correlation

function for b-particles behaves in a qualitatively different way.

This testifies to a great sensitivity of this method. As it is seen

from Fig.11 the main part of fast protons (i.e. g-particles) is

knocked-out independently. This can also serve as a confirmation of

the cascade mechanism of high energy nucleus-nucleus interaction.

So, in spite of the statements in the papers 713,14,24/ it
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does not prove the observed peculiarities are related to the for-

mation of nuclear shock waves. Certainly, it is necessary to increase

essentially the statistics of the measurements, to identity the

type of detected particles and to measure their Kinetic energy.How-

ever, the aforementioned excesses of experimental points above the

theoretical "background" cannot unambiguously be identified with

the shock wave effect. Other phenomena, in particular the process

of• preequilibrium particle emission; may contribute to these discre-

pancies /5,6,23/. Of particular interest is the region T Ml,3-1.7)

GeV/nucleon where irregularities in the energy dependence of the

shock front velocity v estimated according to (2) has been observed.

Such a v (T )-behaviour can be related to the ir-condensate instabi-

lity of nuclear matter resulting in a dense isomer with p ̂  3p

/26,27/. The cascade model predicts the monotonic energy dependence

for angular distributions. New experiments covering this "suspicious"

region are very needed.

An enhancement of the pion production in relativistic heavy-

ion collisions can be a possible signal of coherent effects or a

phase transition into condensate state /28-31/. Multiplicity events

are analyzed in ref. /28/. This is the same experiment some charac-

teristics of which are presented in Figs. 4,5 and 10. The measured
Em

values n •= n - I h_ (here n_ is the projectile fragment with

a charge number Z 2 2) differ from the "true" number of charged

particles. One can see from Fig.12 that under exact consideration

of the experimental conditions the theoretical distributions over
Em •

n are quite consistent with measured points without any addi-

tional assumptions as to a contribution of the "shadowing" effect

(cf.
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In the papers /30.31/ it was shown that negativa-pion mea-

surements by Fung et al. /29/ give a strong evidence for the pre-

sence of a coherent production mechanism. The comparison of our re-

sults with the Fung et al. data for the most exciting case

Ar • (Pb304) at the energy T = 1.8 GeV/nucleon is shown in Fig.

13. The cascade model predicts a number of events with n - > 10 to

be somewhat higher than the measured or calculated one within the

fireball model /31/. However, this deviation is not so catastrophic

as in the oversimplified version of the Vary cascade model where a

number of important effects (in particular, pion absorption inside

a nucleus) is completely neglected /30/. Besides, due to using ra-

ther thick targets, pions with momentum less than- about 100 MeV/c

are lost in the experiment in question. More accurate measurements

carried out on pure and thin targets are very desirable.

If deviations in a number of it -mesons do really take place,

they should be revealed more noticeably in the g-particle characte-

ristics, because they are connected with a number of intranuclear

collisions more intimately than pion multiplicities. Such an expe- -

riment has been performed recently by the Heckmann group /32/. How-

ever, these results are harder for theoretical interpretation so

far as the description of the central collisions selected as in-

teractions that exhibit an absence of projectile fragments implies

the correct treatment of both the fast cascade stage and the decay

of highly excited light nuclei (pre-fragments or spectators).In the

last case the "evaporative approximation" used fails.

I am finishing my talk by the consideration of the- unique

reaction on the 1.65 GeV/nucleon beam of iron ions available now in

Berkeley /33/. Fig.14 demonstrates spectra of the pseudorapidity
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V) • log tan 6/q for shower particles produced in the Fe +(C,N,O)-

central collisions provided by the conditions n * 26 and an ab-
s

sence of fragments with Z > 2. As far as the size of the Fe-ion

projectile exceeds that of the target nucleus, one could expect the

appearance of two maxima in the ̂ -distributions for central colli-
one

sions of which should correspond to the decay of the spectator- nu-

cleus. They can be clearly seen from the theoretical distributions

obtained within both the cascade and nuclear fireball model. But

one-hump distribution was observed in the experiment /34/. There-

fore, the nuclear reaction mechanism realized in such a class of

interactions has no full understanding in the framework of the

single-particle (cascade) and collective (nuclear fireball) models.

I thank K.Gudima together with whom the main results re-

ported here were obtained and H.Iwe for useful discussions. I thank

also B.Jakobsson and l.Otterlund for making available to ms their

experimental results before publication.
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Table . The me.an multA.pJLttU.tia o& cha.ige.d izc.onda.nizi in nzla.-
tivi&tic ion collision* with the. zmul&ion nuctzi.

Projectile
and its
energy
(in GeV/
nucl.)

A
 A

 
A

3 
3 

3

V
 

V
 

V

4He(3.7)

theory

4.1

3.9

4.B

exp./19/

4.4^0.1

4.7^0.2

4.7^0.2

12CC3.7)

theory

7.4

5.9

5.2

exp./20/

8.1*0.3

6.1+.0.3

4.4+0.2

14NC2.1)

theory

7.8

4.7

5.2

exp./21/

7.70HI.29

4.57+^0.21

5.29^0.31
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

F;ig.1. Multiplicity distributions of charged particles.
Cascade model.predictions are shown by the
dashed histograms. Solid histograms are
experiment /21/.

Fig.2. _ Multiplicity correlations between different
type prongs. Experimental points are from --
ref. /21/.

Fig.3. Angular distributions of gray and black tracks.
Experimental points are from ref. /21/.

Fig,4. Proton energy spectra from heayy and light
components of photoemulsion. Points are
experiment /22/.

Fig.5. Angular distributions of protons with the
Bnergy T < 400 MeV. The results for heavy
and light photoemulsion components are given
separately. The dashed histogram refers to
all the protons emitted by AgBr group.
Experimental points are from ref. /22/.

Fig.6. Angular distributions of tracks in high energy
heavy ion collisions. The central collisions
are selected according to the track number n.
Experimental points are from ref. /24/.

Fig.7. Angular distributions of tracks in central col
lisions induced by relativistic He ions. Expe
rimental ppints are taken from ref. /24/.
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Fig.8. The theoretical dependence of the mean ve-

locity of the residual- nucleus on the number

of tracks in the star (at the top) and re-

lative frequency of these stars, (at the

bottom) for the O+Ag reaction at T /2.1

GeV/nucleon. The average values for both

distributions are given, as well. The tracks

are defined according to tha particle iden-

tification in refs. /13,2V.

Fig.9. Space-time evolution (in the lab.system) of

the compressed zone for head-on collisions

o f
 1B 0 + 1°?Ag at the projectile energy

T Q » 2,1 GeV/nucleon calculated within the

cascade model. This is given in units of

1G~23 sec, pQ = 0.1B fm~
3. The relative

position of colliding nuclei as if they

moved without interaction is shown for each

moment of time considered,

Fig,10. Angular distributions of the protons with

energy T < 400 MeV from central collisions

of emulsion nuclei with the 2 GeV/nucleon

oxigen ions. The dashed histogram is calcu-

lated within the hydrodynamic model /11/.

Experimental points are from ref. /24/.

Fig.11. Twc-particle angular correlation function

for the black and gray tracks (x. = Cos 6.).

The dashed curves are calculated assuming

that b-particles have the same angular dis-

tributions as in the Baumgardt et al.

paper /13/ and g-particles are independent

each on.other. Experimental data are from

ref. /21/.
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Fig,12. The charged pion multiplicity distributions
for different components of photoemulsion
irradiated by the 12C and 1 60 ions at the
energy 2.1 GeV/nucleon. Data are from ref./2B/.

Fig, 13. The ir~ - multiplicity distributions. The
dashed curve is calculated within the nuclear
fireball model /31/. Experimental points are
taken from ref. /29/.

Fig.14. Pseudo-rapidity distributions for shower par-
ticles produced in the central collisions.
The histogram represents the cascade model
predictions under exact consideration of the
experimental selection criteria. The dashed
curve is calculated within the fireball model
for values of the impact parameter b£2.5 fm.
Experimental points are from ref. /33/.
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SOME REGULARITIES OF THE DECAY

OF THE DOUBLE NUCLEAR SYSTEM FORMED IN THE DEEP

INELASTIC COLLISIONS OF COMPLEX DECAY

A.G.Artukh, G.F.Gridnev, A.N.Mezentsev, V.L.Mikheev,

A.Popescu, D.G.Popescu. V.V.Volkov

Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, U.S.S.R.

Ab&tiact t Deep inelastic transfer reactions have been studied

in the systems
107'109Ag * 40Ar (285 MeV) and 1O7''1O9

Ag •
 11B

(86 MeV). The energy spectra and production cross sections for

isotopes of 3 £ 2 £ 17 (the former system) and 2 £ Z £ 9 (the

latter system) have been measured at an emission angle of 40°.

It has been found that in both system the Q -systematics are

satisfied for the isotopes of light elements (2 < 9). For the

heavier elements the 0 -systematics are violated because of

sequential nuclear processes. It is shown that in the reaction

1o7.1o9Ag + 11Q t h e Q -systBmatics are also fulfilled for the

isotopes, the products of the pick-up proton reactions. It has

been found that the nuclear structure of the light fragment

strongly effects its production cross section. A large dynamical

deformation of heavy fragments in deep inelastic transfer reac-

tions has been shown to occur.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of interactions between heavy ions and nuclei

have led to the discovery of a new type of nuclear reactions-deep
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inelastic transfers (DIT) /1-6/. The dynamical and statistical TB-

gularities characteristic of direct reactions and the decay of an

excited compound nucleus are interwoven in the DIT mechanism. The

twofold nature of DIT reactions is conditioned by the formation

of a specific nuclear complex - a double nuclear system (DNS).

The DNS formation in the collision of two complex nuclei

is a result of the following factors :

(i) the high viscosity of nuclear matter, displayed during

the relative motion of nuclei with a considerable

overlap of nuclear surfaces,

(ii) the occurrence of repulsive forces between the nuclei

as they begin to penetrate deeply into each other,and

(iiil the effect of nuclear structure of the interacting

nuclei.

High nuclear viscosity leads practically to the full dis-

sipation of kinetic energy of the colliding nuclei. As a result,

their relative velocity goes down to zero. A powerful repulsion

which occurs as the surfaces of nuclei overlap greatly prevents

their deep interpenetration. The shell structure of the nuclei

conserves their individualities under the conditions of the in-

tensive interaction of the nuclei.

The double nuclear system is an unstable formation, in

which the continuous processes of nucleon and thermal energy ex-

change take place. The system evolves toward the configuration

corresponding to the potential energy minimum. This is a dis-

tinctive feature of the DNS compared with nuclear molecules which

are characterized by quasistationary states.
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In the present paper, on the basis of the experimental data

obtained for the systems 1°7'1°9
Ag •

 4 ° A r and
 1 o 7 ' 1 o 9

A g • 11B we

consider some regularities of the evolution and disintegration of

the DNS. i.e.

(i) the validity of the Q -systematics for the DIT re-

actions induced by argon and boron ions,

(ii) the effect of the nuclear structure of the interacting

nuclei on the characteristics of OIT reactions, and

liii) the deformation of the heavy fragment at the scission

point.

The experiments were'carried out at an external beam of the

U-300 cyclotron of the 3INR Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions. We re-

corded the light transfer reaction products emittBd at an angle of

40° and in the solid angle of 3-10 ster. The grazing angle was

equal to 27°. The Z and A of the products were identified by mag-

netic analysis used in combination with the AE-E technique /7/.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As an example, the energy spectra (d a/dE dfi). o of the

isotopes of elements from D to Kg are shown in fig.1. The abscissa

shows the total kinetic energy TKE of the conjugate fragments of

the binary reaction 1+2 -» 3+4. In the TKE calculations the ion

energy and kinetic energy of the products were taken for the middle

of the target. The mass number of the targst was assumed to be

equal to 10Q (the silver is composed of 51.45 1 o 7Ag and 48.6%1o9A'g) ,

The arrows show the exit Coulomb barrier calculated for spherical

nuclei with on interaction radius Rq. defined by the following re-
1/3 1/3 J 4 -13

lotion R 3 4 = (1.225-(A3 + A4 ) + 2}'10 cm.
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One can see in fig.1 that the energy spectra of all the

isotopes have the form of nearly synrnetric curves with a maximum

in the vicinity of the exit Coulomb barrier. This shape is charac-

ter is t ic of DIT reactions.

In fig.2 differential cross sections (dg/dfi).0o for the

production of isotopes of 2 £ Z £ 17 are presented as a function

of the neutron number N and the proton number Z of the isotope(the

system Ag + °Ar). The data were obtained by integrating the energy

spectra (d O/dE dfiK-o over energy. The dot-dashed line shows the
n

data ( Be and He isotopes) obtained by extrapolation using the Q

systematics. In fig.3 (da/dS2) ._o for the production of isotopes

11

with 2 £ 2 £ 8 the system Ag + B are given in the same repre-

sentation .

Differential cross sections for the production of isotopes

for several elements are plotted in fig.4 (Ag+Arl and fig.5(Ag+B)

as a function of Q - fi(n) - 6(p). Q = CM,, + Fl2) - (M3 + M4) is

the energy consumed to reconstruct the nuclei, assuming that the

final nuclei appear to be in their ground states. 6(n) and 6(p)are

breaking energies of nucleon pairs which take account of the fact

that the nucleons transferred from the donor nucleus pass to the

excited levels of the accepter nucleus.

2.1. The. Q. -*y&Ze.ma.tic&
99

The 0 -systematics of the cross sections for the pro-

duction of isotopBs in transfer reactions induced by heavy ions

have first been established in ref. / 8 / . The Q -systematics were

interpreted using the concept of partial statistical equilibrium

/ 9 / , which was naturally justified by the DNS concept /10/. In a

number of papers /11-16/ i t was shown that the Q -systematics

hold for target nuclei from C to Th and projectiles from B
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to Ne. However, the first attempt to advance to the heavier ions

has failed /17/. At Orsay, 232Th was bombarded with the 295 MeV

4oAr ions. The cross sections for the production of isotopes of

elements from Mg to Ti have been measured, but one did not succeed

in obtaining the characteristic exponential dependence of do/dft on

the quantity Q -6(n) - 6(p). At the same time, the applicability

of the 0 -systematics for description of the isotopic production

cross sections in transfer reactions with the heaviest ions is of

special interest. For very heavy ions, the contribution of DIT re-

action cross section aD increases, and these reactions become a

predominant nuclear process /6/.

In our experiments using °Ar ions we extended the range of

the identified products to the isotopes of lighter elements. This

allowed us to study the influence of the effects of sequential nu-

clear processes such as nucleon and a-particle evaporation on the

distribution of the cross section for the production of isotopes.

Moreover, the range of the measured values of cross sections was

one order of magnitude wider.

From the data obtained (fig.4) one can see that the Q
gg

systematics are satisfied for the isotopes of light elements in-

clusive of oxygen. For the isotopes of the heavier elements we ob-

served an increasing deviation of isotopic production cross sections

from the exponential dependence characteristic of the 0 -systema-

tics. The character of the deviation of the isotopic production

cross sections from the Q -systematics for thB isotopes of the

heavier elements indicates that these violations are due to sequen-

tial nuclear processes and, mainly, neutron evaporation from ex-

cited light fragments. The experimental data obtained in thB pre-
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sent paper allow one to conclude that in the DIT reactions induced

by Ar ions the 0 -systematics are f u l f i l l e d in a l l those cases
EB

where the experimentalist deals with primary products.

So far , the 0 -systematics were used to classify the

cross sections for the production of isotopes in the reactions in-

volving the stripping of protons from the projecti le nucleus. We

performed an experiment to extend the Q -systematics also' over

the proton pick-up reactions. The Q -systematics of cross sections

for the production of isotopes in the reaction Ag + B CB6 MeV)

are presented in f i g . 5 . The 0 -systematics cover the isotopes pro-

duced both by the stripping and pick-up of protons by the B pro-

j e c t i l e . The isotopes of helium obey also the 0 -systematics. This

fact provides the evidence that a-particles are produced mainly in

multi-nucleon transfer reactions.

Thus, i t has been proved experimentally that the Q - sys-

tematics describe the isotopic production cross sections in any pro-

jec t i le - ta rget combinations, reflecting the general regularity of

thB DNS disintegration.

2.2. Nuc.le.an. Atluctuxe. e.A6e.ct& on dz&p intlantic tiani

In f ig .2 one can notice the following characteristic fea-

tures of the dependence of the d i f fe rent ia l cross section (do7d$l)._o

on Z and N of the isotope. I n i t i a l l y the cross section for the pro-

duction of isotopes with maximum yields up to fluorine decreases as

Z decreases. Such a trend corresponds to the predictions of the

theoretical models, in which nucleon exchange between the nuclei is

considered as a diffusion process / 2 , 3 / . The father Z of the frag-

ments from Z .of the i n i t i a l nucleus, the longer time is required


